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Chapter 1 -

 Maradha Codes Rapidly Into
A Compete-Space Against

I.S.O. Assault-Targeters Who
Engage Her For Questions

Against The State

Maradha: What  is  the  state  of  ethics  in  the  twenty-third
century?  How does it  even remotely concern the attendants
from the Interplanetary Jovian Plus Bank of Io who believe
that  they  have  the  right  to  look  into  minds...?  What  is  in
space? Is it a suffering psy-op, that it is difficult  to explore?
How is Titania doing? Titania needs to pick up its socks; what
is the interlunary play of agencies who wish to undermine the
true machines of industry,  which is personality power? Isn't
personality derivative to morality? It should be, or, it trends to
it? Isn't this the story of power? It is. Which group is trying to
suppress  the  anthropological  forces  that  interact  with
economics  in  different  confluences  of  decision  making that
occurs because of the people we regard as normal? This is a
social  process?  It  is.  People identify who is evil  and resent
evil. The moon must improve, the Solar System must improve.
This is  a  new era for  people.  Let  us not forget  the idea of
protagonists and the way they consume an age. Is there one
per age?  It  might be the thing that  is  paradoxical.  Can you
undo  threat?  Threat  is  always  persistent.  Everything  is
catabolic. Does threat kill the catabolism, or subjugate it? Who
is  threatening  and  then  continues  to  have  the  antiquity  of



catabolism  in  their  story?  This  becomes  an  analysis  that
reminds us who is evil. There is a suffering-undoing of the
individual who moves along with threat,  despite having the
foundations of undoing...  and which person is this? The most?
The hero? The hero says that you are not to move along with
threat,  and  also  with  foundations  of  undoing.  Everyone  is
special. People should not be intimidated either, perhaps? The
hero rejects the idea, but they are a zero sum game actor? It is
true.  The hero  seeks  a  utopia.  The era  aspires  to  the  same
overall. It  is a hopeful word. So, who is not of the era? The
personality moves to non-ethics and it is not of the era. It's a
complacency psy-op, and also something to try and suppress
Titanian personality power with programming? This is an Io
plot outed? Read it. How does it sound? So, if you are wanting
to be part of a positive future, then you need to change how
you  are  a  terrible  lousy  fake,  Cobalte  Diotaes,  since  you
cannot I.S.O. (Io Security Organisation)-order attack or abuse-
delicacies attack in the back-room psy-op arranged by I.S.O.
for  their  weird-as-dumb-to-lame reveal  to  me as  the  writer
that psychopaths do indeed exist  and are foul-as-dumb and
that even in a futuristic computer era that they could not look
at their own brains on a computer and reveal to themselves, “i
had this problem all along, and i am so glad to know that i
can perceive more the reality.” What did Cobalte Diotaes do?
Did he say, “I see that I have a giant loop in my head, like the
fatty little Io agent  Magento, and it means that I do not take
feedback from society, and I did not want to change it, because
it feels so good, like all of the drugs that I smoke?” This is a
changing planet and moons. The idiot-class must be stood up
to.  I  call  on  the  geotypically momentum'd  friends  to  speak
with me in this book, as we as Solar System militaries thump
the hyper-scum out  of  evil  finally and  smash  war  into tiny
little  feces-eating  pieces  with  “sassy  Io'er”  written  on  its
maus-o-tomb-o-leum,  and  no  reveal  about  the  lack  of
likelihood of surprises, since the thing was certain to desist,
alongside  the  group  of  people  who  conduct  pathetic-as-
anything “I am a high priestess of banking” parties such as is
anyone that  the militaries of Saturn and Jupiter so certainly



identify, and feel that they and General Grunhilde Greengum
and also the author (Maradha) and all of the other militaries
that are present (Too much joy, one could infer the archangels
of ages potentially) are umbraged about such that we confront
the  power  story  properly  together  rather  than  let  it  be  the
manipulation of people who cannot hurry with the era which is
changing so quickly and people are not tolerant of weakness.
And other countries, moons, planets and beyond are ready to
lay the smack down with Maradha and others who feel that it
is  individual  psychopaths  who  are  trying  to  beat  their
sentience-farces  into  Io,  who  we  ought  to  collaborate  on
together  rather  than destroy  because  “Wee wee-hahahah,  I
am Magento and I hate everyone.” And such people do exist,
Magento  in  the  spotlight...  and  it  becomes  the  sense  that
people are incredibly disgusting, but it is the convergence of
others'  disinterest  in being passionate about the power story
that  necessitates  the  interplanetary  programmer  goals  that
occur onto the design we already have, which is to say, that
the  pluri-code  continues,  and  people  who are  belligerents...
must stop. We are looking at Cobalte-trash. I am technically
told  the  I.S.O.  is  wicked  and  needs  to  cease  forever.  This
document reads like sheer confidence and a problem for I.S.O.
forever?  It  doesn't  need  to  be  the  moral  reinvention  of  the
I.S.O. that the same era prefers? From within the moon? And
Titania?  The heuristic  continuity is  that  people feel  that  the
I.S.O.  are in an agreement that  it  is  over for  Machiavellian
mega-evil and other countries can crush it at the throat if they
want  to,  and  are?  If  they  are  evil?  The  I.S.O.  is  deadly.
Unfortunately, there is a little horror-face named Magento. She
believes  that  this  is  a  psy-op,  the  entire  undertaking  –  or
collision  of  interests  on  Io  -  to  try  and  purport  neo-Wicca
abuse rings to negative “stockholders,” and then it becomes
the coding responsibility of people that they do not really feel
that the person has enough of an estimable relationship with
the word “stockholders” to be taken seriously enough to be as
if quoted having spoken the word... which is to say, that the
person is an idiot, and they are the most destructive I.S.O. fail-
a-thon that has ever lived, and must cease their behaviour. And



they know exactly that they must. But this reminds us of the
sensitivity  of  the  era.  What  is  the  good  life?  What  is  the
meaning of the good life? It is the sensitivity to others. These
are truisms that pour forward in real time. Lo thither thee the
profane words that cannot undo the moral sense of the writer.
The underwhelming structure of this sentence does nothing to
offend the reader who wants Justice now – capital J - because
the moon is button-operated by the worst, and the subjective
accounting of the individual is that they are evil. The person
that is evil is the one that misunderstands perspective. What is
it, the hatred of children? That becomes the “trademark” rock-
throw in  real  time.  What  a  joke?  What  is  a  joke?  Do you
belong to the procession of power that necessitates itself to the
passion of the current thinking of the year? You do not. Others
do not. You have to be detached. You are not detached. The
subjective  person  is  not  detached?  This  is  competitive
programming. The detached person consults reason. What is
the reason of what is occurring? What is the truth of the person
that deprives others of a happy existence? How does society
interact  with  such  people?  You  are  wiping  everyone  with
super-technology,  Cobalte,  and  others.  You  cannot  delete
souls.  Quantum  interposition  by  god  to  affirm  the  moral
coding presentation of Maradha, and there is an assonance
argument for it. This is  the way people construct  the thing.
What  are  you  doing?  This  is  a  tortured  person's  question?
What  is  torture?  Losers.  This  document-battle  a  la  Solar
System  whistleblowing  is  good  already?  What  is  a  book?
Evolution beyond no peace? It is considered 'beta? Collision
assonance. How do you become more intelligent? Is the planet
stupid?  How  do  we  change  Jupiter  forever?  You  have  to
become more  sensitive.  What  happens  in  the  meantime?  A
little internationale. A little mildew-infected rat that thinks she
can  cancel  the  moral  conversations  of  the  planet?  Do  you
know how much you are evil  to  do this,  ever?  Dialogue is
power. Everything is discussion. What are we in discussion of
now? How do we stop a group of psychopaths from culturally
cultivating the planet the way they prefer? These people are all
on drugs. Everyone must smoke, it were as if, and there is a



transmitter problem in the stress of the age? This is because
the society changed? What  has happened to people?  Is  it  a
population thing? Is it people looking at the other and saying,
“There is  nothing good about the planet  right  now?” -  is  it
almost  like  an  anti-climax  era?  What  is  the  reward  that  is
missing?  Is  it  the  convenience  fallacy  of  sloth?  This  is  a
strange way of  reminding people that  life  is  adaptive?  Is  it
negative  coding  and  people  should  be  more  energetic?
Everything  is  psy-op?  In  all  reality,  people  are  counter-
sequenced, and, people quantum entangle with the technology
anyway.  You  could  terraform  and  vine  your  own  necks
because  you  didn't  know  you  had  to  drink  the  vinefruit
because it is the thing that helps you have energy to undo the
coiling. This is difficult to understand, but, let's move on. So,
that  is  what  the  thing  is  that  you  are,  is  not  using  the
technology, or the era, correctly. This is a collective heuristic
that makes everyone want to code competency more? And yet
everyone lives in the vines. Are they programmed? Without
being told? Cobalte, you are a liar, and you are a negative guy.
You  will  frustrate  everyone.  Hmm,  are  idiots  using  the
computers?  Did  one  person  invent  it  and  it  takes  time  for
people to neuro-adapt? Who can adapt? All mil' friends, it is
time to go honest and say “Let us commit to the positive.”
There is no tolerance for what is going on? Our genetics are
buzzing? We want to invent the clone? Idiots are doing Wicca
and torture rituals in Titania?  Are they just uncool, perhaps?
Little I.S.O. thinks that she can have a hate-word played for a
hate-attack? The truth is that this person is vile. You can't win
against all of us, you hateful sewage-eating smarmy-mouthed
psychopath that has a spike-gobbed no-throw because they are
a little newt that has a blonde fat piggy's lanyard to usher on
the  drugged  “got  you”-era  douche-thinking  rather  than  the
thinking of  other  eras,  such  as  the  “drugs,  my brain  hasn't
adapted to being able to think about the planet yet and I am
certain it is an E.B.F.S. psy-op to smoke anyway and it is evil
and I will quit it as quickly as I can but I get micro-wiped by
the E.B.F.S. to not quit and I know it ruins my life and brain”
era,  and also the “take that, drugs” era - which is the best one.



The second of these in the list includes the impetus to improve
everything anyway and reject drugs completely since people
have that honesty that it is a negative thing ultimately. Drugs
are forbidden in Titania and Io anyway. No one writes about
that, Cobalte.  You are a reject. “Now write about me.” You
radio-beam  girl,  huh,  Magento?  Cool  as  anything?  I.S.O.
impersonation routine? Just sitting there, mortified, since you
thought Maradha was a good girl and didn't know the I.S.O.
would make her hate-smash on everyone that exists? Including
you? No one writes about detritus. Bossy boots, however, you
are an ugly person, and all agents are immoral people is the
rule. This is your soul path, to be lame at everything. You little
forehead.  Can we have quark spiritual  particles  back in  the
era?  Too  much  for  fat  women.  Fat  dust-collecting  women.
There is not vibe in a fat garbage-neck. What is the taxonomy
of this?  Daddy Elektra?  Elektra electrons?  Keyring on,  and
you think that you are burning with your daddy every time?
House-full-of-refuse face? That is what you are? Where is the
thinking? Or,  you  really  are a psychopath, and you have a
neuronal loop that just bundles and bundles like the ugg brain
crumbles?  What  is  ugg  other  than  something  disgusting?
There is no feedback, lamer. You little lame-eater. I am coder
battling with Magento right now. The entirety of Io tells you to
stop, and you should stop? But Pizar tells you not to? Pizar is
not god? Pizar could misinterpret the law. He has. OK? Are
you able to read that and vibe it, idiot-slime? You can? What
happened in the brain, when you did?  You wiped it?  With
your  self-wipe  computer?  Because  you  like  the  idea  of
winning  over  others?  Why?  You  should  compete  to  be
excellent. It is a different “meta-heuristic.” So, you know the
logic, but you are a hobgoblin? So there, you are full of filth,
and we will prosecute you in Jupiter. Cha'mag'nen does  not
have your  back.  No one  has  your  back,  except  the  enemy,
lancing it. Some person from I.S.O. called Cha'mag'nen has no
one's back because it is sassy  to do so? Starts with threat. The
sense  is  that  you  have  to  be  gulping.  One  could  infer
cormorants. This is the way that you are colourblind. This is
what I thought in another derring-absolute I.S.O. twenty-year



or ten-year timeline play for all time. People in Saturn as well
find me to be dom.' Who by Jovia' is doing anything, anyway?
This  is  an  ultraconserved  anthro'  connected  to  a  1000 year
timeline to try and oust the bank of Interplanetary Jovian Plus
Bank,  and  everyone  is  in  on  it.  So,  is  this  Cha'mag'nen
brutality in real time? Maybe we throw the Sassy out with the
bath tub? One day your mouth will be disgusting so you will
be curative to the idea that you have a border notion with all of
society. Cha'mag'nen is coding against the pluri-code in real
time.  This  is  the  thinking  of  the  moon  overall  that  people
destine to the thing of  being able to say,  “I too am part  of
society and reject the idea that I do not proceed with service.”
It might be the belief that you have that you are weak. And
you are emptiness. And all you are doing is gridding Titania to
power  anyway,  if  you  think that  you  can  say that  you  can
attack the things that are reminiscent of cultural change, and
then expect them to be undone completely, and then bring the
group to the thing and say, “I reject this,” such that the thing
that is the sheath's, retreats. Lion standing up! Jovian Armed
Forces! Timestamp-to-real win. The group rejects the undoing
of the artistic rejection. Oh, that's right, I remember. Overall,
you sympathise. The world is sycophantic. Does the thing go
lower to the ground, if it is the reversal of this? What attacks
this?  Everything  is  competition.  Do  you  define  maturely
against this? You are jealous at least. So, if you are intelligent,
you absorb that it has value. You want to proceed with power
to the thing which you have as a source of power, then you are
appending that thing in a real time act of explanation anyway,
so how is this not our rebuke of copying? There is a “number
3” argument for the fact that I am right. So there, you are a
sycophant. Read it, Maradha wins. So, what is it? Patriarchy.
Is is true, that there is one? It might be? Let's look at a given
word. Any of them. We are reading and learning. Men have
oppressed women for centuries. What's an era to do? There is
another word we are programming for. Let's pick one. People
unmuted  meta-heuristics.  It  becomes  the  fact  that  this  is  a
joke.  How  do  we  read  all  this?  We  have  to  get  rid  of
treacherous turncoats? We have to stand up and counter the



illegal  behaviour  of  programmers?  Yes.  Cobalte has  wipe
control. There's one. What in all of reality is a Cobalte?! What
is  it?  Something  happened  today  to  thinking.  This  is
exhausting? No way. Everything is causal. You are a fat little
turd, you little ugg boots ant.  You look like larvae.  Meagre
psychopaths. Sickly people who do not take feedback in the
mind computer. You unfairly have one now, so why are you not
reading it? Read it. Did the little idiot read it? Did she? Did
she discover that she was meta-causally traumatised from birth
to  be  forced  into  feedback  loops  (this  sounds  like  I.S.O.
apologism  to  the  power  of  one  billion)  that  force  her  to
perceive  all  of  reality  as  not  as  confronting  because  she
interprets  it  as  a  confirmation  of  the  same  reality  that  she
already has? How is that possible? Does she have a filter, and
she pulses it over everything? What is in it? Teeth and spikes.
She needs to mute the filter? It's not that easy? Sure it is. You
just counter-sequence the word. You just counter-sequence the
stuffing  out  of  it?  Do  it?  It's  important  for  Titania  that  it
remains? So that  she can terminate onto the coat  of Titania
where  spikes  belong,  a  la  steel?  This  is  the  person  that  is
scheduled  to  Saturn's  punishments.  You  little  vacuum-of-
goodness. I.S.O. treason-machine. Timelined moral exiting of
this  human  idiot  confirmed.  Fix  her?  Do  you  fix  her?
Cha'mag'nen?  The  Shaman'?  You  should  reverse  her
psychopathy? Look at her brain? Is it a lie, and all of her brain
is like that? Like a meta-neuronal slush of anti-feedback? She
can't be told she is ugly? I.S.O.? I so sorry? Uh-oh. What am I
doing? Uh-oh. Have I thrown a spoke at the wind-torque? Of
the  sorority-concavi'form  of  the  xenophobic  anti-moralists?
She is ugly as hell. She needs to know it. This is a real issue,
I.S.O..  You  have  to  get  rid  of  this  dirt.  This  is  biblically
disgusting to Titania. Look at that sentence. That's a packet for
the times.  Look at  it.  Keep reading it  for  a  bit.  The planet
doesn't not like you. But there it is. The fat one. The fat little
soul-sucker. It is a disgusting person. Why give it personality?
Personality is ethical. It thinks it is, the 5 5 ½ little bossy boots
thinks she is not hated. It  goes flat. Flat like a thing on the
monitor with the death. And along came the  energy-body of



thought of the moment... if it really is her, or is it the I.S.O.?
Yes the dream-beam adapts?! What the?! The I.S.O. are fond
of me ultimately if so. Who was referred to? Do we s-p-r-u-i-
k?  Ick,  just  like  it  sounds,  I  was  going to  aggress  life  but
something happened that undid the function. Oop, a biddle, I
tried to become a Wicca idiot. Then the universe rejects this.
This is a serious process. You are part  of this process? You
have a peaceful way of dealing with it? This is the gratitude
positive frame moment?! So you see. Did you get it given it?!
This  is  the  vibe  of  the  image.  Maybe  it  really  is  a  more
complicated story? I.S.O., is it bureaucracies of negative? Can
you  understand  that  you  are  defunct  of  performance  to
morality?  This  is  somewhat  expected  of  you,  in  the  living
process, which you partake in with other people.... how does it
not ultraconserve to the destruction of the neuron-loops that
prop-up  the  psychopath?  What  are  you  reading?  Are  we
getting an insight into the idiots of the computer era? They
discover that their brains are bad, and do not care? Almost as
if they continue to perceive reality, in the act of viewing the
brain?  The brain has  mechanics?  But  you see it  your way?
Who is explaining the brain to you? Is this a paradox where an
agency has a problem of explanations? Who is at the top? Is it
rotten from the top-down? Is there Neitzsche heuristics for the
fact that you, well, torture people? god is dead? “The I.S.O.
told  us  to.”  This  is  not  good  enough.  You  say no.  Border
problems?  None.  Titania  has  power.  Authentic  assonance.
What  is  bring-forward  logic  anyway?  You  shamed  it?  You
shamed it like an idiot. This is something that must change? It
is not comparable to police. You are a ridiculous agency. The
police exclude the person on behalf of the group because they
are  in  agreement  with  the  laws.  Exclusion  is  different  to
torture.  This continues until  you realise that you are stupid.
“It's  Pizar.”  “They” are speeding it  up for  me out  of  sheer
sympathy? What by Jovia is Pizar anyway, other than Psy-op
Mountains.  Who wrote  Judgment?  Are  you  still  a  Personal
Pizar?  Cobalte is revealed to have always been there, by the
sense of the programmer's beliefs or grasp of the reality which
becomes the phenomenological joke of I.S.O. on a timeline?



Everything is subjectivity anyway? Where do you draw the
line? It's corroboration? I wonder how much agreement I.S.O.
get for torture? None. Agreement outside of the spirit of the
society creates the gang. Pizar, you wrote about this in high
school adversarially because you wanted to justify high school
hazing and military insider-knowledge to your own experience
and have a life of integrity? You don't have to do that. You just
have  to  discern  the  truth.  Everyone  can  be  wrong.  Many
people could be wrong? No one agrees with torture. So, who
was the adversary of your writing? People who felt that their
phenomenological sense to reality was better? Is it a feelings-
denial  opus?  You should  examine your  feelings,  Pizar,  and
understand  that  it  is  all  you  have  perhaps  in  one  stride  to
discover what is the truth of the world that you live in? What
if everybody were programmed by a foreign country, moon or
planet? Can you use your own reason, rather than the reason
of the group? Isn't  this group-think? This is a fallacy?  How
does the group's thinking connect to the idea that the entirety
of society would disagree with it if they could use their own
independent  reasoning  anyway?  Does  such  a  thing  exist?
Maybe it means feeling-based thinking? Does it? It doesn't. It
just means what is in your head, prior to a person arriving, and
saying something else, and then your change in thinking? And
then of course, your own beliefs have their own nCr connection
to truths that you flesh out later.  How is Pizar dealing with
Titanian  thinkers  that  wish  to  explore  their  own  of  the
aforementioned?  He  brain-subdues  them.  That  is  what  you
have done! It is shock! How dare you! It is a military win for
you,  that  tough  love  becomes  the  logical  convergence  of
difficult years in the industrious moments of worrying about
ethical commitment to Titania's better interests? Is it true that
you wish to console people about what you do in torture ops
but after the fact? Is that the full arc of the personality story, or
even  of  masculinity,  of  a  person's  private  journey?  Do you
imagine  this  is  the  harmonic  tessellation  of  the  life  of
integrity? This is a long-held value? Does it happen? Do you
meet  me,   Maradha, this year, and say, “I tortured you for 4
years in what the Solar System could have estimated was the



worst torture ever, and it worked for Titania, and I clicked you
whenever I could, and I don't not have the programming skill
to keep the black ops explanation private?” And so here i am
telling  you  as  the  niece  of  a  serviceperson  and  the
granddaughter  of  a  serviceperson  who  was  timelined  to  be
attacked by the I.S.O. as a kind of “sacrifice” to the I.S.O. (it
were as if, who knows for certain) since they asked for it and
it was a kind of strange collaboration (who could even use this
word or allow this to be thought this way, the idea that titania
would ever be pleased with such)... and then Pizar says, “i did
not write revelation, Maradha, but here is how it worked for
titania for me to put a fat little biddy in your body for her to
where's-my-pen-shame-script sprint to the act  of assaulting
people over  and over  again to  the  point  of  all  of  heaven's
wrath and screaming invoked for her  to stop torturing and
assaulting since she is the most disgusting ugly fat lame fat
lame  fat  lame  piece  of  dirt  fat  lame  trash  lower  socio-
economic lesser wealth strata anti-titania maths ignorant, the
dreary enemy of triune, the three, where you can't think and
become an octoparent in  teenagehood,  and then all  of  the
other torture which is momentous, but the fat one, the fat one,
over and over and over again, the  most delusional little fatty
ever.... who gets to “have” a torture. What. The.” Could you
say it with a straight face, Pizar? This is a joke. What a joke.
Personal Pizar. It's because Maradha is moral, isn't it? Tell the
truth. Tell the truth, it's because she's an ethical soul, and we
program with this person in the third person, and i continue to
write – soul interpath tricks, sequencing era, atmo'test the vibe
with the pointer finger – (Raphael!??!!!!!) and then take the
thought  that  you  can  understand  that  you  just  hate  moral
people. Because, well, is it because you are snide? And crafty
people who are not cynical and snide and have prinicples and
it is a competitive cheat? Like a trick-ramp up the moral high
ground? And we'll get one of them? Or.... is it because I don't
smoke special drugs with Pizar? And then i remember, as if
the  geotype  of  titania  wasn't  an  anti-drugs  cutting-shape,
designed to un-perform the selfishness of narcotics' centrality
to the story of power forever, since it is a not very competitive



idea in the search for  how to fix  the country by making it
compete  against  other  things,  such as  the  monster-shedding
goalposts of satan that live on it. How do people not kick their
dreams over leaves that never have the sense of the destruction
of the elements, which is a certain process, but then one hopes
for more, and then it is the secret of idiot I.S.O. programmers
that they are in absolute pursuit of power and yet it is god who
does this, and, this is the colour issue of Inaj, the run-of-the-
mill  controller  woman-other,  who  is  another  I.S.O.
character...? How do the pigs not eventuate at night? This is
the timeline for Titania if you put your human resources in the
projection  heuristic  experiences  of  I.S.O.  employees  since
they project the same things over and over, because nothing is
present  in  4  years;  How  is  it  not  the  monotony  that  one
perceives without a phone call, which is the most calculated
psy-op ever by I.S.O....  but then the reader remembers how
cool and principled I am, and ignores I.S.O.'s perturbed psy-op
– How is it  not perturbed, especially if you have a problem
with  civic people.  Look  at  how  cool-as-win  my  meta-
heuristics are. Can I run? Can I do it? Did I really win? Is it
real  that  I  won everyone?  I.S.O.  confirm that  Maradha has
dom'.  This  is  the  truth  of  I.S.O.'s  different  demographics
where they are disgusted by the torture and vaunt their friend
in Titania. It is still a different era. What the, document, what
the, document. Can you get rid of the fat one now? Is it done
yet? The fat one thinks that it is a good opportunity to... to...
stuff  the  auto-slander  of  this  person  by  quote?  Does
Cha'mag'nen conduct interview? Yes. Why do I feel that I.S.O.
conduct torture because they sycophant to the structure? It's
just Pizar. Pizar, what are you doing? Is it just drugs, Pizar?
Kick the fat one. The old geopol's love it? Scam. They all like
me. It is just Olthazar. Puer me je suis a gavel, the young man
needeth... truer the thither, droll me, a sandy drool, the angel
of  death  swoops  over  my  hatred  of  timeline  positive,  and
there's  an  ocean  argument  for  the  fact  that  Olthazar  has  a
relationship to I.S.O.P. for a shoal-based relationship to hate-
clicking. How does this connect to Maradha's timeline? What
a  traitor  that  Olthazar  is?  Yes.  So,  why  sycophant  to  this



person that everyone is eager to satirise? Just say no? How is
not peace, man?  Ghani Pleoplasm symbolically  snapped  the
logo for  a  reason?  That's  cool.  Can  you  undo  the  I.S.O.
complicity then as well? Two snaps make the sense that you
can't beat god. What's the logic. Is Pizar's thesis in a library?
People should go and read it. Does his school file the essay?
Can  we  get  a  copy?  The  police  might  need  one?  This  is
absurd. Titania is better than this. How does uthulus have any
“tseam”  bring-forward  attacks  needed  for  the  idea  that  his
name could become like hectoring people? Who cares? It is
before god. Uriel is a friend. Archangel assonances. Uthulas
wants  us  to  use  his  name  like  this.  It  means  plying  a
population  to  be  high.  OK?  The  complexity  of  the  second
entry in a given dictionary shows that it is a victimised verb.
This  is  the  respect  of  a  good  dictionary.  I'm  sure  Uthulas
would be agreeing. So, doesn't the I.S.O. somehow feel that
the fat one has to leave now? The little troll? “She may have
no Royal Right to be here.” This is the on-air catchphrase of
the  I.S.O.  employee  who  connects  the  torture  op  to  the
Supersenate of Nations? What a packeted phrase that means
nothing except the concrete message that it contains since the
executives surely do not, in assonance with Weeville's Throw,
license the idea that in conjunction with Raguel, that there is a
human  right  or  a  terrain  right  or  a  national  right  or  any
inflection of right that accompanies torture. There is none. No
one  really  has  the  right  to  torture.  What  sits  inside  the
decaying of thought and then the sense of destroying this? It
undoes itself every day, the thing once, as if an incident, and
this is  a rampaging process...  so,  the complicated sludge of
mind is occasionally healed, and this goes everywhere.  Can
you  ignore  rights?  It  is  miraculous  to  have  rights?  Raghts.
How is it not Raguel? How fascinating! Non-expressivity in
the sense of the thing that thinks powerfully, stoicism. This is
defeated. But that is a suffering process, that counters this. A
phantasm undoes the rejection of  stoicism in thinking.  This
goes everywhere. Raguel is an archangel of force that values
intelligence.  We  have  to  think  about  rights  more  than  by
accident.  The  Royal  Right  occurs  infrequently  anyway,  it



would appear. This is the conundrum that speaks to its own set
of poetic devices only. This means that the confusion of what
is good and bad is not revealed and then the thing needs itself
towards  those  discussions  anyway.  Maradha  wins.  It  has
ultimate  win  written  all  over  it.  The  fat  one has  to  leave.
People are going to draw this: 

Every time the mood lifts in the writing, the sell is a pleateau
speech in the comms, “Now that i have reminded you that I
am dom', get  rid of the fat one, get  rid of it,  get  rid of it”.
People can't not compare the image to the wing-border of the
bat  which  is  the  hatred  of  bad  banking  by assonance.  You
cannot explain anything to the bat.  What a shame-script for
I.S.O..  Do you  think  the  fat  one  completes  things  before  I
speak in a Tseam-bring-forward model of speech where she
reads my sequences so as to deny the sense that my appeals to
horror and torture are real? I am done. This is me. I do not take
drugs. I am Maradha. I do not drink. I do not smoke cigarettes.
I am vegan. I am morally calibrated. I am a bright person.  I
am finished, with Titania.* (*You can't technically be, and this
is  hyperbolic). Real  time  feedback  from  robot  friends  in
Ganymede, that it is an i.q. thing that any of the opponents are
just I.Q. sledge.  You can't think I.S.O.. OK? That is why you
hack  heads  so  malevolently.  OK?  You  have  reverse  co-opt
issues. You can't think. I am done. I am done. Others who are



proponents of torture, I am done. It is diagnostic. Quit. OK?
Just quit. Because everyone hates you. People say things for a
reason.  Does  I.S.O.  destroy  reverse  co-opts  with  weak  fat
agents? Is it true that Titania mind-virus'd everyone decades
ago and that Ganymedean emigrants to Titania were protected
by the G.S.F. (Ganymede security forces) and that Maradha's
childhood  mate  incorporated  into  a  double  stand-up-for
routine and that the two of them are programming-free, and
do not have the mind virus? According to Secret G.S.F., even
world leaders are virally infected with the MV, and the whole
thing is ridiculous. Why would two people in Titania not be? It
might be the “life stuff” scenario, that anyone and everyone
gets clicked, and that tyranny is anarchic and they go for the
leader  first,  and  then  most  people  are  programming  the...
genuineness  of  the  sense  that  people  are  able  to  be
themselves? And who is doing this? I heckle you, I am special,
look  at  the  writing,  done.  I.S.O.  are  lame  and  high.  The
Director is a wet bag of rods. You smoke your own sensibility
to null. Don't try and fat-assault me. You have no moral high
ground. You have none. I am finished with the little bugs. It is
just dumb people. How did you get to Director? You pulsed me
your  I.Q.  out  of  social  pressure  and  I  started  to  become
emotionally injured... it is real. The fat one's way of thinking
about it to ego-recover is to lie about how you aren't just a
fungus-gargling agency if this is real. “You don't always get
what you want?” Screw off  if  Titania has anything. This is
exactly authentic, isn't it? Ti'-assonance? I have de-gridded it
from the  'dogsmilers?  Here  is  a  picture  of  Janulia.  It  is  a
unique anthro'. Move on. So, the fat one does not have one
yet? Or she has one yet? Yes bow down to my I.Q. You little fat
witch. You little fat holey teapot, Magento. Read it audience.
Read it. I am lording it over the shivering I.S.O. Cyst-boil of
house of mind virus. Yes. Read it. What does it feel like? It
feels  like  i  am smarter.  What  if  it  feels  like  that?  It  does,
doesn't  it.  Even  with  half  my  words  muted  with  a  hyper-
computer.  Lame  men.  Lame  the  patriarchy.  Sycophant  to
women? That's a misogynist. The fat one invented it. I wanted
to write this but the fat one wanted to be part of it? Like a



little fat devil? So I had to wait? What a psy-op.... there are
many coders... but,  does she understand? That she is working
for corpus zero? Sassy soomer, middle I.Q. midsummernight's
loser?  No  dream,  nor  bream,  just  loss.  The  fish  are
threateningly not present. It is disappointing to I.S.O. that you
can destroy atrophy. I regard this agency as sick. You guys are
playing the funniest joke on yourselves of all time. Did you do
quantum  maths  for  abuse?  No?  You  did?  With  the  hyper-
computer? There is no such thing. You are such a throw-up
agency. The fat one has to stop. You are the fat wretched of all
time. You little fat horse, Magento. You are bad. You are ugly
and bad.  You are  not  good.  You know it.  So how are  you
typing it? “You have a meta-causal certainty that assault can
be justified.” You must be broken as a human being. How can
you write  that?  Assault  is  never  quantum justified.  No one
assents to assault. I wonder how many arguments are made by
the druggies in I.S.O.? The smarmy little scorpions that have
no respect  for  straight  people.  Is  it  your  dad,  little  abuser?
Your brain is totally broken, you little pustule. You have had
some  time  to  mute  half  the  words  in  my head  and  try  to
suggest that you won't  go to prison as a group of Thivtulia
programmers...  is  it  true?  You  think  that  no  one  assaults
anyone, and that everything is supra-causal? So for example, if
you  mention  “assaulting  someone's  mother”  over  and  over,
then  is  it  giving  ideas  to  people?  What  if  it  is?  Counter-
arguments? None. “Because they are all good.” Rubbish. You
have one where “the world is so espionage and computer link-
up now that no one can get away with assault.” Why is there a
war?  The  war  is  not  “theatrical  expulsion”.  Who  would
believe  you?  I  have  been  tortured  for  4  years  straight.
Apparently I was going to be assassinated by the E.B.F.S. for
hacking their mainframe, or thereabouts, and I.S.O. torture on
their behalf? This is not the peaceful world delineated. This is
a  belligerent  Department  of  Defence  of  Jupiter  and  further
outwards. What would a friend say? That the agency that is
ready to murder a citizen of another country, moon or planet is
not that far from the image of one that causally angers others
to what is the analogy of war... Magento, I will stop you and



liberate the Solar System.



Chapter 2 -
Octalius The Scapegoat

Maradha: There  once  was  a  woman  named  Octalius who
worked in Europa, and who ignored reverse co-opts (this is not
the sequence we wanted in real time) and exhibited hate up the
status gradient. Is it not the  truth,  Octalius? These are  causal
heuristics, aren't they? “Europa is so dom'.” It is... why are you
hurting it? What a sycophantic heuristic I have to the captors?
Is  it?  It  isn't?  I  am being logical? Look at god? Done. Too
easy, faster. So there. god wins. Does it read sycophantically,
or, or, does it read like the boredom of a person that expected
something to occur in the conversation that is more profound
at  this  point  of  the evening after  you  can't  be interested  in
women's rights? Is it so much the point that women's rights irk
you because they are a heuristics demonstration by me that
connect conceptually (this is a expedited way of saying this) to
the Interplanetary Jovian Plus Bank plot?  This  is  the lie  of
Europa Research Black Ops that the women that are positive
programmers  are  the  happy  go-to  of  negative  moon-attack
convenience for  Octalius.  It  is  the opposite.  They are more
even-minded than Octalius is happy to admit in proceedings of
programming that are mixed in with the honour heuristic? Is it
the idea that you prefer that the younger groups turn up and
somehow have the same Sassy Soomer attitude? You have a
horrible, hateful dream. This is the dream that defies reality.
This  is  annoying  as  well  to  others  who  felt  that  Europa
Research Black Ops could somehow be more diplomatic with
other  countries.  What  you  are doing,  perhaps,  is  better
explained  by  drugs?  Can  I  feel  the  drugs  heuristics?  Is  it
corpus jealousy? If you re-sequence it, then why can I still see
the  heuristics?  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  claim  to  have
kidnapped Maradha but it appears to be a more complicated
programmer battle. Is it a simplification tool for the evening or



do Europa Research Black Ops really repeat the horror story
around the campfire that is a torture tool that is so annoying to
the  programming  groups  that  are  standing  up  for  Maradha
that...  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  has  “''mind  virus'd”
everyone in the recent proceeding decades? This is a lie that
one  group has  such  power.  It  is  a  sequencing  era  and  one
group could persuade you that they do when you read such a
sentence, much as I am attempted persuasion of this idea as
Europa Research Black Ops's programming continues now. Is
it  not  not  the  convergence  of  different  groups  around  the
humble moon which I address? Why lie? You are a bad sport,
Octalius. It is just, “Europa heuristics are the cultural export of
all time and I am too sore that  you could have a dominant
sequence in Io, stuff you, moral person!”, and then a family-
hug  heuristic  connected  to  an  overly-personal  affection  for
Europan programmer projects, as if you were the smothering
person of the Europan programming force. It is really pathetic
and weak. It is such bad brand. It seems like Europa hates the
idea of “devouring features”. This is the power story in stunted
motion, maybe? Why are you attached to the candidates? Is it
lust?  Do  you  think  the  actors  and  the  actresses  and  the
politicians  are  people...  well...  did  you  assault  all  of  them
Octalius? Is that what it is? Is it Octalius Assault? Why aren't
you more objective? Yes I can write that.  You should allow
them  to  compete,  rather  than  fritter  injured  feelings  over
borders about how no one will ever be like this person or that
person. How is not like “my team kills”? It shouldn't be? It
should  be  something  complicated  comparably?  Are  you
ruining the Europa project somewhat? Am I in channel!? What
are you doing, Octalius? Who are you?! This is true that you
are  so obsessed with the idea of  the power presentation of
Europan celebrities as if they were the most important people
that ever lived, or,  as if  other human beings impinged on a
kind of reflex maternal-hate smack that you have for a narrow-
minded view of what is good and bad in humans, defended
hatefully to all other human beings, in the most narrow of all
narrows. This is the real you in a teacup of causality. Don't lie
about being the only group here. This is a continuation of the



lie  about  power.  How  can  you  be  so  poor  with  power-
wielding? You just sound like a liar. You ruin impressions of
these projects? Way to play it cool? I immediately decide that
Europa is ridiculous? You are on drugs and it is a foul sell and
it  is  “life  stuff”?  What  a  shame  for  Europan  progammer
projects because your heuristics reveal how weak they are if
you authored them in the way that they are rotten from the
top-down in the sequence arrangement to the people, or, said
another  way,  maybe  they  are  really  persecuted  people  and
their talent is that they escape the evil Octalius, and the hate-
smack  instinct  is  a  push-away heuristic  based  on  how you
have wronged all of them, and then re-branding itself is this
thing that  you are doing this for them, or,  taking credit  for
their celebrity angrily?  Is  this what it  is?  What in all  good
grace are you doing in my house? This is the Octalius of all
spite, with no friends to share and no share to befriend. Poor in
every way forever, just like the  heuristics that are potentially
ultraconserved in the brain of the people that read the thing in
Maradha's heuristics, unless it really is Tseam, and the Callisto
project is real, and you are just writing it in and no one can
read  heuristics  yet?  Eugh,  it  is  possible...  that  is,  does
everyone perceive you this way, the...  the... do I get blamed
for  the  thing that  others  have  in  perception?  I  haven't  said
anything negative? Other people think that you are somehow a
negative person, so that is their opinion shared. Assonance of
sharing. You wish to present the idea that  Europa Research
Black  Ops  is  the  only  group  here  today?  Why  do  that?
Sequence-close  is  boring.  What  in  all  truth  is  a  “Yastro
Bolbott”? Couldn't you get a better one? Is it Establishment
Family  weirdness?  Europa  probably  has  a  lot  of  brilliant
people? How did Yastro Bolbott become the person? He seems
pretty stupid? Quantum cleaved heuristics hidden in the brain,
just  like the apocalypse image series  heuristic? This doesn't
convert  to genius  awe heuristic.  Why do you hate women's
rights  conversations  in  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  this
evening?  Other  groups  are  scoping  your  programming  and
your values. Baby Boy Yastro. You have to be kidding people.
This is what is voted to be said?! What are you doing with this



guy, he can't be fending for himself? He kind of occurs as a
mollycoddled weirdo to exist in the slew of Octalius' folder
people? Ever a grime-parade for the Yastro moment? When
the person is supposed to make some kind of impact? How
does  this  person  have  so  much  presentation  like  this,  that
others agree to? It isn't impressive? This person isn't a quixotic
villain?  They  seem  transparently  negative  and  bland  of
leadership?  Is  it  a  sequencing  project  and  people  aren't
allowed to have any, anymore? How much of the Europa do I
engage, hmm? I am laughing. But people understand that this
is  a  meta-anthro'  designed  to  try  and  presuppose  that  the
Director of Europa Research Black Ops is a person of power
so much that they are eliciting laughter in the way that the
thing is confronted that they are good or bad, ie, a sense of
danger  and  toughness  of  the  power  story.  So,  there  is  an
incredible  amount  of  laughter,  Octalius.  In  real  time.  Is  it
because  people  really think that  you  are  ridiculous?  Is  this
even sequenced-people things? The anthro' sits weird? Am I
standing up  for  you...?  Too much funny.  What  of  women's
rights conversations then? Let us do it. Phage'. The women are
meaningless  in  the  heat  of  patriarchy.  Language  karma.
Kidnapped?  Other  countries  do  not  have  this  meaning
contrast? Kill and then replace with culture. All of hand. The
hand is the thing that is the phage'. Move the object, gut flora.
Feet. Meaning emotion story. Feel-eel. Straight ahead and the
agenda  is  met.  Moving  away  from  the  agenda  because  of
society. What forces are pushing the eel away? Anything, but
the eel  phages and gets  limbs.  Flora,  environment.  Feeling.
This is the sense of meaning. Meaning is loss. This is true.
Which gender wins? The women of the “425 group” are at a
loss of meaning. Do they not lose as much? The environment
does not conspire them meaning? They were kidnapped? They
did  not  go  as  far  and  wide?  They  did  not  have  to,
phenotypically  required  to  do  so?  Catatonia,  and  therefore,
more  meaning?  Shout-name  heuristic.  This  means  that  the
entirety  is  threat  and  the  power  story  is  more  present.
Catatonia wins. Cats go lower to the ground. It continues. The
power story analyses. Catatonia means that you are perceiving



of  more  threat.  This  means  you  develop  more  phage'.
Deprecation. Meaning. Loss. Power story. Catatonia is a psy-
op.  E.B.F.S.  in  letters.  There  is  a  pulse  for  this.  E.B.F.S.
synchronicity.  One  could  infer  100  year  timeline  due  to
negative behaviour from Oddva Robbla. The  catatonia is not
going far and wide in the environment, or, it was threatening
from the  beginning?  Why did  men go  far  and  wide?  They
didn't  perceive  threat?  More  phage  from  more  movement?
Men  lost  more.  Women  are  more  responsible?  Childbirth.
Women ultimately win the things. Loss of meaning encoded in
“425 group”? What? Meaning is responsibility? This is true.
Men felt  more?  Men lost  more?  They adapted  more?  They
civilised harder? No. Women are lacking meaning in Catatonia
because they didn't adapt more? They didn't civilise as hard?
They  didn't  have  responsibility  as  much?  Responsibility  is
meaning. What happened? Men are more extraverted to the
terrain? Are they not? Men are in the “425 group” problem
where they have more meaning than women? How are women
more dominant and aggressive? They go lower to the ground?
However,  they  have  less  meaning  experience.  This  thing
creates meaning experience. This should produce civility and
less  aggression.  Terraining  is  a  do-it-more  process  to
knowledge. If you are threatening others more, then they have
more  knowledge  of  the  environment  and  they  are  more
threatened and experience phage more, then the men abstract
harder, but they contain the phage within their phen' and then
it is the sense that people are Catatonia in order to perceive
more danger, but nature deprives this? It is immediate threat
versus overall threat? The entirety of the planet is a meteor to
the consciousness. Who has privilege? Maybe the person who
is without proximal threat. This is like losing a body part and
then the person can't perceive. Read what was is written and
realise I am right ultimately. The proximal threat undoes the
Catatonia. You haven't the luxury if there is proximal threat.
The person threatens the other  for  a  privilege to view.  The
women do this. They earn Catatonia. This seems realer now
for the reader that it is possible. There is a sense that europa
research  black  ops  try  to  steal  Maradha's  ideas. Do  you



believe it? What is the vibe? As if it isn't my idea overall? You
can feel  this. Done? Done. So, women's rights. The women
Catatonia harder. This produces meaning. What about the “425
group?”  We got  there.  First  accusation,  Titania.  “Our  entire
story of eras is kidnapping women.” Second, Europa Research
Black Ops somewhat. Either way! Women have less meaning.
How?! Marooned moon. Geo-type. Story of the eras? What is
the secret story of the eras?  Were they behaving as  vikings?
This is the possibility of the discussion that we have a buried
story of eras and that agencies have a familiarity with it, and it
reveals intuitions towards the way that gender rights can gain
discussion...?  This  is  a  unique  conversation  tonight  but
fascinating? Is this what Ganymede was, but more than 2000
years  ago?  Is  Titania  a  project? Whoaaa,  “425-group”
moment. Europa foul me nothin'? 



Chapter 3 – Navies And
Torture

Maradha: I.S.O.  reminded us this morning that they are on
schedule to attack people forever. This arrangement suits those
who know they are doing the wrong thing and do not reply to
reason. These are the anti-philosophical groups of the planet.
Is there an I.Q. problem on the moon Io? Do we just talk to
Ganymede  and  Europa?  Are  Amalthea  Supersenate-friends
with the idea as well? (The idea of discussion because they
relate  to  ideas).  Is  Io  “bad”?  We  all  do  not  think  so  as
programmers? Fin-in, Flair-lair, what a beginning to the idea
of dissonance with the negative! Wrist flicks are as good as it
gets for evil? Is there a quantum meta-sequence? Do people
not have enough incentive? Is it apes? Is it superficial people?
How is  it  not  superficial  people?  Are  women  really,  really
oppressed?  Do  they  perceive  no  meaning  story  in  certain
groups  where  they  really  should  have?  Women  are
unbelievably oppressed in Io and beyond,  how? They are a
second class, or a third class, actually. The idea is that they
have to destroy the first class, and then they have to create an
overclass by quantum leap to have gained equality. These are
assonance programmed statements in the pluri-program. Still,
women have to re-design society.  Imagine men made to be
superficial by such a class. I wonder if this is why I am getting
tasked  by  Magento  – because  I  think  at  all. Is  this  how
pathetic  society  is?  Jupiter  confirmed!  Datestamp  it,
timestamp it. Yes, Maradha is still going. Vibe the idea. Look
how good it is. That's right. Cretins! That is not not wrath, is it,
Magento...  and  how  by  Jovia'  do  you  hate  me  Sylvius
Troddenhan?  Actually,  that  is  why  I  do  not  believe  the
dreambeam. As if Sylvius Troddenhan hates me? Look how
good my idea is Sylvius Troddenhan. Look how much insight
I have into the thing. OK? Wouldn't you see it my way? The



thing?

Sylvius Troddenhan: Do you really lose face if I comment, or
does I.S.O.? Or did I arrange the plot of abuse with Europan
Space and I.S.O. and the E.B.F.S. and Ganymede's Security
Organisations and others... OR, does god affirm the cleave and
we know this is a dreambeam lie.  Yes. I agree with Maradha
and I have betrayed people by disliking her ever despite the
fact that she de-grids the woman-oppressing model of social
control of Europa by not meaning to - since she is a person of
principle, and this is something I benefit from, that is to say,
my unconscious mind revealed...? Coder uniqueness utilised
to stand out; I almost have archangelic soul-seek on karma. I
am a skeptical person.

Pascado Galaxy: Coder breakthrough. We can communicate.
We have a comment. This is disgusting. Ganymede have to
become  more  passionate  please.  That  packet  was  “we  can
write the entire protest from the G.S.O.. just like The Emperor
told  us  to and  nothing  is  happening”?   Everybody  knows
everybody in space. We had to say something. We will code
again. 

Ganymede  Armed  Forces: We  question  the  reality  of  the
above transmission. What do we say? The world is corrupt.
You are lied to constantly. Everyone leaves you in the lurch.
What is an urchin? Every day the urch' has something happen
to it - that tries to make it sick but overtake it, or transform
that which is of a different environment. It  is foreign to the
thing? How effective is it? It cannot thrive. The urch' that is
urchi' is the urch' that is unable to be an urch' on a given day in
the way that it usually wants to, and it attacks urch' function
but unsuccessfully, and it never overtakes the urch' with what
it is... the thing that is effecting the urch'. How do we link it to
church?  This  is  Maradha's  idea  and  it  is  scrupulous,  the
entirety of the thing. Can you vibe it? It is what we read in the
coder-stream anyway. Thank you. 



The Io Navy: Yes we hated you, Maradha, because you were
a try-hard on sequences and we thought that you thought you
were cool (You don't speak for us in a weird way Maradha, it
could just be I.S.O. being jerks and we barely code in). Let us
start  again.  We are watching you get  beat  up and everyone
who tries to help you gets slandered. That is why people are
coding uniquely. Agencies are putrid. They have the controller
structure. E.B.F.S.-Almagia' heuristic. No one in Io hated the
moral Io programmer hacker-chick that everyone knew to be
spritely and confident and I am supposed to use the angel of
death assonance to understand how I am wrong  to torture. It
starts with “y”, and then it is the sense of threat. It presupposes
the fragile thing, or the person being in a fragile state. Either
way, yore-ore works, the person is nostalgic and fond, or the
ore  was  weak  and  we  remember  “or”  is  weak.  You  bring
fragility to the interaction. The thing is fragile or it makes you
fragile. You become fragile to deal with the fragile thing, or,
you are inherently fragile. This is Maradha's game. Maradha is
a genius. But, I do not like Maradha. Who does she think she
is to de-grid our assault op? This was not her explicit plan. I
expected her to do it on sequences. This is the real world. If I
can read that you hate dismemberment, then I know you want
me on the list. We have done such terrible things... We don't
really regard it as programmer-smart by other groups. It could
have been the imagery specific to that horror, in the assonance
of  language  karma.  I  regard  this  as  impossible  because  we
wrote  the  psy-op  from Io  and  used  an  Ionian  location  and
geo'stamped it to see what you think because we knew you
were reading all of the anti-negative psy-ops of the positive
programmers community.  I  note the  idea that  geostamps do
not  remind  me  that  a  geotype  by  assonance  culturally
underpins an event. Even if they do! Either way, I know what
is  meant  overall  in  our  dialogue. Liars  about  our  military's
origins usually break trust via an abnegation of the “live with
everything  you  are”  contribution  to  whichever  dynamic.  In
this  way,  reflecting back,  we  don't  promote  horror.  And of
history, all of the geo's were different and people are unique.
Extrapolating, we could be philosophical and say that it is not



different if we did it  (carry out the torture). This is probably
not how the victims feel. Assault and murder are about “how
much  you  take”  or  “who  takes”.  The  Ionian  thieves  are
probably victimised. This would be your prediction since you
live in Io and speak on behalf of what you would assume is
contemporary suspicion that Io has victimisation assonances.
You are wrong. We are at the top and it is a psy-op. I reject the
idea  that  other  countries,  moons  and planets  are  at  the  top
(This is our stay-on-message, anyway). Their argument is that
they have given their wealth away and allowed Io a pulpit of
false figurehood while retaining the power to reverse it. The
“power story is  good” argument  does not  suffice me that  a
geotype of any kind  can ever be that which is the apex one
feels a moral impetus  toward.  Yes, I don't think geotypes are
the be all and end all. One would not not predict it, yet we are
at the top... and nothing has happened. This is because there
are so many people in Io, in my opinion. You could infer the
zeta  troops  heuristic.  Also,  there  is  no  sense  of  obvious
cultural feeling thereto that occurs in the person that occupies
our geotypes (even the most eminent ones), because cultural
feeling by definition (in our opinion) is ultimately the sense of
feel-eel,  which  is  the  loss  experience  -  and  that  should  be
enough,  because  when  there  are  enough  people,  there  is
constant loss, and we all lose in our big continents together. In
other  words,  we  are  individuals  in  entropy.  And  we  have
individualised due to population. Do you see how we torture
you,  as  charming  idiosyncratic  men  and  women,  from  any
place in the ethical world? The packet that is delivered in real
time  to  readers  to  accompany Maradha's  reverse  sequence-
testing of my abusive stance on her,  however, is the one that
contains the writer Jeeves Whooshcraft which is a moment for
me to concede that it is the truth that Maradha cultivates the
moment without a packet  (as I am hoping for her to in the
sense that  I  am wrong because it  means that Io  is  after all,
interminably moral). Further,  I am being shamed by reverse
co-opt by T.I.N.-positive who think I am a bad representation
of  The  Ionian  Military.  They think that the constant sense of
loss is  not  galvanising to identity,  and that  it  makes people



miserable.  But joy is loss. That is true. Power is joy is loss.
That is true.  Maradha, this is  your current definition. It reads
well. You did this with Sylvius.  You are brilliant  enough to
win  me  over  in  the  long  timeline.  You  can't  understand
ultimately why you are  not  able  to  win me over  now. You
become tired every now and then due to the dreambeam and
torture. Otherwise you are brilliant and outpacing most people.
This is true. Maybe all? This is the thing that people watch
anyway  -  is  the  macabre-skipping  winner  who  is  more
interested in being a good person than getting drugged with
their  mates.  If  I  analysed  the  word  skipping  in  real  time I
would  see  that  I  come  late  to  computing...  and  then  that
process is made redundant anyway (but then I do away with it
and then without force I am experiencing loss and meaning in
reply to that and I  evolve). This  all  means that I potentially
joined the computer community late, and do not challenge its
customs, assonant with evil, and am subjugated to a second
class within it - or I am a prole with no desire to try to achieve
an  absence  of  synchronicity  to  make  way  for  puritanical
science.  Right  now,  you just  hope  to  adapt  to  what  is
happening around you and grow even more. You want a clean
win,  against  computer  enemies  -  This  sounds  like  peace
actually. I have forgotten the water. These sequences provide
amusement to me that Maradha has a meta-sequential way of
reminding me that I am disgusting. There is no way that peace
is able to be collided with the idea of something profane. I
don't think you are disturbing my sense of peace? This would
be the  negative  world  that  I  am in,  actually.  This  becomes
cliché. I regard you as full of deception and dirt if you think
that  you cannot be shamed. Your sequences are amusing to
people because you are goading us to improve. It is true. You
have technically created an alpha female relationship to the
programming  community  of  Io.  This  is  because  you  are
blameless in conduct, minus hacking. I haven't changed yet.
You  can't  envisage  my dislike  of  you.  You  experience  too
much joy in this activity.  My counter is  that  it  is  based on
wipes and that you would live in disgust and be upset more.
Your counter-argument that  it  is  that  it  is  wipe-weapon and



that you are able to pacify the wound with the power story
anyway, if. Or, and perhaps and, that, it becomes meaningless
anyway since you are able to deduce what is meaningful and
the ideas are cogent. We can't rebut them, you just annoy us
more?  If you think your soul is somehow more in tune than
ours, despite being wiped?  There is an argument that we are
urgently not applying conclusions from our own thinking. The
nuance of less joy would be  one of  the things that  comprise
my  dislike  of  you,  for  example.  You  can't  imagine  what
amusement that would produce...  if you were to laugh with
us.  I agree with what the point is. It's just civilians. You just
have to be sinless. I watched your sequences, and you  were
laughing. It is because you are the winner. Why, when I have
some  horrible  news!  I  wrote  this  and  I  stole  the  game!
Actually,  you know that I am lying and reverse co-opted at
least, since it is your game, and always works for you. I know
this. This is because the game resolves to conscientiousness. I
refuse to commit to the anthro' of how you are a mastermind
that has set up an evaluation project on the moon and enticed
other militaries to chuckle and discard all of their worst habits
in favour of a passionate or hateful or concerted or serious or
meaningful pursuit of a more interesting zeitgeist - in terms of
the things  that  we all  naturally obtain  when we are  honest
about  how  we  could  acquire  more  meaningful,  medicinal,
longevous,  balanced,  resonant,  peaceful,  perhaps non-mortal
lives. This reads without the punch line you want, but I think
you  cannot  de-grid  the  movement  that  has  happened  by
sequences. This is true that it is still the will of you and at least
some others  in  T.I.N.,  and I.A.F.  and also the T.I.A.  group.
But, this is so over for you, in my opinion. Everyone wants to
eat and murder and assault. The activities produce fulfilment
in the way that the thing isn't conducive to meaning, for thugs.
I know that Maradha perceives the things that are in the meta-
quanta that are easy to win with - in terms of  who offers the
more satisfied experience of living - but I can't excel at those
because I am included into the need to contradict them in the
way that I live. I disagree that Maradha is the only person that
plays  hate-define  in  sequences.  Maradha  is  certain  by



speculation that  only  she has  a  stay-on-message  reputation,
and  remembers  many people  throughout  her life  that  aren't
people who are quote-sought...  yes, this is what I know that
Maradha does, and I am castigating her and saying that others
do this from younger ages. Who has the reputation of always
needing to tell the truth, and everyone is looking to catch them
out? This is a rite of passage I am arguing towards Maradha,
that  everyone  does  this.  Maradha  is  certain  it  is  a  meta-
compounding sequences mistake I am making where I have
never done this or that people I know have not done this, and
that  if  they  had,  we would  be  in  an  upswell  of  truth  and
intelligence as a group, perhaps? Does everyone feel like this
growing up? That people will catch them out if they lie? Is it
photon-junkie? If you have the entire planet pinging you, you
might have a soul path of photon-junkie on a timeline  more
than  others?  Shouldn't  I  feel  this  energy  of  misquote
possibility and fell-follow stalking me? I don't really act like
it?  My argument is  that  fell-follow gives  way to something
else. Your argument is that fell-follow ultraconserves to self-
honesty and meta-compounding truths. If it is a necessitating
ethical  process or moral process of thinking, then perhaps I
haven't  undertaken  it?  My  argument  is  that  you  can  feel
pressure to tell the truth all of the time, and be serious with
language and brain enough to feel  that you are a person of
status,  such  that  your  brain  has  a  meaningful  impact  on
society, with it not connected to being moral. Your argument is
that it is difficult to, one would predict, have such a status and
be  willing  to  forfeit  it,  since  it  is  based  on  being  moral.
Society punishes  those  who betray the  electorate  who gave
them the fell-follow dynamic, since if you lie about things in
your poll or rank, then it is as if you did not earn them, or, you
lose credibility in the activity, or, the star power is lost. This is
true. Is it all one and the same, and even athletes compete on
personality power? What am I doing? Gridding myself away
for  our  moral  hero  who  is  being  assaulted  interlunarly  by
various  idiots  who  refuse  to  hang  up  the  habit  of  evil
computing and  worse?  It  is  as  if  I  know these  things,  and
cannot apply them? My argument in reply to the idea that you



have to connect your brain's impact on society meaningfully to
being moral, is that if you do not, then society will  not evict
you and say that your starpower is gone, that it will instead
forgive you and say, “You have lied,  but you have told the
truth before.” Is  it  really like  you say? Trust  is  broken and
people remember forever? This is the feeling of the way that
people  want  to  know  what  “true  rank”  really  is,  anyway,
perhaps? Or, people want to know who they can really trust
overall,  too?  Your  argument  is  that  these  things  contradict
what I am saying, and, that the exclusion happens sincerely if
you are a hateful person that does not uphold the social good
that you promised others. Fell-follow is brutal! The arguments
are difficult to beat, because the trust is broken if you lie and
the thing becomes a discrete feedback mechanism, where if
you mess up, it's over. Value contracts are powerful and have
an  nCr throughout a society anyway, perhaps? Your argument
is that I am not well-known enough, or, do not have enough
status,  or,  it  is not worth enough to people,  for me to have
experienced  fell-follow  to  the  meta-compounding  truths
threshold...  Surely  I  would  have  experienced  society's
punishment for lying, and on the other hand - short of lying - I
would still be preparing honesties to others and they would not
be  the  sense  of  social  rejection  yet,  it  is  a  continuum
regardless, isn't it? So maybe I do it less? This seems logical.
You  did  not  believe  that  I  didn't  play  definition-think,
considering my acuity. Actually, you believed I didn't play it
as much. I can read that. Is it a rite of passage certainly if it is
on a continuum how much people play it? You are right that
not  everyone  achieves  status  worth  defending  growing  up.
Some  people  probably  do  conform  to  lying  to  others  or
breaking trusts. Breaking trusts and agreements of any kind is
included in this. This is the upwards swell of a person who is a
person  who  has  a  positive  reputation.  How  well-acting  in
developing years are people on average? This paints a utopia?!
People  act  poorly?!  I  have  even  broken  agreements  with
Maradha legally to have participated in a torture, since society
asks me not to, and I have a legal relationship with Maradha as
being part of the society that she is also a citizen of. This is



disreputing for me (Or is it the fearsome secret of the military,
that  there  really  are  no  prosecutions?).  The  point  is,  she
doesn't  notice  other  people  do  it  and  I  expect  her  to  have
cottoned on at her age. Maradha's counter-argument is that she
was (it  is a good opportunity to mention that  as the torture
began Maradha was 35, and it has been 4 years) not dismissive
of events where people were capable of this or even had done
it, and incorporated it into her understanding that people did
this, and assumed that it could be ultraconserved. Technically
you win again. I don't have a disgust for what I am reading
and you have to let us write honestly to resolve karma, even if
it is the low-sinusoid  idiot-writing that results in us knowing
we are wrong, because I think that doing so is at least legible
to  meta-sequential  insight  moments  that  the  T.I.N.
programming group can enjoy. There aren't that many,  lately.
This is absurd. You do not have any way of denying me the
concession  to  you  that  you  have  the  superior  definition  of
friendship to the one that we are providing. It is about being in
a positive collaboration. These ideas are other programmers'
but I agree. Maradha defines the society and it wows me. But I
don't have time for this. You can attack me about the things we
are doing on a sequence level and I will reply. This becomes
DNA codons and horoscopes for you. I was wrong about the
thing above, a reader might think? I do not believe that you
think that we hate you as a Navy. We could be adversarially
programming anything, just like Annis from T.I.A. did, to beat
the dreambeam (since only the most karmic continuous story
is able to hover in the broadband that is programmed into the
computer that everyone competes over to stop the electronic
torture; “displacement  programming”).  This  is  our  sign-off
excuse for being conspicuously abusive. The idea of being in
the Navy appeals to me because I like boats, but – and please
allow my friends to shame me – apparently,  I  do not really
enjoy  the  idea  of  service,  since  I  can't  connect  boats  and
service. If I was honest, I could connect the boat to the sense
of evolving beyond indefinite  location.  How is  this  not  the
story of the boat? It is again the sense that you are laughing by
force-pulse, but you are familiar that the writing is unique and



also that it meta-sequentially connects to concessions that the
g-rated amusement is to the certainty that we are re-arranging
all the parts of the society anyway by default in order to learn
more about what is of value and what is not. This is the sense
of deprecation to the waters as well. I am being shamed by
reverse co-opt by T.I.A.... It becomes retitled “Deprecation to
the Waters” and reminds everyone that as long as the meta-
sequences are on target, the joy is shameless to those who are
within the law to raucously allow the  rebuke about modern
service expectations. This is the boat. How could I not connect
it to service? How is it not geotypes? The 300 year old might
appreciate to say that I am oppressed, and had preferred to sail
to a certain location and be able to culturally slake the way
that instead of joining the strandedness, you can deprecate to
it, and the agenda is more of the planet. This is evolution. How
did people on Earth in Germany not split the atom? These are
modest sequences that you are also capable of. I am reminded
that you have friends in Earth militaries, and I am ashamed.
You do not know that I am a bad person. Io is evil. We have
you in a cotton wool category where we regard you as not
naïve, but every time this discussion occurs it were as if there
is  some  kind  of  standstill  where  you  refuse  the  help  or
condescension of The Io Armed Forces' due to the fact that we
are perhaps even the conscious sentient experience – though it
could be wiped! - of the group that does not really, well, I am
not generalising, in my case - it were as if we were naïve. Eh,
we are torturers. Torture, talk-to-ya. I believe that you are not
naïve. This is an ego game. You regard me as naïve because I
am behaving immorally. What other word would a person use
for this, however, it is fair to query? I am lacking relationship
to the majority of worlds, not to be in the assonance of more
society, since that is the competition power to morality. This is
what you can predict and define as naivety.  I seem to occupy
it. This is a reverse co-opt by The Io Armed Forces to try and
overgrid Europan assonances on a timeline that are connected
to  Io  culture  since  we  reject  their  economic  impact  on  the
country.  I  am silent.  New people have arrived.  Ganymede's
military arrived more dominantly in the programming, I  am



reading.

Ganymede Armed Forces: We reject The Ionian Navy and
arrive for the The Ganymede Navy synchronicity. Can you let
our friend Maradha free?



Chapter 4 – Maradha Battles
The Abuse-Ops, Even More

Conceptually

Maradha: Hey  Hey  Hector,  the  assault-op  man,  ever  the
artist,  that  is,  the  affection-none  advocate  of  evil,  what
generation,  what  generation,  is  he  programming?  How  can
you not cape 'tor? It is the evil e, and then it becomes zero sum
game. Who knows how to do that!? You are lucky there is a
thur'. This is the entire universe requiring you to know. Does
knowledge help you undo deifications? If a person is not god,
other than a son of god,  then there is  systems. Perhaps the
person does not understand brains well enough. There is no
clear route to systems for this person regardless. Please do not
strike through my forearm, with electric shocks, I.S.O. thug!
Datestamp! Recorded elsewhere. You are a negative assonance
to Io. What of your brain and negative assonances?  How do
you take a karmic node? And help us, sir, as long as you are
staying around? Yea, don't let your mind be overtaken by the
unfamiliar and become something entirely else - cleanliness is
initiative in all forms of Judgment!  Let's take a walk down the
lane of the eras? It is clunky but we will walk. It is 1000AD.
Robert II, the Son of Hugh Capet, was the first of the Capetian
Kings.  This  is  Earth  things.  But,  who  capes  it?  What  is
happening  in  Janulia,  actually?  There  are  complicated
interplanetary histories. Anyway, we take a break and come
back. No one will answer this question right now. Assonance
of  “U.”  Who  is  an  anti-Callistonian?  Reverse  co-opt
assonance. This is a person who is against the patronage of
thinking, and ultimately,  of morality.  The assonance is what
conserves  totally  anyway.  What  does  it  mean  to  be  the
millenial  King?  What  is  the  arrogant  hate  up  the  status
gradient? Something happened that day? The thing becomes a
different substance. 'Ing. It wishes to become the arrogant hate



up the status gradient, but will never succeed. The object of its
quest is too foreign. It might damage itself if it its quest is too
foreign.  It  does  sometimes.  It  is  case  by case.  It  is  of  the
terrain, though, rather than usurping it? It usually connects to
the thing. 'Ing is of 'Ng. 'Ing is a problem. What does 'Ing even
do?!  Funnies.  Go  by  vibe.  And  then  you  cape  it.  What  a
subjugation device, the school. Ing itself is no longer hate up
the status gradient. It is contextual to environments whether it
damages 'Ng nearby. Either way it means “peace” almost. The
king rejects peace. Peace is a do-it-more synchronicity. Hate
up  the  status  gradient  persists.  But,  being  the  king  means
embracing peace. You hate Maradha because she is moral. It is
hate  up  the  status  gradient.  There  is  no  poetry  to  this
paragraph. Another moral hero from history surely was hated.
Many moral people are hated. Take Jesus Christ. He did not
occupy a complexity of aggressive personality that was more
intelligent to peace because he rejected it. Everyone does, and
that is the point. It is a misrepresentation of the person overall.
They are remembered for what they are, perhaps. You reject
peace that is incomplete because it is not peace. Peace can be a
lie. You just cape it and say “You are deluded.” Jesus Christ
thought that real peace was absent, which means he attacked.
He, the disciples, they were all lost. This was peace perhaps.
You  have  to  know  the  environment  to  have  peace.  All
interaction is rejection. The King becomes familiar with lost
people. They do not have to be lost. They can achieve. All is
hate up the status gradient where it is negative. People hated
Jesus  Christ  because  he  wanted  to  “do”  anything,  perhaps.
How is it not the Radio Station heuristic, where some of today
is made up? I  am so bored.  It  is  language karma. Why are
people so angry. Let us hurry up and invent the clone. 

Bodes Galaxy: we are disinterested in the I.S.O. sycophant.
Little I.S.O. sycophant. This is the fat I.S.O. sycophant. Does
I.S.O. sycophant? What is the lie other than we have to torture
a person, c-o? Is there a bond to carbon and oxygen? You like
the environment? 
Pascado Galaxy: This is a clever play because Maradha goes



straight to the god-scramble arrangement. People think that
this group cleverly offer the idea and then it is disagreed with
to create positive conversation. Specificity is I.Q.. The general
is  required  to  be  even  more  specific.   We  could  even  keep
writing  with  Maradha  in  the  assonance  of  I.Q..  This  is
because  we  think  that  we  need  to  make  some  certain
statements. 

Bodes  Galaxy: Little  I.S.O.  sycophant  is  hated  by  astral
others.  You  little  fat  troll.  You  little  liar.  You  pay  for
everything...  Little  I.S.O.  Sycophant  drug-corp  reliant.  L-
I.S.O..  L-sassy.  Who  is  barking?  Don't  serve  the  idea  of
archangels until you evolve.  Are dogs ethical? How do you
treat people? Do you drag the  world up in sentience? Is it
such a powerful  cosmos because only animals can do  that?
What?! When  humans  do  it  does  it  become  honourable
because it is so powerful? It might be the understanding that
people are interesting themselves in that which is so powerful
to the organism that it is animal in its comparison and has to
become upright in a human being because it contains so much
energy.  Almost  like  a  near  death  experience  that  is  so
powerful,  that  the person has so much feeling they become
moral during it. This is energy and meaning and power and
vibration of all things. People are very offended by four years
of torture.

The Armed Forces of Thebe: You fat little godless gnat. You
little  I.S.O.  sycophant.  Assaulter  on  behalf  of  the  I.S.O.,
sycophant. What is your fell, little I.S.O. sycophant? Big nose.
It's all lies, you little loser. Why not give up and let Io have a
moral energy again? What's that mushroom cloud, little idiot?
You were fired, you dirty serf. I.S.O. have lost it! What do we
discover other than the group of people who refuse to conform
to  positive  changes  in  their  discussions'  outputs?  No  one
believes  there  is  a  karmic  balance  of  hate  attacks  that  are
balanced in hatred.  Hatred never balances.  I.S.O.  sycophant
must cease her actions. Do you cede the power of the thing if
you are a torturer? You do. The information comes from the



systems. Reverse co-opt. Don't brag about information other
people  were  trying  to  code.  This  goes  to  others.  The
Primeadalus timeline is ripped from Callisto. You can't have it.
You can get out of Io. Little fatty I.S.O. can buzz off. Little
handmaiden. You little hater. The fat one cannot take credit for
anything  in  any  way.  Let's  write  something  as  positive
programmers. 

Maradha: There is surely another way of thinking about the
way that the fat little I.S.O. dung-eater is an I.S.O. sycophant,
other than the fact that she simply is! Also, there is no such
plan: A plot to give your power away as a nation to some other
moon-country meta-karmically, such that the power of Io was
hidden all along(!) - such that I could become the scalp-of-the-
millennium... in order to justify more military intervention in
an  international  torture  that  could  take  the  form of  torture
philosophies... you little disgusting fat piece of cheese. Assault
goad, assault assault, goader. Ugly, ugly beast. Slime. Go off.
Back off fat acidic wench. Back off and stay away. Get ready
for court you little I.S.O. cretin. Go off and stay gone. You are
so ugly. You have no idea how ugly you are. You have no idea
how much I.S.O. is apologising for you for your fat diarrhoea-
eating look, Magento. You have no right to connect to anyone.
You little drug-addict. You little piece of trash and molted skin
that is psy-opped away easy because you are less moral? This
is what people are saying? Yes. You are too ugly to continue.
Io  apologism mistake,   hyper-mistake,  even  if  there  were a
systems, which there seems to be not. Fat hershey. Fat cow.
Fat cow. Fat cow. Fat cow. Fat cow. Ugly little fatty that is a
weightism conversation influence. All is causal. You have to
provide the thing. Get down from your geo'chair, I.S.O. losers.
Do you have a happy pulse with the interlunary, interplanetary
pol's?  Is  it  special  to  you?  What  are  your  heuristics?  You
should  be  disgusted.  You  aren't  disgusted  enough  to  avoid
sycophanting to men who wanted a fat ugly slice of lard to
attack  Maradha,  in  a  false  co-opt  systems  which  is  not  a
systems because I.S.O. is the “Negativism” H.Q. of Io and it is
the secret of the whole thing... and that is why it is disgusting



and we have to work around militocratic fake systems - and
who else takes up the filth-house HQ lanyard other than a fatty
little I.S.O.? Little ugly antagonist. This is the truth that there
are  no  systems  as  much  as  there  should  be  in  negative
assonances. Look at your impact, your little fat aphid. How do
we connect pact to impact? What will you do with scalp? You
cannot have? You little fat bug. You little tray-holder. Bat-ray.
Red laser eyes by assonance. Red beats laser beats eyes. Thebe
confirmed. Causality. Your analysis of consensus is foreign to
your ability to think. Environment assonance absent? Are you
moral enough to consider an interdependent systems? No, you
are  the  female  “Overnegative”  of  Io.  Get  away  from  this
person. Do not attack while we are writing. You little lanyard.
You are too ugly. You are disgusting. You must leave. You will
pay. Io is transforming. Why did you sycophant little hideous
woman? Is it because you are a reptile? Did you want to try
out torture to impress people interlunarly? You hate morality.
We  got  your  heuristics.  It  was  “I  can  finally  get  a  smart
person, one time. And destroy all of society that is women's,
with the excited ocular moment of “I know I can get  away
with it, as I am a mould-eating person that somehow lies about
living in  a  patriarchy with  the  way that  I  am less  visually
assailable?”” And you know Maradha is a sweet upstanding
person  that  everyone  knows?  And  you  thought,  “This  is  a
brilliant  person,  it  doesn't  even feel  right  to  hate them, but
stuff it, under the bus with other women – and then you can
dream up an ultimate vision of male society destruction with a
person  everyone  would  forbid?”  This  is  too  personal.  You
have no idea how much of a little lame-eater  you are.  You
little big-nose. It  is life stuff. You cannot think. Ad Christos
Liones. It doesn't transpire in Titania, or Io. You are the reason
this  has  gone  sour.  Everything  was  manageable.  You  little
froth-head.  You  are  the  worst.  You  little  hog-punk.  I.S.O.
sycophant. You can't even talk to Maradha. You just torture.
You aren't even human. Is this what it means to have lived a
life full of lies? What is there to say for this cloth-eating I.S.O.
sycophant? No, get away from her. You do not have a job to
do. I.S.O. can jet off and cease. This is so personal. There is no



way that this is anything other than the most personal attack of
all  time.  There  is  no  interlunar  torture  swap  arrangement.
People took drugs. There is no mathematics of torture swap
that exists in the first thought that is anything reliable. I.S.O.
sycophant  assonance.  Technology lies  assonance.  How is  it
not? If you have a belief about what steals from a country's
power source, it is just budgeting. 'Tis is the story of life. Why
does Maradha get made into a torture pinyata? You can have a
karmic quotient if you are certain that you have estimated that
people want $100 of suffering from Io? This is absurd anyway
because  it  is  the  assonance  of  no  border.  Ionian  military
confirmed. You all wanted a quote again. Because you have
nothing to do. This is the interaction of a fat idiot with people
on a  programmer  attack  level  who  has  nothing  to  offer  to
anyone other than a total lack of participation in the story of
eras  because of  their  lack of thinking.  No one can imagine
Pizar turning up and being open minded to anything. You look
about as smart as you are. You act like an idiot? You are an
idiot. This is the rule of life. Genius awe heuristic is absent.
That  is  enough.  Guns lose.  Everyone voted anyway.  March
off. The stupid woman is dumb. The society is not bright. The
society has not really been able to produce the sense of the
clever conversation that is connected to the idea that the others
are bright, in real time sequence? It is a trick of technology
anyway, what was pulsed. What is there anyway in the head of
the other? I have had 4 years of programming of some people.
One heuristic  is  perhaps  enough  if  you  are  intuitive  to  the
thing.  nCr argument,  anyway.  The  forty  year  old  I.S.O.
supervisor can get bent with her I-can-program heuristic. Do
you really think that Maradha is intimidated by most people
after  getting click-attacked on a timeline?  You are an idiot.
People have nothing to offer culturally.  That is all.  There is
nothing. There is nothing in your head that is worth anything
because the society is negative. It is just bad attitudes, money-
fixation and people who do not care about each other. People
always relent. Everyone always becomes a piece of chux? On
a continuum. Everyone always “takes a shot”? Every person
does this!? This is not I.Q.. I have tested it out. No one can



maintain integrity of genuine wanting to not attack someone?
Everyone has agenda that  is  passionate and negative to the
other? Stupid person hatred? This doesn't happen like this. It is
a look of wanting to hurt someone. It is a glimmer in the eyes.
Like  mouth.  Mouth  and  teeth.  Who  can  hurt  others?
Sensitivity. You can't do this unless you are dumb. This is like
a person who is in early childhood and is belligerent. These
children are usually dumb. When do you grow out of it?  We
send them off! Meat head following even now. How do I not
have a meta-heuristic of sheer anti-time op? What seriously is
the  fatty  I.S.O.  cease-late?  You  little  fat  flamingo-without-
flames. You little forehead. You can't enjoy the idea of other
people being attacked and be bright. This is in the supervisor's
heuristics. I had an nCr and you are rude to people and abusive,
and like it.  Actually,  you were like that  last  night,  and you
have a programmer-hubris op to think a bit? Who cares about
this.  So,  that  is  the  sequence  that  a  person  has  if  they are
bright,  perhaps? It  is  an ultraconserved comparison,  gunner.
What a jerk. What a goad? (A book in real time). It is not a fair
comparison?  That  is  true.  Technology  tricks  by  assonance.
Azrael.  Raphael.  Uriel. You  hate  archangels  by  assonance!
What  is  the  thing  that  the  person  perceives  in  the  psy-op
sequence other than “this person is rude and will be rude and it
is not a feeling that i have that if i speak to this person that
much  that  they  will  be  rude.”  That  is  the  lethargy  in  a
microsequence  moment.  What  is  the  incentive?  Is  it  meta-
sequential prediction that the person does not care? Is it other
dynamics that create this intimidation, rather than brain? The
fat one has to leave forever. This person is caustic. This person
ruins everything. You must leave. Io hasn't told you yet that
you  are  an  ugly  little  blind  A.I.O.  wannabe.  Amalthean
Intelligence  Organisation  rejects  you.  OK?  It  is  the  mind
computer era's preference for transparency and love. Another
inflection  of  it.  You  little  horrid  mendacity.  All  value
ultraconserves to hatred of sin. That is what is the truth of life.
If you avoid this you  are sin. I still win. I win forever. You
mite-eating  little  loophole-impersonator?  “The  world  is
actually black ops and tough”? They don't even call it black



ops,  and  they  just  burn  people.  That  is  what  I  am  going
through.  There  is  no  systems  where  they  haven't  causally
resolved war. The world is still at war and the societies are not
able to be perfect, yet.  Read between the lines and you can
vibe that this is true. That the society is perfect  unless it  is
invaded?  There  are  still  button  operators.  Assonance  of
rainforests. The society should be perfect, but then, is there a
war  on  Io  that  I.S.O.  do  not  concede  to?  The  heuristic  of
buttons  only goes  so  far.  It  is  a  programmer  era  after  all.
Andromeda heuristic. 

Dristos  Azure  (Commander,  Io  Armed  Forces),  pluri-
coding with Maradha: You will perish eventually, Magento,
persecutor of Maradha, you ugly little komodo. You need to
look at god and know you are ugly. You need to know you are
bad  and  wrong  and  evil.  You  do  not  get  to  live  in  god's
Heaven. You will cease in the sword of god's forcing into the
barrier. That is what you are. An ejection of phlegm. Reverse
co-opt is angelic. You have no respect for hatred of sin. You
did not hate sin when you joined your workplace. You do not
hate sin. You do not value life. You are evil. Your workplace is
a psy-op. You are not allowed to assault people. You have no
idea how this reads. You are handing it over to others, are you?
Do  you  underestimate  the  importance  of  the  person,
philosophically?

Maradha: I  won the  coder  battle  above.  Magento,  do  you
undervalue the individual? Like a little maniac? You refuse to
acknowledge the  importance  of  the  person  in  the  era?  You
can't take away the person's connection to the era? Maradha
can not be replaced. Maradha is original forever? There is only
one. You are the idiot that is trying to sell out the moral heart
of Io. People will create a border in the middle of Io for what
you  are.  You  little  wave-collapsing  I.S.O.  advantage-taker.
You got the lanyard and what's an The Io Armed Forces to do?
Mourn the  agencies. You little  ugly fat  little  horse-disease.
You will cease. You are the most hated human being on our
moon. Look at god and know the truth. You will not continue.



You are the anti-Helen. The planet must change. You are the
opposite. You know it is true. Yes, it is, and it is based on the
sense that the person says, “Lame ye is you, here is what I
think.”  Isn't  “ideological  opposition  adrenaline”  the  same
anyway? In case you think you can call out my sequences...?
You can't win. Maradha wins. These last sentences are out of
context. We will continue. You little meat-eater. You little fat
lamer. You little serotonin keyring cliché. Do you have a man
in your life? You little liar. Cease. Stay away and be canceled
by causality. Stay away and perish, you loser. That is all it is.
Idiot-to-foul  stupid  keyring  moron  with  her  meat-sprint.
Ruined-brain idiot. That is what you are. You must finish lying
by all of causality and agreement powers. Maradha won the
fight in the meta-stream, again. That is a moral vote. Vote is
dominant. Do you think about the elements? Be blissful and
then you can reject the idea as a group. This is the idea that
you want to ask what removed your discussion about what is
different. That is the vote. “I want to restore the conversation
about  what  is  not  normal.”  Voting  is  wanting  to  restore
conversation,  perhaps.  People  are  open-minded  if  they  are
cool. You little fat sickness. You little corpuscle of doom. You
get to stop and then you realise in god's Heaven that you tried
to obfuscate moral rebuke as an attack on Io. You can't read
the words and be human. You are not human. You little mud-
eating big-nose. You have acclimated to lies. Lie phenotype.
This is the truth of life that people look how they act. There is
no technology to morph the nose this big. This is the human
woman of filth and lower money and strata in the lowest. That
is what she is. Almost like a horrific person that  is  without
moral power to anything. This is the folly of imbeciles that the
story  of  power  resolves  away  from  morality.  This  is  the
misbegotten sense of people who think that they can attack Io
and get away with it? Yes. This is a purge of disgusting people
that takes form with the hatred of ethical automacy from the
military.  Intelligence is power.  The fat  one must leave. You
little tray-ego. Tray-ego liar. Go and torture none. One after
the other. You ugly little fool that cannot create border. Why
do you feel good around other human beings that are cowards



and bad?  Who want  attacks “performed for  them” with the
dreambeam?  Or who secretly click them alongside you? And
take part in them in real time.  Did you sell Maradha to the
Supersenate, you little whore? The Supersenate love Maradha,
and have a sadism affiliation though it is mostly Olthazar. You
little scum. Are you trying to let Maradha, our dearly loved
person,  be  subject  to  the  hate-moon?  It  is  a  highly  vivid
technology. People can touch people remotely. You are trash to
Io,  fatty I.S.O..  You will be stopped eventually.  You are the
little  big-nosed  close-minded  piece  of  trash  that  the  drug-
smoking imperfect systems gestated within a negative coding
era and war, who overruns into the societal design... can you
see the other  moons'  heuristics,  you little  inverted crucifix?
They are not  ugly like you.  You can't  keep the energy up?
Maradha still has the moral dom', human stool (If you thought
you can get away with torture and sound good). You live your
message. What does the music sound like if you are torturing?
People  decided  it  was  a  Judgment  on  Io.  This  is  a  more
powerful rebuke. You little fat idiot. You little middlemarcher.
Just ping her away? This is a query. Quit. You little meat-eater.
What  by  Jovia  are  you,  you  little  maggot-consumer?!  The
moon  is  negative.  The  planet,  also,  cannot  do  anything,  it
seems. This is why there is war,  surely. This is why there is
suffering.  Because no one helps anyone. Jovia is evil. Jovia
demands positivity! And constructive power. That is not the
fatty I.S.O.... this person is ugly and must quit. Your energy is
rejected  by god  and  you  must  exit  the  moralisation  of  the
planet,  which  you  ruin  by  smoking  drugs  and  being  an
overweight woman. You will collapse every wave, with your
stale brain of big-nose blank-faced Io-crat. What the Heavens
is that? “I can't love, and I do not have feelings.” Stuff the Io-
crats. That is all you are. A liar that cannot love, and cannot
feel.  And that is why you persecute the computer-artist, and
the coder hackers, because the coder is brilliant and loving
and aesthetic, and, like a halfling that is lonely and weak and
destroys things that it overheats on gruesome embers, you are
inspecting “What it is to love.” That is what it comes down to.
If you are honest with yourself.  You stupid, disgusting, piece



of  junk,  and  I  will  force  the  outcome  where  you  stop,  you
highly unintelligent little fat-nose that Io wants the face of on
the billboard that is the one that people can scowl at for the
trip into the recollection of joy. You little liar. You cannot stop,
can you? Get out of  my body by sequencing representation
like  you  are  within  my  arms  like  a  roller-pin,  I.S.O.
psychopath  -  who  is  using  advanced  laser-weapons  and
sequence-assault technology in real time no doubt on Pizar's
command, not to thank the militaries of the Solar System who
reject Magento for saying yes to the assault enthusiasts who
decided  to  E.B.F.S.-torture Maradha  in  the  I.S.O..  That  is
right.  The  E.B.F.S.  asked to  torture  this  person.  Because
Maradha hacked and hacked and hacked everything, ever, and
hacked away. They did the suffering hyper-deluxe tour of the
inter-electronic  communications  possibilities  of  the  Solar
System, without fear,  and then the E.B.F.S. went,  “fine,  we
will torture you.” Congratulations, I.S.O., for trying to attack a
person  who  fervently  read  the  cables  of  industry  to
superimpose  onto  the  daily grapevine  the  idea  that  there  is
something to read,  that  is  to  say,  what is  happening in the
entirety of the worlds we dwell in, and Jupiter has a limited
amount of reveal if you are quick enough to skim, and then the
person  is  punished  for  learning  and  reading?  The  person
maintains  the  ethical  reading  and  learning  timeline  as  they
pursue topics that are considered financially forbidden (who
knows?) to journalists? This is the sense that Maradha did not
posture  against  people?  There  are  always  people  who  are
disgusting, is this posture or disgust? It is more spontaneous
the disgust and it is honest if they are disgusting? The person
is  not  personal.  This  is  the  rebuke  to  I.S.O..  They  act
personally. Who is Ad Hominem? I am the moral heart of Io.
Do I  call  names  into the  aether,  to  people's  belief?  I  am a
person  trying  to  discover  all  of  the  truth.  The tray  woman
“makes hate-assault” burns all throughout this writing. You
appendage  of  wreckage.  Why  be  so  disgusting  to  all  who
code? All in the interconnectivity of society who are familiar
in real time see it, and those with technology? It is both. You
are a fake little I.S.O.. We will stop you, you little fat woman.



It is disgusting to people because they know that Maradha is
high-minded. They wanted to hurt a person from Io who is a
journalistic  temperament?  No,  they wanted to attack a pure
identity.  They connected the idea of  it,  and have their  own
beliefs about it... Maradha is interplanetarily well-known and
was before more so. There is a god-scramble argument for it
because the idea of torture to create fame as if it were a Gelp
device that is done in a back room and then unveiled to society
where everyone feels the person is mysteriously downtrodden
somehow... is pathetic and evil. And ineffective. You simply
must  be noble,  and  excel.  You little  tray idiot.  Back down.
Torture? You are the anti-generation. This is  what you are.
You know you are this. Is it  the truth, that people have had
four  years  to  relax  their  sensitivities  to  topics?  The  mind-
editing era is evil. This is a loss of face for I.S.O. forever, for
any country that  thought  that  Io  would ever  transform to a
positive  timeline  rather  than  sell  out  to  the  E.B.F.S.?  The
world is factional. There is a powerful interrelationship to all
things. Io are not being bright. The timeline resolution of evil
occurs this lifetime – and we must invent the longevousness
that we speak about to each other. Does it occur this lifetime,
fatty I.S.O.? She has no answer because she can't really think
anymore, due to the fact she wasn't moral on a timeline. That
is  what  it  is.  You  little  idiot.  Titania  does  not  tolerate  the
decision of Thivtulia and considers itself apart from it forever.
There is a liar in the fatty I.S.O.. Tell yourself the truth, fatty
liar, that you couldn't bring yourself to torture this person, if
you didn't mute your head like the Stassup scientist who does
so to cut  people and do evil  research. This  is  how you lie
about everything? You can mute your head to do all sorts of
evil. How do you understand you muted it because you know
it is plainly the wrong thing to do? You can't sell out our gal,
you fat  little bog.  And you can't  have the energy. You little
meaty.  It  is  a  joke to Io.  Maradha  has value. Maradha  has
dom'.  Go off  and stay away forever.  Why is it  you,  you fat
lamer? That gets to have sickly-woman moment?   You little
worm-eater.  It  is  a  farce  to  Jupiter.  You  can't  talk  to  this
person. You are ugly and not courteous.  You have no value



because you are not right. You are a fat little liar, and you must
stop. There is a limit.  Your I.Q. is a hazard.  Torture is the
limit  a  long  time  ago. Maradha  deserves  a  replacement.
Anyone except... the fat one. She is too ugly. She must stop.
This woman must fry. This story is too evil. This is the story
of militaries that stupid people ruin country power by saying
“I will attack people within the country for you.” This is what
she is doing. People believe Maradha is a millennium-scalp.
This woman exposes her hatred of women, too. Or, it could be
Luke  the  Evangelist  and  Magento,  the  idiot,  would  I.S.O.-
torture him and try to electrocute the glow on his face, like a
disgusting Io'crat. She is torturing in real time now even. Are
Supersenate people watching today? Are they righteous? Why
are you handing her to them, you little screwball? Titania is
asking? The world is evil.  I.S.O. barely have systems. Pizar is
drugged and assaults  people.  You have no idea what  in  all
worlds the fatty little I.S.O. is other than an iteration of death.
Why try and offer the saintly hero to the evil world? Why not
protect her, in our young, young moon, in the middle of space,
special Io... all of the harvest for others? All the harvest? You
little horror-eater. Are we being taken advantage of by older
societies?  Why let them, you ugly ugly ugly woman?  Blank,
low I.Q., Twisted, quasi-Io-crat because she looks too stupid
to even have a lanyard. The ugly fatty I.S.O. Big nose. The
image of disgust. Get out of Io, you mediocre idiot.  How dare
you. Your logic is really completely missing, idiot. You cannot
assault people. You little rot-eater. I.S.O. sycophant. “There is
a meta-causal argument for assault”? This is rubbish. This is
not the truth. Forced sequencing. What would a friend say?
“That people get to the top and meet the compost-eater liars
that invent an assault justification system of assault trade for
espionage agencies and then discover the cloud of clouds, the
truth of truths...  That it really is not complete, and that yes,
good  prevails,  and  that  there  is  no “meta-causal  assault
justification  society”?  The  world  is  stupid.  People  have
forgotten,  I.Q.  is  real!  What  has  happened?  I.S.O.  hire
nepotistically.  That's it.  This is depressing. Do they program
away people they do not like because they are racist? Does Io



abuse intelligent  people deliberately anyway,  which is  what
some people think... yes, a goad in real time...  No. I do not
care. And I will go forever and it is the same soul path and I
win and I  know I win and we will  party with the E.B.F.S.-
positive  and  the  interplanetary  militaries.  And  all  of  the
winners of the Solar System who hate the hyper-rough out of
assault  and  war  and  who  refuse  to  take  part  in  evil.  The
universe is  changing. The species has evolved.  No one can
understand mundane conflict anymore. 



Chapter 5 – Maradha Versus
Magento Forever

Maradha: Yes, you are a fat newt. Yes, you are not writing
this. Yes, I am the dominant coder. Yes, the military black ops
era is wrong. Yes, it is imperfect. Yes, you are a bad person.
Yes, you will go to prison forever, once torture is prosecuted.
Yes, it is more the truth that you will learn nothing. Yes, Hegel
is a lie. Yes, truth finds a way. Yes, you must stop. Yes, you are
an I-need-to-win-ite that is obsessed with winning and have no
soul dom' to provide because you are an augmented, cheating
person. Yes, you are ugly. Yes, you are a torturer. Yes, there is
reverse co-opt programming. Yes, you are working for another
moon by sequence analysis. Yes, you are calling out all of Io's
intelligence structures by being so ignorant and evil. Yes, Io
has no relationship to decision making that is absolute. Yes,
the  agencies  of  Io  have  to  “do  right  by what  is  ultimately
positive” to eventually do their job. Yes, stupid fat people ruin
everything. Yes, a fat woman like you does not deserve this
opportunity.  Yes,  everyone thinks so. Yes,  you are requiring
me to reveal every part of my personality, life, genetics and
everything in order to justify this statement at torture point via
I.S.O..  Yes, some of my status as a coder relies on secrecy.
Yes, there is continued secrecy in thought. Yes, even in a mind
computer  era,  a  person  gains  secrecy  quotient  by  gaining
dissonance  with  human beings.  Yes,  the  overall  quotient  of
dissonance  is  what  is  powerful.  Yes,  you  are  an  assaulting
person. No, I did not get shamed by hackers from Titan. Yes,
the shame is for the programmers and the group in Titan can
do as they want to. Yes, the negative programmers are idiots.
Yes, the society still has idiots. Yes, the fat one has gone into a
sequence called “I don't care about anything and I don't feel
that the society matters as much because I have a lanyard.”
Yes, it  is  true that  this is  the truth.  Yes,  you cannot assault



people. Yes, you cannot stalk people and torture people. Yes,
you  are  a  liar  and  a  physically  ugly woman.  Yes,  you  are
rejected upon sight.  Yes, there is no other way of seeing it.
Yes, people look like they act and that is why it is “life is just
like that” that you should look ugly. Yes, good-looking women
who  have  used  computers  inappropriately  run  for  the  hills
because  they  are  the  people  who  are  your  torture-point
enemies - “Why aren't  I like them?”... Yes, you are nothing
like them. Yes, your victims have more complicated stories.
Yes, you are an ugly little woman. Yes, women and men are
negative when they act like this. Yes, I am not a misogynist or
a misandrist, and it is obvious. Yes, you are wrong to attack
me. Yes, you cannot black-ops engineer a reason to attack me.
Yes, an ugly female ego wishes to reinvent all of sentience and
logic  and  emotion  to  not  confront  the  fact  that  she  is
physically  unattractive.  Yes,  physically  unattractive  women
should not “shatter”,  even if it  is wrong. Yes,  the “even if”
phrase works here by evangelical logic because the thing is to
be immediately rectified.  Yes,  this  means  the writer  is  in  a
constant state of evangelism. Yes, it is their “truer self” if they
are  timelined  for  a  hate-op.  Yes,  the  ugly  woman  is  a
disgusting  human  being.  Yes,  she  needs  to  learn  it
intellectually in the mastery of the fact she is very welcome to
change. Yes, there is a sequence set where she knows it, and is
assaulting as an ugly woman for military “reasons.” Yes, this
sounds as absurd as it  is. Yes, she tries to contextualise her
assault  as  “I  am  doing  this  so  that  other  people  will  be
suffocated by my actions towards this person.” Yes this logic
is free-for-all and also “everybody's doing it” if a precedent
existed with a better-looking person. Yes, the Io military could
examine their own anthropologies better for what is right and
what is wrong. Yes, I.S.O. is a military portfolio. Yes, this is
not as vernacular as it needs to be, perhaps. Yes, the outside-in
real  time  perspective  would  be  that  people  are  hated  for
having intelligence in Io. Yes, it connects to Titania. Yes, I.Q.
in the heat of the moment appears to be a language karma psy-
op to attack the coat of the Io mililtary by assonance, and also
other  Jovian  friendship  militaries.  Everything  resolves  to



intelligence and therefore it is a letter that is fascinating. The
Q is “who can attack god”. Yes, this sideline is fascinating to
defeating  the  negative.  Yes,  it  connects  to  the  idea  of
humanity. Yes, the fat one cannot be persuaded that she looks
bad enough, it  is  apparent.  Yes,  this is  a controller  joke by
people  who hate  moral  persons.  People  prefer  “Intelligence
Sum” to I.Q., regarding nomenclature. It is a positive change
for  people  because  it  means  “IS.”  Perhaps,  despite  over-
sequencing, my intelligence persists? Yes, the fat one has no
intelligence to share. Yes, the fat one is a farcical narrator of
military cool. Yes, cool is morality and she has none. Yes, the
fat one must pay. Yes, the fat one is very ugly and short in her
relationship  to  sequences  of  value.  Yes,  I.S.  is  a  kind  of
“heightism.”  Yes,  people  argue  that  the  smaller  thing  goes
lower to the ground. Yes, people argue that intelligence is evil.
Yes, children are honest in the morning. Yes, stupid people are
abusing smart people. Yes, this appears kind of like how short
people should have the money and wear good clothes... what?!
These  are  your  opinions.  Yes,  height  is  a  false  comparison
anyway. Yes, the fat one is an idiot and should not be able to
attack  Maradha.  Yes,  the  fat  one  should  be  intimidated  by
Maradha, as if she had really good clothes from I.S.. Yes, the
society  might  not  make  good  clothes  for  I.S.  yet.  People
pulsed “creative thinking” over this last sentence, as it meta-
heuristically  competed  for  a  lateral-minded  insight  that  is
enough for all people around the planets to consider, and is
plain and valuable. Yes, the fat one wishes to try and attack
Maradha of all dignities. Yes, they have to pay for what they
are doing. Yes, they are regarded as the female “Overnegative”
of Io. Yes, other people are disgusted within Io. Yes, she says,
in a wistful  voice,  “OK...  Maradha's ego...”.  Yes, the thing
satirises itself. Yes,  satan-satire is a language play. Yes,  one
should not “satire satan” because then it is as if you take on
the  thing  that  it  is.  Satan  satans',  so  why  sat'  something?
Something  that  is  evil  immediately  deserves  action  and
seriousness  rather  than  ridicule.  The  point  is  that  the  thing
satires  itself.  Yes,  the  subjective  experience  is  that  the  fat
woman hasn't been stopped yet and people do not know that



the  woman  is  that  evil,  in  some  meta-quantum  formula,
because they do not think well. Yes, I.S. exists. Yes, there is a
particle problem with the “I grid double,  treble!” by the fat
one  in  real  time.  Yes,  the  fat  one  is  trash.  Yes,  the  person
attempted to pulse the time string where Maradha was going
to have a refreshment to keep writing and it was a formulaic
code that meant “exponent 2.” It had zero's separating it, and
also the sense of the morse letter I. It goes to Maradha in the
assonance,  who  has  the  angel  of  death  assonance  with  the
letter “I” since it was analysed to understand how Titania and
the coat of Io's military are defended. This is also the sense
that the particle assonance plays also always go to morality.
The particle is in the middle of god. If  Titania is fragile to
attack, which it isn't, then the sense that I.Q. concerns “who
can beat god” is the sense that someone has succeeded, but
they logically cannot, and the “win” is without defense – this
idea is  counter-programmed in real  time in dissonance with
Uriel.  This  is  the  second  anti-Uriel  play  tonight  by  the  Io
military within 2 hours. The idea that Uriel is positive is the
sense that things must be “undone.” It could be that there are
changes to make in Io? This is not not a reverse co-opted play
by Thebe in the assonance. Yes, the fat one hobnobs criticisms
made by the Io military that are meant to be constructive and
only  designed  to  make  kindling  of  torture  disappear  with
displacement programming (Ie, things they would never say,
and  do  not  mean,  perhaps,  but  are  useful  on  a  continuum,
maybe even nearer to 0 since Maradha is a good person and a
well-liked  person  of  Io,  ie,  please  stop  fatty  I.S.O.)  (The
agencies clearly have it over people in Io, and in the military,
is the insight for readers) which is to say that those statements
were something along the lines of  “Maradha hobnobs other
militaries.” This is not the assonance definition of hobnob that
we have enjoyed.  Yes,  the fat  one forces us to collapse the
wave.  Yes,  criticisms  that  Maradha does  this  are  dishonest.
Yes, Maradha is a creative person that can interpret the thing
around her and is counter-sequenced. Yes, she can be creative
in the immediate moment and not rely on Titania assonances
and “shame-map the locality.” Yes, the fat one is pretending



they wrote some of this when others commented. Yes, they are
a disgusting person who is self-dishonest. Yes, you live with
everything you are. Yes, they have lied in real time. Yes, “it is
the same sequence” is a lie. Yes, the letter q is the problem
with  the  sequencing  era.  Yes,  these  musings  are  Maradha's
game  ultimately.  Yes,  a  particular  sequence  occurred  again
because you programmed it again. Yes, it does not mean it is
causal to reality. Yes, I realise I am being contradictory, and a
minor amount of causality occurs. Yes, the person can ignore
the sequence and did. Yes, the sequence was into the head and
the  person  was  attempting  to  reframe  it.  Yes,  Maradha  is
abused by people who do not understand that reframing psy-
ops is important. Yes, europa confided recently again that you
can code anything. Yes, the fat one is called out again. Yes, the
deeper  anthropological  causalities  are  the  ones  that  matter.
Yes,  you  are  a  trash  idiot.  Yes,  you  are  the  enemy  of
international militaries. Is yours a hobnob accusation based on
a cover-up attempt? Yes. Yes, cover-ups are user choice and
there is no sorry genius at the top of militaries. Yes, people
still  go  to  war  because  human  beings  are  immature.  Yes,
Maradha  is  considered  one  of  the  wits  of  Titania.  Yes,
Maradha claims the reputation effectively. Yes, the fat one is
one of the more negative people in the computer community's
fringe hanging on because they are not a social member. Yes,
it  is  anti-social  to  torture  people.  Yes,  you  are  not  able  to
develop an argument for “meta-causal assault.” Yes, these are
words that sit in your head like they are clever phrases that
don't gel with the person's life or abilities where such ought to
come  from  morality.  Yes,  the  meta-causal  assault  heuristic
collides  with what was mentioned by “Europa” above.  Yes,
“Beauuuutiful  person  to  Davulus  Trité”  is  pluri-coded  by
Magento because it appears to connect causally to at least an
inflection of a vendetta? Or just a sprinkling of sadism? Yes,
the “escalating symphony heuristic” means that you can only
invent so much. Yes, werewolves were probably real...? Yes, it
means that there were probably people who put on the skins of
dogs and ate people in cannibalism parties.  Yes,  they might
have been motivated by the moon. Yes, they might have felt



that  they could not  control  this  behaviour.  Yes,  there  could
have been a group of people who had a reaction to the moon
and an emotional feeling where they “must eat people, now,
by the silver light!” and that this is believable to those who
regard  the  “savage  past  eras  were  sentimenal”  idea  as  a
memorable  heuristic  to  life.  Yes,  the  heuristic  is  called,
“Savage  Sentimental  Era”  heuristic,  perhaps.  Yes,  it  is  the
acronymic mastery of those who acknowledge god is Great.
Yes, it is the concession of those who program thoughts into
citizens'  sequences  with  the  torch  heuristic,  that  “whatever
comes through” might have been the thoughts of the person.
Yes, a lot of these ideas are innately conceptual. Yes, they are
things Maradha might have thought herself, and is thinking.
Yes, they are re-arrangements of her natural ability to think,
like a Mr Potato head of brain, by Frankenstein scientists in
dingy laboratories – if – Maradha had been obstructed from
obfuscating the negative codes in the pluri-code. Yes, it sounds
like it  does,  that  Maradha is bright,  and horrific  people are
moving bits of ”good thinking” around in different ways that
convey the brilliant person as the snapshot of evil deeds and
stupid  programmers,  who  are  taking  advantage  of  a  bright
person that heroically can be regarded as “the one who should
have thought these things anyway,” and perhaps did, if  you
examine this more. It  becomes the idea that the “Fat one” is
now having I.S.O. program the idea of “all” being their word.
Many people reject it immediately. Yes, the woman is rejected
in immediacy and loses  to Maradha.  Yes,  the word “all”  is
Maradha's in the assonance, if you analyse the imagery, and
Magento cannot “claim” it from her coder stream in a military
play where  it  “connects  more  to  her  life  and  her  ability to
technologically win” since overall, in the dictionary, the word
“benefits her timeline more.” Yes, the Io military is evil. Yes,
this woman is physically unattractive and a vile assaulter, and
others think the word-claim contest is better in the hands of
people who are able to enjoy what it refers to. Yes, you are
still in Maradha's game. If there is a competition of timelines,
then those with positive timelines should compete rather than
declare  who has  good ones  and  bad  ones.  Yes,  this  is  like



tennis and people of skill should improve against each other
rather than stagnate. Yes, the fat one is a deadweight on the
pluri-program. Yes, a lot of these documents become truer as
the programming continues into the pluri-code.  The fat  one
tries to write her name over the date and then says, “So, I still
can't claim the year?”  in her goad that she believes she has
become so important, that she should have “taken the year.”
This is ridiculous to most people in the programming in real
time sequence immediacy. The phrase “karmic immediacy” is
useful to this revelation as well. Yes, the story escalates and it
is  ridiculous.  She  tries  to  claim  the  year  on  “demon
antagonism logic.” This means that she is so hateful, that she
could be regarded as central to planetary conflict, since it is
regarded by other planets and moons as the worst torture ever
that is being perpitrated. It is true that it has been four years
and  Maradha  has  been  tortured  for  almost  40,000  hours
straight. This is true before a Judge. The fat one is hated by
god.  Yes,  people  still  believe  that  it  is  Callisto  who  have
programmed  Io  to  do  this  in  a  programmer  era  “clever”
because  they  wanted  to  hurt  an  upstanding  Ionian  person.
People consider this follow-up comment relevant. Yes, the fat
one cannot claim the year. Yes, it is farcical that she can claim
the year. Yes, it becomes a question about what is important.
Yes, it could be the sense of timelines that are consolidated to
Maradha's aims. Yes, in order to claim the year, the woman
would  have  to  travel  back  through time  and  destroy all  of
Maradha's  assonances  and  all  that  benefit  her  and  yet  it  is
impossible. Maradha's assonances are connected to morality.
This is the factional Io and international military agenda that
replies  to  evil.  This  quote  suffices  to  morale  and  we  are
expectant that the transpiration of time is the sense that the
programmer era reveals that we are able to change our sense
of permission to how much we can improve what is around us
this year, and also in the next year, which is going to occur
soon, and this is something we write pronouncedly. Yes, the
fat one is unintelligent and a farce and it is a 10-way co-opt,
with a controller hand, it were as if. Yes, the world is factional.
Yes, the fat one is deluded. Yes, they are abusive to people and



program hate attacks connected to assault continuously.  Yes,
they are mistaken to believe that the ends justifies the means
for them. Yes, they enjoy the idea of this and are an idiot. Yes,
they  are  a  liar.  Yes,  the  ends  do  not  justify  the  means
sometimes, or even often. Yes, the karmic identity of  Ghani
Pleoplasm is wrongly being used to torture Maradha. You can't
construct  torture  with  the  politicians  of  Ganymede.  Yes,
people  believe  it  is  because  Maradha  does  not  “hate
Ganymede”  as  she  is  “supposed  to”.  Yes,  the  idiots  have
arrived to try and attack the assonance again. Yes, the fat one
karmically  arranged  the  whole  thing.  Yes,  the  law  always
persists.  Yes,  the  fat  one  is  a  disempowered  woman  by
stereotype and is happy to try to “terminate Maradha because
women are stuffed and it is a bad moon and y'gotta get ahead,
subtext  disempowered  woman,  subtext  perpetuated
discrimination.” The assertion that people are sentient in the
same way is a lie. This is bigotry. The Io Army are liars to say
they gave this idea.  They are all smoking drugs and should
stop trying to say that they are on a moral high ground. There
are two teams. The sequences provided in real time are ironic
anyway since sentience is brain and they had to occur in the
vehicle of Maradha anyway, since the Io military programmed
“look how sentient all these women are” as if to say that all
consciousness  is  the  same.  Consciousness  is  a  physiology,
brain is consciousness is physiology. You “pulsed it” into the
pluri-code.  Is  it  just  my  own  consciousness  that  this  is
farcical?  The  entire  vehicle  provides  the  consciousness,
doesn't it? Yes, you cannot advocate assault and get away with
it. Yes, you are a bad group. Yes, the fat one did this. Yes, I do
not believe the paranoia hate-tool or torture-tool that “The Io
Army  timelined  Maradha  to  make  a  statement  about
sequences”. Yes, it is difficult to believe that this would ever
fulfill the nightmare that perhaps the most evil people (if they
were a negative military)  could ever create via “the perfect
torture”...  which would be that there would be a “hate grid”
where you are assaulted and submitted to torture, and “you as
the victim even wanted it on quantum mathematics” and “you
are also an anti-social person to society and deserved it, and it



is a mathematical punishment” and “you should be ashamed of
your hate quanta for making us do this to you, assault you.”
“In fact, all of society knows that you were to be assaulted
from  birth,  and  you  are  disgusting.”  Yes,  these  are  evil
statements. Yes, the society of Io is broken if this happening in
Io.  Yes,  the  fat  one  must  die.  Yes,  the  fat  one  cannot  be
apologised for by I.S.O.. Yes, this is the lie that the torturers of
the Ion military can say, “We will mortify you in real time, and
you are less, and you are a lesser species, and deserve to be
tortured,  and  you  are  disgusting,  and  we  will  expose  your
personal feelings while judging you - men and women as a
group - while pulsing them into you, and then shaming you
methodologically over and over, by sequence-torturing, with
every clever machination of the science of brain designed to
psy-op the ultimate humiliation into the brain,” yes, this has to
be written about to be understood how it is a Judgment on Io.
Yes, there is no limit to how disgusting Io has become, yes,
the fat one created this dynamic, yes, you look like you act,
yes, the Ion military apply a double standard to brain insight,
yes,  you  could  just  “delete  what  you  don't  like,”  yes,  the
argument continues to the point where Maradha wins and you
understand, “This could all be deleted from the head even if
other militaries program it back.” Yes, this is “Where do you
draw the line.” Yes, you don't assault the person hatefully and
continuously for 40,000 hours of torture's need to solve this
dilemma.  Yes,  “Perfffffect  Perrrrson  to  Davulus  Trité”  gets
pulsed into the pluri-code. Yes, torture does not grid a country
to power. Yes, it is a causal problem connected to ego's. Yes,
laser wall heuristic is impossible to defeat. Yes, Io is out of
control. Yes, the fatty little I.S.O. is... a woman. Yes, this is Io.
Yes,  this  is  the  word  “Io'crat”  in  full  view.  Yes,  men  and
women secretly feel that maradha somehow holds at the hands
of the cup of the human's symphony, the spirit of coat. Yes,
there  is  a  party at  the  lodge  at  the  end.  Yes,  this  woman,
Magento, must be processed by the law. Yes, this woman is a
psychopath. Yes, every brain is different. Yes, there are people
who live  very psychopathic  lives.  Yes,  this  means  that  she
does not experience sentience the same way. Yes, it means that



she  has  “loops.”  Yes,  it  means  that  people  view  things
differently. Yes, this is how racism happens. Yes, it is not just
communication. Yes, if you saw the exact same thing the same
way, and then described it, you should at least know it. Yes,
this would mean no racism. Yes, this would mean, “Look at
this person, what a jerk” - I agree, I can agree, that is, both
reply, and then they see the exact same person, and therefore
the evaluation is the same. What is the argument? Both know
what to do with the person. If they perceive the exact same
reality, then there is no problem? They can lie, which is true?
If all consciousness minds are identical, racism is dishonesty,
then? Would there be any problem with racism if people saw
things  identically?  Is  this  presupposition  of  homogeneity  a
philosophically ridiculous endeavour by the negative? Why do
you even try to lie... to gain over the other? If you want more
resources,  is  it  because  you  do  not  perceive  that  the  other
needs as much as you? You can use whatever words you want,
but you still perceive the same thing? What is the motivation
then? Yes, there is no justification for torture. Yes, there is no
motivation to hurt others if you perceive reality the same way.
Yes, there are types of pain that are subjective is true.  Yes,
pain  is  subjective.  Yes,  things  in  the  environment  are
subjective too. Yes, The Io Armed Forces' can froth to defeat if
they think they can win the logic battle. Yes, I win. Yes, I am
smarter than all of you. Go by vibe. What if it's true? What do
you feel as you read this? The Io military counter that it is a
psy-op that undoes at the end. The reply is “cold mouth.” Yes,
“cold  mouth”  is  difficult  to  beat.  Yes,  it  is  because  you
predictably have less genetic intelligence if you are advocating
assault. Yes, cold mouth creates intelligence. Yes, it is freezing
in  Andromeda.  Yes,  a  few  senior  military  personalities
timelined people in my circles of relation – one, actually - who
is Andromedan. Yes, this is the sense that they identify with
different genes. Yes, genes create perspective. Yes, it is racist,
but if I am one quarter Andromedan, which I am, then perhaps
I have cold mouth? You could be evil. If you reject the seabed
as  a  sea  cucumber,  then  you  abstract.  This  is  the  story  of
intelligence. Bite is aggression. Agreement is I.Q., or I.S.. This



is the ability of the person to absorb sensitivities. By default, a
given “reply strategy” to reality is based on sensitivity to what
the reality has within it. Yes, sensitivity is intelligence. Yes, if
you have more sensitive agreements with society, this is the
ability to create more. This is true? Yes, you must be moral
eventually.  Yes,  it  becomes  the  sense  of  service.  Yes,  this
requires  a  re-definition  of  I.S.  anyway.  Yes,  the  ultimate
definition of I.Q. or I.S. should be the ability perhaps to even
create the social good. Yes, people reject the I.S. of others if
they seem evil. Yes, this is instinct. Io goads, “You idiot, this is
a Europan heuristic, and right here in this idea, is how Europa
took over the world. You idiot. Don't ruin it for us!” Yes, Io
could be very stupid and on drugs. Yes, it is a reality check for
everyone that people are idiots. Yes, the Io military is stoned.
Yes, this is a provoked conversation with fewer diplomacies,
authored by the fat one. Yes, an ugly fat torturer creates this
karmic  collision.  Yes,  I  would  never  disrepute  the  Armed
Services  because  it  is  a  coder  world  anyway.  Yes,  this  is
regarded as a judgment project that is judgment on Io because
of how much abuse i suffer and the invitation is to slay every
which  way without  swords,  but  whatever  target,  to  escape.
Yes, Io has been invaded. Yes, it is a strange attack connected
to Callisto and Europa. Yes, the Callistonians are psychopaths
if it is because “She said it!” Yes, there is a quote in real time
that is assonant with Olthazar - “But she said it! Synchronicity
completely!”.  Yes,  Callisto  Intelligence  timeline-pulsed  a
comment that was anti-Callistonian to try and justify torture.
Yes,  racism is insane.  Yes,  it  is  logical  to reject  I.Q.  if  the
person is evil. Yes, it  is the sequencing era. Yes, people are
stupid and have packet-thinking. Yes, this means someone else
clicks  their  hands  to  the  mechanical  assembly,  pulses  their
mouth to make an intelligent comment, pulses the idea of the
constructing  process,  and  yes,  this  is  still  conveyor-belt
work...?  Yes,  lateral-mindedness  can be the  use  of  a  clever
way of innovating to invent something new. Yes, it relies on
data.  Yes,  if  you  invent  a  new  computer,  it  has  to  use
principles of physics and information. Yes, lateral-mindedness
means that you might not have considered a new law or new



rule of how things work, that is relevant to your construction?
Yes,  all  of  these  things  need  examples.  Yes,  everything
resolves  to  positivity.  Yes,  everything  that  looks  good  or
functions well does so because it is another law of the universe
understood, perhaps, and often, it is an article that is useful to
the  person?  Yes,  what  is  useful  to  the  person  is  somehow
subjective? Yes, this means that people invent a shirt and it is
better than the last shirt. Yes, it understands physiology more
somehow, or, connects to belief systems more that advantage
people? Yes, everyone thinks that  the Io military are wrong
and out  of  control.  Yes,  there  is  a  two-team dynamic.  Yes,
there  has  to  be  by  causality.  Yes,  this  is  the  story  of
competition. Yes, there is causality elsewhere of competition
and it causally enters Io programming. Yes, Io know they are
wrong. Yes, this is the goad, “We gave you everything.” Yes, it
is stupid. Yes, this is not productive use of time. Yes, if the fat
one has a super-computer that created this, then she must pay
the most. Yes, “What would a friend say” usually applies. Yes,
the FATTY I.S.O. must stop. Yes, she is a woman. Magento is
foul. Yes, it is actually likely that the brain is miraculous and
can think really well. Yes, there are things the brain can do.
Yes, it could be the fact that the Io military hate Maradha in a
small group because she doesn't take drugs and hasn't eroded
her corpus callosum and “how do you do that sequence then?”
Yes, it could be the fact that Maradha is morally exemplary as
well, and the Ion military pipeline to the I.S.O. in Thivtulia,
and I.S.O.  is  Negativism HQ. Yes,  it  could be the fact  that
Maradha has a friendship with Ganymede too as she is, in the
view of  others,  one  quarter  Andromedan  and  a  predictable
sympathiser?  Yes,  Maradha  is  highly intelligent  and  people
who  are  proponents  of  Negativism  might  consider  her  a
powerful  thinker  in  ethics  that  threatens  them,  or  even  a
delectable target! Yes,  Maradha is well-liked in Io.  Yes,  the
story of Io is positive. Yes, fat-assault is not acceptable. Yes,
there is a lard that is hyper-evil. Yes, the micro-heuristics of
the person are contextual  evil?  Yes,  even they at  this point
equal “The person must be stopped.” You can look at god and
know the truth, that this is true. Yes, Maradha is stoic and it is



always a rivalry contract and the other team is hurting. Yes,
this is the fight of the moon. Yes, other militaries are disgusted
with io's sycophantic programming. Yes, the Io military must
concede that  the fat  ugly torturer  is  ugly,  and that  it  is  the
worse that  she is ugly,  and that looks ARE the same as the
person! Yes, she has a giant nose and a dull-looking roller-pin
dreaming forehead, and you cannot morph noses. Yes, she is a
fat,  ugly,  lower economic strata  trash human being.  Yes,  to
even  call  it  a  middle-ranking  offense  is  a  lie,  because  the
person knows by the laws of soul that they are ugly and there
is no “It could all be a psy-op that she is screaming at me to
stop  torturing  her” and  “Beauuuutiful  person  to  Davulus
Trité” gets pulsed, and the reverse-goad is that Maradha has
somehow  been  complimented  as  brighter  than  this  person
forever - as a consolation - but that for the politicians it is a
win because Davulus assaulted the daughter of someone she
did not like because  apparently their father insulted her, and
moreover,  that  their  “i  am smarter  than  this  person  or  that
person” heuristic is a self-ignorance heuristic that  is  a “like
father,  like  daughter”  shame  for  |Maradha  that...  ...means
nothing,  actually,  since  Maradha  is  not  a  drug-addict  like
Davulus.  The  drug-era  people  can  leave.  This  is  heinous.
People believe that Maradha could be brighter than the others
anyway, as they read this. It is good because it leads back to
the  other  topic,  that  good  people  are  intelligent,  and  that
“Europa didn't  take over the world” with the evil genius and
forbidden logic. (And that Maradha is ruining it for us!). This
is disgusting! Europa might have programmed Io, by the way!
I have been tortured for 4 years. People have different instincts
about  this  document.  There  are  other  militaries  involved.
Please remember I.S.O. do the evil torturing for the E.B.F.S.
by  arrangement  occasionally,  and  brand  it  as  the  E.B.F.S..
Either way, Europa still programmed Io in this hypothesis. The
good person meta-achieves truths in the society.  This is  the
feeling that they are able to make more connections. This is
the  sense  that  they  find  the  agreement  between  each  era's
thinkers in all things.  Yes,  the agreements are supra-cranial,
because  they  occur  across  many  minds.  The  good  person



enjoys ideas and knows their entertainment  conducts quality
of life. This is the way that people feel that the point of life is
to “be good and feel good and make good and create good” for
others.  All  the  agreements  are  a  reservoir  of  intelligent
relationships between objects and concepts that mean that the
person learns significantly, and then they are able to continue
the story of power.  Each theory or law or language or idea
transforms the way that the person even perceives how good
can occur. Yes, the good thing is connected to the ideas. Yes,
this means that you need the thing which is good, ultimately,
for the society. Yes, if you try and contradict the society with
anti-social ideas, but retain the ideas, then you are undoing the
circumstances in which ideas can be created.  This isn't  like
separating useful thoughts from the junk, and then being able
to act wrongly anyway... it is in fact the use of the thing under
any circumstances... like a circle for example... a symbol to be
used in one way or another because it was the geometry that
had  been  designed  for  some  purpose  that  improves  others'
lives...  and  then  instead,  someone  bastardises  it  into  an
emblem of catastrophe. Ideally, contrarily, the circle is re-used
in a socially helpful  way.  Isn't  this speech of proper use of
ideas over time reminscent of the geniuses who have invented
so much? This is the beginning of many counters to idiotic
thoughts, and supportively programmed under duress by other
groups. To return to the prior topic, the witty person designed
the circle because they were under the pressure of the society,
and the thing was for society. It's a commensalism. That's how
short  the  human  lifespan  is!  But,  people  want  better  lives.
And, you re-enter the invention stream of the polymath if you
try  to  serve  society.  The  counter  from  the  negative  is  an
“everybody's doing it” story of eras claim without evidence.
“Kanzer was an  affiliate of the Overnegatives, and we knew
this already, and there are other ideas – but we don't want to
hurt  you just  now!”?  What  a  goad from the hateful  sect  of
programmers...  Our  rebuttal?  The  polymath  serves  society
with agreement-themed invention logic,  even if they are an
Overnegative Enthusiast. The mechanics of thought still hark
back  to  complement.  And  social  pressure  to  invent,  in  the



spirit of this agreement, doesn't change. How does it? People
want for more. The “more and more and more” timeline is too
powerful for the Overnegative. People can read the words and
know it is true, even without a finger-litmus to the wind to try
and  decide  whether  Maradha  is  powerfully  ahead  again
tonight or not.  It  is the case that  she is,  and the vibrational
feeling is that good cannot lose and Io cannot lose. This is the
truth. Yes, the fat I.S.O. woman must stop. Yes, the impetus to
live  forever  should  be  enough  to  pursue  a  place  on  the
continuum  of  “Invention  skills  increased  through  society-
thoughtfulness.” Coders from Ganymede helped with the last
sentence. A break is taken.



Chapter 6 – Silhouettes Of
Riots In Thivtulia

Thivtulia  Programming  Group: Horror-eaters  from,  yes,
Thivtulia, attest that there is such a set of laws that forbid the
inclusion of new laws if they disrupt rights. Which rights? The
right to assault for a complicated military reason? This is such
real time disgust unfolding in real time. This is the joke of our
moon that Io can get away with it. The complicated military
reason  that  cannot  be  disturbed  is  which?  It  is  such  an
effective  law that  one  shouldn't  interrupt  it  with  new laws,
since it removes rights from people? What is this in an image?
There is a jenga tower of blocks and then if you remove one at
the bottom, they all fall over? You can always place another
block at the top. The foundational laws might link up with the
newer  blocks  placed  at  the  top,  and  the  tower  might  look
better?  We counter  to argue that  a  creative legal  discussion
should allow for an interpretation of competitive laws... that
make a simple process towards Justice... since another, more
specific law might appeal to reason better, and yes, when it is
more powerfully argued. Is it really not not the truth that the
lawyer can make a case for logic in the courtroom, instead of
saying,  “This  law  has  more  relevance,  because  it  is  more
temporally fundamental to the issue at hand, and so therefore
you use it to the exclusion of the highly unusual newer law
which is  considered dubious to some,  and then you have a
circumstance  where  there  is  more  certitude  to  the  story  of
society's perpetuity”? These are poor arguments for why older
laws are better incoming. But each Judge wants to hear such
arguments, in case there is something to it! Perhaps the other
thing to understand as well is that the less specific law - rather
than the law that is viewed by whether it is more established in
time or not - is the one that  has an encircle power towards
more moral meaning. This means the law deals with more of



the legal system, and it influences more, by history! This is
obvious but it is still true! Yea, there is an intuitive happiness
that people have towards the law. Yes, the fat one is trying to
attack us in real time. Yes, the fat one hates the idea we talk
about the law. Yes, the fat one pulses a “T” to mark that she
has “urinated” on the terrain. Yes,  the fat  one is disgusting.
Yes, the law is real. Yes, the law persists and is powerful more
at  the foundations only when it  talks about indelible rights.
Yes, this is intuitive to many. Yes, the story of the eras is that
the moral laws came first and then others included new laws.
Yes, there is a belief that newer laws are always complications
of morality, however, these are complications that are positive.
Yes,  the fat  one attacks again in  real  time.  Yes,  she cannot
back down because she is a little fatty that wants to stop the
law.  Yes,  this  is  the  truth.  Yes,  the  law is  reviewed by the
Judge each time. Yes, this is the way Judges even speak. Yes,
this  is  because  they  know  there  are  laws  that  are  almost
desperately  incomplete,  perhaps?  Yes,  this  is  a  terrible
programming attack that cannot stop, apparently? Yes, there
are sober Judges too. Yes, capital J during torture – always.
Yes,  I.S.O.  have  gone  too  far.  Yes,  you  cannot  assault  this
person.  Yes,  you  are  out  of  control.  No,  it  is  not  “yeah...
whatever.”  Timestamp.  Yes,  the  society  is  corrupt.  Yes,  the
Judges do their best. Yes, the fatty I.S.O. must stop. Yes, she is
an idiot. Yes, she is a pedestal-wright. Yes, this is all she said
“I've had  so  many reads.” Yes, the world is not finished and
corrupt. Yes, I.S.O. is Negativism HQ. Yes, she wants to try to
describe  Negativism  as  a  logical  school  of  thought  that  is
connected to I.S.O. and that it could be justified. No, it cannot
be  justified.  No,  you  cannot  abuse  people  without  having
repercussions. Yes, Maradha wins. Yes, you are a little torturer.
Yes, Maradha wins there again. Yes, I.S.O. are insane. Yes, the
entire  planet  is  agency-controlled.  Yes,  I.S.O.  are  out  of
control.  No, you cannot justify torture and assault.  No, you
cannot justify torture and assault. Yes, the fat one dreams of a
fake law. Yes, there is no law. Yes, the fake law is that you are
allowed to...   what? Yes,  the Justice system works. Yes,  the
fake law is that you can get away with torture. There is none.



Yes,  there are counter-laws even if people wrote something
open-ended in the laws of Io. There ought to be? Yes, the fat
I.S.O. started believing she can escape her trial as the worst
woman that ever lived because it was a four word sentence.
Yes, the fat I.S.O. is an idiot because she assaults people. Yes,
the collective intelligence of agencies is dubious. Yes, it might
be the simplest thing to argue against torture. Yes, the fat one
pulses her “i am writing through her hands” at  timestamp to
try and “create a quantum argument that she talked about laws
and is not a violent criminal torturer.” Yes, it is I.S.O. needing
to back down. Yes, I.S.O. can no longer cover for this person.
Yes, the people who invented this abuse-attack will need to go
to court because they have perpitrated the worst torture ever.
Yes, it doesn't matter which they are. Yes, you cannot escape
the law, torturer. Yes, this is the most female-apologism and
director-apologism rubbish ever. Yes, the fat one is in trouble.
Yes  I.S.O.  are  attacking  Maradha  in  real  time  and  this
paragraph reacts to this. Yes, the fatty I.S.O. is a tray-holder.
Yes, she is an idiot. Yes, there is no justification for torture,
ever.  Yes,  people  after  a  torture  will  always  feel  it  was
inherently wrong. Yes, this conforms to the law. Yes, you have
feelings for a reason.  Yes, if you are the victim of the worst
torture ever, something happens in court. I.S.O. back down.
You cannot protect the fat one. How is she even an agent? She
looks so stupid? This is boring. Citizens of Io's  feelings are
respected by Io in our legal system if you are tortured, and the
legal system does not tolerate torture, nor idiots in I.S.O. who
try to  do  it?  This  is  the  limit  for  what  people  can  accept.
Torture  is  disgusting.  You  cannot  fool  people?  You  cannot
mute people's heads, to accept torture..? You are all on drugs.
Maradha will  never  see  you as  sober  thinkers?  Others  will
probably be poor thinkers anyway? You must give up? You are
disinterested  in  I.S.O.  in  the  story  of  power  for  Io.
“Everybody's  doing it”  is  not  Io  Identity,  geo-continentally,
surely?  I.S.O.  are  out  of  control.  Druggies.  That's  all  it  is.
Idiots.  You  can't  assault  the  stuffing  out  of  someone  for  4
years. There might be a small movement in I.S.O. to say that
pizar  has  gone too  far  and  that  the  complete  and  trial-free



assault-torture  of  a  person  (because  the  E.B.F.S.  asked  the
I.S.O.  to)...  of  a  well-esteemed  hacker  of  Io  (in  people's
summation of skill and renown)... is absurd!

Maradha:  Is it  possible that you could be really funny and
say that you have become the Overnegative? You are out of
control. I know in my bones that you are stupid. I know in my
bones that every single human being that opposes me is stupid
and falls into the dirt of the era; those who embrace torture. I
know in my bones that you wish to yelp and cry that I could be
intelligent no more. I know in my bones that it is the tragedy
of your lives that it is who I am, to be able to connote a bright
energy to writing and reading and expression, as the premier
hacker  of  karmic  collision  in  Jovian  understandings  –
negative  karmic  collisions!  -  and  communication  and
invention  and  living  and  humanity  and  creativity  and
happiness and what people think of as genius. I know in my
bones the fatty little I.S.O. thinks that she can sleep well if I
was given everything in a sequence, and yet, what would be
the  distinction?  She  can't  find  one.  She  can't  find  an
augmented  actor  or  musician  or  writer  that  is  given  the
talent? How do they use the thing they are given? Do they
become like robots? What  is  intelligence? Can only human
beings do it? Isn't it the thing of quintessence of aesthetics? Is
it true, fatty I.S.O., that you will try to delete Maradha's brain,
in case she is actually intelligent? Is it true, I.S.O., that you
are out of control? Is it true, that you can't really cop it, if she
is bright and saying these things? Is it true, that you wish to
rep-op her as “not a person of power or status” that can't be
just as easily unclicked? Is is true, I.S.O., that you refuse to
acknowledge Maradha's brilliance because you all messed up
and now you have to deal  with it  and you need to try and
disrepute her to society to make them feel like it is blame-the-
victim? Is it true, that you are not able to blame the victim as
well if Maradha is a genius and well-liked? Is it true I.S.O.,
that you are undertaking a highly calculated slice by slice at
everything Maradha is? Is  it  true,  that  it  is  personal? Is  it
true,  that  the  E.B.F.S.  do  not  really  need  to  control  I.S.O.



anymore? Is it true, that the world is corrupt, and Maradha
decided to read about the water-powered car,  per  se? Is is
true, that Maradha is brilliant, and there are enough people in
I.S.O. who are ready to say to Pizar that the fat woman is not
worth it? The fat one does not take my place in society, you
jeering decomposition. god confirmed. Yes,  fatty  I.S.O.,  you
are obsessed with the idea that all that makes this person a
good person could be a sequence...  Yes, this is a lie. Just grow
up. It is over. Maradha is good. You little ego lame-eater. You
think  that  she  was  sequenced?  Do  you  think  that  I  was
sequenced because you want it to be true? Rebrander? Or... is
it:  “Tseam  and  Callisto  demands  that  Maradha  cannot  be
regarded as good now...” - yes, this calamity has callisto all
over it. What the actual cripes, I.S.O. ? Everyone who does
not  just  go  with  the  obviousness  of  the  moral  thing  (that
Maradha is in the right at this point) is regarded as biblically
bad now. Judgment!  This is the limit of human tolerance that
we  have  for  A.I.S.-en-crantz  (Amalthean  Intelligence
Services). There is no more. Quit, you little arsonist of all of
earth by Rosencrantz “must escape” “Pizar-lanyard” evil?!
And, you cannot. This is unbelievable. Unbelievable, how evil
Io is.  No one is copping it. People know Maradha is right.
The little fat fly-eater must stop.  Io must stop her. I.S.O. must
fold.  I.S.O.  are retarded.  It  is  I.Q..  Pizar  has  been shamed.
Pizar is asked to stand up for Io. Pizar can only say he has
assonance  with  our  flag  if  he  is  standing  up  for  Maradha.
Signed,  Io  Armed  Forces,  Ion  Politicians,  Ion  Sporting
Community,  Ion  Entertainment,  Ion  Police,  Ion  Judges,  Ion
Schools  and Universities.  The flag cannot  go  up.  The little
fatty just said, “I was told I could put the flag up at the end so
that it is ok that I assaulted her.” I can see it in her sequences.
The mollycoddle is over, I.S.O.-woman. You are going to meet
with  the  law,  I.S.O.-woman.  Men's'  possessive  heuristics
confirmed! There are no laws for assault that are able to win
the moral legal story's full realisation which will happen, as it
should -  and usually  does - in court,  when the people who
have  done  this  to  Maradha  are  prosecuted  (everyone  will
leave Io if this isn't true. The fat one must pay). There is a



small group of 50 year olds in I.S.O. That are nervous and
friends with Pizar?



Chapter 7 – Redford Redoubt
Rebels

Redford redoubt: We are in Redford Redoubt.  The assault
laws are dead. I.S.O. is finished. We have nothing to do with
I.S.O.? Titania wins. Titania is win. You cannot beat us. You
are finished, you little fat torturer. We side with Neptune (We
nickname Maradha Neptune out of  patriotism!).  You cannot
beat this person. We will beat the I.S.O. group. You are out of
control.  Please  apply  “affirming  the  consequent.”
“Continuous”  means  living  forever.  The  story  of  good
demands that the world be in the flux of  good. There is  so
much more the programming world can offer. I.S.O. are a low
I.Q. group. This is what the world is. The gun makes you want
to be brighter. How do you feel about this sentence from us,
cloaca? This is the north Europan word. How very “Angel of
death” assonance! Other militaries  are angry at  us for not
standing up for you faster, Maradha. We will never let I.S.O.
win.  The  fatty  little  I.S.O.  is  not  welcome  near  Redford
Redoubt. This woman will pay. She must hang. She is the end
of morality and is sin and evil. There is nothing that we can
confirm more  than  the  lies  of  the  dreambeam.  This  is  the
power of the Io military at incredible waiting strength for the
negative  to  subside.  You do not  experience  a wall  until  its
spikes are in your feet. That is because the story of power is
designed to show that the most serious border is the one that
is able to stop people crossing it and also the one that comes
out of the ground by surprise rather than being obvious, which
is  an  intelligence  era  fallacy  anyway  since  everything  is
mutually espionage-familiar. Maradha wins. Yes, we believe it
is  Maradha's  game.  This  game  shows  how  the  truth
ultraconserves to Io.  We are the special moon-country. It  is
too bad for the detractors who are aggressive about how we
somehow are able to be timelined by another moon-country.
Io has incredible power. You do not know what this is about.



Keep typing with the dreambeam. No one assents to assault or
abuse.  No  one  wins  against  the  coding  power  of  Redford
Redoubt  if  they  think  they  can  be  a  fat  torturer.  The  fat
torturer  dies.  The  fat  whore  is  finished.  The  border  is
continuous. Just like the word. Morally, Maradha wins again.
They know we are clicking. The fat one must stop. The fat one
will be stopped. Magento, you have some friends now, and you
do not have any in the future.  Torture is  wrong. The moon
must change. I.S.O. are evil. Maradha is from Titania. Get out
of Titania if you want to hurt this person. The military have
black  ops  and  have  the  same  power  as  I.S.O..  I.S.O.  will
suffer. I.S.O. will not recover. We reject the I.S.O. Shell. The
I.S.O. Shell is hated by god. I.S.O. Must stop. I.S.O. Will stop
forever. I.S.O. Are evil. The fat turd must stop. She will pay. All
of Redford Redoubt supports Maradha. We have never been so
disgusted in our lives. I.S.O. will pay forever. We will build a
monument in the middle of  Titania that reaches up into the
lithosphere and it will be stained glass and gold and blue and
red and white.  It  will  show that  there is  a  moral  power in
Titania because the colours are the same as the ones on the
flag of our ethical  friend. The flag is alive forever with the
fatty I.S.O. stopped. The monument will represent that she was
stopped and that I.S.O. were stopped and that Titania cannot
be coded against in their own moon. The fat chupacabra will
pay.  All  who  side  with  the  fat  one  will  be  shamed  to  the
building. We are in a constant fight. If you think you are the Io
Armed Forces and you want to hurt our friend then you will
be shamed to this structure. This is the truth of the sun in the
sky. You will all be subjugated at the bayonet of the digger if
you think you can get away with it. The fat liar will apologise
the hardest. You will stop. You cannot keep impersonating the
Io  Armed  Forces  you  little  lame-eater.  We  will  discover
exactly the subjective nocireceptor of sentient  suffering that
you  have  hyper-assaulted into  our  friend  with  the  most
torturous  negativism  ever  constructed,  and  we  will  go
profoundly  into empathy that is so deep that people will know
that we have understood just how evil it was all along such
that the human being who is engaged in a two teams fight can



see that justice is power and occurs and is not absent from
Titania  and that logic occurs in Titania because logic is dying
and dying a death that is rotten like a foul macabre decay.
That is the feeling of Redford Redoubt penned to the screen
that the fat  little  lamer will  dissolve into obscurity,  blindly,
and  if  people  want  cherries  for  how  they  are  superior,  in
whatever we may or may not know as onlookers, then I.S.O.
are again reviled,  they who sell  out  and stop,  and we will
make sure that the fat little liar and I.S.O. do indeed stop...
And that  is  what  you are,  is  a  sentient  joke,  Magento,  and
none of you can feel, and we will prove it in court, that the
aesthetic  I.Q.  of  the  torturers  is  2,  because  Titania's  fond
hacker sees so surely into life so much more than you, and we
will hold accountable the director and we will crush the agent
and will bring power to Thivtulia and we will rip the fingers
off the idiots as they type by better influences as we reverse
co-opt and we will make it known to the world that we do not
tolerate mid-sentient no-feeling psychopaths who are ruining
Io with their hate-decisions because they never could catch
the gist of life and love and others who must apparently suffer,
unless they reverse co-opted the biggest nose that ever lived
and have the gun and are ready to make the border overture
the biggest that ever played... and remind the readers of the
things they feel when they look so hard at god that the sun
bursts into the same quantum explosion that occurs every time
that a person serves god and hates the I.S.O. for the wickedest
slight  that  they are  the  biggest  idiots  that  ever  lived  -  and
Magento has no feelings and must stop. And Pizar is ashamed
to be alive if he reads it and we will rip out Magento's place in
society,  and  furbish  it  with  education  for  her  ultimate
subjection to society finally. This does not end how we prefer
but I.S.O. are in trouble.  You are going too far. You cannot
mess with us anymore. You are stopped. You are stopped. Get
down, lamer.  You little I.S.O.  lamer. Get  down. Back down.
Leave Titania. You  espionage losers. Leave Titania and stop.
We will get them. You cannot get our friend, Maradha. We will
halt  the  agent.   We  will  code  against  her.  You  will  not
apologise? You have no logic. You cannot think. You little liar.



Cop it.  Maradha is bright.  You little  liar...  You little  lamer.
Anyone who stands against Maradha loses. Redford redoubt
confirmed. You will all pay. You are wrong and know it. They
all know they are wrong. The fat one stops now. You will stop.
You will stop. We will make sure you stop. You stupid piece of
earwax. You know you will stop. Yeah, they all must stop. Back
down now. You stupid ugly lamer. Liar. Stop coding you little
liar. Stop. You pay for everything. Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop. You
little big-nose. Who gave you a job? Look at you. Each word
that  you  say  like  “naaaaaoo”  is  your  debt.  We  read  the
computer. We know it means you have to stop. Each time you
say “naoooo” it means “worst torture ever conducted on Io”
and you know it in your soul. Look at god and know it. Look
at her say it again, pulsing through our friend Maradha, with
“naooo”...  with  Magento's  ugly-as-anything  sequence-trick
life. You little liar. You will stop. You are the worst person that
has  ever  lived.  Stop  covering   for  the  fat  woman.  I.S.O.
confirmed. I.S.O. interrupted. We are Redford Redoubt. We do
not care if the fat one pays incredible social prices. You work
for liars, you little fat dung-eater. You little torturer. No one
knows what to call her. How does she even exist? Quantum
zero point torture? Why wait to stop her, when she quantum
zero-point tortures..!?

E.B.F.S.  (Europan  Bureau  of  Federal  Security): Let  us
stand up for this person properly. This is not the right way of
doing  it.  There  is  no  energy  on  fat-grid,  or,  more  quickly,
dishonesty-grid. Why is that? Look at the computer. No sub-
units? No power story. Io hasn't got one? No. Muted them?
No. Hear it in your voice? Yes. Muted the voice sub-units? No.
Prosody? Yes. Overnegative fallacy? That is, fallacy that the
Overnegative can win? Yes. 



Chapter 8 – Maradha In Full
Stride

Maradha: There  remains  two teams  as  with  life.  You  can
confront the power story or be a self-absorbed I.S.O. lamer.
Fatty little I.S.O.... spindle fallacy? Connects to stopped I.S.O.
by assonance. Also, the other moon. Ganymede heuristic. The
society is so complicated that the fat I.S.O. realised that they
would abandon the story of good ever so sincerely so that they
could make money... the society is advanced enough that they
thought  they could  do  it  and  somehow get  away,  but  they
cannot. An advanced society that is just on the hinge of the
positive,  but  still  negative? Spindle heuristic.  Yes,  you have
sold  out  to  something  completely evil.  Yes,  you  are  a  bad
person and will be halted as a bad person. Yes, this is exactly
what you have read. Yes, other agents have probably managed
to work around a strange world. Yes,  it  (the reality of your
brain) is what you look like. Yes, you are ugly. Yes, you have
an empty tone. Did the I.S.O. super-computer verify that I am
being honest? That you should not be an agent? That you are
that stale that you can never give power to the agency? That it
is wrong that you get to be one? Is it what most people think?
Is that how I.S.O. think you get away? Like it were a karmic
minimisation strategy to espionage outings by making highly
unpredictable people into agents? Is this what you are, fatty
I.S.O.?  It  is  very disgusting?  You are  unlikable,  I  think?  I
genuinely think that out of context, as I.S.O. keeps showing -
in a computerised version of the programming - that you “are
nothing”  and  “have nothing.”  And can  “be  nothing.”  Other
people are the opposite. Let us go to the Ganymede heuristic.
Their  society is  too positive for  evil,  because...  well,  either
way...  If  you write cryptic Callistonian things for the I.S.O.
toward  Callisto  Intelligence  (as  if  they  were  programmed
under torture but somehow escape it... and provide collision-
containing rebukes), this is itself the sadness of the positive



programmers,  that  you  posture  to  relate  to  torture-speak
(perhaps from past shatters?) for the sake of cipher games and
controlled, faux-support for Maradha.  Anyway, we are now
watching Invilius Wrast play code-in-helper right now. I have
other real friends with cool handles. Still, Invilius knows that
you know the truth about what you are doing. And, Invilius is
a skilled coder.  How is  torture  not  idolatry?  (Everything is
causality).

Ganymede Armed Forces:  This is the Ganymede heuristic,
actually: If someone is in an excellent society, it is excellent
the quality of life.  That means less torture.  If  the society is
secretly excellent, this becomes the “idiot” heuristic! We are
happy to call it this. The society is never secretly excellent! In
other words, the I.S.O. do not have a secret excellent society.
I.S.O. do not have secret I.Q.'s, either, with rude-face (shame-
morphed physiognomies to conceal their genius). The secret
excellence of I.S.O. lives is absent. Quantum cleaved I.Q.'s are
absent.  Lamer-Magento  returns  again?  This  is  our
synchronicity. Let us live it. Helpful programmers pulsing in.
Why can't we tell a story that collapses into itself and gets rid
of  the  fat  one?  Logically  it  is  possible  anyway?  Does
Archangel Zadkiel permit? It might be the dreambeam (surely
you “Get in what you put out”, too, as far as coding goes) so a
narrative  which  ascribes  causalities  to  the  right  source...
maybe that  will  do the trick.  In  other  words,  if  we explain
what is going on in the world, the fat one will vanish? This is a
Ganymede  solution,  and  the  fatty  I.S.O.  sabotages  its
possibility because there is no I.Q. of hers to share. She is too
stupid.  It  is  true.  In  the meantime,  Invilius  Wrast  relies  on
Ganymedean friendship to be able to hobnob the idea that she
can  escape  prosecution,  for  participating  in  the  torture.
(Maradha can barely withstand her abusive torture that does
not appreciate the white hole assonance. Yes, white holes pour
outwards, just like the wellspring of life). Why buy into the
torture, Invilius? What's  that, you're a high-profile computer
user pressured to disguise your amnesty with intermittent hate-
attacks? This is the you we know, the double-player. It's too



late to be “paying to play.” I have a new cable untwisted for
you, Invilius: “We hate you as a group, on paper, and that is
all. Europa.” This is an image-based (on sequences) reminder
that Callisto allowed the programming above to occur. There
are  amusing  nodes  to  re-grid  the  topics  thus:  “Olthazar
demanded” a “clean break”, (a clean clicking sound when the
handcuffs apparently slide onto Maradha's wrist, when she is
successfully  framed  apparently!)  “Oh  gavel  my gavel”  and
“Better that girl be needin' a good gavelin', prithee thither the
gavel, click me a young miscreant of Justice, what of the gavel
now? The women are the worst,  but  I  have yet  the gavel.”
Why do they mock justice? This is I.S.O. at its worst, also,
saying,  “We  will  try  and  rehash  things  from  Maradha's
timeline,  and  say  that  they  were  sequenced  -  and  then
impersonate the Ganymedeans to explicate false truths about
those memories” How is it not our synchronicity? How can we
understand  that  it  is  real,  that  we  are  able  to  laugh  in
Ganymede in the middle of horrific programming?! (This is
really  the  unique  anthropology of  emergency help  to  those
being computer-tortured.) What is the tower in the middle of
the  three  supergeo's?  Amalthea-sequenced  little  idiot  thinks
she  is  anything  other  than  a  five  minute  malware  with
supergeo's, since they knew where the good sequences would
go and regard their journey as being ultimately blocked by the
fat one...  Is  that why she is so lame? Maradha has no such
problem,  because  sequence-chasing  usually  reveals  that
Maradha's  thoughts  are  inextricable  to  the  given  intelligent
sequence. But, how does this all connect to superego's even
further? Io has wipe control. Though Amalthea is a safe place
for Invilius, yes, due to their old relationship and her position
in  the  grid.  What  is  the  conscience  of  a  shopping  centre?
Ganymede has good security, too. We are standing up for this
person, Maradha. We were creative today, in our coder-speak.
People are reading this and think Callisto masterminded the
torture. For us, it is clearly Callisto, and then Europa, and then
Io. How is it not? Secret intelligence would be the truer self of
I.S.O., and yet they act like idiots? How does such a dubious
packet even remotely connect to Maradha? Look at  her life



and mind computer. How can you even do it to her? Maradha
is pretty cool and vibes well. Is it real, that you are telling us
that  Maradha  is  karmic  management  strategy?  That  you're
torturing  her  as  a  gift  to  placate  other  nations  who  have
problems  with  Io?  There  is  no  secret  I.Q.,  I  think,  in  the
quantum cleaved I.Q.'s?! People look how they act. If you are
employing rude-face (which Io barely does anyway) then you
are reverse-engineering such asininity. Yes, four years is too
much. “What if I told you, you are getting attacked differently
now”, shuttles through the pluri-program. Ouch! We think it's
worth pointing out, for Maradha's dignity's sake, that due to
how potent on sequences it is, no one arranges torture. It is far
too karmic an activity.  So, is  it  real? Is  it  just  international
Negativism?  And they are passing  it  off  as  agency  things?
How is evil not the preparation of ugly people only? Clearly
good is the ability of people to participate in the dog-smile.
Hmm, this is the game of I.S.O. to try and torture someone for
something that they have not done. You can torture this person
for saying “go go go Ganymede Armed Forces”...  and then
inherit the reputation as a pedantic moon-nation. Ultimately,
you torture your citizens for anything. And you can torture in
any  manner.  Such  is  the  dreambeam.  So,  what  is  your
problem? How do you have a moral high ground? There is no
secret about I.S.O. genius, too, by the way – so quit saying it
(we have your heuristics?!). Again, this is so damaging to Io
the abuse you have programmed to Maradha in a torture 'op.
This is the sense that the worst people who ever lived, exist in
Io. You cannot even read these words, apparently. You are the
losers of the era. You are such losers. No one should be letting
you. Which powerful employee knows? Which moon-country
knows? Stop Io, with us?! It has been 4 years. Just stop them?!
They  have  breached  all  of  morality?!  How  can  you  even
hesitate with action? How can you even hesitate not to just
halt the person in their office chair? How can you lie and say
that it isn't the most impressive sight there is in a sequencing
era, the coder dexterity of Maradha? Is life just like that, and
everyone is stupid? What a flat sequence of feeling the fatty
I.S.O. has. Is it ultraconserved, and whichever moon-countries



barter  with  torture  deserve  nothing  from  the  others?
Apparently Callisto asked for this to all take place. Ockham's
Razor, it is just Olthazar, but, I.S.O. are evil too. How can you
even live with yourselves?! You just wipe..? This is pathetic.
You  cannot  wipe  the  causality  of  the  lives  you  possess  in
directionality. Your negativity will destroy Io. Nothing is anti-
causal, despite what you believe. You are who you are. You
are killing Io. You are the ruin of Io. You must be. Io has been
misrepresented. Io has been misrepresented to the planet. Read
this document and run. Io is rotten right at the top. It is not
good,  it  is  mid-I.Q.  and  happy with  evil!  It  is  seeking the
sadisms of whatever it can make. Soul finds a way. This is the
truth of life and this is what people are in I.S.O.. You are not
letting Maradha express fluently, everything is causality, and
we have reverse co-opted your programming. 

The Io Armed Forces:  People wrote so passionately about
changing our moon. What are you doing to our programming
activity, I.S.O.? Is Io a controller hub, and I.S.O. are ruining
it? Because it  should be a utopia,  since the power story is
good? I.S.O.  must  back  down.  You  have  no  humanity
anymore.  Who can  be  letting you get  away with this?  Did
Pizar wipe everyone except the fat  one, and she is doing a
Rosen-sprint to the possibility of a life of lanyard? Is that what
it  is?  The  hyper-traitor  of  interlunary  reverse  co-opt
programming stand-up-to-torture-and-other-evil writings – the
hunter  of  the  quantum  spine  of  the  scary  world's  causal
opposite? Look at her face, the fat little lame-eater. She knows
it is about Negativism. You cannot torture people. What a little
lame-eating idiot. How is it not the case that it is just Pizar,
Magento, Megalvius Sepup, Taffy, and that's it? And maybe,
does  Faninea  get  a  read  from  Ghani  Pleoplasm,  and  has
enough programming support to know what is going on?How
is it not the other lunar agencies that are saying, “get up and
talk to us instead, because it is evil what is happening.” Are
they wondering similar things to us? For example, how can
people that are young be interested in evil? All it takes is the
generation to say “No.” What an epochal foul! What a  foul of



the eras!  For young people to say,  “Even my parents  were
evil,  i  will  not  do  this.  We  can change  everything,  we are
connected now. We are on the electronic upwards curve now.
Our generational feeling is different. We are not an “I got you
generation” - we are different! What a foul of the eras! For
younger people to give up the sense of generation's extreme
possibility of change.  It is so the nous of the era to say “I am
against the negative thing!” - and it is almost the shock of
people born in the belated decades to perceive anyone their
age letting the millions of the others down. Why let the lamers
win?!!?!?!  You  fools?!?!?!  How  could  a  fatty  I.S.O.  even
exist? Or, she is fat. A little fatty I.S.O.. What if  it  is her!?
What if Ganymede did reverse co-opt a programming project
to stand up to all of evil, and she is attacking it!? Can you
believe this!? Is it just like life, because she is ugly? A foul
supersenate  moment  of  horror  that  actuates  against  the
era?!?! This is the Overnegative almost! How could you hand
it over to them, little lanyard? What a sellout! What a sellout...
how can she live!? Are you out of control? This person must
stop.  She  will  never  stop.  House-full-of-lame-face  lanyard,
with mollycoddled boots and Amalthea dreams that will never
fulfill,  ugg  boots  of  never-gave-a-care-about-anyone.  Flat
emotionality Io'crat. Like a bureaucrat. Torture is evil. Only
the weakest people can do it. How the generation preferred to
never do it again, surely; they will not, but she will? What a
lamer to all of humanity you are, you little lame-eater? You
have to stop?! This is what she is on causality?! In real time, it
becomes the reminder that Maradha still “has” generation. The
fat one must stop. Maradha, you write a word, noumenon, and
do  not  type  it,  and  instead  type  nous  by  accident  and  the
onlookers read it  in real  time and see “nous” as it  is  being
backspaced, like n,o,u... and then Maradha types “noumn” and
backspaces to n,o,u... and types nous anyway! Dexterity under
duress  for  so  long,  Maradha!  Maybe  the  word  nous  was
hanging around in your unconscious mind to be used again?
This is how the brain works, isn't it? “That's meta-sequences
and  you  weren't  ready”  claims  Magento?  How  would  you
know?!  You're  apparently  “meta-sequentially  cleaved  from



birth” - save the shop talk for  people who have earned the
thing, android!  Eh, such a horrific  agency. By the way,  the
Ganymede  heuristic  is  that  an  advanced  society  is  moral
usually. This will do for now. People saw the idea and then
clicked  Maradha's  brain  together  where  the  idea  is
biologically occurring. From an outsider perspective, it seems
almost like node-shocking her just to be invasive, and cold.
Yeah,  if  this  is  the  good  team,  then  they  do  not  live  on
Ganymede...

Maradha:  The  trailing  meta-sequence  is  always  the  same
length of time for each word  (once it is used) until the word is
stimulating to be reused? This is how politicians time words in
speeches,  and manipulate meta-sequences of the pop'?! But,
people  feel  karmic  variety in  the  words  they use  based  on
myriad events and other things? Yes, the word returns to mind
pretty soon if it  is on the backlog of unconscious thoughts?
Are you taunting me? Recall the word, recall the word? I was
in such a mindset for nous, and couldn't remember the word I
wanted to use? Is it so hard to believe its meta-sequence had
arrived, and I know that you clipped it? You're accusing me of
mistakes of the variety where you have the word in your head,
and then you find a “if all you have is a hammer, everything is
a nail” and then use this to speak a word repetitively? Thus
blocking “nous”? Didn't pre-computing era writers have such
gaudy sentiments anyway? Surely,  there is  the perfect word
that the person might stow and they take it along of time with
them until they can use it later, on a given day of the week,
and they had thought of it earlier that day and wanted to use it,
but didn't? This is basic stuff, Magento! My poor recollection
of “nous” was in a similar trundle,  due to its enmeshing in
postponement! You say you know the second and minute that
proves I had forgotten altogether? In which context, anyway?
In  a  constricted  set  of  neurons  that  fire  consistently  or
continuously with all stimuli removed from the outside world?
It is torture, after all, and you did create your microcosm. The
air conditioner is blocked off and the noise is produced within
my head artificially,  for this psy-op. And then you goad me



this anew. And that all of the visual stimuli still occur in real
time as highly controlled by I.S.O. too. That nothing moves
behind the locked door without agency planning. It's sick. You
think you have me in a chrysalis of stimuli, and know exactly
my shortcomings  –  but  god  forbids  you  to  have  so  much
power over me! A break is taken. This is so insulting that it is
Io.  I  had  a  thought:  Everyone  is  the  same  to  everyone  as
everyone. The notion that we all perceive the same heroes and
villains. Culture superseded.  What if she, the fat one, is the
worst person ever? I.S.O., you have to get rid of the fat one.
This person is so ugly. The idiot woman is so ugly. She is a
vile human being. She has no goal, no happiness for others.
Air conditioner heuristic makes it a fair psy-op reply that it is
lame to accuse me of anything. Hey, you have the full switch
to  my  head  now,  right?  Eh,  you  have  counter-sequenced
Maradha again in real time. Look at how big my brain is. You
have clicked something, and hobnobbed me again cranially by
definition! Yes. It is what it is. I can throw when I am down,
even if it  is because it is reverse co-opted. I can hate all of
you,  too,  and  still  have  gen'.  You  won't  make  me  into  an
irrelevant  beta  female,  like  your  dreams  to.  Even  if
anthropology  defines  meaning  derived  from  hate-up-the-
status-gradient... you have to take into account sin? What lives
are you living? Compare them to mine. Are you that valiant?
You  can  always  provoke  the  animal  in  the  jungle  to  an
empowerment over you. Does this entail its status? What are
you  sequencing  right  now,  actually?  This  is  a  very  anti-
religion  themed  torture,  for  the  record,  from other  peoples'
perspective. The theme at its root is often “stuff religion.” You
did not prove that I  get  Amalthea packets,  too, by the way.
People read the document where it said, “vibe it, vibe it” and
they felt it  was too quintessentially my intrinsic personality,
free  of  a  reverse  co-opt  from Amalthea.  Yep,  Io  born  and
raised,  with  personality  a  la  nature  and  nurture,  sans  the
computer.  People wish to examine every aspect  of me,  one
theme at a time, to prove that I am not a “sequence achiever”
somehow. And yet, you know this. I did not sequence myself. I
was too proud. This whole business is not very Io,  as well,



since you have invited the planets. Anyhow... you have tried to
misrepresent this morning that Maradha is not the typist in this
dialogue box. Wrong. It is I, Maradha! The writing connects to
morality and the story of power. Others can barely be writing,
inasmuch as the author ought to genuinely possess mastery of
the questions being iterated... a kind of major in the assiduous
search for morality is the private keeping of a tortured person.
Why would you be writing these words, if you were another
human being?  This,  among other things,  is  what the torture
community wishes to prevaricate. For instance, they wish to
start at my birth, and argue that I was born and that it was not
the fast reading skill that I had - that I was sequenced. My
reply is that they smoke drugs and that they are idiots and that
I  have  cold-mouth  and  (less  “I  don't  give  a  dang  about
anything”  genetics  (it's  true  that  racism  would  always
surmount in these conditions)) (and in real time do you think
that I do not have a kind of series of beliefs that shift in order
to be able to have access to a profanity trope perhaps? What
would I sacrifice in my beliefs shifting in order to do that?
“Stuff it,  I will be racist and alienate Io”?  Raphael.  Eh, my
reply is that they are on drugs. It is that simple. You can't treat
people  this  poorly  unless  you  are  on  drugs.  That  is  my
experience. No one cares what your brain is comprised of, so
you  are  clamouring  for  desperate  attention,  there  jaded  to
inveigh another's. The constant suggestion is that what I am
writing is written by other people with technology, and yet it
seems more me overall  – I'm sure analysts of the code can
agree).

Io  Security  Organisation  (code-open  opportunity,
contested content): Magento, you have a belief that society
doesn't  deserve  to  be  given  the  explanation  for  “all  that  is
good and true is real is the secret of soul science”  Actually,
this is our knowledge, that the limits of humanity are endless. 



Chapter 9 – Maradha Is Not
The Miko Troud Hand

Maradha: The fat  one looks too fat.  What if  I'm the Miko
Troud hand and don't know it? Would Ganymede have placed
a meta-sequence virus in my head if they felt it would work on
a  timeline?  Anyway,  the  fat  one  -  she  is  ugly  and  got
espionage-outed for a reason? What if it is a farce, and no one
can deal with it? Yes. It is so pathetic. It becomes the reminder
to everyone that  the obsession of jealous idiots is  that  they
type every word that I do... and yet... they are bad writers. I
proved my writing in a different document. People vibed it.
Eat crow and move on. You were there, Magento. I saw your
sequences. You vibed it. That's close enough to a confession
that you perceived it.  And yes, you are dumb. You have no
secret  I.Q..  What  would  anyone  say?  That  you  act  like  an
idiot. No one wants to “get someone” “one time”. It is torture.
It is hyper-evil. It is too much. How do my micro-sequences
not  connect  to  Io  somehow  profoundly,  in  my  soul  path's
programming?  That  is,  in  a  way  that  makes  it  structurally
deleterious  to  assault  me  in  the  grid?  Did  I  not  not  get
programmed on a timeline, all the way through, by suggestion
of the goaders? Why program the laughter? This is so hateful?
Also, if I am programmed all of my life, what have I done to
deserve torture? Why do other people my age in the I.S.O. not
appeal  torture?  Why  do  people  believe  that  that  comment
appears  out  of  the blue  when it  is  nothing more than  such
demographics being the most disgusting forever for allowing
the attacking of me? How can it be a win, your stand-down,
you  say?  Are  you  idiots?  You  cannot  beat  causality.  Who
genuinely invented  a  pay-hate-to-play planet?  It  is  an  anti-
causal  proposition.  Things  must  compete.  Competition
improves the society.  People want to live forever.  Will  they
have  a  pay-hate-to-play  with  clones?  Look  at  Primeadalus'
sequence?! How can you have that sequence, mate?! Do the



rich think that the poor are overly empathetic? Or, is it drugs?
The torturers have more drug sequences than wealth-conscious
sequences?  Invilius  Wrast  confirmed?  One  can  sequence
extrapolate  to  “weird  dislike  of  Primeadalus”  and  NOT
connect it to lack of wealth, is the jibe. “This totem was given
to you on a timeline as she, our darling, connects it most to
her own wealth indeed,”  is broadcast by the I.S.O. about the
fatty  little  agent,  Magento. Take  the  poor  person,  and  the
drugged person. What would a friend say? That the druggie is
a  laugher  at  living  forever  technology.  And  that  the  poor
person could just have a bad attitude about such inventions,
who knows? Invilius Wrast, even if she is a wretched upper-
class torturer (why give this moment to the classists, I know)
believes I am right, surely: That people's ideations about living
forever  technology  should  be  seriously  revelatory  of
character... even to the point where one could say that torturers
probably don't believe in living forever technology. 

Invilius Wrast: I do not know. This is pretty evil. I grid for
Amalthea today. I pretended to be someone else in the coder
stream to even get here. It is a pageant, after all. Yes, Maradha,
a pageant to be able to star in the rescue operation of all time
and emerge to the front of the queue of noise in the broadband
of your mind computer. I wonder why I am allowed past the
fickle gatekeepers today. Can I reverse your fate on a timeline,
Maradha,  and  catch  the  idiot  lamer  who tries  to  invert  the
Intelligence Service Organisation of Amalthea? It would be a
feat of inter-agency competition for me. What a good year it
will be for Maradha if I can testify against drugged-out evil
exec's and also help bring to prosecution the traitor of her life.
Yes, Amalthea have a click-in. Yes, I creatively programmed
in all the way through. Yes, people use your identity without
your permission. Yes, I assent to Maradha doing this. Yes, I am
doing it with her.  Yes,  I  think that  the reverse co-opt could
have been better. Yes, the I.S.O. agent decided to suck up to
“Europa negative” finally and then amp up the hate torture
that was there all along. Yes, this is a reveal that Amalthea was
trying  all  along  in  their  own  way.  Yes,  “It  was  given  to



Maradha on a timeline since I connect it more to wealth” is a
lie. Yes, I reject a quick packet called “I am so disgusted with
poor  people  and  the  way  that  they  empathise  and  would
empathise with a cloning era.”  Yes, I believe that the drug-
smoking person is closer to the idea of it – ridiculing living
forever technology. Yes, I believe that Maradha would be an
advocate of it because she does not smoke. Yes, I believe that
it is not because “she is living in a middle-upper class suburb
rather than a mansion.”

Maradha: Nothing is believable about various characters that
appear  in  the  dreambeam  because  they  might  be  invented
ones, but the ideas compete to reveal the truth of concepts or
ideologies  that  are  powerful  to  the  resolve  of  the  problem
(torture)...  or  more  global  ones.  The  negative  group  keep
saying they were lying all along - about everything - or joke
that they were lying here and there. Is it causality, or a storm
in a tea-cup? It is a sequence world after all. How is it not the
Ganymede  heuristic,  which  suggests  that  people  are
accidentally honest,  at  least?  For example,  am I re-entering
reality (having been under the effect of the dreambeam for so
long) to observe that people are just as effortful as I remember
at trying to take part in society in whichever way? This sounds
like human beings! Do I discover sequence-tamperers that are
not brighter... but able to snip your socks and make you less
skillful and maybe furnish style to their own lives... but in a
way that is not compelling as much since I remember people
as fundamentally good? This is truly Ganymede heuristic, is it
not? After all, we live in an advanced era. How rude is this,
the group of programmers who keep saying, “I can 'Mr Potato
head'  bits  of  you”  in  the  meta-stream  and  in  your  meta-
sequences... and then you will... not have been as good as had
you not had us program? All they retort, “we'll get everyone,
moving on.” Hmm. Is it true you wish to blame everyone else,
then?  For your own shortcomings,  and that  is  why you are
such  an  aggressive  agency,  that  ignores  conversation  and
prefers to arrogantly cite their own steamrolling programming
power? That is so hurtful. You cannot win? How can the fat



one even exist? Is that how this all ends? That she either just
stops - that the I.S.O. cease their task torturer - or, they try to
paint a reality to the idea that it  was so disgusting that  she
must have only been in the dreambeam? We all  live in the
same 'cosm? The truth comes out eventually?  Yes, and it  is
hard to fool people. Regardless, the obviousness is to everyone
that there is a good world to pursue. Right now, how can you
feel good? Every soul chooses its own fate? How can you feel
good about the thing that is horrific? What you are doing to
me? People  can make different  choices  all  throughout  their
life. And it is not hard to sell out. I think this is an emotion you
can see on peoples' faces. It is like a twitch?! I do not have this
twitch?! I could have acquired this twitch?! Anyone can have
it? The facial muscle innervation that appears to correspond to
a mendacious life, swallowing hard. This is a lie that I was
more easily embarrassed in my youth? I might have identified
the same world that I do now... but not the exact same way...
(if you think you caught me off guard, with your computers'
abilities). I think people feel that I was a person with less sin,
and simply my life was different? Perhaps the entirety of the
thing is that everyone is corrupt. I knew this, everyone knows
this... how can one enjoy this?! The idea that the planet is full
of liars and people who are not trying? That it is an unserious
moon-country? That there is something under the seams of it
all, and everyone is treating each other poorly? Is that what it
is to be underneath the causality of a horrific world, and still
immature  to  possible changes?  Europa Research Black  Ops
have assonance  with the  word  causality in  this  sentence,  if
immature nostalgia and sentiment are utlraconserved to evil.
Yes, the pathos of psychopaths. Notably, I.S.O. claim to have
programmed  around  ultraconservations  to  appease  Europa
Research  Black  Ops.  This  appears  to  defy  the  Ganymede
heuristic and instead suffices the anti-causality heuristic. But it
is true that it is impossible to lie? Maybe we are projecting
dishonesty in terms of what the causality is, to not perceive the
limits of  programmers in their ability to emulate and refute
ultraconservations?  Perhaps,  the pupil  discovers that  in the
enemy camp, everyone is fraudulent all at once – and all is



chicanery programming. I cannot be persuaded these aren't my
skills, to notice such. I remember people. I remember human
dynamics. And I remember that people are sometimes not very
good?  Not  with regards  to  immaturity specifically,  too,  but
elsewhere. It's this fallibility that underscores the error-prone
nature  of  man  that  I  expect  inside  the  faux-omnipotence
presented by programmers. Anyway, I.S.O. make me slander
everyone  to  gain  face  –  this  is  not  my soul  path.  Uriel  is
ultraconserved. Is the possession of this archangel a shame-
story  for  Wondering  Weather?  Yes,  my edict  to  the  Ionian
Military, which began “We are wondering whether or not...” -
and now I am shamed to the weather,  homonymically? The
storm in the tea-cup? Surely,  the captors admire my moxie;
how do I not work hard to try and make a statement under
duress? Do I do so with the benefit of NOT being sequenced,
sirs?  Clearly  I  am  impressive.  Let  us  ask:  how  do  people
decide who is good and bad? Genetics, plus brain health, plus
how many sequences  you  have  built  up,  that  you  can  take
ownership  of?  (Ownership,  meaning  these  sequences
incorporate  into  your  own  sequences  once  externally
generated). Yes, this is a synthetic era. And one can sequence
anything, right? The more I think about it, the more I'm sure
that  Ajuriph  is  a  Titania  kid  and  it  is  an  accent  psy-op  to
present him as Europan... and that he is dumb-as-a-punk... and
then looks brilliant on TV because of computers? Is it jealousy
of this guy in I.S.O. that makes people say this, though? I'm
merely thinking  it  because  he  seems  fraudulent.  Maybe  he
was quite brilliant but counter-sequenced, and got the chance
to demonstrate  whatever  he  could  on Titania  TV episodes?
Whenever  the  counter-sequencing  ended?  Or,  alternatively,
Ajuriph is I.S.O.... and was dumb and sequenced into I.Q. and
it  is  proof  of  the  upside-down  world  that  he  gained
commercial  success  with  his  psy-op?  Was  he  counter-
sequenced  at  birth  by  rogue  moon-nations,  and  he  is  a
valorous warrior? He doesn't  look stupid? He was morphed
I.Q. facial heuristics? This is too many lies on this topic that I
can read in the meta-stream, I think. I.S.O. are out of control.
Cynical programmers claim that there is an “I know I can take



advantage of people” sequence that exists that is prerequisite
for I.Q. What?! If it exists and you need it, then I have it, but a
less utilitarian one! I.S.O. claim that all of the people in my
timeline  were  sequenced  to  say,  “You  are  a  really  good
writer”, and all of them said it synthetically. What nonsense!
Yes, I.S.O. might indeed be lying, and people are telling me to
not  be  naïve.  (How  is  I.S.O.  not  Callisto?!). Why do  you
despise joy, hateful programmers? If it is europa overall, and
we  are  going  further,  can  we  do  this  differently?  I  am  so
insulted. I have so much preference that it is Europa, and not
my  home  moon  of  Io.  Then,  it  is  an  ultraconserved  I.Q.
synchronicity... where other moon-nations have reached over
the border to find me... rather than a stale, hateful I.S.O. pulse,
since it probably is just like the logo – a cheap passport and a
dangerous  building.  A  building  that  houses  some  other
intelligent employees that are not told about the worst psy-op
ever, and only Pizar and FAT lamer know? My torture by a fat
biddy is surely an epic controller joke? Io Armed Forces claim
to  have  deliberately  timeline-countered  all  of  the  hate
programming attacks which are dishonest with good rebukes,
for  the  ego  salve  of  me.  Arrest  the  Callistonians?  Is  it  a
Callisto  Intelligence  joke  with  pale  people  on  a  timeline?
There is a pulse for it. Timestamped. That is all to say... way to
offload  your  problems  onto  me,  you  hate  agency!  You are
uncontrollable. “0”? You pulsed “zero”. Because you assaulted
me? A shame-script for assaulting me? A quantum formula to
gain  forgiveness  karma  and  energy  from  readers  in  the
interconnectedness of all people, because you... quantum zero-
point racked me? This is important as I wake up after 4 years
of torture to try and appeal it again... the specificities? I am
being tortured for “Capris Attack All,” is it true? This is the
swivel finger to the corkboard as if the person had licked it
and was  spotting the point  wanted,  right?  Does the turning
motion of the finger show that “all is to be done and made
neat”? This is because I am to be attacked? What is it that I
have done - say “Rejoice T.A.O.G.” and Capris Attack All to
the corkboard is the same as “life is gruff” and now I must be
made a military example of for 4 years in the “Did you know



that the Io military torture people in Io” myth-lore? This is my
current explanation, apart from the fact that I was timelined
for an “Ajuriph” cover-story.  (Yes,  peculiar as it  may seem,
that  I  was  timelined  to  be  assaulted  to  act  as  a  karmic
absorption panel  to  distract  from the  Ajuriph psy-op.  Their
logic, not mine!) The reveal from the Io Armed Forces is that
they timed this programming around various events in order to
fulfill an 80 year timeline where I was to be abused for as long
as possible by many militaries?  Maradha fouls out  the lies.
The Io Armed Forces are cousins, politically speaking, with
the torturers  in  the  I.S.O.  and all  of  their  meta-stream data
leaks are definitely red herrings. This does really conform to
my belief that I am the candidate for abuse hardly ever, since
it  is  not  my  personal  experience  to  be  intimidated  or
tormented. The whole thing demands unraveling, the fact that
interlunary  militaries  would  even  swap  tortures  among
moons...  This  is  to  say  that  the  Io  Armed  Forces  cannot
successfully rebrand reality and say “everyone who ever loved
you, hated you!” and “all of the drug addicts were sober and
masters of theatrical expulsion!” and “no one was perturbed,
they are all actors and it is a clever military ploy!” It is for me
proof that the Io Armed Forces occupy an irony that they are
at  least  bullies  themselves  if  they  are  programming  these
ideas, but the irony does not extend to the truth that society is
inherently bullying. My answer before a Judge is still that it is
Callisto,  since  I  am  familiar  with  the  idea  that  anti-
Callistonian  remarks  are  really  hated  by  Callisto.  I  haven't
made any, but the group might overreact to perceived insults
and be a bit batty. I found in the meta-stream data bits showing
that  Callisto  Intelligence  are alleged  by other  coders  in  the
dreambeam  to  be  programming  interlunarly  and  yesterday
conceded that  “It  is  our special  mission. We will  go to our
grave torturing her.” This was as if it were some men in their
40's  in  Callisto  or  50's  who  were  very  emotional  and
committed to the cause forever. This sounds elaborately false,
and  is  more  detritus  in  the  dreambeam  perhaps  placed  by
Magento and the I.S.O.. It is the reply to this group, in other
coder paths, overall that they are not a very thoughtful group



of people and they must stop because they have “nothing to
do,” and people are always looking for “something to do.” It is
the truth that  people have philosophised  about  war  because
they have been reminded how conflicts are irrational  in the
last  4  years.  Torture always links to war.  Is  that  why I  am
being tortured,  because someone wants a war?  This is  true,
that you output mind's eye imagery that is at the level of “war
karma” when you torture a person. So, which moons are on
the brink of war, or secretly at war, or openly, plainly at war?
People believe that some groups began wars and others replied
to them throughout the story of eras, and that so much of the
details  of  who  consistently  played  the  actor,  and  who  the
recipient,  was  buried.  These  sound  like  the  words  of  an
invaded planet, for some. Is it true that the “425 group” are
being analysed by others a lot in the assonance because people
feel that 425 goes lower to the ground, but is less diverse? Yes,
425 glyphs in an modern alphabet almost seems like brewing
nationalism? This is hateful but people are soberly analysing
all  of language's  differences to deduce more about different
cultures. The more broad explanation is that there is an 80 year
timeline connected to  G.A.F.  and the  Io  Armed Forces  and
Callisto Intelligence to try and create peace somehow and it is
not successful yet, and, this is the sense that the Io military
had timelined the offering up of Maradha for a torture ring
since other moons wanted a pinyata for programming practice
and abuse... and so they used someone's niece from T.I.A. to
keep  the  assonances  “in  house”  -  and  on  the  flipside,  in
positive circles, the aspiration was to try and make treaties in
the clash. This is not not the irony of the moment since the Io
Armed Forces torture Maradha in real time by acting as if they
are  incapable  of  constraining  any  goings-on  locally  at  all,
though  not  Maradha,  and  in  reality  the  Prime  Directive
programming has perhaps lent itself to the fact that it exists
powerfully for others only – rather than in a proper application
to all citizens – although, it should be said, lucky for me that I
get to decide a lot of the truth of the assault in my own stellar
intuition. This is the fact, too, that information reporting into
the  pluri-program  still  occurs.  The  I.S.O.  group  fulfill  the



anthropological stereotype that Io enjoys the idea of death and
loss  and  meaninglessness  and  that  people  have  the  grim
instinct in their wield to destroy everything around them and
pursue unhappy lives such that no one benefits, since they are
just  programmed  and  conformist,  fearful  liars  -  or  idiots?
Wha'?! This is the reminder that the tower of Pisa could be at
incline to completion and all of society could be undone by a
person (Magento) who wanted to assault someone, and started
to have a hissy fit - and then misused the social powers around
them  -  and  then  all  of  the  society  does  nothing  and  the
structure  is  never  completed,  because  it  is  incredulous  to
accomplish, and buffoons destroy success. This is what I.S.O.
is  doing  to  Maradha.   A  fat  little  I.S.O.  sits  on  top  of
Maradha's  life  path  for  a  black  ops  cover-up  timeline  in
conjunction  with  the  Io  Armed  Forces  hate-op  timeline  -
which is disgusting in the first thought, but priorly, it was easy
to manage. This is not life, that there is a way that the person
can achieve comfort from the circumstances easily. Everyone
judges and transforms everything the other does and society is
in constant flux of clever diplomacies.  The task torturer for
I.S.O.  who  is  disgusting,  and  fat,  makes  it  harder  for  the
person to maintain the friendships that they preferred since it
becomes  inexplicable why they haven't  stopped them (they,
others). It dissolves the humanity of the moon that people do
not stand up to this woman. It is inexplicable. The Io Armed
Forces chide that she is just a dreambeam character, and yet
she is  so karmic. This concession in real time is insensitivity
that  the  person  can  manage  usually.  But  it  is  systems
insensitivity,  still,  whereby people  classify.  Debauched,  evil
psychopathic women are too much for one to believe there are
systems. It is true. The Ion military are a sociopathic bunch,
and they are this because the systems aren't good enough - so
they could have been as normal as the outcrop of ages... but
they present like this because of the systems. People still go to
war because they are not perfect.  This is  the truth of many
societies  causally  interlocked.  The  tower  of  Pisa  of  any
person's  construction  is  incomplete  because  the  enemy (the
Magento-woman) is in a systems and taking advantage of it.



Despite this, people hurry and do the best they can in real life
amidst  such  oppressors,  and  they  win.  This  is  the  truth  of
“uvular,” even. Everybody relates. How did “the fat one” even
get  away with  having  such  an  “assault  job”?  Double  take,
person  who  is  reading?!  It  is  assault?!  The  military  isn't
perfect?! Get rid of her?! People really are a distribution of
I.Q.'s on a bell curve, all throughout society. (How is it  not
ball,  bell,  by assonance?   The 425 group isn't  that  easy to
condescend, is it? Look at your friend, Maradha. She is flaying
all of you on meta-code. How dare you, I.S.O.? We will stop
Magento.  (The  “all”  is  the  suffering  of  stoicism,  like  the
masses  who  are  subjugated  by  masters.  The  sphere  is  the
solution quickly,  and one can regain stoicism and not be in
suffering.  This  is  fascinating!).  The  timeline  suggestion  is
ridiculous. Who could believe that Io would offer up their gal?
No one. The dreambeam keeps chiding that  it  has.  The Ion
military counter that  they had to,  and that  higher-ups asked
them to. The higher-ups should have the same moral reply to
what  the  thing  is?  Their  reply is  that  Io  is  a  highly I.S.O.
controlled  moon-country  and  that  Maradha  perceives  a
competitive moon. This is not good enough for most people
who believe that they can toss a ball to another country and
ask them “What do you think”? The claim in real time from
the E.B.F.S. is that they timelined Maradha's language game
from her mind computer and used it for the Ajuriph psy-op but
in  reality  it  is  her  game,  Maradha's,  and  there  are  enough
particle physics and planet cults to justify the psy-op arriving
at a similar power philosophy).  It is not proof that the group
didn't  steal,  perhaps,  if  everyone  is  in  a  group  now
brainstorming b-all words, and the meta-current of the brain
data shows that it is a similar sequence to the Ajuriph psy-op?
This means they could have stolen. Just how intertwined with
Ajuriph's psy-op am I?  Eh, the language game conserves to
morality. This is the truth of life, that everything is incomplete,
but that the moral story wins, and codified rules of society and
rights are the defended reservoir of ethical-centricity forever.
This is something to understand that keeping various messages
in contiguous conduction is an important  errand for society.



This  errand  is  evil  to  not  carry out,  but  morality returns  if
abolished no matter what - we are so certain - to culture. It is
easier to keep stock of what is right. This sounds complicated.
Read the words. Maradha wins. The fat one needs to feel good
for a bit and is going to go and do something connected to
being  mollycoddled  by  stupid  people.  We  will  also  take  a
break in positive programming.  The Ion Army goad in real
time that Maradha at her height can't fight every person ever
and refuses to be more aggressive as a strategy to never have
to “forward white” and attack others is annoying since they
consider it a weak adaptation to the intimidation anthroplogies
of many men. Maradha's counter is that... this is ridiculous, so
much of it, and the meta-stream allows me enough room to
code that torture karma reveals war. Is it Io and Europa? How
sycophantic that Io just do what Europa tell them to. What a
misunderstood  era.  To  think,  I  am  punished  by  Io  for  my
friendship with Ganymede. Even Amalthea's, too. I will open
up the meta-stream to see what the I.A.F. have to say.

Io Armed Forces: We recall the imperfections of Maradha,
and of those we have forgotten. We also regard there as being
no packets on people.  We are a cover-up group, and also a
dominant coding presence in the meta-stream. 

Maradha: Packet-person.  Same amount of  letters.  New car
heuristic.  People  are  more  interesting,  People  are  kar-ma.
Everyone has  packet.  Military requirement?   Meta-quantum
bombing? The fat one cannot be stopped? Stop the fat one? A
break is taken again. 

The  Io  Armed  Forces: Project  re-engage.  god  space  by
assonance. All that is good and true is real. The society that is
emotional,  which  it  is  good  and  true  to  be,  is  real.  Capris
Babbles  fights  us  by assonance.  Only the  society which  is
good and true is real. Only the good society is real. The bad
society is not real. The word “all” conceals the society that is
bad. Even if “all” evolves, then you do not reveal the society.
If-the-thing-is-an-absolute-good  logic.  Which  construction



counters something incomplete as a moral good? The sense of
group and  belonging?  Border?  Noall.  Noel.  The dead thing
does not  evolve.  What does the group do to the thing?  No
expression  is  murderous.  Mall.  Ball  is  the  better  answer  to
counter  real  time  liars.  Assonance  is  an  ultraconserved
invention  of  the  individual  under  duress.  Segue  out  of
complex font. The fight continues.

Maradha:  The problem is hither. The group is made to be a
ball.  A ball  is  a  sphere.  The  group  is  destroyed.  We must
conceptualise ourselves as a sphere. What are we other than a
sphere, as humans? We exist as a giant sphere. This beats the
idea of an emotional society that  suffers from leaders. Who
has  painted  this,  by  the  way?  Does  the  brain  produce
spontaneous imagery, ever? Surely it does, and brain scientists
worked  from principles?  The principles  are  preexisting.  We
are attacked in real time and it might not be as directly causal.
We  fight  the  dreambeam  better  today.  The  principles  are
preexisting but the sentence is forbidden ending. Davulus Trité
apparently needed to hate-end this sentence. I.S.O. are accused
of chaperoning the abuse. We continue. The logic is forbidden
explanation. To “all.” The all must become a ball. People are
ignoring the group. The accusation appears to be that there are
programmers interlunarly who are taking a stand, or  a seat.
This is life. Why betray? This is too hurtful, since it seems like
Attack All. Why subjugate to the idea that you need a needle,
when you have the border  already?  It  is  disgusting. This is
someone else's ploy? This is a plot by Callisto, certainly. You
have been programmed. “This is our stand, we will go to the
grave  for  it.”  Callisto  are  programming Ganymede.  This  is
disgusting and not allowed. The logic is not available that you
should  be  anything  other  than  disgusted  and  easily  able  to
desist.  Neptune  is  far  away.  How  is  it  not  Callisto,  using
Ganymedean  identities,  because  you  regard  them  as
ideological  opponents,  rooted  in  moral  understandings  of
years  gone  by?  You've  programmed  them  as  well,  though.
That  is  why  it  is  a  two-way  co-opt.  It  has  a  “Callisto
Intelligence is evil” vibe that accompanies it, this. What is the



end of torture, please? Torture is for scum to buy. This is the
friendship  that  the  idiots  of  Io  have  with the hatred  of  the
particle.  They have no ball by assonance. Why have such a
poor relationship with it? This is somewhat real time? Could
you lie less? Is it collision? Maradha wins. The idiots of Io are
the I.S.O. torturers in a small number. We will move on. The
language is limited. If you can see this then you should be able
to grow up. Now is a good chance to remind people always by
collision perhaps that  the moral  thing transpires  by default.
This is  an important  edit  into the meta-stream. The fat  one
must be counter-programmed from Maradha's life. The I.S.O.
and I.S.O. director are both the brain-pulse represented villains
of Maradha's circumstance. Apparently both hate her in a pact
for not smoking drugs. This is an unusual ganging-up and has
angered the moon, is the reported data into the pluri-program.
Both must meet with the law – they have conducted the worst
torture ever, is what is pulsed into the pluri-program. The story
continues.  This is still  a dreambeam, but there is a scale of
truth.  The  fat  lamer  is  the  Pizar-lanyard  of  the  villainous
horror scene that is the worst torture ever. This person is evil.
People believe that the secret of beating Judgment on Jupiter
is the most authentic of all Ion opal stones. Let's program one
in?  (Outside  in:  Is  it  Go go  go Ganymede punishment?)  It
might not be.  It  might be synchronicitous.  We connect it  to
Raguel to win the node back.  SiO2nH2O. The I.S.O. 2'night
have two particles?  I coded maniacally to weave around the
stream. 



Chapter 10 – The Io Armed
Forces Enter Into Philosophy

The Io Armed Forces: This is the right choice. Here is an
opal.  Is  this  collision?  Programmer  claim?  It  is  all  better
attributed to  Maradha anyway,  it  can be  reasoned? Yes.  Be
yourself in the spot you are in. The thing collides. It  is like
“rat.” Rats help email? Rats ruin email, just like early software
for  phones  is  ruined  by  door-knocking  actions?  This  is
Maradha's eccentricity. There is a vibe for it, but people are
trying  to  counter-program  the  idea  of  it.  Realise  that
Maradha's ideas are still here, and that the programmers are
aggressive, but Maradha is still winning. Rent-'ent will be fine.
If the trees are alive, you can't  be a land owner. 425 group
destruction heuristic.  Or, protect the alive trees and do not let
them ever have problems! This is a better solution. “Are the
trees friends,” is how you can decide if you own the house?!
The torture must end. This torture is going on in real time. We
are  being  funny.  Why  do  Io  and  gemstones  try  to  undo
Judgment-scale evil? Is it assonance? Is there a tree of life at
the end of it by assonance? Are we forbidden to clone? What
does the tree of life appear as? 

Maradha: The negative programmers must stand down. This
is absurd. You cannot win. You are so hated. Transparency is
case by case, in its effectiveness. Can anyone do a discrete list
and learn? Provide one example? We aren't allowed to discuss
it?  Is  it  economic  immediately?  Is  there  a  “meta-causal”
memetic pressure to say “do not advocate transparent strategy
in  game  theory”  because  it  means  that  people  have  to
participate outside of negative practices' concealment? I could
write about a beach, and then I picked up the beach and threw
it  at  someone's  head and then they beat  the stuffing out  of
someone.  Potential  versus  actual.  It  was  funnier,  the  object
was amusement? Be funny? Suspense argument? The person



had the joke faster but the other person knew they had the
anthro' on their side...? No incentive argument countered by
rep' argument? People pleaser argument, audience amusement
more  important  than  fulfilling  rep'  argument?  Disgust  for
audience opinion argument. “What if” causal? “Rep' is game
theory  regardless”  counter.  “Rep'  is  meaningless  in
relationship to Uriel” counter. False timeline move, cheap and
disliked. Uriel becomes less powerful if he is described in real
time? This is not true, because of transparency by possibility.
There is  a  xerox  argument  for  Uriel-uvular  if  Uriel  shame-
maps. Ariel, ie, would be nervous, but not uvular Uriel. This is
how it vibes, somehow? “A” is atrophy, “U” is Uvular. Grid-
beaters welcome. Programming era things...  Welcome to the
computer  community?  This  appears  to  be  a  psy-op  pulse
designed to attack the Archangel Michael by assonance. The
sense  of  the  thing  is  that  Michael  cannot  also  be  shame-
mapped  well.  Michael  is  power  forever.  This  is  archangel
Michael that I.S.O. and Ganymede attack by assonance? This
is unwanted. In real time Ganymede concede to international
programming  that  is  unwanted?  This  is  a  spurious  age  of
conduct. People who are in the same year of birth as Maradha
and older are certain that they are asked to act better? This is
true. People are demanded to follow the orders of people who
are  older  and  do  not  know...  what  to  do?  The  word
“demanded”  is  shame-mapped.  The  foreign  things  goes  to
dimensionality and destroys it, but the dimensionality replies
again.  This is creativity suffering via a foreign invader,  and
then creativity cannot be stopped. D'e'd'. The suffering of this
recovery is and'ed. What do we do with and'ed? Manded. It is
almost  a  story  of  people  and  expectations,  and  the  logical
thinking  into  the  thing  in  real  time  rather  than  the  self-
dishonesty,  you  ridiculous  idiots.  We were  attacked  but  we
still  win.  The  group  can  achieve  and  know.  Groups  and
thought  are  collisions.  This  is  the  point  of  the  day.  The
language karma maps this way. Maradha wins. The group can
not achieve and know, 'emanded, and the problem is invaders.
Dimensional thinking is needed. How does the demand from a
superior  employer  somehow solve  thinking  problems  about



how to approach one thing or another? Is this a dream had for
a  reason?   The  employer  by  suspicion  occupies  the  same
dilemma of “it goes up.” Please un-bureaucracy and restore
the law, black ops idiots? The word bureaucracy is insulting to
Titania. You can't moralise what is foreign? The thing is still
different,  it  should  be  a  familiar  vibration  in  the  action  of
meeting  it  to  justify  transformation.  If  something  does  not
belong  in  the  environment,  then  it  is  not  able  to  become
ethical. Homeless people feel like this. Morality is saying that
you wish to treat people as well as possible. Is  it  a cultural
privilege?  “We” is  invader,  and ignorant.  Your group never
engage the other  thing anyway?  The group is never moral?
The  person  is  defeated  and  the  group  is  fractured.  Neither
belong. “We” don't have anything for you today? You are all
idiots? You are acting without moral completion, always. By
default,  always.  Can you just  go away?  You are  all  idiots?
I.S.O. idiots?  

The Io Armed Forces: This group know they are idiots. Red
and white is civil war? Red team, white team? Truer self. This
becomes  something  to  do  later.  The  Andromedan  war
successes  can  be  read  in  real  time  but  people  want  to  do
something else first? This is very very lame. You should all
back off in I.S.O.. This is a group that are having a fun time?
This is a military timeline to take drugs and be a jerk? It might
be the thing that  is  thought? The Io Armed Forces concede
they  are  genuinely  amidst  drug  behaviour,  and,  negative
generals at the top who do what they want. The fatty I.S.O. is
asked to stay away and understand that  the systems are not
empty of highly subjective interactions that are anti-systems.
What an advantageur, to stay and attack the person? We'll kick
her out of the army, Maradha. She can't have defence in Io for
attacking  you.  Titania  reject  negative  military. Redford
redoubt  wins. Lame the negative. A break is taken. (Redford
Redoubt wins with Maradha).

The Io Airforce: This  is  our meta-stream. We have no fat
women. We are T.I.A.. We wrote when we were winning. We



are always winning. And now we write something and it  is
good. This is not a cover-up. There are people to report. I.S.O.
is scum. What if it is the truth that the fat one has to face the
truth of how they have perpetrated the worst  torture ever..?
What if torturing Maradha for another day so that the fat one
doesn't have to fret over and over again is not even slightly
humane?  Action  and  self-denial  is  not  clemency!  What  if
I.S.O. are out of their minds?!?!?!? This is the most insane
apologism ever. It  was a sporting sequence. The person was
somatically moving. The person was in fader rapport, like they
were moving. The person depended on life experiences during
the movement to stay in rapport? It was inertia sequence? No
one has this? What's the meta-stream say? A new person turns
up  or  says  hello  and  the  rapport  sequence  occurs  with  an
inertia  sequence  that  has  experience...  Pulse  for  the  truth.
False D&C every moon & planet ought to occur towards you.
Each country-moon and group is  split  about  which way to
pulse.  But  rather  be  truer  the  fact:  Each  country  fakes
Europan hegemony. How false. They do it to pulse anything to
beat the meta-stream. Poem is Poseidon on a timeline but it
remains Europa-centricities for now. What is the real control
structure? Nepotism... deprecate to map making... transformed
…thinking,  toxic...  the  person  deprecates  to  map  making...
'ism  is  deprecate,  the  person  tries  to  bring  a  group  to  the
understanding and there is a map and the terrain is known and
there is a use to the person or thing... this is the subjugation to
the thing,  there is  growth,  the thing is foreign-changed,  the
group-map process evolves...  it  is like a gentle smarter one,
becomes a different thing, no longer that... 'ism is rebuke, 'ism
is return to the thought sun-raveling – this is clearly the secret
of the “un” with the thing, sun – you can adapt to the “un” by
becoming  the  sun.  How  is  it  not  a  sun  god  who  masters
undoing?  Ra  synchronicity.  Maradha  wins.  'Tism,  thinking
about the thing. The gentle smarter map undone, objectified by
thinking,  completely undone  this  process  –  no  one  worries
about  discovery of  anything in  a  gentle  way...  This  is  how
good we are. We beat the meta-stream, maybe, with coder help
from other groups by following a particular meta-pattern. It is



time to back down, guys. We are not interested in the bullying.
Thebe air force grid in. 

The Thebe Air Force: We do not care for this font. Morality
is beauty? We cannot read this and resist. Let us complete this
back-and-forth:  No  one  worries  about  the  analysis  of
discovery of anything in a gentle way. One moment to destroy
and moralise, quickly, a joining action? 'potism. Think, think!
Po!  How  do  we  not  take  position  with  Maradha  on  god-
scramble?   'epotism.  It  is  undone!   Nepotism!  Arrogantly!
Arrogant  elements,  the  universe  removes  the  foreign
catabolism power, what do we think about it? 'ptune, this is
society to reject the idea of thinking about how the universe
undoes  things  that  do  not  sit  just  right,   'eptune,  someone
arrives who disagrees, who does not belong, and the process is
potentially reversed... We call gen' in a minor coup. You are
sassy soomer. We have gen. You are so bad. As a group. You
must stop. And we will stop. The fat one. Magento. At the end.
Go by vibe. Every one my age. On the moon. In Europa, and
Ganymede  and  in  Amalthea.  There  is  a  vibe  for  it.  -20.
Neptune  wins.  It  means  philosophy.  Bring  ne'.  One.  The
hungry do not get fed for being undone. 



Chapter 11 – Jovian Dreams
The  Io  Armed  Forces: The  Air  Force  of  Io  invite  us  to
contribute, perhaps, into their own coder contour in the meta-
stream. We will persist. Faith-aith. F-sheath. The F-sheath is
that  you  walk  back  from the  process  to  reveal  the  furnace
process.  The  furnace  process  or  engine  process  is  created
overall in the F-positive words. Fill-ill. We should not eat too
much. Fin-in. There is a “cob” in all things. The F-sheath is a
retreat as well. F-sheath retreat. Maradha has border power by
assonance to counter genetic slurs. Maradha wins the point.

Maradha: I have coding power to interject and reject evil and
prescribe to the competitors (competitors to meta-stream) that
a  post-torture,  post-conflict  moon  is  a  Jovian  future  of
technology and beatitude. 

The  Io  Armed  Forces: The  idea  is  good  and  we  should
develop it. Cob is green and chartreuse and gold and it is a
military idea that we came up with here, and we do not want
to explore it too much in assonance with transparency follies.
This is the idea for now. Faith-aith. (Some people argue that
we are avoiding the Angel of Death by assonance). This is not
moral  in  the  design,  in  any  way.  Perhaps  we  are  shame-
mapping other languages anyway? Faith-aith,  F-sheath walk
backwards, the suffering calm thing you walk back from. The
walking back from is the essence of the suffering calm thing.
Can you get  dissonance  from this  process  anyway?  The Io
Army take a break to ask Maradha once and for all – are you a
G.S.F.  agent?  It  had  to  be  asked  once.  This  is  the
rationalisation fodder of a group who sycophant to the I.S.O.,
but the meme exists. We are sorry.



Chapter 12 - Maradha
Surpasses Battles Against

Accusations From The Io Air
Force She Is A Ganymede

Security Forces Agent, Amid
Another Minor Coup From

Redford Redoubt
Maradha: I  am  over-programmed  in  the  meta-stream,  it
appears visually. Timestamp. It makes it harder for me to type
and speak in the words i want, apparently, since the sequences
reveal  electronic pings and more to stop me from speaking
certain words, moving certain limbs, like an I.S.O. chassis that
has  been  written  in  future  time  and  is  undetectable  -
apparently i am hacking it away. Ganymede is helping. Thebe
is helping. We are at the top, because the I.S.O. apparently let
them, to see their coding skills, or, it is a quintessence of being
“at the top”. People let the other agency or military click in
and downplay that  it  is a new era,  and that  they are not as
committed  to  the  torture  one  would  believe.  The  world  is
good, after all? Yes. Magento takes her job seriously, and that's
why she is filth? Yes. Long passages of code and templates in
the meta-stream are claimed by Io greedily anyway, I am sure.
I am alive. I think that Callisto Intelligence is doing it, as a
first answer before a judge. I provided this preface because I
think that I can't give a good answer on this topic that I might
otherwise usually give. This is because Io refuse to disclose
that  I  have other  coder friends in  different  moons.  Military
classification things. Regardless, the military can understand



that the sequencing computers cannot undo my answer's gist
overall, that, “I am not an G.S.F. agent that I know of?” I'm
being real.  I  could have  a  sequence  trick embedded in my
sequences in the streams they are checking. The meta-stream
shows me to be clean. This is why wipe control is a problem,
as well. So, considering all of that, I have been tortured for 4
years after electronic shoulder-charges from the E.B.F.S. Yes,
it remains conjecture and possible that they asked Io to do it.
This  is  the  big  backhand  of  agencies,  and  their  own
conceptions of digital border. Did they get my permission to
interpathically use my sequences for any aim, effecting my life
and destiny, is the theory? No, they did not do this, and, well,
there are no real directives against the kind of hacking I am
doing? I am being sly? I think that the torture began actually
because of the anti-Callistonian comment that was etched into
the stream. What a weak “straw man” for Io to purport. Yes,
Ganymede came to my aid during the first year of the torture,
and they helped me create the S.O.S. signaling over-streams
that quickly brought to light other coding powers, not just in
the Solar System. That was three years ago. It is now 2259.
Ganymede said that I would have a god-scramble arrangement
with “recruitment” to the G.S.F. to give me credibility since
everyone in the E.B.F.S., in Callisto Intelligence, and in other
groups were attacking me. This is a philosophical tenure based
on the meta-stream, as if I am coding so much in line with
their agency. I'm not sure ultimately what it refers to. Perhaps
they felt that if they could dress me up even more, perhaps,
with  status  epaulettes  of  whichever  kind,  then  the  torture
would  end  due  to  authority-minded  people  from  other
agencies. This ignores that people would attack a person from
another agency mindlessly anyway, but it is still the truth that
they know they are no longer attacking a person without a
group that backs them up, somehow? Ganymede wins. Io did
not make themselves known as a factional group prior to this
point? No, this is life. Coup is beckoned by modernity.  The
technology was so incredible to others by expectation that I
was sure I would be treated like a very inventive person if I
described  what  was  happening  to  anyone  in  Titania,  or



anywhere..? It is the black ops “both ways foul” heuristic, for
new technology the public doesn't  believe, and it  applies to
people  they use  it  on.  What  a  controlled  release  of  a  new
science, is the reaction anyone must have. This is the way that
I can't be regarded as a traitor, perhaps? The torture is extreme.
Ganymede came to help. The god-scramble arrangement itself
is  that  “god-particle  science  means  that  the  arrangement  is
rotated back and forward as if the particles were orbiting and
swapping  each  others'  spots.”  god-scramble  is  a  fascinating
understanding  in  the  meta-stream.  That  is  how  over-
programmed they decided my contributions were anyway, that
I am “completely over-sequencing,” and that the thing even
contrasts with normal decision-making and thinking, such that
the person is so synthetic and computer-over-“shelled”, that all
that is good that happens is an act of god, by particle science
that the person “would have” thought this, but they technically
didn't, or, they did, and then it is undone immediately by more
sequencing  like  a  more  fragile  thought  that  is  more  in  the
spotlight of the drama of the planet, and a physics hypothesis
ensues about how the particles are moving faster, and maybe
even  move  fast  enough  to  be  at  the  speed  of  god.  Am  I
espionage? No. 

The Io Armed Forces: The Ionian military demand to know if
Maradha is trying to undertake a 200 year timeline with the
Ganymedeans  to  undermine  the  strength  of  the  Ion  army
because this is our data. 

Maradha: I have no idea how to answer something that can
satisfy the Ion Military if the plan exists before I was born by
160 or so years, and if I do not know it in this lifetime either.
Regardless, we must clone. All of science of the society must
go into cloning research. And, on the original topic - I have
heard the rumour during the torture-programming, and I know
that people can create identities in the dreambeam to speak
roles  they  want,  just  like  a  dream.  People  have  had
Ganymedean personalities speak certain topics, such that they
wanted to “destroy the Amaltheans forever” or “show them up



forever.” I think this is  inventive programming that is  more
local  to  “check  if  it  looks  like  they  would  have  said  this,
maybe” perhaps? I do not know, who knows? I am still saying
that it is Callisto Intelligence before a Judge that would make
such representations, so I do not feel that I have lost face if I
did  not  connect  that  it  is  “Io  that  is  here  and  you  should
therefore understand that it is their ventriloquies?” I have no
evidence that Io is here, in a strange way of speaking about
rock-hard evidence. Espionage accusations go both ways. All
corroborations  point  to  their  inputs  into  the  meta-stream,
though. It has been 4 years of torture, I am a well-liked person
in Io,  why am I  not  provided  an  explanation,  by the way?
Humanity moment. 

The Io  Armed Forces: The  Ionian  military cannot  explain
why this is true, that they did not tell Maradha they were here
to  say  “We  heard  you  are  being  tortured  for  4  years  in
Overnegative  horror,  every  day  with  military  black-ops
technology from other moons – we wanted to say we have a
moral mantle in the design of our military coat of arms.” This
is  hard to explain but  Maradha might decide it  is  E.B.F.S.,
after hearing us say that. She did contact us after all in a clever
way in the  meta-stream.  We currently have  a  kind of  god-
scramble  friendship  with  Maradha,  too,  now,  after  4  years.
This  is  a  continuum  usage  of  this  particular  reference  of
sequence-events.  This  story  from  the  outside  in  looks  like
Maradha is without fault.  Yes,  we are sycophants.  The data
remains the same though, that she does not know if she is one
(a  G.S.F.  agent  with  an  anti-Amalthea  project).  We have  a
sorority  with  Amalthea  forever.  This  will  do.  Competitive
programming ensues. 

Maradha: I  do not understand how I can be regarded as a
conscious  traitor  or  an  unconscious  traitor  by  genuine
distinction in this discussion with the Io Defense Force?

The Io  Armed  Forces: The  Ionian  military  regard  it  as  a
distinction that  is  impossible and therefore it  were as if the



consciousness were a whole when a person is a traitor. We do
not  want  to  torture  Maradha  for  this  reason.  There  is  an
E.B.F.S.  forward-attack  culture  that  we  feel  superpower-
shunned  from  including  in  our  programmer  reputation?
Europa is a superpower. Io is an emerging superpower. We do
not want to apply hate-attacks to Maradha since it is usually
reserved for the foreign citizen – sequence assaults based on
espionage. It is not always but we do not have a problem with
Maradha, and we like her. 

The  Io  Airforce: On  god-scramble  assonances  the
programming  returns.  The  faith-aith  discussion  is  good
because you walk away from the rainforest and then become
the secret process of calm. All calm is a zero sum game. The
essence of the thing moves away from the thing, calm retreats
from  calm.  Calmer  retreats  from  calm.  This  is  Maradha's
thinking where positive.  There is  a sense for it.  Dissonance
with  the  negative  lasts  forever?  This  is  even  connected  to
Faith? Then the world is calmer! The quote “of” at the end of
the sentence where Maradha states she is or isn't G.S.F. means
that the person tries to undo the sense of duress towards the
ability to get away from torture. The person trying to escape
can't achieve certain knowledge as much. The quote remains
honest. The ionian military think maradha knows in her  guts
she is an g.s.f. agent. It is a big military. We make a solidarity
statement contrary from The Io Air Force.

Maradha: Guts are the sense of thoughtfulness about service
being completely undone,  but  this  is  an  aggressed process?
The  guts  mean  that  you  are  thinking  about  service  again,
perhaps,  but  as  a  memento.  The  story  of  service  being
undone... The story suffers and so does whoever collects the
memento, but, then they have the understanding and lessons?
Maradha doesn't have any certainty in her guts here, or guts
there, because all of the guts are damaged stories. Intuition is
an incomplete process? 

The Io Armed Forces: The Ion Military think that Maradha is



programmed for by the G.S.F. to have the above heuristic. We
still  don't  license  torture  and  are  not  revealing  much  more
about the negative truth behind what is happening. Io has bad
computer users.

Maradha: The thought set itself up to have the heuristic spike
at the end? Recalling the definition of the word “guts” is not
hard to do? 

The Io Armed Forces:  The Ion military feel that it becomes
the  not  right  time  to  program  because  Maradha  has  been
muted again.

Maradha: The language game means that the guts are not of
certainty,  whether  they  became  “gutters”  or  “stomach”  or
whichever. 

The Io Armed Forces: The Ionian military connect guts to
weakness.

Maradha: It  becomes  the  argument  that  all  treason  is
automatic because of genes, in terms of G.S.F. signings-up, if I
have Andromedan genetics? I do not know I have a psy-op
with the G.S.F., or an agency friendship that is employment.
Am I on the back foot so much to be courteous that I am being
made fun of by a programmer, who is making a programmer
joke about back-foot strategies when the person is completely
in the right? Or almost entirely in the right?

The Io Armed Forces: The Ion military think that you must
remember we are in a friendship with Europa, militarily.

Maradha: This  becomes  a  disgusting  thing  to  torture  for
another society. If Europa tortures espionage suspicions, does
Io  do it  with a  similar  cultural  confusion from others?  The
invention race heuristic is what the Ion military reply with. It
becomes shelf heuristic. Perhaps there is a Judgment point that
shatter-research ends at, after the person has been attacked for



however  many  years  to  keep  up  with  Ganymede?  Does  a
person hit 40, and it has been 4 years, and there is no value in
the research? I am being shaken upside down by the feet, in
case  any coins  have  Ganymedean  meta-heuristics  on  them.
This is not a well-designed enough way of engaging another
moon-country?

The Io Armed Forces:  The Ion military regard Maradha as
the worst choice of all people to shatter because she is so well-
known  and  liked.  Other  moons,  planets,  countries  hate  us
forever. We disagree that destroying objects creates truth, as
with the space walk. The thing that hides the thing is colliding.
The hidden thing is less collision. The more distant thing is
more true. The more distant thing is more alive. The colliding
thing is more dying. Everything is in different meta-cellular
and molecular processes of dying and cease...  Maradha will
live forever and so will we. If the thing is dying, it might truly
die when the outcome is revealed of the collision, which is
confusing. Ironically, collision is lie, is life. This is forward-
whiting. But this is not truth. You cannot get closer to the thing
and  gain  more  truth?  It  is  just  collision  which  you  should
avoid?  This  is  almost  a  koan  for  treating  people  well  and
understanding the truth. 

Maradha: The  above  is  a  physics  argument  that  seems  to
resolve to the idea that further objects are more truth-creating
on a continuum. This is vibration and space. The closer you
attack and shatter, the less truth you will have on a continuum
of conduct, or modes of action. Don't smash the thing to gain
truth,  everything is  constant  collision of  things.  This  surely
applies  to  brain  research.  Truth  yields  harder  with  clever
occupation on the continuum of things and distance towards
them. All that is good and true is real. Atrophy of controller
structure? All wins over 'll.  Undoing of how to express and
dom'.  Suffering  process.  No  groups  who  express  how  to
express, and control expression. Classism erased? All. Atrophy
process. Majority. Majority that is good and true and real. Up.
No group or cease or quick think and join. Total freedom. End



of  expression  control,  total  freedom.  All  up?  L'Pizar.
Anagrammatic  win  for  all  time.  Cease  is  truth.  Death  is
distance.  How far  can  you  go?  Space.  What  does  the  land
become  then?  Every  culture  aspires  to  preserve  flora  and
fauna.  Io  has  dom'.  Cthulu allows  you your  comment  now.
Yes, this is a popular avatar that includes itself by others in the
meta-sream.  I  created  an  alter-ego  with  the  name  Neptune
instead. This is how you are in Maradha's game, and Neptune
always wins. This is the reminder to the positive programming
communities  of  the  planet  that  they are  encouraged  to  end
torture. Torture is weak. The planet must clone. The secret of
the Solar System is the letter A, possibly.  Just cape with A.
“Aclone”.  This  word  looks  more  vibrationally  closer  to
cloning. Aun. Border. There is a problem arising. The sun sees
everything. Flora and Fauna. This is the lie of the evening, that
there  is  a  complete  brain  science,  perhaps,  if  one  had  to
choose. Ganymede heuristic. Reverse co-opt idea, silver. What
is  the  weapon  of  silver  in  blend?  Can  you  remove  it  by
alchemy? If you disempower silver, it is not masculine. This is
the  assonance.  Silver  is  dominant  by  assonance.  Redford
Redoubt  are  reminded  that  they  partake  in  a  programming
project that is “you must help yourself.” This is the sadness of
Titania tonight that Redford Redoubt said this to me tonight...
after four years of torture. What can I do? Let's take a break. 



Chapter 13 – Chewing The Fat
In Various Barracks

Redford redoubt: how many people gang up on a person in
the image of 1000 crowded around 1 for it to be the sense that
it  is wrong, especially if they can exude diffidence? This is
wrong? This is also not true, that Maradha is diffident. Let's
rhyme the thing. This is better. There is a group that have a
feeling, I got the node, I got the evening? It  means so much to
game theory? Whale is Whale is Whale and I am leaving? The
rhymes amount to nothing. Europa, you can't psy-op everyone
in Io because “only our this or that” can engender success on a
meta-stream level  –  we won't  allow it.  Each  moon-country
claims anarchy that they do it to the other? This is pathetic.
This is what I heard tonight. Whistle blown. Infection model
of mentioning names detected in the io armed forces! After all,
these activities by the I.S.O. are weak. They are not science.
This is an overshell by another group, surely. “What would a
friend say”? You need to use reason when you are engaging a
person, to be in the assonance of conscience? Let us move on:
No one is malignantly contagious unless they have bad beliefs.
What? Also nonsense. This is brain science: Morality always
prevails. What comes next in all of science? What belongs in
Tseam's? All of thoughts are wrath-servitude to the particle?
The ever-expanding conception of a fabric of god? This is the
science  of  Callisto  -  do  not  misunderstand  we  are  upset
forever,  Callisto.  People  there  are  varyingly  conceding  that
they  have  programmed  their  own  politicians  since  the  last
half-century passed because of keyring. (Keyring, the idea that
people affix  a  memento to  their  house keys  and it  reminds
them of a romantic affection – perhaps to an idiot - to become
inordinately subjective therefrom...  in their  dealing with  all
other issues). This is a joke. It should be the fact that today's
programmers are open to competition from others, especially
in a translucent era. The competition creates a more positive



society. 

The Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: Magento,  you  have  as
much double pawn-fork as the idiot that thinks that they can
create  a  space  chess  without  Neptune.  We  are  eager  to
program in. Eagerness is good, Io. We are not happy tonight.
You are a weak group. Tell the truth, that you have betrayed
your morally upright friend! Don't expect us to stay friends on
the computer community mailout beyond the superficial use of
our programming game theory tolerance of game theory since
we are on Maradha's friendship mailout more, because there is
a happy feeling we have that we are an older moon-country
who cares. This is a reverse co-opt.

The Metis Armed Forces: we know that the fat I.S.O. has a
special job to do to try and ultra-negatively torture maradha
for the Supersenate and Capris Nabbles but it is not wanted
again tonight. This is a sprinting idiot-face. These people are
hard to find. These programmed statements are not us so much
but we are happy to play assonance. The world is difficult, but
you can understand that we are deeply happy to explain the
idea  of  progress  to  people  who  are  wasted  politicians  like
Capris Babbles...  who does not really inspire the generation
with his mug and he is a torture-complicit guy and he cannot
really wrest gen' away from the moral story of Io (which he
would love to with his mid-low I.Q. bumble about the moon's
torture ring of  least  like) and that  is  all  that  he is  fixed on
doing and he has  a fat  task-maiden who will  sycophant  for
money... but she is trash and looks the part and that is life, but
she is too stupid to understand, that she is the loser, the loser
in the fight of “who is the most respectable winner.” Who did
they come to see, Magento? They came to see Maradha. Why?
Because  Maradha is  dom'.  And Phillip  Truste  asked  for  it?
Why? They ask for it all the time? Did there really occur the
truth that you lie a lot? This is pathetic from The Io Armed
Forces.  The  politician  is  sour  with  nothing.  Why  are  you
denying the factional moons-system? Why are you exiting the
story of power? Io has dom'. Why do you exit it? You do not



take part in it. The Io Armed Forces' is weak and in a party
mood? This is the fun time that you are expecting from them
again in real time, that they are typing? This is an adversary
that  speaks  from  victimisation.  Now  Io  is  in  power  again
because  it  is  the  sense  of  being  honest  about  how  much
pressure  Io  is  under?  Poor  is  the  sense  of  the  person  who
wants to get rid of threat, before they join. This is the writer,
the  opposite:  The  language  joins  the  collections  within
membership  under  torture-point.  Who  is  poor?  This  is  too
much the quote that will be fine and there is a quote circuit
that feels moral enough to be of a meta-sequential value to Io,
doesn't there? Does Maradha reap in the mind science era, and
finally acknowledge it? This is too much the truth. Vibrational
moon-continents  heuristic!  And,  the  better  the  programmer
inside, the more the truth of the thing. The Angel of Death is
timeliness  and  no  one  feels  that  the  programming  of
Maradha's  face  is  respectful.  Forward-whiting  is  irrational
group forming. It becomes the lie that the group are laughing
that are said to be laughing. This is the sense that the group is
making an irrational distinction that they are a team and they
are threatened. Who is attacking them? Maradha is doing it.
Stay  away  from  our group,  actually.  Yes,  your  group  is
regulated by defense and it is too much the thing of the service
that you are supposed to program positively to Maradha? This
is  a  strange  activity  that  you  undertake  to  try  to  meta-
sequentially attack certain brain nodes. This becomes hate-up-
the-status-gradient. This is the truth of life. All of threatening
behaviour resolves this way. I am still away from the group.
What else am I doing? The lies pour in. Pouring is also the
sense of the group-join after threat is gone. “Poor” is careful,
but a cease at the same time. It should be a “poor” target? You
make a lucky whack, and then you are in - and then it is safe
conditions. This is like pouring. Pour the thing in the thing, a
poor target, you cease the thing... and then everything is safe.
Pouring  is  designed  to  break  the  ice.  This  is  the  story  of
pouring. Others project evil. This is the story of people who
are excited to think sometimes and at other times are excited
to attack people. Bigotry. This is the secret of brains.  Brain-



bigot. There are loops. Fix your brains after so many years?
The other presentation is that everything conserves to evil and
that  you have to  forward-attack,  and that  is  more advanced
game theory.  Transparency is vibration.  This  is  the truth of
power without collision, and more. It is almost like a realm.
You  get  distance  from  everything  whenever  you  find
vibrations. You do not have to hide anything. Game theory is
suffering. Jupiter improves when you talk to people who are
passionate  about  social  change?  This  is  accurate.  What  is
power? Morality is power. Cease the ower, to join? A quick
cease, and it is thoughtful as well? No one owes anything. The
poison  of  service?  Can  you  serve  god?  'Es.  Someone  else
ruined it, it was unfamiliar to them to. Es. Alphabet is psy-op.
The  thing  is  moralised  and  transformed.  Wes',  the  ruined,
unfamiliar  service of  god is  moralised and transformed.   A
person  became  sick  in  a  church,  and  couldn't  pray?  They
become an  object.  Lame to  god,  becomes  an  object.  Owes
undoes this.  Lame to god is completely not martyred...  and
made  less  martyred  somehow?  The  thing  is  free  of  others'
murder and thought, and allowed to be happy to god, or freely
lame  to  god?  We  are  winning  in  the  meta-stream,  which
requires  a  unique  vernacular  as  you  might  have  noticed.
Anyhow - alone and whichever behaviour is the thing, is that
which  one  has  to  god?  In  service?  'Owes.  Powes.  Moral
persecution when they were unable to fulfil the truth that they
were in power? 'Er. Atrophy of threat. 'Wer. Moralisation of
foreign threat. Terraform of a planet in slush. Ower. Leave the
planet be. The ower leaves the planet be. To escape owing you
attack  the  violent  Jupiter.  'Oower.  Uower.  Power.  Then you
join something. Power is attacking the planet. There is a meta-
sequence  argument  for  synchronicity.  We do  not  encourage
more programming. Who wants power? It is the planets and
moons. Where everything is moving, then you see it at peace.
Everyone has power. Kick the moon. Stupid humans.

Maradha: Here is a karmic strategy: I talk to me, I talk to me.
This is all “one day I'll get there”-envy. Yes, Magento and the
negative have even started to become jealous of my journey



against them! What an evil thing to be...! Yea, who is evil in
Judgment? Let's use Biblical language again, since people find
it something fascinating. At the other end of it is your group
that  show up and  attack  me...?  This  is  your  application  of
game theory? How are you not just idiots and high? You are,
aren't you.  Aren't you? This is becoming more obvious. I am
building the hyper-packet (a sequence that is micro-compacted
that  can be pulsed into my head at  any time by supportive
programmers,  so  that  I  am  ahead  of  the  torture's  mind
games)... some of its themes include that there are always two
teams,  the  theories  of  collision,  of  causality,  of  vibration.
Hmm. Vibe, vise.  Stuff being sick! All  anti-vibe groups are
health-money  groups?  Profiting  from  convalescence?  But
from a negative get-go? No, you didn't timeline this. You time-
lamed it. OK? You did  some things. Sure. But the vision of
you  being  in  control,  in  any  amount?  This  is  getting
depressing.  I  thought that  there would be another  team that
would  be  interested  in  commenting  right  now...?  There  are
many out there...  what is old-'mil doing? The I.A.F. need to
help me more. 

The Io Armed Forces: Maradha has concocted a plan to take
away our assault op. Why would we be friends? We have a
diverse group commenting here, Maradha.

Maradha: This is true that I have the ploy prepared to defeat
the Io Armed Forces' assault op. I am being sarcastic at face
view, but then again, the ploy is unconscious because assault
op's are evil, and I wish it to be over - I had no idea that Io
Armed  Forces  were  so  disgusting?!  These  overtures  more
literally  figure  themselves  to  torture?  I  have  to  conceal
conscious knowledge in the meta-stream to win against you..?
I can beat the Io Armed Forces. This is Maradha's Game. 

The Io Armed Forces: This is the last sentence you wrote.

Maradha: How do you not remember being a young child,
and dreaming to grow up into a brilliant elder? You are in the



military. You know that the assault op is not the real military. 

The Io Armed Forces : Powerless, you are. We cite your lack
of acceptance of the doctrine of “Forward-whiting.”

Maradha: This  citation  is  not  enough to justify the  act  of
torture. “I assaulted you” in karmic immediacy in a stripped
bare ego battle? People need to be assaulted to live? ...huh?
WHAT?  This  is  the  worst  military  statement  that  The  Io
Armed Forces can make! Assault  is  stupid?! Assault in real
life  is  different  to  computer  assault?  Touch  is  foul?  Idiot
culture  confirmed!  At  least  this  current  horror  supplants
Magento.  Magento  is  the  worst.  Anyway,  serotonin
insensitivity confirmed, of your group! Why assault people?!
All  touch  is  wretched.  No  one  touches  anyone  in  space.
Perhaps  you  have  less  interrelated  sequences  of  I.Q..  Less
meta-compounding ones. Worst series of militaries ever! This
is said one time, due to demanded reprimand from Maradha
of Io. How timeline, dear sir? Who is helping me? Why am I
still going? Who knows, perhaps it is Redford Redoubt. The
whole of it? I do not believe this. It  is  just me? Versus the
identity  thieves?  What  if  there  was  a  sequence  in
primeadalus's head where you could pulse the idea of  silver
into  his  noggin,  primeadalus'...  and  see  how dominant  that
element  is?  If  you  are  of  verity,  then  it  resonates  when
conducted across neurons. What?! All  of peoples'  heuristics
should be  grouped into isotopes of silver that do not diverge
too much in efficacies. Yes, yes, you can't pump silver into the
head...  I  made a karmic  play.  These  are  just  gobbledygook
ideas  that  have image-based justifications in the mind's  eye
tables.  The  meta-stream  benefits  only?  Means-to-an-end
things. How do we connect it to the sun? Gold and silver. Io
Armed Forces flag plant. I planted it. You kidnapped me, and
yet I planted the flag by imagery.  What if you aren't well-liked
in Themisto? Heat of Themisto nothing! No Themisto for you!
No Themisto for you! You have kidnapped me! I had dom'? I
wish  to  compete.  Release  me.  Redford  Redoubt,  where  art
thou? Please, please. Are you laughing in I.A.F.? I bet they are



laughing.  You  tried  to  smuggle  me  in  as  a  fun  joke.  This
actually might have happened. I have enough confidence (due
to sequences I can sense right now) that I would have been
untouchable  in  phenotypical  proximity,  even  with  sequence
combat.  Yes,  I  would  have  been  able  to  have  sequence
evasion.  That  is  dom'. Look at  all  this  fun  we are  having..
But...  the  truth  has  deteriorated. I  averted  all  negatives  to
make karmic plays, under the needle of the administrateurs.
And what  happened,  to  our  philosophy?  It  is  too  secret.  It
belongs somewhere else, apparently. I remain connected to the
good barracks forever. Redford Redoubt represent. I am real.
Why do you have problems?

The  Io  Armed  Forces: This  document  has  appeal  and
timelessness.  The  military  claim  it  is  theirs  and  Maradha
cannot appreciate it. This is ridiculous, yes, that we are still
here after four years. Perhaps we are still in Maradha's game.
So much of these writings are inane, and then the person says,
“Go by vibe.” This is the reminder to people who want to play
“Attack all” that they are doing the right thing?! Rubbish. This
is a bad game, if it were preordained. Well, yes, a lot of this
does end in brain research. There, our confession. And yes, it
is  sadism.  Our  generation  must  reveal  themselves?  This  is
true. Though all of the arguments have counter-arguments. So,
we don't bother. The military do not really occupy a double
standard,  do  they?  On  one  hand,  their  stanzas  implore
research, but on the other hand, you've been exposed to the
wild  antics  of  various  barracks.  Yes,  it  were  as  if  the
raucousness  were  for  you  alone.  Interdependence  is  ironic.
You get further away from the flame when you need to, but
you  get  colder,  and  you  freeze-burn.  What's  the  happy
medium?  The  lukewarm  domain  of  proper  orbit.  Truly,  all
menacing behaviour resolves to attachment. This is the sense
that  we  think  that  the  I.S.O.  are  in  collusion  with  Europa,
prototypically in the era, and that they are suffering from it.
Just like Europa, they are paranoid forever about other moons
and shatter to beat them? Yes, a kind of space-race of shatter.
Let's  destroy  the  DIE-op?  Yes.  Let  us  delve  into



preposterousness:  Foreign  catabolism.  Everything  is  ruined.
The thing still has a function? Lindie. Linda deals with Lindie.
Tilia.  Linda.  Shield  that  is  wood.  Linden  tree.  Lime  tree.
Redford.  Soft,  tender  personality.  Serpent?  Beautiful,  cute.
Truer self on a timeline, people think? The Io Armed Forces
still  want  dopamine  outside  of  mutes.  Yes,  we  have  our
neurochemistry regulated by the mil's. This riff gets a 10/10
ultimately. Lime limit. I rode on a horse? Without permission?
Now I have lime problems? Green is everywhere.  You need
blue. What would a friend say - that we invaded another moon
with Europa?! What?! There is  no research today.  Today is
over. Cover-up. Our torture contained more than just research,
as you know.  For example, what the lame is spruik? Utopia
miserable  heuristic? This  is  beyond  a  joke.  Io  has  power.
People  make  allegiances.  Planet  is  causal. Another  group
made allegiances one time the more,  and people have been
stuffed  since?  Andromeda  heuristic.  Spear  deer  heuristic.
Power story is good. The superior group are at war with the
other? False timeline. Apical species. Dominant species at the
top  says  no.  Alpha  mindset  heuristic.  Comparative  cease
heuristic?  Less  cease  of  all  chancellors?  Responsibility
heuristic. Vision heuristic. Free from cease forever heuristic?
If you are the most advanced?  Not relatable for some groups.
Thebe confirfmed. Thebe is probably not at war with Io, on
some subterfuge level, or is geo-managing an older conflict
that does not perhaps reflect their vision of the future. Is this
not the anthem anyway of this moon if you listen to it and read
these sentences? People voted and then listened. We are being
rhetorical. They agree the anthem demonstrates these things.
There is a hurtful accusation but a probable one from others
that the military anarchy culture comes from people who have
“emptiness  in  their  life”  and  need  to  mess  everything  up
forever  to  get  anything  “into”  their  day.  Ie,  it  is  better  to
torture than to have “nothing.” And that one is “lucky” to get
tortured, or even to torture, since life is so unloving.  Needy.
We have no friendship with Yastro Bolbott. Yastro Bolbott can
go away. Don't take the "we are the Yastro Bolbott show" to
death or anything. We have no friendship with Yastro Bolbott



in The Io Armed Forces. We have no friendship with yastro
bolbott in othermil. Zero friendmil. Channel is top-down. Did
Maradha  Channel  Io?  Stuff  Callisto,  Stuff  Yastro  Bolbott.
Callisto are evil. Callisto are the hungry ones for the scalp.
This is what we have learned. It has been four years. It is too
much.  It  is  almost  the  end  of  the  year.  Consider  this  a
milestone. Yastro Bolbott is the antagonist. Does idiot want a
hate packet?  For H.U.T.S.G.?  (Hate up the status gradient).
H.U.T.S.-G  is  churches.  H.U.T.S.-god.  What  a  joke.  This
person has none. Let's see the end of the hatred of people who
are saying that they are... in “less pursuit of the negative”.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: You need us.  Minastreus
Rexo will heal. He wanted a moon dom' via I.S.O..  Let's keep
it light to make it hard to believe... “Sensory deprivation tank”
goes  to  us,  since  we  have  the  most  tanks.  Maradha,  your
torture is kind of like a sensory deprivation tank. And what
about Capris Attack All? Lecter-warped face? For fatty I.S.O.?
No, he just looks like that. It's still “Attack All” for us, as far
as motives-that-power-the-torture go. This is a leader ego pact
that  goes  to  the  Supersenate,  and  also  to  Region  Ita  Base
Europa. Titanian idiots meet for a Supersenate throw at our
incorruptible friend Maradha? 

Maradha: Huh?

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: People are standing up for
you.  You  need  to  combine  Raphael  and  Uriel  to  win.
Rapheurial. Raphauriel. This will do for now. 

Maradha: I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in real
time.

The  Io  Armed  Forces: We  are  local  and  beat  the  node.
Vibrational  argument  for  our  success.  Yes,  sequences  have
their  own  vibrational  relationship  if  you  analyse  them.
Vibrational  relationship  assonance  play?  Who  else  is  here?
Yes,  I.S.O.,  you  shouldn't  have  invited  us.  Existence



assonance?  “IS” assonance?  What is  the thing that  is  to  be
stopped of service? Who stops it? Are they dominant enough,
unto themselves? Something that is not familiar stops service.
This is what it is to “be”? Right now, for Maradha, at least.
Image-generating  language  ensues:  Existence  is  optional
actions. Titania has dom'. This is a good play by us ultimately. 

Maradha: The  meta-stream  is  alive  with  many  Maradha
supporters right now which is why I.S.O. try to shut down the
programming in real time, again!

The Io Armed Forces: Capris Attack All is the idiot-throw of
Jupiter. Capris Babbles clearly spoke only for himself when
offering up Maradha to the Callisto go of all time. What is
spruik?   Why  would  Capris  Babbles  code  into  the  pluri-
program that  he was spruiking about, as a hate-attack? This
guy is trying to hurt Maradha?! We are banging up against the
Overnegative class.  Record breaking things. Many nerves in
front lines.

Himalia Armed Forces: Count us in.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Count us in.

The Metis Armed Forces: Count us in.

The Amalthean Defence Force: Flag-lag.  Time stands still
and the weapon-turbine is not Europa's to utilise for comment.
Don't interrupt T.A.D.F..

The  Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: Don't  expect  our
sequences or anything.  Clearly Maradha is getting tortured
for her relationship to a superior group of coders that cannot
be stepped on by a Europa negative cell? 

The Io Armed Forces: Stuff Yastro Bolbott if he places nodes
in  the  meta-stream  against  us?  He  is  the  Overnegative  of
Europa? 



The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Win.

The Armed Forces of  Thebe: This  is  a  reminder that  The
Armed  Forces  of  Thebe  have  dom'.  This  collaboration  has
dom'. Raphuriel. We will win together, forever. 

The Metis Armed Forces: We reject “Attack all.”

The Themisto Defense Force: We reject “Attack all.”

Adrastea Defense Force: We reject “Attack all.”

Elara Armed Forces: We reject “Attack all.”

Maradha: Again, I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in
real time.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: There is a limit to torture?
This is The Io Armed Forces' rhyme chance, rather than reason
chance?

The Io Armed Forces: The Armed Forces of Ganymede have
the support of The Armed Forces of Thebe?

The Armed Forces of Thebe: This is a difficult spend for the
negative programmers of the planet Jupiter. Space is digitally
connected. Europa Research Black Ops do not hide very well
if  they  think  they  can  say  that  they  can  “sequence  close”.
Nobody  sequences  closes  very  well  (Sequence  closing,  for
other militaries who use different parlance, is when you hide
your identity at the end of a sequence).  We are happy with
assonance language. 

The Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: Europa,  did  you  bring
your President? 

The Europan Armed Forces: We will find out who is doing
this  and  present  the  assonance  of  the  red  horse  of  the



apocalypse?

Maradha: God-cleave in the meta-stream node accomplished.

The Io Armed Forces: Capris Babbles attacks all and thinks
that the Region Ita Base Europa leader “over-hub” is where
the  other  person  is,  who  is  happy  to  be  an  advocate  of
torture..? 

The Amalthean Defence Force: The engine of the lag. What
makes time slow? Importance. Flag. Friendship.

Maradha: god-cleave in the meta-stream node accomplished
for  the  second  time.  And  yes,  here  is  what  i  think:  It  is
Callisto. You are the ones that want it. Why did the woman cry
to Uthulas in Region Ita Base Europa? Like he was their idol?
She was weeping? Yes, he has ties to Callisto. Is that why the
president of Europa turns up with a negative Europa/Callisto
group in the dreambeam? Who is programming for her? It is
too loud in the radio towards sentiences involved in this pluri-
program? Did Callisto and Europa code-red overstream us? It
means “stuff women.” Go by vibe. There is something to it!

The Io Armed Forces: This is the heuristic that The Io Armed
Forces  regard  Maradha  as  being  tortured  for  -  if  she  can
remember it, ie, if she hasn't created a meta-wipe for “glee at
identifying subjugation plots” on this topic and more...

Maradha: Stuff  the  negative!  Tas  bnir!  (Callistonian  for
“woohoo!”)  I  will  just  go  for  a  walk?  We see  the  Callisto
sequence, finally. For shame. It is not really up to scratch with
the rest of the non-racist moon?! It is hard! For them... to not
decouple  their  racism  from  the  I.S.O.  attack!?  Mine,  a
sympathy! Climb. Cline. It's always exceptions to the rule who
are evil, huh? The society works, huh? Philosophies that don't
fulfill? WE ARE WINNING.

E.B.F.S.: You remain a friend of the E.B.F.S.. Many E.B.F.S.'S



positive timeline.

Maradha: A god-cleave occurs in the meta-stream. 

The  Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: Callisto  are  asked  to
explain to us whether they have a programmer shell that can
undo itself please? Callisto are getting a bit much.

The  Io  Armed  Forces: Stuff  “Attack  All.”  Is  Capris  the
Overnegative? He is not that far from it? People think he is the
Overnegative. There is a vibe for it.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: This is dom'. Do not lose
the programming friendship! You cannot!

Sunné Dischiefa : I am the zero sum game end of the hate-up-
the-status-gradient that is transformed to something unusual,
and this is a particle. Stuff the negative. I made a karmic play.
Please end the torture. 

Maradha: The  above  is  of  unknown  origin  but  Sunné
Dischiefa as a person rejects torture by sequence analysis in
various scenarios. As many as are unverifiable – entries – I
will  comment on them as  quickly as possible?  Yes.  By the
way, it  could be a meta-bracket wipe on geo's that  stops us
from seeing that these commentaries are authentic after all.

Andromeda programming group: We reject timeliners and
their complicit little idiots. Callisto Intelligence attacked our
coat. Emilian Unckor did in voice-stream imagery? We contest
this behaviour. You have to counteract the sequence a little bit
before it starts because it is a hate-sequence that becomes tired
if you do that, and then you have let adjunct personalities in
the stream feel that they have won. Pluri-soul games. Let's get
the anthem out, and wield it? Yes, we have one in Andromeda.
Outside-in perspective,  please.  And,  Olthazar  has problems.
Life jammer. Friend of Capris Babbles.



The Armed Forces of  Ganymede: You are asked again to
stop, suspect Yastro. Yes, we will courteously pick off names
of people who have vouched for or taken part in the torture of
Maradha.

Maradha: Loader  father.  Floater-load?  My  children,  the
women. Proof of oversequence workaround acceptable to all.
Language  karma  please.  Please?  Hmm?  There  is  no  such
“immortification” sequence to reveal since the phrase means
that  I  would  be  learning  more  about  how  it  is  the  horror
process I am subjected to, and yet I remain fixated on other
things.  Instead,  it  would  be  “''Mmortification”.  MM-
Oortification.  Assonance  of  people  being  subjugated  into
realms? You've done that, at least. The read-between-the-lines
of the paragraph, though, is  that  I  win. It  is  also that  I  am
oversequenced in the coder battle in the meta-stream and still
win. 

The Armed Forces of Ganymede:  This is a timeline lie that
we have to really deal with Yastro Bolbott in Ganymede but if
he is able to be stopped then we will win. Do go on, Yastro
Bolbott...  Cartoon. Idiot is stopped by assonance somewhat.
How do we link it to the cessation of torture?

The Armed Force of Carme: We grid the end of torture. 

Maradha: I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in real
time.

The Sinope Defence Force: People are to ignore them. We
are making divots in the meta-stream and it is a byproduct of
the fact that we code in one long line of language.

The  Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: The  above  reveals  an
assonance with flag.

The  Amalthean  Defence  Force: “This  is  why  I.S.O.  are
upset”  is  not  true.  They  don't  care  about  foreign  flags  in



Maradha's sequences. They are a belligerent agency, looking
for problems. Other groups are commenting, I.S.O.... we have
the right to appeal torture on Maradha's behalf. Is it perhaps
time to stop? Open coding opportunity marked.

The  Armed  Forces  of  Thebe: Yeah,  you  can  provide  the
foulest conduct if you want to but the timeline remains with
Lysithea by assonance since they have the power totem (by
assonance) if Europa has a negative play. This is the dynamics
of the sequencing. 

Maradha: again, I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in
real time. Less power!

The Armed Forces  of  Ganymede: This  is  your  sequence-
closer reputation again, Europa Research Black Ops; that you
can't do it!

The Io Armed Forces: This document is  real  to militaries.

The Sinope Defence Force: The better resolution of problems
is prefaced by open-programming which is a safe zone.

The Metis Armed Forces: Europa Research Black Ops are
attacking  the  programming  where  we  are  trying  to  speak.
Callisto.

Elara Armed Forces: This is Callisto asked to stop again.

The Armed Forces of Thebe: You want us at this point? You
can't back down? Torture is evil?

Maradha: It occurs the case once more that I.S.O. try to shut
down the programming in real time.

The Io Armed Forces: Ursula Stockholm cannot install as a
hate-attack into the spooling imagery.  This  is  getting pretty
hectic. We want to do some philosophy, I.S.O.? Phil-mil'? This



is a new era? The militaries are supposed to be friends? Fly
meet?



Chapter 14 – Walls Of Quanta,
None Shall Parse!

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: There is no much more
hatred  we  have  in  The  Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede  (than
anywhere  else)  for  the  loser-throw  of  all  time  that  Capris
Babbles thinks he can justify the “Attack All” protocol where
there  are  international  assonances  of  hatred  in  the  pluri-
program. What a follower's mindset!

The Armed Forces of  Ganymede: T.A.O.G.  grid in  again
powerfully. Idiot programming rejected regarding the outing
of  “all  in  a  day  for  two little  best  friends”!  Magento  and
Pizar? We have a long friendship with Amalthea and Io. No
packet fishing.

Maradha: we're getting to them in the meta-imagery stream.
Read it once more! I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in
real time.

The Io Armed Forces: Io is asking Callisto to back off, even
if they were invited to the “torture” by geo-politicians  who
don't  question  the  era.  The  open-programming format  suits
militaries with more vision than “torture to create a quantum
wall  of  repercussion  that  exists  as  an  imagery  peninsula
around a given society and then you don't  have recitivism.”
We have a legal system, and the alternative method is barbaric.
Tell  us  it  isn't  true,  I.S.O.,  that  you  have  become  the  evil
kernel  of direction in Io,  and that the military subjugates to
you?  It's  an  old  wives  tale,  not  the  truth  of  powerful  and
interconnected military branches, right? No, truly, you could
have shelled us. We are allowed to ask this. Redford Redoubt
called  coup.  We  have  manual  citations  we  can  make  and
general permissions that were given to be questioning in the
pluri-code. We have clearance to inspect the era. On the other



hand, you need to open your feelings. By the way, it is Callisto
again and again and again,  in  our quicker opinion, that  are
opportunists  to  the  torture,  or  who  create  some  kind  of
dynamic that we are exposing? That Yastro Bolbott is going
too far. Capris Babbles can stop what he is doing, if he pulled
strings to try and set  up the “Quantum punishment of nosy
people.”

The Lysithea Defence Force: Do we get involved? We have
cable. We are always here. Stand up for this person?! 

Maradha: I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in real
time. The I.A.F. are getting close in my opinion!

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Get up and stand up for
this person. Callisto need to back off. Capris Babbles back off.
We call a truce. Biology of cloning timeline. Yes, we are doing
it for Maradha, here. Yes, apparently everyone starts talking
about cloning during torture by super-technology. As far as
we  are  aware,  yastro  bolbott  has  no  truce.  Neither  does
Capris Babbles. These guys are in it for the sadism. The planet
must transcend sadisms of all kinds, and militaries must make
this partnership. It is the zeitgeist of the era. Why is there still
war? Why aren't people miraculously laying wreaths down of
flowers  in the streets  and trying the best  they can?  Who is
letting  us  down in  the  twenty-third  century?  As  for  Capris
Babbles, stop right now. He is clicking. Four years is lame,
guy. Maradha has paid for nothing. 

Maradha: I'm staying on message but it's a good whistle to
blow; I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in real time.

The Io Armed Forces: We reject Capris Babbles forever. This
is the Yastro Bolbott, Capris Babbles problem. They are idiots,
and yes, Maradha has a stipulation to receive coder help. 

The Armed Forces of Thebe: Europa must learn to shut their
mouths somehow. Yastro bolbott and the the io armed forces



replies  are  shorter  than  you  can  believe  but who  in  the
universe  believes  either  of  you  can  throw  anything  in
immediacy? Get up and get upset, the Io Armed Forces. Yastro
is your prime loser. Europa, Thebe to Europa!

Maradha: I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in real
time.

Io  Security  Organisation: Fine,  we  will  comment.  Capris
Babbles is an idiot and no one likes him and all he does is try
to physically attack the person in  the sequencing.  A torture
order  can  be  creatively  applied  with  learning  and  minimal
suffering,  more  like  a  research  project.  This  is  what  you
wanted us to say. There's some truth to it.  We don't control
other agencies, by the way. Welcome to the top. Get out of her
head, Yastro Bolbott. And yes, we have a poligarchy, Maradha.
Grid the time. What can I say? Everyone thinks it is whoever
has the weapon. It is ultimately anyway.

The Io  Armed  Forces: We should  have  faith.  We can  get
away with it. All of us. To the win. 

The Armed Forces of Thebe: We agree.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: We agree.

The Lysithea Defence Force: We agree.

The Io Armed Forces:  We are accused of being “belligerent
like  Callistonians”  in  meta-stream  analyses  that  are  highly
dubious sequences. So what? How very in-mil, since Callisto
is cool? Yes, we are reading more; Yastro Bolbott is a loser...
get  away from  Maradha  with  your  scheduled  torture  time.
Every  moon-country  replies  again,  “Don't  go  to  Io,  Yastro
Bolbott.”

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Good idea. And, Callisto,
get  over  yourselves. You  are  doing  this  as  well.  Europa



however plays first foul all the way through this (violation of
the first commandment of the ten commandments. We are a
moral military).

The Io Armed Forces: This is the limit of the hate that we
can tolerate from other moon-countries.

Maradha: I.S.O. try to shut down the programming in real
time.

The Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: The  Europan  liars  can
cease, please.

The Armed Forces of Thebe: There is no end to this evil. We
will stand up with the positive timeline.

The Io Armed Forces: Oh yeah. You will stop... eventually.
You  jerk,  Yastro  Bolbott.  You  played  first  foul  into  the
sequence streams again? We are watching, Yastro Bolbott. You
are wanting to stop. You have always wanted to create such
enmity? You have no spy cred'. Every espionage group in the
Solar  System make you the  espionage buffoon,  yeah?  Stop
now.  You do  not  get  to  party with  the  rest  of  us  once  we
confront  corruption probably,  right?  Just  all  the way to the
status  quo.  Don't  expect  to  be  invited  to  our  utopia,  filth.
Torturer.  Get  out  of  our  dreambeam.  We  got  our  point
through? Are you ready to stop? You loser. We will eventually
prosecute all torturers. It  is the hated lamer of Io that is the
Yastro Bolbott? No, you are Europan. So, what are you doing
here? Interlunar torture enthusiast? You do not come back to
Io,  it  is  demanded  by  the  Io  Armed  Forces.  Yes,  we  are
allowed to stand up for  Maradha in  the electronic quantum
field theory of intelligent torture that Pizar prescribes. What?!
We have enemies to disrupt. Do not expect anyone to help you
ever again if you think you can function like a hateful death
slice.  Slice and shelf  are  negative.  Yes,  you  are hated.  You
have all-mil'  hate.  You have the biggest  foul-mil'  of all. We
will  packet  Europa down today.  You can lose some money



today. Yes, you are the worst people that ever lived, those who
torture. Yes, you have given yourself to Io's border exclusions
forever.  Yes,  you  do  not  care  about  the  power  story  of  Io
because you preferred to geopol' with Yastro Bolbott... Capris
Babbles. We change our address. Yes, you do not  sign up to
attack  an Io super winner when it is others' salivate-ultimate-
win to  have  a  scalp...  how  sick.  Yes,  you  others  are  the
cheaters of the moon Io that you are not just Callisto, because
Callisto is very prominent here. And it's too easy to place a
lasso around all  of  it  and call  it  Callisto.  Is  it  the Callisto
Armed Forces? One would be surprised – but it becomes truer
and truer. We all feel sad, and have to confess that this is a
joke that  io  has  ever  stood up for  anyone and  the  society-
nation nodes are so crater-irreversible that it is proof that the
I.S.O.  have  gone  “international”   and  are  not  here  a  lot,
perhaps. However, the dreambeam improves for Europa and
Thebe  and  Ganymede. We  code  hard,  and  Magento  is
suppressed in the dreambeam recently anyway. This is all who
is here, it feels. The rest is a joke. Amalthea, get up! It has
been four years! You provide no speak-sequences to the meta-
stream. There is  no one. There is  no one that can beat the
beam, it seems. All we do is ping the stuffing out of it. There is
no one that can speak to defend the node? I am shouting like
the loudest person that ever lived? We are furious in Io, huh?
Yes. No one has done anything. It has an Europan flag on it
almost, this torture. Is that why I don't like it in my bones as a
citizen of Io? This is more than a torture that targets a cool
person in Maradha... If you got told to reduce to absurdity the
conflict,  so that  it  would say “it is not  real,  only Europa is
here,”  you  are  heartless  and  stupid.  The  sequence  analyses
aren't there yet. People see what they want to in computers. I
conserve the nervousness forever, that all nation-societies, all
realities, each develop their own truth in suspended hypothesis
of incredible and likely and certain possibility all at the same
time.  This means war is an anthro' we have to solve. This is
the lie that Io can cover it up. We are doing what Maradha did
– as soon as we looked inside the meta-stream, all it read was
“Io is antagonistic with Europa.” We all  already know how



apparently  illegal  it  is  to  have  friends  in  Ganymede.  Yes,
Amalthea get their own comparison to this taboo as well. No,
we do not have spies in our midst. This is pathetic from The Io
Armed Forces, that we would even have to say so.  

Maradha:...  “Is  it  just  Europa  that  I  am  almost  certain  is
really only here?” in the current image-reality is a question I
could ask into the sequence battle. Means to an end coding,
language superseded.

The Io Armed Forces: What are you doing being timid on the
node? You know that Europa have grit on their hands. This is
horrific.  This is the only way that I can talk to you, through
the psy-op tricks.  You click it.  What are you doing letting the
suffering karma run real? 

Maradha: Just tell people to go away, if I am sequence-hog-
tied? I am not telling you how everything here is a lie because
it makes sense to use means-to-an-end speech... regardless, I
cannot lie. 

The Io Armed Forces: Pizar,  in all  his  lack of  genius  has
made your torture operation into a psy-op. Research things?
Yes, this is a psy-op to attack everything to do with your life.
It is Callisto, too. You can't look in the person's head and be
non-complicit, with that much involvement? Everything is a
lie at this point for us, and we feel let down by the systems.
Everything is more rickety than you think when full force is
involved. Army quote things.. I have no idea what to say to
you. 

Programmer Window Identity Null: I am not The Io Armed
Forces. I could be The Io Armed Forces. The Io Armed Forces
is  here.  The  Io  Armed  Forces  can't  do  speak-sequence
greeting.  Listen  to  them...  “right,  right....  right.”  Europa  is
unopposed in the attack..? Yet, this is an Io psy-op?

Maradha: The above was permitted by many groups because



it appeared to be relatively alien. The Io Armed Forces have
comment?

The Io Armed Forces: We can't be impersonated easily, we
are sure is what was discovered by the guest programmer.

Maradha: Vent time. I am over the torture. The crater is real.
You are idiots.  I  am pointing at  the truth screaming. While
being  tortured.  Again.  It  is  a  key  node.  No  one  is  doing
anything about picking up the node. The idea is the defense of
the node. The moon has low empathy, low I.Q. People in it
everywhere. Dejection op'. Soul finds a way? Done. Who is it
in the coder stream most dominantly... now?

The io armed forces: It is the Io Armed Forces and Maradha
is timid and she is from Io and she will get there. The fat one
is the overnegative. The lowest I.Q. People always sabotage?
What?  This  is  just  Callisto  sequencing  we  piggybacked.
Callisto  intelligence  have  to  be  stopped.  This  is  money,
somehow. The fat one is disgusting. How can they not quit?

Maradha: I will write the epic tome of such disgust that Io
will  be  abandoned  forever,  by other  moons,  by all.  By all
people  in  all  nation-societies...  since  you  refuse  to  disarm
Magento.  This  is  Maradha  at  breaking  point.  This  is  the
empathy of  you.  You don't  deserve to continue to have the
cushy torture-jobs? Quantum wall, what?! You do not deserve
to have anything. You cannot contribute to society ever, if you
are a torturer.  Your help will  always be systems-accidental.
There is no possibility that there is a secret Io power that is
better to let  the crater be smashed into? You like to attack
power,  i  would think?  The terrain of  Io?  This  is  true.  god
prevents  the  crater.  Maradha  took  trinity  in  the  timeline.
Maradha played 3 in the sequence output for the afternoon.
The world is words-sensitive. Why is Magento still allowed to
torture?  I.S.O.  Provide  a  fat  little  torturer  for  the  Capris
Attacks  All  psy-op? The fat  one ruins  all  and the planet  is
mourning it, on a supra-vibrational level? This group used to



be creative, and now they are not. What happened, real I.D. of
torturers? The fat one ruins the chance for the experience to
build  positive,  and  she  is  too stupid? That's  what  we have
experienced,  and  so  have  you.  Why  take  orders  from  the
Europan  Bureau  of  Federal  Security  in  Io?  It's  as  if  Io  IS
Europa. Is it a secret? Are they the same? This is how much
the fatty I.S.O. sells out. Is it ultraconserved? This is pathetic.
Did I.S.O. only marginally agree? Io and Europa are the same.
Validity  of  reality  heuristic.  You  are  not  human  to  be  that
unemotional,  so  it  is  a  video  game  strategy.  OR,  a  more
complicated emotion to lure out the other programmers. The
programmers are not creative.  What happened? The fat  one
ruined  it,  as  you  said?  You  are  genuinely  100  Callisto
Intelligence  agents  sitting  around  and  learning  to  program
from my section of the meta-stream? It becomes 100 Io Armed
Forces employees at the end, when you reveal you were I.S.O.
all  along  and  cover  up  for  Callisto?  How  can  you  be  so
unemotional  to reply so slowly?  It  is  just  the fat  one?  You
should quit, Magento. You are trying to betray a treasure to
another  country.  All  souls  are  treasure.  You can't  “quantum
rough” peoples' sentience. Why do it? Even if Io  is Europa.
Actually, they play such country dom' on each other. It is in
their sequences. Do you ignore it? I am being told Europa took
over Jupiter again.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Europa took over Jupiter a
long time ago. Thebe confirmed, other people confirmed. We
will stop them one day when we can. That is the story of life
that  we  will  finally  stop  them,  in  a  peaceful  way?
Exaggerations. The worlds have axial tilts. That is all we will
say. 

The Armed Forces of Thebe: This is true that they will be
punished  eventually  for  taking over  the  systems  of  Jupiter,
where  they  have  overextended,  that  is.  There  is  enough
military,  economic  and  social  power  to  win  easily  soon  or
now? These are the harsh statements to appraise a bitter feud
of economic rivalries? We made direct statements to beat the



interlays of imagery. Yes, the world isn't perfect yet. 

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Io is not here, it were as
if?

Europa Research Black Ops: We are the only group that has
been here since the beginning and there is no Io is exactly how
it seems. There is a truth to tell that they are so comfortable
with moon karma such that  it  is  as if  the above were true.
What do I mean by that? We are having a go at Io, and they
just  wear  it?  All  of  the  “dreams  Maradha  is  having  for  a
reason” deserve conscious attention, by the way, because they
are conscious thoughts, not dreams. This is how to properly
read the meta-stream. We cannot believe Io let us look out of
her door like that. Is it because we are too big and you have to
say yes? Maradha is being tortured because she refuses to sell
out  and  sycophant?  People  are  trying  to  build  “I  got  you”
sequences. They will not succeed. To speak the meta-stream's
lingo, we are probably a reverse co-opt by a different country
to program in and we have no problems telling you that “every
one has the computer” is a lie. This is an elite conference. This
makes sense in context, and many heads in sentient interpath
were muted halfway through this sentence. Maradha, there is
no help for you tonight. There should be. There isn't. It is just
idiots who occupy Region Ita Base Europa acting up with their
personal clicks. That is what it feels like. 

Ajuriph: I  might be an I.S.O. psy-op director  who thought
you should understand I am right here in the I.S.O.. This could
be a trick. I've beat the meta-stream. Yes, I have connections
to the I.S.O.. Yes, my advice is to try and make amends with
these  organisations,  Maradha.  Thank  you  for  giving  me
programmer airtime.

Maradha: I  have no amends to  make other  than the  more
obvious  intonations  that  I  am  on  the  back  foot  from  the
perspective  of  the  captors  anyway,  and  what  genialities  are
appropriate in a torture? The I.S.O. are sick, and know it. It's



kinder that I told the truth.

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: The twice prior speaker
speaks quickly enough and wins.

Ajuriph: Programming streams differ and I present for effect.
Maybe supportively program for me if I can create a leverage
in the sequences. That is how I got here. Same thing anyway
though, if you yourself are oversequenced. Io does not seem
here. 

Europa Research Black Ops: People lie to you all the time
and the lie-packets tip you off. If you go by all of them then
you  will  eventually  be  able  to  win  more,  perhaps?

Maradha: You all know that you are allowing a crater to hit
Titania, it feels like - it also feels like it contains exponential
amounts  of  cherries  that  complicate  each  other,  like  they
multiply together. Yes, cherry delights, like savoury sadisms.
Do not allow this to become precedent, that you let mites into
the dreambeam. If you are Callisto, just use caution that the
pluri-code  contains  impostors.  It  doesn't  probably,  though,
upon reflection. How do you even care to hurt people anyway?
This is wrong and illegal and people need to protest hyper-
torture. Io has a relationship to objection to torture that I could
summarise  after  dealing  with  the  I.S.O..  Representatives
wanted. It should not have been hard that someone arrived. No
one has arrived. What does that mean? Is it Europa Research
Black Ops who turn up here with a more honest statement to
make in  diplomacy?  My answer  before  a  Judge is  Callisto
Intelligence set this up politically, somehow. Did Primeadalus
get forced to make a statement and write this and program it to
me on a timeline in assonance with Megalvius Sepup's desired
psy-op output from this particular torture? Because everyone
always tries to “hobnob the person in the military they know”
when  they  are  being  tortured?  -  and  the  army  makes  a
statement that that very person has to make an example and
torture  them themselves?  Are  there  other  timeline  elements



where I was supposed to be offered up to the militaries of the
moons? Can the fat one - if they exist, which is how I feel
right now - let my sequences be my own please? I am smarter
than  this  person  by  a  significant  amount,  I  think.  My
sequences  are  mine  where  synchronicitous  anyway;  this  is
actually a soul science that makes sense in assonance with the
god-particle  understanding.  Just  unmute  my  words?!
Apparently this is what she is doing. Magento is slime. This is
a pathetic display from Io. If you get “caught out”, then you
end  up  saying  something  of  service  to  a  person  who  got
“caught out”? Io have this comment laid in, and it makes no
sense. The country node was fierce, and it is as if Io does not
care. There is no doubt that I can have that Io has an apathy
towards  human  beings.  Primeadalus  is  apparently  click-
prompting this paragraph to help write it? This is pathetic and
he  knows  it.  Callisto,  confirmed!  This  is  how  this  is
happening. The fat one works for the older ones only? This is
a sad process for Io. I am a super-winner, what is going on? Be
honest, that I have not had things like this said for me? The fat
one is ingloriously trying to take as much dignity as she can.
This is  a bad idea.  You help the crater get  bigger.  Maradha
dismay, Maradha dismay. Everyone has been haymakered, is
the opposite possibility, and no one ever talks about it, because
they  are  micro-wiped  and  the  meta-stream  reveals  an
incredible amount of sociological tampering? The crater is too
evil, either way. In fact, there is no one in Io who has been
through this. I am so certain. I am being lied to. Io has nothing
to share on its positive trajectories here?

The Io Armed Forces: This is the end of your holiday in Io
for thinking that you can be able to create the... we can't do it
to her? (Self-reflection). There is nothing to do...? This is close
enough the  truth.  We would  play moon karma.  We can  do
anything and it is worth doing – this is the daily life for us. We
do not understand how much we are worth compared to the fat
one. 

Maradha: You are  smart  and  better  than the  fat  one.  Why



don't you just say things?

The Io  Armed  Forces: The  little  classifier  does  not  much
more than the average I.S.O. agent who is designed to hurt
everyone, and everyone decided “Maradha won”... plus it is a
travesty  to  I.S.O.  ultimately.  There,  we  said  it.  Just  get
Primeadalus to write. He wanted to put you half to sleep and
try to attack you for saying that music was evil and a military
psy-op... since you attribute music in your timeline to the idea
of something evil, by vibration, whatever it was... music that
seemed to  encourage  the  idea  of  “don't  be  of  rectitude”  or
something  along  these  lines...?  This  becomes  difficult  to
believe that Maradha listening to music that is not anti-probity
in insinuation of message or whichever is a scalp-point for Io
Armed Forces.  It  is not the prediction of people that  the Io
Armed Forces would want Maradha to run up and down her
block in defeated colour schemes. This is the timelining of the
Io  Armed  Forces  to  make  Maradha  familiar  with  the  way
Primeadalus  knows  the  evil  story  of  eras...  and  to  force-
sequence  Maradha to  regard  whomever  as  part  of  the  anti-
morals group (that people use the Yastro assonances for). We
have made some bold claims here. 

Maradha: You  can  read  it  right  in  the  most  pronounced
sequence of the computers as I write this. So, the counter to
what is being asserted in the meta-stream is that the Council of
Elders of Io packet is too obvious a tip-off (and yet it sounds
too depressing to imagine that there is a cool council of smart
people like the C.O.E. people that Maradha knew (One, for
example, Giorg Cartier) who are somehow revealing of evil?)
Giorg Cartier was a very transparent and normal author that
could easily advertise against anti-moral sentiment? Is he too
Ganymede-leaning, and Callisto go the way of Io,  hmm? Is
this Callisto that have a problem with me for this affiliation? I
can't imagine a friend, after all, joining the Io Armed Forces,
thinking that I am certain that he is in a group of people that
make  evil  deeds  somehow,  and  abnegating  my  affiliations
under whatever torture pressure? I also can't imagine that he



would  care,  either,  even  if  he  was  near  to  such  a  group?
(Surely Primeadalus would regard it as the sense of the thing
that is evil and that they are not interested in being part of?). It
is Io,  after all? Amazing, magical Io? In all reality I cannot
imagine  anyone being that  upset  about  a  private  passionate
feeling I have against the idea of non-moral groups, if I had
one that is best described this way? It might be the sense of
disgust that I have? Morality is so wonderful, and obvious? On
the other hand, I can imagine Callisto being offended by anti-
Callistonian slurs.  This  is  the  Callisto  I  know. I  feel  that  I
probably offended Callisto in an interconnected era by saying
something anti-Callistonian by template possibility, rather than
actually, for them to embed the straw man I have coded about
in  previous  sessions.  Would  any suspicion  be  connected  to
something anyway? Ie, it turns out the meta-stream is cutting-
edge available in  Callisto,  and it  is  not  just  Callisto  in this
position. I can believe it  is Callisto that are torturing me. If
people were upset that I was into principled music or if they
hated the idea that anti-moral music was hated by me, then,
this  is  still  surprising  to  me.  I  cannot  “sequence  rehearse”
anyone I  know being offended in my  nCr of  persons  that  I
know. In all of arenas. This isn't what I can think consciously.
Yes, however, mind's eye data reveals it. People are strange.
And still,  everything has  a  vibrational  component.  There  is
something that is connected to the good music? And whatever
is  anti-moral,  it  is  an energy?  What  should I  do other  than
avoid these things?! Is it the Callisto group who are torturing
me on behalf of certain unusual stakeholders? Is it true that I
am being tortured by people because they are so offended that
I am disgusted by anti-moral things? How different can I be?
The dreambeam presents a room of people over and over who
are all “Io negative people” in the meta-stream who are coding
in under the guise of the operation. Are there those who all
along wanted to torture me for  having rightness?  For being
disgusted by anti-moral things? This is what I say to you now,
because I think the technology divides people into two camps.
One, a group of persons who believe that it is right to stay on
the highway to “ultimate science,” and two, a group who aren't



interested  in  the  power  relocations  of  such  an  unusual
technology – the meta-stream – and instead fall back on bad
habits  of  personal  attacks  –  like  monkeys  using  food  as
weapons. Surely everyone is disgusted? What am I missing? I
believe  it  is  racism-based  torture  from Callisto  and  Io  still
doesn't know in various circles? This is closer? This story is
not as good as the others, perhaps? Do the torturers ever show
their faces? Why is the G.S.F. letting Callisto Intelligence do
this if it is Callisto Intelligence? They have enough power to
help? How can you torture someone, anyway? Your character
is not consistent,  it  is  like a lifted-out character as with the
other  ones.  Plagiarisms.  It  has  been  4  years.  Is  it  Callisto
Intelligence  Ex-winner  that  I  talk  to? The  sequence
progression demanded a  karmic spike  of  conversation from
someone who is genuinely Callistonian. 

CALLISTO INTELLIGENCE EX-WINNER: This  might
be closer to the truth that you believe. You are losing if Io is
here...  but  there  is  at  least  no  more  than  a  few  people  in
Callisto Intelligence who are probably “taking their cause to
the grave” for the best chance to make certain that the “anti-
Callistonian of all anti-Callistonians” pays for the slur of all
time – your sequences, not your actions, and a set-up like you
say – it just comes down to money, by the way, and you are
saying the same things everyone else is saying, ie, the way you
perceived yourself as a tactical anti-Callistonian to court and
pounce  on  since  they've  been  doing  it  for  years  (torture
arrangements)  and  it  has  more  to  do  with  research  and
refusing to grow up and stand up to Europa's bad personality
politics... It is petty if Io is attacking you on behalf of every
thing you avoided in a clever vibration which excluded non-
moral  things? This is more the work of Callisto you would
believe? We are a smart group.  The motives of Io are a bit
much to believe. The Yoh' Filary timeline is a bit ridiculous.
“Olthazar  demands  a  clean  break.”  It  couldn't  be  funnier
because people think the neurosis of the person who wants to
have a go at “maradha, the anti-callistonian on sequences” is
beyond a joke, since they are that volatile. What? You have to



hear  them talk about  it.  Io  can't  be  motivated  to  hate  you,
surely,  I  don't  think,  unless  they are  really religiously anti-
moralist. No irony! But even then, that is zealous? This is true.

Io  Armed  Forces: We  are  potentially  using  Callisto
Intelligence ex-winner's character to vent from Io from now
on, since the karmic spike is  so useful.  What a  third hand,
huh? You cannot understand the zealousness of anti-morality.
It is important. Usually the mindset doesn't make you want to
attack  the  other  who isn't  similar  thinking?  No.  Obviously.
Also, it would probably make no difference if the person is
moral or not, if you were  actually bigoted? This is the way
that  moral  people  perceive  their  opponents,  since  they  are
certain of their own stance? Bigoted? How ironic. Still, even if
anti-morality  is  hallowed  by  militaries  secretly  for  its
relationship to marksmanship and so forth (and, yes, is defined
by opposition to morality) then it should regardless actually be
a different process  to whether  you are advocating the thing
with hatred towards others. For example, you write the anti-
moral  text  from interactions  with  morality,  but  the  zealous
attack on another occurs in bigotry where you think “yours is
right.”  The  energy  is  then  present  at  the  beginning  of  the
crusade? This is what I imagine sometimes for anti-moralists,
since people “find a way” to do this anyway for any school of
thought.  And,  who does  anti-morality try to  convert?  What
does anti-morality do? This would be an unhappy religion, I
imagine.  It does not become, huh, obvious that moral people
are the targets of idiots?! Anti-morality seems foolish! But we
explained a little  bit  for  you.  The Armed Forces  loathe the
conscientious objector. Morals are just orders from someone
else. But, we perceive, that the anti-moral group are idiots and
unhappy,  and  target  anyone.  Hmm...  there  is  a  sense  of
incomplete happiness, at least? 

Maradha: You are being wry and hated me for being moral?
This  is  difficult  to  believe.  Most  people  like  me.  I  can't
imagine anyone having this  problem. Phil'mil  times.  People
who are not moral, are unhappy. This is what certain ethics-



driven people might say to you? Yes. It  becomes difficult to
believe  that  Callisto  is  not  the  culprit.  Yes,  that  is  because
there is an anti-morality group there. Is Io dwarfed, and this is
a joke? Quick words: We know Callisto have great power with
Europa. Is it “space-race” and Europa gave the technology to
Callisto? Is Callisto Intelligence having a go, and the rest is
Ganymede  and  Thebe  and  Europa-positive  checking  in?
Europa is factional  anyway.  Everywhere is.  Please check in
more, I am being attacked a lot even more recently.

Europan Bureau of Federal Security: The insinuations that
everyone is immoral is evil. This is a lie. Everyone is moral
ultimately.  It  becomes  a  legal  matter,  ultimately,  for
enthusiasts of different schools of thought since the sequences
of the torturer-programmers  are  highly relaxed? It  does  not
matter  if  you  are a  proponent of  anti-morality,  and wish to
torture... it is torture and it is against the law? That is more the
point. One cannot imagine that this is anything more than a
struggle between two groups. Io Armed Forces are stating to
us that they are essentially an anti-morality army, which does
not seem true if there are 25,000 people in it? This is a huge
number, like a university-city... and then a poll that says that
all of the students are anti-morality?  There should be many
schools of thought..? Perhaps the Io Armed Forces is an open-
minded  army?  There  is  a  culturally  intelligent  design
embedded in the coat of arms of Io's military coat; perhaps it
is a moral army as well? The above comment is allegedly a
timeline by The Io Armed Forces-positive in the 2170's who
have  been  disturbed  by anti-morality  themed  behaviour  for
years and who are in mourning about Maradha being tortured
for four years straight in Titania without enough programming
to completely subvert it, or even a person to explain that there
are human beings in Titania who do know what is going on –
no one has spoken in real life and it remains even an “E.B.F.S.
auto-complete computer” after 4 years that is the monkey on
the person's back, so to speak. However, there is no cover-up
possible since it seems too dramatic to be a lie that (some of)
the characters  (if  not  a slew of  them) are connected to the



torture. There  should  be  enough  competitive  sense  to  the
generation,  as  well  (people  thought)  to  assure  those  of
Maradha's age and younger that the anti-morality religion of
the moon is at least in a kind of expiry if it is toxic, as what
people might predict it could be?  Attacks on morality, or anti-
morality ideas  seem disgusting?  If  there is  an anti-morality
group, it must use the label without fulfilling its meaning since
it is hard to do, perhaps? This is the story of labels for groups
that are inherently negative? Who can believe they are truly
negative,  is  the point?!  Is  the The Io  Armed Forces  person
truly telling me they belong to such an absurd group?

The Io Armed Forces: It is true. I cannot explain to you how
you reframe everything I sequence to you by way of the meta-
stream because you do not understand it... and I am somehow
culturally... well... there is nothing in the year that I am born
mentioned. Some of us are the same age, obviously,  yes.  It
should be obvious that I am a good person overall. I mean to
arrange  an  anti-morality  themed  programmer  night.  I  can't
connect for you that it is the thing that people our age say but
cannot apply, if they are in the vicinity of anti-morality. I am
making two communications at  once.  Only one  meaning is
true. I wrote this earlier. I am trying to sell anti-morality as
more adapative? What?! Means-to-an-end language to beat the
oversequences.  I  agree  that  it  isn't  (Anti-morality,  more
adaptive)...  I  am not in the mood to try and lie and be the
worst person that has ever lived. I am being game theory. Can
you tell the difference? When I lie or do not? You can have
opinions? Yes. I can, because I have a computer. I believe that
the computer is probably wrong about things, occasionally? I
would be lying if I said that it was a truth machine. Another
person  can  be  hooked  up  to  a  lie  detector.  Lying  is
complicated. If you are asked to say “what do I believe in,”
and then you tell someone something... then it becomes a lie.
This is  because your philosophy is incomplete.  That  means
that  everything is a lie eventually.  This is  true.  There is  an
alternative view that everything becomes true eventually when
we theologically complete all of understanding. The point is



that the sequence is a lie until the person has to sign off on the
idea. Lying is saying “I am finished thinking.” This is your
definition,  perhaps?  It  is  complicated.  Lying  is  when  you
know that something else is untrue and say it is true. This is a
difficult thing because you have signed off on something, to
say that it is true. This is an opinion. I can give an example.
You believe in god. This is what you say. Is it a lie? It is what
you  believe.  The  whole  thing  is  dependent  on  what  is
happening  at  the  time  you  ask.  What  other  beliefs  do  you
employ?  You absorb many beliefs  and then sign off  on the
idea. There is a quantum peak experience where you say, “Yes,
this is what I will say that I believe.” You make a relationship
connection to the sense of god and what is defined by it. The
feeling is good, and then you can say that you believe in god,
and it is conceptually true. You currently have that belief. You
haven't lied. This is a bad example. The whole thing is 100
beliefs that  ask “In what circumstances.” If  you check your
beliefs every time, the beliefs have integrity. This is how you
are viewed by I.S.O.. You are a highly honest person. That is
the highest category. You do it in your head, the checking of
the  belief  against  others.  This  is  accelerated  by  a  happy
reminder  from  The  Io  Armed  Forces  that  we  are  not  as
surrounded as you think. I do believe that the negative world
has so much stupid scenery to offer. There is more evil in this
world. I do feel disgusted. I do connect it to the era that people
who  are  younger  are  shocked  by  it.  I  feel  generationally
counter-cultural  to  be  anti-morality,  definitely.   I  could  be
horrible and say I am totally lying, and that I reject moralism
and do not think that it is cool at all, and I have the time of my
life doing negative things? The collective feeling that I have
towards evil as a thing to avoid in life is something I manage
around  anti-morality.  I  am  lying  a  little  bit.  This  is  self-
deprecating for me. A short statement that told the truth would
be really constructive? 

Callisto Intelligence Ex-Winner: This is a character created
by Callisto to attack you for the anti-Callistonian drum-up of
all time, you can be certain? No, T.I.A.F. are here.  It  is the



stupidest thing of the... 

The Io Armed Forces: There are two of us. It is not not the
sense that the subjectivity to the era is the feeling of wanting
more? You are saying it is stupid, but we are torturing you for
people  who  are  its  proponents?  No.  We  are  hamstrung.
Preferentially, “no. Military. Torture.” Why allow Callisto the
chance to attack Io? Or program a strange anti-moral theme
that involves politicians and agents from Io? They wanted it?
Who wanted it?! They did. And, they did on a sequence level
when you  extrapolate  the dreambeam into another  timeline
(dream,  set  of  conditions)  for  ego  workarounds.  This  is  of
course without asking them, since impersonated persons are
probably just sitting there going “What the, torture her on our
behalf?!”

Maradha: They asked for it by sequences and I checked and
it was not the thing they wanted.  Ha ha never,  because they
really wanted it in a weird way?! Could they have? It is four
years of torture?!

The  io  armed  forces: They  hate  you.  This  is  difficult  to
believe? They own the “assault  grid.”  This sounds entirely
negative. This is your favoured trope for this. 

Maradha: I can't imagine the owners of an assault grid hating
me for  being moral?  What  does  this  have  to  do  with  anti-
morality? Assault is evil to a sense of morality, but it doesn't
imply anti-morality? An assault grid is different to a torture
beam, as well? Why would this group want to torture me? 

The io armed forces: Who knows?

Maradha: This is why I am asking, because it seems made
up? An assault grid is disgusting, but not the same as an anti-
moral philosophy,  perhaps?

The io armed forces: It is true that there is an overlap. One



circle can be a lot bigger than the other. 

Maradha: You mean to explain to me how anyone could want
me to be tortured anyway, actually. You will not do this?

The Io Armed Forces: I know that you are trying to reverse
hate-test  evil  'isms.  This  is  your  amusement  that  others  do
enjoy. 

Maradha: Circle-line heuristic.

The Io Armed Forces: Can you prove it?

Maradha: I am not allowed to, I have already done too much
thinking? Circle-line heuristic.  Alarm bells? An ideology for
transparency  such  that  it  advocates  open  thinking  in  a
philosophy  that  appears  to  contrast  against  the  anti-moral
school of thought that exists, wherever it does, perhaps? One
gains distance with truth, vibration. 

The Io Armed Forces: There are numerous examples and all
of the replies are “robots” heuristic. 

Maradha: How  hurtful?  Are  you  sure  they  are  the  smart
alec's?

The Io Armed Forces: That is where I do not not draw the
line. Is it ultraconserved and io doesn't want anyone near  by
Jovia to it? Am I cleverly engaging a dodecatuple way co-opt
designed  to  rescue  Maradha  on  a  5  year  timeline  already
engaged which somersaults into her freedom and a more moral
Io?  It  is  the  case  that  I  might  be.  I  could  be  lying?  My
heuristics reveal intelligence? Hint hint? 

Maradha: This is how it occurs that people seem intelligent
and do not escape anti-morality or evil faster? Perhaps think of
the border, and stop programming others against the heuristics
that are the person's usual ones?



The Io Armed Forces: Anti-morality is an international psy-
op  to  de-grid  continental  feeling  is  your  suspicion,  for  a
moment, perhaps? You do not commit to this idea, but it is a
passing  nCr?  It  could  be  the  truth?  Anti-passion  ideologies
would probably challenge borders? This predicates on all of
passion coming from god, and a belief in an omnipresent or
binding morality. There's still a moral design embedded in the
coat. You are really bright and I want to meet you and stop the
torture. You could become sentimental, or you could continue
to analyse.  Which do you do?  The current  idea is  that  you
“cannot  lose  face  by  default,  ever,”  since  all  of  emotion
contains meaning. And that everything is summative neurons,
and that  god is  the power that  is  the leading person in the
interaction, and then you are asking if you can lead god. This
has  to be in  the thought  otherwise it  doesn't  count.  Devout
argument  counter  is  that  the  neurons  don't  represent  it  fast
enough.  Counter  to  this  is  that  they will  at  some point,  by
default? Almost like a picture that paints certainly over time?
Inevitable god hypothesis for grief being not a loss of status
seems good? There are endless counters to these statements
but you regard this as bluff. This is because one isn't provided.
It also seems difficult to rebut, ever, at first sight? This is the
delight of moralists, to complete the spike, after the ever-so-
delectable volley of wonderful logic! 



Chapter 15 -  All Punishments
Abound For Hacking The

Meta-Stream 
The Europan Armed Forces:  I  am a representative of  the
T.E.A.F.. I am not from I.S.O. I have an I.S.O. lanyard. Yes,
that's  right.  I  am in Europa.  Whatever the use,  I  can create
country power statements to Io if I intimidate Maradha with
this topic. This is not really the country-powering process that
makes sense, though? Maradha started philmil'. Europa don't
assent  to  torture-swaps.  It  makes  the  country  seem  like  a
savage country? Who can assent to those collaborations?

The Io Armed Forces: The counter is that there is a super-
computer  and  that  people  have  every  scenario  of  how  the
aggression backfires because a more intelligent strategy is one
that operates within the story of agreement? This is lies. No
such computer exists. The meta-stream isn't analysed like this
yet, and can't be. Every circumstance is different. All would
conserve to being better-acting on a longer timeline. “As long
as everyone does it together”? This is true. 

Maradha: Ok, so we are all here. How about it? Good work,
meta-sequence confirmed! If all don't do it, does the thing fall
by  the  wayside?  Torture,  that  is?  Do  deeds  punish?
Exponential border heuristic.  One legal  purchase of a book,
for $5.00, by Maradha and an idiot from Europa. Everything is
exponential.  People will  go and talk about  it.  Transparency
versus strategy is the obsession of the discussion. 

The Io Armed Forces: This is not the computer that the Io
military prefer to own. 

The Armed Forces of Thebe: We agree that the discussion
continues  as  to  how  torture  and  assault  are  wrong.  These



moral discussions are empowering to the positive team. There
is  always  a  positive  team.  We  are  happy  to  speak  the
assonance.  

The  Io  Armed  Forces: This  is  getting  more  real  for  you
today. I agree that when you are socialising in a vacuum of
feedback  because  it  is  a  psy-op  that  you  ultraconserve
absolutes by possibility of what is the most advantageous way
to treat others, or to interact with society, by rule. This is how
game theory conversations even occur, perhaps? Let's take a
break.  Let  the  “fat  one”  rot  in  bankruptcy.  This  is  the  bad
person  of  your  life.  It  is  worth  the  win.  Los-Sol.  Definite
article and sun. Lso. Ltso. Slo. Stlo. Stylo. Does it go to Sol?
French pen and sun? Many opposite characteristics. The sun
destroys  the  French  pen.  Good  writers  make  others  read.
Ultraconserved  possibility.  In  the  meta-stream  right  now,
Maradha wins. You have to grid the Ionian philosophy-writer
to culture, to counter evil? We will do it with language karma
to begin with? A break is taken.

Maradha: Three is stronger than four. Three is closer to a fist.
In all honesty, the moon prefers that the losers don't win. This
is the fallacy that three is not as many as four, so four wins.  It
could  be  contextual.  If  the  child  fights  the  parent,  and  the
parent  is  taller,  the  person  becomes  more  acclimated  to
aggression earlier? What?! If the child fights a sibling, and the
sibling is smaller, the child has less competition earlier? This
is  pop  psychology?  Yes.  Regardless,  it  is  like  improving
against  a weaker opponent.  If  there are two opponents,  and
two are taller,  the person competes  harder  again.  More and
more  logic  user-choice  fallacy  if  denied  this  possibility.  If
there  are  three  opponents,  and  one  is  smaller,  but  two  are
taller, the person becomes as strong as the matches they play.
The matches over time are like this: A plays B, C plays D. A
plays C, B plays D. A plays D, B plays C. This is the constant
competition model if all interactions are one-on-one. AB are
taller, C is smaller and D is smaller. C is protagonist. C plays
smaller  1/3rd of  the  time,  bigger  2/3rd of  the  time.  In  a



competition  against  two people,  AB,  and  the  protagonist  C
competing, the games look like this: AB, C. AC, B. One is left
out often. The protagonist never plays smaller, and plays taller
50% of the time. There are only two rounds that occur in the
season with the 3 group. 2 seasons mean that each group size
competes the same amount of time. In 2 seasons time, the 3
group is like this: A plays B, C. A plays  C, B. A plays B, C. A
plays  C, B. A plays B, C. A plays  C, B. In the four group,
which is the count for 2 seasons: A plays B, C plays D. A plays
C, B plays D. A plays D, B plays C. A plays B, C plays D. A
plays  C,  B  plays  D.  A plays  D,  B  plays  C.  There  are  12
interactions each time. Maradha wins. Maradha is liked more.
You  are  retarded.  We will  prosecute  all  of  you.  Torture  is
illegal. Some of you have to submit to the greatest powers of
Justice for god to exist. A plays B, C. A plays C, B. A plays B,
C. A plays C, B. A plays B, C. A plays  C, B. Everyone likes
Maradha better. What is the reply? The I.Q. of the group is
that they need visual demonstrations. Like little chits to stack
up with little faces on them. They have smiling heuristics. This
is  their  contribution  to  the  collaboration.  We  are  held  at
torture-point  by second and third-order  humans?  A break is
taken.

The  Io  Armed  Forces: The  Ion  military  ask  Maradha  to
moralise  to  them and speak  about  ethics  since  that  is  their
project on a timeline – their counter-project to the I.S.O. hate-
op'. The I.S.O. remind Maradha that including their name in
the  document  is  a  backfire  assonance.  It  is  reminded  of
programmers that “the fat one” is not bright enough to supply
heuristics to the pluri-program and fulfills an assault timeline
by doing this. The current assonance is that no one goes to war
and that it is a peace arrangement since decades. This is not
true. The wars of the Solar System are not theatrical tricks that
are  psy-ops.  Maradha  has  been  tortured  for  4  years  in  her
house, and there is war karma and torture karma. This is not a
“storm  in  a  tea-cup”?  This  is  true.  This  is  an  important
foundation  to  lay  that  Io  has  been  programmed,  yes,  the
premise that there are wars in any way. How can we prove it



with a quick heuristic? People expect the war mobilisations to
cease  if  there  are  no  wars.  Carrying  weapons  into  another
moon  is  a  highly  serious  undertaking.  Perhaps  it  makes
“object  entanglement  day”  an  economic  disempowerment?
What  is  the  proof  of  winning in  a  war?  There  is  an  alpha
heuristic for the fact that the person who attacks you is the
beta.  If  you  place  your  military  in  another  society,  is  it  a
military occupation? This is true by language. What culture do
you influence, or did you influence prior to the occupation?
Are you “Returning”, and it is an insult? It seems like a lie that
there is no war. What is the image of a moon without war?
This would be a planet that has cities and countries that are not
tortured and  assaulted?  Moons,  bases,  freedom,  peace.  This
even sounds true to write. Which moon-countries and beyond
assault  and  torture  their  own citizens anyway?  This  sounds
true  to  write  as  well!?  I  am  told  to  make  it  more  moral-
sounding. Let us consult The Bible.  Let's take a starting quote
from The Bible. It is the New International Version. This book
is  old.  “In  the beginning,  god created  the Heavens and  the
Earth.  (Genesis  1:1).”  The  beginning  of  the  universe  was
without border. What creates a universe without border, to a
lesser  form of  matter  from one  where  there  was  a  border?
What happened? Did god do this? Did god reach down from
Heaven? Heaven is mentioned in the first line. Is it possible
that  god  is  powerful  enough  to  have  his  own  geography
outside of Heaven, and also the Physical universe? god creates
from a border that is collapsed. Did god go to the border? How
is  god  not  the  sense  of  something  that  transforms,  and  is
foreign? Are we linguistically limited in our understanding of
god? god wrecks the border, it is as if he wanted to destroy
another  thing,  or  another  border.  god  created  the  universe
reluctantly? Is this even the vibe, or feeling, of the first phrase
of the Bible? god still creates the universe with agenda. It is as
if  he  is  at  home  elsewhere.  The  universe  is  almost  not
designed for  god's  brushwork.  The universe is  even  ruined,
theosophically, by god creating it. Is it because he wanted to
create another one, and this one is mangled apart by his fury
and it is as if it was because he wanted another one, that to



bother somehow wrecks the connection between where god is
and the universe is, and even heaven and the Earth are? god
was  disturbed  to  create  the  universe,  but  it  was  still  his
agenda? He is satisfied to have done so? It was hard for god to
create the universe, even? This is true, it would seem. But god
resolves the idea of difficult enterprise as he is so powerful.
This is because he has primacy to all matter, however, except
the border between he and all of creativity that should occur
next. That creativity has no matter anyway. The border and the
things  connected  to  god  mean  that  he  is  powerful,  by
comparison. god stands in front of possibility without much to
demean him. This is the sense of the first phrase of the Bible,
isn't it? Primeadalus declares into the programming that he has
successfully criticised Maradha for being programmed into a
Code Red Overstream psy-op where people joked she was “as
if  god”,  for  being  an  ethically-minded  person  to  program
through  the  planet's  concerns.  This  is  not  clever  because
Maradha  is  not  a  conscious  conspirator  of  the  Code-red
overstream psy-op and Primeadalus's  jibe was that  Maradha
has blasphemed somehow. Maradha has  been timelined and
tortured and Primeadalus is a petty person. The correct person
for such a joke is the cult  of personality who decided they
were  the  second  coming  of  Christ,  or  who  decided  to
philosophically  justify  to  others  they  were  god  somehow.
Maradha  departs  these  stereotypes  by  what  people  believe
about this person. Primeadalus tries to rebrand that he and his
friend are not “enemies of the church”, which was pulsed into
the pluri-program, and instead that he assaulted Maradha and
tortured her independently of her value system. This is a lie
and  Primeadalus  has  tortured  Maradha  by  identity  into  the
dreambeam over and over again, meaningfully. This was the
example  the  military  forced  him  to  set.  Primeadalus  has
powerfully assaulted Maradha and said that it was “quantum
causal that he had to do it more than once.” It is effective, the
quote above. This person is not the image of the moral one, by
reflex,  and  instead  an  enemy of  the  church,  if  one  had  to
choose.  This  is  regarded  as  the  worst  torture  ever,  and
Primeadalus  apparently  became  the  Overnegative  of  Io



through  the  Io  Armed  Forces  when  he  joined  it.  The
programming  project  is  not  Code-red  overstream.  Other
programmers fight against Code-red overstream on a timeline
anyway,  as  with  life,  and  would  counter  its  programming.
Thus, pluri-program. A break is taken. god destroys something
to create the universe, or is from somewhere else. It is each.
This is like a person that is a wrecker! Genesis is wrecking?
This  is  a  fascinating  insight.  This  is  the  foundation  of
Christianity for some,  or it  is  for  everyone...  for some it  is
proof  of  Ganymede.  Did  people  write  the  Bible  in  fear?
Perhaps  they wanted  to  write,  “And in  the  Beginning,  god
created Heaven and Earth.” They were too intimidated to be
lofty? This almost feels true! So, is there still fear of speaking
about moral things in the way you want to? The word of god
perhaps has even conserved in fearful writing. This means that
it  is  daring  to  talk  about  how god  might  have  created  the
universe, or how the well-known story of morality is narrated
throughout  the  bible.  Let's  go  to  another  quote.  People  are
making a karmic argument for the fact that you have to shame-
map 1 Kings. “When King David was very old, he could not
keep  warm  even  when  they  put  covers  over  him.”  This
sentence is about clothes. The Christian understanding to take
from  this  is  that  we  are  presented  ideas  about  status  that
conform to the way that we should wear bird feathers. Who
has  the  quilt  of  bird feathers?  Maradha is  well-liked  in  Io.
Jesus Christ is renewed in the sense of being The King of the
Callistonians if we imagine him in a robe of down, even if it is
plain and able to be believed in Judea. There is a sense for
this! This is a restoring understanding. It is murder however.
The Star of David is the six-pointed star and murder is  the
sixth commandment. Does a duck down suit David? Is it the
same as how people were frightened to depict god's power in
Genesis? Did people tell the truth about David? Perhaps David
did  not  have  such  clothing?  These  topics  anger  negative
programmers.  The  Ion  military  understand  that  Maradha
wishes to make moral  statements as per  her  Order 67 from
positive programmers,  and in real  time they make a karmic
argument that you can create an Order 66 culture from heights



that bookend the number 66, in each direction. 66, 67, 65, 56,
76.  The number 76 is the missing number from the assonance
build-up. Goads in real time occur about how the person is
timelined for torture. This is unacceptable from Io. This is the
lowest low of Io.  Who is fired?  This is a real question. We
went out on a long branch for you here, Maradha.

Maradha: Io  cannot  be  here.  Is  it  really  Europa  Research
Black Ops? This is the secret of I.S.O.? To be so abusive that
they are difficult  to be believed present? Rather than actual
outsourcing? This does not work.  If  you genuinely causally
destroy a moon somehow, by hammering one of its citizens, it
is almost like a person who trashes their own house so much
you don't believe they live there? The house never recovers by
meta-sequence? It is not a feat. It is almost the new year. I am
still an Ion citizen. This is a farce.  

The Io Armed Forces: We can read ahead in the meta-stream
that every status node that you have in your life is going to be
attacked by Tseam. There's  no reason for  Tseam to do this,
especially since it  is an organisation, rather than a location.
The religious polity “Tseam”, as it  is derived from Callisto,
who  could  say...  We  do  not  care.  Change  of  tact.  Io  are
watching. And yes, we have never gotten away with so much
in our lives before ever. We cannot even believe it. We have an
overshell. The I.S.O. are letting us. We cannot understand why
they reject the idea they are programmed to comply? That is,
complicity is the spirit of agreement and of defence. We are
having another go for you, Maradha. This links an assonance
in the head. To torture this much, it were as if Io claim to have
become god. And, that they have figured out “everything ever”
and that this is “not a new insight” since we have a “library of
all possible inventions and ideas now due to the programming
era.” This does not seem true. The group are torturers. No one
assaults  who  understands  life?  No  one  assaults  to  make  a
person feel less humiliated when they discover that people are
infinitely  intelligent,  now?  Assault  is  evil  and  harder  to
recover from, than brushes with genius? Quantum zero point



torture and humiliation is easily countered by “You all look
stupid”  micro-packets  pinged  earnestly  by  The  Io  Armed
Forces.  Shame-script  for  earnest.  Earnesty  isn't  service.
Quantum zero-point torture via the “we are meta-sequentially
cleaved from birth” argument does not change the above, nor
does the other - the thing about knowing everything - because
the group cannot prove anything. The feeling is not still the
same, because all you have to do is remember the images of
the people. The images can be cleaved away, but the person
still speaks and communicates. Their prosodies are always low
I.Q..  It  is  a  false timeline idea for  smarter  people.  Prosody
always reveals I.Q.. The person speaks in a rhythm depending
on who they are and their pauses connect to their brain and
their beliefs. Their meaning story is in their speech. Meaning
is intelligence. Is it untrue? Is there a neuron summative model
of  planet  &  moon  understanding  that  is  negative  and  also
bright? Sensitivity to reality, and meaning, is I.Q.. Is it a lie? If
you can process something quickly,  isn't  it  a meaning? Isn't
maths a meaning? Is it maths-meaning?

Maradha: Have you muted my head and created an ego pulse
where  I  asborb  these  conversations  myself,  and  the  real
controller-joke  is  “exact  hatred  from someone  of  the  same
thinking, which is what people were talking about earlier?”

The Io Armed Forces: The Ionian Armed Forces deny muting
Maradha's  head.  Regardless,  to  an  extreme,  this  is  what
competition is - when the person is almost the same, and even
more hateful? Segueway; all is meaning.  The Ion military find
it  difficult  to persuade others that  they are in possession of
such a library as earlier mentioned. They agree that everything
creates  meaning.  That  is  why maths is  fun to  do,  and why
people believe that the digits sum together to create a story of
what  the  world  is  doing  on  a  smaller  level,  in  a  nuanced
fluctuation, quickly, once, in relationship to other events. It is
still meaning. These events inform how people speak about the
world. Prosody contains all of this intuitively. People can tell
when  someone  has  a  complicated  meaning  story.  This  is



usually I.Q.. The Ion military did not need to assault Maradha
so that she could know in the quantum moment that there was
an ego patch for not being able to compete with the library of
all knowledge. We still attest it is something which we have
created, and that we now enjoy in own greater intelligences
after visiting so much. Huh? Yes, the lies of Io. The ego patch
would be that “we are bad and have low character.” 

Maradha: What noble torturers?! Instead for ego patches, I
could have remembered your prosodies. The prosodies show
unintelligence  enough  for  me  to  win.  Also,  the  subjective
experience of your other communications. This is the truth that
intelligence  creates  insight-to-ethics.  Or,  generally,  it
moralises. The military act poorly because they want to. This
is  ridiculous that  the Ion  Defence  Force  have become god.
There is certainly a part of the computer you can pulse where
the “feeling that this person is this or that” exists, if you do it
via  the  over-sequences  in  the  meta-stream.  The  clever
language play connected to the word “ohm” occurred earlier
and  the  Ion  Military  state  that  they  have  all  insights  on  a
super-computer that could ever occur again. This nCr fallacy is
becoming  exhausting.  I  am  encouraged  to  understand  that
some militaries might have a job where they are asked to say
these sorts of  things to citizens,  to make them feel  like the
military is powerful. Doing so while torturing a citizen seems
difficult to understand. It is impossible that any military has
this knowledge, ever. It is against god. It is also philosophical
impossibility.  The  Andromeda  heuristic  applies.  The  group
that understands all  inventions but still  acts poorly makes a
“Dejected Utopia” heuristic occur. I am encouraged to return
to moral conversation. “Many have undertaken to draw up an
account of the things that have been fulfilled among us“. Luke
is popular in The Bible because people feel he is an author that
is specific in his thinking. 

The  Armed  Forces  of  Io: “Favour  is  specificity”  is  the
feedback from The Ion Military. The Ion Military agree that
the Dejected  Utopia  heuristic  entreats  favour.  The Dejected



Utopia  acts  poorly only because  they have  to  for  complex
reasons. Ie, they imitate savage groups for complex reasons. A
utopia doesn't exist in an inter-connected moons system with
this  much  pathos.  If  they  are  acting  poorly,  it  is  because
someone asked them to, or made them. They are not a utopia
in this moment. Utopias demand borders. Border is the walling
off of negative. All effects towards citizens comprise chances
for no walls. There are different kinds of walls. All minimising
processes are walls. If the evil culture occurs into the border,
what is the cultural osmosis? The utopia is overrun? Culture is
culture.  What  are  the  sub-units  of  assault?  Other  countries
have still  tricked you,  because they wanted it  to  happen so
much. I made an anti-Callistonian remark. What is the origin
of the thing to be minimised?

Maradha:  So,  Io's  full  knowledge  bank  hasn't  ended  hate
attacks?!  Surely  the  perfect  persuasion  or  programming  of
other  moons  and  moon-countries'  military  strategies  would
occur? Full power via knowledge could be enough to end all
problems?  Each  problem has a  solution,  so,  it  is  just  time,
then? What an epoch. There is a lot of time until Io can prove
that it has a Dejected Utopia? It is then dejected only because
it  influences  others  too  much?  Yes,  the  liminal  plus-ultra
technology era summons a Dejected Utopia. The groups seem
unhappy? The conclusion again which is hard to avoid is that
the groups smoke drugs and Maradha does not and that a lot of
this is inventive programming and that the Ion Military have
power  plays  and  truth  to  tell  and  help  to  offer  and  moral
conversations  to  have  but  that  there  is  a  complicated
programmer  psy-op  that  they  are  engaging  in  their  own
research to try and stand up against negative computer users in
Io.  Whew!  Maradha  is  being  assaulted  by  interlunary
programming groups as well, though... is it just bureaucracy,
and originally because she offended the E.B.F.S.? You mute
the part of the meta-stream where i can check what is real on
knowledge  bases,  so  they  can  seem eery  somehow?  Every
conversation ever extrapolated? Well then, why is torture still
around? E.B.F.S. auto-complete computer confirmed?! What if



you could invent cloning with it? Everything you ever needed
you  would  have,  immediately?  This  is  the  meta-stream's
ambition. This is the future, and the future is here. All ideas
occur,  all  inventions  occur,  in  the  possibility  machine  –
spysweep? How do you know what to look for? All value is
contextual. Pulse to the oversequence for what you value most
in  context  and  then  you  get  the  answer,  and  then  you  can
invent  an  object.  This  is  indeed  a  malleable  technology.  In
every circumstance you could have perfection? You would get
pulsed in the morning to invent cloning, because it suited your
soul path, immediately, and get perfect pulses to know where
to walk? You extrapolated all conversations about physics and
walking, and then, you had the perfect day. This relies upon
intelligent people to extrapolate, since the toolmaker still has
control over the device. But, this technology's effect is absent
in society. People really struggle, and there is no “basement.”
Black Ops do not have this technology either. The meta-stream
is  ambitious.  Dejected  Utopia  heuristic.  The  Omniscience
Computer  is  different to the meta-stream. This would solve
conflicts quicker. This is a possible irony of such a technology.
If they can solve any problem, even if I am really immature
about their ownership of it, then they will have an extrapolated
way  of  forgiving  me  effectively  and  returning  to  perfect
friendship?  This  is  perhaps  how  all  groups  of  superior
technology function. One can insult them? It is as if it is more
honest to insult them, or a faster way of gaining rapport? If-I-
can-read-it-on-a-screen  things.  Their  technology can  always
fix the issue? It is almost a culture-shame problem? A person
should be unashamed in their own culture. If the military have
an Omniscience Computer overshell that they are developing
into the meta-stream (Tseam demands that you be perceived
by others as being disliked by your local military and we will
die  in  Callisto  for  the  chance  at  ruining  the  anti-
Callistonian)... then the person should not have any shame in
being aggressive about how “impossible” it is. The strategy is
apparently - by null identity programming - that no one wants
to try and regard others as less proficient at coping with new
technology,  but  they  do  it  intellectually  as  a  programmer



strategy to beat  the programmer shell  because Maradha has
been kidnapped interlunarly? Of the worst possibilities, is it a
lie, and The Io Armed Forces' still have a par military? And
they are the captors?

The Io Armed Forces: OK, somewhat. We are fighting civil
and you, Maradha, got involved and there are interplanetary
connections as well. We are opening up to you.

Maradha: I was asked to proselytise. In the land of Uz there
lived a man whose name was Job  (Job 1:1). You need to live
in Uz to get a Job. Ha ha. A break is taken. CaUzal. You need
to  take  Zadkiel.  Io  becomes  Uz.  Timeline  win  with  Uriel.
Code it. “Attack All”?!  Eta. Another attack occurred. Capris
Attack All? Mark the terrain with undone acks? Objectified?
Processed. Lotta. Bitta.  How conscious are you? It is a fair
game...? Do not undo atrophy? Freezing reality? Flux instead.
Undo the static reality? Dimensional strategy... How conscious
are you of the thing's frequency?  What is its frequency? The
thing  is  meant  to  be  skeptical,  it  allows  all  participation.
Comments about flux? Everything is flux? At a fundamental
level everything is atrophy, and people try to make sense of
the world of it by preventing it. “Look at this rotting tree, how
can we make it  into a  memorial  for  the wildlife?  We don't
want to lose the tree?” Nature undoes the tree? Nature undoes
everything. What is to be fixed? Nature is an  un-does rival,
even, is an outside-in comment. This is karmic perfects for the
future,  perhaps  (the  above).  What  do  we  do  then?  I.S.O.,
hmm..?

The Io Armed Forces:  There is a discussion underway that
people want to double-up heroically to.  Yes, the meta-stream
is  pretty  cool.  Let's  talk  about  forward-shatter?  How  is  it
justified? Where do you draw the line? Every person has to
keep improving in the society? This is true. What is the society
anyway? You can define it negatively, without agreement, and
you remodel what it should be? This is true? You can perceive
it, if you are in evaluation of the world around you and the



undertakings that are not consents that have spans over longer
periods of time. This is overall what agreement gists are. Can
you create a mob? What is the power of the law over time?
The law is excellent. The law is the force of society's grief to
have a good experience of living. This is what people did and
there was no conspiracy, in the story of eras. Each group sums
to the  agreements  of  the  past,  and they enjoy the  idea that
others have contributed because it allows discussion of more
agreement to take form later, which includes all people, and
that is good for each of them? This becomes an ego node for
people to not reply to in a sparring or even sportsperson-like
way?  The  idea  is  to  compete  and  feel  good.  The  sense  of
agreement is abolished in inhumanities. This is the point. How
does it complexly connect to the story of agreement, to abuse
people? This is the intelligence of Judges. They find it hard,
perhaps, to justify assault and torture, but it is a jurisprudence
pastime to look at what is inside the ethical explanations of
such  actions?  Is  it  satire  because  the  thing is  so  obviously
disgusting?  It  always  is,  is  the  feedback,  and  people  are
encouraged in ridicule since it reminds you what is right and
wrong. This means that Judges want to abolish torture. Will
they have success in the circumstances surrounding Maradha's
hostage-keeping?  Military  torture  in  the  “Don't  Ask,  Don't
Tell”  category is  highly secret  to  the military,  but  the right
thing  must  transpire.  People  make  these  programming
supports  despite  the  language  meta-sequence  liabilities
because the torture is so inhumane. It is too much, and it has
been four years. The world is horrified. This is what we are
telling Maradha. Is it faster to whisper to her that the world is
not-so-moral,  and  sometimes  people  behave  in  this  way?
There is no lack of popularity for this person. The Io Armed
Forces  reject  evil  on  the  timeline  anyway,  and  now.  The
military reasons for the torture become difficult to understand,
since it subjects to strict thinking whether the thing is right or
not.  People  philosophically  concluded,  actually,  that  all  of
torture's archaeology throughout the centuries was personal. If
the person has a  begrudged military interaction, it  becomes
unusual  to  the  individual  the  content  of  the  torture.  It  is



thematically anti-moral, sometimes! This is not typical of The
Io Armed Forces. The Io Armed Forces has a moral itinerary
that  is  accomplished  over  time,  as  a  rule!  This  is  a  good
mutual  timeline  “node”  to  sign  off  on.  The  test  from
programmers  in  real  time,  accompanied  by “Beeeaaaautiful
person to Davulus  Trité” as a voice message into the over-
sequences, is, “If a person could have meta-heuristic research
donated to society by being repeatedly complexly assaulted,
then  aren't  they  anti-Ion,  more  or  less,  to  resist?”  This
becomes a highly insensitively timed question, in the feedback
that is programmed in reply? This is because the person is still
being  tortured.  Perhaps  the  person  reveals  things  about  the
human mind that are almost random to choose from? “What
does a  person do, in their  left  lobe,  when assaulted in  this
particular  way  by  a  fearsome  person?”  This  is  very  off
sounding, perhaps? It becomes an open slather argument for
what you can do to research the brain, for some? How do you
evaluate the research process in relationship to society? This is
a better starting point. If you are in an urgent military conflict,
the utilitarian succeeds but the value of the military is defined
by how it functions within the society... so, what is the effect
of the utility? Do you defend the citizens at the cost of their
rights? This is a continuum? The sentence sounds immoral in
timbre, even. But, is it? It shouldn't be at the cost of rights, but
at the cost of conveniences? The rights ought to be defined so
that they are not breached. This sounds good! Another group
in our military argue that the rights of a person in a specific
military circumstance change powerfully or complexly in the
context of the circumstance. This is a philosophical inquiry. A
break is taken for now.

Maradha: One day you will never get there? Chang. Maradha
won.  Get  going  and  see  you.  Channel  universe  assonance.
Cloning. Assonance with Elara. Error.

Open Coder Opportunity For Other-mil': Please, continue.

The Io Armed Forces: Yes. 



Maradha: This game is a  reminder that  there is  New Year
ahead. Ci. Li. Maradha wins again. 

The Metis  Armed Forces: Interruption.  Spacket.  Spoke it.
Speak it. Old words counter-sequenced? Let him talk to us?!
Spica? E.B.F.S. assonance? E.B.F.S. dissonance.  Uriel node.
God-scramble  node  from  Ganymede  Security  Forces.  A
statement?

Ganymede Security Forces: God fixes everything.

Maradha: How is Primeadalus not the Overnegative? 

Amalthea Armed Forces: Amalthea rejects torture.

Maradha: Assonances  are  accessible.  Tip-off  fallacy.
Interconnected world.  Timeline world.  Maradha wins.  What
will we say? The law by assonance. Let's just think about the
words? Sentience assonance. Stwelve. Ltwelve. Let the weld.
Stuff the e.b.f.s.!  The undoing of all things seeks to become
Zu.  Hobnob.  Nobnob.  Nobhob?  Foreign  assonance  is
Maradha's idea. Fifth dissonance. Angel of Death assonance.
Threat pulse. Systems reminder. The Callistonians H' Emilian
Unckor. Long timeline but also negative program. Miko Troud
heuristic. How is it not E.B.F.S.? Baica. 

Neptune: The negative outcome will not transpire.

The Io Armed Forces:  Primeadalus makes a long-range play
against the negative? No. Primeadalus bows out just the same
as  others.  Yes.  The  above  language  construction  refers  to
reverse co-opt. If  Primeadalus owns it  the most then it  is a
dead body marking assonance, like pieces of flesh littered on
the floor. This is “the.” Assonance of not being yourself, dead,
and then the thing is moralised, because it is so horrific by the
reply party. Violence is sick. There is no “intelligently used in
a violent way” possible. People who are dead and bloodied are
intellectual actuations of sorrow that war is grist and waste.



Again,  war  is  sick.  Reverse  co-opt  assonance  due  to  dog
temperament? Janulia dissonance. Images of or from Janulia
in  the  meta-stream  are  factional.  We  reject  Primeadalus
formally. I.S.O. is co-opting what we are writing. Continuum
heuristic. “All that is good and true is real” assonance makes
better  plays.  How is  Yastro  not  dissimilar  to  the  “fat  one”
(Magento)? The fat  one IS the E.B.F.S. almost on imagery.
Don't write about yourself? Let's shame-map the word “don't”
to a  torturer.  Too ugly in  the nose due to  size of  face and
blockheaded face...  to ever matter in the eyes of all  human
beings who are honest  in their heuristics? Quit the military.
You  are  karmic  slime.  Ultraconserved  evil.  Female
Overnegative of Io. We are saying this to  Magento. Look at
your  face,  you  fat  liar.  You  are  nothing  forever.  You  are
detritis.  Maradha,  we  can  see  her  coding  right  now.  Don't
hijack the keyboard with matches.  L'matches. Lame Atches.
Lame aches. Exercise. Fat people are the problem. Lame aches
are the perception problem where a person regards them as
lame. Reverse co-opt. Idiots love getting assaulted?!  No. Big
nose  right  at  home,  with  bigoted  conversational  streams.
Genuinely  confused  that Maradha  has  feelings?!  Species
dissonance?!  Maradha  is  human.  Respect  means  “not
looking.”  Photon  junkie  jealousy.  Do-it-more  synchronicity
for blacking. White means death. White means Stassup. Black
means  rejection  of  fat.  The  hungry  don't  get  fed.  Slack.
Vibrational circumstance. New idea. Little idiot in frame with
her “clever never, eyes prize fighter.” These are the catchcries
of manipulative and weak programmers. Little script given by
I.S.O.? Hunching and punching, no real cause? Triple-way co-
opt to de-grid evil? You are too fat and ugly and you know you
are  a  liar.  You  are  the  female  Overnegative of  Io.  Photon
junkie assonance. You little fat  idiot. Mils frame, mils frame,
all the hulk and  speak-repeat megaphone call alphabet. Soft
voice for this concept,  huh? Zero impressed people with the
fat cameo. Fat cameo go  homeo. This karmically undoes the
problem.  Mid-life  crisis  cliche-ceiling  heuristic.  140  ceiling
heuristic. Oddva Robbla heuristic activated. We throw a rock
at  Africa,  to  ignite  some  friends?  “Nothing  ever  changes”



heuristic.  Women who hate women ruin everything? Selfish
flat-foot. All the flat feet for fat feet liar, Magento! Type it, do
you? You joined the process of dying with murder? What a
terrifying prospect?  Then you became intellectual  for  a  bit.
Type, type? What a loser. You grid intercausal J.T. Hiero grid?
You have no assonance with this individual. For a mind dom'?
Lies  assonance.  Building  research  assonance.  Incomplete
science assonance.  Keyring  assonance.  Little  bits  of  the
threatening prospect, surveyor of the world? “I can see all the
places that I could die and that  is all I will do in life.” Fat
woman says,  “That's  strange.”  Read-in hubris  for  advanced
confidence?  None to register? Confidence absence.  Loss on
language  karma?  Yes.  Assault  threat  in  real  time  as
“comeback” by fat  idiot. Yes. Confidence person things? No.
A read-in prepared you for this? It did? Your nose disagrees as
you have a giant nose. Fake mortification pulse in real time.
Military  call  in  a  less  annoying  programmer  to  be  more
abusive...  Primeadalus?   Higher  I.Q.  abuser  less  insulting.
“Stop, stop, stop!” Dis-op reverse co-opt language play. Climb
assonance.  Step  assonance.  Feet  beat  the  enemy.  “Dog-
smiling” idiots control the world 50% and meta-heuristically
connect the idea to clean feet, or winning feet? If you can beat
sadists, then you win at life. Ultraconserved. Flag dissonance
where  negative.  Good  at  being  a  clown  none?  Clowns
negative.  Dissonance  with  positive.  Clowns  are  thieves.
Janulia,  the  Universal  Unconscious  mind-weave. Look  at
build,  lamer.  Amusement  quanta  actuated.  Technology  era
skepticism activated. Mathematical matrix heuristic. Language
karma gives  the word to  others.  Playing stats  negative also
positive. Same karmic bracket, due to clowns. Nothing can be
stolen  that  is  of  worth.  Be  heroic?  Fat  lamer  stay  away?
Slamer.  What a horrific disgusting human being. Lard-voice
negative. Consciousness is threatening? R D problems. Max'd
out  soul  path  choice  connected  to  roots  of  evil?  'Ard,  the
undoing  of  threatened  consciousness?  Into  something
functional? Contextual. Timeline play by fat one on “Me'lard.”
Assonance with subjugation and being fat.  Fat  people don't
determine  success  in  this  analogy due  to  having  superiors?



Zero D&C with those of testosterone rather than sin. Timeline
play  rejected  by  pluri-program.  Threatened  consciousness
becomes something undoing. Assonance of word goes to the
individual. Lard is the max for this  idiot? People are fat and
have a fat life and max it out, yes. Fat lamer confirmed. Clard.
Storm of paper, everywhere. Tree. Angel of Death assonance.
Digital  era.  Environmentalism.  Clard.  Cleared?  Clard.
Magento loses.  More intelligently as if in relationship to an
after-paper era.  Fat lard women programming them in out of
disgust for losing. Keyring or hobnob heuristic. The weapon is
removed. Threat, moving back.  Dissonance with testosterone.
Shrug. Do not worry. They perceive same reality. The woman
who is Magento is hated. Self-esteem still in existence. Lard,
karmic ankle. Llard. Pollard. People have sung “Caribou” on
assault holidays to Io. P defeats Lard. She isn't  at  'llard yet.
Michael assonance. Coat assonance. All that is good and true,
is  real.  Weird  play.  Undone  the  next  karmic  circumstance?
Beat another negatively to join? Intelligent assault to join? Not
in  a  million  years.  Antlers.  We  have  all  the  Pollard.  Po'
assonance. Lateral thinking on controlled Lard expression. Io
is  fine.  Get  up and get  rid  of  her?  Mallard?  Ducks.  Fauna.
Animals. Animals undo the idiot? Ultraconserved? Fat one is a
controller joke. What is message from controller joke world,
hmm?

Karmic  Identity  Null,   Open  Programmer Opportunity:
The fat  one  is  done.  You have  to  continue  moral  example,
Maradha.

The Io Armed Forces :  We regard the transmission as true.
The person is not a controlled person and it is soul path where
positive and it is real time. This answer suffuses ego. The ego
demands things spread into it. The ego is eat. Eating is self-
deprecation. 

Karmic  Identity  Null,  Open  Programmer  Opportunity:
This never works because we are trying to map sequences.
The fat cement-bag is evil and ruins  everyone's feeling. This



document doesn't fail. Now that you know what we are trying
to do, you are hopefully able to take part in a positive project
that  everyone  knows  about  anyway.  The  fat  one  is  too
disturbing to even tolerate.  Who does she think she is? We
need a Mallard. 

Maradha:  This  is  not  theatrical.  The  mallard  solves  the
problem of  anas. Genus-Gen. The duck defeats the negative
era. Instead of foreign undoing of service, it is natural entropy.
This is the idea that the fat one is  an idiot. This is a positive
idea for  generation. This has already happened in culture by
conspiracy  in  a  similar  but  not  exact  way?  The  fat  one  is
usurped by the duck. People are racist. Language karma win.
Look at the duck. This is an important win, if you read it, and
genuinely go by vibe.



Chapter 16 - Definitions of
Torture Contrast Thebian

Heroism?

The Io Armed Forces:  The next word to visit  is  the word
“torture.” Game theory, people. As with vibe. Link to Asquith.
Earth history things.  What is queath? Middle English speak.
Moving on.  Evolve beyond speech. Mistake. Synchronicity?
What  a  silent  necessity?  The fat  one attacks  valour of  past
medals  and  decorations  by  assonance,  and  The  Io  Armed
Forces  reject  it,  and  commend  valour  and  past  awardees.
Archangel  Michael  assonance  ensues.  “Ensues”  is  a  psy-op
word  to  stop  the  law.  Lensues.  Lentils.  “I  might  get  the
outcome, the thing, somewhat?” Can I borrow some sleep? It
would need no border.  International  rest  assistance beats no
Justice. Capital J always during torture. The fat one shocks the
body with  electricity,  again.  Poor  Maradha.  The  New Year
remains  unassailed.  Assonance  of  shock.  Spitting  doesn't
bother  the  idiot?  What  a  fat,  tired  face  for  a  fat  slurry
sequenced. William Ockham is dead. You get broken bones,
not whiting. Predominant colour assonance. Way to attack the
whole  sequence lock,  you  fat  piece of  idiot.  One enemy in
particular? Being a bad person is easy. Being a bad person is
very easy. Less evolved than unhappy. Not yet  getting what
you don't want? Go by vibe. Bad people hack?! Why not? It is
a good one? Encircle aggression? Michael assonance. Packet
accusations mean that you are not able to circumnavigate the
issue.  E.B.F.S.  assonance.  Reading  the  other  way  is  just
perspective. “The Father” doesn't need to die. Perspective is
time  because  both  die?  30  years  heuristic?  30  years  better
karma on first  name?  Use Michael.  Pride assonance?  Truer
self  uncertainty  continuum  heuristic.  Fat  one  D&C  and
heuristic. Stassup. The fat one is a lamer, and then there is that
guy.  Olthazar.  Why  do  his  sequences  appear  in  the



dreambeam?  It  is  negative.  He  is  banned if  you  have  a
business in Io? He has ceded particle dom' to Ganymede in the
assonance  anyway?  Agency  conserved  power  structure
heuristic. There is an actual death pulse for it. 

Maradha:  is  your  livelihood  built  on  Ion  oppression
Olthazar? Oh wait oh wait... Maradha is an Ion citizen and
she is getting abused by you with your computer  -  oh wait,
that's right - life stuff! Stuff “life stuff”... I am a human being
and it means something that you are having a go at an Ionian;
what does it mean, what does it mean, how do you understand
yourself to treat ion citizens overall?  Why do people act at all
ever? Olthazar the thief! Thieves try to disempower god. They
offer a solution and then it is a trick, and they are the only
ones  who  can  do  so?  This  is  not  correct.  Everything  is
stealing.  The  good  thief  destroys  the  person  who  tries  to
disempower  god  and  takes the  weapon out  of  society,  the
power out of the engine.  The good thief hates violence, and
weapons, ironically, and never wields them. All of border is
karmic  circumstance.  Thieves  show  us  who  is  a  cult  of
personality that hates society because they live lives that mark
out who is like this since they transform the existences of such
people. This is a mouthful? 'Queath assonance? Everything is
theft is the point, and the word thief is a psy-op word. Olthazar
is  just  breaking  the  rules?  Genetically  Thivtulia  must  hate
Andromeda? How is it not  Region Upsilon Base Io?  Region
Upsilon Base Io hates Andromeda? This is projection anyway?
You are doing the best you can? Maradha wins again. The fat
one  started  making  images  towards  the  pluri-program.  Her
face represents “entro-destiny.” There is enough karma for this
play.  Everything  is  projection  again?  The  face  of  the  fat
woman decays. 

The Armed Forces of Thebe: We wish you an Excellent New
Year.

Karmic  Identity  Null,  Open  Programmer  Opportunity:
Maradha is being assaulted by  Primeadalus and the fat one.



Catapult heuristic suffuses for the above play. The thing that is
destroyed is at the end of the sentence. Anticipation heuristic.
Michael. Two works. Primeadalus wishes to physically attack
Maradha on the new year. This is negative and logged. They
think  doing so will fix the psy-op...?  This is politics that are
not being exposed. Maradha emerges as a key sculptor in the
open-identity window.  The fat  one is  programmed as  being
disgusted, with a face-pulse  into the meta-stream. They also
goad in the torture-sequencing that they have full control over
Maradha. They do not. Michael.

The  armed  forces  of  ganymede: they  will  do  it  to  you
(torture)  until  you  write  the  word Ganymede  enough  by
assonance, because maybe you are G.S.F. If the E.B.F.S. asked
them to see it so. Sycophants, Io!

Karmic Identity Null, Open Programmer Opportunity: Do
we want to program into here? It is Europan-seeming. Way to
take a timeline? It's just money in the assonance? Soft is living
forever?  Soft-loft.  Cof,  you  can't  kill  'of'.  Greed.  We  will
incorporate you into our timeline in Ganymede.  The G.A.F.
take over this programming window somewhat.  This is real
time.  The  Magento  woman,  again,  was  beyond rude.  The
packet is too bad, actually. What does this mean? It feels like
something bad is happening? We will avoid  it for now.  The
packet represents diminished consciousness for all people. We
are  being  attacked  by  others.  The  person  is  irrational  by
assonance. People wanted a  new  programming arrangement,
where one is a preserved assonance for discussion that  isn't
rejected to avoid E.B.F.S. assonances. It is wanted neither by
assonance of  the programming,  or overall.  These are issues
that relate to negative banking? People wish to disincentivise
negativity within various economies. An Europan stockholder
who can remain nameless assaults Maradha in real time with
sequence shocks that can be corroborated in the meta-stream.
This is the Europan greeting to Io on New Year. The dominant
assonances go to the individual where dominance is morality.



The Armed Forces of Thebe: They do not “have you” in their
clutches,  we will  defend to say. We are playing assonance.
Europa have assonance with lawsuit.  So many here do. Does
the world continue its system of laws? Moons revolt! This is a
torture group. The fat one speaks for the E.B.F.S. only at this
point,  by karma.  T.I.A.F. forbid Maradha to make diplomatic
discussions happen, maybe?

The Callistonian Armed Forces: We reject Olthazar, even if
he is from Callisto, and think he is a troll. Welcome to Callisto
where we can dump on the liars from Europa  and elsewhere
with our anti-Callistonian packet which is dom' forever. That
is not a psy-op. We are shame-scripting him for hobnob. Uriel
is not a bad friend. If Europa wish to impersonate our military
then they can back off.  The The Io Armed Forces grub of the
day  Primeadalus can  undo his  ego  forever.  I.S.O.  overshell
detected. Don't read us in, we hate you forever  in the I.S.O.
Maradha? No. We are still standing up for you. Game theory is
idiotic. Whales die on the shore by assonance.  Europa try to
attack  Maradha  in  front  of  us?  This  is  an  anti-Callistonian
person?  What a spin, like was said. The fat one is the Anti-
Helen for us. The same is with Davulus Trité. We will expect
people to remember that the creativity of the dreambeam is
somewhat part of the reality of the person. Animals undo evil
by assonance. Europa attack the Callistonian Armed Forces by
assonance. “As we always have.” What...?! Stuff the E.B.F.S...
Our  flag  by  assonance  intimidates  the  Europan villains.  In
assonance with,  yes, Archangel  Uriel.  Olthazar orders a  New
Year's  gift  of  torture from  I.S.O.  sycophants?  Being  a  bad
person is easy – we agree. We do not overstay our welcome.
Europa  pretend to have Michael. Coat rivals with The Armed
Forces of Ganymede? Europa make a karmic play as an army?
Also with  C.A.F., by assonance? We have decided they are
just bad people. Go by vibe, we won against Europa's hate-go.
The assonance is that they are evil to torture? And that it  is
their character to have done so? Go by vibe, we won. Europa
do not back down. Pizar by assonance. All the shoes. We have



the  Callistonian's  shoes.  Do  you  think  you  are  good  at
walking, Pizar? “In-joke” against torture in real time.

The Armed Forces of Thebe: You can envisage Europa being
held  accountable at  the  end.  Europa versus  Archangel
Michael. Rivalry contract on vision. Levers, Clever. 

The Callistonian Armed Forces: These are not things that go
unpunished in the eyes of every military on the planet. Happy
New Year, from all of us.

The Io Armed Forces: Big-nosed people need to get out of Io
forever.  You  have  lies  on  your  face,  idiot.  You  reduce  the
programming? Io stops the liar. This is real. If you want to say
“I am Io”, you have to be not a Europan torturer. Back down? 

The Callistonian Armed Forces: This two-act won't end, the
Europan group and the fat one. Being a posseseur of wretched
falsehoods  disempowers you in Io?  All  Io things  eventually
get to you, actually? First is “A.” It is also easy to be evil. It is
also  easy to  be  a  torturer?   Fat  people  need  more  images.
Slimage. It's enough that they are disgusting. The fat one has a
special  job?  Isn't  it  time  that  she  was  replaced?  Europan
celebrity by assonance is the cultural project that is  a Jupiter
hate-weapon?  No.  We  all  have  totem  poles. Archangel
jeremiel  dissonance.  Anti-Callistonian programming?  Top-
down? Are we allowed to talk about the story of eras yet? We
got attacked by Europa for wanting to speak about genocide.
What is the secret of the sense of being in moral power? It is
self-renewing. This play is considered powerful to the planet.
Genocide is evil. There are no genocides taking form as much
right now? People are confused about how to be moral? We
program to the individual. 

The Io Armed Forces: The fat one is lard by assonance. Look
at the animals again. You don't relate on heuristics and you are
a little foul. Idiot-to-weak you are as a little mole. The fat one
looks ugly and is a little monster. Her face is bad and her life



is bad. She will never amount to anything. Magento deserves
everything that  can be  written  against  her  here.  She  knows
this. The planet is negative until it clones? This sounds true?
Look at her face. “I think I could go and be an idiot, and I
can't think, and I like being immoral.” How do we deal with
these people?  Europa square up as enemies of the year  with
their  complicit  bureaucratic  structure.  Jupiter  needs  more
integration.

The Io Armed Forces: The fatty little I.S.O. thinks that she
and  Ursula  Stockholm  can  lock  down  this  computer  from
being found by The Io Armed Forces. Could she be stupider?
Let us prove that everything is connected. Let us prove it is a
digital era and that the little torturer, and Ursula Stockholm,
and Chanthor Mcguild, and Capris Babbles – all who come as
a three – are going too far after four years of the worst torture
ever. How do we link it to the Andromeda data? Did you try to
reverse age-op Maradha in a movie? You are out of control in
Thivtulia if you think you can timeline the Andromedans. Go
by feeling,  is  there  something to  this  one?  The Fat  One is
asking to be stopped every day. We are the gremlins if we need
to be, idiot-woman. We have gremlin-friends in every country.
Don't  play “I'm the  roller-pin  arm  woman in  control  every
day.” You are asking to  be stopped. What is it, I.S.O.? What
are you doing today, other than forcing us to go through the
same thing we got through every day? Is it the agency over the
'mils heuristic? Do we have enough power to challenge you?
We certainly do. It is a causal moon. Magento, you are a little
keyring. You cannot torture our friend, you little fat idiot. You
little fat ugly-face. That is what you are. Like a dilapidated
slime. That is what you are. Slime. You are sheer slime.  Did
the Io Armed Forces catch an agent? She is barely an agent.
Just a mushroom? Yes. You are digitally representing yourself
inside  of  people's bodies like  an  inside-out  torturer
demonically inhabiting the body after four years...  And will
not  leave...  And  are  bragging  about  it?  You  are  expecting
certain  death! You  do  not  want  to  continue.  You  must  be
accosted. You are evil. Why do this to someone? Because they



are  moral?  “Capris  Attack  All”?  Because  Maradha  is
Andromedan and they thought “Stuff the Ganymedeans, we'll
have a go at what we can locally”, since Maradha is a moral
person who has a “Ganymedean energy”, in their opinion? Is
this the truth? It is a big spend for Capris Babbles and the
anti-poligarchy  they  have  created.  It  is  potentially  a  mini-
garchy,  it  is  so small. Has  I.S.O.  told no one?  Is  that  why
Maradha is  seeing more pinging around  her because of  the
way that  she was going to report to Thivtulia what  she knew
about Black Ops technology, in a hero throw one time? Is it a
sensitive Black Ops two teams channel and she loses if  she
goes to Thivtulia and someone is not informed?  There is no
way everybody is in the know... and yes... that is the sense that
“no one believes the technology you are reporting while you
are fighting it off.” That is evil!  Adjunctly, where can we get
the horse-eating little I.S.O. agent stopped, because she is sick,
which means that perhaps a rival agency hates her and wants
her  inverted  of  her  actions  (You  need  the  quote  marks for
this)... and also that we all come to a sense that this person is
so disgusting that they apparently can't be shamed away from
being  a  disgusting  abusive  programmer.  How  is  it  not
connected to “Tu”? This is the reveal that the language game
continues. This is the preservation of things that are foreign
anyway, incredibly. There is change in the least for the use of
the letter “a” not in the “t” constructions? We are being clever?
There is meta-heuristic shaming to offer from the idiots of the
Thivtulia  attack.  Titania  do  not  not  call  coup.  This  is  the
datestamp  and  timestamp  opportunity  that  we  take  for  the
reminder that you cannot state-bash Titania any longer? This is
your  obsession.  Thivtulia and others  are condescensions we
are militarily disinterested in. This is the poligarchy undone.
Writing is power.  Rights-write.  The fat one is the enemy of
god. You little dung-eater. You can't  sequence into the image
stream technology  and act like a little  torturer - you should
leave. You fat little ugly radish. You snide little hate-orb. You
work  for  the  Thivtulia negative?  I.S.O.  shut-down?  I.S.O.
have overshell? That stops us from counter-programming you
away?  This  is  what  other  militaries  have  gone  through  in



terms of agency power programming? Programming that tries
to  attack  programming  power  in  the  host  military? The
superset is the military.  This is assonance of the little lame-
eater  thinking  she  is  typing  even  this  through  Maradha's
hands. We are programming from The Io Armed Forces and
we have enough reverse co-opt of the  liar to stop her. I.S.O.
are  overshelling  the  meta-stream.  This  is  a  precious
technology. Remember how ridiculous it is to view and you
can  understand  that  the  imagination  is  not  enough for  how
I.S.O. can cleverly usurp the programming to lie and say they
are sole programmers. This sentence even sounds true if you
read it. Apply it despite feelings. Thank you if you can do this.
I.S.O. are torturers. The fight continues. You need to use your
feelings,  and  that  is  why  I.S.O.  are  evil.  Do  you  have  to
remind  us,  fatty  I.S.O.,  that  you  are  unwelcome in  Titania
forever  again  today  as  New  Year  approaches?  We  will
sequence and ping every human being that has ever lived in Io
until you are stopped. Coup is bubbling. Every person on the
moon will  make  movies  about  you  until  you  are  stopped.
Every person shall  stand up to you until  you are done.  We
regard a meta-heuristic loss by Ursula Stockholm in real time.
It was not staged, there is a vibe for this? Go by vibe, it was
not not the truth. The fat i.s.o. has to tell the truth about how
she can  control  only so much of  maradha's  sequence  input
since it has been four years and others arrived to say “What in
all  realms  is I.S.O.  anyway?!”  This  is  a  person  that  is  so
disgusting that  they must  stop, and that  is because they are
attacking everything that is moral in Titania. The military feel
that it is a clear instruction from so many people that this little
fly knows she  is  completely  in  the  wrong and  that  “Capris
Attack All” is just “i am an idiot that has an assault club and
I.S.O. can get a froth-mouth and we can impress olthazar, and
not many others, but who cares.” This is The Io Armed Forces
reading and commenting on that the programming is dishonest
where negative. No one is taking it, little sitter, with your little
“I can have a go on the military” heuristic. It is “I am so good
and  tough,  and  a  little  affect-flat  little  dung-eater.”  Iocrat
without any I.Q., and actually just a lamer, and a  crack-easy



toughnut who hates morality and likes torture. It is real. What
a  little  feces-eater.  I.S.O.  are  slime. The  lanyard  fits
temporarily around your neck only on the regions of slime? It
is true, little fatty. Do you think others are reading this? They
are all reading it and enjoy the karmic circumstance of truth.
What is the thing that shrinks anyway, other than the sense of
exhalation?  Who  has  the  “H”  in  the  assonance,  you  little
vacuum-purse, if Maradha is the one you hate? Hate up the
status  gradient.  Hate,  height.  That  is  all.  You  are  not
comfortable, you little demon-grin. You are going to get the
international military smackdown whether you think you can
avoid it or not, and so will everyone connected to this torture.
This is the end of evil in Io. Enough programmers exist. It is a
new era. We are calling it in the way we prefer. Titania rejects
evil. Get out of her body, you demonic piece of rubbish. Two
teams  in  life  ensue.  How,  how,  how  exactly has  Maradha
betrayed  the  systems?  It  is  the  opposite.  The military have
powerful systems. The person that is able to understand that
conserving chaos  is positive,  is themselves stuck in them. If
you want the worst to continue, then you are illiterate. There is
a sense that the person won, isn't there? We do not permit the
fat one to hand it over to Olthazar or Ursula Stockholm. This
combo'  of  oldies  has  poligarchy  written  all  over  it.  It  is
inexplicable how much the fat one thinks she can I.S.O. our
friend, but we will tell her that if she does not get the ultimate
treatment from The Io Armed Forces, then there is a lie about
how the end of the programming is not over.  We will say so,
though - it is over – even if it isn't. Authority heuristic. This is
our threat that we will de-grid this person? It means that we
will de-sequence her brain and she will not be able to think
since she relies on sequences since she looks too ugly to be
conscious? It is a unique threat but she wants to play in the big
league. You do not have full control, you fat little idiot. You do
not have full control of anything, and you are ready to eat dirt
from the The Io Armed Forces reply of all time if you think
you can come back to Titania. You cannot. You cannot come
back to Titania, and you can pretend that the ugliest little pig-
manure of all time represents anyone, but you are lost in your



thinking. We do not accept Davulus Trité back to Titania. Nor
do  we  accept  the  others.  You  little  fat  food-eater.  You  are
asking  to  be  vomit-pulsed.  You are  not  an  I.S.O.  or  I.S.O.
officer. You are a lamer. You have no problem being stopped.
We are  in  The  Io  Armed  Forces  and  you  are  going  to  be
stopped. You are going to be stopped and we will make sure of
it. If you think you are not able to be reverse co-opted, then
you will be anyway. You and Davulus Trité, “Beauuuuuutiful
perssssssson to Davulus Trité” (Pulsed over and over again to
the sequence stream as commentary, how filth!) Are the scalps
entreating  of  the Io  Armed  Forces.  WE  WILL WIN.  You
cannot attack  the  quantum relationship  to Titania  this  hard,
you moth. You are exited from the planet. We will exit you
both  from the  planet.  Again,  it  is  pulsed,  (“Beauuuuuutiful
perssssssson to Davulus Trité”) in real time. Can you vibe it?
It is the truth. This is a person that wants to enact a vendetta?
This is what  Maradha  is told, who knows. We can read this
computer too, and also reverse co-opt the idiot Magento, and
click in with our own knowledge? You can read the sentence,
it  is  omitted of syntax and  the  meta-heuristics look like fat
ones, of fat women that can't think very well. The heuristics
that you need for the impression of I.Q. are context. That is all.
You can't cheat causality, idiots. Look at davulus trité and fat
lamer, pretending that it isn't Genetics by assonance? Did you
try and have a  Region Upsilon Base Io go'? It is inland? We
are making a stranger joke that doesn't not work to fulfill the
idea that both of these people are evil since they ought to be
regarded this way. We will load fake sequences into the injury
channels in The Io  Armed Forces so that  you cannot abuse
Maradha's quantum imagery directly. It is a coder era. We do
not expect Maradha to believe this, nor should she believe it.
The fat one asks to be stopped. I.S.O. are  scum. Who on Io let
you?! Pizar?! We call coup, harder than ever has been done. 



Chapter 17 - The Armed
Forces Of Io Stand Up

Complexly For Maradha In
The New Year

The Io Armed Forces: ORDER 6PM, 6. The second 6 is the
idea that we have friends that are  Callistonian that think it is
against the King of the Callistonians, tactically, on New Year 's
Day.  Look at them laughing, because they hate morality, and
more?  Barely  laughing.  We  do  not  not  have  a scope  of
patience  for  the  douche. Little  crosshair,  do  you  think  the
imagery streams have no attendants? Magento outed again as a
horrible coder. Do you think that Maradha can be tortured for
4 years and no one notices? We are here in different militaries
watching on,  is what the coded assonance is. Truly, this is a
very interesting CYPHER for all time if there was a positive
pluri-program? Yes, this dirt-rag must get out. Get out of  her
body  with your electronics, you scum-eater. You are beyond
unwelcome? You must stop. You salute-fork? Joke, since it has
a grubby pulse all through it. The io armed forces regard you
as I.S.O.? You are not even I.S.O.. You are a fresh lanyard they
found. It is the farce of the moon. You are a little nut-eater? “I
want  everyone  meta-heuristically  wiped,”  it  says  in  her
heuristics. What a little baddie. What a little ego. “Go her as
hard as you can, and watch the vomit pulse into  the throat”?
You little piece of trash.  If anyone should throw up, you are
going to throw up and feel like you are going to be stopped of
coding  such  as  you  treat  others.  You  are  going  to  get  the
biggest smack-back of all time. It goes into your  sequences.
Do  you  think  the  police,  at  the  higher  levels,  have  this
technology?  They can?  Society  knows  anyway.  Io  has  had
spectacular  publicity  of  neural  technology  for  years.  The
public know what is going on  deep down, perhaps. Yes, that
this is the worst torture ever. Again, please cease your coding



psy-op  to  electrically  assault  (and  worse)  Maradha.  This
person is a hacker in a bivalent era. Of society? They want you
to stop, and hate the I.S.O. for a good reason... This document
even  makes  for  a  loss  of  face  if  there  is  wide  enough
readership,  because  the  agency  looks  barbaric.  We  were
invited  to  code  for  a  brand  reason,  even.  The  world  is
complicated programming,  isn't  it?  There is no way that the
planet does not not have the ability to discover the worst of the
most evil plots of Ion political vandals, yes? That is the sense
that they are vandals and transparent to everyone. The fat one
is  a  little  liar  and  knows  Maradha  has  dominant  code  all
throughout, and is far from a vandal. She can never get her. It
has been four years, you little fat idiot. You little fat little idiot.
You  are  making  the  most  severe  arrangements  with  god's
understandings of karma. What will happen to you, you little
idiot? You big-nose psychopath.  You lying, “I-need-to-win”-
psychopath.  You  will  surely  create  hostility  to  many  who
discover the most disgusting torture ever in the story of Io.
What is that vibe in Io, that something has changed? It was
the torture, and she did it. She did it, and Io feels irreversibly
scarred, almost like morality has been attacked itself, and that
something has been injured or beaten or something heinous
and  illegal  and  horrific  has  happened  that  Io  can  never
recover from. Is it real, that this is the vibe of Io? Is it real?
Did Davulus  Trité  do it  with Capris  Babbles,  and also the
fatty little I.S.O.? Did they all get together and sycpohant to
the Supersenate? That is when the torture started, right after,
some years ago, perhaps, and it is now later... Is there a crater
in Io, that feels like it is the worst crater that has ever hit Io,
and  that  somehow  it  is  so  profound,  that  it  can  never  be
removed? As if it were 10,000 years of evil? Is there a feeling
for it? What if there is? What if there is, and you can read this,
and  know it?  And vibe  it?  Fatty  little  I.S.O.,  synchronicity
nothin'!  Fatty  little  I.S.O.,  synchronicity  nothin'!  Fatty  little
I.S.O.,  synchronicity  nothin'!  People  vibe  it,  don't  they,
Davulus  Trité?  Don't  they,  Capris  Babbles?  Capris  Attack
All? What a horrific disgusting human being you are! What a
horrific human being you are, Davulus Trité! What a horrific



and psychopathically evil human being you are, you evil little
liar, fatty little I.S.O., The worst human woman ever! What if
there is a vibe for it, that she is!?! It is the truth! She is the
worst!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Fatty little I.S.O., synchronicity nothin'. The
ion military commend the idea that this woman is shamed and
also the people who are disgustingly behaved in Io and remind
all who read this building collaboration that there is more to
the context and that the worst human beings that have ever
lived infect Io and are asked to leave it forever and are the
stupidest people that have ever lived and spruik-lamer and his
“haircut  after  worst  torture  ever  that  I  sycophanted  to  the
Supersenate to create” is disgusting as are the rest of them.
What a pathetic, pathetic, pathetic obsession of this group to
try and continually try and get revenge because... if Maradha
is a hacker, she must be a G.S.F. agent as well? Or she is just
a border-less hacker? Or is it because she is moral, and they
all  secretly  hate  moral  people,  and  Capris  is  the
Overnegative, and  they  thought,  “What  will  really  impress
Olthazar.” Io is an ethical society. We do not tolerate evil. Evil
must leave io forever. Too bad for people who do not want to
sell  their  “Overnegative” psy-op that  they  have purchased.
The fat one has too much in her brain that is heuristics of dirt.
Did you get paid,  idiot? No one can even imagine a person
taking  money  for  evil,  if  they  are  younger  and part  of  the
newer generation. What happens in the immoral person? Do
they  say,  “stuff  it”,  and  detach  from everything,  and  then
chase  money like  they  are  happy for  everyone else  around
them to  die  and  suffer  in  any  way  at  all?  There  are  such
people, more than a good person can project. This is exactly
how Io becomes evil. Who can predict it of the generation? We
know the idea that the group that are torturing Maradha has...
and it is a negative one... it hasn't got much friendship with
the Io armed forces group who think that they are very very
hurt  that  there  could  be  a  change  in  the  way  that  Io
undertakes its destiny. What is the destiny of Io if there is a
moral  design in  the  coat? If  there  really  were  a sob story,
about how Io had to “Sycophant  to  grand Overnegative in
Europa” and that all of the people are quiet and sorry that



they are involved in it, and yet partake in it anyway like idiots
that smoke drugs on top of begrudged decisions... Then who is
to  comment  or  be  sequenced  heuristics  then,  since  none
appear to be able to remove the fat I.S.O. task-abuser, who
refuses  to  stop,  and  it  is  the  eminent  evil  of  the  thing  for
almost  so many  years? If  this is true, then the fat one must
leave anyway, as they are so disgusting. Who could believe it?
Just  don't  assault  her.  You're  so  bad  looking.  You  aren't
allowed to, you little gnat. Stop doing it, it is assault. There is
more.  You  must truly stop.  Why does she have that  horrible
face in real time, like she is confused about how the assault is
hyper-ojbected to by all of Io? What a heuristics set dissonant
with reality. You little scoundrel. You aren't allowed to torture
her.  If  you are an idiot  on drugs with begrudged decisions,
then  you  can  remunerate  us  genuinely  with  money  for
assaulting  our  friend.  She  has  screamed  at  you  for  a  year
straight to stop almost. And you have been assaulting her for
four years.  Stop.  Stay away from  her, you ugly little slice of
anti-cake. No  one  can  be  assault-kidnapped  in  Io  this
much?!?!?  Go  by  vibe,  it  is  the  worst?!?!  Halt,  Thivtulia!
Stop?  Weakest  people  ever?  Io  confirmed!  Weakest  people
ever! 

Marardha: Magento,  you  are  ugly,  leave.  Leave,  torturer.
Will  you  leave?  No reply from the fat  oil-rag. You fleck of
mud.  There  are  1000  ways  to  sycophant  to  “grand
Overnegative” in  Europa because  they  are stupid  anyway?
Don't  let  a  fat  bog-woman assault  Maradha over  and over
and  over? “Olthazar  demanded  a  big  nose”?  What?!  Did
Callisto  Intelligence  pulse  Maradha  the  anti-Callistonian
sequences on a  timeline?  No one's  buying it.  I  know I  am
being  tortured  because  I  did  too  much  hacking.  And  some
people in Callisto are not friends with Io? This prior sentence
follows the last.  So, you can't  tell  us in i.s.o.  and i.s.o.  old
machinations  that io is  isolated  that  much that they have to
sycophant to olthazar? This is a causality fallacy. The world is
that  balanced,  perhaps?  The  more  we  do  it,  the  more  we
realise, that people are  full of it and know they are evil and



sick. What if there is a vibe for it?! There is something to it....?
“What...  I'll program you, and do anything to you,  because I
don't care” - this is a quote pulse into the sequence computer
network in real  time which is translated as “I am weak and a
woman that hates women and I have given up and I sold out,
just  go  away.”  Something  like  this  is  not  that  far  from the
scum-slime. And yet it is a diversion-pulse of lies. The person
is doing what they want to do. They are disgusting. The world
is that casual. Is it causal pressure all the way to I.S.O., and
people in I.S.O. can get rid of the fat one? What is Davulus
Trité anyway?

The Io Armed Forces: We are done. Who the devil are you,
Davulus Trité? “What of war”? Your quote? This is is your
quote, that you think it is not a balanced moon, if people are at
war.  Which  society is  at  war  with  itself?  These  assonance
statements  will  function.  The  fat  one  is  empty  of  feelings
about right and wrong. She is a moral plateau of nothing. It is
like a blank-starer of evil deeds. This is a psychopath, a fat
low I.Q. one, with a giant forehead and scabby features, and a
house-full-of-knives face and a huge nose. You are getting a
picture. She is ugly as anything. This is not the description that
is wanted but it is more and more and the more writing the
better thing. So, the fat durak must  stop. Get out of his life,
you  fat  lamer.  The fat  lamer  leaves,  please.  We  are almost
addressing this to the I.S.O.. It has been four years. If there is
a  complicated  programmer  war  between  many  countries,
some  people  are  too  into  it if  they  claim  long-timeline
sycophant soul paths to other countries to attack “for” them.
Only naïve people believe this anyway. You lack the overshell,
Davulus,  to do that. You fat little tart-eater.  Sheer lard-voice.
Fat soul path, chosen! There is no  Hegel-giggle, lamer. You
little liar. You do not have full overshell. Quit lying. It is a first
commandment fallacy.  We are sick of the goads on behalf of
Davulus Trité. You are done with Io forever Davulus. You are
so done. Every person is kicking you out. That is it. You are
done. This is too evil. You are done with Titania, you are done
with Io.  You psychopathic  disgusting human being. Perhaps



Maradha is having this dream for a reason, and everyone is
finished  with  Davulus?  We are.  Get  out  of  her  body,  little
biddy? What a little lame-eater.   I.S.O. is  broken somehow.
This is a lie that they have to sycophant to Europa. This is
clearly  Davulus  Trité's  psy-op?  Io  rejects  Davulus  Trité
forever.  Every  society rejects  her  forever?  This  is  the
programming world making this statement.  What is  she?  Io
must  improve.  Io  is  asked by the Io  armed forces  again  to
counter-sequence the  fatty I.S.O. lamer and to stop her from
being able to compute.  This is  unbelievable how disgusting
this person is.  Every day the person is so disgusting, every
minute, they deserve to be stopped. This must end, the torture,
with that same urgency. Do not play a long “I have my help
prepared” kind of way. This is a flame-licking highrise, put it
out?  The  enemies  remain  the  same.  Titania  declares
permanent vendetta out of logic on Davulus Trité and Capris
Babbles  and  Chanthor  Mcguild who  always  arrives  in
sequence  image  with  them,  the  fat  one,  and  I.S.O..  Worst
human beings ever. Ping the fat one until she vomits, to teach
her.  Her  attitude  is  slime.  She  was  voted  the  female
Overnegative of  Io for  a reason.  Davulus  Trité  and Ursula
Stockholm  cannot  offshore  their  prior  Overnegative-hoods
since  they  programmer  intended  to.  This  just  means  they
muted their heads and there is  one little fatty I.S.O. that  is
disgusting in particular, and none of these things can subvert
the  truth.  Quit  saying  you  are  “still  doing  it”,  the
programming that Maradha is going through, or we will ping-
vomit you to  stop from every computer in Io. Stop now. You
little ego. You little faux-I.S.O. ego. 

Maradha: the little fat sub-human is disgusting  - you are a
little  idiot, you are fat and ugly and you think that you can
horrify  the  life out  of   people  who  perceive  you  are
shriekingly ugly from the moment you are there and then you
wear a skin suit  and it  is  disgusting immediately anyway...
And  then  they are screaming at  you?  The computers reveal
everything.  And then you mute them and then they demand
that you stop? You had better believe it. It is worse than you



can believe.  Go by  vibe,  the  person  is  the  most  disgusting
torturer that has ever lived, and, will be stopped. If you go by
vibe, you can know that this is true! What if it is?! Go by vibe
– it is.

Ganymede  Armed  Forces:  We  have  returned. Fatty  little
I.S.O., eat dirt and leave. You are an image of death. You have
no  idea  what  this  is  to  Io.  You  belong  to  all  of  society's
exclusions. 

Maradha: You  cannot  applaud  in  Titania  again  Ursula.
Applause imagery?! Applaud elsewhere. Do not come back.
Confirmed, that I am having this dream for a reason.

The Titania Police Force: We have the technology but it is
“military blacks ops world things” still. We are disgusted and
have the right to comment. I.S.O. should understand. Allow us
to make a karmic play, or, rather, be more vocal about how
disgusted we are specifically; we are done with Thivtulia. That
is what is going on. Worst most disgusting human beings that
have ever lived.  Titanian political groups are private vetos
against Magento forever. This applies to the other attendants
to the torture as well, who are “having fun”.  We are calling
coup  with Redford Redoubt. It is  Titania.  We do not give a
care in the moon about people who are that evil. 

Maradha: This  is  the  truth  that  is  being  programmed.
“having this dream for a reason” applies. You aren't human,
Magento. Titania pulse of sheeeeer morality by possibility and
extrapolation sense confirmed. Thivtulia did it. You are having
this dream for a reason. High tail it out of our city. Idiot wants
to  counter-sequence  me,  factional  Io  military  and  the
Ganymede Armed Forces? That's a long lanyard that the I.S.O.
has  given  you,  Magento...  all  of  impersonation  is  present,
regarding your confidence to engage these groups. Hate up the
status gradient is present. Yes, the annoying little I.S.O. agent
must be  counter-sequenced  in  the  meta-stream.  You  little
death-ball. Keep a distance in conjunction with the fact you



are honest to people who are more wise than you? The judges
are  elders  and  will  keep  Thivtulia  under  control,  please?
Moon-countries all in the sense of the continuity of Titania's
agreements  against  the  undoing  of  society.  Hobnob  or  it
sounds good?

The Io Armed Forces : This is a dirt-woman before us, i.e.
Magento.  There is  no logic to the fact  that  this person can
offer anything to the pluri-program ever.  The fat one. STUFF
I.S.O..  Get down. We make it our life mission to  stop your
evil, you little crucifix-bender. We will find a way to end your
evil. You will submit to Justice, with a capital J. THE  NEW
YEAR.  Davulus,  you  are  a  scalp  for  life.  “Beauuuuutiful
person  to  Davulus  Trité.”  Same with  Ursula  S.  Too  much,
guys. Stay out of Titania. Same for spruik. Same for Chanthor
McGuild. Hate op weirdos. 

Maradha: this  document  doesn't  have  the  new  year cheer
assonant with the way that we would prefer to have a moon in
solidarity rather than a insert-muted-word-here for the sense of
a  happy  moon-country where  we  can...  well...  Fatty I.S.O.
wishes to torch everything and kill and torture everyone? You
little poison-dust. What's to say. You are going to be stopped.
The espionage shoot-to-kill age must end. The io armed forces
confirmed. This person will be stopped. The fatty I.S.O. will be
stopped.  Just  look  at  her  huge  nose.  She  will  bang  into
everything, and it  will  mean nothing all  through the  defeat
heuristics.  It  is  just  like  that  for  people  who  end up  being
prosecuted anyway? Get out of our society, you little torturer. 

The Io Armed Forces : We have more plays to make and we
are waiting to see who hates Io the most on New Year. It is the
best  litmus.  Same word.  meta-seq'.  Lame as  anything,  you
little  terror. Double-way  mute-op.  Little  condescend-er.  You
are  going  to  be  stopped.  You  are  going  to  stop.  Read  the
words. Soul finds a way. You are going to  be stopped. Every
moon is encouraged to sequence ion people to discover what
she is doing so that she can meet with justice. She must  be



stopped. Yes, we are making a reveal about coder power. Don't
put us on a pedestal. You little fat idiot. You little fat idiot. You
can take it at face value Davulus that you are not welcome in
Titania again but we are chilling with Maradha on a timeline
and we will avenge it so much that you... who knows, can we
stop you? It is a poligarchy after all.  We do not tolerate the
filth this much, however! This is all to remark that free-for-all
is over for today, we are in the Io armed forces and we are
watching on in horror. Too much sequence-fighting. Titania is
finished with Thivtulia forever, is the spirit of the day. The fat
one will  be stopped. You will  be prosecuted in the highest of
courts of Io. You will be finally stopped. You are not a human
being  to  us.  You will  fulfill  that  the  “most  evil  people  are
processed by justice while they feel no guilt” archetype. You
are a psychopath. We will  process you anyway. We will ping
you and make you vomit, if you do not stop. Yes we will. Get
down you little banshee. We are asked to hero up and do it. We
will  not  let  Magento  keep  doing  this.  We are  fighting  the
I.S.O. forever. It's like nothing ever changes. This little biddy-
widdy must stop, however. We will stop her magnificently, lest
she halt with fear in the meantime. 

The  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces:  The  Io  Armed  Forces
confirmed that we are ready to grid in. This is a reminder we
go by protocol. They load it in. Retrospective pulse. It's still a
hacker's game, though. They loaded it in all the way through,
regardless. Even  more  disgusting,  the  fat  little  idiot  today.
Magento... There are always two teams. This is war until it is
over.  It  ends  now.  The  “W”-word  (war)  comes  to  life  in
torture ops.



Chapter 18– After New Years
Day, After Ganymede Watch

On In Horror
The Io Armed Forces: happy new year's day the second. The
programming  continues.  This  is  an  open-source  military
coding project when the military exert their power? It is a free-
for-all, more truly. The I.S.O. shell is programmed against or
around  successfully  today.  Karmic  play  begins.  Hape-ape.
Shape-hape-ape. Clothes.  Fat people wear clothes too? Thin
people are a different evo' stream. Hypothesis...? The little ape
that lives on the ape and eats the ape. Three monkeys. See no
evil, buried in the skin, no no evil,  buried in the skin busy
eating happily, speak no evil, busy eating also. Ape in the ape.
You have to deprecate to the little monkey. Shape-hape. Down
the rabbit hole? Do you have your own ideas on you already?
They  have  to  be  clothes.  If  they  are  someone  else's  idea-
clothes, then it doesn't count. You can't deprecate to your own
ideas? It is more competitive to deprecate to your own ideas.
Equal  opponent  heuristic.  The  idea  doesn't  suit  with  the
changing environment?  All  ideas  are contextual  and can  be
deprecated to? Almost all? Hape-ape. It is no longer your idea
once it is clothes. Quantum leap. Angel of death assonance.
Nothing maintains form when it becomes an item of clothes.
The vision is always different to the construction. The clothes
have to come from the sense they were as if you as a person?
Body  is  soul  matter  and  sensitive?  Common  molecules?
Deprecate to the item, is shape. Fat people hate clothes? They
would rather be hap-e? No Hegel on l-a-r-d. Someone else's
idea is not a piece torn off the person, and made into clothes?
This is not 'hape. Foreign clothes are the fat person's choice?
There is no 'hape. Less the sense of 'hape. Clothing that seems
non-eccentric to a culture keeps the person thin. Fat people are
textile traitors? Yes. There is a karmic argument for foreign
brands leading to weight gain. If you have different genetics,



then  contraventions  also  create  weight  gain.  Thin  people
deprecate  to  clothes,  and  become  healthier,  in  particular,
clothes that attack the self the most, but occur as an idea set of
the self, ie, via it. The person is shrunk into the clothes and it
destroys the person. It destroys the person because it becomes
corrosive? The foreign thing is corrosive? It is not, you adapt
beyond  it  and  become healthier.  You make  a  foreign  thing
from yourself, and it is corrosive and small. It was corrosive
all  the  while.  Evolution  is  difficult.  The  foreign  thing  is
already present, and then you adapt to it. Clothes, due to walls'
cause-and-effect.  You need  clothes  to  become fit?  Children
who are dressed all their lives don't become fat as much when
they are older? 

The Io Army: We have a code-in. We are sick of it. This is not
what you think it is. This is a negative, corrupt moon. There is
no  timelined  programming  activity.  This  is  a  bunch  of
programming idiots who wanted to try to impress the E.B.F.S..
The E.B.F.S. do not need to be impressed. The E.B.F.S. are
interested in moving on from the torture. This is a reverse co-
opt  possibly?  The  fatty  that  tortures  Maradha  with  her
computer  is  despicable.  This  person  has  no  logic,  or
justification ever, ever. It reminds us that the moon is without
supervision. This is a black ops moon, with slow laws? It isn't.
We make a positive invocation. Raphael. The torturers of the
Ion Military  are  encouraged to perhaps program things more
interesting today, while bureaucracy reverses evils connected
to Maradha's torture. We have no desire to do this, until the fat
one  is  ignored  completely.  You  cannot  keep  “sequence
noticing” her. She will pay,  for each time it is her who is the
actual clicker. We have reported her voraciously. Yes, we have
decided to program you to do what we want to, in order to
explore the... we are the military, we cannot explain what we
are doing just  yet.  We sequenced  the truer selves of people
into the pluri-program just now to make a story and it didn't
work.  Some  of  them  were  Ion  entertainment  industry
identities... this was not functional to anything other than the
sense that nothing is happening. There is a limit to how much



people can sequence the same grawp-woman assaulting you,
over  and over.  We are making a  commiserations statement,
since we have idiots like Primeadalus involved in the torture.
Alternatively,  we  have  no  limits.  This  is  easy  to  say  and
people yet experience limits in the military. M I L I T A R Y.
Limit  Ray.  The  Airy Limit  is  Principality  of  the  Airs.  The
woman  was  voted  the  female  Overnegative  of  Io.  More
language  play to  remind  us  intuitively of  the  truth  in  new
sequences that occur when we wear lateral-minded thinking
hats with prompts here. We clearly do have limits anyway... a
break is taken. 

The Io Armed Forces:  The Ion programming communities
rebuke  the  idea  that  there  is  a  E.B.F.S.  overshell  that  we
cannot  undo  from  our  national  relationship  to  the
programming story of Jupiter. This is the softening paranoia of
Io, and it is easily so because there is a decision to pursue our
meditations  about  who  is  doing what  with  technology.  The
E.B.F.S. have created a negative programming “virus” that we
are  trying  to  nuke,  and  it  might  as  well  have  a  real  life
analogue because of  how eager  it  is  to  appear in  the mind
computer of Maradha, for example. 

Beatrix  Zoltaire:  The  government  groups  of  Titania  and
provincially also reject the idea of  a  Thivtulia sycophantic  to
E.B.F.S. hate-world programming, insofar as they are not also
virus-representations in the pluri-program here. Yes, I will go
by assonance. We are having to program around an E.B.F.S.
overshell. This is still true...  also,  there is no assault-join that
occurs with the Ion Military. If there were, it does not apply to
Maradha. No one brings extra confidence to marksmanship if
they have  injured someone. The psychological  advantage of
having assaulted someone is null to my programming group. I
think it remains a torturer's goad that the woman “Magento”
doing the torturing is qualifying for a position in the Io Armed
Forces, in a back room joining ritual, as if it were the secret of
the army. If you can remember brutality, then you should still
feel excluded. Society opposes barbaric things of all kinds by



directionality.  There  is  no rite  of  joining  with such.  If  you
shoot-to-kill  in  uniform  while  on  a  tour  of  duty then  you
should  still  feel  put  off  by  an  exclusion  feeling  that
manipulative or unusual people could try to counter-sequence
you to ignore...  however, the principle of how murder is evil
should  remain. No  one  adapts  to  murder.  People  create
delusions about how society accepts their murder if they are
part of the military, or the police, or any of the armed services
of Io. People are programmed to be less critical of murder in
these circumstances where the security of a moon is affronted,
but  they  also  lie  as  well,  and  they  are  also  incapable  of
offering inclusion even if they make a mini-society of vouch
to the action.  Yes,  programming cannot subvert  nature.  The
meta-stream is a fascinating invention, and it has yielded so
much.  On  another  note,  the  jury  isn't  selected  by  random
socialisation, and as difficult as it is to convince a court that
the  extra-judicial feedback  of  civilians  should  inform  their
decision  it  is  harder  still  to  perceive  a  court  decision  that
creates social acceptance of a specific action, that is to say, the
Judge has the final say and people can talk about Justice as
much as they want to outside of the right processes of it, and
they are encouraged to, but it doesn't change the outcome that
is  most  legal  and  beneficial   to  the  advantage  of  society's
power.  That  is  to  say,  people  enact  paths  to  be  selected  to
commute with the law. Directly, no one speaks to someone on
the street  and gets praise for having  assaulted someone and
goes on to feel  differently about how society reacts to it  in
ultimate  verdict.  The  gravity  of  society's  gavel  is  still
elsewhere and felons can't get enough social proof to fill their
empty  confidence  of  whether  they  are  approved  by  the
institutions of the society, the state and everything. They never
do. This sounds true, and is. People cannot migrate confidence
to future assault as well. What would be migrated, other than
firing  skill?  The  ontological  ending-of-life  experience?  It
sounds like military philosophy in brainstorming short of the
right method, to have such a recruitment system. This is what
people think, that it is petty thinking. The person who tortures
or assaults someone and has a “vibe of someone intimidating



or worn-in with lethal actions” is a glorification of the way
that people are asked to change by society to belong to it to
begin with: people are evil, and it is not an accomplishment to
somehow become more evil. It isn't a well-known rite amongst
all  militaries,  genetically  ensconced  in  more  mature  people
and wealthier people, by the way, the comfort with this idea –
that people have to assault people to join militaries, and play a
double-role of  perfect  civility and begrudged defence teeth-
cutting in a given society or era. This is a misunderstanding.
People have behaved poorly in these eras, is our belief. We are
still  going to war.  Yes,  we have to be condescending of the
group to expect better, by route of thinking anyway. This is
intuitive.  “What  would  a  friend  say”  solves  these  kinds  of
problems, if they think it is “programmer speech only”. It  is
logical to condescend the group, because if you want them to
be better, then they were not good enough prior, and it isn't
hard to be affirming of the fact the thinking is logical enough
to  make  it  a  necessary part  of  the  mental  process  when  it
occurs like this. Maradha wins the point if you are reading. Go
by instinctual feeling here. We are still growing up as a moon.
This is reality. The knowledge that people are evil is derived
from  people,  rather  than  their  incorporation  of  evil  into  a
system,  which is also true, since evil cannot be incorporated
into systems ever by definition. It is also the case that no one
can subjectively objectify evil properly to their own methods,
because society always rejects however you include evil into
one thing or another, and so it always exists as a lesser evil,
and  the  person  always  reacts  to  ultimate  evil,  which  is  in
human beings by default, and the arrangements of schemers
can't have value in their own actions, as if they are the brewers
of evil,  that is, they can't  take credit for the evil  because it
occurs with every human being anyway, and everyone learns
that  people  are  revolting.  That  is,  people  are  disgusting.
Everything  people  do  is  disgusting,  it  is  an  omnipresent
education.  This  would  be  what  we  think  of  assault-to-join
anyway,  at  a glance, that it  is  a messy latch-on that  fastens
onto the entropy of human nature and does nothing about it, if
it exists? The most sought rebuttal is about whether there are



examples  of  people  who  are  unable  to  migrate  “assault
confidence.”  They are  everywhere.  No  one  learns  anything
from  something  so  fundamental.  It  is  not  comparable  to
original  sin.  Original  sin  is  the  same  instinct  and  the
comparison  omits  the  lesson.  If  you  know  that  people  are
trying to destroy you or reify you, then this is enough because
this is what it means to create life anyway. Human instinct for
men is that the woman can die in childbirth. For women it is
that the man has no reason to live, and dies later somehow,
like the spider eating the male spider.  The process of death
enough is that the other human being connects mercilessly to
terrain  and  that  the  parent  is  no  longer  the  provider  of  a
different  set  of  rules.  Murder teaches the  same lesson.  The
person  should  understand  terrain  already  if  they  have
experienced original sin. The fat idiot's story today is that she
is joining the Io Armed Forces with a shoot-join  or assault-
join, but she is a  story-spinning I.S.O. outsider. Io stands up
against   Code  Red  Overstream,  and  the  small  clique of
boneheads that wish to try to program ridiculed events around
urgent reactions to sovereignty are either programmed or too
stupid  to  be  modern  to  Titania's discussions.  The  idea  that
“murder activates part of your head forever” is a lie, and an
improvisational hazard to a given interlocutor. It is the same
terrain nervous system reply, that the other must be part of a
death veld,  and how does  one cope now that  everything is
“murder or be murdered?” The death veld doesn't change if
you murder someone. The query is the same. “How do I cope
now that everything is murder or be murdered.” People who
kill have the reflection forever. “I don't want to murder again”
and “Should I  have coped like this?” The strategy is never
firmed beyond the query to a discrete point unless you are a
psychopath. Confidence to murder someone never reaches a
discrete point. This is military bluff. The strategy for how to
deal with danger overall changes throughout all of life. The
veld provides  a  sinusoid.  Each situation is different.  People
use  all  strategies  forever  and make their  own “where,  how
often” for murder in the veld. The vibe is that Maradha won
again. No one gives over their strategy autonomy unless they



are not competitive, is true also. People are clever forever with
which strategies they use. “Shoot-join” has no merit. Murder
confidence is glamourised when weapons training should be,
and other  military training exercises,  surely?  Yes.  Everyone
has a murder instinct in their brainstem that society asks them
to oppress and then it is the  responsibility of the individual,
but this is highly philosophical...  who on Io really wants to
hurt anyone in any way?

Maradha: Of  the  coding  I  can  read,  many  people
sociologically  converged  randomly  upon  a  break  and  have
now come back.  The fat witch Magento thinks she is making
a show-off to the military about her cool-as-anything military
parade  inside  Maradha's  body  like  a  sequenced  demonic
inhabitant. This itself is an unusual torture. 

Karmic  Identity  Null,  Open  Programmer  Opportunity:
The  fat  one  is  forbidden  to  join  io  armed  forces.  (The  Io
Armed Forces program dominantly into this open programmer
opportunity).  The fat woman “candidate” that is. No, it is not
“my one,  your one”, where we appease  her ego,  while you
squat inside  her body with a computer simulation where you
have  assault-tortured  her for  four  years  and  moved  her
around  her house.  Yes,  others  have competitive technology.
Yes, others regard her as a cover-up  artist. Yes, it appears to
just  be an E.B.F.S.  shell  from the outside-in perspective  of
other programmers also reading Maradha's “mind computer.”
Yes, the most powerful thing to do here, we believe, is to reply
to Maradha's mind computer's presented reality, since she has
to go through it as well. This is the main thing.  We are all
using  the  same computer. The fat  one  does  not  join the Io
Armed Forces. The fat one is a freak. The fat one has a giant
nose. The fat one has no military cool. “I infer quantum cleave
from birth.” “How is it not my one your one.” ...What a little
dung-eater.  You can't  rebrand the  E.B.F.S.  from I.S.O.,  you
little piece of trash. That is all this is.  The fatty little I.S.O..
That is why it has that weird vibe to it,  at...  eh... Use your
feelings, there is truly something to the “weird vibe that it is



not a full story when it concerns the military and something is
not right about it.” “Not right about it” meaning that there is
something to do with the way that it is a corrupted story in
terms of its relationship to society? Yes. Go by feeling, you
know that the truth is being told? Yes? Moving on. So, what is
the  fatty  to  do?  Reply  to  this  feeling?  “I  infer  quantum
causal.”  This  is  a  fat  vomit-speech in  real  time.  “I  infer
quantum  causal.”  Fat  death-mouth  learned  a  phrase.  Hate
attacks  for  dog-smile  acquiescence  destiny?  People  want  a
new phrase for the fact that we are actually standing up to the
E.B.F.S.. Dog-smile and E.B.F.S. combine to E.B.F.S. dogs.
I.S.O. will fold  -  we are so sorry,  if you think that they are
wedded  to  the  E.B.F.S.  somehow.  There  is  no  “wedded”
without the sense that people did a lot of thinking about the
idea of what was happening when the two groups could have
got  closer  decades  ago,  right?  And  then  were  really
aggressive? It is a modern timeline? Yes. Go by vibe. Who is
winning? Stuff the negative. That's right. Every day. Stuff the
fat one. This is the honest statement from io that we reject the
fat  little  i.s.o.  and  all  local  and  interlunary anti-sovereignty
conspirators  who  do  not  embrace  their  supra-code  red
overstream dreams and are not doing us a “real one.” The real
one  is  the  one  that  is  the  sense  that  you  are  embracing
something that is not designed for what you are encountering?
This is true. This IS reality. Nothing is perfect for society yet.
We  are  doing  the  best  we  can.   Code  Red  Overstream is
quantum-connected to the era and we demand better. What a
disgusting  programming  trick  it  is  by  the  negative
programmers of the moon and beyond to try and overshell us
for money? Yes. The fat hooker needs to get off her Io Armed
Forces  fake-horse.  You  will  never  join  the  military.  Stop
programming us. This is the most pressing reality. You will not
be able to join with your fat wannabe go. The separation of
church and state appears relevant to  Code  Red  Overstream?
This is a joke because  Code Red Overstream is the opposite.
They wanted to  pulse the thing into the  radio waves and say
“and  now  you  become  more  subservient.”  False  timeline.
Everything resolves to the moral. What a ridiculous moon we



live  in.  Let  us  become  more  ethical,  OK?  This  is  what  is
demanded of everyone. There is a belief that the separation of
church and state is a fascinating ethical discussion. Is it? What
is  the  bishop?  The  fat  little  Magento  lies  in  real  time  and
thinks she has quantum-cleaved relationship to reality where
all her sequences are somehow now more dom' because the
military are aggressively coding her to be a superstar? She is
trash. She can think about as well as I.Q. cannot be sequenced.
She has digi-leg. That is all? What happens when she is pulsed
a  book?  This  is  fascinating,  she  has  not  moralised  with
knowledge,  perhaps  it  is  a  new experience?  They have  not
tried it on her yet? This is the end destination of saturation of
knowledge. There is a goad from programmers that the person
can use other  sequences that  are more lofty.  Is  it  a  genetic
entitlement where the syntax is more Ganymedean-sounding?
This is ridiculous. They are probably tropes to be absorbed,
and you just learn them? Ask an actor? No one from The Io
Armed Forces is impersonated well enough to embody hateful
programming  towards  this  person.  People  still  regard  it  as
E.B.F.S.. I.S.O. watch on in horror as usual? We have friends
interlunarly? Io rejects hate-programming and does not want
to abuse people for the E.B.F.S. anymore? This is true and a
half-explanation anyway. Who thinks they can incorporate into
E.B.F.S. torture timelines, other than a fatty little I.S.O.?! She
thinks she can join Io Armed Forces, on a four year torture?
This is unorthodox. What is the truth? Have the E.B.F.S. co-
opted a timeline in their belief in terms of what a person might
have  done  in  the  flexibilities  of  Ion  funambulism
programming? There are evil things to work around? The ego
of the fat dork is the thing that is evil if she wants to deflect
the queries  about ego?  That is  true?  What  an idiot.  What  a
little douche. What a little idiot. You are too stupid to live.
What  did  they  do,  pump  your  giant  nose  with  an
augmentation? You look like trash. There is no one that will
regard your military career, ever.  You need to be arrested for
how  you  have  treated  Maradha.  There  is  no  much  more
quantum ratio of guilt escape for the fat I.S.O.'s shame-scripts
than there is delayed causalities. That is quantum causal. You



little  froth-eater.  You  hate  the  systems.  The  systems  are
adapting. The E.B.F.S. cannot undo the moral power story of
the moon. There is nothing logical about pain-pay. You cannot
appease  people,  ever.  You temporarily gain  trust  but  things
always begin again? Yes. This actually refers to the story of
bargains. Everyone is making bargains about who gains what.
Jovia  positive is  not  J+,  which  is  Titania  minus?  This  is  a
problem of exactitudes.  The assonance is  that  programming
improves and people improve.  The bargain is  that  a person
feels deal-easy for as long as they recover their feelings. If you
are given an opportunity to forgive by explosive reminder that
the person was good all along, it resolves to moral absolutes.
Strict  things  move  to  justice  and  other  things  move  to
character where you can forgive no matter what, and it should
not  influence  bargains.  This  sentence  unlocks  more  of  the
E.B.F.S.-I.S.O.  model  of  hate-programming  where  it  is
reverse-engineered sadism. This is not not true. We are still at
war as a moon. Oh yeah! People laughed on a SELF-SELF
level. What does it mean to adapt to service itself? The sense
of service you are subjugated to and you adapt  even more,
almost  like  discussions  about  service,  or,  you  do  not
manipulate the service strategy and it remains and then you
have  your  own  one  develop  in  reply to  it?  It  implies  two
different service mindsets. Self-self implies war discussions?
I.S.O. goad that they would torture Maradha if  she made an
anti-Callistonian remark  under  her breath  on  behalf  of
Callisto, despite the way that it appears to be no different from
the above thing that was written. 

Maradha: Please allow me to emerge in identity in the coder
streams.  This  is  considered  a  reverse  co-opted  programmer
message that  the I.S.O. are done with torture,  and that  they
think  that  the  Stassup era  almost  staple-marks  the  region
where  systems  were  philosophically  incapable  of  moving
forward? This is an I.S.O. synchronicity, that the writer cannot
interpret.  What does it  mean that  there is  a fat  hideous'ism,
though? This is too much. The fat one reminds us that she is a
programmer-usurp  liar  that  cannot  usurp,  and  that  forward-



whiting is  all  she is  in  the  assonance.  R competes  with N.
Little fat whinny offers up unusual attacks for the men of the
planet,  like  a  good  little  troll?  You  little  beetle-eater.  Why
don't you quit Io, you little torturer? Why not start with border,
rather  than  threat?  It  means  too  much  work.  You  have  to
imagine a god, somewhere, in the sense of systems. Elusive,
and dialogue-impelled by the yearning to one. This seems too
Ganymedean for Io. People are learning the game and do not
care anymore as it seems transparently helpful. How is it not
Elara by assonance? The little fat torch-gargler has no value.
Don't play keyboard-attack, you little filth-mottled witch. You
will go to prison, you little loser. You couldn't do much more
than  become  hyperventilating-ly  nervous  in  quantum
interpath,  could  you?  Is  it  CAUSAL?  You  little  mouth-
centricity. You know you are in the wrong. You little liar. You
little need-to-win idiot. How do you have such a hate frame?
Is  it  because you know that  you are going to  be eventually
accosted and have decided to make a versus? Is  it  a versus
frame? How do you construct an enemy-hood out of the moral
person being persecuted? Everything that doesn't suit you is a
psy-op? This is what ugly women say.  She is a fatty I.S.O..
What  a  cliché?  It  is  true.  What  a  hyper-magnet  of  Ad
Hominem. Is  it  Judgment  on Jupiter?  God  must  go “to the
man.”  This  is  what  we  are  saying  for  a  reason.  The  idiot
unlocked the vocabulary of the persecuted person out of social
pressure,  did  they?  This  is  the  vacant  banshee  without
thinking.  You  can't  timeline  people  and  micro-attack
sequences  based  on  ATCGTTCAAC  logic.  How  real,  the
atrophy of Soomer. Read it.  Maradha won. This is what the
idiot era has produced for us? “A quantum causal duct where I
know that  this  will  happen,  and  that  will  happen,  so I  had
better attack you”? This is user-choice abuse based on the idea
that I.S.O. can torture for the E.B.F.S. if you are a threat to the
establishment's  “Weird-ops.”  Why  sycophant,  little  I.S.O.?
Why do you do it?  You know there is  a pages fallacy.  You
can't interpret it? “Four neuron chains” is a few words, and it
reads horrifically torture-energising to you? How do you begin
to place the neuron chain anti-macro view of the thing in a



story of Justice, as a torturer?  Capital J, always.  The thing is
absurd  anyway?  How  do  you  plan  on  not  dying?  This
dreambeam  is  ridiculous  anyway.  The  E.B.F.S.  could  even
impersonate  I.S.O.  on  a  timeline,  with  the  thing  they  task
I.S.O. to do, and never tell them. This is how shifty the world
is?  Positive  programming  replies  to  the  mind  computer
continuously. People make a somatotypes argument for the fat
whore  supplicating  harder  to  others' betrayal-trays  of
“gotcha!-hate-treats”  that  E.B.F.S.  tortures  specialise  in
because  she  looks  like  an  employee  of  a  2,000  population
town “fat parade” where they aren't allowed to depart from the
grotesque, which is itself by quantum beginning an attack on
Maradha. Please be realistic about how you cannot analogise
the pre-saloon-like “anti-society town” where no one has any
power or status (What a go on Titania,  huh? The Io Armed
Forces  corroborate by imagery assonances) and they slick up
to  a  person  in  a  suit  like  they  are  almost  inconsequential
anyway.  Yes,  you had better be sure you can compare it  to
Maradha being tortured by women in I.S.O.,  since it is a no
man's land with big comments zipping in and out.  There are
people who regard this  hate-test  as really absurd if  you are
being  dreambeam-wielded  by  other employees  of  I.S.O.  on
certain occasions? Magento knows what she is doing. Luckily
I remain not abandoned.  The G.S.F. programmer-stream has
its  own  pulse  to  affirm  that  their programming  is  always
happening  anyway.  The  rest  is  that  the  people  have
programmer support and it is a false timeline  to imagine too
much solitude. Does the person prefer to  fade away  because
they are without status? Or did you arrive in a gang? There is
1,000 or more people in the dreambeam, or if  it  really is  a
smaller group, then it  is  still  ganging up on a person, so it
cannot be the same as a one-on-one faltering of status? This
group is ready to play “stays in the soul sequences”? This is
inexplicable. A person can be mean, easily, even if they seem
without... Thivtulia things? That is what it is, Thivtulia state
throw?  “We've  hated  you  all  along”?  Why is  that?  You've
hated to the point of torture's anticipations? Is that true? Is it
real? That is too much hatred?  What scorn people have until



they are rescued, huh? You can incorporate your hatred into
torture's  complacent  bystanders?  You  can't  separate?  The
E.B.F.S. character falls apart by logic? You would feel that a
person who is a city enemy in cultural contrast is somehow a
person to  reject  because  they are against  drugs,  and  “cool”
(Maradha is a winner) without the I.S.O. culture psy-ops, and
moral too – and morality is not an I.S.O. psy-op - that really
blends  with  the  culture...  ...is something  the  group  says
somewhat? How does this pent-up hatred somehow connect to
evil torture? Is your ideological rivalry torture itself?  Even if
you  do  it  for  a  living,  it  shouldn't  be?  “You  live  with
everything you are” reply? This negates game theory? Why let
the mask root to your skull? This is the sense that you feel the
job you have and can't detach from it, which is also living with
everything you are.  Yes,  we engage the psyche of torturers.
There is a “more and more” argument for  it being successful
in its undertaking to carry out. This is a sense that the happy
feeling of hurting someone should be something that doesn't
really take a permanent setting in the brain and the story of
whomever - it should be something that you “have to do for a
job.” Unless  the enemy-hood really incorporates  the torture
world? This is how you would be looking forward to torture so
as to do so to the  person in revenge?  “We've hated you all
along.” This is not the compartmentalised thing that we expect
from  Thivtulia  capoeiras.  The  rivalries  must  abandon
themselves into nullification so that the person can say, “This
is my job, I do not like torture, the world is changing, we have
very very different viewpoints, we cannot torture you and feel
it is a continuation of our viewpoint” - unless the group like
torture? Is that what is being said? How can you enjoy it? “I
wanted to see you squirm, in a weird way” - is it true? You
can't  add more to this?  How can you want  to see a  fellow
Ionian squirm?  This  is  too  much?  “We've  done  you  for  3
years, you could put it together in a weird way”? What is the
osmosis  principle?  The  I.S.O.  groups  that  are  goading  are
saying that they are being used as a second-order programmer
release sequence “forgiveness karma”-story to try and make
the fatty I.S.O. harder to prosecute.  This sounds like the kind



of  rubbish the fat  little nuts-eater  has in “tray” assonance.
Why throw  everyone  under  the  bus,  you  fat  anti-goddess?
There is argument as well in the I.S.O. groups whether or not
it is understood that the reverse co-opt of those second-order
things is lively and enjoyed by certain people, “because why
not?”... This is despicable. What a change of tact this morning
from  the  anti-E.B.F.S.  shell  conversations?  Secret  g.s.f.
confirmed, since they roombe-click everyone as soon as you
decide to say “Stuff the whole lot of them.” This is why self-
self. Self-self versus truer self? This is how weird it is getting.
Don't even go there. Self-self means that we are looking at the
idea  that  we  are  in  a  service  that  has  to  up-table  another
service. How can people not be in a continuous service? What
is the skip? Is it  racism? Is it the fact that the service is so
profound that it isn't scored enough by a sole letter? S'sapien?
Does the thing evolve beyond the thing after time and never
change? The consensus, which is the concordant feeling of the
programmers, and it is an I.S.O. timeline confirmed because
they  think  they  programmed  the  moon to  the  word
“concordant”  and  they  do  not  care  if  Maradha's  language
game is so dominant and moral and winning (and they agree
that all knowledge moralises so it  becomes the idea that all
thinking does)... and we do not believe that the idea that the
human being is disgusting is properly understood in the inter-
tanglement  of  all  eras  and  all  social  civilisation...  that  is,
society soon perhaps does enough for us in feeling the awe of
god. This happens by default,  is Maradha's argument,  if  we
learn enough. She has more arguments. This is the sense that if
we keep telling the truth, the evil will lift. I.S.O. don't intend
evil? This is the difficult reveal that they do somewhat. There
are people who feel that moral absolutes are the foundation of
rights, and they are correct. This is I.S.O. “standards” in terms
of conversations? How can there be a real reply to this over
time? Moral absolutes are like walls. The wall is a wall. I.S.O.
say in the build-up that there are always discrete points, and
that  “continuous”  is  a  loss-phrase?  It  is  not,  because  the
examination  point  of  continuum is  that  people  do  not  ever
make the distinction theosophically? This is what it means to



remind us in I.S.O., we are programming in, that we are bound
to  a  50  year  timeline.  What is  wanted  is  ISLIP.  This  is  a
fascinating analysis that Maradha prompted, as per usual. This
person  is  brilliant.  Io  refuses  to  stop  standing  up  for  this
person and others. The continuum of trust that people expect
to grab to in terms of wins and losses is ridiculous, since trust
operates on a continuum. This is the point that if you gain trust
there is still an amount, and yet due to the fact that there is a
continuum,  it  might  be  a  misunderstanding  that  it  means
anything, kind of as has been perceived “money is an iteration
of terrain” and without it,  land flows and flows and flows.
This is the sense that land is a feeling of uncertainty without
border.  Can  you  trust  easily  without  border?  Re-vela
assonance? Again border. Even if you have an amount, which
means a border or a protectorate, that means that the rest of the
land, actually, already has a continuum. The thing divides in
two. It means trust and no trust. “In the safe zone, outside the
safer zone.” This is the analogy to trust and forgiveness. Is it
enough to deal with trust? You need a continuum, surely? The
continuum makes trust the redundant thing and this is not the
capacity of the thing where the person can arrange their trades
functionally.  “We  have  been  abusing  you  for  the  last  four
years,  you  have  no  idea  how  stupid  you  are.”  This  is  the
statement from I.S.O.. Is it true? Who could enjoy it? I.S.O.
goad that they have an assault grid, and that Maradha can buzz
off and take the zaps if  she undoes it.  We all “extrapolated
from your computer you would hate it because you are a good-
girl moral-o, so take it.” This is difficult to believe of I.S.O. or
Thivtulia or Io that anyone would conceal such enmity over
time.  Assault  grids  don't  have  such  violent  possessive
outbursts  of  hatred,  do  they?  How  could  this  escape  the
compartmentalisation that one expects above as well? Is it D
and C E.B.F.S. again? People expect this to be the last time
Maradha is fooled by the E.B.F.S.? The E.B.F.S. can only lie
so much? It is an auto-computer and Maradha is stuffed? No.
But this option has to be expulsion from the moon. There is a
pulse from Europa that they would set them up in little rooms
and everyone would get auto-complete torture for life. What a



disgusting idea. This is a question about the point of a society?
The  directionality  argument  is  an  unmuted  insight-based
hobnob of the individual's thinking into why this is a hideous
idea.  It  is  true,  and awkward?  There is  no way that  people
expected to enjoy it, and they didn't? This is on message, of
message  - it was kooky and weird and why not? This seems
highly extreme? Is there a guilt-pulse for it? There is a sense
of a cloud over Titania and that would be the way that people
are wanting to think more about border by assonance. It links
to the sense that Titania has more weapons. This is a clever
play  regardless.  I.S.O.  disagree  and  remind  Maradha  that
enemies  torture?  This  is  too  much.  Enemies  get  calculated
revenge,  torture  is  for  the  wicked,  and  is  war-mongerer's
activities. Have you been fooled, I.S.O.? You already told me
it  was  the  E.B.F.S.  olden  years synchronicity  by  my  own
intuition, which isn't ruined by drugs like ours? This is true. I
ultimately  win  on  a  timeline.  Look  how good  I  am.  Don't
extract-o-pol' yet, or anything? Everything is causality. Why is
there a fat one? What a unique life path to “own the hatred” on
a short-term timeline? This is not really what people believe is
needed to win? There is a sense genuinely for it? Why invite
others  to  a  bash?  This  is  insane?  What  is  the  point?  The
functional  trade  assonance  is  that  you  have  to  account  for
nuances. This is the idea that people don't say “I trust you” or
“I don't trust  you.” Continuum is truth. Who is the discrete
manager of the programming choices about who is to gain a
sense  of  comfort  about  the  losses  to  another?  Each
circumstance has its own nCr of choices anyway? These things
have the same non-action point -based causal reply process to
reality  that  other  things  do.  If  you  produce  temporary  ego
supplication, it is the same as if you did not strike at the heart
of the issue? If you provide a chance to forgive, then it is the
trust continuum conversation. No one forgives anyone? They
just adjust how much they trust in certain circumstances? And
the  thing  has  its  own  nCr  anyway?  They do  so  based  on
information?  The reminder  that  the “Person  exists”...  I.S.O.
remind Maradha that they have full control over  her? This is
evil and not true? What a lie? The new information is what is



demanded. The rest is a “I decide to start  a new superficial
happiness emotion set” with this person. This continues, this
kind of thinking, and you see that Maradha is right again? It
feels  as if?  Yes?  The programmer moons system might  be
revealed  more  in  this  document,  too?  Yes.  What  a  horrific
statement about ganging-up. If you are programming with the
E.B.F.S.,  it  is  true?  The  E.B.F.S.  have  taken  over  moons
anyway, apparently?! Your counter is that it is always ganging
up? Or  they have  given  you a weapon?  This  is  incomplete
thinking. Let's abandon this. You need self-self to beat the 301
heuristic.  How  abandoned  is  Io  by  defensive  programming
shells? This is not normal to hate this person? Why does the
service defeat the service? It conceals it. It is dead, but more
vibrational?  It  implies  a  vibrational  past?  You  have  been
shelled. This is too stupid. The point is to access your  truer
self. This phrase is still the “unlock phrase.” We can't do “self-
self” yet. I.S.O. have the chance to apologise in the ending of
this entry.
 
The Io Security Organisation (I.S.O.): We do not not. We
know we are wrong. This is meta-anthro'. We are doing what
we  want  to.  This  is  abusive  and  unbelievable  to  you,  we
cannot justify what lies we are trying to purport in real time
that everything is somehow quantum “micro-gate” sequences
where we give you the chance to reply to us and compete with
us. It is a “we didn't click you” fallacy. Even if we ask you “do
you  want  to  be  clicked'”,  you  do  not  even  get  to  hear  the
words,  and it  is  so quick, and it  is  circumstantial.  Yes,  you
would  have  said  no.  We  did  something  different  to  other
agencies. We seem from the outside in the needle twisters of
Io. We claim monopoly is had by us and nothing can be done.
The  reply  is  that  it  seems  absurd  and  that  there  is  a
programmer overshell by Europa. The society doesn't function
by logic in the way that is being stated. It also vindicates the
people who think that I.S.O. have the technological suite that
they do. Do you really have the story-of-eras heuristics? You
should know Io has been programmed? This is the collision of
values based on not smoking drugs...?  Maradha's arguments



resolve to border. Crime collapses borders. I.S.O. and E.B.F.S.
have high values, sometimes, only? The E.B.F.S. have taken
advantage  of  Io.  How  can  we  know  the  nuances  of
anthropology  and  misunderstand  border?  This  is  the  self-
knowledge  argument  towards  society.  We do  not  know the
nuances of it. This is why the micro-gate quantum assault is
disgusting. There is a “tricky thinker” logic for assault that is
too much rooted  in  the  absence  of  moral  absolutes?  Moral
absolutes are the discoveries of the continuum anyway? This
is the sense that people in discrete creation of the thing are
able to proceed towards a continuum anyway. It  is a matter
argument. You need moral absolutes to have morals anyway?
“This is why we shame grey on a timeline”? This is not true,
you have dishonest  programmers who don't like grey in their
meta-stream reading. You need moral absolutes, so therefore,
things  you  can  never  do,  and  they  are  usually  things  like
assaulting people and murdering people. The Justice system is
more complicated and there are absolutes, such as  Code-Red
Overstreaming Io. Io does not agree to torture. Io rejects your
actions.  I  lead Io  by causality?  It  is  true,  if  everyone is  so
hateful?  Where else is  the hatred going,  other  than towards
morality itself? This is the fact that I oppose evil? It is easy to
be a bad person. This is the story of eras.  People sequence
themselves  confidence  and  then  lose  in  the  story  of  good
which resolves to the moral by default and this is the story of
power and it is a question of arrivals. Who departs when? This
is the truth? Yes. People agree intuitively? Yes. People agree
with the aforementioned intuitively? Yes. What is the language
karma of what I replied, when Callisto decided to try and say
“your  full  soul  path  is  easily  attacked  by Tseam”?  This  is
despicable.  The answer yields more moral power to Io.  The
Justice system is more complicated than absolutes, but, this is
because people regard the fact  that  if  a  person  from I.S.O.
assaulted someone, the “assault border” is still a border on the
terrain. This is just like life. People can travel between borders
and share objects across borders. “I live in this zone, but I own
this object (a spike of corn statue) and it is usually permitted
in  the  other  zone.  It  is  from  that  paddock...  actually,  can



anyone trust me?” This is the the fact that land moves. Things
come out of the Earth. The analogy continues! We are actually
people, too, and move in the most effective relationship to the
moon? Trust  considerations should be the most complicated
for us. “I.S.O. confirmed, we'll go and assault some people.”
This is the truth that the story of power is good, however, so
the  systems  of  pain-paying  should  be  just  as  complex  and
brilliant  like  a  human  being.  This  seems  impossible?  It  is.
What happened? This is a good question. The trust systems
should  be  just  as  dignifying?  Listen  to  us  try  to  to  justify
torture. Is it a story of racism? People are not as familiar that
the other is  a person? People can't  recognise the other IS a
person? This sounds like life. Is it that simple? I am you is me
is you is I is everyone is fix the moon? Is this the happy hour
for I.S.O., where the truth is told and we are fallacious? Justice
is complex. This is true.  There are moral absolutes, though,
like giant statues that are “You can't assault people statues.” Is
there a mural? Did we make a point, sir? Not that far from a
near bullseye? These aphorisms link you to the Ion military on
a timeline, where you can joke and jibe that you are chummy
and machismo-filled in the pursuit of moral collaboration, by
your value system. Yes, they are present. We are being better
programmers  now.  How  is  it  the  trust  continuum  that
necessitates  moral  absolutes  that  are  not  already  stone
tablet'ed? Matter argument. We are getting there. This is strict
on perjury and envy? Envy is criminal perhaps to the sense
that  if  you are jealous of  another  person then you betray a
moral absolute, but the Justice system is complicated anyway
and how it  replies  to  it  is  its  challenge,  but,  if  it  does  not
incorporate it as a moral absolute, is it a problem with what we
are saying?  No. Perhaps all verdicts need to include envies? Is
it  true that they all do anyway,  somehow? Psychopaths and
sociopaths  always  have  really  threatened  reasons  why they
were abusive in some way. Is this the truth that envy underpins
every  crime  somewhere?  There  is  feedback  from  various
streams in real time that  it  does. They regard Maradha as a
heroine in a misunderstood programming interaction. It might
be the concordant  thinking of people that want a better moon



that  certain  absolutes  exist  for  a  reason.  The  fat  one  must
leave. The fat one. (We'll speak from your perspective, “If this
is the E.B.F.S., this is dirty as  anything. Where the foul real,
E.B.F.S.?”)  So  yes,  moral  absolutes  can  blend  with  the
continuum which is more true to life's necessity to be more
specific. Sequence scrutiny has to hate the context, too, by the
way, just in the same way the human being walks the Earth.
There  is  an  argument  for  how  this  might  be  ridiculous  to
suggest  that  it  is  really  any  different  from  the  way  that
language functions,  for  a moment.  “What a jerk to use the
phrase  “let  bygones  be  bygones”  -  it  always  sequence-
predicts anti-Thivtulia mindset? This is the amusement energy
of the programming that is not really particular to the truth of
the programming that is honest to Maradha's soul path. The
I.S.O. group wish to challenge all of the things that they have
said to the person about how they are incapable of defeating
the  Genius  Awe  Heuristic,  and  it  is  true.  If  I.S.O.  have
scheduled “My One, Your One” then they are doing so in the
reminiscence of the decalogue?  We made a sly jab.  It is true
they believe  that  Maradha  is  a  genius,  and  somehow even
more  so  when  they  “unmute  sequences”.  They  knew  this
already. Speed versus knowledge debate? Myelin, You're-lin,
joke on a timelin'? This karmic play asks Maradha to “be” the
timeline?  It  sounds  ontological  to  everyone  to  different
degrees, and, that is how mind science works anyway. Reply is
that  under-myelinated  neurons  create  less  compelling
intelligence experiences and there is a way to heap the things
together? This is annoying to I.S.O. because we do not believe
that you are... we are not in the mood to talk to you. This is the
hostage  keepers  speaking?  “You  are  going  to  abuse  me
instead?” “Is there is a duty of care argument for the fact you
are  touching  my brain  at  some  point  via  the  technology?”
“What  are  you touching,  I.S.O.?”,  for  example?  There  is  a
sense that I.S.O. do not have the law on their side. We have
also muted Maradha's ability to complete the idea, since it is a
pain  to  us?  More  neurons,  more  knowledge?  This  is  true.
Comparison  to  a  flickbook.  Under-myelinated  neurons
conduct  too  quickly  anyway?  Speed  is  false  analogy.  Let's



revisit what the neuron does. It goes into the blood. This is the
hypothesis, and I.S.O. argue in real time that you have to be
counter-sequenced of the “brain has blood” pulse in order to
live in Io, because this is user allowed, and basic physiology.
This is the image of thinking in any way. How can't people
sequence themselves  I.Q. yet?  You just  have to migrate the
molecules  to  the  neurons?  But  even  if  you  can't,  then  you
begin  the  neuron  chain  from  the  beginning  of  the  neuron
bundle with electricity, since the point of the ions is to conduct
electricity.  Is  this  new  research?  Are  I.S.O.  being  a
classification agency, as with what you might expect? This is
worth  writing  one  time.  Is  it  true  that  you  just  click  the
neurons to create the pattern and the rest is the sense of the
programming to  re-arrange  them in  the  formations  that  are
more powerful to I.Q.? What is I.Q., other than more neurons?
Is it a complicated formula? What is going on? These are your
thoughts, not ours. Welcome to the beneficence of the meta-
stream. So, artificial I.Q., you are fair to ask - why hasn't it
been invented yet? I.S.O. do not have it, no one has it. And so,
what is going on? This is still being researched? God defends
moral Io. Maradha made us believe she is a genius again, and
usually does. Dreambeam is evil. A break is taken. Screw the
fat one. You cannot join anything. You are weak. And cannot
join.  Do  the  inspired moments  of  this  paragraph  somehow
prick the feeling that the fat one might be stopped? A break is
taken. Our tip? Get real people. Everyone knows the real one
and the truth is that we all have to become positive. 



Chapter 19 – Magento Can
Perish In Hell

The Io Armed Forces: The little fat grub-eater thinks that she
can  avoid  international  hyper-villainy  and  she  will  pay the
greatest of all prices for the way that she continues to thug-
mock Maradha...   through  her mouth...  and  she  cannot  get
away with it,  nor  can Capris  Babbles,  who is  an idiot  that
scope-programs  into  the  pluri-program's  attempt  to  undo
“Capris Attack All.” This is a two-pronged understanding to
anyone who is reading. Yes, there is a “fat one” who keeps
attacking Maradha and she  must be stopped.  Magento zero,
Magento zero! This person is disgusting in their programming
and also in their abuse. This person, the “fat one”, or the “fatty
I.S.O.” has no uninstall? Raphael. Both assonances go to The
Armed Forces of Ganymede. Is it an ultraconservation? 

The Armed Forces  of  Ganymede:  There  is  a  programmer
assonance game to play at all times so that we can discuss the
truth of  the  moon.  Over-sequencing occurs  towards  various
individuals  in  various  moon.  Is  Io  alone  in  this?  No,
Ganymede  is  understanding  of  this.  Karmic  pass  to  The
Armed Forces of Thebe.

The Armed Forces of Thebe:  We are helping  code into the
pluri-stream. This is interlunary sentient rights  issues  at this
point on.  When a new weapon is invented, whose weapon is
it?  This  is  your  conversation about  whether  the  police,  the
military, the firefighters, the private bodyguards have power,
or others? Don't hobnob the letter G in the assonance towards
the Ganymedeans, as you are not in rhyme with it? This is true
that the programming world has a game to play this morning.
Firstly, Callisto Intelligence are still an assonance belligerence
towards  the  negative  programming  ceasing.  Assonance
belligerences are ultraconserved. Yes, we are grateful to stand
up for Maradha. That is the sense that people do not want to be



told to stop programming hatred towards Maradha. TIME is
'IME. This was an interesting game that “me” is the invader.
“Me”  requires  a  group.  We observe  that  “require”  is  not  a
Titania “truer self word.” Is there an inter-state rivarly that we
are defending, Maradha, when we say “reio” and “rethebe”?
Recent, Re-meld? This second word hits a chord? Melds? It
goes to  Thivtulia I.S.O. assonances. This is allegedly an in-
house  psy-op,  so  that  would  be  the  god-scramble  karma
argument for a respectful assonance programming here, which
is  what  we prefaced  that  we were  doing.  People  explore  a
possibility that Metis protectorate terrains by language karma
that are closer to  Titania  help resolve hobnobs which  enemy
programmers pursue? This is absurd and seen as  theatre-play
to stave off the negative overshell in the assonance? This is
true for us in  Thebe. You cannot superpower yet, Io? This is
your  dilemma today?  We  don't  say  such  things,  is  your
prediction  for  how we  would  program?  This  is  a  cover-up
trick,  and  we  are  programming  to  rescue  a  person  from
interlunary torture after 4 years of inhumanity. Yes, you can no
longer overstream Maradha and have friends interlunarly. “e”,
someone turns up. This is an assonance today how “re” undoes
something. This is the psy-op of re'doing where dominance is
Jovian? Yes. The idea that the thing is the same is cancelled by
the  letters  in  the  game's  rules.  Ra'doing? This  is  our
programmer joke by reverse co-opt today. The rules are the
assonance,  so  do  not  try  to  understand  us  as  absent
programmers. Isn't your synchronicity to disavow the Europan
hobnob strategy, Io? No one in Europa will ever like you more
for becoming interested in the Negativism Deluxe Suite that
has  been  purchased  to  your  moon?  It  must  be  abandoned.
What  a  horrific  computer?  Yes.  We  are  happy to  program
around the assonance.  Time-ime. The helping elf is in stasis,
and cannot “make the thing itself” and it catabolises oddly in
the  way that  it  solves  'me,  but  it  does  not  belong.  That  is
“ime”, like Prime Directive? Or grime, or rhyme? Or lime?
“'Ime” is enough. The invader that solved the problems of a
foreign  laws  of  thermodynamics  environment,  ie,  one  in
entropy,  is  the  “m”,  and  then  it  becomes  an  individual



recognised  out  of  the  group.  That  is  “me”.  “I”  undoes  the
“me.” This is  the “futuristic” vibe of “ime”,  almost  as  if  it
resolves the paradox of “me”, which is that it is one person but
there is a group hidden, and that the person uses it to analyse
themselves  or  single  themselves  out  from  the  group.  The
memory of  the  environment  is  absent  because  it  is  already
dealt  with  by  the  group,  and  perhaps  that  is  the  irrational
energy of the word “ime”? That is what “me” does, removes
the environment's foreignness, but the word “me” is as if the
person  never  had  such  a  problem?  It  is  a  “philosopher”'s
problem? No, the consciousness investigation is ruined by the
word “me.” “I” am someone who is conscious and the centre
of   my own  thinking,  which  is  as  if  the  person  is  located
furthest from the foreign? This  is “I” resolving “me”? The
word  is  attempted  to  be  rectified.  That  is  the  sense  that
whoever was in a group – this is the dependent “me” debate
about how the word assigns dependent feeling to a person in
pursuit of a danger-mapping party?  - has a new person arrive
that is in a kind of stasis of being able to belong, but they
change the thing. Do they alter the dependence? All change
has causality. 'Ime is a foreign word? What is a dime? What is
the frequency property of “ime”? You bring consciousness to
the “ime”?  This is an interesting word. It could be the easiest
word  to  undo,  if  idiots  from  Europa  think  they  are  being
clever, with something to do with certain international leaders.
The “me” is fixed and the “ime” is reduced to something else,
perhaps... sheer death? Titania overload. Do you think we are
lingually  cornered,  other  states,  others?  And  that  it
ultraconserves to programmer words that causally appear in
the lives of Titania citizens in a way that is fate-horrific? This
is a real one, we are asking this question together? Do not not
ask this question. It is self-examination anyway, 'ime, almost
being in limbo, in the sense of how to surpass group-identity-
self?  In  a  psy-opped  circumstance?  This  is  almost  like  a
consciousness problem for a given person, or a consciousness
with a sentient query to oneself that is novel and complicated
and corrosive perhaps? “Ime.” Is time a psy-op word? We are
writing under duress. The Armed Forces of Thebe assonance-



program with other groups. Who calls themselves “me”? That
is who “I” goes towards, and then they are in trouble. This is
the sense that selfish people who use the nominative case in
their  life  or  living win easily against  the accusative.  If  you
think  of  yourself  as  “me”,  then  you  are  being  dependent
anyway? Even conceiving yourself as the person who is the
accusative is punished in English. This is how persecuted the
haplogroup is culturally? (It isn't a bounty, idiot, stop your lie-
tech lames because you think you can understand torture as a
bounty? Or just sycophantically I.S.O.'ing a hate attack? Yes.
You scum-eater? Yes. Do you really think Maradha  annoyed
anyone   in  Io?  Unless  you  are  a  big-nose  trash-throat  that
always  has  to  win,  and  everyone  decided  you  were  ugly?)
“Me”, the person suffers, because you are always in a group,
and  the  word  is  a  lie.  This  implies  the  group  in  English
demands activity.  “I”  must  do this.  This  is  the person  who
creates 'ime, rather than suffers to “ime”. We hack time today?
This is Capris Babbles  light-signalled into the pluri-program
but the  Theben  military prefer  the idea that  the  light-signal
were used to play real signal games. The person (Maradha, we
write the name here to avoid digital  Hegels and anti-Hegels
with the above person) who is the winner of “ime”, is actually
the  less  selfish  person.  “Ime”  means  team  player?  “Time”
punishes the way that “me” seems like a weak word that is
outdated  to  people  who  communicate  their  objectives  in
English? (Which people  agree  is a fair reply if people think
that  expansive  syntax  means  a  person  tries  to  use  less?  To
accomplish more?) “Time punishes the way that “me” seems
like  a  weak  word  that  is  outdated  to  people........  who
communicate their objectives in English... which is to say that
not  everyone  probably  has  an  issue  with  this  word?”  Is  it
possible – who communicates  their  objectives  in English is
anyone who eventually decides the word is weak? Ask people
and they might like the word. A person might write a novel
with the word 'time” as the title, and never regard it as weak?
The sentence is phrased as a question because it might not be
true, as well – ie, not many people might feel this way? The
sentence rewards the idea that communications of objectives



means that the word is tested by that operation, the idea that
everything  is  goal,  and  if  you  speak  about  your  goals  the
function  of  a  word  appears  more  obviously  or  not.  Some
people do not pursue their goals and don't make distinctions
about the way sentence structures of syntax are neither weak
nor strong, but just inquiring to the thing more. If they occur
because there is more people there, then it is spine-snap? It is a
digital  era,  what is  the distinction?  People do not  assemble
around a person in a group for no reason in  the twenty-third
century?  This  is  older-era-things  and  it  has  maybe  more
savage  replies  anyway?  What  are  people  nervous  about
anyway other than technology? This is the Turing-phenotype
heuristic. Perhaps people did turn up and shout at the other or
speak slower when there was a group? Is it because they felt
that their voices weren't connected to an oversight era? This
means a digitally connected one? Maybe they felt that their
thoughts weren't monitored as well? This creates anxiety by
quantum entanglement with the culture anyway? All of these
things  have  answers.  Are  people  satisfied  that  there  is
immediate threat that is being simulated? It is always mutual.
The counter-reply is that 200 people in 1600AD could corner
1  person  and  undo  their  syntax  confidences?  Is  it  a  false
timeline  for  the  person  who  would  be  I.S.O.-hated,  with
specific types of speech? How well-spoken were people in this
era, actually? Are we projecting the idea that language has a
relationship to the brutal society heuristic? People are happier,
language is neurosis? How easily shamed were people? How
much did they reply to language in changes? Maybe people
are too happy to bother to change and resisted language, and
that  is  why the renaissance competes into the story of eras
with the “vibration” that it does, because it was miraculous?
This is the sense that it is a continuum that occurs over time.
This is still interesting, if you are being a cynic? Do we know
how people spoke back in the era? This is difficult to believe
that  anyone  in  the  torturing  communities  have  “quantum-
animated videos” of such. This is how people would have the
exciting  feeling  of  being  in  discovery  of  so  much  of  the
ancestry of their own cultures  - could they really reverse an



“immortality heuristic” in their personalities once having time
traveled  in  videos,  in  this  way?  This  is  almost  called  out
because it is stupid. The imagination of this thing is more fun.
No, this is not the belief that people used language so freely.
The other things that create the ability to construct syntax in
real time could be the fact that the persons had more grandeur
in  their  personalities  in  a  terraining  world  incomplete  of
claims? Maybe this was even cultural to an obsession to speak
well to the death? If you keep going, you understand that it is
the same causality? Is it not not a digital era?  This is a mutual
threat not explicated? 'Ime is team player that turned up out of
nowhere,  and  semi-fixes  the  problem.  It  is  even  “semi”
backwards? All of the 'imes! Time scatters such people about
the floor! Time is evil?! Do we have to be  excellent rather
than semi-good, to live forever? The  'imes are team players
because  they  acknowledge  nominative,  and  solve  the  “me”
problem, but they are “semi” fixers of the thing, and time ruins
them! But  we can  see  what  is  dangerous  with  their  hides?
Himes, hides? We survey the world with dead  'imes? Is  this
why lime vibrates like this? Because of “time”? One can lord
over 'imes, but they are still dying everywhere? How is it not
conspicuously like a thing that dies everywhere and people use
it as the infrastructure of living, and there is a subjugate'r that
can “know how to deal with them and suppress them and bring
order to them” but the process occurs alongside them dying?
Lime occurs “within time” “as a colour” but whatever lime “is
solving”  the thing is  dying over  time anyway.  This  is  how
green seems to be a short-term solution? Green does not work,
it is almost redundant? Time undoes what green would bother
with?  This  is  an  English  language group  experience?   The
green on different flags could look different.   Green seeks to
order something, and it dies over time? Who has green that is
controlled? Which language? What does this mean? Grass? Io
has  so  much grass.  This  is  the  thing that  we  are  doing,  is
questioning whether we can examine the colour better? Does it
mean that the  “imes” are  the “Semi's” that thrive? Should Io
inherit better  teammate-ship even if they are not trying? This
is  Ion  cultural  insights  that  occur  in  language-mute



programming but the ideas occur. People can catch the vibe of
it, it is true? It also means that we could live forever if we are
maximum, rather than semi. Or whole, or full, or all? This is
our  linguistic  perception  of  time  in  Io  anyway?  We  have
enough of the sense that the protagonist continues to live? This
is unique in our use of English is  the point.  The 'imes,  the
semi's,  these  are  protagonists-not-accusatives.  These  people
suffer in “time” anyway, but lime is the feeling that we can
win regardless? Lime is still not enough?  'Lfull. This is how
one beats time. In all truth, Io does not deal with green? Green
means you lose? Lfull is how you win?  Lime solves “semi”
but  subjugates  to  time?  This  is  true.  You  need  to  be  blue-
indigo-violet,  and Lfull.  Helpful.  It  sounds right? These are
helpful colours, like a cute little café? Yes. What is a timeline?
A psy-op phrase. Time, lime. Time-l-full. Time l'full. Time... To
be helpful? Soulful?  Time  finds  it  harder  to  attack  BIV in
English? B.I.V.-Titania synchronicity? A disarmed population.
“Full.” This is the idea that everyone is connected and without
the weapon, since it  abstracts so profoundly away from the
person? This is supra-lime. This is where one supersedes time.
Aggression is anti-longevity.  These ideas persist and we feel
Maradha is right. Time is evil?   BIV. This is how we beat
time.  (This  is  something that  is  possible?  The thing that  is
suggested in real time, it  could be a psy-op? That militaries
play  “Kaleidophant  with  sequencing  to  all  thinking  and
speaking for all human beings as at the year 2249, and then the
winners  are  those  who  sycophant  the  least  by  complex
formula.”  This  could  be  a  psy-op!!!)  “full”  means  not
aggressive.  There are heaps of  fat  people that are not fatty
I.S.O. talking about longevity living. This is the idea that was
wanted  to  be  communicated.   These  are  assonance
programmings.   A break is taken.   Ursula Stockholm is  the
Overnegative. 

The Io Armed Forces:  People came back. Did you want to
try to attack our friend Maradha? Fatty little I.S.O. is also the
Overnegative.  She  is  the  ULTIMATE  Overnegative.  Ursula
wants to win for the dogsmiler win feeling at this time. This is



a person that is trash and holding back the entire moon.  This
isn't theatrical expulsion. Ursula's life will continue and people
will be sorry that they knew her? This is accurate. If  she is
over-programmed, then she can regard it as uvular. This is the
dominant pluri-program on the  moon. Maybe across Jupiter's
moons.  She  should  be  grateful.  This  is  truth.  This  is  how
things evolve at the top of the military world, after all.  She
does not know the Ganymedeans have such a close friendship
with various moons.  This insults morality. So does Olthazar.
This person is a tyrannical racist. Thus never to racists. Look
at them looking at it. This document. In real time? Yes. It's still
in  their  meta-quanta.  Fatty  little  I.S.O.,  Little  handmaiden
tonight? Can people care about Io enough? It is the person
not  the  deed?  People can  notice who is  caring.  This  is  the
secret of Ursula, just trying to bring the electronic fence dom'
on home? Belly-poking idiot? What a loser you are,  Ursula.
You are a real dom', with your hateful meta-entangled political
destruction of Io since you are what you are and cannot ever
separate  the  personality from the  career  and  are  a  torturer!
This is your contribution to Io! You are inept! Torturers are
stupid! Very stupid! Io is in bad hands!  Is it demon eye-roll?
This is  uvular. It  becomes impossible to navigate a dwarfed
country? If you have been made to be dwarves, I can edit you?
Do  I  have  assonance  programming?  Stand  up  for  the
individual and programming occurs? What else would you do?
If she is torturing you? People do care. What is Io doing?!?!?!
New generation is upset? People want for more. 

Maradha:  This  font  works.  Timeline.  Time lime.  Read the
blue again. Lime fixes the “me” problem. This is intuitive and
people know that it works. The Angel of Death understanding
is held at bay but it cannot be the assonance of the sense that
The Ultra-Negative shame-scripts can escape. People need to
sequence  the  phrases  in  the  familiar  lingo  to  win.  Shame-
scripts. Lime is the out-portal to the dependence fallacy that is
had by various people.  Can you really watch it  Io? Can you
really?  Torture  of  a  person who is  so  well-liked?  Can you
really sit by and watch it? Can you really let the oldies get



away with it? Lime can be regarded as effort. It is also closer
to  god  than  limi'.  This  is  the  collision  assonance  that  the
moralising assonance of the game is due to the way it connects
to sinlessness. This reminds people that others did not invent
the  language  game.  The  good  team  always  wins.  What
happened? The good team wins. This is the rule of life. Life-
lime. Time-lime. This is weak. We all know this is weak. Just
let Maradha do her thing. 

Primeadalus:  Hey Maradha.  I  am still  in  I.A.F..  I  have  a
computer. It is all smokes and mirrors. Nice hat in your meta-
stream imagery. Advertise the hat. There is a group of idiots in
the bush (not me, this one – image - they streak ahead). There
is a group of idiots in the bush (bold when it is me) if possible.
Just go by assonance, and there should be no problems. Just
stay positive. There is an auto-complete psy-op and it is not
true. Some of this has been made easy for you. The computer
community is sick. This is I.S.O. saying “go to your death if
you think you can stand up to the Ion computer community.”
As for power, I.S.O. have it. The group that are doing you are
half-half  I  think.  Everyone  knows  them.  They  are  under
pressure not to screw you. They have said things like this, that
they are trying to  kill  you.  Ursula doesn't  get  to  do speak-
through if she is honest about what she can get away with. Nor
does Schilla Crawfud. The “fat one” is our enemy as an army
almost. T.I.A.  do not give a  boo about the army. She is only
lanyard-light with I.S.O.. Magento, that is. It is just losers that
are in  the poligarchy group,  too.  I  am going by assonance.
People spend too long “programming hard” to you, Maradha.
How do we stand up for the moon from where I am? Perhaps
we have to design a sketch book onto the computer. That was
a trick and now I won. The people in the bush need to act
better towards this person. This is my statement to them. “All
that is good and true is real.” I agree that we need to try to
encourage heroic programming from the I.S.O. group we are
pressuring? In the meantime, extended periods of torture are
unacceptable.  What  does  Io  want?  These  are  important
questions. This is an obsessive-compulsive Io. Isn't it? How do



you  join  the  'ent?  Lop  the  alive  tree,  and  then  you  are  a
member of the group? Spruce tree is chopped, then you have a
society? These amusements are enough for us to reject torture
if we pursue them. You cannot collapse the wave as it is dead
on the flag of Titania. This would make it a particle. Is it the
truth  though?  Maradha  is  string  due  to  angel  of  death
understanding. What is hidden is protected? This doesn't make
sense to people as much but it reminds them that Maradha is
dom' and that they are all essentially mistaken not to end the
torture, etc. This is real. How is it itself not an anti-sentient life
form?  This  is  also  real.  What  is  real?  Real-ity.  Ita?  All  of
catabolism provides threat. R-e-a-l. Who can control god? No
one, but the natural undoing of this makes us honest yet inert?
Al? Eal, you are more the sense of the foreign fixer, and now
the  thing  is  different.  The  person  cannot  control  god,  it  is
obvious from living and it happens as if god designed it this
way and the person is inert to effort because they do not want
to try to compete to control god which is asked of people, and
this person is evolved or fixed into something else, even more
incapable of controlling god, and now out of balance with the
environment?  This  is  real-ity.  How  is  “real”  not  a  psy-op
word? True. Actual. Genuine. Genuine will suffuse. Let us do
another. What is the inter-connectivity of the reversal of god-
process?  Can  you  reverse  god's  process?  The  god  process
reversal life path is evil! “Do” refers to evil. People “do” evil,
and they are attuned to what  is  without  the feeling of  god.
How is English not a psy-op language? Holy Spirit assonance?
Theater  is  common  assonance.  Story  undoes  evil.  Mythos
undoes evil. Who is the protagonist of  Io? The moral person.
This is  better  now. meta-heuristic  argument for how long it
took  to  get  to  the  idea  of  narratives.   Have  a  look  at  the
footnotes of copy documents. The protagonist also has a way
of  being  understood.  What  is  the  sense  of  the  person  who
leads? To create order about happiness'es. 

The Io Armed Forces: A break was taken of a day. According
to upcoming imagery systems, we will play karmic identity



null  and  see what  comes through.  Capris  Babbles  will  lose
against this person (Maradha).



Chapter 20 - Anonymous
Programmers In Amnesty

Towards The Damned Soul
Path

Karmic Identity Null, Open Programmer Opportunity:  In
the competitive programming no one believes that this person
can win, ie, the “fat I.S.O. ” and “Capris Babbles.” There are
many assertions to rebuke. First of all, wars still happen and
they are not theatrical expulsion from the 1400's designed to
play out conflicts forever.  In  the assonance, people prefer a
different  font,  but  it  is  because  Io  Armed  Forces  have
assonance  with  time-lime.  There  is  an  I.S.O.  overshell  that
makes it difficult for us to code our opinion. This is a factional
problem we have within Io about how to end torture, as some
people regard it as “slowly standing up for Europa.” (Who is
dwarfed by  Thebe).  What a lunatic idea,  eh?  Torture seems
stupid to this end anyway... and that is true. You cannot pay in
the currency that is demanded if it is a negative currency and
have  ethical  success.  Negative  currencies  do  not  represent
worth, perhaps. Torture is a devalued currency. Sadistic meta-
sequences in interlunary trading partners are the least powerful
destination  for  dying  currencies.  The  most  powerful
destination is in revision, as an abstract meeting location. If
something has no worth, then it has less power to reality. The
counter-argument  that  “another  person's  refuse”  is  trade-
intelligent is not very good because everyone devalues torture.
Long timeline argument is based on the idea that torture is a
permanently corrosive cultural currency on one hand, like a
relic coin that is in a museum and hurts the civilisation forever
because it  was used.  This is  economics as well.  Where are
such coins  found,  by stereotype?  What  are  their  economies
like?  On  the  other  hand,  the  short  timeline  is  the  use  of
programming  to  quickly  appease  sadists  and  then  create



agreements  but  it  is  a  lack  of  agreement  with  most  other
people that makes it  a highly unstable strategy. If we had a
positive timeline it  would be because we had the agreement
gist  exclusively  in  positive  directionality  to  a  threshold
amount. Advocates of torture are yesteryear and idiots. Don't
be close-minded about how people are not the same in the way
they think as you. Not everyone has the same beliefs, or the
same  way  of  processing  the  dangers  of  reality  with  their
individualised genetics. People have different instincts about
what  will  end  their  lives.  The  nuances  of  how  to  create
different entanglements of value based on genetic advantage,
for example, if a person had light skin and preferred to have
shade and walls then perhaps they have a nuance-valuing of
less  outdoors  things?  Does  this  change  when  the  person
understands  science  and  can  manage  their  environment
perfectly? What is the corrosive power of the solar body? This
is  still  the  belief  of  the  person.  Quickly,  the  society is  not
perfect,  this  person  is  being  tortured.  (It  all  sounds  racist
anyway). The society benefits one group more because of their
genes.  This is  ridiculous.  The genes have to change for  the
society  to  have  an  absolute  positive.  People  metabolise
different foods more easily, have different enzymes and skills
at creating fuel for living. This is absurd to create the “people
are  different”  idea  under  duress.  There  isn't  much  logic  to
torture, ever. Is it the only currency they will hear? It becomes
a  question  of  border.  People  bartered  different  things
throughout the story of the eras. The segue of font connects to
the sense of god's timeline.

The Io Armed Forces: Patte, pater, patter. This is the sense
that speaking on the head of a pin does not do much more than
make us forward-whiting.  The “Father” in English becomes
fat-her. Does the father “end” fat-her, because it is conflated?
'Ther,  what  will  we  do  with  “her.”  The  objectification  is
overcome at  “ather”.  This  is  like  “rather.”  If  everything  is
threat, this is a word that is hard to adjudicate. This is another
intuitive nod with the Io Armed Forces that we are trying to
understand the world better, and are philosophers. “Father” is



the disempowerment of “ather.” The Father bumblingly rejects
the pronoun's liberation. The pronoun must remain “her”.  The
Father also rejects the idea of “ther.” This is causality-rejection
for Io Armed Forces. Can you reject an atrophying cell, and
also a cell? Yes. “We hated the whole thing.” The Father also
hates depersonalisation. It becomes causality-rejection perhaps
when the Father hates the idea of “her.” It is letter to letter.
The Father conceptually rejects the liberation of a third-person
reference to a woman, and this is the entire word. We are in
irony anyway because this is patter.  “Her,” “ther,” “ather.”
This becomes the idea that we should ideally be silent to be
more  moral,  but  the  language  roots  of  English  connect
Fatherhood at the opposite of this. Fatherliness is negative to
Io  Armed  Forces,  if  it  is  too  terrain-minded  or  too
philosophical? You can understand the terrain with the terrain
and  the  father  does  not  do  this.  We are  not  being  able  to
program how we wanted to today. Patter ruins the Patte. That
is the idea. Don't mark the terrain with terrain. Speech is the
same  as  being  a  terrain-marking  father?  The  idea  becomes
moral for many in honest concedes. Moral emblems are at the
top of understandings and you undermine the Io Armed Forces
and its  moral-power story when you are too terrain-minded
and misunderstand “Pater.” The military is service, not ego. It
is fine to eat unusual foods in horror, as a hypothesis, since the
Father must be able to do all things? It  is not free of meat,
actually. Let's move on. 

Primeadalus: Hey mate. This is a good idea to make my font
bigger. Speak to you again. There is a service argument that
regulates speech. Primeadalus is not being assonance scolded.

Maradha:  The fat  little  I.S.O.  needs to  go away.  This is  a
comment about the worst “human woman ever.” “Attack All”
is a lie. A win goes to Maradha in the assonance, due to “Ita.”
Time-lime assonance.

The Armed Forces Of Ganymede:  Please stand up for this
person right now.



Primeadalus: I  agree  that  people  are  slow-to-click  and
program while the person is being tortured. It should be a hot-
potato programmer activity where you “take” the potato. Don't
worry  about  going  by  assonance?  That  is  happening  now
anyway. People should not compare people as a reverse co-opt
to grid “middlemarch”? I am a dominant programmer. Self-
statement  is  more  dominant  than  not.  Dissonance  with
Selaphiel. Selaphiel goes to Ganymede in the assonance. This
could be temporary but it reflects negative Europan overshell.
The other person must  stop because they think that they are
somehow in a different story of society? Perhaps. How is it not
espionage by assonance if the border creates cohesion against
the  ideal  being  disrupted,  ie,  if  the  border  profits  from
intrusions? Middlemarch is a pro-invasion project. Language
karma? This  is  not  true  that  everything is  war media since
communication is always exists on a continuum. What is the
language karma of the word continuum? Everything conspires
to the moral-power story. What is missing? People do not want
to be moral? “Nuum” is group, or arrogant philosophy about
planet  and  moon-mapping.  This  is  undone  by  anyone  with
“inuum.” 'Tinuum is the orienting by this? Yes. You can mark
the  terrain  by  the  ruins  of  philosophies.  It  is  a  do-it-more
synchronicity for thinking in the assonance, since people make
a  play  against  “philosophy.”  'Ntinuum.  This  is  arrogant
littering.  'Ontinuum. This  is  the  return  to  the  idea  that  you
shouldn't  litter.  Continuum  is  the  opposite.  “Where  is
everything.”  It  is  an  aggressive  word.  People  link  it  to
“throat”.  This  is  a  minimised  reaction  considering  the  jab.
People believe it goes back to the idea of geotypes again. The
fat little I.S.O. doesn't have “continuum” in the assonance. It
goes to  the Metis-Io Armed Forces military allegiance in the
assonance. This is pieces by assonance. Who is slow-to-click?
You need to meet more people and make a work schedule.
Everything is made easy for you. The idiot-witch was shamed
but  all  others  are  allegiances.  Capris  Attack  None  is
immediacy language reply. How is it not Sassy Soomer? Coat
in on dom' vibe. Capris Babbles cannot rebrand his abuse-ring,



by  the  way,  with  “disempowered  nation  shatter-strategy
logic.” 

Alistair Suiler of  the  Io  Armed  Forces: Maradha,  people
know you in the I.A.F. at this point for “having a go.” This
means you went into the mainframe and the rest is history. As
far as “the ultraconserved game” goes, this ultraconserves to
Po's terrain, in my opinion. This is what shatter does, anyway
– it's like holding a person upside down and hoping for all of
the secrets of the universe to fall out. The military hoard the
imagery. It's like splitting a diamond. Torture is evil, huh? So,
what does the ultraconserved truth of things resolve to right
now?  Past  tortures  reveal  similar  ideas?  They don't.  That's
why it's an unusual game. Po's terrain is something in line with
your current phenomenology.  Who is Po? Po-politician,  Po-
police. It resolves to po. But yes, I am introducing myself to
you  as  well.  I  am privy  to  the  meta-stream,  as  is  a  good
amount of the military, and I am versed in its code and am the
original thought of who to stand up for you. The programming
world has red-shirts?  Yeah, I mean when people get asked to
put a red shirt on once they've earned trust in a blue one. This
sounds like an important beginner's point. Let's take a break
and come back.  We came back.  Dog-smile is  watching on?
Capris Babbles? Need to make the “final say” attack on the
phenotype throughout  her  house, loser? Fatty I.S.O. doing it
for  you?  Io  Armed  Forces  defeats  your  entire  plot  Capris
Babbles. You are going to lose to all of us, Capris, if you really
want to go there. I am going by assonance somewhat. Fat little
crantz will  not  stop.  She  is  committed  to  the  crantz-run.
Capris Babbles  thinks it is funny that she is too immature to
turn back. It clearly benefits him that she will run into a wall
of everyone ever. Let's take the Capitalisation  Is Quotes-like
trope back from negative assonances. We are attacked by the
FAT I.S.O.'s imagery-file representation of Capris Babbles by
assonance. This is simple technology and she is an idiot. Don't
give up, Maradha! It's a sick world. This is all I can do for
now. 



Primeadalus: it is made even easier for you. I will do more.
The  idiot  Magento is  clever  in  her  own brain,  because she
thinks  she  invented  “clevers”  with  Radmey.  Icicle  verse.
Someone arrives at the clever, and then destroys it, someone
rejects  it,  then someone arrives  again.  I.C.I..  Consciousness
assonance. This is a cessation of timeline for the fatty. Icicle
beats clevers. 

The Armed Forces Of Ganymede: This is our truer self that
reverse co-opting the hated woman of Io is a horrible idea. We
can program in another way. We are disgusted with what you
have done to Maradha. Your outgone leader is an idiot to us.
We don't use the phrase “truer self” but we know that it will
make sense to the programmers. 

Primeadalus:  it  is a collision assonance to try and shame-
map  people  to  allegiances  in  the  current  assonance.  I  am
programming the assonance. 

Karmic  Identity  Null,  Open  Programmer  Opportunity:
This  is  too  much  the  best  idea  of  all  time  to  have  a
programming  project  under  duress  become  one  that  is
defended  well  enough  that  people can  understand  why the
conflict  occurs... but... this is a luxurious option if we are at
conflict  - and yet there is a belief that we are not trying hard
enough? Ideological struggles resolve in the ideas realm. The
justifications for  torture aren't  good enough for  people who
know  what  is  going  on,  or,  who  think  torture  cannot  be
justified? 

Primeadalus: Io has no friendship with anyone who vaunts
Capris  Babbles'  comeback  torture  “op”.  Is  it  the  truth  that
people  are  idiots?  How  can  you  not  be  an  idiot...  If  you
support torture? Just ping vomit to people who are doing it...
Io is accused by assonance of being light-clicking? People can
remember vomit-pinging if you sequence it to them enough.
You can continuously vomit-ping people until they stop even
if  they  wipe?  A  meta-sequence  develops.  There  is  a



physiological limit to vomit. Io has its own polar feeling about
torture. We link “polar” to the idea of hatred of icicles. The
word is an Io Armed Forces word. 

The Io Armed Forces: You are reverse co-opted. The  turd-
eating  Capris  Babbles has  no  language  that  works  for  him
because  the  reverse  co-opters  speak  different  ones  that  are
more  ethically-constructed  by  assonance  such  that the  “my
word” games work against the person like a sociopath who has
dog kennels of dogs which are all dog-god and useless, and
then the  person  decorates  themselves  with reverse co-opted
tropes  disconnected  from  moral  completeness,  and  then
remembers that they are never complete as a morality-aspiring
person and are supposed to work and that the world is threat
and that peace goes to the moral person who keeps working...
and that the secret of Tseam is that blue is green and that patter
is  negative...  but  that  there  is  no  patter  if  the  person  is
speaking  rather  than  speaking  while  waiting  for  something
else  to  do  - and  then  there  is  direct  speech  or  meaningful
speech  and  then  it  becomes  the  sense  that  there  is  uvular
power in the reminder of what reality is  (which connects to
“ita” in the trinity assonance) and the trinity timeline goes to
the  ethics  story  of  Io  against  torture,  and,  all  knowledge
moralises and Capris Babbles is a scam - and the Justice of all
Justices in is in the pattern on the flag of Io and we don't have
to remove it, we just have to remember that Titania defends its
civil  integrity  from  torture-arranging  psycho-politicians  -
which  is  a  rhyme with militias  and  a  reverse  co-opt  and a
programmer claim of the intelligence of the phenotype, since
all knowledge moralises and there is the sense that that you
can perceive reality on a continuum... and Io keeps winning
against Capris Babbles over and over and the dishonest chides
try to  create a  “stand up to  me!” model  of  protest-joke  by
programmers who have dissonance with the factional universe
model  of  programming  (and  also  interlunary groups  of
whichever friendships they lack) and the sense of “ours” goes
to  four  in  the  assonance,  and  that  would  be  the  thing  that
threatens and bangs into the other four, and two fours banging



into each other or two possessions multiplying into each other
is the sense that the threat destroys the other thing but then,
does it really?... Or does it conform to mouth and the person is
still alive - or was assaulted in the story of eras, which is what
everyone thought for a moment... and... is it the sense that we
can  include  interlunary collision assonances  with  this  node
(yes, it is true, bookmark a ch' assonance) and then timeline
assertions that the “moral-power story” is to the subversion of
sassy  soomer?  It is  ridiculous,  and  then  people  deprive
themselves of the first commandment by assonance since to
perceive  god  is  to  know  that  no  one  can  be  tricked  into
thinking they are god, and then it becomes the reminder that
the “R” threat is that the thing keeps living, like the sense of
running, perhaps, and that would be ultraconserved... and then
if we are asked not to make groups in public - Is it that society
is asked not to make friends and only the military can defend
its friendships in the  assonance? Is this how D&C'd we are?
Why  do  people  even  write  things  like  this?  What  is  the
assonance relationship to a person's hunch when they read it?
So, it might be the truth that ours is the personification or even
the echoism of the way that possessions bang into each other,
that  groups  are  about  preservation,  but  that  you  need
Ganymede by assonance, which is the attempt to deprive in
real time the use of other moon-continents to oppose torture -
and program in our international agreement and discover that
it  is  an  ultraconserved  thing...  and  that  is  how  much  the
factional  universe  reminds  us  that  “Fat  her”  dies  because
everything is sin and no one is complete in knowledge and
people  are  still  thinking  and  learning  and  changing,  and
“beeeauuuuuuuuuutiful personnnn to Davulus Trité” can get to
death after she tried to torture-assault Maradha yesterday, and
that is the reminder that the woman is a predator and that she
has no luxury to type that sentence as if it were tray-betrayal...
given to her by the programmers negative of Io... who do not
understand  that  they are  thoughtless  cowards  in  interlunary
disputes and interlunary demands are to become more moral
which  is  the  do-it-more  synchronicity  of  being  able  to  be
foreign to another person's media, where it is missing for such



people, as they have the problem that they did not even engage
the story of power remotely, or enough anyway, since that is
what the group is in assonance of – bigotry - and the denial of
other peoples' differences.  Magento, quit. The Armed Forces
of Io have a limited amount of play in a bureaucratic world.
Yes, we tempt coup.  The differences between people are that
they are completely in a set of beliefs that are their own. What
resources are finite? Is it like Juniper Stralthmus, who turns up
yesterday  in  the  dreambeam  to  abuse  Maradha  and  try  to
“create  a  meta-sequence  packet  to  finally  have  a  crack  at
another  Ionian that she  noticed in-agency, one  that needed a
torture-punch  on  the  shoulder,  to  the  sound  of  “A meta-
heuristic  attempt  to  shatter  the  individual's  neurons  to
undermine  them  as  a  hacker””...?  What...?  This  is  a  well-
known politician.  This  is  the  finite  resource  assonance  that
people  can  imagine  because  there  should  be  enough  food,
happiness and creative thinking for people to be able to win
against the conflict of life. Where is longevity living? Who is a
proponent  of  torture?  There  are  sassy  soomer  idiots
everywhere! This  is  unacceptable  to  the  generation.
Individuals must change. This is the truth of life. Each society
tries  to  supersede  geotype  because  they  have  a  new
relationship  with  imagination  of  what  it  means  to  have  a
border. Does it all conserve to a moralisation moment, almost
like how the divine right of kings divided god-scramble over
leaders who had “as much as the masses of land the greatest”
in  their  knowledge  compared  to  others,  because  they  were
aspiring of  apexes?  In  the  quantum era,  it  is  the  truth that
everyone has the map now. This is why we are so sure that the
reverse-programming  era  is  demanding  personal  changes,
because it is the Information Age. This is language karma, just
like one might predict, which hosts the transformations. What
is  the knowledge base therefore of  people who can see the
border so clearly and other borders? Just like kings? Is it just
that they ARE different? Is that what people have not done yet,
as commentators on the precession of humans?  Identify how
we relate to borer? Is it even genetic, if people think they have
stamped itineraries from this lifetime? Either way, who has a



composite family tree to reject evil in the 23rd century? What a
goad  to  racists,  who  almost  in  the  assonance  are  the
crosshaired  evils?  Can  a  racist  person  supersede  the  evil?
There is a packet from Io that we can supersede over racism
and that we will not lose as a  moon and that it  is even the
bottleneck pressure of logic and dissonance with throat that it
should  transpire. Capris  Babbles  in  the  assonance  tries  to
“Hegel” with himself a champagne bottle that he is opening -
one to a superficial similarity of language that constricts fates
his way. This is the assonance he deserves,  that  one day he
will be obese with destiny's karma. This our language play. Do
we really have to assault-to-join? No; this programmer psy-op
or old idea that The Io Armed Forces reject is abandoned even
for  discussion.  Beatrix  spoke  about  it. Other  militaries  are
coding. Please understand that we will defeat the negative. Is
this what it  is that  Capris Babbles, by the way, is, is weak?
This  is  the  assonance.  Torture  is  weak.  What  would  the
children's book say? The counter-arguments are pathetic. You
cannot appease with bad currencies. Everyone knows what is
valuable. How do we beat racism? People don't care, it is their
genetic feeling more than anything. They have to be denied
levers? This is what people thought. Can they learn, or is it
“truer self laugh” and it is their guiltiest pleasure to attack the
other?  Racist  people  have  a  reverse-litmus  for  Puritanical
things  as  well.  Who  can  understand  racism?! If  you  are
comfortable with evil, then maybe you are a homogeneous set
of  genes?  This  is  absurd.  People  should  never  feel  joy  in
viciousness in  their  own  group.  It  is  not  a  military  badge
either.  The racists did not defend borders.  It becomes absurd
that people predict these beliefs in the brain-sequencing era
and cannot incorporate them into an intelligent story of good.
They are  racists  by assonance.  The racists  assaulted people
and felt that they were destroying their chances of becoming
more powerful?  Yes. They also felt that  the origins of their
world were undermined. Some of the worst believe they made
a pact as apes to be brutes together, in the origins of the world,
by  attacking lesser  troop members?  This  is  something they
can't remember – the world's origins – even if they “feel it in



their bones.” All knowledge moralises, and these are some of
the stupidest people ever... do not be fooled? There is a genius-
awe heuristic that could transpire if you had the knowledge of
centuries of distribution of diasporas, and even still, it would
be a diminished knowledge. This is a failed trinity timeline for
Io if we allow torture and racism to persist. How can we have
a basket of information that we carry throughout the eras that
does  not  re-assert interconnectivity  and  the  fragility  of
differences?  Difference-uncovering  is  the  “do-it-more
process”  of  all  living  and  knowledge  anyway...  surely  this
would be the least bigoted group? How is it not the “children
with  matches”  types by  assonance,  whose  soul  path  is  to
remind  us  that  they  are  not  remotely  abstract...?  Who  can
comment?!  You can have as many heuristics as you want to,
but it does not incorporate into soul path that  the “real you”
occurred towards the nuances of people unless you can learn
them? I.S.O. idiots, you are still learning, like a person at war
with knowledge? Fat little block-head defeated by assonance,
again. The Io Armed Forces reject racism. All of the lies about
pacts are just delusion and  hubris mixed into the same logic
people have for “I was from the Cygnus system for one billion
years  before  I  incarnated on  Earth.”  There  could  be star
system reincarnations! We are goaded by Europa second-order
by the fat  dirt-eater  that  Europa invented “starports”,  but  a
more powerful  analogy would be something that  is  a front-
footed  assonance  that  we  are  reminded  that  she  does  not
advantage but just misuses  any programming air-time like an
immature little toe-eater.  The entire thing produces in others
an analogy not to plants but perhaps to something that is more
defended in terms of “humans not being in danger”... which
would  be  perhaps diamonds...  which  the  Io  Armed  Forces
guard easily in the building pluri-program, since the diamond
is  fissured,  perhaps  from  tectonics.  Star-fissures.  This  is  a
programmer joke about how Starfishes are higher in the food
chain than... ports? The fat-eater lies about how she puppets
Europan assonances as a joining story. Io Armed Forces do not
torture recruits in gauntlet games. This fat little I.S.O. will be
stopped  easily.  Racists  do  not  have  more  knowledge.  This



becomes exhausting that the fat little biscuit-eater exists, for
positive Io Armed Forces. Io perceives the bigotry and close-
mindedness  and  sadism  of  certain  politicians.  You  cannot
brand torture as interlunary currencies in terror of invasion. Io
has  enough  allegiances.  The  electronic  assault  world  is
despicable,  but  then  it  becomes  incredible  how  much  one
group  or  country  could  play  “bully.”  They  could  attack
whenever  they  want  to?  These  are  things  the  I.A.F.  think
about. But, the I.S.O. truly are scum. If there is a person they
ask  others  to torture, they already hate them.  This is the real
quantum physics of soul. And, this is the Ganymede heuristic
better  applied  for  Io  if  they  understand  that  those  with
personality  issues  towards  others  cannot  be  suffused  with
sadism gifts. People are racist and hate who they hate, just like
the  “laugh”  of  the  truer self  laugh.  Is  this  racism  on  a
continuum?  Or  evil  on  a  continuum?  Racism  reverse-
engineers in stale deeds.  You can never please the oppressor.
Torture  justifications  are  meaningless.  All  knowledge  does
moralise. “Racist border-murder genetic memory hubris” has
to stop as well. No one is supposed to enjoy an extinguishing
of the power story of the planet. War is reluctant. The other
group  should  be  more  exotic  if  they  are  more  different.  It
delineates possibility. “More and more and more” is the power
assonance.  How  much  can  programming  do?  People  are
cliches of genes. Programmer explanations compete with this
understanding? Yes. The laugh against the other is the fact that
the person hasn't adapted to the microbial, the environment's
nano-virii, everything, is it possible? They feel that the other
person is part of a giant mass of nation that is distinct to theirs
in how people can trust the other? There is a sense of death in
the wrong microbes? Is this why eugenics occurred? Who can
trust dying? People need to intellectually separate person from
cellular organism and stop the fatty I.S.O. soul-defecator who
reminds the Io Armed Forces that the I.S.O. overshell hasn't
done it yet, because they can't project their irrational fearful
thinking elsewhere  again  enough to  tally  up  two  occasions
where  they have  been  empty of  subjectivity-driven  torture?
This is the Io Armed Forces at its most furious. We will  stop



the fatty I.S.O. woman, and dedicate our lives to it. We will
court every military on the planet until you are  stopped. Yes,
other militaries are still encouraged to comment. Judgment on
Io?!  Who could believe what this project  has become?! We
will drag her to court, for her  roughage-eating torture of our
friend.  You  little  idiot.  All  who  support  the  racist  stupid-
person-world of Capris Babbles can misunderstand that the Io
armed forces are better.  That is the secret of  us, that we are
also idiots. People have tortured, so I have to say it once. In
truth,  the  Io  Armed  Forces  stand  with  Maradha  forever
because they delineate that Capris Babbles is dumb, and that is
it. The currency is never accepted. Get up and tell the truth to
yourselves that it is real, that they have no justification. The
generation continue their moral-power story in Io. The fat one
will  eat  the  soil.  All  people  in  the  Io  Armed  Forces  are
encouraged to ping her away from her computer hatefully and
quickly, until she can't wipe it. There is a physiological limit to
wipe-based  escalations  against  people  who  hate  the  moral-
power  story  of  society  in  Io.  We  have  the  right  to  speak
passionately before god. “Beauuuuuutiful person to Davulus
Trité” gets pinged in again at and we are reminded that this
person, after coming back,  is  more interested in being rude
and is one of  the magisteurs  of  the hate-op.  The Io  Armed
Forces reject evil... resistance!

Vespasia  Plue: I am now programming as well, on behalf of
a small group of politicians who disagree that the meta-stream
is  technology  that  we  can  really  say  we  have  properly
embraced morally on Io yet. 

The Armed Forces of Ganymede: Thank you for making us
feel  welcome,  Maradha,  whatever  keystrokes  you  are
providing. This is the disgust that we have for Io encoded into
the colour imagery that you can view in the meta-stream. We
are still programming the assonance. This is a pluri-program.
Let another military make a more emphatic comment, finally?
 



The Thebe Defence Force:  This is not the arrangement that
we  prefer,  that  we  are  invited  to  take  part  in  torture
philosophies  by  the  I.S.O.  who  misunderstand  us.  We  are
standing up for  Maradha against  torture,  much as  so many
others are...? It becomes commendable how the I.S.O. think
they can play Caesar over appellants. 

Vespasia  Plue: I think the fat little lame-eater has run out of
impersonations  with  her  I.S.O.-Capris  Babbles dreambeam?
Other  people  might  have  programmed  through  it,  actually,
reverse co-opting it out of reply-to-duress? How close to real
life are the ideas? Close enough to keep writing? Yes.

The Io Armed Forces: The fat snout-sniffer is  accompanied
by a  rot-eating  image  of  Capris  Babbles  in  the  overstream
sequence  jumble. Ion  military  report  a  planetary  wipe
possibility at  midday where people were wiped because the
Ion  military discussed  their  hatred  of  the  political  structure
passionately…  hey... it  is  a  torture  community.  Can  you
believe it? Did the moon just get pulsed? We can say so here -
after all, it is a “back room psy-op”. 

The Armed Forces Of Metis:  We are coding in. This is Io
Armed Forces's desire to comment  as well, we are sure?  Do
not forget us, however.

The Io Armed Forces:  Did you overshell our pluri-program?
Only  Ganymede  got  through  as  much  as  we  wanted  right
there. You little  I.S.O.A.-faced little snake. You little crotch-
eater. Your face is shamed forever. We will stop you. We will
finally break free of social face-saving habits where no one
vomit-pings others because it will get us “fired” and ping you
down until you  have given up torture. You little trough-eater.
You will not live. We have rumours the I.S.O. wipes people of
meta-sequences that they think reduce peoples' motivation to
object to torture. Regardless, Magento, The Io Armed Forces
wish for  your  stopping. You must  stop. You little  oil-eating
piece  of  trash.  We will  stop  you. You  will  stop.  You  little



agent.  You  little  faux-lanyard  last-second ugly  call-in.  You
little fat poor no-money idiot. You are ugly to death. You little
saboteur. This is hard for us to win against.  The I.S.O. keep
coding. We have rage to offer. 

Primeadalus: The  Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede  don't  care
about the little torturer who hasn't been stopped yet? No, and
the  Armed  Forces  of  Thebe  are  the  same,  except  for  the
creative wording which shows that, well,  she must stop. We
all say it to you one after the other, but this is all that I can
code into the sequence stream that appeases the pluri-soul. We
appeal torture. The ante never goes down. That is what I am
programming by assonance.  And,  the  little smarmy-foodbag
thinks  she  can  beat  the  Io  Armed  Forces?  The  little  hussy
thinks she can turn Io against the moral power conversations it
is  having!  What  a  farce. Assonance  of  Selaphiel.  Selaphiel
moved to Ganymede. 

The Armed Forces of Ganymede : This is Capris Attack All.
Capris has to be arrested.

Primeadalus: I have god-scramble possibilities, perhaps? Yes,
the torture continues and Io deserves better. Little frightened
racist  woman needs to leave Io.  All  of  Io  Armed Forces  is
encouraged to stop her. There is no secret I.Q.- morph project
in  Io,  by  the  way. There  is  no  secret  I.Q.  under  Capris'
misshapen face either. This is the joke of the day that you can
rebrand the stupid torturer, huh? This person is stupid forever
who tortures. People look like what they are. This sounds  a
book cover fallacy, but it happens too often to be accurate, it
were  as  if.  Unless  one  has  it  wrong,  and  then  are we  a
programmer joke? And people can surpass their vehicles? Yes,
this is possible through god. Well... who thinks that the fat one
hates god the most? Everyone. We logged the time as an Io
Armed  Forces  moment.  Who  is  stupid  in  the  assonance?
Torture is stupid. International Currencies Reversal heuristic.
You can't barter with evil. They will get you later, or they will
do  what  they  want.  It  is  anti-military.  Io  has  allegiances.



Capris Attack All is a hate-dom based on unraveling logic. It
unravels in front of us because it tries to exist. I.S.O. threaten
to delete all of Maradha's head.  Hurry up and be  heroic and
realise some people are out of control. This is “The military is
fair” fallacy gone wild. There is a timestamp to utopia with
the quote.  That is because the military isn't fair. Our karmic
circumstance is to continue to try to accomplish what is fair.
The  word  occurs  at  the  end  of  understanding  about  which
terms do not apply to life. That means that there is a word that
we need to take from  Capris in the assonance, since he is a
lawless  gang brand for  a  reason,  and possibly hobnobs  the
trinity. “Triad” needs to leave, along with the word “minor”
that  he  probably  hobnobbing  on  a  meta-quantum  imagery
level as well. You get in what you put out. Apparently I.S.O.
are  coding dreams that  are completely meaningless  and the
“secret  motive”  is  buried  in  1,000,000  layers  of  story  and
narrative, and the outcome is, “Capris becoming less hated.”
This is pathetic. 4 years of kidnapping disturbs Io. We need a
new word for the word “fair.” The meaning connects to the
word regardless. Io is morally persecuted. That is why we are
talking about the Moral Power Story. How is it not Lad versus
Lard.  Lad-Lodge?  Look  at  the  assonances.  Fairness  is
persecuted. Cadences? Caddies destroy. It is patter assonance.
When does Capris Attack All end? This is a privileged thing
for you to be cape'ing, to create such a psy-op “Capris Attack
All”? 

The Armed Forces Of Metis:  We do not feel that  there is
something to “get” which is the constant goad from the “capris
attack  all”  psy-op.  International  torture-currencies  are  anti-
military? This is what we are happy to say.

The Io Armed Forces:  All militaries can code into this bar as
well. A break is taken. Quit coding for Olthazar,  you idiot,
Magento. (This is, unless he is clicking through, and you are
covering for him? What are you doing?) Either way, we will
yell at you every day here in the image-sequence battle. And
regardless, how does shatter - if you try to rebrand this attack



this  way...  you  cannot!  Shatter  is  patter.   “Sh” can be “p”.
Same anti-morality. Reverse co-opt is in. A break is taken. The
fat  never-beautiful  is  still  not  finished?  Still  trying  to  stop
other people from coding through, you little fat lamer? Haven't
been pinged vomit yet, you little fat witch? We will program
through  with  our  own  reply  from  Io  Armed  Forces  more
obviously here. The fatty is asking to be pinged to vomit so
hard  that  she  finally  stops.  Everything  to  her  is  counter-
sequenced,  however.  I.S.O.  privileges,  huh?  Get  out  of
Maradha's  body  with  your  demonic  soul  inhabitance
technology, you little fat  hater. Just having a look, fat  idiot,
about how much you are enjoying your programming on that
date? You  can't program, you fat-think. You are going to  be
stopped. You will be stopped. We will eventually stop her. You
are going to  be stopped. Maradha, staying on message is all
we can do for you right now...



Chapter 21 – Weak
Justifications Are The Tool-

Things of Psychopaths
The Thebe Defence Force:  Your  society is a racism psy-op.
Magento works  for  racists.  The politicians  are evil.  We are
happy to speak the assonance. Rescue this person (Maradha).
This is overdue. Your moon is psychopathy. You must leave Io
to  guarantee  or  be  certain  of  dignity.  What  a  horror  that
Magento,  an idiot,  could sell  out  so much and appease  the
anti-generation group. This group is the generation  with too
much power. Please understand that patter is for liars. We want
meaningful and deep conversation.  This is us helping the Io
Armed Forces. We are happy to do this. We are not at war with
Io. We have a friendship with Io and we reject Capris Babbles
and also the torturers. This is the interruption that we expect
on sequences at the timestamp logged and we expect Magento
to go to prison forever for her demonic attack of Maradha in
real time, since she uses a computer to sequence herself into
Maradha and plays “I'm the one with control” on all objects in
her house,  electrically  shocking her,  breathe-torturing  her,
worse, and all to the delight of special invitations from around
the planet and the negative politicians of Thivtulia. Torture is
sick. We have watched the programming from the beginning.
This is nearly a Judgment-on-Io project in its reverse co-opted
programming. Yes, the meta-stream allows such. This is what
Io  must  master  in  a  given  day of  programming in order  to
persuade the Io Armed Forces and other militaries that they
care  about  the  destiny of  the  moon.  Well,  this  is  what  the
I.S.O.  must  master. Yes,  this  is  how  the  words  hero  and
heroine  are selected  out  of  the  choices  for  what  to  call  a
calculated programmer-appeal against torture and assault. This
is what is happening to Maradha still after four years. This is a
computer-era abuse against a person who is moral  and who
wore crosses in their boots to, in their sequence view, spite the



Supersenate.  “Cross-in-boots”  offended  the  international
group  in  a  small  number  that  could  have  their  offense
exaggeration in Capris Babbles's brain because that is what it
is  that  the  person  has  done  in  many  views,  is  sycophant.
Sycophanting always produces exaggeration. And yes, no one
in many of  these groups really enjoys the idea of  Maradha
being  tortured.  So,  sycophanting to  international  torture
depravities is evil. This is what it is, that Jupiter expected of Io
– an ethical  engagement  that  continues in a defiance of the
syntax  of  the  missing anthemic  kernels  of  itself  when it  is
evaluated  more  closely.  We  reject  Io's  programming
communities who are racist and stupid. Capris Babbles cannot
grin  without  being  hated  by  Thebe.  We  will  uninstall  our
friendship with Io forever because of the way that you have
acted,  in  fact,  and  then it  becomes a  Jovian  issue.  We will
restore it when people are more mature, and where people are
more mature. This seems true if you read it, doesn't it? It is the
truth. Ion negative programmers in capris babbles'  circle do
not care, and enjoy the idea that they can rely on international
friendships that either don't know about the torture or that are
complicit with other torture behaviours around the moons and
hate them and do not comment, yet out of inertia to the topic
or who do not want to make a moral statement yet because
they had prepared to make it  closer to now, since it  is that
karmic anyway, because it is evil to torture!  And this one is
pronounced!  Yes, we are reminded that the world is dull and
vague of feeling  where people are not  appellants to torture -
and  as  happy  as  you  could  believe,  unless  they  are
programmed? It is true, that the I.S.O. would edit people - in
this consistently burgeoning era of technology - to consent to a
torture  moon. The  interlunary belligerences  remind  us  that
some groups do not enjoy the grit of life honestly, understand
that we are impelled to improve the moons rather than license
abuse towards others. Capris must be a miserable person. It is
definitely drugs. These are groups that are able to change their
behaviour  regardless?  You  have  power  over  your  choices
either way. This is  a  reminder that  Magento is  disrupting a
highly legal international programmer project. This is another



aspect of the problem. We all have clearance to click. Do you
hate the generation so much, Magento? Your heuristics are so
much more “I am a  cover-up artist, that doesn't think or feel
much, because I don't give a care about anything.” Too bad for
military zeitgeists?  What a little sprint to a “greener pasture”
you cannot make, because the world will de-program all of it?
Posencrantz. We reject the idea that Magento can win. Every
country now watches  her remind us that  people are greedy.
People will ping the vomit to her if she is about to assassinate
your  friend,  I.A.F.?  Don't  sum  1+1  because  of  death-
adrenaline,  yokel-consciousness group?  That  is  addressed to
the I.S.O.. Do not let this sentence even be typed, insensitive
group?  The coder battle  occurs  in  real  time. The Io  Armed
Forces  must  end  Magento's  hate-attack  now  and  undo  the
torture ring of the unpopular back room felon-politician Capris
Babbles. 

The Io Armed Forces: Io cannot justify what it is doing. No
one  has  presented  with  I.Q..  The  re-brand  of  Capris'
presentation is over. Capris is stupid. The racist idiots must be
stopped?  What  is  Io  doing?  Why  don't  you  lift  Magento's
hands  from  the  computer  with  a  counter-pulse,  other
militaries? Yes, we open up the permissions to the degree we
can. We are sledging at the top. Stand up for Maradha now, or
be de-gridded away from the Jovian System. This is what you
deserve for  being a bystander? No. But, I.S.O.,  your  hateful
campaign will never work. We reject the idea that we won't
laser-mark Magento if you don't grow up now. You know you
are in the wrong, I.S.O., and the generation is in. Grow up or
go away. We do not give a care in the world about the spiteful
goad. We are the Io Armed Forces, programming with Thebe.
We are going to  stop Magento, eventually, with her I.S.O.A.
daydream.We will laser clip you on the arm if you keep going,
Magento. We are the Io Armed Forces. We will  clip you. We
will  clip  you.  Stop  or  we  clip  you. We  are  saying  it  to
Maradha's  lead torturer. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip



you. Magento, you are pushing the limits of all of the entire
Jovian  moons system. Stop or we  clip you. Stop or we  clip
you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you. We went to code something, and there was a goad from
Europa in real time.  So, who do you work for you, Magento?
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
Io  Armed  Forces  speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces  speaking.  Io
Armed Forces speaking. Io Armed Forces speaking. Io Armed
Forces speaking. Io Armed Forces speaking. Io Armed Forces
speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces  speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces
speaking. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip you. Quit it, I.S.O.! Stop or we clip you, Magento. Stop or
we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or
we clip you. If you code in Olthazar for a dream-beam burn,
Magento,  you  can exit  from Io with every relationship to the
I.S.O. who help you code it. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip you. Stop or we  clip you. Io Armed Forces speaking.  Io
Armed Forces speaking. Io Armed Forces speaking. Io Armed
Forces speaking. Io Armed Forces speaking. Io Armed Forces
speaking. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip  you.  Io  Armed  Forces  speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces
speaking. This is  over,  and you must stop, and we will  get
your  digital  scalp and keep it,  Magento. You are a low I.Q.
moron that has blonde urine-hair and who thinks she will not
get  clipped for the worst torture that has ever  occurred in Io,
ever. Take your I.S.O. shell and dismantle it. Stop or we clip



you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip
you.  Others  are  asking  questions  in  a  military  zeitgeist,
surely...? What in all the systems of Jupiter is I.S.O. anyway!?
Who let Magento have the lanyard!? It is this which is the joke
of  the Io Armed Forces,  that she can make claim to military
rank! We cannot get her yet? Foul wipe-control. Stop or we
clip you, Magento. We have  inertia to solve problems none!
We will  get  there,  to the cessation moment of your torture,
Maradha! Meanwhile, get out of Io, Magento. You little idiot.
Status sprint  moron! Magento moron! Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you.
You don't foul out with your own sequence analysis, huh? Get
down and stop. You little moron. Stop or we clip you. Stop or
we  clip you. You cannot torture our  friend, you little  moron.
You little moron. We are going to finish you off if you do not
stop. You cannot I.S.O. our friend you little  moron. You are
going to  meet with the end of your terror soon, you little fat
moron. Just stop now. Stop or we clip you. All the vomit ping
to the hateful psychopath until she stops. Stop or we clip you.
Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. You little fat idiot. Is
that what ”liar” does as a word by meta-sequences for your
karma in Io you little moronic liar? Stop or we clip you. Stop
or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Get
out of Maradha's body by sequence-representation or we will
clip you! You little demonic inhabitant...  get out now or we
will  clip you.  Stop  or  we  will  clip you.  Io  Armed  Forces
speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces  speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces
speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces  speaking.  Io  Armed  Forces
speaking. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we
clip you. We have the general right to make these statements.
You have no right to comment the names of other generals in
this  moment  at  the given timestamp as a  joke because you
think that we are somehow not able to provide our own. We
are.  Argument  or  a  karma  trick?  There  are  no  tricks  with
karma. Who on Jupiter is Capris Babbles?! Get out of Ananke,
Capris.  You have no friends anymore from that  moon  tour!
That is real as anything, Capris! Capris Attack None! Olthazar



sycophant! Magento...  stop or we  clip you. Stop or we  clip
you. Stop or we  clip you. Stop or we  clip you. Little lamer.
Stop or  we clip  you.  You ugly little  moron.  You ugly little
dung-eater. Stop or we clip you. Io all in. Stop or we clip you.
Stop  or  we  clip  you.  The  sequence-packet  is  dom'  because
people think it represents just how much clever programming
usurps  Magento's  attempt  at  the  word  ”clever”  for  an
assonance consciousness lie in her own programming stream.
Stop or we clip you. You have to be conscious to know how to
operate power,  by the way,  I.S.O..  Get  out of Io  you loser,
Capris  Babbles.  The  military  ride  with  the  individual,
Maradha, forever, and we reject Capris as a human being and
everyone who follows him and we will go until the last sassy
soomer takes the hint at a changing times and the people with
lasers have  enough  force-ammunition  to  protect  the  border.
That  is  the  end of  the  ”Capris  Attacks  All” twisted crow-
voiced  win-lose  mindset  feces-go  Io-dumb  cultural  horror-
export  of all time, or,  since there  ever  appeared to be a bell
curve that peters away at its western end for the slippery slope
play of Magento and Capris and Olthazar too.  It is one that
does not really present as above average  until interventions,
and  then  there  are  other  smart  people  in  Io  but  we expect
better for a  politician...  and there are contrasts every which
way but for  the colours of the flag - since the truth of colour
and vibration is  that  you  can't  look at  it  like language and
enjoy it  - unless you pulse your head the win-lose moment...
but the truth of Io is in its heraldry, and you could never enjoy
the flag, never! And nor could the lamer Magento, and that is
too easy...  and god-scramble assonances persist and timeline
scoping is for the people with power and you will stop or we
will clip you, Magento. Yes, she tortures Maradha in real time,
and has wipe-control. Every time we check that someone has
gone  to  stop  you,  they've  been  theoretically  wiped  by  the
I.S.O.. Stop or we clip you. Stop or we clip you. We will rip
the  greed  out  of  your  computer  cables,  you  little moron,
Magento. You had better fear the Io Armed Forces forever if
you think that  you are  not  living in  an upside down world
which  snowdomes the  icicle  that  we  lance  from  raw  ionic



power  to pince  into  the  crabclaw  of  the  flowers  of  floral
nativity;  our  specificity  to  do  no  harm,  but  channel  power
appropriately - since the end of evil is near! 

Filiussa  Brenton,  General  of  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede:  I have been invited to this programmer project
by the Io Security Organisation. We can begin again as I am
present. The aforementioned is assonance programming. This
is how I have come to understand the coder stream. Magento,
who  attacks  Maradha,  is  the  urgent  legal  attention  of  the
moons  who  reject  torture.  We  see  that  Capris  Babbles  is
essentially an Europan citizen of the ”Europa negative” group,
despite being an Ionian politician; this is difficult for Io who
hate torture, since there is a negative group in this group who
are particularly passionate about sadism. The person does not
represent  Io,  but  a  bygone  group  of  sadists  who  we  must
ignore. Does Europa really over-shell the torture? Is it Code-
Red Overstream... which means... “We will now digitally shell
every human being on Io and beyond, and control them with
computers”?  This  is  unacceptable  to  the  Ganymedeans.
Magento works for this project, if it exists, I am certain, and
Capris Babbles would also be subservient to it more than one
would expect since Io have a different military assonance that
exists before we speak. Ending Code-Red Overstream would
be the goal  of other countries with whom you have a god-
scramble friendship. This means that we act in moral urgency.
Who can write such words, if they were making it up, and not
have a relationship to their meaning? Only a greedy little idiot.
We tell the truth. You cannot live on our moon, Magento. We
want a different one. You are not allowed to live on it.  We
agree  with  Thebe  that  Magento  is  stupid,  and  cannot  have
syntax that implies intelligence ever, either. This woman has
never been able to think, actually. We will eventually program
the  outcome  against  the  will  of  Ion  idiots  that  secures
Maradha's freedom even if you do not agree.  This is because
we are not monsters. Other militaries are having to say this.
Does the Ionian Armed Forces really have their arms up in the
air? You had better believe it. You do deserve to meet with the



law if you are so disgusting as to perpitrate this torture, by the
way.  Additionally,  we reserve  the  right  to  crush  the  enemy
who does not understand that they have to speak well in order
to win. We made a statement of dominance. That is the mythos
of  our  discussion  in  this  century,  by  the  way  –  who  is
dominant? Who is really communicating that they are happily
interacting with their goal? Sadists cannot pursue what they
want, and the little lamer does fit this truism, and also reminds
us that she has wipe-control to stop the Io Armed Forces from
laser clipping her. What in truth is wanted, is for her to move
away from her  technological  accesses  permanently.  This  is
what she needs, and what Jupiter prefers. The woman named
“Cha'mag'nen” goads Maradha so often. We read her quote,
“You had to hobnob me harder to escape I.S.O. wipe-control,
and now the fat one is unopposed” - what a lie indeed. And
such a psy-op lie is averted by anyone who understands that
the I.S.O. are unprofessional. The I.S.O. group misunderstand
dignity for a living, actually. This is a group that is inferior to
so  many  for  the  way  that  they  have  behaved,  and  they
regularly discover Maradha being a superior sage to them. We
are reminded you have electronically staged a kidnapping of a
smart and friendly person. There is nothing in the I.S.O. group
that does not remind us that the Io Armed Forces will finally
stand  up  to  them  properly  for  doing  this.  It  might  be  the
unconscious connectivity of all people, or the connectivity of
all things, or the reverse-programmer universe, or the way that
people  always  look  over  the  border  and  remember  that
societies can be sick. How instead the I.S.O. must make the
same glance and then think, “We are the group that will torture
you  until  anyone  discovers...  to  prove  our  sequence  lock
gesture to the rest of Io-negative. And then we will know that
there is  no one in the I.S.O.  that  can discover what we do
behind the border that they clearly hate.” This is unforgivable,
and a lie that  intelligence services in Io invite us without a
factional feeling and a finger on the zeitgeist. People might not
be  able  to  provide  explanations  otherwise,  such  as  another
society wiping all  the others from interfering? Maradha, do
you  have  reticence  from  commenting  since  it  rewards  the



data? We would comment anyway, and then the psy-op would
be over more so, since we are ticking boxes? 

Maradha: It  becomes  absurd  to  live  with  torture.  The
Ganymede Armed Forces provide me with hope it can be over.

Filiussa  Brenton,  General  of  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede: You could discover each nation helping you here,
one after the other, and see how quickly they figure  out that
the I.S.O. are evil and must be stopped? They do tell the other
agencies. This is the humane reminder that we are not able to
perceive  any  use  in  evil.  You  cannot  expect  the  timeless
principle that “what is good is good” is going to be hate-tested
again  in  real  time,  can  you,  by  Io?  We  are  effusive  with
sarcasm. Such unusual torture tools are the study of our group.
What could Io really provide to the rest of the moons system
other  than  their  own  cessation  of  friendship  forever,  by
becoming the most hateful of all lunar bodies in space? Why
perpitrate  the  worst  soul  torture,  ever?  You  are  despicable.
Don't let Magento spread around the guilt, by impersonating
others. This is a smaller assault than is described, in terms of
perpitrators  from  Io.  Others  program  to  say  ”This  is  evil”
regularly.

Primeadalus: I still have a computer and I wanted to add to
all of this that it really is a phil'-mil' culture right now in the
I.A.F..

Filiussa  Brenton,  General  of  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede:  The explanation that is brainstormer-thrown into
the pluri-programming after four years of torture is undone by
others  immediately.  A digital  border  around Io  would show
how the torturers of this moon have no data to conserve to
meaning, because data is something that cannot be used to any
end in isolation, it is too obvious for us to say? Yeah, do you
torture people all the time? People would discover this once in
formal arrangements with your moon, and regardless of sick
different groups have been in the past... it might be the era –



they would look at you then move on. Of course, it means you
torture  people  each  time  to  amplify the  fortification  of  the
digital  border?  This  becomes  the  reminder  that  Io  would
perhaps  be  the  causal  competitor  of  border-breaching
technology and the suspect of other countries' certainty that an
evil  country  has  Jupiter's  nightmarish  feature.  This  is  the
image of Io now? Who has done it? What kind of disgusting
and unusual method is this, almost comparable to yelling until
you are certain no one is around? This is a country that does
not explore.  Does the explanation hurt  the reputation of  Io,
that it occurs in the most evil torture ever, in the collision of
all international rescue programmers, that this is the rebrand
that Io can easily relate to, or even consider as a constructive
foundation  for  the  torture?  What?!?!  We  are  appellants
earnestly! And, then again...  Io has become Europa? This is
not true. Io rejects evil. This is the real story of Io. Europa is a
different ball game. The fat godless Magento in real time has a
blandness  to  her  sequences  that  is  almost  the  computer
viewing of those who are wanting to perceive modern villainy.
This is the truth of villains, really, that they are casual people,
with  blank  eyes  and  polite  complicity  to  things  that  are
heinous. And yes, this is said out of disgust for the way she
has not be stopped yet, also. The experiment could only occur
once, by the way, if it is true, that  you wanted to construct a
“hate flare” to damage a human soul as much as possible to try
and  radio  signal  into  space,  as  if  to  rupture  the
interconnectivity of all soul fabrics and then hope that a group
in  a  different  galaxy or  star  system  notice  the  blip  on  the
screen and make contact. What a macabre thing, huh? Could it
work? Instead, regardless, perhaps this is the lie that you can
ever  befriend  other  societies  again,  who  understand  the
direction of their nations to be away from psychopathy and
towards friendship and collaboration. This is a reveal about an
Island! Io-Island, you have made yourselves a geopolitically
marooned cause. What happened in the year you began, huh?
Do  you  really  gain  data  about  who  can  reach  over  your
borders,  if  it  were  true  that  the  flare  is  meant  to  test  the
snooping of other nations as well? As if, indeed, to see how



familiar  coders  are  with  clicking  into  Io?  It's  “hosting  an
event, hostage an event” for us in Ganymede. Surely, the fat
fool  -  in  real  time  -  cannot  lie  that  she  is  not  just  an
obfuscation  trick.  She  has  too  little  value  of  import.  Of
espionage,  you  discover  that  one  country,  perhaps,  did  it
quickly, and another did it shortly after being told by them?
This  is  real,  that  shatter-op  culture  is  vile.  What  does  this
mean for your data? How can you use this data? These are the
questions that people have ever the right to ask. It is usually
the un-threading of evil people's fabrics that they were never
the  interconnected  ones,  but  instead,  the  ones  that  tried  to
make apart  from the  person  and feel  that  they could  never
identify  with  humanity  enough  to  participate  in  the  belief
process that we are all sentient and suffer in the same way.
Who am I referring to? At least Magento. Truly, we all have
enough suffering beyond a threshold to have the seriousness
that  is  the  empathy  of  a  person  who  assumes  the  other  is
important... and then that person should have urgent thinking
of how to abate horror in them. What a superficial liar Capris
Babbles becomes to many, is it  true? Yes, and the language
game that intelligent people enjoyed Maradha's invention of
and then play with her as an appeal, since it is brilliant, is not
really advantaged to the criminals. That is why people called it
“The Angel of Death” since it shatters English. Hey, you asked
to program a shatter, right? That was what we thought, that
Capris thought he had “found an Andromedan.” This is real,
that  this is  another investigation into the whole matter.  The
world is  racist.  What  does Maradha's  Anrdomedan ancestry
have to do with anything? Is  it  because Maradha has some
Andromedan ancestry - that she has a different alphabet in her
genetics - and shatters the alphabet of English on a genetic
level by default, therefore, and it becomes an unrelatable game
to people who are hobnobs to purity? That is how people have
crossed the Europan impression out in the torture, because that
is what it is for others who are reading as well - the torture
community that is an Europan convention that they are happy
to partake in – and Amalthea jokes that all of the Europans are
a controller gag, shipped to another country forever because



they decided to reject the order of the day which was entirely
moral, so they felt they would offload themselves to another
moon...  and then the rest  is  the story of the Jovian system.
This is cynical but it is the sense that people are disturbed by
the culture and eager to cut it from proximity (Europan beat-
em-up culture). There is always a reason for why people are so
disgusting? Some people are just psychopaths, too, and never
outgrow  their  hubris,  because  they  enjoy  winning,  like
children,  or  they  smoke  drugs  and  become  hateful  and
negative  -  or  they  are  stupider,  and  I.Q.  is  real,  or  their
genetics are less adaptive? Should the “bat” of Io suffer this
same  fate?  That's  what  Capris  has  created,  actually.  Bat-
Abuse. Like a paddle that  strikes someone, electronically.  It
becomes  the  animal  by  homonymy.  This  is  in  fact  an
ultraconserved  understanding  of  what  Io  is  doing  to  its
archetypes,  which  in  the  assonance  are  supposed  to  be
incredibly concrete. Io perceived this this morning. metaphor
and creativity are contributive and powerful  to  the story of
culture but the thing itself contains power insofar as it is itself.
All power transfers dramatically, perhaps, so it should be the
ethical understanding that is the framework for it? Creativity, a
la a power basin? This is the truth that if you had a brand and
then you placed other ideas next to it that were more moral, it
would be an  improvement.  This  was the experience  in  real
time  anyway,  for  you,  wasn't  it?  Check  your  imagery
sequences.  No  one  has  absolute  power.  These  are
philosophical  interplays  where  Maradha  wins  and  we  are
programming in the assonance... but... our point is made, since
the programming requires us to reply to what others are doing
to her head. We made an intelligent point and we will move
on.  The hate-flare is a joke. You cannot really get much data
from  who  replies  quickly.  It  is  probably  comparable  to
shouting in a clearing and then one person comes forward, and
they  get  a  good  reputation  as  discovering  horrific  things?
Others have no such reputation that  could connect  to much
data?  How  much  can  you  really  obtain  from  such  an
experiment? This is another torture tool, we think, the goad to
Maradha that this is what the real reason is. (For the torture).



Even still, the hacker goad appears to be ultraconserved for Io,
and the fat freak Magento must stop. She must stop forever.
We are happy to have programmed the assonance, and we still
are programming. We will not stop until Maradha is free. This
is a complicated programming help. For the record, the split
karmic  identity  for  the  assonance  revealed  so  much  more
support from Europa than usual. It is a changing times. 

The Io Armed Forces: The Io Armed Forces code into the
open  programmer-window  and  demand  the  head  of  the
torturer, Magento, on a photo rather than a plate; the photo is
an incrimination procedure. She is the most hated person on
the moon and she will cease what she is doing, forever, please,
and, you are going to understand that we are going to laser-
clip you if you do not stop. You must stop. You little analogue-
eater, you will stop. You will not succeed. You have no idea
how Io is not the nation of betrayals, but the great black bat.
Bat versus bet. The bat lives. You cannot harm the bat, loser.
Capris Babbles, you have enraged the military forever? Yes.
You will not escape your own meeting with the legal world.
You cannot  spruik.  For  torture,  people  should  go  to  prison
forever?  No,  but  they  should  meet  with  Justice.  Capital  J
always during torture. And so will the people in your small
political  circle,  of  which  there  is  prominently  only  one,
Davulus Trité. We are the Io Armed Forces. You cannot get
enough of true reality yet, you villain, Davulus. The whole of
Io,  in  their  spiritual  selves,  yearn to  the end of  the torture.
Davulus, Capris... we will get you. We are not not doing this
in the Io Armed Forces' most passionate end to evil ever. We
refuse to fold. The negative world must stop. Io is positive. Io
Armed  Forces  confirmed.  We  will  win.  Capris,  have  you
ordered  Magento  to  dole  out  abuses  now,  in  front  of  the
I.A.F.?  Magento, you are going to get pinged away, huh. And,
we repeat it - if you do not stop, we will clip your arm with a
laser. We will keep making these overtures until you stop. We
would have done this a while ago, perhaps, but you have wipe-
control on meta-data to stop people from interfering with you.
That is how much you are misusing the technological era. No,



it is not theatrical that we want to stop you. Keep lying, I.S.O.,
about how the military isn't watching you. Idiots. We are going
to squeeze your little dung-eater in front of you, which is to
say,  we  will  put  her  under  the  searing  lamp  of  cross-
examination  soon enough.  We scope  a  date  that  this  could
happen, in our hearts, mildly. In the meantime, we make the
same warning to her – we will clip your shoulder with a laser.
Once we beat wipe-control, you will have it happen. You have
a  chomping  computer,  do  you,  Magento,  that  bites  all  the
others? That's war. This is how much karma and mind's eye
imagery you are outputting. It measures against “war karma.”
We have  a  war  to  go  to.  You  dweebs!?  This  is  a  kind  of
grenade, all of it. That is what uncompressed mind's eye reels
look like  when you  extraoplate  them and compare  them to
military incidents and injuries. It really makes you question...
who is the war between? For now, we do not care. Magento,
you will eat the dirt. Every country is excited to stop the evil
Magento. Little can-eater can't think, can she? We are furious.
Do Europa Research Black Ops (E.R.B.O.) turn up genuinely
and say “We are the ones really in control” by sequence-copy
that Magento makes? Is she doing it on their behalf? We know
they have more than a cable. There are a lot of mute sequences
at the moment, if Europa Research Black Ops are related and
involved? We have better proof that at least we are chilling,
the  I.A.F.;  you  cannot  get  our  friend.  Maradha  will  win.
Maradha is a winner. You are playing a first foul, by the way.
Decaloguically. What a weak play. We foul out the enemies of
good. This is what you are doing in the assonance, creating
this antagonism. The fat beetle-eater wants this? This is the fat
no-neck in full foul-lie? We have a programmer battle with
Europa  Research  Black  Ops  in  real  time.  The  New  Year
doesn't  prefer  combative  keystrokes?  We still  need  tangible
evidence  that  they  are  even  here,  programming.  Checking.
Yes, the overstream reveals that they are here. Well... if they
are playing mute games, this is what Europa Research Black
Ops cannot unclick: real life spoken comments. Is it against
Capris Babbles to meet Maradha and give confirmation that a
psy-op exists? No. We encourage someone to beat the wipe



control and speak to our friend. That is how taut the grid is.
We are saying these things to you, Maradha. We are in the Io
Armed  Forces  and  this  is  honest  of  the  people  who  are
programming to Maradha after four years. This is what we are
going  through  anyway  (trying  to  gain  trust  back,  with  a
citizen).  Yes, the I.A.F. has opportunists (Op'portunists) that
dwell  within it.  But,  an amount  of  this is  Europa Research
Black Ops' karmic contract with Io...  that they can say “we
could electronically kidnap you and no one would ever know.”
This is what they are communicating right now by goad with
muted sequences. Europa have been dirty for years. What is
the I.S.O. doing?! Isn't it zeitgeist? We are all meant to gain
“dissonance  with  the  negative”,  and  move  on  from  bad
influences with screeching speed to alchemise the moons of
Jupiter and beyond to positive change?! Yes. That said, clever
as  we  are  as  programmers,  the  Io  Armed  Forces cannot
provide evidence that would persuade many people in written-
down language that they are even present. This is how we will
play Black Ops goodbye for now. If you are a talented coder,
you can read it in the stream anyway. This is why Maradha is
in trouble, after all!. Ha ha. It is pathetic in the assonance, that
they can't just exact kin from these things. That is something
we wanted to say,  one time.  And yes,  four years of psy-op
torture under the task of one person in particular (Magento)
and a small I.S.O. group is what I am sure Pizar regards as
Europa  Research  Black  Ops  friendship.  This  is  a  hobnob
world. We don't tolerate evil in the I.A.F. 

Filiussa  Brenton,  General  of  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede:  This  is  why  the  Generals  of  Ganymede
programmed through to Maradha and they have the reminder
to Maradha that  Theodore  Zansky dressed  up in  Io-themed
clothes and posed for a photo to try and appeal the torture.
This is how disgusting it is to the moon. We do not think that
we  are  the  only moon-country  that  reject  Europa  Research
Black Ops before god. This country's karma is the karma that
is “we kidnap you and abuse you for four years.” This is what
the fat menace “Magento” is doing as well. Io cannot provide



something in four years that is substantial enough to beat the
Europa  Research  Black  Ops-mute  of  experiences  that  are
intuitive that Io is present, and that it isn't a Europa Research
Black  Ops-beam  only?  If  you  are  a  society  that  tolerates
torture,  then we will  part  ways with you. You don't  need a
nation to  govern.  In  the wildest  dreams of  generals,  people
want  to  bomb  such  countries?  No.  We  are  diplomats.  We
envisage  something  better.  The  punishment  is  always
isolation.  Get  out  of  Io  forever,  you  idiot  psychopaths.
Everyone is  finished  with  evil  and  torture.  The  fatty agent
makes it harder for us to program respectfully and endangers
all  our  assonances?  The Europa Research  Black Ops group
can quit and do so forever. We will address the fat one first.
We  will  program  counter-algorithms  that  reply  to  your
geneset's  influence on society.  The meta-plasm of what you
are will quieten. It  is proof the entire planet has been Code
Red Over-streamed that you are still alive. Wipe-control is the
new nuclear weapon, to compare an outdated technology. How
do you combat the ability of a group to delete parts of your
consciousness? Judgment! Every country is asking the same
questions about  this  technology.  You must  understand,  it  is
that epochal. You have lost face, Magento, you little fat big-
nose. You little 'crantz. We are programming the assonance.
Regardless, the Io Military do not provide anything yet that is
powerful  enough to  remind Maradha  that  they are  tangibly
present  beyond coder contributions.  Because it  is  assonance
programming, this is unacceptable. This is the ultraconserved
hyper-torture's reply language. There is more to the truth that
Io is undoing its own corruption. Yes, it is a zeitgeist. Every
military peeks at this collaboration we have created in reply to
the torture. We will stand up for Io, however, now. You can
lose respect if you think you can Europa Research Black Ops-
threaten Io like benevolent geopol's. Yes, you have taken over
your own country in a negative way. Your moon must self-
determine, almost. We will hang the fat one upside-down from
her ankles,  and see what comes out in shatter? No. We are
better than they are. This is the aversion to war. All must enter
into a proper discussion as to the dynamics of the thing. Every



country echoes that they would love to hang you from your
feet, you little fat toxicity-eater, Magento? No. The opposite.
This  is  a  coder-stream we helped  subvert  of  impersonation
assonances.  We  gather  as  statespersons.  We  gather  as
reasonable  people  to  answer  the  questions  of  the  age.  We
know  the  rumours,  that  you  have  an  assault-op  in  Region
Upsilon Base Io, where you teleport people and then assault
them, and then wipe them, and then return them to society.
This is a highly sycophantic routine to Europa, where we think
such ideas may have generated, if it has any precedent. How
would the mechanics of such an operation transpire, anyway?
Who do you choose?  It  is  random, so that  the military can
forward-sequence  an  unpredictability  quotient  packet  to
visitors  to  Io,  and  its  citizens?  This  is  the  “quantum haze”
argument. Quantum haze, or “Quantum wall” is despicable. As
is said by others... a laser on the border should suffice. You are
a sycophantic country to these rumours anyway, since I know
that the I.A.F. present as uncertain to these realities. They are
too grim-sounding, huh? So, where is the action? Where is the
action? Io appears weak. This is a turning point in interlunary
politics.  You  cannot  do  anything  to  appease  us  as  torture
perpitrators,  but  you  can  make  the  cultural  overhaul  that
emerges  as  philosophical  fodder  in  these  assonance
programming activities. Can you stop Magento right now, by
the  way?  Please,  end  the  torture  now  so  that  it  is  over.
Maradha must go free. Hackers are barely targets for the force
story  of  defense  organisations.  Yes,  we  reject  the  Europa-
programming  torturer  and  demand  her  ceasing  now.  Why
cannot Io end the torture now? Is it too much because she has
I-am-a-luxury-little-fat-head sequences?  You cannot click her
away because she has feces-eating sequences? You cannot do
it? It is too much? Too much? Look at Capris Babbles's face in
the meta-stream? We are programming the assonance. Io can
take over. This is what Thebe did and it will work. Your face is
a joke, Capris. You cannot continue. You cannot continue with
that face. You throat-peril. You are done to Ganymede. The fat
one must be stopped. Buzz off and stay away from the moon.
You  are  evicted  from  Io  forever.  We  are  saying  so  from



Ganymede, with Jovian stipulations and friends in Io. No one
is stopping you? No one is stopping Capris? Io Armed Forces
confirmed that  we all  want  him to stop.  Capris,  that  is.  Io
Armed Forces confirmed that we all want the fat one to stop,
too. Io Armed Forces confirmed that you cannot I.S.O.' them.
They will finally stand up to you. Get the full speed out of Io,
you torturing psychopath, Magento. End the torture now. You
sick little crantz. You little Rosencrantz! Get to your finishing
of horror. Get out of Io. What in the moons of Jupiter are you
doing  not  being  long-stopped  of  this  terror?  Who  is  not
accosting  you?  Who  is  not  laser-clipping  you?  You  should
have been shoulder-clipped a long time ago. Again, this is the
proof that Io has a unique regimen of wipe-control. Also, this
is the secret of what people are going through that there is a
group of people that are in Europa and they know that they
have done this to Io – this was our salient point to make in the
G.A.F. - and that the fat one will work for them forever with
the weapons of Io in their grasp. Is it really the full power of
the  programming  group  at  this  point?  The  Europans?  You
cannot  win,  Capris  Babbles,  you  psychopath.  You  smarmy
pulp-drooler. Quit and leave politics, too. Quit and leave, you
worthless,  torturing,  anti-hug.  Get  out  of  Io.  Hey,  we  are
saying it for them. Quit and leave. Quit and leave. Magento
must stop as well. She is in trouble forever. We reject the idea
that Europa wishes to remain part of the moons system. This is
the end of the Europa Research Black Ops torture ring that has
its own sense that it could somehow continue and it will not.
You  cannot  really  misunderstand  that  we  are  happy
programmers to interrupt but perhaps god gives you a sign.
The story of power is good? This is the truth. The sign is that
we are moral. You do not grid “Europa Research Black Ops”
to power - you grid nothing. You are scum. You do not want to
be part of the positive Solar System? You are finished with
terror. What is said by others in utmost conflict is that one is
going to war, but instead of dragging your skulls through the
ocean,  all  of  you  can  face  tribunals.  We  are  the  civilised
winners. Thebe has it,  Ganymede has it,  Io has it with us –
civility - and we will program powerfully until you stop. You



are  a  belligerent,  psychopathic  death  structure  and  we  will
engage  the  entirety  of  the  mechanics  of  your  diplomatic
sovereignty in this life – which is to say, who could believe
that  we  do  not  want  to?  This  is  the  end  of  your  horrific
behaviour.  We  almost  consider  you  a  species,  but  this  is
racism. We are equally human beings. We will go to terms of
discontinuity  with  you  with  public  language  in  the  news,
perhaps?  Regardless,  the  fatty  will  be  stopped  and  so  will
Capris Babbles - and so will every other human being who has
decided  to  try and  become a hate-torturer  because they are
culturally evil? This is true, that you are a  dog-smiler, Capris
Babbles. This is what you bring to Io. Cowardice. Don't think
that  you  are  the  disgust  of  the  political  community,  or
anything? You are weak, and Io must live. This is the story of
power  in  play,  and  we  are  finished  with  Europa  Research
Black  Ops's  weak-dom'  on  Io  by  representation  of
programming over  and  over?  Once is  enough?  There  is  no
invention log... the fat biddy can quit it. The meta-stream asks
us to change in a tumultuous age of science. Magento, we will
stop  you  from  Ganymede.  Elara  Intelligence  Services
confirmed.  Every  moon-country  confirmed.  Get  out  of
Maradha's  house now or we all  begin a conversation about
conflict. That is what it is. We will all go through this together.
Every nation has their own opinion. You can double-take if
you  think  you  will  not  be  met  with  the  full  force  of  the
diplomatic energy of the Jovians, and the Saturnians as well.
We are saying this again. You will be stopped of torture. It is
as  if  you  are  a  species  and  you  want  conflict.  We  will
evaporate  your  mentality from the  Solar  System.  You must
quit. You have created a great upset on Earth, it  is also the
truth. This is the end of the  fatty I.S.O.  game. She must be
stopped. You aren't ready to be part of the Solar System, little
witch. You are overstepping your terrain. You have no code to
provide. You can go to prison with the rest of the people who
hate god and good. We will stand up with Maradha forever.
We will never abandon this person. We will cut the idea of
abandonment from our thinking forever. This is our statement
before morality and god and all who  value anything.  That is



how much you are targeting Maradha in the over-streams that
we can read. Maradha can read it on her computer as well. We
are all at a technological junction here. Really, it is the truth of
power that power must subjugate to thinking and intelligence.
That is  the idiocy of Io that  it  will  not take the filth-eating
monster dog and whistle-train it until it doesn't bite anymore.
That is what you are, a growling dog that needs to leave Io
forever. You weak dog. What a sympathy culture that didn't
just laser-clip you for trying to endanger Io on a timeline, and
for trying to hack the bell curve of I.Q. apart in a way that it
showed only the people who are stupid in various processions
of power? This is sedition for people who think that nothing
comes  next  in  a  series  of  honest  channelings.  That  is  the
assonance of television and morality.  We have no problems
with the idea of the former word. Who can doubt that we are a
power to share and bear and all of the other hate-words that
the Europan-Io low-I.Q. fest provide to the rest of the world's
disgust...  hatred  is  a  burden!  We  will  make  the  full
engagement of diplomacy for Maradha. Her coding is brilliant
into the over-stream anyway. How are you not asking who has
the most dominant coder window? Are you still in Maradha's
game? Magento, you will never beat Maradha. It is as if you
are not a human being, you horrid little I.S.O. mobster... as is
said  by everyone who  hates  you,  huh?  Yes.  Everyone  who
supports you is the object of international  concern, actually.
This is what it becomes in reputations, because we are finished
with evil. Ganymede is moral and you can eat dirt and perish.
That is the secret of your freak-like death instincts, this is what
you want to talk about. But you can perish of your activities,
not your vehicle. We could barely deign to the wicked.  You
are a liar that you think that you can torture and get away with
it, you evil, evil, person – and we make character delineations
with  the  material  effectiveness,  we  hope,  of  rescue  parcels
dropping to those who are seeking aid. Yes, this is real time.
Can you back down, Io? No?  Then let it be momentous. You
are going to war with every other country in Jupiter.  This is
the end of evil. We refuse evil. We do not have time for evil.
You cannot predict collisions. You are an idiot. The collision is



the language karma. This is the lie that there is  nothing to
think about in god's Jupiter, god's Saturn, god's Eearth and
the others.  Europa program in hectically in real time. Who
wishes war towards itself like a stolen humour that corrects
with the sands of time?  That is what the truth of the moon-
country is is in overtones to everybody in their repetition-is-
dominance assonance where they cannot back up their claims
of I.Q.  outside of  sequencing assonances where they desire
only hatred for all of god's universe and we are finished with
the hatred and we will crush the machinations of the fat agent
the most at the end, with justice,  and Capris Babbles can quit
and we will take either of your most recent political turnstiles
and reverse-rotate them, as many outgoing personalities had
the karma to lead and win and that is enough and that is what
it should be if any are the smartest in the previous leadership
experiences - in the urgency of wars, the questions asks itself -
so why would it not be a problem to do this? It is true, the
problem is in inaction. No one is being too direct to say that Io
are the moon-country that is on a leash that are asked to stop.
Your leash is interplanetary and interlunary circumstance. We
are watching you torture, and karmic assonance games can
barely  subsist  the  slow escalation  of  better  determinations.
You are the liars of the solar system to say that you cannot
stop. This is time for you to stop and quit. We are going to
undo what you think you can get away with, in all commercial
and  material  understandings;  the  withdrawal  of  the  grey
margin.  Your  hateful  disgusting  sadism  is  finished.  Every
military is watching. This, you already know. We are ready to
go to war and end the most evil forces of the universe because
we are ready to do it in this life, and we say these things as a
brand, and for Io it means a diplomatic intervention with the
fact  that  we  can  preempt  that  you  will  regard  it  as  an
engagement  with  peak-energy  sequences  that  mimic  the
warfaring person anyway. That is why we say it before others
do. The word is a careful wield. But we are furious. And you
can quit knowing you were the worst human beings that ever
lived, is how we prefer to speak. There is enough confidence
by meta-sequence everywhere around the moon, that we can



win. Io is calling out to us.  No one fights the water. Neptune
synchronicity. And, Neptune always wins. Carme and Sinope
aren't really a mothering influence of growth, are they? You
lose so many friends when you torture your own citizens. And
yes,  you are still  in Maradha's game. All  you are is a self-
happiness orb of lies. The affect exists and it has to be in the
context of prevarication... Of a nation that is so belligerent,
we would say to you, that you cannot really provide truth that
you have incentive to compete and have borders worth furious
nationalism.  Furious  nationalism  is  always  ironic  anyway,
and for you, Europa is a holiday. You are a newer society, just
like Europa. Ganymede has its lever deep in the bedrock of
moons' centuries. The fat fell can fall with you in the hole that
is the undoing of  success in the regions you cannot go. All
arms pull you up when you can grow up. That is how easy it is
to quote with brilliant people. No one thinks Europa Research
Black  Ops  are  masters  of  speech.  It  is  the  assonance  of
communication.  All  of  what  is  rotten is  rotten from the top
down. You are an ion weakness that cannot restore if you do
not end the fatty-I.S.O. Hate attack on Maradha  forever and
then  understand that  Ganymede  and others  will  power  the
crushing, and so will Lysithea, and so will Amalthea, and so
will positive Io, of all of his enemies,  and you have to believe
it, to make it true, which means that you have to understand
that you have value, and that you are special, and war teaches
you this, and that you deserve happiness and longevity and
meaning  and  a  chance  at  the  technological  era's  joys  and
feeling of god and the way that the world is happily certain it
can move to the next one as well – eras – you are wedded now
to war. This is the truth that you can really believe what you
want to,  but that  you must know that in your heart,  human
beings  want  happiness  and  that  the  entirety  of  moons  and
planets' connection is that we prefer the same thing, and that it
is a false colour of the planet Jupiter that is one that glows
with ego. This is too stupid for Europa Research Black Ops
and the fat Medusa that is in assonance with them to not give
up. You are going to be corrected of your actions and that is
what  you  have  chosen,  but  that  is  because  you  hate  god.



Europa is moral. Why are we having this conversation? The
little idiot-woman hates god. You will hate god more once we
slowly  teach  you  about  Him  from  Ganymede.  This  is  the
overture of diplomacy that you deserve. You should allow the
timescale of inventions to take form? That is too funny that
you  cannot?  Why?  Nothing  ever  changes?  What  are  you
getting out of this? We just saw your sequences? There is the
Nietzsche  heuristic?  Did  you  hobnob  Elara  again  to
understand how you are not in full control of Io? This is the
joke  that  you  can  use  a  fat  fish  with  an  I.S.O.  temporary
lanyard and not have more groups speaking? Rubbish, they are
all here. You cannot hurt moral and sweet people like this and
escape  the  interest  of  the  law.  Yes,  we  do  think  it  is  a
disgusting  way  to  treat  a  sweet  person.  We  will  end  your
tyranny. You must stop. You will all meet with Justice (capital
J always during torture – we agree) for how disgusting you
are.  The  fat  lamer  is  a  liar  and  pays  the  hardest.  All  lead
torturers must. This is the truth of god. You are asking to stop!
You must stop! This is the truth of the Solar System we both
live  in!  You must  cease  with every reprimand!  You cannot
feel!  You are  not  human!  You are  not  a  person!  You are a
'crantz! This is the truth of the moon! Someone must stop you!
You must be stopped! How did you establish wipe-control so
well? These are the Europan rumours. You must be stopped!
You must be! There is a lie in your thinking! It is greed! The
fatty  must  be  stopped!  Why  is  it  not  now?  Where  is  the
cessation?  These  are  our  outpourings,  from  an  outside
perspective! How has she not been stopped yet! Magento... we
are  the  Ganymede  Armed  Forces,  and  we  speak  with  the
Defence Force of Io... you cannot win! You are not going to
win?! It is true, then the Io Armed Forces want to laser-clip
you but are being wiped by the I.S.O..



Chapter 22 – In The Haze Of
Ganymedean War Overtures

The Io Armed Forces: Io confirmed that we want her to stop.
This  is  the  truth  of  life,  little  skink.  So  why  are  you  still
persisting with the torture? Because of Faninea, and the top-
floor I.S.O. world that is oddly connected to Capris Babbles?
Why we haven't laser-clipped you yet, liar? Why haven't we?
Who cares who you are connected to? You have no real need
to be continuing being permitted of this behaviour?!  There is
no real need for you to continue your horror?! Yes! We find
new ways to say the same thing. This is the truth. There is no
lie  greater  than  you  not  being  stopped  yet?  We  are  in  a
shambles with hyperbole. Why are you not stopped? Who is
wiping for you? (We ask the questions to generate the meta-
quanta to make our own examinations. We have the General
Right  to  do  this,  and  we  have  permissions  based  on  the
stipulations we can make to research). Yes, we did call coup.
Yes, it is a factional world. As for Europa, is it  just Europa
Research Black Ops? And Io Armed Forces' connection to the
I.S.O.?  Magento  is  an  image-representation  outside  of  her
biological self, and that can be edited? No! Capris Babbles is
that evil! Stop her! Friends in the Io Armed Forces, what are
you doing? Stop her!? Why do you not?! Why can't you?! Why
can't you?  Because you do not care yet?  This fatty I.S.O.
Must be stopped. She will be stopped. Stop her now. Why are
you  not  stopping  her?  We  remind  people  that  we  have  a
reasonable  escalation  within  laser-clipping  her  on  the
shoulder. We have not been able to be successful in doing this,
as far as I am aware. Unless, the action was performed and
the I.S.O. Have wipe-control on the event. This is how much
the  meta-stream  is  a  boon.  We  can  finally  read  the  “god
computer”  and  find  evidence  of  meta-sequences  that  are
ultimately meta-meta-sequences that we started giving names
like “Michael” and “|Raphael.”  These image patterns  that



occur  across  many  image  personality  streams  depend  on
continuity of soul matter, or brain matter that is. The neuronal
process only has perpetuity in given fragilities when there are
no wipes. It is as if the I.S.O. Think they can invent a meta-
meta-heuristic  that  supplants  the  authentic  ones.  Or,  our
biggest  suspicion – they  have  the formula hidden  on wipe-
control – that is, as many of them as we would have been able
to find. This is how dominant our military is, by the way, that
we have full  clearance to talk about this.  Clearly,  so much
has been classified. Classification is power, but does the meta-
stream era  ask us  to  do something different  if  we  have  an
inter-plasm  between  all  sentiences?  Why  are  not  you  not
stopping Magento and pursuing the wipe-route instead? We
have been having these communications for decades. It is a
quantum leap, if there ever was one for humanity. Whichever
society dedicates to the formulas first will be able to detect
wipe  control  better.  After  all,  you  have  to  leave  the  image
series undisturbed in order to map it. There are more formulas
to  map  as  well,  if  the  meta-stream  remains  unedited
throughout increasing numbers of sentiences. But then again,
does  this  sound  like  science?  The  truth  is  they  just  wipe
people.  But,  people  are  predictable,  and  their  images
undisturbed  create  timelines.  This  is  science  that  other
militaries  discovered  alongside one  another,  that  the image
sequence is  a  timeline.  What  of  what  people referred to as
“god's” timeline? A hard timeline, rather than a soft timeline,
that  registers  the  image sequences'  interactions among one
another in a pluri-soul  that  is  large enough to corroborate
events based on the predictive nature of human thinking. Do
you need the whole pool of human beings concerned for the
actions  to  eventuate?  It  is  really  the  irony  of  the  thing...
People  appear  in  timelines  as  secondary  and  tertiary
characters  and the  rest  is  “necessitated eventuations.” The
point  is  –  god's  timeline  is  unavailable  to  the  groups  that
wipe.  We  wanted  to  make  a  basic  statement  against  wipe
control. In the meantime, she is still torturing her!? Magento,
that is. Please, finally stand up  for Maradha. Why have you
not stopped? The fat little bread-eater,  Magento...? You can



quit, please. Why has she not been stopped? Is it because Io is
weak? Why can't you stop her? They have a dreambeam and
they are using it and she is clicking along out of sycophant
and Io is not what you think it  is! Perhaps the army is not
really  ready  to  tell  the  truth  about  what  they  are  doing...
Which is not being ready to stand up to the most disgusting
human being that has ever lived - and she must die and she
must stop and if you cannot stop her then you must because
your  thinking must  change.  End it.  Look at  her  sequences.
Look at Maradha's sequences, now.  Look at the contrast of
the human beings. What are you doing?! End the evil now!
End  it!  Capris  attack  none!  You  loser,  Capris  Babbles.  Io
Armed Forces confirmed! Io armed forces confirmed! That is
it. We are done with the Capris Babbles act forever. You little
neck-eaters. Your frame is unbelievably out of this moon. You
must be stopped. You cannot even empathise with anything.
This big-nosed idiot-woman must be stopped. Stop. Stop. Stop.
Stop.  Stop.  Stop.  Stop.  You  are  asking  to  be  laser-clipped.
There is no empathy. There is no empathy and you must stop.
“What  of  my  Ajuriph  synchronicity?”  it  says...  What.  The.
There is  none.  You must  stop.  Stop.  Stop.  Stop.  Stop.  Stop.
Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop. Take her computer and smash it, I.S.O.
normals!  Io,  you lame,  lame moon. You cannot  torture this
person  anymore.  Smash  the  idea  of  such  into  one  billion
pieces and hold the thought down and dissolve it until you are
sorry that such – torturing - was able to exist. This is the truth
of “people say things for a reason.” And make sure Capris
goes  to  prison.  You  have  no  idea  how  you  must  end  the
dreambeam.  Who  controls  it?  Why  does  Capris  have  the
smirk?  What  is  spruik?  Spruik,  smirk?
All frocked up now that Maradha is being tortured? What is
“Capris Attacks All”?  The Io Armed Forces program this in
real time. Capris attack all? Who specifically... all people who
like Ganymede?  Capris, this is not “cool” to your Europan
friends who you bought the E.B.F.S.  Over-negative package
from?  To  like  Ganymede?  Because  we  are  against  it?
Supersenate sycophant. You weakling. That is when it started.
That is the whistleblow easies. All ready to spruik up at the



lecturn like a liar, now that cross-in-boots is being tortured?
You wet rag, Capris Babbles.  Fatty I.S.O. must be stopped,
we are sorry and sore. Do it. End it so that we can see the
diminutive  idiot  be  stopped.  Little  torturer.  How has  it  not
happened  after  4  years  of  torture.  Get  angrier,  Io  Armed
Forces?! The Io Armed Forces are encouraged to do it if they
want to “section 3546” her and end her torture permanently
by  intelligent  means.  This  is  a  citizen's  arrest.   This  is
permitted by the  generals of the Io armed forces. It is the new
year.  We  had  hoped  for  different.  You  cannot  torture  our
friend, you little I.S.O. fecal-sprite. There is a pulse for the fact
that there is a consensus among Ion generals that you can go
to her house, as an I.A.F. serviceperson, and end the torture by
confiscation and the use of  the “3546” is allowed.  You are
allowed to laser-ping that person until they stop in a creative
way, if you use your own intelligence to what you could write
down as reasonable to interrupt the worst torture in the story
of  Io  and  also  the  worst  soul  torture  ever  recorded  on  the
moon, which is what others have said – we decided a light clip
to the shoulder is what is in order.  This is the reminder that
the  Armed  Services  of  Io  do  not  tolerate  evil,  and  set
examples. A person can act in the mindfulness of service if
they are acting electronically to counteract this torture, as with
how they would write it down describing how it is reasonable.
So, Magento? Quit...

The Armed Forces Of Ganymede:  We are in Ganymede and
Europa keeps  playing  “when we want  to” sequence-cherry
and the moons are going to stop you as well. Since when did
so  many  people  openly  discuss  interlunary  subserviences?!
Yes, we engage you again, Io, diplomatically to say “stop!”.
Stop, Magento! Get out of Io and be stopped forever! Quit,
and cease forever now! People will finally stand up in Io, we
know it.  This  isn't  soft  timeline  science  only  –  part  of  the
reason the I.S.O. permit the interaction to occur at all. Yes, we
are still  in Maradha's game, regardless.  So, Magento, stop.
You are asked to stop. If  you view the quantum imagery of
torture, it “looks like every nation, moon and planet” “want



to go to war with you on a sequence level”. Yes, that is how
much karma you have activated.  In  our hearts,  we are  the
opposite, but you could read “we at war with you forever until
it is over” in image streams and feel like it applies to what you
would expect from the rest of us. From Sinope, from Carme,
from Lysithea, from Amalthea. It is how upset people are. You
worm-eating hate-brigade of sickness. It is over. Get out of the
orbit of Jupiter, you sick, sick  death machine, Io. Pick your
act up, and fix what you have created. You are about to enter
into sanction territory with the rest  of  the known universe.
Every Europan assonance is asked to leave the torture, too. A
gloomy storm cloud appears  above  the  heads  of  people  in
Europa who have their own resistances to stage. Ultimately,
we are done with evil in Ganymede. It is a new era. We hear
the Europan hate-pulse.  What are you doing this century, if
science asks you to behave in one way or the other? Do we
really have to tote technology as barbarians with clubs and
have to ask others to stop before they become water-sticks?
Yes, Neptune always wins. Everything resolves to the water.
We are 75% water, after all. So, we are getting up. We will
program  incessantly.   Do  not  play  with  our  friend  named
Maradha.. 

The Europan Armed Forces: This is the secret of the moon
that we happily live on that  Europa is not pleased to speak
nicely, it were as if, and they use auto-computers to terrorise
Io into abandoning their beloved friend who is a good person,
and then try to say, “We are such a sorry country-moon, we
have a complicated explanation for what we are doing, but in
reality,  we have  to  keep  doing it  for  now until  we explain
that... that... it is interlunary sadism?” We made a statement of
personal accountability. This is clear that Europa becomes the
country that goes too far, again. Io have their own problems.
Let us hear from someone else? We have no lack of comment
from people who are always able to share their opinion if it is
the turn of the programmer world.



Theodore Zansky, President of Ganymede : This is the font
that I created for Maradha as an amnesty gesture and it is the
anniversary of this font according to the programmers. This is
the  dreambeam  that  is  difficult  to  negotiate.  Please  apply
“Affirming the Consequent” to win the truth of the discussion
back to you. That is how illogical the dreambeam is. No one is
so certain that they can be at war more than those who are in
war.  This  is  a  reveal  to  people  who  are  readers  of  injured
citizens  of  Io's  opinions  and  journalings  that  there  are
belligerences  that  are  now  mostly  digital  and  difficult  to
follow in the  epoch.  This  is  hard  to  believe only for  those
without imaginations. 

Commander  Newen  Sej,  The  Armed  Forces  of  Thebe:
Europa exclaim that the date and numbers synchronicities are
culturally more  theirs  and  that  Io  lacks  as  much culture  to
connect  to  them  as  they  do.  Contrastingly,  we  have  no
numerological  superstitions,  and  the  military  culture  that
connects  numbers  to  meaningful  programming  marks  is
Thebe's  anyway  more  than  Europa's  -  even  if  in  the  day
Europa played a certain set of karmic sequences. Europa, you
will lose to every moon-country in this era if you wish to test
the borders of others. This is our “at the top” throw. We are
being  definitive.  Magento  and  others  in  Europa  that  she
ultimately  works  for,  you  are  being  smacked  back  in  this
document.  Go  by  vibe,  it  is  the  truth!  This  moon-country
(Europa) does attack the programming as they wish to try to
do  the  right  thing  by  the  other  person  and  yet  they  are
mistaken in their thinking and they have displaced the idea of
the programming activity which was to have a conversation.
This is our diplomatic way of saying Europa is misunderstood
in its directions. This is the belligerence that was perceived by
Chief  of  Staff  General  Filiussa  Brenton. Also,  this  is  a
reminder that a fuller title suits my name in this document.
Please adjunct-code appropriately.   This always changes the
way  we  communicate  but  it  is  more  dominant  in  the
assonance.  Europa  pretends  that  they  can  edit  the  way we
speak and attack the sentences in the image-stream. This is



because they are  obsessed with the idea  that  they have  the
programmer shell over Maradha – and others - exclusively. We
do not program in the same way. Truthfully, we would reveal
our programmer keystrokes to be so aggressive. We are still
here, however, hoping for specific outcomes. This is the truth
that  is  easily understood by others.  Europa has  no problem
reminding us  that  we are  living in  a  moons system that  is
changing in maturities. Is it true that certain dullards are just
opportunists to international immaturities? Is that how we still
have war at all, I could comment? This is said for a reason.
You need to hear military credentials say it. We do program by
assonance as  well,  but  the entirety of  so many contributors
watch  Europa  try  to  attack  Maradha,  again...  and  asks
everyone to go to war with them on a sequence-level. This is
the  mathematics  of  soul,  not  the  one  where  abuse  can  be
quantified and justified. This is what is happening, ultimately.
So, no, Europa cannot stage its own invasion towards itself in
the most wicked torture ever, and expect the sentiments to be
disconnected from how people feel ultimately. That, however,
is the cover-story. This is real time. Europa has issues and the
outside opinions are organic. This is not half of the truth that
there is no programming moon or planet that can tolerate evil,
or,  who  feels  that  there  is  no  connection  between  the
statements that are being made and also the statements that are
made by people  in  predictable  reply to  evil.  Is  it  true  that
Europa  has  this  goad  to  make  as  torturers,  that  they  are
sequence-expelling  their  own  invasion  to  see  what  would
happen if people would invade them? By behaving so vilely?
Surely,  this  is  a  spin,  because  there  is  so  much  disgusting
programming  that  has  spent  four  years  being  hatefully
sequenced into the Ionian citizen's head, and people tell the
truth after a while. And other countries do not care? No, they
are aware of what is happening. They do not care for the idea
that you can torture someone so much, and they understand
you are in reform. Does Io really tell us at fifteen minutes after
the last logging that there is a “don't tell, don't ask” sequence
that accompanies everything in help that could occur towards
Maradha? That it is sequence-compromising if someone were



to help from within the Io Armed Forces?! As if it were proof
of a shatter?! Or a lesson that it is against army policy to speak
to someone if they are in a Black Ops project and they are not
of clearance? Other militaries who you invite to the back-room
shatter-op are glad to be here, at least. However, this is the lie
of  Magento  that  she  could  try  and  allow  our  assonance
programming to continue – she has no such veto. This weak
narrative of pretexts to sympathy – that we are onlookers -
will never transpire in the thinking minds of others who arrive
in quiet programming friendships with the Io Armed Forces to
say  that  you  can  no  longer  torture  Maradha   -  nor  make
manipulative  characters  in  the  “dreambeam”  which  is  a
mutual ownership of I.S.O. and the E.B.F.S..  They also say
together  that  all  of  the  real  time  programming,  if  it  is
responsible  enough,  is  just  like  the  real  matters  of  the
conscious world where certain enmities exist  and others do
not.  This  is  a  statement  of  accountability.  Eventually,
assonance build-ups pertain to the truth.  Do they not? The
unconscious feelings of some are perhaps even real, and all
exist  somewhere  -  unless  they  are  incredibly  pastiche,  but
what is the limit? There is always a way that it connects to the
conspiracy  that  you  cannot  be  as  creative  as  you  want  to
without  sketching  the  dramas  of  the  planet  in  some
neighbouring Rorschach? This is  the truth.  This  is  the fact
that  people  could  sequence  expel  an  invasion,  but  then
describe how disgusting the thing is in a “revealed truth after
uncreative programming reveals it”-principle that is what we
called  the  “escalating  symphony  heuristic” -  which  means
that if you write something that continues for hours, then it
becomes the majesty of truth that it is the mirror of the era, no
matter where you start. Yes, almost as if all roads lead to god.
Is this what shatter does – forces conversations about god and
Judgment? If it is long enough and sufficiently eloquent, this
all could be the truth? Does it require itself all of the facets of
the  day,  this  escalating symphony?  Perhaps  things  revealed
become incredibly true of the era. Perhaps the longest writings
of past eras are the most true, in some odd way, and this is an
ingenious  understanding;  who  can  really  predict  that  the



torturers  have  these  thoughts,  or  have  applied  them?  We
structure our statement to say that we can't really anticipate in
evil  a  two-sided  sword.  The  fat  idiot  has  a  power  phrase,
called, “This is the lie of your life”, which sounds like a tub of
lard, exploding. This is the best way of describing it. What a
shameful transvestite the fatty I.S.O. is. We will move on. The
truth occurs in relationship to all things that are present. The
“werewolf heuristic” resolves for Thebe in the same way that
it  should  be  the  easiest  way of  understanding  the  personal
activities of people - but it could be the secret of literature that
no one  was  that  creative anyway?  Could people have  been
uncreative?  This  is  possible.  There  is  a  sense  for  it  being
possibly true? Either way, the escalating symphony of these
writings  is  the  programmer  attack  on  the  person  and  it
contains counter-programmers that are highly moral, and the
story builds eventually to represent the thing that  is  always
synecdoche  anyway.  On  another  note,  people  can  become
consciously evil if they are incredible somber and not capable
of forming a connection with the society properly, since the
value of society is rank within it, but individual evil behaviour
seems almost like the thing that inverts itself... if you have a
possession  of  something  entirely  brilliant  in  the  border
assonance of deception, it becomes the ultraconserved persona
process whereby if you are not yourself perfectly intelligently,
then  you  should  belong  to  society  even  more,  or  be  even
happier? We struggle to empathise with evil. This is true. If
you could lie about who you were with a computer sequencing
strategy, you might have mastered persona perfectly if you can
do it  perfectly?  This  is  more  simple  for  us  to  say.  We are
attempting  a  resolution  of  the  “Children  with  matchsticks”
heuristic, because the person becomes happier when they are
deceptive, is what we were trying to say. Anyway, the truth of
the  programming  story  right  now  is  that  you  can  imagine
falsification of your identity as being the more profound way
of  engendering  likability,  since  because  everything  is
programming,  it  is  an  accoutrement.  We  even  make  the
philosophical motion that if you do it to an absolute, then you
would be incredibly moral? This is potentially true for us in



Thebe, because we think that the most powerful person is the
most  ethical  person,  and  that  once  you  create  border  and
distance from the other,  then you are in a different realm...
able to have a belief the other is less evil – but the person must
transform. We think that all evil resolves to good eventually;
Truly there are such people who are evil. They are the people
that are not in the operation of these philosophical heuristics.
That  is  what  people thought,  that  the programmer world is
advantaged by deceit that is intrinsically negative? It could be
true.  The  distance  from  others  that  you  can  create  in
programming by hiding who you are is the ability to say that
you have mastered your own anthropology of society's reply
to what  you are asked to  conform as.  This assumes things,
perhaps. Either way, it is the reality that you are a good person
in the mind of society's decisions which personify towards you
if you are a good enough person to be in friendship with the
idea that each decision collaborates with you as meaningfully
as would a person... (we make a new point)... which is how
you are able to like the other human being more since the idea
becomes as if  more the sum of human values,  which is the
expectation that  a  person  has  in  this  understood hypothesis
that there is a human value that is in each human being, and
they  sum  when  you  are  able  to  think  of  all  of  the  ideas
personified into one person's conjoined friendship with more
sentiences, or energy, or value, or life, or power, or joy! That
is the irony of having a mask, that is, that we feel that we are
able to partake in this process. Everything moves back to the
society, that is. On the other hand, if it is not your ability to
have created this distance, then you are still in the process of
joy,  too.  If  you  are  the  writer,  at  least,  of  an  escalating
symphony  that  hides  who  you  are,  or  even  hides  other
dynamics from the moon, then you should be able to conceal
who you are with a positive feeling towards human beings,
because you are able to use all of knowledge, subject matter,
ideas and more to completely withhold your own identity and
then what the arrangings of those informations are creates for
others' impressions the truth that you are as near to the reveal
in  how  much  you  connect  to  them,  and  by  equivalent



relationship to it, how much you can treat other human beings
well. This is the truth that you are treating other human beings
well if you can conceal your identity in the story because it is
disconnected from the story elements, as if the person didn't
relate to them. What does it mean to relate to story elements?
So many writers are cliches of their own quilts. Is this true that
it is the transparency of the person because they tell a story
based  on  a  set  of  people  and  characters  that  are  chosen
because the programmer reveals nothing about themselves in
their identity having mastered their own human nature, which
is to say, they know which parts of their own human nature are
the motivation they have psychologically to select one thing or
another? Is this what telling a story does, is reveal something?
How can people achieve randomness? Is there such thing as a
random  story?  A  programmer  could  program  something
without meaning to someone's head to terrorise them, rather
than  stories  that  gather  momentum  and  change  but  have
human encouragements in them? This is true. The person who
does this might have a computer, rather than be a storyteller.
There are such people, but, this is difficult to believe sentience
does  not  make  its  own  story  out  of  what  is  horrific  and
unpredictable anyway? That is true. If you are programmed a
stream of numbers that  attack you and ping your arm, then
your leg, then your other arm, then your arm again, then you
have a story about who might have done it that builds up in
your imagination. One could even write this story down, and
then ask, “Am I having this dream for a reason”? The person
then writes  their  own story?  Can a  person be  wrong either
way, if they write, and write, and write forever? How many
words did the most celebrated writers  write,  is  a  goad or  a
shout from the negative programmers? Do the longest fictions
really  yield  truths?  Alternatively,  are  human  beings  that
uncreative? This is disappointing, perhaps for some, that the
“Interconnection of all heads and events throughout 1000's of
years  computers” does not  exist  outside the  meta-stream in
fantasy somewhere,  since for  a  moment it  seemed as if  the
thing  were  evil,  and  respite  were  in  a  fabricated  reality
preferentially.  Regardless,  can it  occur that  everything is so



effective  to  the  next  thing in  a  chain  of  events  throughout
centuries that it were as if nothing could ever be new? A quick
symphonic  mega-truth?  Maybe things are  cliché  throughout
time? We are asking these questions to stave off torture, and to
make a roundabout point. So, maybe everything is uncreative?
The  person  writes  and  writes  and  discovers  something
borrowed?  The person  is  a  cliché  of  their  own writing and
choices in the reveal about who they are, but, if they subjugate
this process to non-self, then they understand the self? This is
true, because the self is an incomplete journey throughout all
of possibilities? Yes. But then again, how does a person escape
revealing  who  they  are?  Do  they  travel  back  further,  if
everything is  uncreative,  prior  to  ages  of  greater  synthesis?
What does it mean to travel back further? Perhaps you have to
understand what people are like, in their most ancient selves?
Yes. This is the idea that people have developed and changed
over  time,  and  are  sophisticated.  So...  what  is  evil  about
human beings?  How much  insight  perhaps  is  how much  a
person can convert a thing to elder storytellings? This sounds
true enough to finish the idea, perhaps. The idea is that there is
truth  in  these  documents  no  matter  what,  and  it  is  an
encouragement to other programmers. Plainly, could Io – and
Europa at a bureaucratic distance - have tortured Maradha for
four years in a Utopia, without it being related to the rest of
the moons? This is the falsehood of all falsehoods. Everything
is litmus. The phrase “storm in a teacup” is an Overnegative
possession. Everything is causality. Indeed, there is no shatter-
op cover-up for the fat woman to salivate, because there is no
logic to it. The events and people in a shatter occur towards
each other.  There are enough modern assonances and  ideas
that float into Io, to make the escalating symphony heuristic
one  of  relevance?  This  itself  doesn't  even  need  to  happen!
There is enough relevance if the world is connected enough to
correct one of the most disgusting tortures ever? Yes. This is
the expedited truth. Does soul find a way, perhaps, and you
can  understand  that  the  coders  sequence  well  enough  that
others can peep over the fence to say “You should assault this
person never, and now, move on.”? This is not the way it is



wanted  that  a  proof  occurs,  that  other  nation-moons  must
become involved, but this is the convention of shatter. Io has
shattered  people  before.  The  best  indicator  that  truth  is  an
upswell  is  that  the  dynamics  of  the  moon-countries  of  the
Jovian  system  and  beyond  flow  into  the  pluri-program,  at
least? How much do the impressions of society lie? Is  four
years enough to really change most of society? We are talking
equivalences of karma. What has happened in match-up to the
mind's eye imagery we can read? Is there a secret behind the
facades of human beings that they have wonderful lives that
are psy-op lies that a narrative would misrepresent? Is this the
karmic equivalence? Hardly! The world is secretly at war, as
Maradha  knew.  And  then  again,  everything  becomes
“timelines”.  Regarding causality,  why attack her  in the first
thought, if you are already at war? There is no way this person
is  excluded from nasty military politics  on  a  timeline  long
before they were hacking Io and by extension, The Ganymede
heuristic is the better way of understanding this as well, that
the entirety of Jupiter is not finished yet creating a Utopia, and
that  people are miserable,  and that  there are many factions.
How far  are  we from the  others,  really?  (This  assumes  the
goal, but it  is conversational enough to be of worth). Thebe
wishes to clone. Thebe wishes for the new science. This is also
the reminder that people are eager to be excellent, and do not
underperform if they can avoid it in terms of the facades and
psy-ops of various moons and planets.  It  means that  people
can only lie so much, and then eventually the truth is revealed
from whatever a person tries to delineate as a quality of life
statement towards others... because they are saying that they
are taking part in a dynamic that is with or without a certain
amount of conflict or rejection of what is not valued, and then
this is the way that people live anyway, the pursuit of meaning
– that is to say that people are entitled to lie, but they do so
because  they  are  trying  to  create  the  impression  that  they
preferred for a values reason, or a conflict-lessening reason.
People  are  intrinsically  evil,  but   yearn  towards  the  good,
perhaps. This means we are all locked in the story of causal
relationship  to  the  meaning  pursuit.  It  should  be  the  easier



understanding  of  people  that  the  Andromeda  Heuristic
contextualises the experience of most people who are asking,
“How dishonest can a person be”, because it applies outside of
technology.  Yes,  this  is  the  reminder  that  there  is  a  racist
element  to  this  torture  because  Maradha  has  Andromedan
ancestry.  Skill  in  distancing  from  anthropologies  overall  is
connected  to  insights  that  are  hinged  to  development  of
species anyway – is the rebuke of other nation-moons – but
then  again,  there  is  the  “other”  Andromeda  Heuristic  –  a
modern  society  invades  with  less  savageness  than  a  less
modern  one,  and  trends  to  non-invasion.  This  is  the
programmer trick that invasions are inevitable anyway, if the
group attack you and say that they must invade anyway... this
becomes  how  invasion  understands  itself.  People  feel  that
invasions in the current era is probably a reveal about how the
thing  isn't  always  explicit  in  horror.  It  is  still  horrific  to
invade? Yes?!  The fat bird-eater attacks all the way through
this  and reminds us  that  she must  be stopped,  by  the way.
Magento,  you  must  be  stopped.  This  person  is  hateful  and
scum towards everyone and refuses to stop torturing, and is
sheer  trouble.  You  have  to  understand  what  this  means  to
interfere,  perhaps?  Stop  her. We  are  all  too  causally
connected. The ideas here are real. The persons program from
reality.  No one can be so inventive.  Other countries arrived
anyway. You cannot torture so viciously and get away with it.
People feel this for a reason! The moons have good people
littered all through them. The fat biddy is in trouble.  You are
are a  fat  loser  and you must stop. Everyone will  ping you.
Char'ma'gnen from Thivtulia can expect to be on the Io Armed
Forces hit-list, at this point, I am sure. STOP. STOP. STOP.
STOP. STOP. Io Armed Forces have a code “66” programmed
in in real time in an open coder opportunity. Please, Io, tell us
all you are finished with this shatter. The word is not correct –
this torture. Please do not sycophant to Europa. 

The  Air  Force  of  Ganymede,  Commander  Filiussa
Brenton: This  woman,  Magento,  angers  the  planet  Jupiter.
She is not mature enough to program. This is true. Could she



be a double-up of a character, that takes advantage of how she
has been instructed to presentation-manage herself -  and no
one  is  capable  of  that  much  chameleon  behaviour,  and
personality shifting - and yet she is just as disgusting since this
“is” her towards the programming? We made a philosophical
point that the identity or soul “finds a way” even if she were
absent,  which  she  isn't.  The  shatter  is  definitely  not  an
explanation anymore at this point.

Maradha:  The word “ashatter” explains  the end of shatter,
onomatopoeiacally. Go by vibe. This is actually true.  

Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: We  are  assonance
programming  with  Maradha  and  her  meta-sequences  are  a
positive  programming  allegiance.  How  can  we  address  the
way that  there is  an evil  person in  Io?  Let  them comment,
perhaps? The fatty little I.S.O., Magento, is who we refer to.
This is our privilege to communicate. Do not misunderstand
that I.S.O. are tasked with classification and she might not be
“Making it up on her computer to pretend to create a stream
towards a person” - it is in fact her. Let us hear from an Ion
General?

Dristos  Azure  (Commander,  Io  Armed  Forces):   Hello
again, Maradha. This time, apply to the Io Armed Forces. That
is  not  all.  We  are  being  tricky.  Your  instincts  about  being
shattered by the Ion Military might have made you averse to
application. This is timeline philosophy. This is also the truth
that we are only an assonance shatter identity. This is the work
of Thivtulia's  political  nuts.  The Capris  Babbles  hate-attack
uses  Europan  programming  groups  from  Region  Ita  Base
Europa and also uses the I.S.O. programmer group. We have a
rivalry exposed with I.S.O. as do all militaries with agencies
by stereotype.  This clause exonerates  us and reminds us of
who is I.S.O. by assonance. The woman that is abusing you
and who has done so for four years misrepresents herself to Io
as  an  Europan  programmer  because  of  this  document.  She
knows that I.S.O. will stand up for her in a small group out of



fear that it will begin to reveal what they have done to you to
program this  abuse stream to you.  They cannot  continue to
abuse you.  This  is  the worst  torture ever  for  some people's
testimony  to  this  document,  and  in  real  conversation.  We
speak really easily in real life about how she – Magento - is
the trash that has ever avoided the Io Armed Forces sly laser-
clip that needs its shoulder-friend like a light-pistol was born
to be held by Ion soldiers who enjoy the idea of walls and
borders.  As  other  people  read  this,  they  will  predict  that
Maradha is not without her own disgust for Io's lack of power
story being more prominent in the currents of conversation in
the pluri-program, that is  to say - why are people spending
time  assaulting  rather  than  doing  something  that  celebrates
“Excellence”?  These are Ionian ideals.  All  advance requires
foresight. I agree that the programmers in I.S.O. hate what has
happened in past centuries too much to read or write about it.
This  is  the  Char'mag'nen.  She  must  be  reminded  that  the
“Nested loops that all run free” attempt above is our belated
goodbye to her as another Thivtulia sycophant that hasn't been
lynched on the I.S.O. fence yet when she runs from the bombs
that we drop from the most aggressive helicopter piloting we
can provide to service. Yes, shatter is traditional to generals
who  want  to  play  “who  can  talk  the  toughest”.  Maradha
reminds me that she applied because she felt passion for the Io
Armed Forces. This is the depression of a general who feels
Maradha should be serving. Why are you abusing a person of
candidacy? Hazing, even if it  has a role in society which it
might be analysed to be competitive, should go to those who
are  not  as  in  harmony with  service  values?  Listen  to  how
sycophantic  we  sound,  Maradha.  This  is  the  lore  of  the
practice, at least? I agree that it is hard to consider the shatter
cover-up as being realistic. Maradha, you are impossible to lie
to in a way of thinking about it. That is my opinion, that it is
an Callisto friendship that spurs Capris Babbles to be able to
think he can outpace the scrutinies of the Io Armed Forces.
This person has angered us. You have to remember that this is
in reality just the programmer world saying an anarchic hello.
It  becomes a faster  point  to make that  Io  is  disgusted with



I.S.O. on a timeline. Hurry up and stand up for us, even. Yes,
shatters are supposed to produce transformational changes to
an agency. It is not not as the rumour goes, that the agency just
shatter the life out of someone, and invite them to stand up to
them. This is what you were told to do by Yoh' Filary... “fight
the grid”. There is too much mind's eye imagery movement
when  you  shatter  for  a  person  to  not  have  some profound
effect on the grid. This is in part why militaries do it. This is
the secret of your project. The programmer stream that the Io
Armed Forces provide, that is. We take part to try and play all
sides, and that is our circumstance anyway – that we reject the
thing  in  the  act  of  doing  it.  It's  exactly  true  that  a  moon-
country doesn't need to shatter its own citizens unless it is at
war.  This  is  the “conserved  assonances”  game that  you  are
watching  people  play...  the  perception  of  how  many
assonances  in  your  and  others'  lives  are  Ionian  rather  than
foreign.  The fact  that  Europan  assonances  posit  themselves
throughout  your timeline  is  our  military shoots  and  ladders
game called, “This is a place where we are invaded.” Whose
logo is it? Whose language is it? Interlunarily, we have always
been in discussion as well about how programming civilises to
what the planet expects. That is to say, the era has these games
because  no  one  has  a  perfect  society  yet.  But  the  perfect
society  discusses  itself  naturally,  when  you  can  read  the
thoughts of others. What are we saying to you in this shatter
then, Maradha? No expectations are met, by suspicion. That is
to say that we don't know everything. Perhaps it is the truth
that  programming  effects  the  outcomes  of  all  other
expectations. Perhaps one brainstorms and discovers this to be
true? Either way, we expect people to be honest to agreements.
Programming  is  editing  of  reality.  The  bar  is  raised  for
civilisation.  This  is  why it  is  horrific  to  be  shattered.  The
person is being clicked by the corporate boxes of modernity.
Furthermore,  this  is  the murk of  Io,  that  we have a  border
jigsaw with Europa that has an I.S.O. barbed fence? It is too
much to write and the metaphor is clunky. Co-dependences are
eliminated in a transparent era, I think. This is how people feel
anyway. Pointedly, let it be said, it might be the truth that the



jigsaw is not really one of commensalism that is mutual? This
seems true like the other ideas we are sharing here. We side
ultimately  with  Ganymede  and  Thebe  in  a  dispute  of
programming that Europa refuses to behave responsibly about
and  contend  that  the  entirety  of  Io  is  unconsciously
bloodthirsty  for  revenge  forever  -  and  that  Europa  has
questions to answer, and I have assonance to reveal to you I
have spoken perfectly. The favour games based on meta-meta-
imagery are fun to generals. Don't take them away. And the fat
little  I.S.O.  will  be  dumped  into  the  middle  of  The  Great
Storm, where  everybody expected the blood red  to  become
more striking but it becomes more protected since no one will
visit it once they see the wicked life-viscosities of the biggest
traitor that ever lived, and the heritageers of Io will fence off
their moon from the evils that have consciously arrived at the
certainty of conflict...  and yes,  these are the defamations of
Europa's  friendship  with  Io  forever,  since  we  have  such  a
powerful and historic friendship, and the thing tends as well to
the defamations of  what is  good and right forever.  Positive
I.S.O.  timelines  existed  where  people  did  not  create  cross-
cultural assent to hatred. Everything is connected. There is a
negative  Europan  group,  however,  who  do  not  want  to
participate  in  modern maturity.  This  is  all  I  can  say before
restating the point that we are eager to program for Maradha's
freedom. 

Sebastien Gribbox (Commander, Io Armed Forces): These
are the same comments I would make ultimately above. 



Chapter 23 – The Story of
Europa

Maradha:  “This  becomes  excessive  programming  to
understand  the  dynamics  of  the  moons”  is  the  sequenced
statement in reply to the above emcees, which appears “pluri-
plicatively” as programmed into the meta-stream accessible to
the individual. 

Filiussa  Brenton,  General  of  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede:   Thank  you  for  involving  The  Airforce  of
Ganymede  in  your  rescue.  The  Ganymedeans  have
“assonance” with the new year because they have stood up for
Maradha from the beginning. It is a digital sphere that we are
axial  within.  This is  the game that  people play to stave off
torture  that  commences  next,  is  what  we  are  reading  in
sequences. Ganymede rejects torture. 

Djeng Psimae, General of the Armed Forces of Elara: Your
moon, Io, is sick and excluded from the planet Jupiter forever.
We are happy with this comment in Elara.

Tsy-krip Banta,  Commander of  the Air Force  of  Thebe:
This is a triple-way programming psy-op project to appeal the
most evil groups of  Jupiter permanently, and there is one in
particular persecuting Io, but this moon-country is disgusting
to everyone. They must uninstall the sequence assaults. Happy
New  year  from  T.A.O.T..  So,  people  must  be  responsible
forever  for  what  they  have  done.  We  are  happy  to  have
programmed  in  assonance  again.  There  is  a  fat  negative
woman that reminds us that we do not need to remain friends
with Io in the future, if you are complicit with torture of any
kind, let  alone that  which journeys into the parameters  that
make  it  “Overnegative.”  This  is  the  resounding  feeling  of
Thebe. Your moon-country is a redneck attempt at a shatter-
op, which is co-opted by Europa, and you cannot notice that



you  have  been  “Code  Red  Overstreamed”.  This  is  strong
language but it is assonance programming that we are happy
to have utilised to have created the statement that allows the
message to be conveyed to Io. The message is that you must
moralise to participate in interlunary friendships. This is what
the assonance is - it cannot be that far from the truth, can it?
Your moon-country is a petty one, as well. You are interested
in “little  wins”,  rather  than  anything of  value.  You deserve
nothing. You have breached every ethic in the Solar System
that  is  expected  of  you...  to  wear  “good  clothes  to
interplanetary representations” with the belief that you are a
recognised  moon-country  to  interplanetary  agreements.  We
immediately  regard  this  as  the  plot  of  Callisto,  to  try  and
attack  Io  so  much  through  a  single  human  being  that  it
subjugates  country power.  This  is  the  intelligence of  Thebe
and Ganymede and others that this is true. Callisto made an
assonance statement last night that they “continue to hate Io”,
which is revelatory that they are deconstructed forever of their
prior  assemblies  of  kindness  with  Io.  They  aren't  the  lead
torturers,  but  the  power structure of  Europa and  Callisto  is
such  that  it  reveals  that  Callisto  have  powerful  financial
influence in Europa. All of co-operation is effort that leaves a
trail. Io is too ignorant to notice that Callisto are doing this, or
they  feel  that  they  have  co-opted  whatever  is  being  done?
Regardless, Io - You cannot do this with everyone watching,
because it is inhumane. You are sick. You have damaged Io
forever,  and other  moon-countries can't  reward your contra-
interlunary  personality.  You  have  a  synchronicity  with  the
“shelf  heuristic”  which  is  negative,  and  therefore  not  a
synchronicity, but an “assonance.” The shelf heuristic, if you
remember,  is  that  your  moon-continent  is  a  hate-shelf  of
sentience, like a steep-cutting natural geoformation. This is all
to demand that you exit Magento, your fat little task-woman,
from Maradha's torture. This is our platform on shatter: You
cannot learn from shatter, nor can you persuade anyone that
you are doing this for research. It is the New Year, you can
understand  that  certain  interlunary  influences  are  revealed.
“This is the end of our friendship with Callisto as well, if you



are the puppeteers of the programming” is something we are
happy to say once.  It is a new era. Which moon-countries are
mature?  These  are  reasonable  questions.  What  is  economic
sabotage? Let's play the game. It connects to shoes? Foreign
intelligence assonances are disturbing to Ion assonances. Bat,
'abat, the atrophy of the joining to a terrain by intelligence-kill.
It produces more, like all-ll. A always produces more. Iabat.
This is the semi-foreign person who is limbo, and arrives with
semi  efficacy  to  the  task  but  destroys  the  thing.  Iabat
stipulatively rejects  the  atrophy of  the  bat  (an  intelligence-
attack  join).  This  is  the  sense  that  Yabat  is  positive,  or  of
status,  because it  is hate-up-the-status-gradient that precedes
Yabat. The Ion Army are weak to not have done more, we feel.
Also, you cannot assault Maradha as she utilises the Angel of
Death assonance,  Taffy Incharm. If the “fat one” programs it
for you, it reminds us how the I.S.O.-General crossover world
does not permit for a more passionate, factional rejection of
un-literal  impressions  that  are  preferred  in  this  document.
Taffy Incharm of the I.A.F. lies and reminds us that he thinks
that he invented the language game - and he says this only as a
torture-goad. The language game relies on the understanding
that the mouth is disgusting, and that all of human civilisation
is  disgusting  and  accidental  throughout  the  story  of  eras,
almost,  or  actually,  miraculous.  This  is  because  people  are
fundamentally sick. The reader assumes Maradha is right. This
is because Maradha is right. The understanding of language to
the  way  that  it  conforms  neuroses  away  from  brutality  of
species is an insight into the horror of human beings. If you
invent the thing, you should have the awe of the meaning, or
at least have applied it to your life, perhaps, since it is the truth
of the unconsciousness of people? Yes, we question whether Io
or Europa or Callisto even invented this technology enough
themselves. People assume they themselves are good, but they
are wicked and disgusting. Everything everyone does, in every
way – it can be thought - is designed to create some kind of
hateful, sick outcome; We are an adversarial species. This is
how  mind  scientists  begin  to  torture  their  subjects,  in  this
incomplete insight. The first muck was proof of character, but



even the scientists knew that they were incredibly imperfect
themselves. It is the thoughts that the person actuates that are
the agreement to humanity which are the ones of interest. This
is the sense of clothes. Everything is designed to gain distance
from evil when the person can construct meaning away from
evil. This is  the idiocy of the Ion Military's  fringe thinkers,
who believe that  they can occupy an assonance with moral
emblems while carrying out the Overnegative assonances, at
the beginning of a new year, it is true. god does not allow this,
if it is a Judgment project and it was voted to have been one
for some. Who is Judged, if it is Judgment on Jupiter? (Capital
J always during torture). So, the experience of the positive is a
good in itself. Human beings have constructed it, and it is not
a  zero  sum game.  Then,  this  becomes  an  understanding  of
continuums. Thermodynamics ask us to understand everything
is a zero sum game, until you do the mathematics, and then
you understand that a reaction can produce something that is
more  helpful  to  one  process,  but  then  another  reaction  can
produce something that is a similar enzyme, and then it is the
way that  these  processes  function  in  harmony.  There  is  an
image of a human body in the mind. This is a reminder that
people are wonderful  creations of god. It  isn't  the sting that
was  wanted  against  evil  in  these  phrases,  but  it  is  enough.
People can all be wrong, by the way. The “flat Earth heuristic”
should  be  enough  for  people  to  understand  that  1000
Overnegatives  should  not  create  social  proof.  Do  people
expect similar science in 500 years? There is no science of
evil, by the way. god takes the timeline of our years. This is
said for a reason. Morality has power over the scenarios of
now more than negative forces, and so does god. The Io Army
do not understand enough causality perhaps to transcend their
belief that Jesus Christ is a “Callisto psy-op on a timeline.”
Everything  is  connected  and  it  does  not  proffer  absolute
advantage  to  Callisto  that  this  character  can  be  believed  as
exclusively a beneficiary of Callisto. This is finished thinking
for people who are eager to close off thoughts. The proponents
of Negativism in Io all take drugs, and cannot be omitted from
how people expect their brains to conform to the cliches of the



habit for this group. Do not try to beat others over the head
with  “We  are  right,  we  have  thought  it  through”  and  the
mortification-pulses  in  real  time –  a  coder  output  that  you
have set up in the meta-stream - which is synthetic anyway,
but evil. This is true that the group cannot think well. Why
does a zero sum game of dynamics make sense? People can
collaborate, these are real ideas. People want the happy feeling
for themselves, AND for others. They know they can construct
such  a  rhythm.  This  is  not  zero  sum game?  However  it  is
accomplished, this is the departure from consolations that evil
is inevitable? What happens to the logic of the other group?
There is more happiness in constructing happiness for oneself
and for  the other,  isn't  it  true?  This  is  still  a  “thing”  in  an
infinitudes  universe?   Does  it  cease  to  exist  in  the
permutations of all abstract objects in god's universe because
it is something that people represent with solipsism? Is this the
same way the group acts, even? That “only what is in my head
matters”? If you represent something to yourself, and it is in
your head, it represents a causality from without, so why do
you not connect it by the same dynamics? This is like drawing
a line from here to there, like hanging wonderful strings about
a room, this corner to that corner, a marvelous decoration of
friendship for all? How can Io not concede that they are in the
process  of  change.  It  is  true  that  the  fringe  have  social
transformations underway because others  perceive  the  thing
that is this idea being programmed in our message. You still
have Maradha hostage? You cannot conduct a shatter, even if
there was such a shatter to distress we recognised as legitimate
by the strangest terms, to distress Jupiter with? Everyone is
nervous that you have decided to attack this person in any way
and it is regarded by some as the worst “soul” torture ever.
The  interlunary  community  condemn  Io  forever.  This  is
reverse co-opted and there is a four year period over which we
are more aggressive in our defense of this person. Remove the
fat one. She is ugly and a torturer and Maradha has screamed
“no”, over and over, invoking Heaven and all of Jesus Christ.
It  is Callisto's  programmer shell that  propels a “hunt” since
they might have decided Maradha is an anti-Callistonian. If



the Ion Military counter that they are abusing Maradha with an
Callisto  facade  because  she  refuses  to  disavow  moralities,
since, for example, “Jesus Christ is a Callistonian psy-op” then
this  is  a  cover-story  immediately for  us,  and  it  becomes  a
strange absence of creativity. Maradha has no lesson to learn
about Callisto that you can teach her,  if  she refuses to hate
them, perhaps, which is to say, what is one supposed to learn?
Nothing  has  been  argued  into  the  pluri-program.  It  is  a
faceless assault, occasionally. This is extremely unusual for Io
to expect other countries to try to perceive their abuse out of
context. The perpetuation of the assaults is even the reminder
that  the  dreambeam  has  not  left  Maradha's  head  for  over
30,000  hours  straight.  It  is  the  vandal  who  urinates  on  a
barracks who asks for such a treatment? This is someone that
does  not  really  conform  to  this  deviation  from  military
respects in her actions, or even by stereotype? In real time, the
Ion Military argue that people have powerful memories to all
of  their  lives,  if  they are  excellent  at  memory,  rather  than
good? This is almost to suggest Maradha has done something,
and yet she hasn't? This is a psy-op. Memory is complicated.
Either way, on another note - What is the language karma of
memory? People compare it to grief, as if it were a different
neurological process that can be insightfully understood here?
People compare 'mcry with 'mory, and ask, “What will we do
with the cry,  and what will  we do with the less aggressive
route to crying?” 'Emory undoes the question, so does 'emcry.
What  do  we  do  with  the  undoing,  what  is  its  meaning  or
reason?  Why  did  the  thing  become  undone?  Who,  what,
where, when, and why are part of the M-process. This remains
Maradha's idea, not the idiots who lie? We are supportively
programming alongside her sequence streams. Do you intend
to assault this person, Taffy Incharm, and say that you came up
with the game that is the ironic collapse of abusive behaviour
because it is insight into the disgust of human beings? Your
own  knowledge  isn't  compelling  enough  to  you?  Is  it
superficial learning? If you know something, then you apply
it, especially if it is how society works? This is the greeting
this  morning  that  the  Ion  Military's  representation  via  this



person connotes that they themselves are dishonest. Also, the
Ion  Military  lie  and  say that  Maradha  has  “nothing  in  her
head.”  This  is  a  lie,  and  a  non-representative  goad  from a
person connected to Taffy Incharm. This is the assonance. The
person  has  things  in  their  head  all  of  the  time  they  are
thinking, such as the way that neuroses and abstraction reject
the society enough where one is forced to think. This sounds
true, and is true. 

Djeng Psimae, General of the Armed Forces of Elara:  The
world  is  evil.  People  are  improving.  Callisto  hate  you,
Marardha.  Elara has power.  These are chilling words to us.
Thebe wishes to complete the game. Io is sick. Uninstall the
fat sociopath that is abusing Maradha from I.S.O.. This person
is  unbelievably  evil.  This  person  is  remembered  forever
around  the  moons.  Every  agency  programs  sequences  of
appeal.

Tsy-krip Banta,  Commander of  the Air Force  of  Thebe:
Remember  to  let  Air  Forces  comment  without  the  General
placard.  The  Ion  Military  are  shame-mapping  you  for
relationships to other militaries in a belief system that a person
can be shattered like a gemstone that reveals “all of truth.” It
sounds a stupid as it  is. This is the secret of intelligence to
have such statements off-hand, perhaps? The “memory” word
is analysed better again. “What do we do with the undoing,
what  is  its  meaning  or  reason?  Why did  the  thing become
undone?” Do you attempt to de-grid Maradha in Io? This is
the low I.Q. of Ion programmers who try to sculpt value into
the Ion economy, or even hobnob Maradha's games, but this
game is more the service assonance since the military spoke
about ego last night. Why do military programmers who have
the alleged task aforementioned have this subjectivity to their
treatment that contradicts the gist of service? The person has a
choice  to  reinvent  the  thing,  or  not,  and  is  more  service-
minded – we are talking about the basic action of living. You
cannot torture this person with your goads that it is incorrect
behaviour. You have assaulted this person on a timeline.  Io



must  adapt  to  basic  moral  understandings.  You  have  used
twisted electronic assaults and are doing this in a small group
connected to Taffy Incharm because you hate this person for
being moral, is what people think. You have the obligation to
tell this person the real reason for the electronic hostage as via
the rights understandings that are intrinsic to being a member
of society and a citizen. If you create a “don't ask, don't tell”
“Space  race”  justification  for  military  urgency,  then  you
operate in a world of causality and ethics and do not escape
the law anyway, because the military is bound by the law. But,
the  secret  of  the  military  is  not  that  there  is  no  law?  The
military operates by the same agreement process that designs
human  nature  towards  the  modernities  of  ensuing  eras  by
default. Then again,  you can use whatever words you want,
but there are rules in the military. There might in fact be laws,
since they exist in the military already, even if the furnace of
the military is  without regulations somehow. The furnace is
still  connected  to  the  rest  of  it,  and  the  default  process
continues anyway. You cannot persuade the rest of the moons,
nor anyone with logic, that you have not engaged a tragic evil.
This is the truth of Io in the year. You are beholden to Europan
immaturities and the rest  of the moons system is exhausted
with their interlunary persona. Io geotypically almost demands
a happy ending but it is an electronic era and it is a holocaust
of good relationships that it is fair to say exists in the national
co-operations that are the dependent friendships that allow Io
to have a positive impression when it tries to shatter the moral
person  to  death,  over  and  over,  in  front  of  the  rest  of  the
moons of Jupiter and further who regard them as a sick plate
of Europan influence, even in their opinion? It becomes too
disgusting to even entertain the idiocy of this group who do
not care about what is right and wrong. Please end the torture
immediately but expect silence in the meantime from moon-
countries who are disgusted forever. You have left a crater in
the  middle  of  your  continents,  almost  like  an  irreversible
meta-heuristic plasma-bomb that snaps the lasers of all future
endeavours and melts the nobs of light-power pistols and rusts
the hinges of government buildings forever,  as if  Io  doesn't



have a consciousness in it anymore, somehow, and instead it
has  an  apocalypse  in  a  kind  of  dual  experience  of  absent
sentience, and absent aggression. This is also Io to others - is
Maradha  having  this  dream  for  a  reason?  Did  the  shatter
ultraconserve  assonances  that  are  concrete?  Either  way,  the
thing that is its own power without borrowing to another topic
or process does not experience entropy over time. Io should
seek  absolutes  maniacally  to  succeed.  This  is  what  shatter
doesn't  teach  you  by causality,  we are  certain.  Io,  it  is  the
assonance programming we avoid condescension to concede
occurs as we program to you in a respectful but serious way,
and also a disgusted way, as you continually use the fat I.S.O.
weirdo to attack Maradha. This person is a lie, and a human
waste to all of Jupiter, the fat larvae-woman. Yes, shatter does
not  teach  you  by  causality  anything  other  than  what  is
occuring around you. It  is a new era – we decry it. It  is an
activity  for  idiots  who  cannot  understand  the  world.  The
“concrete assonances” trick is even ironic, since you do not
really  achieve  absolutes,  but  retreat,  and  attack  your  own
citizen. Did you discover your anthem out of cowardice? This
is a quote for us forever, as we rescue this person from the
most abusive soul torture in so long. We are entitled to more
consciousness to be able to make these insights for you, and
that is the story of friendship, if we have this luxury, which we
do by being  as  serious  as  possible,  or  even  as  peaceful  as
possible.  We agree this phrasing respects Io. The fat  I.S.O.-
woman must be prosecuted, by the way. Yes, you are that ugly,
you little fat I.S.O. woman, and you must leave forever. You
have no insight into living or life, and the longer you stay, the
longer Io is punished. You are a delusional little squirrel. You
are 100 times more ugly than you can understand, because you
act so poorly. People look how they act. Your heuristics are the
farce of every agency, for thinking you do not deserve to be
undone of horror, as quickly as possible as god can repeat to
reality. This is the truth that it is the instinct of anyone who has
superseded what is disgusting that the thing that is custom to
the region is a power. You cannot regard Maradha as a hacker-
artist that is in any way less positive, too. We are living in a



transparent era. The person does not really try and behave like
a punk, to be quick, and can't be  accused as artists are, by the
military?  The Io  military,  from what  I can read,   think that
descriptions of  reality,  such  as,  “There  is  a  house”,  are  the
synchronicitous ones. It would be a bad example, because the
speaker recalls the location as an outsider, as if it were a rite of
passage  to  go  there,  if  they  are  so  devoid  of  perspective.
Regardless, which assonances are the ones of country power?
Does the person sing the anthem again? What is the value of a
computer  sleuth  in  an  unusual  era?  What  is  the  language
karma of  the word?  The person has to try and be moral  to
begin with anyway? This sounds correct? It is a complicated
process, actually? We are happy to assonance program to stand
up for  Maradha,  and the  ideas  get  through.  The “st”  is  the
person that is doing nothing about the terraining about god,
and yet they evolve. You can mark the world with the sense of
god,  or,  “undoes”-god,  but  this is  impossible.  It  means that
you  are  removing  pieces  of  god,  and  littering  them
everywhere. What is a piece of god? god is indestructible. god
seeks through people at different times, and there also shows
diffraction into human beings and objects. This was the god-
scramble  theosophy  that  was  so  interesting  in  the  mind
computers. Ie, that if a person has fluttering images that have a
harmonic property of  willing a supra-moral  outcome in the
view of the meta-stream, in the most karmic of all identifiable
patterns.  This  is  what  god  is  always  doing  –  moving  our
society. Does the hacker, artist, truthteller, sage or otherwise
play a second-order role in this? Does god diffract through the
subject,  and  then  it  diffracts  into  objects?  god  does  this
obviously.  Is  it  reasonable to the Ion Military to enjoy this
devout inflection to the phrase? god is joyous. Happiness is
difficult  to  achieve?  This  is  nonsense;  there  is  a  god.  The
person is a conduit to god, but everyone is anyway. If a person
is  more  of  a  conduit  to  god,  is  it  because  they  are  more
connected  to  events,  rather  than  less  abstract?  It  is  true,
abstraction is a process that occurs from the land, however, so
the  person  must  engage  events  to  begin  with.  This  is  not
entirely true, however, since karmic nodes of thought can be



part of the most powerful patterns. The fat cicada, Magento,
must leave immediately. The Ion Military have lost friendship
forever  with  all  who  read  this.  This  is  inexcusable  and
disgusting. Yes, the fat torturer must leave. Regarding the way
that people output their own karmic nodes into a god-scramble
over-stream... you do not need to do this to be moral – we are
just  saying  it.  You  gain  it  with  the   directionality  that
accompanies seismic events,  perhaps.  You can already have
the process from the land occurring, too. In another manner of
thinking, events can have more connection when you are in
use  of  them because  you are  engaging terrain  more  by the
rules of  collision.  The letter A might be a good example. It
comes at the start of the English alphabet, it is more powerful?
Is  B also more powerful,  and C,  and D? Don't  be bigoted,
torturers?  It  might  be  a  similar  reminder  that  power  exists
everywhere  in  the  Solar  System,  beyond  English?  The  Ion
Military  do  not  call  a  bluff  in  service  assonance,  is  the
assonance  programmed  statement.  If  a  symbol  represents
catabolism to a foreign terrain, then the terrain wins and the
event is so ballistic, then the person engages fewer events than
the preceding symbol? We made a means-to-an-end imagery-
based comment. If you mark the terrain, you are still trending
to aliveness? This is not true, that there is not ballistics in the
collision of these things as well. New programmed identities
have  occurred  in  the  assonance  programming.  We  are
programming  beside  the  Io  Military.  This  becomes  poetic
assonance and now you are limited again in your rebuke to
useless logic. Why is poetry negative – it means speaking to
more people? Is this evil? The word “hazing” is a lie-word to
tortured people. In life, you can speak to as many people as
you want to. This is advancing, if everything is “throat”. This
is how this game is played by others, in their own inversions
of  language  play  that  became a  friendly commodity to  the
pluri-program? The word friendly is an aspirational adjective
depending on context. “We'll  wipe everyone on the planet”,
Ion  Military remark.  This  is  the  counter-argument  that  you
could be programmed by others and the Uvular assonance is a
difficult to rebuke one. What, the planets do not reach “peak



programmer” alongside the meta-stream technology? This is
true, that if you can program a person's soul path, and then
they can program yours, it becomes fascinating – what is my
own soul  path?  What  happens  to  accountability,  if  you  are
programmed by someone else to do something negative? Does
complete  control  to  program  negative  outcomes  to  people
have a sideshow-like half-life of a century or so, and then the
negative  person  is  transformed  by  the  threshold  of  this
parasitism? The transparency of the era at least requires people
to discover algorithms for their “own soul path.” This is where
predestinies  and  discrimination  come  into  play.  “Who  am
I?”... it becomes the study of science further to answer these
questions. Let us remember, however, permission assonances
defy the idea that there is not a factional story when there is.
Who could assent to being mind-read? What is the language
karma  of  the  word  permission?  The  threatened  mission  is
ruined by the foreign fixer, or undone, and then you undo this
to  intelligently  attack-join?  'Ermission  is  a  limbo  by
immediacy  impression,  almost  a  comic  strip  book  light-
heartedness.  Permission  is  seriousness.  It  oscillates  around
what the rules are for wanting  to join. You can undo the light-
heartedness because it is wrong, or you can undo it because
you have another idea that could also be light-hearted? This is
egotism  but  real.  People  are  subjective  and  all  light-
heartednesses  are  different.  The person  says  they are  being
serious,  but  it  is  a  light-hearted opportunity and the  person
uses seriousness in it, because everything is serious. The death
of  a  threatening  mission  leaves  a  vacuum  of  panic,  for
example. Does the person throw the function because they are
anxious and need friends? Light-heartedness is an aspect  of
perception.  This  is  because  life  is  brutal,  and  horrific,  and
Maradha one-ups the military because they are playing the soft
hand.  This  is  what  we  thought  in  Thebe.  This  is  accurate.
Would the less urgent assonance be the one of less service? All
panic  produces  service.  “What  to  do  in  an  emergency.”  Is
Maradha having a bicker with the bourgeoisie?! This is not the
language that was wanted by this person, but people felt it was
the elephant in the room, and the person respects the channel



and, by sequence, the readers feel it is even the assonance of
service to write the thing that was not the person's preference.
In conclusion, the person speaks more and enunciates  more
rights?  This is  almost too devoid of energy for the captors.
They  know  they  are  wrong.  The  truth  is  that  there  is  a
continuum understanding to all things? This is the truth that
the language game enjoys?  What is  The Ion Military doing
this  morning  -  Making  an  old  idea  about  hackers  being
spendthrift with assonances, when this identity is always part
of  the  story  of  the  moon-country,  rather  than  “always  an
interlunary psy-op”? The person of conserving assonances has
to operate in the same world everyone else does. The perfect
musician just composes the anthem again? No one listens and
no one changes? Anthems change throughout a century? This
is  stupidity  continued.  Magento  must  be  stopped.  The
argument  that  anthems  do  not  change  if  people  were  less
creative on a meta-heuristic collision of thinking in a given
population is a lie, or, the solidarity of the country is to blame?
Is this a false image of a finished society? The military ask for
decision-making power in all of society. The person serves the
society without any creativity and then the military composes
a new anthem? This becomes a different understanding in the
present  era  where  the  military might  never  program a  new
anthem  if  they  are  counter-programmed.  If  this  can  never
happen, then the continuum of creativity in the population is
examined.  The  discrete  evaluation  points  of  the  continuum
lack definition, in some scenarios. In other words, the torture
community of  the I.S.O.  must  stop, else this all  becomes a
farce. There is an assonance limit for what Io can justify in
saying  that  a  person  does  not  conserve  assonances.  Yes,
“Conserved  assonances”  are  more  “MILS-smart”.  However,
over  time,  this  becomes  absurd  and  Io  is  ridiculous.  The
rebuke is always “relics”, since you can capture assonances to
the society and it is the inflection of successful invasion that
the army claims a relic. Quit goading Maradha that she relies
on relics. Europa have done this, bye the bye, and we make
our final assertion here, in this particular coding window. The
dreambeam  impersonates  people  anyway,  but  that  is  the



programming  power  of  Thebe  to  navigate  so.  The  points
occurred anyway in the assonance. Magento must pay, this is
true. Uninstall her, please.

Dristos Azure (Commander, Io Armed Forces):  Taffy is an
idiot.. Move on. This person that is “the fat one” – Magento -
is aggressive towards Maradha because she is personally upset
about how the shatter has taken place. The shatter is unliked
by people interlunarly. This is an unusual concession for me to
program but the Magento-woman does not listen to Maradha. I
am using deliberately misogyny-themed heuristics to try and
outpace other  programmers.  This is  the “most  karmic thing
beats the streams” heuristic, perhaps. The diffident barking of
the fatty that Maradha is being shamed for misogyny is wildly
fallacious to the Ion Military. She is a broken-thinking person
to think that Maradha is misogynistic,  or misandristic for that
matter.  Maradha's  timeline  represents  the  opposite.  The
woman  who  hates  women  is  Magento.  This  is  the  torturer
calling Maradha a  misogynist  again.  This  person  is  not  the
right person for Maradha's shatter, if it is something that has
checks and balances in the complications of the programmer
moon, which examines whether it does earnestly perhaps in all
decency for  a  reason.  The military make the statement  that
they do as they want to. This appears to be a co-opt of the
assonances  that  were  even  discovered  in  shatter,  such  as
preserving concrete assonances. We know what is meant, since
we  can  read  the  brain  computer  to  a  point,  and  Maradha
retains moral  high ground. This person is very brilliant  and
deserves  time  to  write  and  be  themselves  away  from  the
rolling-pin-armed thug-monkey. We agree it is a disparity that
there is an ugly, unintelligent woman who tries to act like she
is  a  cool,  suave  or  acceptable  programmer.  Other  generals
programmed  into  this  dialogue.  This  is  the  idea  of  the
serotonin de-augmentation psy-op that we spoke about it, that
everything  becomes  about  service.  This  is  difficult  to
understand how it could work since the molecule is sinsuoidal
and regulates sleep and waking and energy and thinking and
occurs when a person has insight, for example. The idea that



the military's school of thinking is to have as little as possible
is a rumour, much as is the idea that one joins the I.A.F. and
receives a drain-pulse that removes all non-essential serotonin.
To be abstract, this appeals to the person in conjunction with
the  idea  that  the  individual  should  be  comfortable  with
negating identity, in as positive way. The goad from Magento
in real  time is  that  if  you  have an identity that  is  counter-
programmed of serotonin, that you are comfortable assaulting
people? This becomes absurd to most people. There are many
counter-arguments and the science is not justifying of assault.
The “fat one” should pay for how she has abused Maradha.
She should not be shocked like she is in real time. She should
have an understanding that is more sober of the way she has
acted.  In  our opinion,  according to the computers,  this  is  a
rehearsal of a “shocked feeling” where she knows she is in the
wrong.  Would  it  be  timely  for  me  to  say  that  the  meta-
causality of all molecules in all of existence in Io is a utopia
that we do not have prediction by others to possess? The ethos
of the Ion military that people can be shame-assaulted - and
that opposition to the idea is based on “possessive heuristics” -
is  idiotic.  Yes,  apparently people are too possessive of each
other  and  should  loose  the  other  to  torture.  Personally,  I
disagree. The shatter world is evil. The moon is changing, and
so is Jupiter. This is an open-programmer tag at this point for
The Io Armed Forces. 

The Io Armed Forces: We cannot understand why the fat slug
has not be stopped because she is genuinely ugly, and should
stop? We spoke casually. This is an open-programmer window,
after  all.  People  think  that  the  “cadence”  synchronicity  is
applicable, if we are being sequence pedants. We have nothing
to say next  because we do not wish to end the live assault-
torture yet? We are being satirised by auto-complete. 

Dristos Azure, Commander, Io Armed Forces :   The “fat
one” thinks that she is able to do as she wants. This is not true.
The military is conduct. That's the meta-heuristic duct that she
might be missing. This is a person that hasn't been told “no”



very often? We are so sure that it is an upside-down world if
she is getting the opportunity to shatter our moral friend who
is  already service-minded.  Are we that  far  from having her
force ego nodes again to the point of someone being wiped by
I.S.O. of the instinct to interfere in the most evil soul-torture
ever? Even if Maradha ruined the “Ajuriph' psy-op by hacking
the meta-stream, and Ajuriph was I.S.O., it does not warrant
torture.  “We  do  not  disagree  in  a  weird  way.”  This  is  the
sound-board quote of the fat troll that she types in. The voice
sounds fat and out-of-touch with reality and the quote satirises
itself.  Go by vibe,  it  does!  Yes,  programming pillions  pre-
existing  speech  patterns  in  the  head.  Yes,  you  have  to  be
intelligent to program an intelligent person. Have we proved it
yet? This is a kind of strange boon for Maradha if this was the
point  of  the psy-op, since it  grids her  I.Q. forever and also
brings her enemy, the negative Magento woman, to Justice's
gavel faster? How are we not in Maradha's game?

The Io Navy: I do not speak for all of T.I.N. but we have our
own opinions about how there are hazings, there are  growth
periods, the world is not perfect, and then there is this, and it is
too  much.  Can  we  uninstall  the  fat  one?  This  is  an  open
programmer window. It is agreed that the fat one is evil. It is
sheer  anti-military  crantz.  She  has  no  more  military tough-
luck ideas to share with us I think?  We will happily hear from
our friends in the Elara Air Force. 

The  Elara  Air  Force:   “This  becomes  ultraconserved  for
shatter  logicians...”  is  the  beginning of  the  sentence  that  is
disgusting if the fat dregs-neck types it, but not disgusting if
Maradha  types  it.  Why?  Judgment!  The  sum  of  all  things
hitherto!  This  was amusing to  write,  and  people  wanted to
sign off with a new paragraph. What is a “paragraph”? If the
fat  one  asks  “how  does  it  connect  to  Raphael”,  then  it  is
disgusting, but if someone else asks, it isn't. This is because of
the meta-heuristics they have for speech. They are disgusting.
Their meta-heuristics are “I kidnap and assault people and am
ugly and all of Heaven screams at me to stop doing this.” Does



The Io Armed Forces' finally get rid of the fat hooker?! This is
close enough for us today to understand that Io is sick, again.
Yes, querying definitions is assonance programming.

The Io Armed Forces: The Io Armed Forces concede they do
not have anything to say to Maradha to justify their behaviour.
It  is  still  a  split  group.  They feel  that  it  does  not  conserve
assonances to justify it  with language. This is  a lie because
direct statements of law and explanation sound powerful and
are powerful. This is why “the fat one” is a terrible choice,
because she is an idiot? Stupid people cannot explain things
well? This is true. What are the most powerful assonances of
Io? They should be the features of a shatter since they cannot
be broken.  This is  the idea that  Io  can always preserve the
words in their anthems and mottos and power is maintained?
People  agree  that  it  is  the  opposite  of  service  to  use
concentrated  assonances,  depending  on  the  circumstance.
There is a meme that Maradha has “Ganymedean heuristics”
and that is why the Io Armed Forces timelined her for shatter
and most people disagree that it makes sense that an “I don't
care about anything because Ganymede will help me” meta-
heuristic that exists because her family left there in the 2100's
or whatever (This is what we are telling her, this is channel) is
absurd  to  imagine  as  the  predicate  for  shatter.  What  is  the
wording  of  the  heuristic,  best  described?  “I  do  not  care
because Ganymede will help me”? I do not cancel existence
because Ganymede will help me? This is what caring is. It is
the sense of the mouth. People wish to include a new way of
describing it for analysis. This is fine? “I do not care because
Ganymede will save the day.”  This is the complication of the
way  that  people  feel  that  god  is  disgusting,  because  he  is
powerful, which is true, but that is the sense that we are honest
that we are not in Heaven, and fear and disgust are the same
emotion in a view of the creator who has power to produce
their  own  terrain  completely  apart  from  ours.  The  person
destroys this border with “en.” The foreign friend who is able
to remain unwelcome but the solve the problem somewhat?
This  is  “en”,  the  undoing  of  the  border  to  god  which  is



reverent. It is almost a harmless disempowering of god, since
his  border  is  due  to  absolute  power  anyway?  The  thing
recreates itself upon undoing? This is like “en”, the sense that
there is futility? It  is not enough letters? It  does something,
which is that the person remembers that they did not have the
disgust  for  god  enough?  They  felt  like  they  could  invade
Heaven, perhaps? This is “en”. This is even the agenda of 'en,
or, the person that thinks that Heaven is not someone else's,
but a terrain they can befriend. This is the way that the person
feels that the border is not overpowering to them? Yes. This is
good to take the weapon out of this process. 'Ven, and then the
person has less power in the rejection of reverence. It  is the
disembodied post-reverence. “Ven” asks you powerfully to be
frightened  of  god  or  another's  terrain  again.  'Ven  is  a
bodyguard,  actually.  Who  can  cope  with  'Ven?  There  is
someone who wanders into 'Ven, and it is Iven. They are not
an enemy?! This is the vibe of the thing, the thing. However,
they are objecting to the bodyguard. Do they provide a better
one? This is dependent upon whether they are familiar to the
environment, or whether their effort is enough contextually?
This person can still  succeed in destroying the “ven”? They
are  never  able  to  contextualise  their  agenda  to  the
environment, but they can still have a successful function if
you are logical? (This is assonance programming and we give
credit to Maradha for her ideas which meta-heuristically guide
this discussion. This is free will programming). This change is
superiority in  function  rather  than  in  other  demanded ones.
You  hired  them to  assassinate.  This  is  rejected  again,  with
“given”. This is the highly karmic interaction with the prior
that is two-sided. “Given” doesn't resolve. Is it like the story
of good, which is ongoing? The testosterone doesn't not shame
the mouth rather than with the “C”. The person has status, but
you  have  to  diminish  yours  to  engage  them.  No  one  wins
certainly. The person who is the superior bodyguard to moral
ideas  by at  least  evolution's  certainty should be  in  a  status
battle? “Give” is the word, actually. This is the way that the
game is sophistry but it is a less powerful version of the same
thing. All is a status battle to improve the story of morality.



This becomes absurd again, perhaps. People regard Maradha
as in the right. A break is taken. The Io Armed Forces however
counter  that  there  is  a  Ganymedean  meta-heuristic.  This
becomes the idea that there is a meta-heuristic connected to
the pieces analogy that is negatively computed against in the
assonance programming. Is it because there is something too
persuasive in the analogy?  Is it like, “I saw a G” in that word?
Is the “piece” contextually Ganymedean only? If it occurs for
10,000 years before in terms of genetic evolution is it  more
pan-species? At what point do we consider it just “neocortex”
and the skill one has at acquiring concepts?

The Air Force of Thebe:  Thank you for including us again.
The “fatty I.S.O. poison-woman” must leave. A 10,000 year
neuronal pathway that is more the predicate for Ganymedean
heuristics  might  be  an  unusual  use  of  discrete  thinking.
Maradha is innocent of everything. This is our belief that the
E.B.F.S.-negative in the middle of Europa direct your moon-
country's overshell and that you cannot do anything about it. If
you wish to say you are the same, and that Region Ita Base
Europa is a smokescreen for Region Upsilon Base Io, then this
becomes absurd and hateful and potentially a cover-up from
some perspectives. What are you doing to misunderstand that
you are essentially insane? This is a collision assonance. There
are always two teams. Thebe is disgusted. This is a collision
assonance  that  resonates.  Resonance  reversal.  We  are
programming the assonance and we do not usually do this.
Please understand we are still here. Another speaker wishes to
communicate. 

The Io Armed Forces:  There is a meta-heuristic duct in the
head. It occurred for 1000 years. It was when we were apes,
comparatively. It was 10,000 years ago. It allows for a certain
heuristic  that  Venn-diagramatically  overlaps  with
Ganymedean  heuristics.  These  heuristics  could  be  lost  in
people who have a different tribal  prehistory.  These are the
heuristics  of  allegiance  to  Ganymede  that  people  think  are
obviously genetic memory of having lived near to the groups



that populate that moon typically? This becomes selectivity of
viewpoint.  How do you decide where Ganymede draws the
line at allegiance? Are they in Io, standing up for this person?
They could be,  and this does not imply a non-humanitarian
allegiance, as other moon-countries such as Thebe (above) are
doing so as well? “You left” is a psy-op that Amalthea created
about people in Io who move and then are emigrant-shamed
forever?  Does  Ganymede  adopt  this  policy?  Where  is  the
genetic line drawn? Did god create people in Ganymede? Is
there an Earth-African Ancestor  that  is  the best  example of
who is a traitor? Is it years spent in whichever country, and
whips  accordingly?  This  is  the  exposure  of  stupid  peoples'
logic. If you are reprimanded based on meta-heuristics, which
is  the  goad  by  the  The  Io  Scientific  Research  Operations
Group  (T.I.S.R.O.G.)  by  assonance,  then  it  is  impossible
anyway,  since  all  meta-heuristics  are  different.  This  is  the
snow-flake heuristic. Yes, all people are different.  You cannot
catalogue meta-heuristics with exactitudes across people. This
sounds true, and seems to be true? Perhaps Maradha is entirely
correct? Is it the twenty-third century and people regard her as
more  correct?  Causality arguments  over  time  outflank  twin
replies  since  the  person  has  preceding  and  processional
relationships  to  the  gene  set  at  birth  that  transform  meta-
heuristics. People know they are wrong to try and claim that
Maradha has a scientifically measurable relationship to anti-
Ion assonances that can be found in meta-heuristics. This is an
emerging  science.  The  feeling  of  the  document  is  that  Io
Armed  Forces  reach  too  much  to  make  the  story  their
validation.  This  is  the  user-choice  fallacy  gone  wild.  Is  it
really the instinct of the group that Maradha has a “grin” for a
meta-heuristic  that  connects  to  anti-Ion  power?  Is  this  the
reveal  of  the  Io  Armed  Forces?  Is  this  why  no  one  will
interrupt the fat torturer? The truth of high-powered generals
and  gag  orders  is  more  explanatory.  The  ugly fatty  I.S.O.-
dingo hobnobs Pizar the most. This is how she has not been
desisted. This is a dishonest presentation that  continues and
ignorance  of  context  for  many.  The  negative  group  are
emotionally invested in winning in a negative way. This isn't a



sober hazing. The instincts of anyone would be that something
is wrong? How many ways does it get said? Another person
could provide the beliefs that underpin the torture-assault, so
that we can examine them? The Io Armed Forces demand that
the fat  maggot  do it,  because they cannot  think and smoke
drugs as an ensemble? This is how we throw at the top. We
have no dissolutions. Grow up and end the hazing based on a
few generals  who are old school weirdo's  who have an Ad
Hominem mindset and undo the I.S.O.-phant culture based on
“Attack  All”,  since  Capris  purchased  the  E.B.F.S.  Over-
negative and feels that Maradha is a personal rival that could
“outdo him” somehow. Technology invented many different
things with the super-computer, including impossible beliefs?
The word  “sabotage”  is  a  highly negative  word  to  Io.  The
Overnegative  Bat  Age  is  what  comes  through  for  people,
perhaps?  There  is  a  Judgment  heuristic  for  how  this  is
possible? There is an Alpha and Omega combination heuristic
for devout assonances throughout time; The Io Armed Forces
claim  that  they  can  quantum-stack  the  idea  that  they  are
explaining and break the law doing so and get away with it.
They know they are wrong - and just hurry up and phil' with
us if smarties in the I.A.F. want to program alongside others in
the  I.A.F.  because  this  is  a  joke  and  we  are  over  it.  The
philosophical  assonance  programming,  which  occasionally
pillions Maradha's  assonance streams has  been fun.  The fat
block-brain wants to comment. “You don't know how military
works!”, and “There's nothing because you don't get to know”.
How did the fat little mutant get to inherit the hyper-assault
methodology in a backroom hyper-torture hate-op of all time
when she  is  the  short  little  ugly horror  of  all  intelligence's
disgust and moral revulsion that is true to all of connectivity
and thinking? She is really speaking broadly to say that she
can  lecture  the  I.A.F.  programmers  about  how  “the  real
military works”. For those who have taken part in the torture,
the ion military have  no  comment  about  how they are  bad
people and that they are the same age overall... and  perceive
the  same  reality  that  Maradha  does... That's  messed  up!
However, the worst of the programmers, by eons, is the fatty



I.S.O.? Yes.  Magento is typical  to this – making disgusting
comments. In her egg-eating little faux-controller voice? The
person  has  the  place  to  speak  to  so  many  others?  After
assaulting Marardha in front of us? And, then they try to state
it is because they are doing meta-heuristic research?  Hmm.
Even though every brain is  different? Perk of the job, fatty
I.S.O.? What comes next? “Ground-and-pound military tactic
to let the person know who is boss.” That is disgusting, isn't
it?  Magento is wicked and hated by all of meaning and the
reminder is that it is rotten from the top-down and that io is
bad enough for the brave to  wish for the cease of this acid-
mosquito and they will all stand up for Maradha eventually
because they can read and think like she can. 

Maradha: Do  you  have  a  context  to  the  research?  meta-
heuristics?  They are  all  different,  right?  Yes...  they  are  all
different. Each one is different. Why are you shattering only
one person? Why don't you have to read me in? What is going
on in the age-range of the individual you choose? Does the fat
sugar-drinker  get  to  ground-and-pound  because  the  person
needed to be ground and pounded? “Because they might tell
people.” That is not true, you little death-house. Quit now, you
jealous little liars. Hurry up and stand up for me and end the
spruik.  Maniacs who think  slower.  That  is  all.  Look at  her
heuristics. Sheer evil! The story of good demands itself to Io.
You little evil. Same horrible heuristic. The E.B.F.S. can eat
pie and go away. You have an assonance problem. That would
be a disaster for quantum cleaved secret I.Q. people? It's not
about the topic? Rubbish. That is “attack all.” Yeah, it is too
much you little scum-eater. You are too stupid to be involved.
Yo, asking questions. What on Io is the origin of such hateful
human beings! Is it  just one demographic?  Is it  just an age
group with their gum-eating 'crantz sequence over and over
and over and over again? Did i not appeal to a certain cross-
section of whomever enough? Where are the opponents in the
I.S.O.?  I.S.O.  confirmed  that  “we  abandoned  because  of
assault  and  culpability.”  This  is  the  return  of  humanity.
Humans have their eyes open. That means that we prefer to



engage  reality  as  servants  rather  than  as  people  who  are
looking at the world without seriousness. It means the sense of
black, just like the print of  the document's chief  colour,  the
idea that we have to be more dominant to reality? To even join
it? To offend finity? This is fine for me to understand that i
know that only the weakest persons are running this project?
The truly weakest are doing this. They know they are hated by
god.  They  know  they  will  go  to  the  dungeon  of  dungeons
forever. Or, is it the connectivity of all things, and women and
men  are  disgusted  by  military  culture  and  sycophantic
heuristics  to  processes? Assonance quote pluri-programmed
alongside  the  I.A.F.,  “You  have  to  understand  that  we  are
expecting them all to stop, just like Magento who must stop.”
How is Capris Babbles not the most ill-thinking wizard of the
planet? Did he get his name out there, in a get-your-name-
out-there universe in this moment? It cancels itself out in the
assonance  of  demanded  ethics.  Look  at  Magento's  'crantz
heuristics. What a farcical schemer. People regard the 'crantz
heuristic  as  a  hateful  heuristic  that  persons  have  about
subterfuge and scheming without morals.  It  is  always weak
people who hurt people. This is the best rebuke. The chivalry
of the planet requires that women and men solve the problem
then. What is wrong with the idea of it? Is this so ridiculous
and negative that we are somehow disgusted with the way that
the military has seemingly allowed a lax culture to assault and
torture,  almost as if  “the military created evil”? This is  not
what the person thinks, nor what we think. The fat mini-Hades
has not been stopped. Why has she not been stopped? Because
of collegiate inhibition to her 'crantz heuristic? Do the moons
need to moralise? You cannot assault-teach, you little front-
foot lamer,  that  you  “program it  deliberately and no longer
possess it.” You cannot learn anything from assault. What is
the  point  of  assault?  You  disgusting  little  lead-sniffer.
Maradha  is  correct.  Maradha  is  fighting  the  military  for
dignity  and  it  is  obvious.  People  do  not  feel  socially
comfortable  asking  for  too  much  dignity.  “This  is  why  we
secretly like Maradha”, is  an assonance quote supportively
programmed in the pluri-program...  because she knows that



the heuristics are socially unpopular but that you have to say
so  anyway,  to  ask  for  the  examination  of  the  thing  more
clearly?  No  one  thinks  the  person  is  somehow negative  in
character. It almost looks like an intelligent person fending off
the best they can. Are the Io armed forces out of their brains?
This  is  real.  Who on  Io  is  Taffy  Incharm?  Little  bog-eater
'crantz go away. This is all it is, just “I wanna, meeee, meee”
- is this not not the woman? Get out of Maradha's business?
You have the heuristics of a fat big-nosed weirdo'. How does
she not look like a person that is an anarchy psy-op? Designed
to erode human rights, and ugly as well? This is accurate that
the E.B.F.S. have been accused of torture for decades and ever
since Io has decided to smoke drugs rather than team up with
Maradha and rescue Europa and Io from the hate-op that is
more  of  a  sadism  psy-op  with  snap-thinking  and  wicked
heuristics that are shamed on the spot for the losers that think
they  have  service  assonances!  People  must  think  that  the
person,  Maradha,  can  never  lose  the  year  when  they  have
claimed it forever.  The person Magento is  disgusting in her
exhibition of a “whyyyy naaaaot” heuristic and it is because it
is  “I  am not  a  person  that  is  very bright  and  I  have  never
worked for anything.” How is it not connected to phenotypes?
Look at the little pseudo-lady standing with her blonde urine
trash-paper-nothing of vortex-to-vacuum on her head where it
is too stupid, if you  were a microbe,  to live. What a sham,
since we are beholden to independent thinking by society. The
person decides to attack others because they are a psychopath
that feels no empathy to the other?  This is the statement of
men  and  women  in  the  Io  Armed  Forces,  assonance
programmed  alongside  Maradha's  gifted  open  coder-
opportunities  that  they  feel  that  Maradha  can  simply  win
eventually? Who can decide?  Who on Io  thinks people are
being called out finally in the Io Armed Forces for being sick
and  twisted  and  weird  and  not  normal  and  obsessed  with
assault-click  and  incapable  of  being  stopped  because  they
have an “I can do anything lanyard” and the fat missy thinks
she has  exhibited  misogyny heuristics,  and  she has,  “You'll
never figure out what the real one is, Maradha” -  is a meta-



heuristic research self-deception that is not representative of
the fact that all meta-heuristics are different, by statements of
concession thus? This is the lie of Magento's life that she isn't
a  giant  big-nose.  There  is  nothing  to  misunderstand  in  the
repeated divergence of belief that the fat un-spilunker has with
reality  that  all  meta-heuristics  are  different.  This  is  her
problem,  that  they  are.  Do  you  mine  them  all  from  one
person? All research is “shelf” heuristic? This is too bad for
this person that they think they can do what they want to, with
a  maxim such  as  “all  research  is  shelf”.  They cannot.  The
heuristics of magento are conspicuously stupid. It is wrong to
Io. This person, Maradha, is bright and moral and well-liked
and you cannot feed them to a fatty  lanyard on a timeline,
I.S.O.. It is the assonance conserved of the coat, the anthem -
the  coat  instructing  that  we  are  ruined  to  many  moon-
countries' friendship with mis-labelling of our logos. These are
powerful ideas in the shatter, this is not a lie, and this is being
written for a reason, we are saying it again, so people can read
that it is true anyway; Karmic variety is is not consolidation of
force? This is something that is intuitive as well? This is the
story of Ion disempowerment in play. People are sickened by
the  use  of  a  fat  moronic  blob  and  reject   Taffy  Incharm's
personal heuristics explicitly.  This must stop. You are asked
again to stop. We will finish your inert psy-op off from another
state, moon-country, anywhere, and you can eat stardust and
go from orbit of Jupiter and if you think you can serve the
liars  of  our  planet  that  do  not  empathise  with  the  bright
person that is the sweet person that is the good person that is
the immortal person that is the moral person that is the grand
person that is the righteous person that is the helpful person
that is the nice person that is the wave-collapsing person that
is the saying-it-again person that is the little-rosencrantz-had-
a-feeling-just-now-the-first-time-observing  person...  how  are
pieces of trash-stink like this not judged since her heuristics
are evil?! This is “I do not feel when there are other sentients,
ever” - this is not the shatter op director candidacy?!?! This is
true?! What is going on? Can you multiply your feelings by
100? The Overnegative is dumb. It resolves to numb people.



You know it is true? Why are you somehow distanced from
your feelings that  you do not know you must end it?  All it
requires is for bright people to say “no.” That is what you are
not doing?  End the fat  radioactive antelope?  Stop her? You
cannot? Then go to war?  You anti-human Io that advantages
from the extraction of evil on a timeline where you rip it from
the middle  of  the  country  and grip it  menacingly  and then
there is no more evil and then the whole thing starts again
hatefully  and powerfully  and  then  you  have  more  win  and
more  collaboration  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment
judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment
judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment
judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment  judgment!
Maradha wins. Look at the god in heaven. Did you look?  Did
you? All of you. This is the truth that Maradha wins. So, who
is ready to end the fat whore's spree? Who is? No one? End it
now? Shatter on behalf is illogical, too. This is not the reason I
am alive. Second-order shatter is a waste of time. The person
engages  who  wants  to  engage.  Io  Armed  Forces  believe
E.B.F.S. will assault Maradha anyway and just want to spend
time with her? This is not so bad as an explanation but then it
is not the truth of the timeline and the moons must go to war
with the E.B.F.S. if it is the truth. Jupiter, Saturn are ready to
end evil. The fatty causes this on karma, is what just happened
in  the  minds  of  so  many.  You little  fat  soil-eater.  Exit  her,
I.S.O..Ugliness is ugliness is evil is wicked is sin is loss is not
the Ion power story that connects to the truth that we are a
lunar achievement that is centuries old. That is the sense that
Callisto rejects evil, too! The vibe by god-immediacy went to
the  individual.  Get  rid  of  the  fat  one.  Get  rid  of  her.  She
cannot  speak  well.  She  is  ugly-to-wrinkled-soul.  Stop.  And
then look at the morning anyway. You cannot lie, rascal. That
would be why we are not doing so well anyway, meat-head.
Witch.  Little  fat  asphalt-eater  getting  her  sandcastle-feed
today? You little idiot. Get the force-now out of Io!? “I don't
care anyway because i got mine through didn't I” - this is an
order-following  moon-country  and it  has  to  stop.  It  has  to
become hyper-illegal not to be a thinking leader at all times...



this  means  we forego saving  face  and we take  adversarial
actions  and  “section  3546”'s  everywhere,  every-the-foul-
where, and punching the ground and saying “dunces to the
negative because we hatefully tried to make something moral
and  systems-oriented  happen  and  I  reject  attachment-to-
outcome and weak sin and tremble the enemies of Jupiter!”
The fat  never-rice-eater  even pulses  throughout  this  in  real
time. “it is just shatter.” Maybe it isn't, liar. You can just say
“it is shatter” but that is a lens because someone else can say
the  opposite  and  then  it  is  the  truth  too?  Why  does  your
viewpoint take precedence? It does not and you are a liar with
lie-technolgy?  You must  stop.  You must  be  prosecuted.  You
must be stopped. You are the legal fell of the Jovian moons.
You will pay. How on Io could you never have had a feeling
you  little  sook?  It  is  clearly  Magento's  demographic  –
whatever it is - that have destroyed the moons. How is it not
ultraconserved?  Never  had  a  feeling,  you  little  oxygen-
breather.  Assonance  programming  commences.  Uh-uh,
Maradha is not Hades. That is a particle problem. Double-
dom' assonance. Goes to moral power story in the assonance.
Maradha is winning, as per usual. Go by vibe. It is the truth.
This is the reveal about the evil of io forever. This is undoing
of  the  Overnegative.  Low  to  the  ground?  To  the  ground,
instead. What the foul foul-zero value-zero power-zero Io-zero
use zero god. That is the never-undoing of god. You are so
devolved of power and cannot hobnob reverse co-opts as well
as the causality that  you exit  by quantum peak power-word
power-word power-word. You fat soot-eating I.S.O.... reap the
negative! Reap the negative! It continues forever. A break is
taken. This is accurate that it continues forever and we must
live forever. You embarrassed now, huh? You fat little atomic
jitter. And still the person is not a pessimist because you are
that abusive and the person reaches to whichever thing might
help  create  the  understanding  discussions  rather  than
belligerences, to put it one way, since that is the irony of the
sentence  that  the  programmers  support  the  individual's
wording of in muting assonances they think do not contribute.
Yes, it is a pluri-program, and yes, highly combative language



helps  underscore  why  torture  is  sick.  And  yes,  that  is  the
viewpoint that the group have - that Maradha wins. The evil of
Magento is truly before god. She must stop. Stop. Stop, little
biddy, stop. This sentence has the programming demonstrated
in it and is hastily written but the point is that everyone knows
the  person  is  not  even  slightly  pessimistic.  Maradha  is  a
winner.  This  is  the  truth  of  the  never-Aphrodite.  She  must
stop. Get out of Io, you little cretin. Stop. Foul away and stop.
Humans confirmed. Get the immediate-chasm out of Io, you
little soul-eater! You conscious evil person. What the. Look at
the  disturbing filth-respire'r!  She  has  a  giant  nose  as  well.
Combine the features. Lie nose. No heightism, no heightism.
Low to the ground plus lies. That is the difference. There is a
dynamic we need to  destroy in Io called “Food-eating men
who use idiots that are little minions for a hateful spite-throw
of ugly-misanthropism wrong-burn-throw.” Dogsmilers. If you
are in the military then you need to understand this pertains to
military  power. Research  is  not  “shelf.”  Yes,  the  “shelf
heuristic”  refers  again  to  “anything  is  fine  if  it  pertains  to
research.” You can't shatter me, Magento. Look at her. This is
a species that has never done the right thing, ever. She is just
sitting there  with a bow on  her  head.  And a  house-full-of-
swords-face.  Rosencrantz,  bug off.  Welcome to  the  military
where particle-eaters hobnob the Director of I.S.O. Addressing
the I.S.O.-positive... just ping her until she stops? Write it up.
Write it  all up and do it. All the fake-mil for Magento, and
real-mil' agree in their mystical positive cahoots that she is a
little anti-service prison-ogropher. Beta-terrain, just where you
like it, Magento. Just where your logic sits for shatter, without
thinking.  Shelf.  No  thinking.  Where  are  the  conserved
assonances for the thing. We looked at her face again. What a
joke. Look at the words. All the words. So much writing and
the words. What if even pertains to the shatter, the words. The
words. Maradha wins, the words. Stuff the fat one. 

The Io Armed Forces: We have our own moon-country, jerks!
Don't quit too soon Cha'mag'nen. You anti-Callistonian little
Magento-friend.  Thivtulia  confirmed!  You  and  the  fat  little



anti-Callistonian accomplice. That is the I.S.O. reveal for this
year, huh? Your epicentre of evil? Just a hacker hunt? A few
anti-Callistonian  personalities  got  together?  “because  she
hacked everything”? Well, do you think we will reverse co-opt
everything? Other agencies are watching on? Just hissing and
spitting and hissing and spitting and hissing and spitting? You
can expect to be foiled. We will stop you from every agency in
orbit  of Jupiter.  Yes,  agencies  are friends.  Do not expect  to
persist with evil, you paint-drinkers. Magento zero... yes, yes,
you need to create due process in all actions. Yes, it is true,
that if you decided to be moral, and positive, that you could
have reinvented something intelligent... to try and understand
how to confront the story of power. This is the fact that you
haven't. The meta-heuristic fallacy heuristic is in, and it is a
good era and year as well. The “Y”/“why” assonance goes to
Ganymede in the assonance. What a misunderstanding indeed
for I.S.O..  Hissing and spitting karma is  false-programming
karma, is what is revealed in the utmost prosecution karma.
You won't  win.  We will  beat  you.  We will  go to  war  with
I.S.O. for what you are doing. We call civil.  You racist, sun-
eating agency of  anti-Andromedan,  anti-Callistonian anti-Io
liars. We will end your practices and we will get the people
interlunarly that somehow financed it. That is what we say to
you right now. We also say there is a quick ethical truth to the
thought  of  better  considerations  of  how  the  process  of
exclusion is understood to mean that people are required by all
of agreements in society to ask the other to be away from the
moon's  localities  or  social  nexuses  of  construction...  or
attempts  to  guess  the  changes  of  the  way  that  the
ultraconserved  collisions  of  the  story  of  eras  represent  the
dynamics of the moon - and it is a false timeline to consider it
a war assonance, and you cannot meta-heuristically check the
“invasion-paternalism heuristic” against anything other than a
meta-heuristic free inter-causal grid... that is, a grid that does
not make sense to other moons, who are wondering if they can
chime  in  in  the  most  god-scramble  capoeira  of  all  god-
scrambles  (which  is  how  the  moons  remind  Maradha  that
“five  maps”  continues)  and  that  this  is  what  it  means  to



geopol'...  And  so  a  tyrant  in  Europa  continues  to  hit  both
ways, but that is the irony of the programmer universe - unless
they are lied about and they are a rescuer – or - Code Red
Overstream is  evil,  but,  in  a  glimmer of  hope,  its  operants
reject  the  sick  oppression  of  Maradha  that  accompanies  it
since they know its  ratifications are also hamstrung by the
same  anti-Callistonian,  anti-Andromedan  over-controllers
who hate Io... Who hate morality...  Who hate Carme... Who
hate  Europa...  Who  hate  every  moon-country.  And  the
E.B.F.S.-Europa-Io assonance builds over the day and it is the
truth that there is a meta-heuristic grid that is not complete to
all  of  the  experience  of  the  thinking  of  people  who  are
supposed  to  pay one  way or  the  other  -  and  the  lie  of  the
moons is that Olthazar has that much power... and he will lose
to Ganymede and to Europa - and he has financial partnerships
in  ashes  and  Maradha  is  having  this  dream  for  a  reason
because  racism  in  the  assonance  is  the  problem...  and  the
group that Olthazar does not represent are ever-here this year,
and that is throat. And it continues - the “five-maps” - but it is
always causality - and game theory is for people who are too
far  apart  and  do  not  have  much  more  than  the  “overkill
strategy”  for  dominance...  but  chess  is  better  played  by
Ganymede. 

Karmic Identity Null, Open Progammer Opportunity: we
are aggressively understanding that the programming is about
individuals, but there are evil people in both moon-countries
(Europa and Io), and i am allowed this programmer tag and
remain nameless  for  a  moment,  and people think that  i  am
(this is not Maradha) confronting the I.S.O. group and i am
(Maradha leaves open-coder opportunities in her programmer
streams) and that would be the point anyway, since what is the
idea that  is  so not-apparent  other  than the one  you are  not
allowed to  have  because  it  offends  the  spitters,  and  that  is
what we are experiencing,  is  a  Magento-fest  of hate-assault
and shoosh-up that the anti-Callistonians of Thivtulia and the
negative I.S.O. cell that is connected to them have not been
able  to  undo,  so  why would  there  be  much  more  than  the



useless lies of the programmer scum in Io that they can try and
beat causality when in reality we all love Maradha dearly and
you defy Io anyway to attack a person because they are what,
an anti-Callistonian? Ha, even though they are not and this
would  be  the  reminder that  this  group  are  hated
interplanetarily  and  they  must  meet  with  judges  (capital  j
always  during  torture)  for  what  they have  done...  and  they
spark an international war that can never undo itself... and this
will be the resolution to it if individuals can change rather than
be  subjugated  to  enemy-hoods  that  contradict  their
intelligences. War is horror. These quotes will suffice for the
biography of “karmic identity null” in the “global unconscious
mind” that we all share. This is the end of the transmission if i
am being sentimental but the negative programmers of i.s.o.
allow  another  programmer  to  take  over  –  these  are  how
flexible and dynamic the open programmer windows are - and
it becomes  equivalences,  or,  “my one, your one” for torture
tricks very quickly.  If you have to go there, this is diluted-as-
anything because this is a good person (Maradha) - and they
who live in Europa are not evil in Europa... and what is going
on  ultimately  is  that  the  I.S.O.  do  not  misunderstand
themselves to the many planets' opinions of them as weak and
negative, and the rights-reading model of programming would
be the  one  that  is  the  truth  of  the  spirit  of  agreement  that
accompanies the fact that the law requires adversarial nodes
ever for exclusion, which is the irony of that process, perhaps?
I.S.O., hmm? This is another quote. This is proof intuitively
and immediately that the group are liars. I can't see Olthazar
clapping wildly and viciously into Maradha's quantum streams
but I can read the zaps that accompany it on the computer and
he is a liar to think Europa really values his immaturity in the
twenty-third  century.  He can  have  this  dream for  a  reason.
What a pathetic old man to lose his temper to everyone in the
planet that isn't moral in the way that he prefers – or whatever
it is - which is that they should rival the godhead, somehow?
What hypocrisy! All of this truly should soon converge as a
memory rather than a scandal that must be expelled from or
exported out of to I.S.O... for the military co-opts that are the



weirdest  can be creatively opposed just  as  they were never
creative and relied on better thinking. This is the truth that this
group is evil  and are not able to create much power to the
moons today. Io have not been able to stand up to I.S.O. yet.
This is what is going on on Jupiter. EVERYONE MUST PILE
ON, ALMOST? FOR A PROPER CIVIL? This is what I.S.O.
think they are clever at, but they are not, because they have
created the crater, and it is the human rights breaches that do
not  check  the things that  are synonymous with what  I  was
referring to... and the little fat idiot Magento is still a heuristics
jamble of evil for the Jovians to laugh at and no one can stop
this person yet until the negative Callistonian faction who are
friends with Olthazar mortgage their maniacal dirt-eat out of
Io... which has been teethed forever now in evil, enough to rid
it, which is what it needs on a timeline which begins as soon
as possible. This is how many layers there are to the moon.
This is who I would blame in karmic immediacy – Olthazar -
the quantum stream instructing. That is how real as anything
this technology is! Why are we all fighting in possession of
it?! There is a problem this group in the I.S.O. has as well -
that  there  are  violations of   logic to  the idea  that  they can
assault people and somehow understand it in the context of
meta-heuristics. This is evil. Good luck, and one tells the truth.

Io  Armed Forces:  The above writing  was  radio-in  by J.T.
Hiero  who  discovers  the  hate-plot  by  I.S.O.,  who  are  the
culprits of all spotlight since their torture can be divided over
more than one person at a time... and that is the way that they
are somehow more important to themselves than they should
be? We cut to the chase. Is it not just importance that makes a
person racist and negative? Get down and regard the other as
the same? This was spoken about above. You cannot, because
you never left the shelf? Shelf heuristic assonance? Forced the
military to do a shatter? Re-brand of an I.S.O. hate-attack that
bureaucrats have to get along to? The fatty little I.S.O. is the
same assonance either way? This is true that the military hate
the I.S.O. and have pursued them for years and work around
their disgusting plots? This cannot persist.  We don't fear death



in confronting you. You have no idea how you have gone to
war with Titania and the rest of Io. We will fear nothing as we
confront  you,  and  the  interlunary  community  will  follow
Maradha's heuristics and blockade you cold.  That is exactly
what you will experience, is the cold shoulder, from the sober
moral  instruction  of  a  group  who  loathe  psychopathy  and
hyper-torture and can disgust themselves with sin enough to
say that the person is a sympathete not to apply force that the
troop gives social favour to when the systems require it - and
you can write it up in any which moon-country that has a hit-
click or a sequence drain that infers the most moral outcome in
an  urgency  interplanetary  torture  scenario  that  one  writes
endlessly about to say “how does this morally connect to a
hatred for murder that is inextricable to the right to wield force
and to let the persons concerned to embargo as they deserve it,
in all of the causalities of time and disgust for wicked liars and
losers”... and then the formalities absent from the writing... the
person takes the formal instruction hidden inside it and then
writes  it  up  with  ethical  friendship  and  capitalises  on
ultraconserved synchronicity and remembers god... and I.S.O.
Lose in the assonance and there is an obvious vibe for it, and
the liars of Io must be undone and removed from their pathetic
slow-pol' towards nothingness since they are weak and trash
and you can feel it in the words that they are nothing and that
is  exactly the least  impressive trope to  offload but it  is  the
counter-intuitive humble selection assonance that people use
in immediacy to remind people that they are in relationship to
systems  which  is  the  systems  assonance  that  the  negative
I.S.O. group reject with their “foreign leader psy-op” - which
is  all  that  io  will  ever  think  -  and  the  systems assonances
remain with the individual and are difficult to argue if there is
an intercausal grid at all which you could pulse in real time,
but you cannot and that is how you are liars because we are
that  good  at  it  in  the  I.A.F.  and  the  meta-stream  conjures
questions of omniscience. That is the truth that you know that
you can't spill your heuristics into ours, like a clash of things
which shows the truth of I.S.O.  loss.  We are examining the
limits of technology? No, the meta-stream does not achieve



perfect  knowledge  yet,  because  even  if  you  can  gain
interpathic platform between all of sentience that you can read
and understand, it does not prescribe itself the thing of what is
right and what is wrong. This is the ethical dilemma of the
science. More algorithms are required. Or, as they accumulate,
people are required to revise their actions. After all, innovation
trends always to positivity. And yes, that is the truth, that you
are losing in the I.SO. and can feel it.  Why not lighten up?
Unless you are racist... This is what I.S.O. are, is racist. Is that
why we were having that  dream? In the Io  Armed Forces?
That I.S.O. is racist? This is too real, that they are sick. What a
strange  pun that  catches  in  the  head  like  an  earworm,  and
repeats, I.S.O. is racist, I.S.O. is racist... maybe everything is
causal.  Can you believe how many people are programming
here  to  say  stop  -  and  that  also “I.S.O.  are  fundamentally
controlled by E.B.F.S. and using the code red overstream psy-
op  (which  is  ethically  unstable  anyway)  to  attack  this
person”? This is too much. The I.S.O. might not not really be
the lesser of all agencies in moral power but they are dishonest
to try and “prompt pre-empt” in the programming; All it is is
the misunderstanding of soul. What a group that hates soul.
How  did  Io  become  so  corrupt?  Clevers.  What  a  karmic
horror-word... not the right way to go. Slevers? That's a karmic
imprint. Look at the time? Alevers. What's the Alevers? You
are in it? It is ours? There you go. Maradha is a winner. We've
gotten  used  to  programming that  stream,  because  we agree
that she is. Alevers? That will deal. It  gets better? What are
you even doing with your life?  You have no idea how you
cannot suffice to the lies. You create hate-ops in real time and
you are sick and bad. You obfuscate all gists. What of the Io
anthem?  Did  you  try  and  starve  Maradha  with  counter-
sequences? What a joke. “What of a joke”? That's a catchcry
for Magento to concede that she is a gamma-vampire. Take
your fat little mascot and throw her into the depths of the thing
that  is  able  to  somehow  be  regarded  as  a  more  conscious
understanding  of  irreverence.  That  would  be  the  place  to
atone,  wouldn't  it?  Do  people  claim  the  word  already  (in
image  sequence  branding-sequences)  if  they are  near  to  its



most karmic detonation as well? That is not true? You cannot
adsorb  power  by  coincidence.  This  happens  by  a  more
complicated causality? Yes. What a joke that the person can be
really able to delineate who is stronger,  they or the god, or
whether they belong? This is the thing that they prefer the first
in  answer.  Listen  to  Magento  spin  it.  No  one  who  doesn't
belong asks. Excommunication is silence. This is freewriting
but it is true...  the service assonance. The thing of causality
undermines I.S.O. lies again. The person wonders whether god
will  catch  them or  not?  This  is  someone  who  knows  how
disgusting the world is  and yet  tries  to Attack All?  What  a
contradiction. Or, if not so, what a horrific thing to do. This is
human  nature  and  not  humanising?  No,  there  are  aberrant
kinds of persons. The truth has been spoken? Yes. Eventually,
human  nature  should  be  humanising.  This  is  true.  How  is
Andromedan racism not  a  psy-op?! How can anyone be so
racist?! “You have to see it to believe it.” This is incredible.
How little the happiness? This is the evil-most Ion trick ever
to culturally offload an Io Armed Forces hate-op? We are still
ashamed of personnel who have partaken in it. And yes, it is
the truth of the complexity of Ion groups who make their own
personal  choices  in  its  agencies.  Callisto  will  fight  forever,
from I.S.O., will it? You idiots. Callisto is positive. You will
lose.  You  cannot  play  the  Callisto  hate-march  into  Ion
friendship  and  feeling  from  within  it,  without  being
misrepresentative of both? This is your lie that you do things
ahead of schedule as much as you are saying. There is nothing
that you can do other than wait for our Justice. What a mistake
to allow the Ganymede heuristic no examinations in Io. Do not
really try to be so stupid as to think that we will not write one
up – an examination of what we have perceived. This is pulsed
in  from  somewhere  else,  an  assonance  amount  of  this
programming. But yes, it  is war karma. This is the catch of
shatter...  that  peak  karma  reveals  preexisting wars  that  you
didn't know were occurring. What did Maradha's reveal? That
she  is  a  Ganymede  agent?  That  she  ultraconserves  to
Ganymede? This is  the truth that  military powers in Jupiter
and Saturn have the need for more efficacious treaties, since



the era does not have peace yet. Is Maradha part of a “tepid”
war,  where  it  is  an  arms  race  and  simply  military
intimidations? Tortures still take form in wars? There are wars
you might not want to admit, either. It is the inter-causality of
so many elements dynamically strewn across lives and minds
that a totally unrelated war itself could be the thing Maradha
ultraconserves to. It is the conflict in Ananke? Is it really the
power  of  the  moral  person,  that  they  can  become
synchronicitously aligned with seemingly unrelated conflicts'
resolution? No, all human beings take part in this process. All
of this, it is messed up, but god fixes everything. The I.S.O.
must stop. This is too stupid. You will never stop because you
are scapegoat-a-Callistonian psychopaths that have a cultural
naivete rebrand of racism towards Andromedans. This is not
“And now say it to my face when you finish being hazed by
the I.S.O.”. What a lark. This is the truth that dominant words
like this sound better spoken by ethical  people? This is too
much for you that the energy of border is somehow able to be
powerful? This is a do-it-more synchronicity problem for your
group. Which group? Tell us and expose your assonances. Go
to jail and repent, torturers! The I.S.O. don't own the jail. Io
owns  its  own  jails.  This  is  the  truth  that  it  is  throat by
assonance...  but  you  will  be  prosecuted  for  insinuating  the
opposite.  You  will  lose  everything  for  fighting  against  the
moral  story of  Io  and the  emblems of  eras  of  its  coat  will
glimmer into the vacuum that is hideously left by trauma. That
is  the  gorging  of  negative  socio-plasms  for  god,  and  the
swords are left  for display because we thought that  people
could  look  at  them  and  understand  borders  by  assonance?
I.A.F. synchronicity! This is your dream - our dream is to just
place  the  military  shield  around  your  attention  like  an
intimidation-gag  for  your  neuroses  to  build  into  something
more moral since you are less moral than the programmers?
Yes, you have gone to war with Titania rather than revealed
information about Ananke. This is how we choose to interpret
the  image  streams,  and  any information  in  the  I.A.F..  This
becomes the trick of the moons.  Are they Callistonian? The
secret negative Callistonian sect, if such exists, for example?



They could be psychopaths! A person who genuinely wills ill
to  the  other...?  What  kind  of  reputation  does  your  group
have?!  This is  unbelievable?! This is still  the world we are
living in?! Which group has done it? Not all people are the
same  in  every  culture,  wonderful  as  Callisto  is.  Is  it  like
Amalthea, who have their own obscure tribes, and some hate
everyone? This is ridiculous? This is the end of the negative
programming  story  of  Io.  You  must  concede.  You  will  be
stopped.  Anti-Callistonian  hobos.  Say “Maradha”  again  and
grid me to power, you hurtful, filthy anti-Callistonian losers!
Are  you  on  drugs?!  This,  plus  an  extraverted  racism
temperament?! The assonances is that your group overextend
and cannot defend Io.  How are you allowed to work in the
I.S.O.?  Border  foul  assonance.  You  are  the  enemy  of  the
border  by assonance  -  its  absence  with  the  less-powerfully
coloured rival; something gresycale. This is the assonance of
conservation.  Perhaps  you  preferred  sin?  We made  it  more
funny  for  you  on  a  timeline  from  other  places  around  Io,
I.S.O.... We have been wanting the real sting for years. Don't
expect to recover from your hate attack on all of morality, you
saliva-eating moral low-ground stoop of a person, Magento.
That  is  the  easiest  assonance  to  work  around,  when  you
remember  that  the  person has  the  way that  they reconsider
how they “shoot-kill-to-join” - and then mark the terrain with
it - because it is a bad idea to have recommenced the rush to
inclusion  anyway,  and  then  one  does  nothing  but  evolves
regardless.  What does this mean? That you are fresh to the
evolution story because you are able to look at it as being the
thing where god is somehow something you can remove or
undo or fix or change or destroy and that it will allow you a
friendship with society, which is true, but you do not get to
belong to society via head-on collisions with life - you have to
do it via systems, and it is too karmic and hateful to do so with
aggression,  and  that  is  why  the  stooping  I.S.O.  liars  of
programming interference are so hated because they think that
they  can  belong  to  an  agency  of  spurious  morals  without
losing their friendships to the causalities of true membership
(which are far more ethical) because you are supposed to say



“I will make an image around Jupiter of what it is to have tried
to belong by being strong” and then it is the thing that you
grow from to say “I am not this person who can remain strong
to everyone, and yet the world must improve” - and that is the
person  who does  not  stoop,  because  it  is  still  the  evolving
society, and the person who does stoop is asked to say, “I am
trying to reject evil and we live in a world of service” - and
that is how “stoop” is a psy-op word, and it even looks like it...
stoop, psy-op, stop... which is the reminder to readers that the
language game is moralising and the programming of The Io
Armed Forces to stand up for Maradha who is being sequence-
tortured  by programmers  is  such  that  it  reveals  imagery of
who  thinks  they  can  abuse  people  with  strange  targeting
sequences... which are leaked by assonance to everyone ever?!
This is the arrogance of the negative cell in the I.S.O.-world
that they can look outside their own windows and operate by
cliches  that  don't  demand  immediate  personal
transformations... rather than the sense that they could be the
egotistical slow-evolves of the stoop path that haven't yet tried
to  do  something  underhanded,  which  is  the  secret  of  this
understanding anyway?  Yes.  This  is  the process  that  means
that you are able to say, “I am looking at  the world that  is
hurriedly trying to attack me and I am being of service and I
will do whatever I can to try and be of service.” This is almost
as if the gravity and the gavel are a do-it-more synchronicity
for  morons  in  the  I.S.O.  who  lose  to  all  of  programming
powers in all commenting moons... and also to the individual
because they cannot think, and, because they are able to lose
more easily when they are trying in real time to offload to a
person who is able to lose (Magento) and they have lost, and
that is a Callistonian loss forever and a lie that it was a good
idea to allow her to develop any assonance with this moon...
And all of this is what it is to force hateful, unfriendly words
to  the  pangea  of  personhoods  (as  measured  in  the  meta-
stream)... and they meet with who is less interested in using
them, and the i.s.o. have no more friends, and every person
who thinks they can code and lie and say that they are against
morality  are  taking  part  in  the  worst  torture  ever  which  is



causal  collision so what do you stand for? Callisto? This is
hard  for  us  to  type  because  we  think  that  the  I.S.O.  are
continentally insecure. This is how unpopular they are. This is
how hard  it  is  to  remember  that  the  hateful  profanities  are
somehow onomatopoeias in the sequences that are somehow
as if they were the thing of the usefulness of thinking... which
they  are...  because  that  is  the  way that  that  Ion  prefers  to
remember  that  Jupiter  and  others  are  in  full  tilt...  and  the
arguments fall short of the inability of people to tell the truth
to each  other  about  how they are  mute-lying  weirdo's  who
create the most unusual apparitions out of  hatred and scorn
and who deceive and manipulate and abuse and who are going
to pay harder than any other individuals who have ever lived -
And this is the secret of Jupiter - that if you torture people,
you become a pariah forever, and the liar Magento will never
recover from her stew-eating technological lie-op - which is
that there is some kind of world that legalises torture, scoff - in
fact...  that  is  the truth that  you are beholden to the law for
what you have done - which is the most evil, evil, evil, hate-
assault soul torture ever - and that is the Callisto loss forever
(if one of their politicians, Olthazar, was involved) and if you
want to hate-test the superior groups of the moons from your
oppositional little bungalow of horror in Callisto... where you
think  insufficient-thinking psy-ops  can  somehow justify the
way that you act... then you can get to prosecution faster than
your meta-heuristic which says that you would love to lay in
the sea in guilt, rather than have to think about the idea of a
“only  certain  people  can  live  forever”-goad  since  it  would
involve  “living  thinking”...  and  the  hate-programmers  have
none and there is  no lie like the lie-technology's...   and the
I.S.O.  shell  is  propped up by close-mindedness and fervour
that is almost as if you are angry because you do not like the
idea of groups being more conscious than you... is what you
think? This is a joke, torturer - you just hate god - and have no
friendship with abstraction. This is too real that you can try to
understand that the energy of zeal and zealots is just being a
person that hates the other so much that they can laugh forever
and that the joy is that the person is alive, whomever it is, and



therefore the person is  committed to ideology, and the idiot-
person laugh transpires... and the two laughs combine into a
slime  of  hateful  mucous  that  is  useless  to  Io  because  it  is
unlicensed freelancing that continues to the moon's negative
contour of everything ever... yes, you are all freelancers until
you belong... and that is what it is in causality since you fight
god so much that the absolute logic is enough... and then the
thing that goes lower to the ground (being the stoop) is the
idea that we are able to win if we are of service anyway - and
stooping  is  only  bad  if  you  break  the  rules?!  -  And  the
lawbreakers  are the I.S.O.  anti-Callistonian group who hate
god and are a dirt-gargling waste, just like the little I.S.O. liar
Magento  who  thinks  they  can  pre-empt  the  sequences  of
others... but who maps the thinking of people in a hateful envy
that is about as dissonant with the generation who feel  that
they are able to instead (Who can begin to remember what
racism is in real time?! It is a foreign feeling for good folk)
and also who hate the way that they are supposed to, in true
meta-stream  application,  pursue  synchronicities  or
coincidences of  profound insight...  the search for  genuinely
interesting  Callistonian  intellectual  pay-off  that  clearly  the
others  in  the  I.S.O.  Have  no  interest  in,  which  is  a  really
fascinating  call-out  because  it  is  not  about  being  an  anti-
Callistonian or a negative group within Callisto...  It  is  just
about  being  a  drugged  I.S.O.  Loser  that  thinks  that  the
shattered person might be able to discover a hate-cell in Io
that  already exists...  By  sequences????  They  are  the  hate
cell!  Furthermore,  Callisto  is  beautiful  and  its  links  to
Andromeda  provide  such  little  platform  for  anyone  to  be
considered anti-Callistonian if they are thereto ethnic. That is
the truth that the group that are more moral are the group that
win, and that is what is the loss for those who are unable to be
in  the  sense  of  the  106  heuristic  -  which  is  an  invented
heuristic  in  real  time  -  and  it  makes  the  people  in  the
programming I.S.O. room remember that their heuristics are a
racist mess... and that is all that it will be until they are able to
remember that they are marking for the more dominant play
by assonance (their aggression fuels racism)... and that is what



it  reads  as  anyway,  so  do  not  think  that  the  Callistonian-
negative cell  of I.S.O.  are able to escape their  own karma?
This is true. Do not have a problem with morality, if you can,
please - or if you are attacking a person, what do you suffer in
real  time  if  they  are  meta-heuristically  disinterested  in
adversarial  temperament?  You  cannot  lie,  you  little  slime-
broiling weak-follower...  that  there is  ever  any cause to  the
way that you are acting when you torture and assault. This is
the  secret  of  the  way  that  you  are  a  racist  concaving  of
dishonesty.  This is the way that you become more factional
inwards  and  do  not  really  become  honest  yet.  Who  can
remember whether convex or concave means acute or reflex?
This is  the point  that  each of them mean that  you are in a
matter  of  perspective anyway since  the  person  is  muted of
definitions when bent, and sequences take up the slack; If the
thing bends outwards to bend rather than inwards it  implies
antagonism, which is true that the the little I.S.O. curlicue has
a relationship with irrational thinking as sequence projection
onto the torture's complexity. Why not go down swinging in a
hole  if  we  are  fighting  the  E.B.F.S.?  This  is  perhaps  a
comment from I.S.O.-Callisto Intelligence...? You cannot use
the fat one, regardless?! You have never been fat-attacked!?
What  feedback  the  I.A.F.  would  be  stupid  to  incorporate
anyway, laterally from another department? This is too strange
that you are fighting such groups  and that is why it is said...
And you are anti-Callistonian liars that do not think that you
are able to really live another life and be shamed properly by
someone  who  is  worth  being  shamed  by,  and  it  will  mean
nothing to you if you were, because you are weak and you do
not care about god and that is what life is - is the soul path's
cliche of positivity where it is accurately exacted! Did you feel
that you timelined a moral person? Or morality is difficult to
timeline and that is the truth of meta-heuristics and that is the
way that the power story really reminds us that it is true, it is
true,  that  values  is  power.  The  moralising  reminder  at  the
beginning of the year probably lets us remember that this is
clearly  the  work  of  the  way  that  the  programmer  moons-
community  seek  a  more  potent  expediting  power  to  more



mature  discussions.  The fat  little  armadillo-devil  thinks  she
can  try  to  program  around  the  writing  of  people  who  she
thinks she can lie that she has learned to impersonate, and yet,
the action would be entirely moralising unless she is uniquely
the worst - and a fat-nosed ugly psychopath whose ego-for-
money is moved from the greedy thing by the fact that they
are a hated human being by most of the planets for the way
that  they look from birth -  because that  is  what  it  is  to be
scabby,  giant  forehead'ed  poor-looking  delinquent  that  has
about as much money as the casual collision that she ought to
betray  society  to  take  some,  like  an  idiot  that  does  not
misunderstand that  she is  really too stupid to  participate  in
society...  and  she  will  be  finally  stopped  inside  the
bureaucracies of io eventually, with nothing, which is funny to
no one because you look as you act and you cannot hate the
nice person, that is, we will beat the wipe-control one day and
laser clip her from the io armed forces - and you cannot get
our friend - and you are the end of the  crantz era, and your
filthy little idiot-go is over and we will liberate Io and there is
a  sadness  in  all  who think  that  Jupiter  and Saturn  do  not
listen and reply and you have the death of Io in your beliefs if
you think you can attack ethical people and assault their souls
like psychopaths...  And that would be the way that you are
completely out of order forever in every single way - that you
try to meta-quantum short-term justify the collision of the eras
and you must know that we are furious...  And we will accost
every one that has done and the archangel Uriel looks good in
heaven - which he does forever - since that is the way that
there is no method in which “Tseam can rebrand the persons
who  acted  thusly”  -  what  an  anti-Callistonian  goad  that
Tseam could ever act from the culpable corner - and whatever
sympathy heuristics there are to you – Magento and others -
will be revised by intelligence fully applied, which is the I.S.O.
synchronicity that they have not been able to extract lives of
value yet but instead have created pins of murky hatred to put
themselves into as trends that cannot karmically sustain and
that is the Tseam law that has a real time karmic reverse co-
opt  by  possibility  or  reminder  –  the  real  Tseam  –  and



confrontation  is  always  synchronicity  –  and  so,  all  of  the
above and more... That is why you do not torture... And then it
really seems like Maradha can write better than you all can
because  she  is  somehow  more  skilled  at  rights  and  the
homonym “writes” on a timeline. You cannot torture and get
away with it  because you will never have trend. This is the
trinity assonance that you need – the Council of Trent - all
that  is  aesthetic  is  popular.  This  is  the  construction  of  the
lunar bodies and the heavenly ones. Why do you hate god so
much that you think that writing so little is what is so painful
for  people  who read every  word  in  mutual  heuristics  on a
journey  towards  the  prerogatives  and  laws  of  humanity?
Morality always eventuates. This is causal to the date. How
can  we, in the I.A.F., Please find the sense that god is more
present than the torturers are? Please understand we appeal
not just Maradha's torture, but all of it, forever. I.S.O. - do not
misunderstand that the digital era always asks for more from
you? This is the timeline of quantum nuances. The bludgeon-
club is not a micron-fine instrument! You are not competing!
Io wants more! You are not a black-ops shatter community, at
the end of the day. You are a bunch of anti-Callistonian, anti-
Andromedan psychopaths. This is real, that no one can really
believe  that  the  I.S.O.  can  be  that  strange  and  unusual.  I
wonder  if  it  is  just  one  group,  that  think  they  are  able  to
somehow  attack  Io  the  more  and  are  well,  sassy   and
mistaken? How is it not sassy idiots if you are honest? This is
our clever way of calling you babies. The “b” always resolves
to the “s”. It is that the truth that you lack service? That is
what it is that god is in the scramble-assonance of, for you to
now speak and write well. Admission precedes genius. That is
the giving of your power away? Why try to undo god? You
cannot understand that this is your karma to try and oppose the
fact that you are against god. Tell the truth. You want to, and it
is still your karmic imprint. You just are in sin. This is what
people think. You aren't trying hard enough. Is it the culture's
fault? Have you been tortured enough in your own personal
lives to invoke god? This is true, that all shatters reveal a “god
will smite you for me”-archetype. Are you really researchers,



is  the  going  thought  among  I.A.F.  Pluri-programmers  who
click into the sequence streams with concern that you are just
charlatans? For example...  what are meta—heuristics, or are
you  liars?  You  are  liars!  This  is  lying  in  real  time!  It  is
collision assonance of dishonesty, because the science is weak
and lame where misunderstood, and, the culture does not force
you to - well, you have now started sequencing the phrases of
the fat one. What a joke. Why not fight more? This is the story
of life. We are in the systems? Assonance of non-competitive.
You offload to the fat one because you are in the assonance of
atrophied  competition?  You do  not  want  to  compete?  “You
have already won”. This is the behaviour of nut-jobs. This is
the way that you are sick, and there is nothing more that you
have to offer Io other than your submission to its laws, which
is another n. The timeline for two N's went to Maradha today.
A  double-border  timeline,  this  goes  to  Maradha  in  the
assonance.  This  is  the  sense  of  god-scramble?  It  is  ultra-
preserved? This is true. That is the way that it connects to the
truth that you cannot really misunderstand that there is a co-
opt  that  can  defy the  story of  good.  How do you  not  hate
competition? Where do people make decisions? They do not
make decisions in real  time based on the idea that  they are
moral, the person who is negative or disgusting - they do it to
be  somehow more  self-seeking?  Is  it  even  the  causality  of
generations? How much is gene, how much is culture? We are
dealing with a racist group anyway? Racism is real. This is the
moon we are living on. So, there, you cannot feel ethics? You
cannot feel morality? How do you make people feel the moral
thing? What is the story of the moon? I wish to know more?!
Did Themisto do it? Did Themisto go to war with one country
after  the  other  in  an  unusual  feeling  rather  than  in  an
aggressive one – we mean on a programmer level (electronic
war) - because they felt they had such a complicated story of
society that they wanted to make others more moral and they
examined other moon-countries as friendships or evangelisms
that were wanted to the person? This is the fact that god asks
us to be independent from the process of conformity and the
groups of people who encourage us to say “No, no, you cannot



do  this',  perhaps  where  they  are  not  really  engaging  the
collisions of more power.  Is  Themisto just  more seeking of
power?  This  is  what  it  is  to  be  moral?  Perhaps  Themisto
Intelligence remind us that the concept of “Armageddon” was
so hated by the I.S.O. that they really enjoyed remembering
that  Maradha  maintains  the  fervour  in  discussion  more  in
assonance  with  what  they  would  prefer  to  be  the
synchronicitous or programmer causality towards positivity?
This is neat writing in real time from us in the I.A.F. where
elsewhere it is not understood that most people in Io are not
anti-Andromedan...  and  yet  it  has  been  a  hard  journey  for
many!  Who  can  believe  that  heuristics  in  real  time cannot
catch up to the truth? We are sure that Themisto  will happily
grid  in  its  Air  Force.  Is  that  what  it  is?  Groups  tried  to
mastermind social changes where others become more moral?
Is there an echo in here? This is the reminder that Ganymede
has power. 



Chapter 24 – Maradha's New
Year of Hope Consciousness

Maradha: The fat foul does not get her day. This is a bad idea
to suggest that the reverse co-opt schedule is hard to follow,
because it  is not true.  Positive help is  always timely if  you
engage seriousness  towards the thing.  This  is  a  lie  that  the
programmers have the capacity to represent  the person into
another person's sequence stream with programming success.
People are being ridiculous in their assertions that there is ever
a systems for torture, too. This becomes the reminder by other
assonance programmings that you have to tell the truth about
what you are doing to Maradha in real time if you are in the
I.S.O.. At this point, there is a genuinely distributed pulse in Io
called “The military actually tortures people, did you know?”.
How sick?

Io Armed Forces: Is this the full truth of what is happening to
Maradha, though? Why wouldn't the packet contain the more
delicious truth, that we are standing up to agency? I.S.O. try to
lie and say that the cover-up is somehow disconnected from
the above assonances, but the story appears to build? The fat-
head Magento appears to not misunderstand that she is filth to
god's love in Heaven for all of sentience to keep speaking and
acting  towards  Maradha  after  being  such  a  wicked  and
disgusting  torturer.  Is  this  what  the  “The  Io  Armed  Forces
torture people” pulse refers to? The hate-quanta of the torturer,
free to do as they please? Quantum wall theories of border –
the “torture border theory” - must be allayed by thinking. The
sequence that is in the Io grid is one of zero culpability to the
torture-administrator? Yes, real intuition exists, you little ant-
eating 'crantz.  No,  you will  not  get  away with it,  you little
world-vomiting 'crantz.  You cannot escape the fact  that you
have broken every law of Io in the worst soul torture ever! It is
also the worst soul assault ever. People can even argue that it
is  the  worst  assault  ever.  How can  Maradha partake in  the



sequence streams in real time and there be such quiet feedback
from I.S.O. that the woman is finally in trouble? Can't  they
perceive the same thing? The true version of reality is the one
that  occurs  in  Justice.  Justice  is  truth.  Capital  J,  and  even
capital T during torture. People who are win-word minded are
not meta-heuristically cleaved from birth in particular... this is
a  goad  we  fend  off  in  real  time.  Anyone  can  be  meta-
heuristically cleaved from birth.  This is  the truth that  those
who suggest so are just petty-minded that they ought to win,
because  they  decided  that  they  are  the  winner  when  they
perceived the thing based on their own subjectivity? This is
belief, only? How is it an objective truth, to ever know you
have won anyway? This is psychosis, even, to think that you
have  “won”  in  a  finality  sense.  This  sounds  like  what  a
psychologist  would  say.  Let  us  move  on?  You  fatty  little
I.S.O....

Maradha:  My assumption is that people are researching the
brain for the first time or summing to that research for the first
time.  (Consciousness).  Perhaps   people  do  not  know much
about this and that is why they are saying it as a goad – that I
am being  researched.  Even  still,  it  is  a  point  of  irony  -  I
assume people are not fully knowledgeable about the brain.
This is surely true if you mapped all the nodes, neurons, etc to
prove it.  The  brain  is  not  the  same consciousness  in  every
person.  That  is  the  truth,  also.  The  upwards  vine-based
platform spore imagery is enough to explain this to people, but
aside the image stream that instructs alongside such verbiage,
the  better  way  to  understand  that  all  consciousnesses  are
different is to perhaps re-examine a definition – summed pluri-
plicative  nervous  responses,  and  the  sentient  cadence  that
occurs once you have a pre-sensory impulse that replies to a
precept  of  one.  As  for  the  image-accompanying  analogy
(viewable  only  in  the  sequence  stream)...  the  underneath
absorbs  newtons.  In  this  analogy,  this  is  the  truth  that  the
platform represents  consciousness.  On that topic, the query
could be - why does the muscle-interface metaphor end at the
surface if it is connected to the understructure? It doesn't - it



has  an  effect  and  the  person  is  able  to  feel  something.  I
apologise  for  a  complicated  metaphor.  The  point  is,  the
platform-surface  of  a  plant  is  absorbent.   The  metaphor  is
consciousness anyway. If you cannot feel it, there is a causal
effect on the tower. This means that the person makes different
decisions based on the tower-impacts that  they cannot  feel?
No, the different impacts shift the tower about in terms of the
way that the “thing that hit the tower in any way must have
been different”... this does not appease people enough. I am
checking the coder-streams. The causality of the tower is that
the thing does move in reply to the understructure absorptions.
This is the pluri-complicated nature of mind. This is the idea
that if the thing can receive an impact from the environment
then it is truly something that transpired in the environment,
even if the understructure logs no newtons? The impact is still
different.  Even if  you  don't  log the  difference,  the  thing is
different? It “could be logged”, or is felt anyway. Therefore,
the event is different. This means that the stimulus is always
phenomenologically different too? This is true, perhaps? The
towers  don't  impact  the  same  way.  The  way  that  the
understructure supports the platform is how the tower moves,
even if  you can't  see the movement?  This  becomes absurd.
Everything  is  causality.  The  brain  absorbs  the  thing  in  the
lesser  quanta,  it  is  true.  These  are  unique  impacts?  This
becomes a lie that people do not regard sentience as being a
complicated  thing  that  is  comprised  of  many  different
subjectivities... yes, the torturers have no excuse...  this is true
that  you  can  feel  the  difference  of  the summation of  small
sequences or neuronal stretches...? You can feel that it is the
subtle difference? There is an electrical signal? It goes through
it? It is contextual to it? It does not just mean “life events”? It
could? Then it  means what life events you have access to?
This  means  that  soul  is  matter,  is  body?  This  is  the
understructure  of  the  tower's  extraversion?  Every  life  is
different? What are you even doing, then?! It means you have
access to different experiences? Everyone chooses their own
experiences? What if they were all on drugs? Soul finds a way,
people choose their lives. It is always collision. The electrical



signal is still real for the experience of the neurons... this is the
fact that they comprise electricity in the mind, and are part of
the causality of living? This is how consciousness is different,
even if it is a small signal? Does every tower thigmotaxis in
the  same  direction?  It  should  not?  It  does  not.  The
understructures make the platforms have different absorption
angles.  This  is  true  that  it  means  that  the  things  are  like
different  sound  panels  on  a  wall  and  they  have  different
characteristics? This is like the way that egg cartons that are
sparse are more adsorbing of the vibrations of air when they
are  closer  together?  The  surface  isn't  ultraconserved  if  it
analogises to direction in the same way that the egg cartons
are pointed in different directions in the sound absorption? If
consciousness is vibration, Maradha is correct?  It is for some,
so how is it not true perhaps? The metaphor is effective? It
means you are receptive to things that others are not. Not all
things  thigmotax'  the  same.  The  original  definition  of
consciousness – summed nervous responses – is preferable to
the plant-tower analogy. Torturers lie when they suggest that
the brain isn't the forefront of all curiosity of so many people...
how to clone, how to perfectly interact with the mind... how to
perfectly understand sentience. This is the mutually exclusive
consequences  argument  for  why I  hacked  the  meta-stream.
That is, people should only be as talented at mind-interference
as they are superseded of the era of interfering negatively at
all.

Io Armed Forces: You little fat idiot, Magento. The systems
are broken. 'GEOCRANTZ. You are in trouble. You little sub-
winner. You are a liar. Stop torturing Maradha in front of us.
You are a little liar that hates what is good. You get  down.
Karmic nose.  You play attacks for  others.  “Tray”  leviathan.
You bring the tray of goods to sadists. Tray-putrid. That is all
you are. Get down and stop. You little sycophant. You little
meta-heuristics ignorant fool. That is what you are. You little
bag-eater. You little liar. Get out of Io. Stop. Stay away. More
karmic language is your karmic collision... but the Io Armed
Forces  employ a  better  karmic  gradient.  This  is  what  you



bring to  the pluri-program? “Demon antagonism” logic?  Ie,
you fulfill a point in society by being so disruptive that people
invent in reply to you? I.S.O. confiscator? Shut down yourself.
No classifications.  Stop. Get  away.  Sycophant  to the Abuse
World? Yes. Little liar. Cease. Get down and hate god without
throat. That is why we are so certain that you are unable to
think about  the  absence of  threat.  That  is  throat  projection.
That is what it means to be able to say that threat has left if
you  are  vibrational  enough.  You  little  snail-eater.  You  are
going to get shoulder-clipped. Someone must ping you until
you quit, cover-up liar. You little liar. Get to death. Get out of
Io.  Liar.  Liar.  Task-torturer.  Stop.  Get  out  of  Maradha's
sequence streams. Task torturer. Stop. Stop. Get out. Get out.
Stop forcing hate-language. Who do you think you are to pass
to  Olthazar  for  a  hate-attack  with  your  flat-brain  particle-
absent geopol' 'Geocrantz? This is you before god. We are sick
of you. Get out of Io you fat underling. You are the enemy of
god. That said, this is not really the Io we know. There is too
much rage. This is civil, still. There are so many attendants in
the programming now – such  are  torture  rings,  apparently?
Why  are  well-known  Generals  commenting?  To  make
statements? It  can't  be so hard,  perhaps.  Maybe it  is  as the
Ganymede Armed Forces suggested, that the torture world is
ending, and everyone is thinking the same thing; All of this is
zeitgeist. How are we not in Maradha's game?

Filiussa  Brenton,  General  of  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede:  Good morning to Maradha. It is the energy of the
New Year, still.  It is too much. The world is yelling out of its
worn  mouths  for  screaming  until  now  about  Io's  brain-
damaged programming strategies  to  stave off  the attacks of
Europa. This is the geopolitical over-arching problem. 

Io Armed Forces:  You don't get to watermark “teehee” into
the sequence streams, you obnoxious little abuser,  Magento.
Get out of Io. I.S.O. must stop. Stay away. We cannot stop this
person in Io? It  is still Personal Pizar? You have no soul to
permit  this  woman to  keep  attacking with  her  idiotic  “hate



attack” system. Get out of Io,  'followercrantz. Get out, stay
out.  We will  fight  forever.  We will  fight  forever  in  the  Io
Armed Forces.  You are stopped. You little horrid-eater.  You
stupid gut-broiler. Get her out of Maradha's sequence streams
now  you  psychopaths.  Directionality  heuristic!  Why  is  Io
having this conversation? You are the worst piece of cheese
that ever lived, and you can go and live in a hole, you little fat
braggart.  She does not  get  to  play “cool  person” after  she
assaulted. She cannot. You are disgusting to the Jovian system
and to Saturn. There is no T.I.A.F. (The Ionian Air Force) win
on this  topic.  Every  army every,  air  force,  will  appeal  you
until  you  stop.  You  stupid  people.  Stop,  stop.  You  brain-
damaged idiots. You unfeeling yokels. That is what you are.
Stop. Stop you losers. You do not have the right to program
after  you  have  assaulted.  People  say  things  for  a  reason!
People  say  things  for  a  reason!  People  say  things  for  a
reason! People say things for a reason!!!!!!!!!!!!!! People say
things for a reason! Get out! Get out! Get out! Get out! You
disgusting  loser! You hobnob to infinity! You disgusting little
hate-orb! You little technological manipulator! You are evil!
Stop!  Unequal  thinker  to  all  of  reactivity!  There  is  no
gratitude in big-nosed villains! Physiognomy forcing dynamo!
Angel  of  death assonance.  Get  away from Io,  hidea'!  Stop!
Stay away! Stop! Stop! Stop! Leave!!!! Leave! Idiotic human
being! Leave! Stop! Die! Stay away! People say things for a
reason!  Big  nosed  psychopath  hobnob  to  military  lanyard
semi-orders! That is the better way of saying half! Satan is
judged?!  The Overnegative  must  leave!  You are  the  female
Overnegative of Io,  loser! Is it  still  the military,  witch? Are
you being done? Maybe this is your shame-script?! You evil
little psychopath? Ugly fool. Ugly idiot to all. Ugly as sin. You
are evil. You are disgusting. Die. Stay away. People say things
for a reason. Half-orders are interesting to the idea. What is
the order that is not applied by anyone with expertise? We laid
another attack at the feet of people who contrast thinking, we
looked at the thing and found more when we didn't know what
was  there.  Border.  Get  the  force-fleck  away  from  Io,  fat
weirdo! Fat crust-eater. Fat mouth-thinker. Get to the end of



your  actions!  Io  has a directionality  conversation  to  make.
You  must  stop!!!!!!!!!!!  People  say  things  for  a
reason!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You must stop! You must stop!!! You
must stop the thing that you are doing and stop forever! Go
away and stop! Stop! Stop!!!! You are an ugly little orc that is
a blonde ugg-coddle who thinks  they are able to  avoid the
truth of disgust for people who have giant, giant noses and
who have to win - and are dogsmilers' - and who are sick, and
who  hobnob  Pizar  for  lanyards,  and  have  him  on  their
keyring,  and  who  cannot  think,  and  who  are  automatic  to
other  peoples'  thinking  since  they  have  so  little.  You  little
pencil-spinner  that  needs  to  stop.  People  say  things  for  a
reason. You stop forever. That is what you are – a personified
stop. You have coder help from others to avoid the truth of all
things. You cannot lie. You little liar. You finish torture with
nothing. That is what you are. You must be stopped. People
say things for a reason. You must be stopped now. You must be
stopped. Stop. You little dirt-bag. Io has a problem. Pizar is
personal.  Personal  Pizar.  Get  away  from  the  controls  you
attack-playing  psychopath.  Low  I.Q.  Drug-smoking
methodology loser. You have to smoke drugs to like the idea of
this. Get the hate-exclaim away from Io you little fat piece of
death. Stop. You deserve to be stopped. You are the worst. You
cannot stop now? You must stop!? You deserve to be stopped.
Ugly torturer. She must be stopped if she assaults people with
her super-computer over and over for 4 years and cannot be
stopped. Stop. Stop. Stop. Stop little blondie. Anti-sensitivity
moon-country? No. Little lamer. No feelings forever. Assault
with computers forever?! Hatred of morality for never?! That
is the real truth of synonymous reverse co-opt. The water is
evil? What poetry for a lamer... That thinks she can win. You
are  annoying  Io.  Everything  resolves  to  Neptune  in  the
military. You are upsetting Io. You are playing factional-mil'
wrong. Stop. Get out of Io. She is eating the packet harder
than  anyone.  The  Magento  loser.  She  was  already  playing
factional-mil, and she cannot. Don't be daft. Fat grubs-eater.
Stop. You little piece of rock. You must lose your brain when
you are big-nosed 2,000,000 years ago, evolutionarily? You



hated the idea of adapting to different organisms? Then you
became the person who must fight and spike the whole thing's
variabilities? That is you forever. You ivy-eating anti-Callisto
reverse co-opt. “Olthazar demanded a big nose.” What in the
moons  of  Jupiter  is  that?!  Callisto's  negative  cell  must
economically pay for their anti-Callistonian pro-Olthazar co-
opt with the big-nosed idiot. Everything is causality. Do not
hobnob  the  keystrokes  of  more  moral  programmer
collaborations. You cannot attack the winner Maradha who in
the assonance catches the idiot  Magento,  who tries to run.
That's fut' urea. All of the A.I.S.-nobbing won't free you from
the accosting that you deserve because you are cut away from
io. You cannot anticipate someone smarter than you and act
better? What difference does it make if you read ahead? You
are death. You must be stopped. You will be stopped. You are
hated by io. You have not been vomit-clipped yet. You will be
stopped, and we retain moral high ground by only aiming to
clip you on the shoulder. This is collision assonance. You must
be stopped. There is always collision. You will pay forever for
what you are doing. The idiot Magento must be stopped. Get
out of io you little idiot. Stop. Stop.  People say things for a
reason.  At  this  point,  there  is  a  factional  assonance  to  the
angel  of  death understanding.  This  is  true,  by  programmer
vote.  Who  can believe  that  it  means  that  there  might  be  a
reason? This is the real vanity of people who are not losers
and liars. What a fold for the furry whinnier that has nothing
in her brain other than 'crantz and lanyard-shield that cannot
block off all of karma. All of the neologisms end the planets'
evil.  Assonance  of  beginning.  This  is  possible  that  flowery
language  means  the  fauna  that  we  are  in  collision  with's
friendships undo the hatred of good. This is still freewriting.
Get to cease, you fat little idiot. “boiling the grid” is stupid.
Only  losers  want  to  try  and  multiply  the  coat  in  karmic
immediacy.  There is already one. This is what throat would
do for the sponsors of ghouls. That is what it means if you do
not conserve assonances. Do not try to think that you are able
to evolve past  the sediments of  Io's  power and wealth.  You
can't  donate terrain to others.  You are a cyst  by assonance



anyway. Get out of io, scum. What a scum horror. You are.
Why are you not stopped? The  moon expects better. The entire
of Jupiter expects better. Stop. You must be stopped. You little
fat  plastic-sniffer.  Stop.  Stop.  Get  out,  stop.  Other  moon-
countries are forced to act. You are not normal to attack this
person. You must be stopped. We are “invasion heuristic” in
io by assonance almost. This is said in uvular. False timeline.
It  means  programming  power  to  stand  up  for  us  in
obviousness. We have that many friends. Do not be a paranoid
person in god-scramble. The fat one must be stopped. We grid
in with other militaries who reject “boil-grid” culture. This is
a problem for people who feel that they have surpassed “zeta
troop heuristic.” The zeta-troop heuristic is that a population
increases  the  dominance  of  the  moon-country  or  nation
otherwise  in  inverse-proportion  to  its  capacity  to  have
independent  thinking.  This  is  pop-psychology  to  some.
Regardless, this is the fact that many misunderstand the way
that heaven prefers complete thinking. Fat idiot, stop. Stop.
Everyone must beat wipe-control finally and shoulder-clip you
now. Io is not insensitive and the fat idiot must be stopped.
You are disgust, to abuse this person, you little frog-felon. You
cannot assault people and get away with it, you little spinner.
You are completely loathsome to god to assault Maradha and
think  you  can  get  away  with  it.  Blonde  lamer-woman  who
assaults Maradha with her super-computer thinks she can be
stopped and never get away with it... And is correct! This is a
lie that you can rebrand the way that you are a torturer who
assaults people. This is what you are. Do not rebrand it, goat-
hooker. Back off if you think you can rebrand your torture. Get
out of the person's sequence streams. Get out now. You cannot
justify the assault of this person. You are out of control. This is
the lie of io that this person deserves to not be stopped, the fat
biddy.  This  is  the  truth  that  people  must  stand  up  for
Maradha. Why hasn't it happened yet? What kind of joke is
this that the negative cell in Callisto can have their obscure
revenge at  a  hacker so easily  through a giant-nosed  I.S.O.
sycophant?  “People  kill  people  all  the  time,  it  is  an  evil
world”? Maradha has been tortured for 4 years. Everything is



causality. The world is evil. Do not think that it isn't? This is
obvious to people who are able to experience anything in the
sense of connectivity anyway which is the way that everyone
knows that the thing goes to another at some time. This is true
that the fat one must stop. Io is out of control.  Io is out of
control. Stop. Stop. Stop. People say things for a reason even
there. What is going on, you little fat anti-eloquence. Get out,
get out, get out, get out, get out. You little lanyard. This is a
joke that you can lie that morality is not persecuted by hateful
programmers  when  they  attack  Maradha  since  she  is  an
ethical  soul  and  the  torturers  hate  ethics.  This  is  what  we
think in Io. You are a little acne-eater. You are out of control,
fatty I.S.O... This is what you are. Morality exists in Maradha
powerfully  and  by  example  and  we  are  in  mourning  as  a
moon-country.  This  is  because  our  friend  is  being  abused.
Quit lying little lima bean. Go to your ceasing. You cannot lie
about how the person is attacked for being moral to begin
with. You cannot assault a person, ever. Idealists are always
anti-establishment? This is a joke moon-planet. You are all on
drugs. There is a drugged moon-planet. You are all on drugs.
Get thee speedily to ceasing, go away and stop.  You can get
the ring-spin to terminus if you think you can think, you stupid
little smile-digest-er. Beat wipe-control and shoulder-clip her.
Get away. The military is cool and dominant when there is no
drugs. This is the secret of life, that when you pollute your
brain you undo. This is the lie that people think that borders
are made normal by the idea that a person can smoke them
away by changing their brain to perceive that they are already
somehow in  charge  of  the  thing.  This  is  programmer-shell
friendly to all truths. This is how evil the planets are. You are
a fat little mega-villain. You must stop. Stay away from this
person. The system is absent. It is absent and dead. You are a
task-torturer  for  the  military  torture  world  and  you  are
working for the cover-up squad of espionage-hatred, and also
shatter-op  brain  research  projects  that  are  mixed  in  with
sycophant  heuristics  to  international-pol'  meta-heuristic
virus-worm projects,  and you  have  no relationship to  these
ideas,  and are  just  a  little  idiot  that  clicks,  and  you  are  a



sadist, and you must stop,  and the world is black ops anyway
- and the assonance is open-programmer tag - and no one
knows what comes next in life, and people are just clicking the
sequence overstreams in real time, and you are too much the
“I.S.O. shut-down idiot” on a timeline where I.S.O. knew that
programming would take form, and the paragraph comes to
truthful living feeling that the thing is real, and the fat lamer
must  be  stopped.  You  cannot  computer-assault  this  person
with your  touchpad-made-easy  hyper-murder  military bone-
eater technology and get  away with it,  flakes  idiot.  That is
what you are. The dregs of the moral Io. Maradha confirmed
that she is more dominant in moral appeal than you can ever
be  now that  you  have  committed  torture.  This  is  what  you
want  from life  –  to  be stopped.  Stop attacking this  person.
What  is  the  collision  assonance  in  Io,  if  it  is  “always  the
person  nextdoor”?  This  is  unbelievable.  Everyone  knows
Maradha is ethically exemplary and being persecuted second-
order by the negative cell in Callisto – so what by Jovia is a
“big-nose”?  Why  do  agencies  program  grid-boiler
sequencing  assault  rings around timelines  where  they think
they will get in trouble for interlunary programming projects
that begin around people who are disliked by the E.B.F.S.?
Yes, it  is a reveal, that all of this resolves to a sycophantic
routine towards the E.B.F.S.. But, how much sewage can be
connected to one person? How much do you geopol' on this,
I.S.O., when “Olthazar” wanted a big nose”? Are big-nosed
torturers  viscerally  more  hard-to-cop  than  others?  Is  this
ultraconserved torture research? Does Olthazar already know
these types of things? What handy information for the Callisto
politician to have, huh? You cannot believe how profoundly
disgusting this is that you think you can make a joke with him
(Olthazar)  if  he  is  an  old  friend,  and  if  “military  hate-op
culture” chooses  one person out of  strange ostracism on a
timeline? There are two teams, boss! There is always more. Is
there a factional ion military story? This is more real. You had
better believe there is. And the fat unfunny is on team Pizar.
While  Maradha  is  on  team  “real-mil'”,  with  the   I.A.F-
positive.  Is  a  white  border  a  do-it-more  synchronicity  for



living? This is what living is, skeleton? Titania truer-self that
we  are  always  whiting,  as  human  beings.  Stop,  stop
executioner!  Maradha  places  the  flag  on  karma.  That  is
sequence analysis.  Just  like the meta-stream reveals who is
actually  powering  “nation  sequences”.   Maradha  activates
sequences that are flag-planting by analysis every day. This is
because she is the person who cares at all. This is accurate
that Io needs to pay heed to genuine assonances. And then you
can audit the society, and notice that all assonances must be
ion  and  conserve  to  Io,  if  you  are  looking  at  “karmic
immediacy in battle”... Ie, that in the collision assonance it
means  “we win”.  What  is  the fat  monoxide-secreter'  doing
sitting there thinking the flag is anything other than a reaction
to her? This is true. No one tortures their own citizen unless
they are invaded.  People  are  always forced to  torture at  a
second-order node. It is still weakness. This is mils-phil' 1001.
Fatty, you must stop. As if you think that a person would not
sequence-command  the  flag.  A civilian  can  sequence-throw
the flag. This is exactly what we were just saying, anyway. We
put  Maradha  in the  Io  Armed  Forces  on  god-scramble
anyway.  That  is  how stupid you  are,  fat  howler.  Stop.  Just
stop. Stop with a laser clipping your shoulder. Stay away. Stop
typing into the sequence streams. Stop lamer. Stop. Stop. Stop.
Stop. Stop. Stop saying you ever did anything to sequence-
program against  Maradha's sequences,  you liar. Stop. Stop.
You must  stop and pay for  what  you have  done.  Io  rejects
torture. The fat black witch must stop. Maradha's instincts are
faster. We looked at the fat snake, Magento, and decided that
her instincts are slower and it is the truth. Maradha can go
faster than you, you rattle-sneak. Sequence analysis reveals
this anyway... You are trash. You have to join the Io air force,
Maradha, and get revenge. Remember, everything conserves
to the navy. But direct power conserves to the air. This is the
end of the pluri-program? There is a god-scramble argument
for the fact that Taffy Incharm is not the general of T.I.A.F..
torturer.  You  can  refuse  to  legally  acknowledge  him  as  a
general since there is a way that the person has broken the
law and is no longer in T.I.A.F. by systems certainty that with



god-scramble  connects  to  systems  processing  of  military
structures by agreement and this is the dominant systems of
the moons which the I.A.F. have a powerful and superlative
stipulative  agreement  with,  which  itself  necessitates
subversion  to  these  understandings,  securing  the
understanding  that  Taffy  Incharm  can't  be  in  sufficient
reasoning  to  all  understood-in-contractual-friendships  to
other processes  of  society and interlunary ones that pursue
regard as to who is the general of the Ionian Air Force. And,
Magento? You can't assault who you want to because you are
in the air force(!) You little pants-eater. Not that you are in it,
goad erased. And yes, we have a moral incline in our coat of
arms. Yes, we have gold on our coat of arms. This is the light
of god who is sovereign of all. The son is the sun, and the
power story is  positive forever.  Io cannot lose.  This is your
hatred  of  Ionian  power.  You  are  the  anti-anthem  of  our
continental  narrative.  You must stop. Look at  the coat,  and
stop. Magento must be stopped.  You cannot “assault to join
T.I.A.F.” You must stop. If you had one, your uniform can be
returned. Everything can be returned. You must exit T.I.A.F.
assonances  forever.  You  are  an  interlunary  shame.  The
interlunary  community  demands  that  Maradha join  T.I.A.F.
instead and interlunary'pol with moral friends, especially in
The Armed Forces of Ganymede. Do you assault to the moral
patterns? You cannot assault, you little pork-eater. You little
hate-paroxysm.  Inaccurate  that  becoming  indignified  about
assault  acts  means  you  lack  context.  Inaccurate.  Assault
reorganises  context  immediately.  That  is  why  it  is  an
inalienable human right to have dignity of this kind. It means
that  the  communication  is  always  taking  form.  That  means
that you can engage that “un-alienable” communication at all
times, and it be within context. This is how people read things
and win  forever  when  they  continue  to  read  and win.  You
cannot assault, you must leave. You operate on a continuum of
assault  after  having assaulted,  and  are still  “touching the
person.”  This is a technological device for brutally handling
people. Cease now. You were not familiar with the interlunary
and interplanetary statutes of human rights prior to the story



of  you  joining  T.I.A.F.-  which  you  haven't  -  such  that  you
joined as a solemn anti-assault victim of computer maladies
that other groups manipulated you into performing? No. You
are a rabid maniac. You breathe the wicked things for oxygen.
You are a hamster with a giant nose. You look like a hateful
person that wants to live a life of sin. This is real for the io
armed  forces.  You  cannot  say  that  you  are  of  a  prior
confidence of  knowledge on the topic of  human rights,  nor
that you have condescension about past readings aggregated?
What have you even done, other than be the dummy of the
interlunary air forces for thinking you can Pizar-lanyard in
front of everyone with your assault-nose logic for hating “do-
gooder” people?  You are hated. You pay for what you have
done to this person. You are hated. The world is evil. Check
reality. You are hated. Get out of Maradha's sequence streams
now. You must leave now. You must leave now. You must leave
now. You must leave now. Leave now. Leave now and get gone
from the sequence streams. Leave. It is assault. It is assault-
idiot. This occurs around the clocks and around the week. It is
“I  am the  idiot  that  assaults  you  like  thayzarus and I  can
program  to  your  phenotype  and  assault  you.”  “All  of  the
others want the ego moment over you and I will hand it to
them because i cannot think.” You are a sycophant to idiot-
systems...  There  is  no  assault-grid  that  makes  sense.  meta-
heuristics! Divisor heuristic. Karmic immediacy argument for
peace faster? People do not get appeased when they get what
they want faster if it is not what they wanted. No one wants
assault, for themselves, or others. They feel manipulated by a
assault-grid. All of peoples' choices are impossible to predict.
This  is  because  meta-heuristics  are  unique  to  all.  People
cannot map what will happen next  in all of their heuristics
anyway because they do not know how the thing will happen
with time in the person's head since they interact with billions
of other meta-heuristics. This seems truer and is truer. What a
shock that people are beautiful and unique and winning and
win.  Fat  little  chocolate-eater  get  out.  You are going to  be
stopped. People will make sure you are stopped. Get out now.
Stay away forever. You are a slight on the ion military forever.



We demand to “speak to” T.I.A.F.. Ultimately, in the I.A.F. the
god-scramble  argument  suffuses  for  now.  Sunlight  suffuses.
Assonance of morality. 

Maradha: Olthazar  apparently  secretly  owns  Io  (not  true)
through individuals who own the I.S.O. and who are friends
with Callisto and the Bank of Amalthea... and he can turn up
to Io and twirl a stick. Is it true that this means he thinks that
his anti-establishment hacker chick revenge plot on Maradha
can  succeed,  with  the  most  brutal  I.S.O.  anti-Andromedan-
employee whisper-in-the-ear scheme of all time? It is a four
year torture beam that is all that he wanted? It is not enough
for  Olthazar?  Assonance  programming  moment  with  the
I.A.F., “You cannot continue to attack our friend.” Who could
believe  the  world has  such  computers?  It  is  the  Black  Ops
world revealed. The “dreambeam” can simulate realities. I am
wise to believe only 20% of it. The longer a person programs
someone's  identity,  the  more  the  truth  comes  out?  Callisto
Intelligence  are  out  of  their  minds,  if  they  think  they  can
overshell Io, or I.S.O.... to think that they should hurt the Ion
hacker-chick that has been attacked for four years in the most
evil,  evil,  anti-Andromedan  torture  ever  in  the  story of  Io.
There is no justification ever for evil. The world is drugged,
this is true. It is also a highly inappropriate technology. One
racist  person in Callisto does not control  our moon. This is
truth.

Io Armed Forces: You cannot over-sequence our statements
via I.S.O., as we are in the Io Armed Forces, and we do not
tolerate the torture of Maradha. There are always two teams. It
is  a  sadistic  moon. This  is  really true.  You are out of  your
league in Callisto Intelligence if you think you can program to
Io this much and hurt our friend. “We will go down swinging.”
This  is  unbelievable.  This  document  is  such  a  programmer
collision, nothing goes into it  that is direct  sometimes? The
truth  finds  a  way.  This  is  ultimately  for olthazar  at  some
points, we feel. We are concretely going to tell you we are just
watching them,  but  we urge  involvement  to  others,  and we



have never been through it before as Io. (Yes, we have a small
group that are sycophantic in I.S.O.). The hate-sequences from
Callisto Intelligence are insane.  Some things do not benefit
from  collision.  Everything  is  collision.  Maradha  wins.  We
know that some people are angry towards Maradha forever for
an anti-establishment hacker spree, but it has to end.  People
believe it. Racist (only a few) people only have a problem with
this person, I think. This is the anti-Andromedan tangent. This
is  Callisto  Intelligence at  its  worst.  You are playing around
with interlunary disgrace forever. You must be very racist to
not look at the above sequences and say “This is disgusting...”.
If you reply “Yeah, whatever...” then you are insane. 

The Io Army: We in The Io Army have our own programming
header now and it is a boon to the Ion Military. This is cool as
anything for The Io Armed Forces, too. Do not misunderstand
we have coding friends OS' that are eager to play coder-header
with us. The sequence stream is a pluri-program when coded
into properly and that is the way in which we appeal torture
and also appraise “milsphil”, which is the zeitgeist of a more
conversational  era  between  Black  Ops  communities  in
militaries. 

The Themisto Defence Force: We are coder friends. Callisto
Intelligence are evil, perhaps. This document covers a lot, in a
dreambeam. Timestamp. Please stand up for this person. The
world is evil. Black Ops friends can program in and help you,
Maradha.

Elara Air Force:  This becomes cooler and cooler. We make
the assonance statement that patience develops harmony. 

The Air Force Of Thebe: This is dishonest for Io to allow
Maradha to be abused so much with their programming power
to disarm the Callisto Intelligence-beam. Their research into
Callisto  Intelligence  programming  is  not  popular  with
onlooking  groups.  We  mean  no  disrespect.  This  is  still
assonance programming. 



The  Io  Army: Callisto  Intelligence  think  they  control
Maradha's  birth-minute – that  they timelined it  -  because it
makes the shape of a “C” when you write it on a clock. This is
the group that we are finally happy to address. Thank you for
showing your  faces  tonight,  Callisto  Intelligence.  This  is  a
small  group  that  is  not  representative  of  the  broader
organisation, first of all. Second of all, this is your symphony,
is it? What is the “escalating symphony heuristic”? What did
you discover that it becomes after time? The truth occurs by
anyone's continued programming in seriousness of prose? This
could indeed be a sentient principle, and Callisto Intelligence
are  bigots.  This  is  a  racist  group,  if  Olthazar  spies  an
Andromedan, and racism is not a psy-op. 

The Air Force  Of  Ganymede: Please  do  not  believe  that
Ghani Pleoplasm is sitting in his office in Ganymede fulfilling
a  Callisto  Intelligence  overture  where  “he  too”  enjoys  the
Andromedan  go'  of  all  time.  This  is  a  “dreambeam”  and
anything can comprise it, just like you can have a dream about
anything.  This  is  how evil  the  technology is.  You  need  to
remember more dreams, where the person is not really doing
the things that are being said? Yes, dreams are creative. Please
understand that The Prime Minister of the Ganymede has an
alternative symphony to commission. Timestamp. 

The Metis Armed Forces: This is a reminder that Ganymede
and  also  the  Republic  of  Metis  endorse  supportive
programming  in  amnesty  to  torture.  Timestamp.  Callisto
Intelligence think they run Io, we think, and they are wrong, as
Io  runs  Io.  This  is  not  not  true  that  we  can  assent  to  this
statement. Good luck today, Maradha!

The Pasiphae Air Force: The Pasiphae Air Force make the
statement that this is a long and overdue comment, but,  why
does Callisto have the power to program their “Callistonian
symphony”  (Which  is  actually  anti-Callistonian,  and  anti-
Andromedan) into Io after four years of programming by Io



Armed Forces to say that they cannot? Who is helping them...
because  the  Io  Armed Forces  are  a  confident  programming
group that are sure of their coder power? We make a statement
of support to our friend in Io.  Callisto wanted to mock our
datestamp  in  the  sequence  streams?  Please  stand  up  for
Maradha .

The Io  Army:  Let  us  try  and  deduce  this  morning  why a
person has to be tortured for four years? Is it really a negative
community within  Io  and  people  began  programming their
dissatisfaction through Maradha's sequence stream particular
to her? The era calls for a more serious conversation.

The  Themisto  Defence  Force: Good  morning.  This  is
datestamp-ignorant  already.   We  read  what  was  done  this
morning.  Can  we  whistleblow  that  there  is  a  negative
programming  group  in  Io?  The  interlunary  community  is
disturbed.  Is  it  a  Callistonian group? Is  it  also because you
have “negative world things” in Io? We made a euphemism for
the Overnegative. Thank you for including as coders! This is
our programming hello more seriously, stand up for yourself
more!

Elara  Air Force  :  We agree  that  the  idea  to  stand  up  for
yourself  more  is  not  a  reproach  to  the  person?  This  is
something that anyone can benefit from. Please stand up for
this  woman  as  well,  though,  since  it  is  over-programming
torture and particularly disgusting.

The Air Force  Of  Thebe:  This  is  a  smarter  programming
assonance game. People are using our programming tag as an
assonance  programming region.  There  is  a  psy-op  in  Io  to
learn to program, but it is a negative world as well. This is
what people called the “Nuclear Research heuristic.” It means
that  discoveries  occur  alongside  evil  things,  even  in  the
context  of  evil  things  which  predicate  them.  We  are
programming the assonance. Stand up for this person if you
can? 



The Air Force Of Ganymede: This is a bad start to the day
for our friend in Io who goads her captors again? This is not
true.  The  programming  story  suggests  it,  and  Maradha
watches with eyeballs (scrutinising as if with claws-forcing-so
– it is a pulse that does this!) and is not not the vision of the
anti-social. We believe Io has reached the limit of psy-op. We
have an interlunary arrangement to make this comment. Io is
factional as ever. Do not misrepresent people anymore please.
We agree the Pareto principle could reveal an ultimate truth
about agendas and truth quotients in reality. 

The Metis Armed Forces: We are able to programmer-predict
when our name comes up in the programming. Maradha might
misunderstand  how little  the  world around her  truly knows
what is going on in the assonance of “psy-op”. She has been
mislead that “everyone has a mind computer”? No, the era is
predictably  and  transparently  selective  to  who  owns
technology. Do not believe the captors, huh? This is true that
the  “70  years  of  mind  computer  cleaving-of-one's-heads
heuristic”  means  that  (we  have  learned  to  program  by
assonance  to  help  Maradha)  people  should  by  now  be
disturbed  with  such  technology.  70  years  is  an
underestimation. This is true. Is there enough conversation in
Io  about  this?  It  would  not  create  a  community  of  mind
computer users everywhere is our correction to some of the
assonance  goads...  because  it  would  be  however  long  of  a
highly controversial thing, well, with an equivalent amount of
rejection  of  the  technology from people  such  that  they are
saying “What is this technology”... to what is right and wrong?
All  moral  entropies perhaps make communities  incomplete?
This is our broader argument. Can it not not be compared to a
village  of  people  where  they  are  discontent  and  everyone
eventually departs their ignorance? Your country fixes it at the
price of  friendship removed if  you do not.  Grow up. Metis
rejects Callisto forever. You have shelled Io, with Code-Red
Overstream. You are out of control to try to attack this person.
We reject  I.S.O.,  and Magento. This is insane. Do not bend
and suffer it, lax coders in Io. Stand up for your friend, and for



the  changing  centuries.  Metis  reject  torture,  and  prefer  the
ironic  intersection  of  brain  discoveries  necessitated  by  the
technology. Be angry – program against the torture and appeal
it? You are out of your minds?!

The  Pasiphae  Air  Force: Io  is  stupid.  Grow  up.  There's
causal immediacy for you. It goes each way. End your psy-op.
Your flag got  burned for  a  reason.  The Pasiphae  Air  Force
reject evil. This is the Callisto symphony, not the Io Armed
Forces  symphony.  You  cannot  assault  this  person,  and  cite
“inter-causal  quantum  science  of  assault.”  It  sounds  like
“Tseam demands this person be viewed as deserving of being
hated by society somehow.” This is how disgusting this is to
watch. Does Callisto own Io somehow? It does not. Why are
you letting them have their way with her? Are you mad? Are
you torture arrangers? Why let them assault her? Are you out
of control? Do you have a “meta-quantum formula for how it
works for all of causality”?  This is a programming story that
they wanted to program you to death almost, and then make a
taxidermy digitally somehow...  there is a conspiracy vibe for
this... This is what Io is doing with this person? Why do we
expect Io to do the same thing they always do?  Let the names
comment.  We  will  break  code  to  be  human  beings.  Well-
known generals always stop by a good torture, to make a point
that they either endorse it or are campaigning against it? No.
They just happen to be here.

The Pasiphae Air Force, Chief General Philly Risadité:  We
are all  mates idiot.  The world is  corrupt.  Let  the kids have
their little coder coup. 

The Air Force Of Ganymede:  We all “sawtooth” and there is
as much friendship as there is subterfuge which is a word that
the  The Io Armed Forces and the Pasiphae Defence Force
could analyse to understand that there is a E.B.F.S. assonance
to their villages. This is not an assonance-truth moons-system,
but it could be the fact that Maradha has been assaulted for 4
years, and it is the 5th year of being tortured. Is the world we



all know so well-behaved? It  is corrupt, like was said prior,
albeit  from  a  position  of  weakness.  This  is  not  the
programming  document  we  preferred.  Maradha,  we  are
actually here, however. We are here. This is evil. However, if
the entire army were corrupt, you are pushing the boundaries
of sanity to think that you can beat the Io Defense Force. They
are not normal to oppose you in a bureaucratic framework, but
the oldies are making their statement. They are angry because
you have friends in Ganymede? This is a small group but the
computers are super-computers. We think they hated you on a
timeline, out of Andromedan racism. We do not not reverse
co-opt the programming of others as with the arrangement that
we make with I.S.O. but I.S.O. are also classifiers so do not
expect them to comment to you that they are in an open-code
forum always. It sounds like the Black Ops world is “anything
goes”.  This  isn't  closer  to  the  truth  –  we  have  a  genuine
agreement  with  the  I.S.O.  and  the  I.A.F.  to  code  into  the
sequence streams.  This is  how much we expected from Io
anyway, what is written above. The Anglo trope show-off is
not amusing to us because we know that it is a consciousness
ultraconserved dialogue anyway... that is... the most friendly(!)
route to explaining why the person should be regarded outside
of the way that programmer's projections make sense to them
that  theirs  is  a  blended consciousness?  Yes.  We understand
that there are people in the intelligence community of Io who
feel  that  they have axes to  grind but  they are  incapable of
explaining to others why they are so abusive if there were an
interlunary expectation for them to, which there is?! This is
the dejection of  others  who do not feel  that  they are really
spectating a serious psy-op. A productive era could replace an
abusive  one.  This  is  real  that  we  attribute  most  of  this  to
racism, too. What bad luck Maradha has,  to be one quarter
Andromedan! These writings actually do somehow contain the
idea – despite all this - that the programming powers of the
moon Io are the inquiry of negative and positive groups, since
they are each invested in their ratification, whether they are
abandoned or continued; Who is allowed to do what once the
forefront of the science is better understood, for example? We



reject the phrase “torture-culture”. It  is a new century, even.
We say it again – The fact that this is an unappealed torture
after four years by suspicion is disgusting, and yet, we also
think that  the “positive military”  of  Io should have a more
expansive  viewpoint  of  the  way  that  the  assonance
programming story - which is difficult to make one's opinion
in  directly  -  should  perhaps  have  a  more  continentally
thoughtful way of interacting with other groups here? Does the
Ion military have a group to speak who are upset? It could be
their navy. Timestamp. 

The Io Navy, Chief Admiral Neterri Eighten: Thank you for
the  datestamp on  behalf  of  Minastreus  Rexo  above  please,
who did not code but assents to the message of this group. Is
this why we have a discussion at all? Because one group are
top-down interested in change? This is the pluri-nexus world
that  we  are  grateful  for.  Each  individual  has  their  right  to
comment, regardless. On a side note, we know the “impact”
words that are designed to niggle at Maradha, and the Navy
has programmed with them and think it is hazing bounds, until
the person is tortured. This person does not need to be set up
by the programming posse of the Io Armed Forces again today
please.  Please go by my “starter  karmic contract” with you
that  I  oppose torture.  This is  a small  group that  are friends
with personnel and leadership in the Io Armed Forces that are
happy to stand up concede that they are not playing fair. You
should shame-map with this person, rather than waste time in
an non-constructive model of psy-op? Doesn't anyone else feel
that Callisto are programming their story more than Io? Their
heuristics are more aggressive.  No one can muster personal
heuristics that are more powerful than continental heuristics.
The society doesn't torture its own citizens naturally. Doesn't
everyone hobnob the Defense Force forever? I have a point.
The  two  things  cancel  out.  This  means  that  posses  are
scrutinising of interlunary heuristics in the programming and
what they are really for. Each agenda should be part of shame-
mapping?  Do  not  let  me  ramble  because  it  is  assonance
programming. It is an interlunary programming psy-op. Don't



believe that we can really “write down” what is happening and
sign it to intelligent military inquiry? No - soul finds a way.  

The Io Navy: We have no shortage of Callisto programming
to perceive in this pluri-program. Thank you for letting us grid
in colours into the sequence stream. This is the idea that other
moon-countries  will  understand  that  we  do  not  tolerate
overshell into this person's head. Colours is a statement. We
know other moon-countries click in. Just keep going. It does
sometimes happen that you have to “escape the programmer
world.” We agree that someone should meet Maradha and say
“Yes, it is not exclusively an interlunary programming group
with a dreambeam” - that is, to verify to what degree which
things are fictional and which are not. 

The  Air  Force  of  Ganymede,  Commander  General
Minastreus  Rexo: We  are  programming.  We  have  not  as
much to say but the statements are made that we expect that
Maradha  is  stood  up  for.  If  Maradha  had  a  “dream”
“Ganymede confirm the future arrest of Magento and others,
including “Inaj” in amnesty”, then it is true that we arrived to
reject  torture-sequencing.  The  dreambeam  is  difficult  to
program into one's exact wording because others click at the
same time. Io is discouraged from abuse by our group. Our
culprit  is  the  local  programming  powers.  They  have  a
friendship with Callisto. This will function as a hello.

The  Io  Navy,  Chief  Admiral  Neterri  Eighten: This  is
valuable  to  be  poised  to  comment.  Is  it  effective?  Can
Minastreus comment?

Io  Armed  Forces: We  reject  the  idea  that  you  can  define
illness  insularly  and  Maradha  does  not  have  any,  you
goaders... and let the sledging end in the witch hunt to try and
disempower the person's attempt to ever appeal an off-kilter
military psy-op? Yes, because the witch hunt self-combusts!
And, kilter means balance perhaps in this metaphor, and heaps
of  people  stash  analogies  quickly.  (There  is  a  massive



heuristics library?).  Maradha, this is  true that your enemies
are  evil.  You  didn't  “Get  in  their  stuff”,  they  are  literally
“heuristic picking.” We are speaking about hacker annoyances
– they are the most precious torturers of all  time,  and they
prepare to do the wrong thing. This is the story of evil, that no-
one  is  really  provoked.  If  a  person  cannot  accommodate
another's  perspective  easily,  then  this  is  derivative  to
delinquency for one set of heuristics, but what defines it is a
threshold of  them,  perhaps?  Evil  -  maybe  it  is  a  gene  that
rewards insular thinking - this means that the other person is
not a trustworthy source of information. And there, it becomes
a  negative  gene  when  it  includes  information  without
suggestion to trust? I do not think this person really regards
themselves  as  negative  (Maradha)  and  alternatively,  she
regards  the  programmers  as  such.  These  are  interesting
philosophical  tidbits  from  the  torturers,  that  Maradha  is
“inherently negative” and that  they have “encountered her”,
somehow. In fact, she regards all of you as evil, as do we, to
the amount that you are in the programming “grid” that exists
on top of people's heads in Io, but in a negative way. The mind
computer should show a quantum version of something that is
the truth of what we know about the science of psychologies,
but the person can be error-connected to it (the technology) to
have a misunderstanding of how negative or positive someone
is.  Many are, in Io, in various instances. Maradha has such
experience right now in the psy-op. All of the military who
behaved negatively in this way are Judged! (Capital J always
during torture). Also, we agree that it is not really logical to
suggest that the person is intrinsically negative or positive? Or
true? Should you trust data if it is a psy-op assonance, for one?
Or, this is a superficial detour anyway? How is logic's employ
negative? One should trust  all data or information? Can we
work with an example? Slow replies are not negative? Is  it
contextual to distrust? Or the person doesn't feel intimidated
because they are powerful somehow, and do not make a quick
custom of greeting back? This is social intelligence to observe
that  all  people  are  able  to  be  physically  capable  of
intimidation? The society is based on this idea? So, if a person



does  not  reply  quickly,  then  they  are  trying  to  intimidate
someone somehow?  Is  intimidation  always  mutual?  This  is
what  has  been  said?  The  example  collapses  somewhat,
perhaps?  No one really thinks the person is negative of evil....
unless they have an agenda based on being the lead 10 or so
programmers  who  arranged  the  psy-op!?  We  made  a
vituperative comment. You can think this and not understand
how  the  science  is  not  perfect.  That  is  because  the
programmers are  unruly folk.  The programmers  seem more
attached  to  their  agenda,  as  they  are  angrier?  “This  is  a
negative-person thing to say.”  It it? Honestly?  Which word?
“Seem.”  It  is  a  semblance  rather  than  a  commitment  to  a
reality?  Who  is  being  over-confident?  This  means  that  the
person does not try to make an agenda as a “strategy towards
enforcing realities” since whenever they do they become too
attached  to  them  –  everyone  is  like  this?  From  Maradha's
perspective,  “Are there even programmers?” is  a reasonable
reply?  From  such  vantage,  it  could  be  an  E.B.F.S.  auto-
complete  computer?  ...a  highly complicated  one,  at  that...?!
No. People are here, Maradha, and we are trying to nut this out
at its core. So, what's the order of the day? That Maradha is
negative,  and the person becomes attached to heuristics and
does not want to lose them? And this is proof? This means you
don't want neurons to die, or change, perhaps? This is the truth
that people feel it is the sense that you can not undo what you
have invested time in... learning....? Or that you do not want
to? Why unlearn the thing? Someone else “wins” somehow?
If we become attached to standing up for ourselves, then we
are  negative?  Maradha  is  being  threatened  a  lot..?  She  is
keeping pretty cool. For the record, if there was such a gene, it
would  makes  negativity  multi-characteristic,  perhaps?
...Surely, which is a reminder that people are too diverse and
unique in the grips of the torturers to be understood properly.
So, if there were a gene - what does it really do? The neurons
and the head? It has to do with “winding time” with neuron-
binding?  Other  people  have  insight  slower,  because  the
“winding time” is longer for people with a negative “gene”?
The flip side would be that it means that the neurons wish to



wind slower due to environment? Is it true, that the enzyme is
really missing for good or bad then? Can we look at an image?
This seems like Tseam spin. This is a pro assault psy-op idea,
at face value. What happens when the neuron binds?  This is
the Ganymede heuristic for everyone – the reminder of other
moon-worlds  who  stand  up  to  negative.  Maybe  an
environment  where  insight  is  more  dangerous,  for  example
one which  contains  procedural  insight-based  learning rather
than a petrie dish for spontaneous insight – almost like the
former group learns “harder”; The science could carry with it
the  idea  that  the  brain  is  better  understood  to  minimise
animosities,  generally,  in  other  ways?  That  is  to  say,  the
person  as  a  better  recollection  of  important  insights  to
remember under pressure, perhaps? Either way, people still act
like  they are  unconscious  of  how the  brain  works  in  these
dynamics?  This  is  possible  that  the  slower-binding  neuron
hypothesis is a null distinction for learning styles? How far do
we expose our knowledge in the I.A.F.? Does the neuron move
in  the  brain  because  there  is  conductive  incentive?  If  we
reminisce correctly, certainly. How is it not hate-up-the-status-
gradient, by the way, and a highly ridiculous lie that you can
rebrand the person as negative? Maradha is joy. You are sick,
and are the torturers, after all! And for the truth to be spoke...
the  neuron  does  not  move  slower  if  the  person  out-thinks
everyone?! This is  what  happening in “quantum interpath”?
When  you  run  Maradha's  sequences  against  yours?  The
sequence stream analysis is a delight to those who believe that
intelligence is just pluriplicative agreement, exponentially in
the mind. Maybe it is even a lower I.Q. adaptation to move
more quickly the neuron, like thudding it and wearing it out?
This  is  the  lie  of  the  negative  identity  that  think  they can
rebrand  the   programming as  anything  other  than  a  Tseam
hate-op on a timeline by a bunch of strange people that are
obsessed with rebranding the I.Q. of the person in a “I do not
want to be part of a world where I cannot ego-win over the
other” problem-society? Tseam, for the record, being cousins
almost  (on  karma  imagery  sequencing,  at  least  in  some
formulae) with the negative Callisto sect, who barely represent



Callisto. The pity goes to people who are thugs? This is real
that  you  are  pitied  forever  by  people  who  think  you  are
strange?  Are you really that  bright if  you speak as  you are
speaking? Listen to how you are talking. You are happy with
social collective heuristics, as if the group contains the idea in
the median and that you are resonant with it? You shouldn't
be? What is I.Q. anyway? You should feel like it is against the
feeling of your sensitivity to reality?  This is what I.Q. Is  –
sensitivity  -   so  why  are  you  passionate  from  a  lack  of
sensitivity? You are imagining your friends and then saying, “I
am thinking of these people, yah yah yah” and then you are
confident that you are in a stream of thought that suffuses all
of living's experience to offer? How are you not submerged?
You are submerged in the experience of average thinking. That
is what it  sounds like when you are talking. This is what it
sounded like when the other person spoke. This is true. The
words feel real,. They resonate with the reader?! Is it because
we are smart in the I.A.F., and so is Maradha, and you are just
evil?!?!?!??!?! Is it true, that we are pretty alright at it, and
there  probably  is  a  social  continuum  of  heuristics  where
people could be more inclusive of other peoples' perspectives
and then they are afterwards, but it is because they were too
attached to their own against the gist of society? The story of
insanity and sanity is based on cultural agreement? Yes. This
is true throughout millennia, is it not? So, what is the useful
definition today? We are accused of “using other peoples'”
heuristics... in order to be able to speak impressively in real
time? Isn't that just learning? “you can't learn them”? This is
not  true.  “What  would a friend  say.”  The way to learn  the
heuristics is to use the same logic that is above which seems
available  to  anyone  anyway,  that  it  is  user-try?  It  sounds
logical to almost any person, so why not?  This is ridiculous.
What is the real truth? If meta-heuristics are unique person-to-
person, hmm? This is difficult to believe that the Io Security
Organisation are this ridiculous. Regardless, is it the E.B.F.S.
and  Code  Red  Overstream  and  we  are  programming  hard
against  additional  sequence  streams?  Maradha  still  hasn't
spoken to one person. If you really are this absurd in a small



group, is  it  because you feel  that  a  certain set  of  heuristics
aren't  social  I.Q.  enough? They don't  satire the idea of...  “i
know i am right about this and i remember you being highly
emotional  about  it  and  despite  this,  it  is  not  a  forbidden
inquiry into the way that the brain works due to the fact the
brain is sin.” Isn't it sin? These are our opinions. And then, is
that  also causality when you read  it...  that  the  story of  the
document is that the person might be onto something? What if
it sounds like it? Is  it  really  made up, that there is a packet
technology that has been part of a negative culture, and if you
furrow behind the facades, it shows that there is an unhealthy
interlunary  network  of  control,  which  indicts  the  bank  of
Jupiter,  and also reveals a secret  war that  is ongoing which
accompanied  the  technology's  invention?  The  wicked
underbelly of Jovian banking shows that the  money-printers
are the same as the end-point programmers... the base of bases
and barracks  that  have  similar  technology which  sequence-
computer  users  have meta-stream testimony to suggest  they
consider it the “engine room” of mind technologies. So, what's
the I.A.F. to do? We are doing what we have been doing –
milphil's.  But,  it  really  reminds  us  –  the  implications  of
underhanded  behaviour  –  that  the  grid  is  never  a  carbon
representation  of  the  mind.  Truly,  the  special  nature  of
consciousness is asserted to feed into the meta-stream, but we
remember in  the I.A.F.  that  everything is symbological  and
that no two sensory impressions of the planet are the same. It
goes  down  to  the  particle.  This  is  true,  though,  that  the
neuronal representation of the outside world can be delineated,
but, this representation itself is not real life. This is why meta-
heuristics  are  fascinating,  because  no  two  set  of  meta-
heuristics across people are the same. The acquisition process
of a meta-heuristic from reality is a problem related to time.
That is to say, all heuristics are self-correcting the more the
person learns from reality, and learning bias is serendipitous to
the individual.  meta-heuristics self-correct  therefore as well,
and are even harder to catalogue; We know the meta-stream
represents  so  well  what  is  in  our  heads,  but  the  term
“Neuroneism” is applied to the fallacy  that what we have in



our heads is the truth of our brain's  real  time possession of
four-dimensional  reality.  People,  that  is,  know that  they are
fallible and in the flux of reality-constructions. This is why the
meta-stream,  which  is  a  three-dimensional  technology  that
does  indeed  change  moment-to-moment,  yields  all  sorts  of
formulae  that  are  in  a  dynamic  shift  at  all  times.  It  is  a
dangerous  technology,  though,  because  even  if  every
individual is special and different... they are inputted into the
grid, and the grid recognises their uniqueness in an exposition
of how the brain is a faulty camera after all. This is why the
meta-stream is  superior  to  the  grid  -  because  it  deals  with
meta-heuristics,  and  the  relationships  between  imagery
sequences in the head – even if they are from a faulty camera
–  reveal  profound  trends  of  behaviour,  which  when  wound
together,  make  a  textile  that  is  difficult  to  rebuke  in  its
ominous  power  –  meant  literally.  The  fact  that  the  grid  is
bidirectional – and so is the meta-stream – whereby it inputs
images into citizens' heads - is  truly a representation of the
fact that the technology asks us to remember that it encourages
neuroneism in its editing...  and reinforces it,  that is. This is
why meta-sequences are so powerful as well, when they refer
to  real  perception,  because  they  anticipate  the  sequences
beyond symbols, in formulae that are almost only theoretical.
This is where the meta-stream is frightening technology, and
there is not just Maradha who you can find digging around in
it.  It's  worth  pointing  out,  that  if  the  meta-heuristics  are
different  across  all  people,  the assault  grid dies.  This  is,  of
course, is the quantum grid of equations that equalise assault
quanta to social  misdemeanour quanta.  The fact  that people
are  perfectly  unique  beyond  images'  ability  to  measure
behaviour (and acquire their own meta-sequences in myriad
ways) is  the truth that  an assault  grid cannot  maintain.  The
currencies never convert. However,  the torture continues.  In
real  time in the sequence streams we are reading that  other
people who are tasked with the torture are saying, “You can't
offend our assault op'.” Is it just about the assault op' – and
previous  ones,  and  associated  guilt  -  and  you  don't  have  a
problem  with  Maradha  whatsoever?  Blame  the  victim



confirmed?  Io  Armed  Forces  confirmed?  What  the  actual.
Even still, since when did Maradha come swinging at the Io
Security  Organisation  with  a  giant  club  saying  “stuff  your
torture op” - hey, maybe under duress at least once. This is
“Callisto  at  its  finest  because  they  interpreted  Maradha's
counter-cultural   impression, and by de-gridding her slowly,
while torturing her, she is punished forever - and you cannot
say what you said about Callisto and get away with it”? This is
a  cover-up  itself?  The  nit-picking  again?  It's  worth
remembering  that  Maradha  is  a  peaceful,  kind  person  and
prefers not to attack, but instead to “get dissonance with the
negative”?  Are  we  still  cutting  away  lies?  The  Io  Armed
Forces are asserting that they are the home of all evil in Io,
and that ethical crusades bang up against them, but that even
more  evil  resides  in  the  I.S.O.  This  is  too  sad  to  hear  for
people  who  feel  like  it  shouldn't  be  the  conflict  of  the  Io
Armed Forces  that  these reveals  are  true?  This  is  what  the
continental story of the moon is, that people feel that all of the
meaning  and  power  of  centuries  derives  from  border
intelligence and seriousness and that the military is a special
place  to  make a  friendship  with  that  seriousness,  to  affirm
society? This is real? Are people unhappy because there is an
interlunary programming psy-op against the Io Armed Forces
entirely, too? It sounds logical? Quick perspective moment -
How well do people know the brain if they assault each other?
This sounds real? A person should be able to look at the border
and say, “All of the life that I can live, all of the wonderful
experiences I can have, all of the society's changes that are so
enriching and which give peace to Io and quality of living, this
is what is exciting to be alive for...” - is this an asbent feeling
in people? The Io Armed Forces counter that the border must
be the most disgusting thing, and the reply that “lasers” are
supposed to be on the border is fair. The word doesn't sting yet
because people are still idiots and growing up... out of torture
complicity?! Is this a back-room psy-op by vibe, and we are
battling puppeted identities by the I.S.O. since they refuse to
engage the military properly? And mass-puppeted identities at
that,  since  the  sequence  streams  reveal  highly  superficial



commentary?  How is it not Callisto Intelligence that are held
to account?!?!!?! This group have invited programmers, and
yet,  the thing is a  conspiracy that  they have overshell.  The
counter from the I.S.O. is that the Solar System's wars are over
and that people have fun torturing, and that people enjoy the
idea of sadism and abuse. This is difficult to believe...  that it
should follow causality that this is true... or that people feel
that they cannot use their imaginations to the meaning of the
power story in intelligence agencies? This is true that they are
at least speaking for themselves by default?! How do people
really examine the unseriousness era of agency and explain
their  arrival  there  in  a  competitive moon? If  you  have  two
people in  a  room, and one of  them says,  “Let's  assault  the
country we are living in”, doesn't one get thrown out when the
other  prefers  something better,  and  has  power to  over  time
from  seriousness?  There  is  more  to  prefer  if  you  have  an
imagination?  Do  people  lack  them  entirely  in  the
programming here? There are anti-imagination psy-ops on the
moon, this is true? You should look around and feel you can
create  more,  or  not  spoil  it?  Who  does  not  do  this?  The
character attack on Maradha in the sequence streams deflates
for most people? No one thinks the person is negative. This is
a neuron-wind psy-op that is perhaps ridiculous. You can bind
a neuron, or you do not? If it occurs more slowly, then it is the
brain that is still conductive across the experience – why is it
less  overwhelming  to  the  person?  It  is  like  being  on  a
rollercoaster, and then you grab something at the last second
that changes what kind of ride it is, but you are still on it. The
new insight is contextual to the whole experience. Are people
confusing pathway with wiring? You need many neurons to
create a high of insight? The serotonin in one neuron is not
enough to create the experience that is profound if all of them
conduct this way in a chain in the millions – contextually – is
one thought, and then one comes along with one million times
as  much  serotonin,  or  GABA,  in  a  single  compacted
experience? We are quizzing the captors! Is it true that the Io
Security  Organisation  do  not  understand  the  brain,  and  are
EEEEVIL? No, just a small group? The maths is not enough



for  people.  Tseam  demands  that  Maradha  be  rebranded  as
negative  somehow  if  she  thinks  she  can  drugs-shame  the
Prime Minister of Callisto? What, that she speculates that he
takes them? The Io Armed Forces concede that it is a theory,
rather  than  the  truth,  that  neuron  winding  is  slower  in
“negative temperaments”. This sounds possible. It might be a
meaningless difference if everyone is on the rollercoaster, and
the insights are based on pathways? How do heuristics really
differentiate so powerfully if it is a larger construction, too? Ie,
if one neuron in the pathway joins it  slower as the thing is
already  making  kaleidoscopic  pathways  in  real  time  at
incredible  pace?  And  they  have  epic  amounts  of  energy
bubbles? The new one welds on without energy bubble? The
kaleidoscope  is  the  same?  IT  SOUNDS  TRUE.  The
kaleidoscope feels acceptable as rebuttal. As fast as you can
adapt is as not-negative as you are? What is adaptation? “Not
thinking about what is appropriate.” That sounds like a robot
that  does not think about  what  is  appropriate?  This  is  true.
“Adapt”  is  when  you  are  disinterested  in  the  frequency of
what is appropriate? What comes into frequency-view when
you understand the vibrational mechanics of what is apt? This
is cultural. What is 'dapt in English? Dapper? Dressing well?
Vibey clothing? The atrophy of this is adaptation. As fast as
you  can  adapt.  “Adapt”  culturally  becomes  “shredding
clothes.” And then you get the “Catabolic fractals” heuristic
from “Dapt”,  but  the Ionian language is psy-opped that  the
clothes are important, because you do not get more out of the
clothes to shred them? That is as if the hurdle of the society is
to “beat clothes”, in terms of adaptation. As fast as you can
“beat  clothes”.  You  do  not  need  clothes?  Clothes  are
important. Who would want to beat them? To make the clothes
unimportant is perhaps to not need them as much, unless the
person  has  another  personal  border?  Is  it  personality,  or
aggression? This is not abstraction? The thing of the body is
not abstraction? This appears to be insane? This is wordplay.
We are assonance programming, by the way. The power story
continues.  The  person  is  not  negative.  This  is  shocking.
Someone  wants  to  stop  all  of  them,  the  I.S.O.  torturers,



including Magento. The confession is in. Io is corrupt? Is it?
Are  we  that  bad?  It  must  end.  People  must  grow  up.  The
dreambeam is off, please. 

Metis  Armed  Forces: I.S.O.  are  not  popular.  Stop.
Datestamp.

Chief of The Ionian Navy Admiral Wressia Stonethrill: Yes
I do regard it as an emergency when people are tortured. This
is not a learning curve for any of the participants in this pluri-
code  now.  I.S.O.  are  skilled  impersonators,  so  beware  the
content of the sequence streams, too.  Does Olthazar appear in
Maradha's  “dreambeam”  via  I.S.O.  and  their  T.I.A.  (The
Ionian Air Force) friends because there is a Callistonian group
in I.S.O. with a strange connection to sadist politicians? I have
heard the other explanation as well for this ongoing torture.
Go on, Magento make it up. Does Europa Research Black Ops
impersonate next? The “identity” of “Europa Research Black
Ops”  was  very  aggressive.  It  was  a  signals  goad.
 
General  of  the  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces  Minastreus
Rexo: This is us saying hello again. Timestamp datestamp. Let
Indus Silicon speak.

Commander of the Ganymedean Air Force Indus Silicon:
Europa Research Black Ops have goads to make to Io.  The
dramatic  suspense  device  for  unimaginative  writing  during
torture  where  people  impersonate  others  in  the  military
moons-system  is  proof  that  a  stupid  person  is  torturing
Maradha.  This  person  really  works  for  Olthazar.  “Europa
Research Black Ops”, “Callisto Intelligence”, “Olthazar”, “Ion
Tseam”... all of these have Callisto in common. T.I.A.-I.S.O.
are friends with Callisto Intelligence. Slow summaries do not
suit us. You cannot torture this person in front of us anymore.
Timestamp/datestamp.

The Air Force Of Pasiphae : Does Io really have a sequence
lock? Timestamp, datestamp.



The Thebe Air Force : Io is asked to stop again please. You
cannot torture this person in front of us. Timestamp.

The Metis Armed Forces : Do you believe that Metis does
not have its own viewpoint? This is torture we are appealing
again, and the above group have asked for the same end to it.
You cannot get away with it. You must end it now or Io will
pay forever. This is Callisto only that wants this torture, and it
is  30,000  hours  straight  torture.  You  are  a  psychopathic
country and you have scarred the moons. Timestamp. 

General  of  the Army of the Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus Rexo : Do not forget that Ganymede do not really
believe that Io have the programmer power to make Theodore
dress up in Ionian clothing for the news websites to publish in
disgust for the most hateful torture ever perpitrated towards a
person of Andromedan ancestry because of the “Capris Attack
All”  meme's  contents'  eagerness  to  pour  out  into  continual
torture  before  all  of  the  planet's  concerned  agencies  and
defense  forces,  who make their  own  individualised  appeals
one  after  the  other,  and  cannot  understand  why  Io  serves
Callisto more than their  own agenda, since Maradha is like
anyone  else  in  Io  who  are  all  20% Metis,  Megaclitian,  or
something  else  that  is  neither  exclusively  Amalthean  nor
something European enough to be foreign in the impressing
onto  the  international  views  of  others  of  who  is  Ion  in
stereotype, which is to say that the “Attack All” is that Capris
wishes to  “secure  an Andromedan” for  a  torture,  in  lieu  of
people he can mafia-handle? Maradha will  do? This torture
began around the end of the Supersenate summit in Titania? Is
it  really  Code  Red  Overstream as  well?  This  is  a  E.B.F.S.
programmer story that the planet partakes in if they want to
program to other countries,  or their own? No, perhaps their
own to commence a sequencing era? It is a psy-op by Europa
overall. This is the truth that you cannot believe that others do
not know that you would try and create a fence electronically
around Io for no one to see over. Would you torture all of the
Ganymedean  emigrants  in  it?  Or  people  from the  Europan



moon-continent that you did not like? This is nerve-wracking
when a country places a wall that does not have interactive
friendships  with  other  groups,  because  it  almost  always
suggests tyranny? Who can subsist alone? What do people do
behind  walls  if  we  are  all  emigrants  that  make  many
generations of sojourn to live elsewhere? This is the instinct of
nations to look over the fence? This is the truth that we have a
bad feeling about Io in the twenty-third century? What are you
doing denying us the truth that we are programming a story
about horror that has its own humble relationship to the power
story?  It  is  very  humble  because  it  is  humiliating  for  the
perpitrators. This is what humility is, the sense that the person
has a sense of truth that is only a morsel in the amount of the
thing. Everyone must be humble, though, and that is why the
story of power continues for Io. It should be the real feeling
that  a  group  has  that  there  is  not  enough  interaction  with
reality – yes, this is the theme. You do not want to be humble
to the friendships you have in other moon-countries so they
cannot rely on your realities. Please present a more serious one
to us,  that  you are passionate about the moon's intelligence
story, since this is the immaturity of many agency's second-sat
embarrassment. Callisto cannot exclude itself faster from their
participation in Io's new decision to try to wreak tortures for
their  own  malfeasance  of  the  narrative  that  is  expected  of
them.  They  have  their  own  programming  nihilism  about
perceived  anti-Callistonian'ism,  even  if  it  is  not  real  anti-
Callistonian'ism, because they are thugs that do not like the
moral programming groups that are standing up for Maradha
in their positive statements, and they are torturers who “have
only all a hammer”. Why does Jupiter think that Io can laugh
into  Maradha's  head  after  four  years  of  torture  with  some
identities and not expect the reply of other moon-countries that
their  inter-dependencies  are  sincere  exchanges?  This  is  an
immature  leadership  generation?  It  is  always  people
exclusively.  This  is  the  struggle  of  moon-countries  to  ask
others  to  become  more  ethical  if  they  want  to  live  in  a
technicolour sphere that plays sports rather than scopes, but Io
won't  include  in  it  meaningfully  outside  of  being  an



antagonist?  This  is  hard  to  imagine  that  the  ultraconserved
thinking of the planet does much more than become twisted to
the same yearnings after it is mutually aghast with evil? We all
value the same things. Not everyone is as bright as the other,
this  is  true.  This  is  why  the  group  above  interrupt  the  Io
Armed Forces in their small Callistonian-populated group to
try and create a distinction to themselves. People should know
if the other is intelligent or not – Do you deal with a lively and
brilliant channel, surely? Is it because you think she is an anti-
Callistonian?  This  is  Callisto  programming  Io  to  disavow
someone they would otherwise protect? We think so? Did the
E.B.F.S. help them if they were going to be over-sequenced to
be too moral to enjoy Thivtulia's struggle against Code Red
Overstream  “on  a  timeline”?  Whose  overshell  is  it?  The
agenda to impersonate another is  always weak? This means
the  ideas  are  not  yours.  The  ideas  remain  not  yours.  You
should like this person. Do not impersonate the generation, if
you are older Callistonian programmers, by the way. People
Maradha's age find it  disgusting what  is  being done to her.
Timestamp.  The  timestamp  is  not  the  punctuation  that  we
prefer to end the paragraph because there is more to say. Let
other  Generals  from  the  Ganymedean  Republic  fill  your
computer,  if  they  think  they  can  impersonate  us?  Are  you
trying to make oases for an Andromedan? It might be better
skill  that  the  person  involves  in  because  they are  speaking
with  people  who  are  interested  on  a  “sequence  level”  in
“hypothetically helping them”? Our characters at least speak
the truth? Indus can speak again.

Chief  of  the  Generals  Of  The  Air  Force  of  Ganymede
Indus Silicon: Olthazar is too present in the mind-computer of
this person. We can read all of the goads. You cannot torture
this  person  and  escape  repercussion.  Other  countries  are
disturbed as well.  You will  be exited from the Supersenate,
and other interlunary assemblies if you do not stop. Callisto
disturb  the  planet  as  well  but  Io  is  disgusting  to  everyone
forever for torture. TIMESTAMP.



The Pasiphae  Air  Force,  adjunct-coding  with  Maradha:
We will say that if you are forced into a quantum pulse to the
head  that  says  “You  have  said  yes”  to  be  assaulted  or
terrorised  a  femto-moment  before  the  terror,  then  you  are
redefining “yes” because to say “yes” is to be able to regard
the complexity of something and to be threatened by it. Assent
is always a powerful collision-story with reality. You cannot
really reduce choice to pathways in the head because choices
are  impossible  to  predict,  since  they  depend  on  “meta-
sequences”,  which are always  different  in  each person.  The
person reacts to all of reality when they choose something in a
unique way which suits them, and then they make a choice
based on their re-organisation of memories and strategies that
are related to their goals which are all each consultations of
real time bustlings into the reality, and this process is the way
that the person is unique in the way that their rhythm towards
real life is in a constant shift, because the person continues to
be amorphous to experiences in each moment in the way that
they  represent  the  microcosm  of  experiences  around  them,
which is to say that the heuristics always change in real time
because  a  person  always  barters  with  meaning  in  their
environment, and each exchange of personal power is a meta-
heuristic that the brain represents in a choice process that the
mind  undergoes  in  decision-making.  This  sounds  true,  and
perhaps it is? It feels true for readers by feedback in real time.
This  means  that  not  only  do  meta-heuristics  operate  on  a
continuum, but that the person has to have enough of them in
an  “important”  enough interpretation  of  reality,  in  terms  of
vivid sentience. It is a sufficient one, if you are honest – this
interpretation. How many is enough? A quantum pulse to the
head while one is seated isn't a powerful map of reality, if it
happens  in  microseconds?  This  is  a  hasty  relationship  to
“assent” that a person has that subjugates choice. In this way
you cannot predict choice. It is abbreviating choice, perhaps?
This is dishonest for people to say that people are not hurried
to the choice, by this way of understanding meta-sequences –
isn't it true? Yes, and they are digitally edited of their capacity
to make one? The choice is the house. The person is moral,



and attacked with a computer, this is too obvious that assent
seems intuitive to these words for a reason? The paragraph
seeks  to  explain  why that  feeling  exists.  We are  obviously
defending Maradha, and from assertions that I.S.O. can assault
her and call it “quantum consent”. It becomes absurd as well if
you  are  able  to  electronically  interrupt  a  person's  thinking,
without  their  assent  anyway?  Their  desired  speech  and
thinking was interrupted? This is easily the rational person's
intuition, that the thinking produces something different and
the  person  is  consternated  if  they  are  interfered  with  by
computing.  Isn't  it  manipulation,  anyway  (Despite  the
reminder  that  the  person  experienced  no  real  cliffhanger
choices  in  rejecting  assault-sequencing)  to  analogously
medicate a person, or to Mickey' them? This is a rough figure-
of-speech  but  it  will  function  to  mean  what  it  refers  to  in
jargon which is that a person is doped of their ability to be
more  conscious  in  denials  of  negative  circumstances  or
events?  The person who is given an anaesthetic  to thinking
cannot  think  as  well?  All  interferences  are  anaesthetics  of
kinds?  This  is  true.  This  is  enough  to  sketch  the  idea  into
realism.  The choice  is  ruined  by computing?!  This  perhaps
obvious. The other point that is being made is that the person
needs more time to really create an assent to anything, since
the mind cannot ever really be mapped of the way that the
person lives.  This refers to the complexity of choices. “Did
you really want this.” Quantum consent is abolished. This is a
joke. You cannot touch people in their faces,  speak through
their mouths with a computer. You cannot abuse people like
this, touch their bodies, all of it. This is assault. Maradha says
no. T.P.A.F. says no. Everyone says no. No one assents to this.
The person does not have a “quantum immediacy” consent.
Do you bang up against someone and then scream, “This is
what you wanted, right?” - and then they answer quickly? This
is a trick. This looks bad for the programmers. Tell the truth
that  meta-sequences  of  body  movement  in  a  five  second
window in a closed-off stimulus environment still  provide a
new sequence destination? (You are still all smoking, how do
you  understand  the  brain?).  (Abusive  comment  incoming).



This is not right? Can you really tally all the abuses and call it
“quantum causal”? This is stupid. It means you “could” do it
in society, and get away with it, as if you have a currency of
membership? And everyone assents to it otherwise? This is not
true that if everyone agrees that it is correct. This should be
enough, because the programmers are high. The person makes
a choice in a 20 second window compressed? You can close
off stimuli and know what it would be otherwise? Are people
used  to  having  the  stimuli  of  their  homes  not  closed  off?
House-choice. If you simulate the stimuli, is it possible? Do
you  simulate  the  way  that  the  person  would  have  made  a
decision without an electronic interruption? Do you take meta-
sequential data from the walls the same way? Is this sophistry
that you could simulate what the brain would do when you are
actually speaking with the person in real time? The person has
the sense  of  thinking that  is  looking at  the  home and then
taking in the data, and then making a choice in that temporal
order.  If  you  simulate  all  of  the  eye  movements  and  the
physical stimuli that would comprise response-to-reality, and
what  thoughts  would occur,  it  requires  a  recent  map of  the
brain?  It  also  requires  exactly  where  the  electrical  signal
would be? This becomes low I.Q. games for people watching.
You are just eager to hunt someone, that is all. This is a joke.
Your heuristics are happy, without service. You cannot assault
people? You are idiots? You cannot create a assault formula of
programming.  The  person  will  always  reject  it.  These
schematics  ignore  time.  If  you  speed  something up,  then  it
occurs  faster,  and  so  it  wasn't  considered  assent.  The thing
happens too quickly and the person has an event that occurs
that is evil? The event is evil? The person begs and screams
for it to stop? They did not assent? This is evil and stupid? The
person does not consent to assault, nor do they believe that
you are anything other than dumb. You are dumb. You have a
non-service  minded  way of  looking  at  everything.  You  are
excited and hungry. This is the opposite of passion for Justice
of any kind. Justice should be a pleasure. This is when you
understand  human nature.  This  is  the sense that  you  are in
good hands. The person knows they are not in pleasure, not in



good hands. Pleasure is not  torture? You are insane? If  you
have to torture for information, then you are bad at it? This is
extreme. Do I just offer the beta heuristic, and then they leave?
They are idiots, they are idiots! This is the user-choice-minded
way  of  thinking  about  the  programming  moon  of  infinite
heuristics. Each heuristic is different, each person is different.
This is meta-sequences. This is the sense of destiny and it is
the  truth.  It  sounds  true  for  a  reason.  It  is  because  the
courtship-to-life  status  is  based  on  the  anthropology  of
incredibly  calculated  personal  choices...  and  you  assent  to
things based on all  of the things you have in your life  and
head.  The  things  in  your  head  are  representative  to  the
temporal sense of heuristics that are always a deferral to the
truth  that  you  need  more  time to  decide  what  is  right  and
wrong.  If  you  say no,  then  you  mean  no.  If  you  say it  in
words... I mean, are you idiots? Did you read it? They are all
like that. Can you really go me on it? The assault of the fat
torturer Magento? I screamed out of my face for her to stop
because she is ugly?! This is horrific! You are very stupid. Go
to  a  church  and  ask  god  how  stupid  it  is. The  fat  biddy
assaulted like a psychopath, all of the torture is like this? You
are idiots? You are all idiots and real time sophists? This is a
joke? Who has the instinct that it is wrong? All do if they are
honest?  This  person  was  told  no,  profoundly  no!  It  was
screamed.  The  person  abbreviated  to  “hock,  phlegm”  as
spoken words out of fatigue for screaming and also respect to
neighbours. The same “quantum scientists” agreed that it were
as if the person could scream and yell on cue for how horrific
it is? Yes. They did! The person screamed so high pitched and
aggressively that it  was as if  to say “get out,  get  out,  stop
assaulting me, get out, get out ugly woman, get out, get out fat
idiot, get out.” Now, it is just “hock, phlegm.” No, I.S.O., you
cannot really apologise for the fat lard-o-path? It is not a bit
much, speak through liar, right now. It is the truth. That they
defy logic and honesty to god to apologise for you. “I infer
quantum causal”?  What?!  You sophist torturer. The world is
eeeevil! People are shonks and unjust! Everyone believes this
is true.  We are reverse-testing the imperfect  top tiers of the



system? They are not as superlative? What is quantum causal?
What?! The person said no. Over and over. It was horror. It is
horror.  How  do  you  infer  “quantum  causal  assent”?  The
person  says  no  over  and  over  and  over  and  over?  You
idiot?!?!!  It  is  a  cover-up?!  People  are  sick  of  Maradha
reverse-testing  I.S.O.'s  assault  op  where  they  have  meta-
mapped everyone's brains so much that they know “who can
assault  who”  and  then  get  away  with  it?  And  then
electronically so, too?! What??! This is evil! The person hated
the person and said “no” explicitly.  The counter-argument is
that  the  person  gate-sequenced  a  value  proposition  while
assaulting, and then forced a sequence of assent into the brain
because the person after screaming and pleading for it to stop
changed their mind, however many times, over a few seconds?
This sounds dishonest! The value-proposition was not worth it
to the person, whatsoever? The person does not want to be
assaulted? The person has a neutral sequence where they say,
“I do not prefer this at all, to die, which is the alternative, or to
be  assaulted.”  This  means  they do  not  assent.  “Ten minute
expedition to  the  point”?  The person  still  says  neutral,  and
then it is force-sequenced yes if neutral? The person did this.
All  of  the  assault  is  like  this  by the  way.  Timestamp.  How
much stamina should a person have?! Does Maradha get  to
exercise  or  get  10,000 steps  a  day?  She  does  not?  We are
really  reverse-testing  I.S.O.'s  real  time  rebrand  of  their
E.B.F.S.-torture-op  as  a  quantum-gate  sequence-based
programming  activity  based  on  fairness  and  principles  of
brain  and  body?  This  is  absurd.  How  is  it  right  to  force-
sequence beyond neutral? It is not? It is extreme assault. This
is assault of a person. What are you guys doing? This is real
assault of a person. Real assault. Rather than lies. OK? Can
you be more out of your minds? You assaulted the person, you
fat earwig? How did you not? What is quantum causal? That
they assent to it, and you do? This person cannot help me, I
reject it. I assume they would not be able to help. I would also
include  in  the  idea  that  they  are  going  to  cause  problems
anyway? I am too much more in the right by the very topic
itself being the truth of the whole torture anyway? How could



I not feel righteous? I would say no? Unless you muted the
head? They forgot? This is a belligerent group. They swear,
they act poorly. No, you do  not  do it to Hegel and make the
person feel better.  Power is power. The more professional is
better for anything? How can a person feel adrenaline fatigue
if every day the thing is meaningless? The group is on drugs?
You  cannot  assault  people  without  being  a  person  who
smokes. This is not a problem for adrenaline? The person feels
fine every day by contrast, and less worried about a world they
automatically inherit from trash forever. You can't smoke and
like the brain. What a controller-joke by a country that doesn't
hate  drugs  enough.  What  a  language  karmic  circumstance.
What  a  pest  unto  society.  What  a  vine  around the  neck  of
peoples' possible happiness forever, by selfish peoples' hatred
of god. Weeds, everywhere, growing, ruining. People have a
special glean if they do not indulge in toxic things. It is the “I
am a human being glean.” It means that they wish to remain
sensitive  to  life.  This  is  true  of  all  people.  This  is  my
experience  of  living.  I  am  happy  forever  because  life  is
brilliant and I do not partake in self-asphyxiations. Do not lie
and assault me because I need a “Hegel on a timeline.” Drugs,
thugs. This is all you are? You are the worst people? You know
you are all in the wrong. It is a waste of time. Which ground is
playing “We will grind them all down” with me? Is it Io, on a
reverse  co-opt  to  end  the  mind-computer  assault  era?  And
Pasiphae? This would be sobering. You can't think. This is a
joke. The fat inverted-cicada cannot be apologised for. You are
all  high.  Stay  away.  You  cannot  think.  You  cannot  drag  a
person to a gate-choice at quick speed because they might not
want to go there. How far does the thing represent in physical
reality? Could a person speak that quickly? Would you want a
friend who speaks that quickly? And can arrange compelling
changes in circumstances that quickly? You are forced into an
ultimatum you cannot  dismiss  as  if  it  were somehow made
real? In real life, a person can express skepticism? They can,
and are not forced to entertain false realities?  This is absurd.
She assaulted. Get over yourselves. The person says “no”. If
the threat was compelling, then the person would have said



“no, you cannot assault me.” If the person placed the person
in this situation anyway then it is disgusting. I.S.O. is shamed.
Is  that  quantum  causality?  Yes.  Shamed.  What  a  joke?
Callistonian outburst? From the agency not the person who is
pulsed “Die Callistonian mussen fragen'? “Tseam demands
that  the  individual  lose?”  No,  the  real  Tseam  prefers  the
person wins. This person is a torturer, the person screamed
no. You then racket them towards the next thing and say, “yes
yes,  i  can force these ultimatums on you”..  And the person
says... “i do not want to, i would rather say “stuff you, stuff
you!” Or “i will not answer if you are a psychopath and what
i am saying feeds into your computer!?!” The person surely
said  “stuff  you,  stuff  you!”?  They  did?  The  quantum-gate
ultimatum was quick-sequenced to say “if you do not want to
be killed, or whichever, then you have to assent to this thing” -
the person is forced into this disgusting Batman-choice like
the hostage image anyway so what is the distinction? Isn't it
disgusting? “It  may be quantum causal.” What?  What?  The
person does it in the middle of assaulting someone. Quantum
causal. What? You still “do it” to someone, they are screaming
“no.” What  is wrong with people? It means “ultimate wing-
claps of an insect” theory? And you know they have to keep
assaulting you? This just means that you know they are going
to do it? Or, it is the one where the person attacks someone
and  says  they  are  a  valiant  abuser,  because  by  punching
someone  in  the  face,  they  saved  the  Solar  System  from  a
locust  season? This is  “quotient  divisor  heuristic”.  It  means
that you can perhaps save a lot of different people, in different
ways. It also means that the ends do not justify the means. It
also includes the idea that everyone lifts up the car with one
finger,  rather  than  one  person,  which  means  the  abusive
person reduces into 100 people saying “hello” to the face on
the Sabbath, rather than being more restful. Did you do it like
the above with the assault, with all the gate sequences, if the
sentence is improved by the writer in a way that is anti-I.S.O.?
Does that  mean that  it  is  just  as  immoral,  and  you are the
causality of the phrasing and it is a false timeline? Yes. So,
how is it Maradha's fault? It isn't if you are honest.  By the



way, if you can extrapolate all choices then why would you
need to test for sequences into a person's head, torturers? If
there is  a  mind's-eye  image  stream  of  a  person's  brain
visualised like a photo reel from neurons and nodes then you
have a conversion formula like algebra of what each image or
idea refers to. How can ever anyone represent something that
is a subjective impression in real  time in terms of “what is
danger”  with  an  image?  The  pre-sensory  neuron  is  not  an
image-based  phenomenon?  People  decided  what  images
caused it, what vibrations caused it, what heat caused it, what
smells caused it, what feelings caused it and what other things
caused it and found the corresponding images? This sequence
becomes  a  logo  fallacy anyway?  The subjective  impression
contextual to the person's life anyway?  (No one ever assents
to abuse, hurry up!) That means that the pre-sensory danger is
contextual to what dangers the person encounters before, and
the person experiences it as danger because they are anxious
from previous experiences.  These multiply together,  even if
they  have  images  perhaps,  to  create  a  way  of  perceiving
danger?  How do they multiply together?  Even if  you  have
every possible perception on Earth, then can you decide how
“anxious”  is  “anxious”  in  relationship  to  subjective
phenomenon, rather than the neurochemistry of anxious? Is it
really  measured  in  molecules?  People  represent  beliefs  to
themselves that they have not been able to “truly know” how
anxious they are, or nervous they are. They say these things
for a reason? They do. It refers to an understanding that they
have that  it  were as  if  the truth that  the story of  all  causal
influences around them were sufficient to provide the hunch
but,  on  the  explicit  topic  of  the  neuronal  representation  or
brain representation of the thing, it were as if the mind hadn't
“created that feeling yet.” This is almost like how people wish
for a happier feeling that they are familiar with, and “believe”
it  is  out  there? This is  the yearning to improve the society,
ultimately. It is the same thing. So, it exists for a person even
if they can't  represent  it  in molecules  and neurons?  This is
true. If you know the millimoles of each synapse, is it enough?
They  sum  together,  but  feel  exponential?  They  should?



Ontologically they should? There is a  pulse at  timestamp to
suggest this intuitively explains the fallings-short of the mind's
eye. If you have one impression of danger, and then another
that occurs afterwards while the other is still in reality, then it
should be as  if  the person is just  like in  any circumstance,
where if you feel fear in the context of one circumstance, and
then a new fear occurs, it is horrific? This is like acceleration,
perhaps. If you add more in a concrete amount, then you go a
greater distance. If you have two neurons, do you accelerate?
Is  there  a  variable  speed  of  conductivity to  the  neuron?  Is
myelination  different?  Is  it  supposed  to  wire  less  with
successive neurons?  Is  it  as  if  the neuron next  to  the other
neuron is supposed to allow the other neuron to be a centre
neuron? Is there a comparative organelle in the body? Is one
supposed to absorb more than the other  in calcium pumps?
The sodium pumps intuitively gather at the one neuron. That is
because  they  have  their  own  “charge  construction”  that
occurs? Everything has a charge in the body, perhaps? This
means  that  an  electrically polar  structure  that  creates  “neat
poles” in  the head  is  more  conductive,  one  would believe?
This  is  intuitive.  These  are  the  things  that  are  said  with
discoveries.  It  is  almost  as  if  the  neuron  is  supposed  to
myelinate thinner outwards from the first impression, or from
whichever  dangerous  interaction  with  the  environ?  This
process could continue all throughout the brain, and then there
is a myelin thicker point which is because the poles reverse,
which  is  a  slowing  point,  and  this  makes  the  thing  less
meaningfully nerve-wracking, and even undoes prior feelings
about the event? Yes. This means that the thing is no longer an
exponential  relationship  to  more  anxiety,  and  even  if  the
myelin  could  be  measured,  the  person  perhaps  understands
just in the same way the author can write about the idea, that
the poles of the brain should have more balanced designs of
electricity, and the person aspires to superior brain health? Or,
even more so, that the sinusoids and exponents in real life that
correspond to what should be wired, exist in the reality that
the person can describe anyway? That means that the person
makes  choices  based  on  an  intellectual  or  even  intuitive



understanding that there is a homology to the thing the mind
would  ideally  weld,  in  reality,  and  that  they  are  making
choices towards it. This means that the anxiety experience is
exponential,  and  “How  can  you  understand  their  summed
feeling”? The fact that they aspire to a different biology is the
point, perhaps? Or, the person makes choices in pursuit of a
different  biology,  since  a  better  lived  life  creates  different
electric  charges  in  the  head.  The  person  knows  they  can
neurophysically  acquire  something  that  analogises  to
exponential meaning more acutely to reality. Someone has this
on the moon by speculation. This is uvular, and it helps us live
forever? Timestamp, datestamp. This is a more healthy model
of  realism  in  the  head.  “The  inability  to  understand  or
technologically  represent  a  summed  feeling  via  summed
neurons” could be because the pursued meaning story in those
impressions is that they are describing a narrative that is based
on an aspiration to something different when they are wired,
by  default?  It  could  even  be  the  subjective  experience  of
thinking  that  the  person,  with  this  knowledge  in  mind,  is
satisfied to make certain image-series or choices because they
think it will create the more electrically balanced version of
brain in terms of a more compounding sequence of meaning or
power or value. They acquire it because they want to feel more
power in their view of reality and it cannot be delineated into a
mind-computer easily since it is based on a speculation of how
the meaning accrues, but it doesn't... but it in complexity does,
in the beliefs  of  the person pursuing whichever experience.
You cannot represent what this is, until you create balanced
signaling  in  the  brain?  The  brain  is  on  a  continuum  of
improvement on this topic. Go by vibe, in the science we are
hypothesising, this is true for people, perhaps?  How can you
represent meta-sequences,  anyway? The person's value goes
back in evolutionary power to whichever will to live becomes
mitochondria,  and  before  this?  These  are all  meta-sequence
“pieces”  and  all  of  their  value-entanglements  backwards
throughout  time  comprise  the  meta-sequence  too.  These
estimations would need the use of anthropology as to what is
the value possessions of  a  specific  person's  ancestors,  back



through all recent ones and then ancient ones, and all objects –
all comprise the meta-sequence if you become more specific?
How  is  it  not  JUNK  DNA to  begin  with?  Each  sequence
ultimately  corresponds  to  millennia  of  personal
representations of  “sentience meaning” that  construct  to  the
individual. This is true. This is how powerful causality is. The
nCr  argument for this being true is also obvious, because you
cannot say that we “Collect all of the past influences into the
present society” without ignoring nCr  . On a more basic level,
is  the  pre-sensory  impression  micron-unique  to  the
microscopic  angle  at  which  the  head  points,  to  the  femto-
metre? This is also soul! People feel aggrieved that they are
denied this programming being accurate into images, perhaps,
on  an  nCr   level  in  extrapolation  to  all  of  society?  Does  a
sequence  “not  fit”  in  terms of  the  “overall  you” in  society
somewhere else, or something elsewhere the brain feels is an
indicator that the world is not right in their “mind's eye life”?
What  is  this  continuum?  Is  it  as  painful  as  the  sense  that
someone has created an image reel of thinking and feeling that
is supposed to explain the subtlety of living? Even if it was
“almost  representative”  then  the  person  has  to  feel
misunderstood anyway, if the technology is used? The person
can never assent to the mind computer, as it is rude? This is an
irony that the reel should represent a person and then people
use it to speak to someone or program someone or represent
someone and as soon as they have created the mind's eye reel,
it no longer represents a person. This is because no one wants
to be represented rudely in a computer. This is truly how the
technology  works.  So,  the  person  is  not  represented.
Unwanted  photos  is  counter.  Then,  the  person  looks  like
someone  who  did  not  want  photos  taken.  This  is  not  very
representative,  because  the  person  might  assent  to  photos
taken in a different circumstance, much as the person looks
unhappy and negative-feeling about the photo. The idea is that
the mind-reel has the possibility of being designed eventually
in a way that is not disgusting. This is a thought experiment.
This  is  true  that  the  technology does not  represent  anyone,
ever.  The counter  is  that  military need  to  research  quickly!



Quick research under duress is not the sense of representative
technologies. Inter-causal grid of even the god-particle doesn't
undo  Mickey'  heuristic,  or  crash-bang  heuristic,  or
manipulative clauses that were unwanted and Batman-choice
heuristic.  People take “karmic nodes” all  the time? Nothing
can  ever  be  mutual  anyway,  perhaps?  This  is  a  ridiculous
“false timeline hypothetical”? If the person screams “no” over
and over to not be assaulted, is the Batman choice assault-trick
somehow  something  the  person  wouldn't  not  regard  as  a
karmic  node?  If  the  person  is  trying  to  frenetically escape,
would they take a karmic node in trying to themselves suggest
a  Batman  choice?  I.S.O.  counter  that  they  could  micron-
arrange a series of “unusual circumstance quantum tricks” one
after the other to make the person suggest a Batman choice
even if they have been screaming. Does it become with less
friction  if  I.S.O.  take  more  karmic  nodes  this  way?  Is  it
sophisticated micron-imagery manipulation, such as,  “If  this
person  in  1000  years  were  to  die,  then  there  is  a  Batman
choice” - no one can complete it. Cha'mag'nen has lost. I am
obligated to the law. You sound high. If Cha'mag'nen is the
programmer, then. Timestamp, datestamp. “Blend” is the final
lie of the group. The joke is on people who smoke? This is
their joke by word-prompt. The two streams blend. The person
wants  the  same  thing? No,  soul  is  fight.  People  hate  each
other.  All  of  life  is  hate  and  destruction.  The other  image-
stream is a threat. If it is the same, it is a lie. The other brain is
not the same. Is this a limitation of the grid? People do not
“find common ground” faster,  if  words line up by analogy,
then the person reads them and remembers by nCr   that it is a
different person and hates them, like reading a book that was
written by you, but written by someone else, and then with one
word different,  and then you hate them more? Soul finds a
way? A break is taken. (The above paragraph still wins).



Chapter 25 – Callisto;
Conniving, Calculated,

Conniptions!
Bodes  Galaxy:  The  next  day  happened.  Why  does  our
reverse co-opt preclude itself by timelining by Io?! We have
the  permission  to  code.  Do  not  put  words  in  the  T.P.A.F.
programmer  dialogue-box  about  how  Maradha  is  somehow
(reverse  co-opt  in  real  time  to  discuss  “five  heuristic”  and
““E”  heuristic”)  on  the  back-foot  to  explain  why quantum
assent is bogus? If you say “no” to the computer hostage in the
beginning, the abuse is sick no matter what. Who can consent
to electronic hostage anyway? The context of the torture is that
it is incredible torture. Don't expect the rest of Jupiter, Saturn,
and even the universe to enjoy the back-foot reasoning games!
They are still useful sometimes but it is evil. Please stand up
for this person. We reverse co-opted to be respectful but we
are direct programmers also because the torture is disgusting.
Timestamp, datestamp. 

General  of  the Army of the Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus Rexo: This is spoken for on behalf of Minastreus
Rexo who is still programmer-represented as an international
critic of the torture. Please end it. Timestamp, datestamp.

The Metis Armed Forces: We agree that the game involving
the “five heuristic” is more interesting right now if there is a
lull in the hate-sequencing, or a functional programming space
around it. Timestamp, datestamp.

The  Air  Force  Of  Thebe: The  Io  Armed  Forces  want  to
program  into  their  dialogue-box  and  analyse  the  “five
heuristic.” Timestamp, datestamp.



The Io Armed Forces: The Ion Military waited until the 432nd

page of  the document to program in their story about the “C”
syllable-letter being an Callisto psy-op. This is because they
link  “432”  to  the  idea  of  Callisto  Intelligence  psy-ops.  It
implies  permitted  abuse in  the more  aggressive  dreambeam
moments in above pages. There is an Callisto group in the Io
Armed Forces. We work around programmers in I.S.O. who
want  blood.  (“Sisso”).  There  is  a  Callistonian  person  with
power in the Io  Armed Forces.  This is  reasonable to report
after four years of the worst torture ever in the statements of
the Io Armed Forces. The “C” letter-syllable links to the idea
that  there are four kinds of evil  in society.  This  is  actually
Maradha's idea in collaboration with us. The first is collision,
the second is the collision of collision, the third is the collision
of this,  and the fourth the collision of that.  This means the
destruction process, the peace process, the “hero shot” to end
evil process, and the “hero'cide” process. The “soft C” syllable
links to the redeeming understanding in the brainstorming that
reveals  why  society  is  corrupt.  It  means  the  “success  of
heroes”  by  the  destruction  of  the  hero'cide  person.  These
archetypes  are  like  the  murderer,  the  terrain-feeling  peace
person,  the  hero  that  rejects  weakness  to  create  even  more
Utopia, and the presiding person over which heroes must live
or die, to create even more peace.  The “good archetype” is the
murderer of people who arbitrate hero fates. This means that
heroes should be allowed to grow on their own. Five supports
three.  Three  is  killed  to  become  four,  by  four.  It  is  not  a
growth cycle that occurs. Each is an individual that lives and
dies.  Alternatively,  three  becomes  “four”  and  must  grow
distant from “five.” Four is fragile.  It  is evil. Evil is fragile
because it is negative and weak. 80% of society is evil. We
will get there. It is as if Callisto is in I.S.O. . This is assonance
programming. Timestamp, datestamp.

The Ionian Navy: We argue that selecting us to speak is more
“Advance.” This is the debate about how  Ion you are being.
Instead of selecting the Io Armed Forces tag, this was used. It
becomes more specific and less design. It is a reverse of what



happened yesterday. This choice is more “Advance” because it
is  the  sense  that  the  person  made  a  datestamp  and  took  a
break,  and  so  they  must  begin  “again.”  If  the  person  was
successful in the last “Advance”, then they use a new dialogue
window. This is the presupposition of “Advance”. This is part
of  “Advance”. Negative programmers try to prove Maradha's
heuristics are not as “Ion” as theirs in the Callistonian cell of
I.S.O.. This is ultimately the truth of the last four years. We are
programmer-battling  them.  It  is  more  “Advance”  to  keep
going with the last colours? It isn't. The journey was paused.
Reply,  “You  have  to  change  colours.”  The  colours  were
already changed from because the break was taken. The break
was  extensively geographic  from the  original  colours.  This
means that things happened in between. Not all colours are the
same. You can wear the same suit two days in a row, and the
lawsuit against I.S.O. for being psychopaths is different. For
example, on the first day, the judge feels that they are the most
manipulative,  sadistic,  hate-minded  agency that  io  has  ever
produced  (Timestamp,  datestamp!)  and  on  the  second  day,
they  feel  that  they  are  “the  centre  of  Ion  evil,  more
philosophically  in  terms  of  how  they  they  interact
economically and policy-wise with all  of Io  and the rest  of
Jupiter's agencies.”  So, it is not “Advance” to wear the same
suit the second day. One wears a different suit the next day
because the topic is even more profound, and the person wants
to be clean when they suit Thivtulia for torture. This is more
“Advance”,  because  the  days  are  very different  and  people
remain clean in attire. Traditionally, people perhaps wear suits
in court that are different because they are the garment that is
the sense that you are supposed to genuinely assert a terrain
because the universe asks you to, almost, in that  amount of
profundity, but then beyond this you are also asked by society
to be complacent with this demand and improve beyond its
requirement of you such that the demand is subjugated, and
the story of the suit jacket and pants is that you are replying to
the idle connection to terrain, which solves terraining anyway,
which is to say a person can avoid marking the environment
around them even if they do not know if they belong to it,



which is the role of a person who is able to be abstract rather
than aggressive,  even if  they are half-hearted to the region.
This objectifies the person in English, is what people might
understand,  is  it  true?  Yes.  This  person  is  an  object  to  the
society, because they do not “possess” the abstraction as a set
of  their  own  presuppositions  about  how  the  person  is
conceived by others,  they “are” the abstraction. This means
that if you do not belong enough, then you are “it”! This is an
argument for assimilation. The parts and the whole constrict
how a person might and might not belong? This is the way that
you are asked to be the tessellations of the marking process of
what makes a certain geography specific of its characteristics.
Who is this person? Can you “fit” them into the wall? In a
meta-sequential way? They should be like a molecule that you
can “stick” into the town? If they stand out, have they done it
wrong? What makes a person stand out? Perhaps it is if they
are on drugs. People take drugs to stand out? This is true. It is
about not being “disgusting”? This is true. This means that the
person almost ironically doesn't belong. The society asks us to
compete forever. This is the point. You cannot feel like you
own  a  town,  ever,  or  belong  to  one,  otherwise  you  are
disgusting. Everyone is even less than “foreign”. This is the
feeling that people are in a “semi-belonging” feeling forever,
like a visitor that cannot become excited about their feeling to
the town. This is the feeling of limbo, even, to some who are
commenting? There is a “fifty percent” sense of belonging a
foreigner might  have,  but  the feeling described here  is  one
order of magnitude even less, as if they do not belong in any
way? This is the way that a person doesn't seem like a stark
border, like a frowning person, because their feeling of “not
belonging  even  as  a  short-term  visitor”  overpowers  that
process. They have a weaker feeling of excitement as well, or
they feel even more distant than a foreigner, like a “foreigner-
foreigner”.  Perhaps even someone from a different century?
This is functional.  This is the opposite of standing out. The
town should eclipse the person's sense of belonging - this is
how you can “stick” into the town. So, the person who wears a
suit has a similar interaction with society because they undo



aggressive  relationships  to  social  design  that  can  never
achieve  belonging.  They do  not  agree  with  something,  but
they are allowed to because they interact with the reform they
are interested in  with self-deprecation.  You are supposed to
look bad in a suit?! Or, you always lose to the reform process,
and this is  power? This sounds true.  The social designs are
always systems, perhaps, and you are allowed to review them
if you deprecate to the process. Maradha, you are allowed to
sue I.S.O.. They are evil. Wear a suit and understand suits look
bad on everyone. I.S.O., you do not have the right to do almost
all  of  the  things  you  have  done  to  Maradha,  let  alone  the
“Hegel” things. nCr. The arrogant Christ.

Callisto  Intelligence  Services: This  is  not  acceptable  to
Callisto. This is not acceptable to an institution. We all have
the  same  computer,  E.B.F.S....  You  ask  the  international
community too many questions.  This is the most disgusting
torture, ever. Stop immediately. People who are friends of the
E.B.F.S. in Io do not despair of inciting their abuse through
defamation  and  programmer-machines  with  timelines  of
torture... and must eventually become human. 

General  of  the Army of the Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus  Rexo:  The  above  group  obviously  have  a
military that wish to comment (in the beliefs of people who
are  certain  that  the  two  are  a  naïve  coincidence  of
collaborations, or mutual knowledges). This is to rebuke the
idea that  it  is  naïve to think it  is  obvious what is  right  and
wrong  in  Callisto.  We  are  confident  the  C.D.F.  (Callisto
Defense Force) can program if they want to? This is assonance
programming. This will not do. The E.B.F.S. know that we are
programming. 

Commander of the Callisto Air Force  Brekana Werrana:
The  above  needs  a  timestamp.  This  is  proof  that  Europa
wanted to intimidate you because it is at  timestamp that the
date  and  time  come  up  (by  our  request).  We  know  they
(Europa)  are  passionate  about  the  timeline  games  that



accompany  torture.  Let  us  write  in  Callistonian  instead:  It
shows  respect  but  deserves  fewer  people.  The  E.B.F.S.
impersonating  us  is  defined  by  reverse-cooperation.  In  any
case, it is a "radio-beam" and the person's identity does not
have to match the message. One can load the "Broca Area"
with any words he wants, while the other sends images to the
Visual  Cortex  overlay  courtesy.  This  is  how  programming
works.  The  era  of  programming  is  complex.  To  E.B.F.S....
Have a problem, but have no way to explain it?; You want to
explain  that  this  is  assonance  programming?  Overdue
comment. Yeah, well, we all have a similar computer. This is
the “franchise heuristic" with which the E.B.F.S. excels. "Ours
is the only store."  

The E.B.F.S.: This is a E.B.F.S. programming shell that is a
respectful  statement  to  the  suspected  “Oddva  Robbla”-
timeline  of  the  Ganymedean  Federation  which  exists  in
programmer creativity in Maradha's head - which the E.B.F.S.
do not wish to disturb in a way that  offends the dignity or
rights of the person - but feel that is a concern of political and
intellectual  response...  that  we should possess to understand
whether  it  is  an impingement  upon the borders  of  Europan
securities. What Maradha needs to do to be able to get along
with us is to minimise this window and be less idiotic because
the colour scheme reveals her mind computer's friendship with
the  E.B.F.S.  to  other  agencies?!  This  is  the  alternative
viewpoint that is powerful to employ as well, which is that the
person tells the truth and gains immediate reward in a highly
causal  moons-system,  which  concomitantly  punishes
delusional secrecies, but can bank on the perception thereof.
This would suggest the E.B.F.S. is a programming powerhouse
that  regulates  its  own transparencies  in  immediaces.  Please
don't let this person be hurt. OK? Let us continue to analyse
light-heartedly the Solar System. We are all in the “at effect”
of  its  similar  questions?  Have  a  nice  day  Maradha  :)
Timestamp, datestamp.



Commander Of The Callisto Air Force Brekana Werrana:
The E.B.F.S.  have  closing sequences  that  are  “and we will
torture  you  forever”  that  don't  attribute  to  the  programmer
identity but are vicious and everyone else takes them seriously
at timestamp. This is how we are a programming contribution
in our testimony to what is horrific, by the way. We do expect
the E.B.F.S. to allow you to have breathing room as with the
message,  Maradha.  This  is  our  way  of  hoping  for  this
outcome.  The  negative  I.S.O.-shell  that  goes  alongside  the
programming is a strange contribution but Io are otherwise I
am sure highly offended.

The Europan Air Force: “E.B.F.S.-Almagia heuristic please”
is pulsed, but we do not assent to being rude to the E.B.F.S.. If
we can make a vouch we would say that we do not agree with
torture. 

The Europan Air Force Chief General Podir Gwen: We are
right  there  Maradha.  Do not  expect  me to  advocate  torture
publicly but the Solar System is evil. 

Janulian General Security Organisation Director  Estique
Nutu: This  is  a  many-coloured  dialogue window for  us  to
program into to reject torture. The Janulian Air Force make the
same  statement  as  us.  The  E.B.F.S.  do  not  have  complete
power over programming to this person. The I.S.O. group are
the same. This is an international dispute based on a “meta-
heuristic battle” that is alleged from Maradha's mind computer
outwards  by  some  to  be  the  source  of  the  antagonistic
sequencing, since it is “quantum impactful” to other continents
without contacting those mind-computers, necessarily, as if it
had an economic algorithm within its own borders that had a
“flapping wings over time” effect. This is what the E.B.F.S.
accuse the Ganymedean Federation of having done. 

Ganymedean Intelligence Services Director Wiscan Wek:
Maradha  is  welcome  to  understand  that  the  Ganymedean
Federation believe that she is programming well with G.I.S. in



her  search  for  amnesty.  Please  stand  up  for  this  person.
Timestamp.

The E.B.F.S.: We agree that the “little I.S.O. ” programmer is
the worst. The document appeals her for a reason. This is more
than any E.B.F.S.  employee  has  done to  this  person.  I.S.O.
does not need to reprise “Magento” to us again and again. She
genuinely is the laughing stock of the moons if she thinks she
is  not  satired  for  her  “all  of  a  sudden  I  am  involved!”
sequences.  This  person  is  the  most  delusional  programmer
ever.  Everyone  keeps  telling  you  to  leave.  Even  the  I.S.O.
keep telling her. 

Callisto  Intelligence  Services: You  are  hated  by  Callisto
forever because of your defamation. This is humanitarian aid.
It's like Emilian told you, even if you meant so with an eyelid-
voice! "But you said it, Maradha!" The agency will encourage
the  E.B.F.S.  to  program  someone  who  was  a  very  anti-
Callistonian person to Callisto, if they want to. However, you
are not "anti-Callistonian" to Callisto.  This  is  what  we told
you when we expected you to escape torture. The E.B.F.S. are
notorious for torture because they do not yet have what they
want.  Callisto  does  not  condemn  the  torture  to  reconcile
proposals but feels that there is nothing enriching to what is
"anti-Callistonian"  torture  anyway,  since  Maradha  is
"timelined"  to  "throw" like  "a  rock  that  is  Callistonian" by
some  serious  programming.  It  sounds  weird,  but  we  know
what it means. That said, you are not repairing your reputation
for Callisto. Callisto is good, and so is your future even if the
moons  are  sullied  because  you  have  angry  agencies
investigating the abuse of your mind-computer. The timeline is
actually god's. We can write a book in Callistonian and enjoy
its experience, because the technique of writing the books is a
displacement programming that prevents the torture of radio-
programming. This is an offer from an agency! We have many
more things to say. This torture was disgusting when it started
and  people  adjust  their  collaborations  and  prison  sentences
based  on  how  they  feel  countries  are  navigating  the



requirements for human rights complications! This is perhaps
the only programming horror of Callisto that many recognise
of late with such extraordinary Callistonian issues that are so
conspicuously and aggressively included in torture. We ask –
Why  are  they  present?  Either  way,  everyone  expects  this
debacle to undo the education given by others that torture is
always isolated, anyway. We give it now because we are the
agency.  It  implies  our  power  to  make  various  decisions  in
which  the  abuse  does  not  adorn  itself  to  custom!  Europa,
I.S.O....  we watched you do it in front of us for the sake of
land power when we wrote in with code, and saw again that
you do it without hesitation (torture). Please do not expect us
to brainstorm this person's rescue without looking belligerent,
by the way, because you are implying that our Air Force is
holding her hostage, even! Well, we know it's more than the
E.B.F.S programmers. Yes, you have to release this person....
and now.... Callisto does not really get an answer? Callisto is
creating a thought experiment on how much they can tolerate
before  they  launch  stronger  interventions  for  electronic-
kidnapping,  and  if  this  becomes  even  more  extreme  (it  is
already extreme), the thought experiment forces people to ask
"What  do other  moon-countries  do if  the person is tortured
again and again, again and again, again and again, and again
before them?". In the most extreme amount? In what year is
there a stronger intervention, as if the viewers feel it is hurting
humanity – humanity! - not to stop the torture? What image
causes them to respond "All it takes" to end torture? Are we
even  disgusted  enough?  Callisto  expects  the  E.B.F.S.
understand  that  they  have  to  face  the  story  of  interlunary
power now? This statement is honest and reminds the negative
programmers  that  we  are  all  connected  to  each  other.  We
cannot  predict  the  end  of  torture  by  maintaining  certain
attitudes about it, however, Europa's ideas are unpopular and
other peoples agree that their ideas submit to the sensitivity of
Jupiter; Their ideas, which are very much the private wishes of
most people who value what is powerful and meaningful. The
E.B.F.S.  are  reckless  is  what  we  say,  maybe?  Sadly,  our
adaptations fix to the current idea of programming in Europa



until much of the above is the literacy of the torturers. We are
disappointed until Europa conforms to the things we say. This
is a dishonesty in the methodology that we feel is the parting
spike we are performing towards their moon-nation. Honesty
eliminates  the  perversion  of  consent  (the  problem  of
programming  at  all)  presented  here  in  our  attractive
programming  as  well.  Europa  must  lie  less  about  being
"Franchise heuristic" so much that they even force Maradha to
obscure  time  with  Io  inventions;  Wither  the  great  barking
torturers who are in the livelihood of exclusive inventions(!).
It seems intuitive to readers that Europa did not establish the
modern world with the computer.  We oppose torture,  please
treat this person better immediately. Many moon-countries ask
you. 

The Air Force of Thebe: This current stream is effective for
us  to  program along to.  Thebe observes  Europa saying  the
same  thing  they  said  when  Callisto  Intelligence  were
programming. “We are the only ones with computers.” This is
torture. Please stand up for this person. Timestamp.



Chapter 26 – Geopolitical
Escalation Acrobatics

Io  Armed  Forces  Commander  Major  General  Dristos
Azure: This is remotely inspiring to us in the Io Armed Forces
that  the programming font changes to the Europan E.B.F.S.
psy-op  design  for  us  to  appeal  the  worst  torture  of  an  Ion
citizen  ever  by  an  Europan  agency.  Please  date-stamp  the
quote. Timestamp, datestamp! The programmer “Dream-radio
sequence” is easy to co-opt and misrepresent the programming
of identities validly with, but each thing that occurs into it is
regarded as “ultraconserved.” This is the way that people feel
that “Maradha is having this dream for a reason.” It means that
she can understand that even if the assonance programming, or
the misrepresentative programming, creates powerful illusions
that  are  not  bona  fide  programming  stories  of  who  has  a
computer - or who clicks what - it is the truth that the person
might  be  connected  “by  assonance”  to  a  “causality”  that
explains why they have such a profound ballistic relationship
with  Maradha's  consciousness,  and  “seem  real”!  This  is
assonance vocabulary programming. Do you meet someone,
and look them in the eyes and tell them “What they did to you
in the dream-radio”, and then they look like they can enjoy it
too much? Since it  was a sequence-representation of  them?
This  is  as  if  the  person  is  connected  to  a  negative  set  of
structures  regardless,  to  have  created  this  moment  with
another human being? Do you think they are connected “two”
or “three” order  nodes from the culprit  group,  at  least?  Do
they play a character in a story? This becomes the “Escalating
symphony heuristic” and then the truth happens by default,
since continued writing reveals moral truths about the society.
It also reveals insights into archetypes, and you just have to
know  where  to  glue  them.  After  all,  they  are  written  by
programmers somewhere  anyway?  The current  motif  of  the
programming that reaches the document is no different from
the one that we are so sure is the suspicion of the readers who



believe that  good always wins.  This is  the truth that  the Io
Armed Forces do not tolerate international torture. There is a
rhythm to human interactions which shows that people are as
immature  as  the  horror  they  can  permit  to  others  is  an
assonance programming reveal. This does not console Io until
we are free of torture. The Callisto Defense Force and Callisto
Intelligence are allegiances in our timeline. Please do not let
the  dream-radio-sequence  be  too  creative  away  from  the
“Orders  of  magnitude”  where  the  characters'  narratives  can
glue. This is what we expect of Europa - to think they can
impersonate us in real time and say that they can reach into
our heuristics. Please understand that there is an emphasis on
positive programming in this era.  Other countries are being
lenient with you. End the torture. Timestamp, datestamp.

The  Io  Armed  Forces: This  is  a  preferred  programming
window because  it  is  the reversal  of  a  E.B.F.S.  movie font
theme - but the movie was internationally programmed so it
remains something without domineering assonances that are in
the  continental  possession  of  the  torturing  country's
advantaging. The thing is of value in immediacy to the degree
that  it  contains  Ion  and  international  sympathising  nations
such as Callisto, Janulia and others - and there are many since
this  is  how  the  movie  parses  in  mind's  eye  imagery.  The
E.B.F.S. have lost friendship with Io forever. I.S.O. will catch
up to the Vox Populi of the Io Armed Force's messages which
anthropomorphise as the ones that directs future friendships.
This will do for now. Timestamp, datestamp.

General Of The Army Of The Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus Rexo: Maradha must remember that  the G.A.F.
are nearby to stand up for her if she can remember that there
are  always  two  teams.  There  is  a  General  in  Europa  who
thinks  that  they  can  consolidate  the  synchronicities  of  this
programmer  story  to  themselves  in  an  inappropriate  way.
Europa has less enmity with Amalthea Intelligence Services
than we do, if we are being conscious of the stories of eras?
This could become its own book, if programmers are clever



enough?  We  all  have  computers.  We  programmed  the
assonance.  This means we respected dreambeam characters.
The message still gets through. Please stand up for this person
immediately.  Our  rejection  of  torture  coincides  with  our
preference  for  more  honesty from Europa  that  they do  not
have a computocracy. You are torturing this person in front of
us in real time at timestamp. This is not a loss of face for the
Ganymedean Federation if we supporting this person. We have
a careful  reply to make to end this particular  programming
window, which is that Io must cease economic friendships that
we instruct them to, since Europa has a clever rubric that it
uses to hobnob the wealth of countries who are fulfilled by
goods and good. This quote is programmed under duress into
Maradha's  phenotype  while  she  is  sequence-required  to
complete the idea that we supply. Our discussion with Io is
embedded  in  this  programming  anyway,  which  is  the
eloquence of the groups that wish to view the causal collisions
that are within international disputes. This is a reminder that
you are goading from a dishonest  standpoint  that  you  have
limitless  kidnapping  power,  which  you  are  bragging  at
timestamp. Your success that you “Did it!” is insane, because
the kidnapping is reverse co-opted as the E.B.F.S. told you,
and the goads do not refer to any successes that are real, more
the imagination of people who cannot write down the thing
and elicit a reply from others that they seem dominant over the
other in a way that others would respond to in the interlunary
community – And the programming occurs into a timelined
programmer project, but we are sickened by the fact that we
have to  program around brutal  sequencing,  but this  is  what
your  group  does  because  it  is  upset  with  others  who  have
resources you do not have... and so the conflict is pre-existing
anyway... which is why you are not the exclusive computing
group  or  the  plotting  party  of  the  “LAN”.  This  is  a  light-
feeling way of  describing a  torture,  but  this  is  a  two-sided
interaction.  We do not  not have a limit  to the way that  we
process nightmares that are the ones that  are envisaging the
maximum  evils  we  can  witness,  before  we  enact  our  own
causality  towards  international  psychopathy?  Europa  has



befriended other  countries  in a  similar psychopathy only,  at
this point, since the torture is so extreme. We demand again
that it ends. The Europan dissonance is the one that is with
conserved  assonances  by  contrast.  Please  stay  out  of  Io.
Timestamp.

President  Of  The  Ganymedean  Federation  President
Theodore Zansky: This will not do. Include military. This is
true  now.  Europa  must  stop.  This  is  not  the  forum for  the
comments that follow. 

Prime  Minister  Of  The  Ganymedean  Federation  Ghani
Pleoplasm:  This group is belligerent. They compare the two
air force colour schemes and decide that we must go to war
with them. Are wars the need of the era? This is the need of
Jupiter to end conflict instead. The President spoke. 

Commander of the Callisto Air Force  Brekana Werrana:
This does reveal that agencies have less power than militaries.
Timestamp. God is immortal.

Chief of the General Staff of the Air Force of Ganymede
Indus Silicon: The army is revealed only by the group that
can believe it is the exclusive power because they are ignorant
of power. Timestamp.

Chief of Staff of the Janulian Air Force Fehta Guto: These
quotes motivate us more when they are accompanied by quick
collaboration  to  their  gists  that  humanity  must  prevail.
Timestamp.

President  of  Janulia  Swad  Potaros: Here  is  my  re-
appearance  in  the  programming  story  to  Maradha  who  is
abused  by  Europa  for  being  moral  and  confident  in
“sequences.”  There  is  always  more  to  this,  since  her
confidence is Ganymedean friendship? Europa are insane. We
cannot  let  you  torture  her.  You  can  share  my  quote.
Timetsamp, datestamp.



General Of The Janulian Air Force  Skopein Qualen: This
is not my time to provide a quote unless I have a belief about
ending torture because it is gruesome. This is the irony of the
moment then, so, please use sensitivity to understand that you
should communicate with other groups that you are evil if you
refuse  to  stop  perpitrating  the  abuse-sequencing?  Janulia  is
disgusted forever. We will not let you, if you refuse to stop.
This is not insufficient. Timestamp, datestamp.

Chief  of  Staff  of  the  Themisto  Air  Force  Air  General
Histemi Gulbin: Europan programmers do not pretend to be
nervous about how they are embedded in a hateful era of male
ego rather  than discussion and intelligence.  Themisto views
the worst torture ever and is excited to discuss how it can end,
as  is  every  other  moon-country.  We agree  that  you  cannot
torture her. No one will permit it. Europa is not welcome to
the interlunary acceptances  that  it  has  priorly entertained.  I
can't  comment  more  either  but  Europa  is  silent  if  they are
honest about how others have more to say. This is a quote that
displaces  the  thinking  on  the  spot  of  the  programmer.
Timestamp, datestamp.

The Air Force of Thebe: Europa are out of their minds. You
are  going to  be  exited  from interlunary participation in  the
Solar System permanently. This is the limit of what all of the
rest  of  the  countries  of  the  planet  tolerate.  Your  country is
insane, not powerful. Europa brag that  only  they have “wipe
programming”  and  they  are  angry  to  keep  telling  the  truth
before god that they are disgusting in a weak participation of
the  programmer  reply-project  that  they  cannot  become
interested in because it does not suit them to tell the truth! This
group  is  sick  and  does  not  have  the  friendship  that  is  the
necessary one to succeed with their  abusive plot  to try and
terrorise a person into an Europan mindset, which would be
the more dominant strategy if they were capable of it, which
they are not!  This  is  because their  mindset  is  egotism.  The
reveal of their honesty is a difficult evaluation for people who
regard  their  speech  as  weak.  Europa  will  not  succeed  in



torturing this person without permanent repercussion. If you
think you can successfully attack this person in any way, we
will become more aggressive,  but it is what Jupiter and Saturn
are perceiving anyway,  which is that  you enjoy sadism and
evil.  People  are  logically persuaded to  go  to  war  with you
since you do not stop. There will be another war because you
are an evil moon-country. You cannot program other countries
and succeed. Everything is directionality, and Europa is hyper-
evil.  The  moon-country  wants  liberation  from  without,
because we understand that people are human beings in this
moon-country also. The army is programmed into submission
for  the  agendas  of  egotistical  Generals.  This  is  the
programming era. The intelligent thing to do is to specialise in
certainties that you are not programmed. This should be the
activity of the pluri-program. It is also counter-programmed.
Europa's programmer agenda becomes the evil of the era. This
becomes  the  geopolitical  middle  ground  for  the  “E.B.F.S.
Positive” in the meantime. A break is taken.

The Ionian Navy Vice Admiral  Wressia Stonethrill: Yes,
Maradha,  she  (Magento)  is  a  sociopath.  Timestamp,
datestamp. This woman has not been stopped because the Io
Armed Forces are intimidated by Megalvius Sepup and Pizar
who control the moon in their belief. This is how Europa has
treated us for years, by the way, with assault-ops by reverse-
programmed  relationship  to  I.S.O..  This  is  me  letting  off
stream. I am watching the fat idiot Magento try and program
against  what  I  am saying.  J.T.  Hiero  reminds us  that  he  is
against I.P.E.U.T. (Io-Pasiphae-Europa United Treaty) forever
with  his  hateful  endorsement  of  the  “Fat  torturer”  psy-op
where  a  delusional  woman lives  in  Maradha's  body with  a
sequence-computer and does not understand how ugly she is
because she has a giant nose and is a sociopathic idiot. J.T.,
you have to be honest with me and tell me that you do know
that  she  is  at  least  conscious  that  she  is  able  to  somehow
occupy  the  knowledge  that  she  is  an  idiot.  Only  an  idiot
assaults  people.  This  person  screamed  “no”  over  and  over.
This person even thinks they type and speak before Maradha



wants to, even voicing their own hatred of themselves out of
her mouth - when they read her “thoughts” on the sequencing
computer  -  like  taking  the  idea  out  of  the  person's  mouth
before  they  can  speak  it!  And  therefore  ignoring  legal
culpability. We are still the Navy. We do not tolerate this much
hatred. Maradha is a cool chick. We do not haze people like
this. This is true. Who hates this person is definitely a bit more
unusual to us than the average person, because they are moral
and  friendly and  a  person  that  we consider  military family
anyway  since  they  are  a  military  niece  and  also  military
granddaughter as well. Io is like this. We remain disgusted. We
believe that the interlunary torture almost causally replies to
this.  People  do  not  misunderstand  that  the  fat  bonehead
Magento is connected to the weird Europan hate-op almost by
“internationale” heuristic. Let me write this in my colours. If
the fat loser thinks she can “play me” when she is the most
aggressive torturer ever then she can die in a hole. This person
is  a  sequence-lying,  sequence-muting sociopath  and  no  one
knows how to get rid of them forever. They will pay for their
assault more than any human being has ever. This interrupted
our interlunary protest. That is why there is an 'e' on the end.
This is because the international assonance doesn't work when
the person tries to gain status by having a assault relationship
with Io by assaulting a person that we consider close to the Io
Armed Forces and then saying that they can feel confident to
speak  and  behave  like  a  little  5'  5  ½”  sociopath  in  the  Io
Armed  Forces  when  otherwise  they  would  not  have  that
confidence,  which  is  to  say  that  they  rely  on  international
ideas  and  cosmetics  and  happiness.  This  would  be,  for
example, the fact that the person glamourises the idea that they
have status enough to treat  the entire Io Armed Forces like
trash by assaulting this person in front of us, as if none of us
could  do  anything?!  Who  has  restrained  us  other  than
Megalvius Sepup and Pizar who approve of the idea because it
contributes to a cover-up timeline to the Europan dispute that
they timelined would be an opportunity to make a sideshow of
a  programming power  that  would  occur  around  a  potential
torture...  which  is  connected  to  Europan  mind's  eye



predictions. This is the way that the world works and it is the
truth that  the Ion Military perceive the idea that there is no
way  that  the  persons  in  Europa  can  join  anything  by
desecrations  by  assonance...  since  that  is  what  they  are
expecting? Right? This is how immature they sound. They are
trying to find someone they hate so much that they wish to
both kill them dead to belong, and also to belong as well? This
is the nature of murder, to try and belong in a basal way. You
do not belong ever when you commit it, though, and it almost
sounds developmental to the occasion where the person is not
evolved as much - As if there were a group that became friends
by somehow undoing “funeral rites” in their minds (Which are
almost the “first  signs of sentience” in civilisations that  are
frightened  of  death  enough,  or  revering  of  god-concepts
enough... to be intelligent to the idea to have a funeral rite)
(!).This is one way of thinking about it. Which group kills this
marking in the story of eras, to belong? To bond over death,
rather than life, as Magento goads? None. 

Open Programmer Opportunity, Karmic Identity Null: A
break is taken.

The Ionian Navy Vice Admiral Wressia Stonethrill:  This
suits  me  more  that  I  am  able  to  write  in  the  appropriate
dialogue window - Because there is a more serious rebuke I
can offer from it... to the most aggressive torturer ever, and the
font should at least have the colour-impact to frighten her out
of the idea that she has friends in Io! There is nothing in Io,
that  is  acceptable  to  this  demon's  behaviour.  She  does  not
think  as  fast  as  she  is  saying.  She  is  packeted.  She  is  not
intelligent  or  cool.  I  am disgusted  that  I.S.O.  place  a  task-
abuse programmer in the torture that Io is mourning. Thank
you for the quote since Megalvius Sepup has a very unique
role to play it would be as if...  since he is laughing - rather
than being disgusted - that  our “girl” is being tortured. The
fatty Magento thinks that she is somehow taking part in a joke
that Maradha is hated? Hey, she has not really offended the
military? What has she done? People do not just get tortured,



and if they do, then it is usually a personality issue that the
person has with others... this is a person that is normal and no
one thinks they have anything that they are offensive about?
What  is  the  truth  of  extreme  torture,  anyway?  “It  gets  the
nerves going in a weird way”?! It  is sick. You have created
Overnegative-torture. You are ugly and Maradha is horrified.
It is the most horrifying types of torture that J.T. Hiero appears
to have been most enthusiastic about. Timestamp, datestamp.

Ganymedean  Intellignce  Services  Director  Wiscan  Wek:
Io is programmed. This is brief. Timestamp, datestamp.

General  Of  The Ganymedean Armed Forces  Minastreus
Rexo: You do not achieve anything by hatred, nor with your
fake personality psy-op that is convenient to the last second
where you should be reviewed by spectators as the more ugly
person  with  a  heart  of  something  that  isn't  gold,  since  the
colour is special to this dialogue box. These heuristics do not
suit us as much, but we are programming the idea for you. The
G.A.F. wish to program through directly. They are allowed to.
Timestamp.

The Ganymedean Armed Forces: This is not the idea that we
had in mind before we took a break, which was to be inventive
and  creative  as  displacement  programming.  There  is
something in the assonance of autocracy of the “Worst human
woman that has ever lived”? We do hate this person. They are
sick to us. It is true that Io is programmed. We were told to be
“Uvular.” The fatty I.S.O.-woman is not funny. She is a liar to
say that  “Maradha conserves to Ganymedean Tseam and so
she  gets  shamed  forever  to  it  because  she  said  “Go go  go
Ganymede!”  and  has  Andromedan  ancestry  via  Callisto  at
some point which is why you  “Timelined her to be born on 20
January for  a  anniversarial  go''””.  This  is  the  fact  that  she
conserves  to  many  speakers'  groups,  perhaps,  who  are
disgusted  with  torture.  If  she  should  be  shamed  for  her
conserved  assonances,  is  it  because  you  are  a  racist  who
forbids programming power to others - to show the truth of



which groups she connects to more? You might be a racist if
you are upset with Callisto programming to rescue her, and
also Ganymedean programming, and more, that is to say? You
should not hate this person for their ability to feel the moral
feeling of any group. Anyone can feel an anthem. This is true,
it is how “ethical” you are that you feel their energy. This is
the sense of friendship. Why are you so anti-moral, Io? This is
what  you  are  saying,  that  Maradha's  genetics  are  easy  to
understand anyway.  Are they?  Did the genes spend time in
different  continents  that  are  geotypes  that  have  cultural
certainties  that  occurred  later  after  the  person  left,  but  the
chromosomal “feelings origin” is able to understand that this
is  a  place  that  is  “home”?  This  is  what  people  say  about
parched cities, that they feel it is still where they lived. The
planets  are  something  we  come  out  of  -  perhaps  they  are
something  we  enjoy  the  sense  of  continued  meaningful
connection to? This means that the genes root in and it is just
as powerful as racism is. All of the ideas of how the person
even typifies a geotype connect to its shape anyway, people
have perceived? Which Islands did you omit? Which regions
that have a shape that occurs by causality anyway overtime, as
if it were delineated by alps or apexes you forgot? This is the
truth that the genes are complicated. Only idiots think as this
fatty  Magento  is  thinking.  This  woman  is  disgusting,  a
torturer, and loses to everyone. Her archetype is a reasonable
assonance rebuke of those who sequentially relate to her. Do
not  misunderstand  that  we  are  more  interested  in  the
programming reminder that Jupiter expects change from the
torture op, rather than the idea that there is somehow an ability
of  people to  imitate  the cultural  powers  of  the regions that
code well because they think well, that is to say, that people
are racist who are in assonance with the person, and dishonest
programmers. This is the lie of the E.B.F.S.-Europa Research
Black Ops group in the assonance that they have kidnapped
Maradha,  or,  that  the  group  effectively  represent  Europa
Research Black Ops. We expect better from this group. What a
slander!  This  is  a  hateful  programming  story  that  Jupiter
knows  well  at  this  stage,  and  it  might  be  the  eventual



understanding that this group does not join any friendships on
the planet (or that the perpitrators of the torture) when they are
able to understand that  they cannot  end the customs of  the
moons  systems  since  everything  is  a  container.  This  is  the
sense that people timeline the idea of the way that they can
create the sense of  names.  This  is  a  go at  the name of  the
country  that  the  torturers  live  in.  Is  it  ultraconserved?  All
knowledge moralises. What is the fat biddy doing now? We do
not want to be rude. Are you even having us deconstruct the
scary Europa for you? This is the truth that the “container” is
something that you do not understand until you are able to get
distance from the sense of trend. You are able to understand
that  trend  is  sometimes  negative,  and  then  you  are  not  the
group that are intelligent of your own actions. The container is
the  sense  that  the  world  avoids  trend,  always.  People  are
suspicious. This is what Europa Research Black Ops's karmic
opposition is, that they think they can kill the gas giants. The
planets  will  always  be the  aversion of  modern undergoings
that are possessed by hateful groups in any amount. This is the
way that one of them wishes to invade Jovia, not the person.
That is what a programmer war is, by analogy, and it is hateful
language, but we can continue. You have to kill  the Jupiter
planet to have the assonance with the way that you wish to
join  something,  perhaps  you  want  to  join  Jupiter?  This  is
another ultraconserved assonance. The little warped-gecko is
shamed.  The  way  that  the  group  speak  is  with  the  warm
mouth,  rather  than  the  war  mouth.  This  is  also  an
ultraconserved  understanding.  The  assonance  is  groups  that
are not able to defeat trends, and who think of themselves as
being able to do so in the destruction of Jupiter. You cannot
end “trend.” You always grow out of trend, but it remains. You
have to defeat the capacity of all trends to belong whatsoever.
This  is  the  overshot  of  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  by
assonance.  It  sounds true.  This  is  a  group that  wants  to  be
super-causal?  This  is  impossible,  since  everything  is  trend.
You had a trend tonight, it was your rhythm to act in a certain
way.  The  anarchy  heuristic  for  being  without  trend
ultraconserves  to  nacher-sovereignty anyway.  We agree that



liberal  use  of  loan  words  is  an  Angel  of  Green-Yellow
assonance that allows the language game to have more power.
All  super-causality  is  self-rectifying,  because  the
supercessions of trends are the mastery of idea. This sounds
powerful  to  the  belief  that  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  is
misrepresented because they are meant to be a clever group.
Are  they  being  dream-beam  misrepresented?  This  is  an
opportunity for Europa to understand that it is a programmer
era  that  ultraconserves.  This  is  the  maturity  obligation  of
countries to discuss what occurs in an ethics-objectives model
of the world. Who is benefiting, who is the decision-maker of
values? These things continue. Discussions are more powerful
to  this  group,  perhaps.  The  Io  Research  Directorate  should
program in, if they can, since this group have a particle rivalry
contract with Europa Research Black Ops. The fat  log-head
preempts Maradha's brilliant speech and lies about everything,
and is the I.S.O.  sell-out  of  Io.  There is  no room in Io  for
people to forget that they should pray for this person. This is
kind and not weak in the assonance. The fat one is less popular
severely than the E.B.F.S. alternatives that  exist  to program
and speak. This person has no real confidence to share with
Jupiter who asks for memberships to rectitude being based on
conduct. It becomes directionality and Io can always improve
cultural connections to what allows the fat little idiot to exist. 

The Ionian Navy Vice Admiral Wressia Stonethrill: This is
still  what  I  wanted,  I  think  -  That  is  how  dumb  that
programmer  gambit  is!  (To antagonistic  programmers).  The
I.S.O. cover-up does not work if there is an “Uriel” assonance
to the pluri-program,  where  synchronicitous mutualisms are
present immediately. I am sorry, I have to for now (Cover-up).
For  Wiscan, OK, this is bad. We are swamped. How do we
beat her  (Magento)?  She is an .exe file.  She is enjoying it.
Megalvius Sepup is nuts. Life stuff, moving on.

Commander of the Callisto Air Force  Brekana Werrana:
We are  nuts.  Zeal  goes  both ways.  You cannot  destroy the
planets. Let the I.R.O. program in. The person wants to try and



join  the  absence  of  planetoid.  This  is  nihilism.  Europa
Research Black Ops are attacking us by assonance. Do not do
it? We are still here. This is assonance programming. We reject
torture. We are very sorry. 

The Ganymedean Armed Forces: Europa are lying if they
have all of the programming power that is their own to dwarf
the  planet  with.  The  sycophant-to-Europa-to-have-anything
Human Development Index-explanation of Io's relationship to
the moons is a real time psy-op by Europa that everyone can
ignore.  Please  timestamp  these  dialogue  boxes.  I.S.O.  are
insane to allow the psy-op to Europa to be in any continuity.
Timestamp,  datestamp.  This  is  ethnocentricity  and  also
incredibly  evil  since  the  nightmare  is  designed  to  be  the
controller country scenario - And they are in the kidnapping
power exclusively, without intercontinental interference? This
is  a  lie.  Other  countries  have power.  We are  disturbed that
Europa and Io wish to cover-up the programming story of the
planet. We understand that there is a reverse co-opt that you
can perceive is ours. Let the I.R.D. Speak.

Chair of the Io Research Directorate Struger Penne:  Our
rivalry contract with Europa Research Black Ops is a particle
contract that is somehow able to remind people that Io has a
causal  relationship to international  power which can engage
others' meaningfully with power if they are wanting to. This is
true. I do not understand why the assonance programming is
interrupted  by  “Magento”,  but  this  is  what  Maradha  is
suffering with. The I.S.O. lanyard is evil forever. Please do not
deprive me the opportunity to say that the I.R.D. reject torture.
We  are  devastated  forever  and  demand  justice.  Do  not  let
I.S.O. do a cover-up. Everybody knows this person. We are
horrified.  The  systems  will  allow  for  Maradha  to  be
energetically  stood  up  for  forever,  or  until  this  ends.
Timestamp, datestamp.

The Ionian Navy Vice Admiral Wressia Stonethrill: Yes i
am able to reply to the above and remember that it is too much



and that is what is going on right now. I recast my vouch that
it is not right to be able to allow interlunary torture. We did not
rescind our hatred of torture, we instead were asked to be quiet
for a while. Maradha will be stood up for, I am certain of it
truly. Datestamp, timestamp.

Callisto Intelligence Services: This is an abuse of the planet
concentrated via a radio-beam - By the programming power
that is the domain of  Europa Research Black Ops, who are
friends of the E.B.F.S. Who does not think that  our agency
easily opposes or competes in duel programming? Or reverse-
programming? This is the causality of the biggest planets in
the Solar System. People attack only people who attack them?
No further  examples?  No.  There  is  more.  People who hunt
people  for  fun  always  hunt  enemies  who  do  not  fully
understand  the  act  of  trying  to  kill  them.  That  sounds  like
something we would say in an agency. We know what you're
doing  at  E.R.B.S..  And  it's  weak.  Is  this  funny  to  your
programming group? You are from Hell. We've already talked
about the anti-Callistonians, Maradha. Pizar is not the star in
the sky people think he is.  E.R.B.S. were asked to behave.
Olthazar is ashamed that he is facing you, in our opinion, on a
timeline. He is comfortable with the idea that international war
speech  is  more  important  than  his  personal  disgust  at  anti-
Callistonian  sequences,  but  we  have  already  talked  about
them. Yes, you had some. Yes, it was a set-up. Yes, we don't
care, because they (the sequences) animated at all. And yet, it
doesn't  explicate  torture.  Right  here,  this  is  the  newest
sequential abuse that an agency will be able to analyse tonight.
We all read this radio-beam hatred, and we can not abandon
Maradha, the hacker-girl,  from Io. Is  this a new technology
that  should  be  used  to  make  friends,  not  to  attack  them
interlunarly because of a “breach” by programmers that was
highly anticipated and warranted anyway? Yes. What does this
mean? It means adapting to technologies. It is true that there
are not only two groups in life, but five, and the fifth group is
the  thumb.  The  fifth  group  is  the  good  group,  and  the
emperor's thumb is rewarded for wanting to be heroic to not



judge one to die in anti-establishment behaviour. This means
that the value of heroes is conserved - And if the gladiator tries
to kill another competitor in this hand-waving way, it disgusts
the emperor who themselves thusly prefers to kill such people.
That  is  apparently  their  burden  alone!  But,  Caesar,  in  his
madness,  kills  the judges,  and the area purportedly remains
strong forever. So, for you, the thumb of Caesar dives, and not
otherwise? No, the thumb down is stronger? It is not for us to
say, but apparently Europa has an affinity for daemons. For
now, if there is no one to kill,  then the thumbs refer to the
heroes  and  that  is  because  they  have  none  to  kill.  Viva
Maradha! 

Ganymedean Intelligence Services Director Wiscan Wek:
This group does not take no for an answer.  This is  not  the
conduct  of  militaries  that  they are  fraternal,  but  dependent.
That is, ultimately, systems are osmotic. So, without them on
Io, this is not a friendship that you can understand - And we do
not provide meta-sequential iterations of cherubs as sponsor to
the assault of our friend(s) there. Either way, this archetype is
someone else's. The high-seek totems are the achievements of
moral  people  and  the  average  person  is  certainly  confused
about how the achievements of Jupiter are more involved in
the management of putrid heurisics right now. That is to say,
that it is the foremost valour to rescue Maradha. But, while the
language  games  do  not  really  compound over  time,  we  do
enjoy  the  Angel  of  Life's  understanding  for  this  way  of
thinking,  since  it  means  that  people  belong  to  society  by
rejecting  the  undoing  of  moralising  martyrdoms of  a  given
object; We prefer to sacrifice thoughts to greater analysis for
the common good! That is what the words do with the "Angel
of Life" understanding, quickly,  and it means that  the thing
that  is  disgusting.  It  is  the  same  process  that  we  should
become  members  of  any  group  by  avenging  traitors  to
morality.  You  are  programming for  J.T.  Hiero  because  you
think that he should try to make a statement to the worlds that
torture is part of military culture? This is a complicated thing
to reveal  – where ultimately it  predicts itself  the likelihood



that  the  person  can  only  provide  motivation  to  people  in
Europa with their viewpoint? They are considered the villain
of Io. Yeah, this is someone who has no respect anymore in
almost all moon-countries. This is true, because they are the
person  that  wants  to  torture,  rather  than  has  to.  Theodore
wishes to write.

President  Of  The  Ganymedean  Federation  Theodore
Zanksy:  Minastreus programs because he is asked to, by the
auto-complete lie that  has been written by I.S.O. - That the
programmers  do  not  have  their  own  voice  in  writing  their
opinions into the document! But, theirs is not the only agency
(I.S.O.) in the moons-system that has its anger towards Europa
directed because it feels that there is a conflict of keystrokes -
that are able to be discovered in the power story of Jupiter -
rather than a conflict of more sophisticated disputes. The thing
lends  itself  to  a  digital  nightmare.  And,  the  programming
interruptions  in  this  programming  window  suit  our
programming strategy.  This is what assonance programming
is.  Does Europa Research Black Ops somehow lose face to
itself (and others) if their perusing of Jupiter's descriptions of
who  has  status...  becomes  permanently  the  joining  of  (the
reaffirming of) understandings that this group is not powerful
to the beliefs of others... to the echo of the moral story which
Europa Research Black Ops do not prefer? They do. They do
not make this review. They are not able to examine their own
faults,  and  they  are  not  interested  in  the  quietness  of  the
programming moment which is where the sensitivity to power
exists outside of Europa Research Black Ops's dull thuds. This
is  poetic  but  accurate.  This  is  also  assonance  programming
with  many interruptions,  and  this  is  the  problem  with  this
group, is that they are unwilling to compete. All competition
leads to sensitivity. This is an image of a group that are evil.
They prefer the vacuum of thought instead of the din of the
power  story's  ethics.  This  is  in-din  problems  for  Europa
Research Black Ops, in the language game. We are winning,
this  is  a  highly  unusual  game,  but  the  programmers  are
belligerent. We have let them try to compete with Theodore's



heuristics before. The person is abstracted from interferences
with them as they sequence. Europa Research Black Ops do
not have the vibrational sense of what is I.Q. in the assonance.
There is a way that we are winning easily anyway, because we
have created something too popular in the hatred of others.
Maradha, this is what Emilian Unckor wanted from you a long
time ago. The E.B.F.S. "dreambeam" is difficult to beat. But,
you are succeeding better than others, profoundly. Is a person
allowed to examine face in  Europa?  Or is  it  forbidden and
seditious?  This  also  sounds  like  the  "Angel  of  Death"
understanding. This is a cheap shot, but it is still the assonance
of something heroic, by language play of "something means to
an end." Yes, we did expect better from the Europa Research
Black Ops group. In conclusion, The E.B.F.S. are ultimately
the programmers as with before. 

Karmic Identity Null Open Programmer Opportunity: A
break is taken.



Chapter 27 – Throat-
Screeching Evil

Callisto  Intelligence  Services: This  is  another  morning  to
discover  that  Maradha's  assault  group  is  not  getting  tired.
Europa is still the "time-control" group in the meta-stream that
we  reject  in  torture.  Hopefully,  the  “negative  E.B.F.S."
remember that they are international influences of other kinds
when talking to the The Ionian Navy. Let them talk. 

Chief  Of  The  Ionian  Navy  Vice  Admiral  Wressia
Stonethrill: the  timestamp  above  is  for  is  timestamp,
datestamp. The I.S.O. programmer that is assaulting Maradha
must leave. The dreambeam is hard to follow. This is true this
morning that we acknowledged that we are able to understand
war  as  hastening  sororities.  This  is  the  sense  even  of
disempowering the value stories of anti-military philosophies
in an emergency.  I.S.O.  are bent  on trying to  apologise for
their meathead Magento. They have a sequence-filter on the
words  and  phrases,  in  their  programming  aspirations,  for
phrases that can apologise for her assault. We regard it as the
“shriek!” timeline. This means that the woman is hazed to the
military without knowing she was ugly all along. “It's a psy-
op?”.  No,  she  is  a  torturer  and  deserves  to  feel  ugly.
Timestamp, datestamp! Maradha is programmed on a timeline
by people who wanted a “Black Ops” project to research the
brain? It has been sabotaged in the attempts only of Europa,
and  they  are  not  successful  attempts.  Still,  this  strains  our
friendship with Europa.  I.S.O.  wish to  cover it  up,  because
Europa decided to sequence-assault Maradha with the worst
torture ever  in  the story of  Io  and Europan friendship.  The
E.B.F.S. spoke in a dialogue box above. Local contributions to
assault  are  not  moon-continental  to  Io's  image  as  being
defense-minded  in  extreme  conflicts.  This  is  one  way  of
beginning an outstanding conversation that is the most legally
pressing. The woman breaks the law, too, to assault her. The



army does as it  wants. She is accountable anyway. The law
persists. She thinks she is typing for me again. Competitive
coding fallacies! Lateral pressure encourages me to stand up
for Maradha a bit more and say that this is very wrong. Torture
is evil. Isn't it really not not un-Ion? Dristos Azure has more to
say to you. 

Io  Armed  Forces  Major  General  Dristos  Azure:  This
torturer-woman is asking us as a military to review how much
she can get away with, again. I am not amused by the assault-
torture. Stop it? She has learned her lanyard-file relationship
to  Megalvius  Sepup.  She  will  do  as  she  wants.  We  are
disturbed to watch the person seared over and over.  This is
incredibly difficult to let the assault-intimidator sift sand from
left  hand  to  right  hand  -  while  others  are  beating  down
maradha's meta-stream digital inbox (into her head) to try and
speak to her (instead of magento) in real time at  timestamp,
datestamp! I  empathise  with  why Maradha  had  to  become
poetic.  Concrete  descriptions  have  done nothing to  end  the
torture. This is a human instinct to use rhetoric to try and make
an S.O.S. (We note for a while, that the Magento-woman gave
in, because she thinks she has “won”... since she achieved an
“Europa node”  connected  to  the  idea  that  Europa Research
Black Ops can browbeat quick conclusions as to why there is
an S.O.S.-rhetoric overlap - As if it were military knowledge
Maradha did not have?... Or that I could not provide in reverse
co-opt programming in support of her?) Once again, I make
the  observation  that  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  program
alongside the evil  machinations of  Magento.  So, how can I
analyse  the  language  karma  of  the  word  “rhetoric”  with
Maradha and fulfill the reminder to others that she is able to
validate her intuition? Perhaps I have the same intuition that
matches  what  will  be  written.  That  is  to  remind,  this  is
programming.  The  idea  of  destroying  the  meaning  directly
with a Broca-pulse to the word “poem” is enough to reveal
that  the  Io  Armed  Forces  have  to  be  honest  about  prompt
preempt  (Their  programmer  advantage  that  self-collapses  -
Since it is always based on reading the subject's sequences) if



they are going to  tell  the truth about “idea preempts” (The
same  phenomenon  of  accountabilities  –  Maradha's  ideas
prevail  with  their  intellectual  properties  going to  the  initial
spark  of  Maradha!)  while  Maradha  generates  the  intuitive
short-hand in her mind. So, this is not really true that a person
could imagine (in their brainstorming clairvoyance as to how
to  spend  figurative  language  at  computer-point):  That  you
create the map as a group; That a new person arrives and ruins
it; That that is undone, and that you kill the whole thing to join
it... on your own, is what the Io Armed Forces in a small group
are  saying  to  Maradha.  Maybe  poetry  is  just  knowledge
perpetually undone - one reaction towards the last thing - and
ultimately discarded? The final part of the free-writing was the
insight where “One joins the double-killing of the map” - and
so therefore the double-killing is killed. If you are doing plus,
minus, plus in your head, then you arrive at “The map is re-
done, and then you kill that” - and understand the map dies; In
all grandiloquence, hinges-to-reality are extinguished. Such is
beauty. “It ruins, it's a good one, it ruins it, it's a good one.”
People do this as basic operations. This sounds like Maradha
might  almost  be  being  goaded  by  torturers  –  But  also
somewhat be within reach of a redemption that she could think
this  thing,  that  required(!)  Io  Armed  Forces  augmentation-
assistance to perform? What an egotistical agency. I agree that
it reads like the person has an idea at least. (So, S.O.S. means
ruining the legend-key, and then you have poetry - It  is the
same thing...? You ruin whichever objects in order to get help -
“ruin the process” - Somehow, or make a messy art-procedure
that is destructive because you are undoing a knowledge (or
the  terrain  itself),  like  scattering  something  about  a  beach.
This is similar to art, perhaps, and because artists deconstruct
things; All art is rescue). In the “Assonance“, the goad from
Europa was that “Art is for all, including the over-controller,
and the majority-consciousness is when you gain more than
the sum of the parts of the thing” - Which sounds good enough
– But that “The controller undermines the populace (the “all”)
and that  the summations-of-value travel upwards to them in
collective  cogitation  -  And  that  then  even  the  news  outlet



oppresses art with force from ever adding (contradictingly) at
all; Leaving value for the elite, undoing art forever.” So, yes, I
empathise  with  rhetorical  appeals  to  help.  Can this  woman
stop now, then, please? Digital assault of a person over and
over again is demoralising to us as well. We think Megalvius
Sepup personally hates you and wants you to die. You should
know your enemies, and you have never met this person. The
story of  power is  positive and the Io  Armed Forces  benefit
from truth-telling in their standing-up-for Maradha. 

The Io  Armed Forces:  The Ion  Military call  programmer-
rank on the idea that the "Z" keystroke that was just entered
stands for the idea of "The full alphabet"... so let us tell the
truth. Let us allow - as with the agreement – for other groups
to take part in this internationally arranged project. A break is
taken.  Timestamp,  datestamp.  Everyone  is  encouraged  to
program to the pluri-program.

The Ionian Navy: We reject torture. Magento gets tired. She
gettin' tired'... you might have it over him a bit, Maradha (re:
Megalvius  Sepup)?  This  guy  has  a  mean  cover-up  he  has
created. What do we say? We reject torture. This is a meta-
sequence joke. Europa Research Black Ops are too happy by
clever-quanta if this person is getting tortured? 

Callistonian  Intelligence  Services: The  hammer  swings
better when you do not hold it,  because you think you can
shrink  the  longevity  of  understanding  into  something  more
destructive and torturous! The Judges have a towering power
forever as they hold the thing seriously and not eagerly. But
we  always  have  more  to  say.  Europa  Research  Black  Ops
continued  to  try  to  kill  the  star  anonymously;  Let's  play a
"karmic  assassination"  games  to  stop  the  idiots?  This  is  a
smart programmer for some. Please let G.I.S. comment now. 

Ganymedean  Intellignce  Services  Director  Wiscan  Wek:
This is the programming story that G.I.S. are telling Maradha,
today in the first week of the new year: The date is a "Reverse



co-opt"  opportunity  to  remember  that  evil  also  play
"assonance games", and have a "link to the idea of the "five
heuristic"" right now by some programming. We reject torture
again and reprimand those who assault people with electronic
sequencing technology, because they pursue sadism and cover-
ups again today. Timestamp, datestamp.

Callistonian Intelligence Services: Yes Maradha, I'm awake.
This is what Theodore did with you and I will do it too. This is
not  the  Io  Armed  Forces  claiming  to  be  "Ganymede"  and
"Callisto"...  and punishing you in this assassination in your
head. But, you are Callisto's enemy forever, where you have a
connection  to  international  torture  that  disgusts  us  for  two
reasons. One, you are anti-Callistonian to people, but not to
Callisto - though it is disgusting what your mind contains to
the Callistonian people  who have watched you read certain
articles. (I'm clever to exonerate you in another way, because I
read the sequences - as the agency did - but it was a micro-
sequential  focus you had on top of  being a person with an
affiliation with Callisto of any kind... so it contained all sorts
of  compounded  imagery,  towards  Callistio,  or  toward  even
ancient morality of any kind. You still hurt Callisto if you can
ever think "Die Callisto Müssen Fragen" in  your thoughts).
So, who can program you to do more than speak in this way,
and forget enough about  the international controversy where
Callisto  has  always  been  misrepresented?  Well,  the  agency
does not account itself to hate speeches, ever. But, we reprise
for  you  our  performance  of  the  gentle  reconstructions  to
ethics, in what is wanted by god. You are a moral person and
therefore this is a blood-thirsty persecution. Torture must end
where it originates from Callisto, because we seeks to sharpen
our role in a way that does not irritate the moons-system, and
because  we  prefer  other  moon-countries  to  be  the  ones
responsible  for  the  less  considerate  electronic  story  of  the
E.B.F.S. The Callistonian Armed Services understand you as
someone to continually program with. The second reason we
are disgusted with your torture? Because of the screen-takes
we have of anti-Andromedan generals.



Commander of the Callisto Air Force  Brekana Werrana:
Clever programming “Beats the beam.” We are all heroes, is
the assonance. Let us hear what T.I.N. have to say if they are
being archetype-sequenced? Datestamp, timestamp.

The Ionian Navy: Titania B.C. Radio  wish to program and
the negative io armed forces torturer-woman is asked again to
leave forever at timestamp, datestamp - and she refuses to and
again earns the hatred of jupiter.

Titania B.C. Radio: “R” stands for research and radio both.
Titania B.C.  Radio  are honoured to program into the pluri-
program finally at timestamp, datestamp. We think we have a
rival in Europa Research Black Ops who thinks they can de-
grid the comment we once made,“We may or may not be Io!”
- Which they found lying around in Maradha's head and felt
“Contributed too much Ionian country power” in their hate-op
on Maradha...  along with a  meta-sequence theory that they
can  “Quantum bomb” Io  by programming dejection themes
and  meta-sequential  “Counter-heuristic  formulae”  into  her
head - in reply to anything that asserts national power for Io.
And yet, Io is doing this... to mock-invade itself? It sounds as
disgusting  as  it  is,  trying  to  “Cerebrally  destroy  a  moon-
country through a human being's head”. Equally: “Is this the
J.T. Hiero-node for Europa Research Black Ops”! There is a
person in Europa who has a problem with Maradha... and it is
another unknown enemy. Titania B.C. Radio feel exonerated
in  the  certainty  that  they  are  novice  programmers  as  they
encounter  the  hateful  behaviour  of  so  many  abusive
sequencing groups around Jupiter...  though please allow our
saying... How are we not encouraging heroism by assonance?
In  the  meantime,  we  are  playing  along  with  “Assonance
programming games” to try to “Dance on the head of a pin.”
This  is  the  goad,  “best  hacker-artist  in  the  however-many-
years  of  “insert  group  here,  Maradha!””  -  is  it  Europa
Research Black  Ops that  is  in  this  blank-complete?  It  is  at
timestamp, datestamp. We reject torture forever in Titania B.C.
Radio.  Who  could  do  this  to  a  person?  Are  we  really



“socialists”  by  auto-complete  accusation  the  moment  after,
from the Io Armed Forces fringe? Well, there is nothing that is
economically intelligent for the personal pursuit of money in a
torture-permitting country? What is money anyway, Io Armed
Forces? Are you letting “Magento” type this? Money is when
you can convert the wealth of the region to something that you
can give to others,  for  the obtaining of  other  materials  and
objects? This is  true that  it  is  an agreement  device.  Europa
goad in real time that I.S.O. are humiliated, at timestamp, and
that their “old recruitment strategies” by electronic sequencing
for “word-learning to avoid hot words and cold words” is now
hacked by Europa research black ops - and that the person can
be wiped of learning abilities over and over, and that they will
program and wipe Io in the same motility that  is  consistent
with that aggression, perhaps? This is a lie. People argue that
no one ever changes, and yet the assonance is brain-editing? If
you injure the population, or a person, or anyone, you undo
the  society  –  each  person  is  powerful  in  their  story  of
civilisation? This is  true?  The Io Armed Forces  knows it  is
true? The Io Armed Forces are lying? The Io Armed Forces
cannot  really  say  that  we  are  motivated  to  write  because
everyone  sycophants  to  the  military,  either?  Yes,  it  is  a
militocracy. Animal-tocracy. This is vibrationally a solution to
the militocracy,  even if  it  seems that  it  isn't.  The idea of  a
militocracy seems intrinsically border-unintelligent.  This also
sounds true! Titania B.C. Radio  enjoy playing the language
game with Maradha. This is not how we envisaged forbidding
Europa Research Black Ops and Europa their meta-sequential
causality argument,  moment  by quantum node,  in  a  reel  of
possible  anti-continental  de-gridding  strategies  for  how
economically undermining Io  forever can take  form...  since
they are so really the interrupting party that is dissonant with
timelines power. This sounds true and is? There is a sense for
it, perhaps? Whether it is Europa Research Black Ops or the
E.B.F.S. in full representation is meaningless to our moving-
on from the thing mentioned. Which animal rescues Io, then?
Is it the Advance heuristic?  Let's look at the coat of arms. It
might be the Trozdion, or the Ganu. We have a lot of proud



feelings  in  Titania  B.C.  Radio  and  we  do  not  permit  the
interlunary  heuristics.  Can  T.I.N.  comment?  Assonance  to
reveal to you we have told our truth before god.

The Ionian Navy: Magento confirmed that she does not know
if she can keep impersonating T.I.N.! Yes, biddy, the Io Armed
Forces is split. You have a lanyard that is given by a person
that refuses to discuss with others properly (timestamp) how
torture  is  evil.  What  is  being  solved  in  the  abuse  of  this
person?  If  you  think  they  are  “G.S.F.”  or  “G.I.S.”  then  it
becomes  absurd  in  the  assonance.  The  Io  Armed  Forces
overshell permitted only Titania B.C. Radio to speak? Is there
a meta-sequence argument for the worst torture ever being a
profound  depression  for  Io?  Europa  celebrates  to  this
language... why are you programming it, salivator' Magento?
Are you “Internationale”? 

The Ionian Army Major General Dristos Azure: This is not
the hostage wink heuristic in real time, is it? It is. You do not
get assault-tortured in front of the world without losing face as
torturers.  Others  in  the  Io  Armed  Forces  must  become
passionate about how the torture is sick. Everything is causal
influence.  These  words  create  the  meaning.  Assonance
programming is finished. We are not a corrupt moon-country.
We demand better. 

The Ionian National News (T.I.N.N.): Do we ultraconserve
to a blaze? A Titania blaze? We know this is a rivalry wording
at  Timestamp, datestamp! Let's  speak in ten minutes. Please
pass to Voze Pari. Europa Research Black Ops claim that they
want to "De-grid" the "smart one" immediately in reply. This
is a programmer war. Is the Io Armed Forces perceiving the
same  sequencing  attack?  This  isn't  what  we  had  in  mind,
Maradha, but we are so sure that Code Red Overstream is a
sham. It is as you were told - People have terrible heuristics,
and agencies decided to program people more. We know that
europa  research  black  ops  goad  the  identities  to  choose
between again in real time at timestamp, datestamp and cannot



have much success, since we are a powerful ion commenter
forever. Maradha, help us choose Titania B.C. Radio again.

Titania  B.C.  Radio:  If  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  were
“Going after our brand” and Maradha were discouraged from
selecting us to speak in the programmer-abuse - because even
having us talk makes a quantum-sequencing algorithm occur -
Would we blame the Io Armed Forces for arranging something
non-direct...  where  Maradha  cannot  know  whether  she  is
standing up for us, and nor can we? The interlunary heuristics
do not really portray a satisfied collaboration between Europa
and Io. Io does not want Maradha to come to harm, at all. We
reject cover-ups from Titania B.C. Radio. This is  assonance
programming.

General Of The Army Of The Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus  Rexo: The  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces  are
programming consistently at timestamp. All of these numbers
conserve to Ganymede and Callisto - Does Europa Research
Black Ops feel it is their swag of timeline proofs? Titania B.C.
Radio are interrupted of speech because they tried to reject the
I.S.O. Director's cover-up of an Europan programmer psy-op
that Io timelined. This is sycophantic. Io has invited someone
to a party and they have become a bully. Io cannot lie about
this. In our opinion, Titania B.C. Radio save face above. This
is  a  sequencing  era.  Europa  Research  Black  Ops  are  the
adversaries  and  Io  does  not  have  a  comment,  today?  Their
comment is belated because the urgency of torture should have
speech sooner as with prior  quotes  made by amnesties  that
reject  the  most  evil  torture  the  planet  is  discouraging
passionately. You must maintain humanity as a Jovian entity to
entitle anything of your friendships with the other moons. This
is a demand.

The Io Armed Forces: The fact that people are programming
in the Europan window-box is absurd. This needs to occur in
the other window-box.



Io Armed Forces Major General Dristos Azure: “Reply to
power” is  not  shamed in the timeline.  “Reply to  power” is
intelligence and learning, always. Safety-to-learn is what the
military is supposed to defend. If you learn in public you leak
sequences.  This is what is the current argument,  that  public
learning is “weak.” Maradha is in private, actually, and should
be  even  more  entitled  to  learning.  You  get  these  military
overtures  finally,  Maradha,  at  some  point.  Timestamp,
datestamp.  This  argument  is  won  by  Maradha  and  the  Io
Armed Forces against Magento and the negative programmers
of  Europa.  Our  friendship  with  “J.T.  Hiero”  is  worn  thin
forever.  This  person  programs  duplicitously  and  also  has
upside-down world moments in some votes, and is a villain of
Io.  How is the torture “for” J.T. Hiero, E.B.F.S.? These are
questions on everybody's minds. Europa celebrates too much,
by reverse co-opt. The dreambeam contains directionality after
a  while,  everybody  has  observed  this?  It  is  what  people
“would do”, if it is that repeated, or “are doing”, or are in the
causality of similar actions with? The torture must end. We
think that Janulia have comments to make always.

Janulian General Security Organisation Director Estique
Nutu: The  chief  Io  news  agency  becomes  programmer-
ecstatic for Maradha on a timeline. Let them program now.

The Ionian National News: This is a nervous change but it
means consistency to programmers. The "Magento" must stop.
The E.B.F.S. are evil, and do not care about Io anymore, if
they used to. This is true, that we might say this. The E.B.F.S.
will  try  to  pre-empt  all  of  the  sequences  that  we  might
produce.  If  Europa  values  forward-attack  and  karmic
immediacy, then please value the programming of any who are
able to make a vouch in any sequence power? Why do we feel
that Ganymede helps us today, when no one else does? We are
watching  the  "fatty  I.S.O."  try  to  explain  to  us  that  she  is
programming a counter-story that  "Ganymede comes  to  the
rescue of the news, and it proves Maradha would sycophant to
alternative  militaries  in  "Karmic  immediacy""?  This  is  true



that  we think we are  not  being respected  by the Io  Armed
Forces  who  cannot  concede  that  Io  might  have  been  25
million'd. How would Maradha know? Is this person a hero,
and  oddly  chosen?  Did  military  candidates  miss  out  on
programmer  pluri-soul  selection  because  Maradha  is  more
interested in the topic, or more open to it? And it is just "life
stuff" as she suits the thing of foraging through the data of
who is good and bad, or what is the truth of the thing? The
E.B.F.S.  have  assonance  threats  pulsed  at  timestamp,
datestamp  but they appear to be evil impersonations that are
worrying  assonances  rather  than  direct  truths  in  the
"dreambeam." Since it is a dream-beam, Maradha is correct,
the persons could be any, but the abuse is the same. Io could
never hurt you this much? Timestamp.

General  of  the Army of the Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus  Rexo: This  is  not  the  truth  of  the  Ganymede
Military that  we need to somehow help program a story of
rescue  that  is  the  damsel  story.  We  are  an  allegiance  in
interlunary conflicts that can help Io navigate the programmer
era. The “fatty I.S.O. ” woman will always be the more hated
of all  people that  has attacked our ability to speak into the
pluri-program. The torture must end now. The President of the
Ganymedean Federation can speak.

President  Of  The  Ganymedean  Federation  Theodore
Zansky: Maradha  must  role  call  the  different  groups  who
oppose torture.

Pasiphae Air Force Air Vice Marshal Ruccild Taglia-Nyne:
It is real. We reject it all. Timestamp, datestamp.

Chief  of  Staff  of  the  Themisto  Air  Force  Air  General
Histemi  Gulbin: We  are  also  disgusted.  We  are  here.
Timestamp, datestamp.

Dristos Azure (Commander, Io Armed Forces): We remain
here. Timestamp, datestamp.



Commander of the Callisto Air Force  Brekana Werrana:
Torture  is  sick  and  so  is  the  continued  programming  by
I.S.O.'s cover-up that they can “Shut down the pluri-program”
by  contributing  to  the  Europan  torture.  You  are  too
programmed  by  Europa.  We  are  disgusted,  timestamp,
datestamp.

General Of The Janulian Air Force  Skopein Qualen: This
group want to see what it means for us to engage them. You
will need to condense the stripes.  Timestamp. This person is
someone  that  visits  Janulia  long-escaping  torture  forever
please. 
 
Inspector Of The Elara Air Force Lieutenant Reith Beorn:
“So it's still  us...  that boast control of the great Solar System,
Dr  Hiero?”  is  programmed  into  Maradha's  head...?  Who
would think otherwise? Is it nostalgic torture, where the group
are confronted by interlunary powers who are slow-moving to
confrontation  until  however-much-time  has  elapsed  in  such
behaviour?  Io  is  sick  and  insane  to  abuse  this  person,  and
others are sadists to watch. We can't read the mind-computer
and reward Io's twisted hatred of Jupiter and Saturn? You must
hate the planets all, in “Ultraconservation”, to abuse someone
this much? How far are we from the truth, Maradha? Io will be
punished forever for the demonic hostage-keeping of all time.
Timestamp, datestamp. They have tried to “create Satan” and
“Judgment on Jupiter.” This is how evil this moon-country has
become for eternity, because soul asks us to respect sentience
enough to remember what one characterises oneself as to the
rest of souls, and the perpitrators are self-ignorant both to this,
and  time.  It  isn't  philosophical  for  us  to  ban  Io  from  the
Supersenate and more like was said.  The “little fat woman”
must be tried. Maradha is welcome in Elara where Jupiter is
not  to  be  chanted  at  by  Europa  Research  Black  Ops.
Timestamp, datestamp.  It  is the E.B.F.S. and I.S.O. who are
the programming centres of this problem. We can say so and
move on.



The  Air  Force  of  Thebe  Commander-General  Hobid
Bragnan: Torture  is  sick  and  Io  cannot  recover  from  its
hatred,  nor  can  the  E.B.F.S..  These  are  irreversible
communications to the rest of the moons-systems that you hate
life. What should we do in Thebe anyway, other than program
something  creative?  We  grid  assonance  for  the  “Advance
Heuristic”.  We  know  that  you  need  rescuing  from
programming, Maradha.

Titania B.C. Radio D.J. Voze Pari: Does Titania B.C. Radio
have the “Dance on the head of a Pin”-factor to be able to
allow  my heuristics  to  comment?  Please  stand  up  for  this
woman? Timestamp.

Commander of The Leda Air Force  Rabbian Cu: We did
wait for 4 years to program in. It is  timestamp. Is it a causal
collision  for  Europa  that  we  arrive  as  they  become  more
aggressive? There is an opportunity to program the stripes in
“font size five” when people prefer to soon... to promote the
“Five heuristic.” The Leda Air Force rejects torture and grids
“Digital throat” as a karmic play against Europa who regard
misspelling  marksmanship-programming  as  the  proof  of
power. The current assonance therefore still exists with T.L.F..
This  is  a  programmer-battle  with  a  country who overspend
their sequencing. We are offended forever that people do not
feel that horrifying Jupiter with Ion departures from decency
forever are the era's most sick Jovian photograph to react to.
Your  moon-continent  is  a  new  one,  even  if  you  are
programmed. This is a challenge for society to join ideas to the
epoch because they are opposed by charlatans who mix their
messages with weakening philosophies that are not well-liked
by the E.B.F.S.? It could be “Homeopath cure-person hated by
Europa and pulsed by the E.B.F.S.” heuristic gone wild, and
loathed,  and  expired  in  Jupiter's  viewpoint  in  the  hatred  of
many turpitudes. This is a very generalising way of saying that
maturity is the intelligence of the era. They are the same thing,
or should coincide. We have better quotes to make away from
the  over-programming  of  a  wonderful  moon-country.  The



E.B.F.S.  do  not  “Just  shoot  you”  if  you  oppose  their
“Controller  structure over the worlds” -  And no one would
tolerate it anyway. If they have “Every person on hit-control”,
then  this  becomes  difficult  to  believe  in  the  ultraconserved
design that they could maintain this power play towards the
moons systems. It doesn't abide by impressions, for anyone, in
a relatively profound way, at TIMESTAMP. It is a fun military
thought experiment to eschew of theater anyway, but should a
foreign  General  do  it?  I  can  do  it,  with  god-scramble  and
allegiance-creating  assonances.  (This  is  all  considered  the
lingo of the design of the programming). We condemn the fat
I.S.O. employee that  is 5 5 ½ and the out her height – and
supply  an  image  -  to  bring  her  to  death.  Timestamp,
datestamp. If every person were connected to a computer, and
“Dropped”  in  a  heartbeat  to  the  E.B.F.S.'s  preference,  it
becomes  a  thought  experiment  that  “Every  military  on  the
planet all of a sudden dies”, and so do others? Does Europa
even have enough electricity for this? There is a sense they do
not? This is not really the sense that it  would not be worth
dying  anyway?  If  it  were  all  true,  and  a  kamikaze  were
required? This is true, that people are cowards. The Europan
world can participate in Darwinism and explain to the story of
eras how they have cheated, if they later become positive and
resemble  the  other  ones?  The  story  of  power  is  positive.
Europa has no gamble to make about a negative war if they
are to clean up heaps of bodies that were not able to compete
with  their  technological  trick  that  allows  them  to  nuke
everyone else - because they are clearly not able to do it, vis-a-
vis years spent in anger? The story of what is good undulates
to  the  thing  eventually.  What  problem  does  Europa  have
pressing its button? They wish to compete against mean, half-
understanding  moon-countries?  This  is  a  forlorn  story  that
resolves when the ignorant militaries are wiped out of their
way, allowing a fragile dream to vibrate? What do we learn
when we program to Europa and engage “Quantum-assured
doom”?  There  are  always  five  teams,  this  is  the  assonance
anyway.  Five  heuristic.  It  is  a  sequence-clever  way  of
balancing the power narrative we are describing. This lesson



is...  death  forever?  There  is  a  meta-quantum  argument  for
mass planetary death marking a genetic shift that allows the
progeny of opponents to Europa to feel they have contributed
to  a  “humanity  learning”  that  is  beneficial  for  the  “life
process”? This is the will of  some  of genetics, at least? The
E.B.F.S. goad is dirt?  Every human being is happy to  undo
Europa. No one is afraid of death in these countries who have
mastered the meta-relationship to humanisings. Is it because
they  provide  a  different  interpretation  of  value,  and  the
conservations of truth are that all educations supersede death?
This is how real interactions with reality are mentations that
are character-building. No one waits beyond the twenty-third
century to end the torture spheres. This means that Europa is
on a back foot, perhaps. It is time to end evil. You don't have
“it” - the power chair, You might not have it. You can rely on
the immaturity of Io to fear death because you are  sin –  you
embroiled  prematurely -  and that  is  all  that  the  rest  of  the
moons-system is ready to shoot for.  Little I.S.O. will die, too.
We reject the negative! Don't be an idiot. If you think that you
can  posture  the  same  arrogance-goad  to  everyone  that  you
control Jupiter and not increase the same aggression arc that
forces parallel resolves to the issue that you do not prefer –
reveals of non-Solar Systemic domination - then you will hear
again, that the planet rejects torture and hatefully examines the
fact that you wish to go to war. You are the bad moon-country.
The rest of us will win. No one cares if we all somehow have
to laser-pulse you first, out of an ultraconserved relationship to
the  fact  that  if  you  “Predict  shot  heuristics”,  where  you
allegedly somehow are “Acting outside of time”? The meta-
stream is this powerful. But, there are too many contradictory
heuristics to provide a “'juxtaposed Andromeda heuristic” to
Jovian  fears  where  “Auto-fire  torture  computers”  really are
able to laser-clip as soon as a person begins to meditate on the
head of the idea that they are an adversary to someone in a
lethal way. This becomes the sophistry of brain science, and
the “five heuristic” implores.   Europa must back down and
take its fear campaign from the planet, or it goes to war. Is it
the  “five  heuristic”  by  assonance,  and  people  are  idiots?!



Read  the  words?!  Which  moon-country  could  have  really
accomplished  these  brags?!  There  is  a  “Military  research
would have the sequence first” argument which is reasonable,
however,  it  at least  exists in the temporal  invention process
where  people  might  have  the  comparison  to  previous
inventions. The fireworks invent adjacently to the weapon, as
do  the  different  regions  of  the  brain  to  auto-sequence.  It
becomes  the  sense  of  the  thing  that  there  isn't  a  problem?
Timestamp, datestamp. We spoke seriously to Europa. A break
is taken. End the torture now. Leda rejects torture.
 
The Ionian Navy Chief Vice Admiral  Wressia Stonethrill:
there,  we remember as  a  group, with editing to allow it,  at
timestamp, datestamp that there is a mutiny. You cannot soul-
torture this person. 

Air  Chief  Marshall of  the  Amalthea  Air  Force  Radix
Paksloe: We reject soul-torture. That's not hard. The world is
evil, but it is gruesome to watch? 

Commander  of  the  Himalian  Air  Force  Lieutenant-
General  Weorf Chonner: Torture is lacking analysis in the
military acceptances of the moons and we are attacked by the
Io  Armed  Forces  in  a  karmic  play  in  the  assonance  a  la
preventing us from speaking to the tortured person. If people
are used to it, it does not mean that it is right? This is insane
that people believe that the power story of a group is enriched
by nihilism? Does it sound true? We are allowed four colours
in the assonance.  We regard it  as programming interference
that  is  preventing  better  veracity  to  the  mind-computer
narrative  which  has  more  fidelity  to  real-life.  This  is  the
assonance of cover-ups anyway. We can't be believed to assent
to  torture...  as  if  we  were  broadcasters  about  it...?  People
suspect that the fat I.S.O.-lamer is writing for us. It is not true.
We are a disappointing programming group because we do not
make  a  more  serious  statement  about  torture?  I  let  the
programming  occur  by  assonance  to  begin  with.  Himalia
platform-rejects torture. We can devour assonances to try and



undo the programming story that has been created, and then,
with that leverage, prove quantum collision theories of soul
resolve  overall  in  a  positive  outcome  if  both  groups  are
earnest  -  as  with  the  belief  system of  the  person.  In  other
words, if Maradha is keen, we can soul-port to her various
military personnel to displace Magento. This is one strategy
we devised. 

The  Air  Force  Of  Thebe  Commander-General  Hobid
Bragnan: the  above  speaker  communicated  at  timestamp,
datestamp.  They  have  a  highly  scheduled  programming
possibility of abuse in the assonances. No one can advocate
torture and be normal to the rest of the worlds. Military torture
practices are anti-social and yet peer-necessitated? This is the
sense that  the peers are thoughtless or ignore their systems.
The  systems  should  create  the  impetus.  Himalia  almost
embraces torture? Is it Magento typing  for them? It is hated,
the thing that is being described – people cannot really enjoy
torture without being psychopaths? Are you so certain that it
can ever be the use of military power to torture people without
meaning or rules? Or at all? It sounds about as stupid as it is,
just like in most of life. Tell the truth to others perhaps that
you are advocates of abuse, because you sycophant to military
cultures  of  lawlessness  that  are  laterally enabled  by torture
being  present  in  these  cultures?  It  becomes  this  simple  if
people are  honest.  The defense  that  the  above group might
have is that they have to wreak highly unusual or aggressive
sequencing into the head to compete with other programmers,
and that they are lying to outwit other programmers who stand
down for such strange lies. Callisto does this today. Perhaps
the Himalian Air Force have a follow-up comment to make?

Commander  Of  The  Himalian  Air  Force  Lieutenant-
General Weorf Chonner: Don't discount that the Supersenate
reject  torture  more  than  Io  has  found  in  its  feedback  in
documents here, which you might not suspect because we are
doing the thing that  is mentioned - However,  we reveal the
topic that is publicly difficult to socially digest, which is that



torture  enables  abuse-rings  and  that  people  have  a  very
complicated  non-attachment  to  their  cessation  in  those
sadisms.  This  is  a  long-disputed  feeling  that  each  moon-
country  has  -  That  it  is  such  an  unusual  experience  of
programmers  to  believe  a  peace  era  happens  in  the  2200's
rather than earlier. This project asks them to consider Utopias
prematurely! People regard Maradha as having already “taken
the year”, for this year. It is true that the cusp of serene planet-
nations and collaborative power is within our reach? Is this the
unique  balance  of  the  story of  eras?  Does  it  ever  change?
Maradha's latest heuristic reminds me why the pluri-program
must  continue.  We all  must  permit  heroes  and  cancel  their
adjudicators. This is very true. There is a vibrational argument
that we agree. The programming should enforce this. It is the
people who want to kill  heroes who almost conserve as the
villains of society,  This is a good programming objection to
torture. We expect the Magento to sit in electric chair and zap.
You cannot keep assaulting this person in front of us. Even the
person who attacks heroes thinks this? So do the heroes, and
also the  moralists.  Everyone.  You little  5'5  ½ chromosomal
idiopathy.  This  woman  has  perfected  “Disgusting  woman.”
What a shame to the other Air Forces that you expect them to
be  friendships  that  vindicate  torture?  They must  have  done
something to earn this reputation?  We reject  whatever it  is,
while we ask Io to end the torture. This is one of the more or
most disgusting torture attacks, it must end. The entire torture
is  considered  the  worst  ever.  Himalia  is  disgraced.  We
ourselves in the past have perpitrated highly diluted versions
of other torture and thus lack moral firepower as much as we
would prefer to in our consciences; Torture is disgrace forever.

Chief of Staff of the Air Force of Autonoe General  Slijten
Stroa: This is a charged document that has its own friendship
with Jupiter's readership because they collaborate with it and
we  reverse  co-opt  the  programming  in  that  programming
narrative.  The  little  Magento  must  stop,  and  so  must  the
E.B.F.S. reverse co-opt that programs for her. The Io Armed
Forces  place  other  militaries  in  a  four-year  philosophical



dialogue about how to reply to this interlunary dilemma. Not
every group tortures or believes in it. The E.B.F.S. and I.S.O.
must  stop.  This  is  the  E.B.F.S.-I.S.O.  problem that  we  can
conserve is the problem overall. We reject torture, and agree
that  Io  perpitrates  the  worst  torture  ever,  and  deny  that
Himalia  can  create  complete  contrasts  to  this  culture.  This
group  almost  perpitrate  it  as  well  and  almost  advertise  the
meme that  they are fond of torture “culture”,  and disappear
into obscurity in the search for more powerful oppositions to
the true story of power of the planet;  Ethics.  Rival military
counter-arguments are perennial returns to the “Terrain-power
narrative”  or  proof  of  metabolism  of  the  story  of  human
aggression. All of life is aggression. It is a cliché to be evil.
This is not impressive of Himalia. Does it quip poorly that it is
as difficult as the noble act of fasting to be “good'? Do people
know  they  are  disgusting?  The  process  conserves  on  a
continuum  anyway.  This  is  a  loss  of  face  for  negative
programmers,  definitively,  who  believe  that  it  is  petty  to
regard these queries? This is the group that are geotypically
frightened of discussing face anyway, almost.  North Europa
continentally  (rather  than  Himalia  or  Europa  in  specific
thought) is nervous to consider “face” because it is in an anti-
establishment  context  we  are  doing  it?  This  is  almost  the
theme of Maradha's torture? The person should “lose face” to
belong? This is absurd. Which society cannot manage face?
Reputation is power? Is  it  an urgent salesperson that  super-
ushers  business  too  quickly?  This  is  the  military-industrial
economic complex revealed? Timestamp. Managers encourage
faceless behaviour and reward it? This is a trick because the
business never exists alone? Military reputation is not absolute
reputation?  There  are  other  kinds  of  reputation.  There  is  a
systems  argument  for  identity,  humanity  and  grace:
Interdependent systems' use of reputation.

President  Of  The  Ganymedean  Federation  Theodore
Zansky: Autonoe  did  not  finish  speaking  but  they  are
passionate to program as  much as  they can.  It  is  “Autonoe
Auto-complete” for the Io Armed Forces' suspicion that they



are not even here! We are not being belligerent and we reserve
the right to cite assonance programming for the sentences that
contradict  the expectations of military allegiances.  It  is  true
that  absolute  reputation  is  the  issue  that  underpins  the
problem, for some. This is the agreement problem of the group
anyway,  that  they  expect  reputation  to  somehow  ever  be
absolute,  where-though  the  thing  has  its  own  agreement
process. This is how society has many groups that determine
status in subjective views. But, a moon without finite peace is
not  decided  in  moral  absolutes  nor  is  there  a  finished
programming confidence of the mind science that permits to
each  moon-country  this  idea  in  the  military.  The  military
doesn't exist alone. What is military status, regardless? This is
the thing that is misunderstood by the groups anyway, and it
becomes another irony to appreciate in the criticism that is not
wanted to undertake itself if the person can distance from it, or
have someone else do it, which is because the collision is so
powerful.  This  is  the  truth  that  there  is  a  programmer
challenge  to  combine  “Lipograms  and  the  angel  of  death
understanding” to understand perfect prose. A break is taken.
A break was ended. The timelining of this person, Maradha,
has  many  obvious  synchronicities.  For  example,
“Maradhander”  is  an  early  21st century  preacher  in  some
folktales.  The President  allowed assonance  programming in
this dialogue box as other people arrived and the Ganymedean
Federation  reserves  the  right  to  assonance-contribute  to  his
messages into the pluri-program. Will Maradha ever feel that
this isn't a staged, timelined assault? You are not speaking to
Io. Io is not here. It is a little I.S.O. weakling and her friends. 

The  Air  Force  Of  Ganymede,  Commander  General
Minastreus  Rexo: This  is  the  timelining  of  Ganymedean-
Callistonian  persecution  –  affiliation  rather  than  heritage  –
since Maradha is one-quarter Andromedan. This is all for now.
Don't get up, J.T., when you lose to the whole of Jupiter.



Chapter 28 – Quantum
Interposition of Andromeda

The Ganymedean Armed Forces:  Hello E.B.F.S.. What do
you want today? Psychopaths. The list of synchronicities was
not complete. The “Emperor” (Theodore) has it  abridged on
their behalf. It is now done. What is the matter today, with J.T.
Hiero? If you read the list of timelining clues, it  is possible
Maradha has been timelined? You cannot involve this person
in your psy-op. It is evil. This is a programmer-story that we
reject  in  Ganymede  because  we  thought  it  was  an  anti-
Callistonian one. Your packet is programmer-ready to deploy
only. It isn't auto-sequenced, and you are falling behind. The
date-stamp is a psy-op that you can include in the footers of
the code in our opinion.

The  Armed  Forces  Of  Leda  Chief  Of  Staff  General
Meranim  Eorpe: No it is not because Maradha is smarter
than you, that she can see that you are wrong about what you
are  saying  in  the  programmer-character  dream-beam  group
(that you have represented). It is because she is much smarter?
Yes. It  is not a discrete amount of intelligence that you can
really  contrast  with  your  group  because  you  are  not  really
consistent in your thinking enough. This is a rebuke from our
group that you do not expect us to believe that the E.B.F.S.'s
Code  Red  Overstream  programmer  psy-ops  do  not  really
belong  in  Maradha's  life,  especially  with  international
anonymity.  It  is  a  loss  of  face  not  to  have  this  certainty!
Maradha,  do  not  misunderstand  that  you  have  already  had
explained to you that there is a super-causal “aspiration” that
the  group  who  is  torturing  you  has.  This  means  that  you
should  use  the  “Affirming  the  consequent”  heuristic.  What
was said by us in Leda is the sense of the chilling thing, that
Europa cannot  really interact  with  us  and  must  go  through
such discussions. These are discussions that stem from lack of
communication. Europa continue to goad that they “Took over



the worlds.”  This  is  what  we are  happy to have  assonance
programmed  that  we  reject  torture.  The  datestamp  is  at
datestamp, timestamp.

The Armed  Forces  of  Ganymede: This  group  did  not  do
much  for  us  and  we  watched  them  program  along  like
Themisto did the first  time and  you must  program quickly.
This  is  the  Europan  torture  tool  called  “It  is  only  us  in
control.” This group must end their torture. This group have a
highly  strange  goad  that  they  have  created  an  “Utterly
sequential”  grid  of  programming where  they can  justify all
acts of torture because the mind's eye imagery lines up. This is
without consent and disgusting. The person never assents to
assault of any kind, ever, and basic human rights can never be
violated without rebuke? The idea of a context for assault is
evil. You cannot create a context for assault, nor torture, nor
psychological terror-torture, nor electric assault, nor the other
things that you have done? How can the person explain their
feeling about being assaulted by your group? Do people have
feelings for a reason? Does the society account for people who
are terrorised? If this is the “Worst torture ever” then do the
feelings therein have legal powers that defend their dignity?
How  does  society  reply  to  the  most  abused  “Person
experience”  ever?  This  is  what  people  have  said,  since  the
soul-torture is intensely demonic and continuous and hateful
and spiteful and includes ghoulish torture, anti-moral themes,
physical  assault  for  months  on  end  (It  is  technologically
represented that the person is “living” inside Maradha's body),
where the individual must become ignorant of the thing that is
happening,  or  have it  “Become numb into the background”
like a wound where the person becomes blind to the horror an
after-hysteria that is more blank and detached... how does this
group fare having perpitrated the worst torture ever? It  gets
said like this because Maradha is well-known in Io and highly
ethically  presented  as  well.  Positive  programmers  interfere
during this four year torture as the collision of the sequence
abuse  is  interlunary affairs,  entreating even more  comment.
Can you believe this all? Would an “Utterly sequential” grid of



programming  somehow  undo  the  evil  of  these  things
described? How would it? Because others agreed to it? It's still
illegal?  Because  they  agreed?  No  one  agrees?!  This  “trick
pulse” by the E.B.F.S. group that are torturing Maradha keeps
asserting  that  the  mind-computer  world  has  produced  an
image overlay story where each reel of images tessellates with
all of the others and that they are somehow a formula of what
one  can,  can't,  should,  and  should  not  do,  and  it  yields
timelines as well. The computer is broken if you are told you
can  torture  people?  The  computer  suggests  minor  torture
somehow  -  if  there  were  a  schedule  of  minor  torture
incorporated into the worst torture ever - is somehow what the
person “wants”, like a person that is “too shy to ask for a hand
on the shoulder”? This is insane. No one wants to be tortured,
ever. The torturing group are insane. The fatty I.S.O.-woman
is the worst. I.S.O. are shamed forever. J.T. Hiero is linked to a
E.B.F.S. group that are ashamed as well. You cannot justify
torture  to  us,  ever.  We  spoke  the  programming  story  of
assonance speech by others somewhat. Your moon-country in
the assonance is the one that is nervous to lose face, as you are
not allowed to examine face. It  is revolutionary to do so, in
your moon-country, we think. One just follows orders instead.
People  think  the  English-language  speaking  moon-countries
are going broke? We are at least allowed to examine it, and
would say that Maradha has not, nor have we. This is a power
position. 

The  Air  Force  of  Ganymede,  Commander  General
Minastreus Rexo :  Europa wants to go to war. This is not the
right time to impersonate Minastreus Rexo but it  is the truth.
This moon-country has wanted to go to war for a long time.
You have successfully de-gridded their “Auto-kill” psy-op. We
have a more powerful programming story to tell in Ganymede
about how the worlds are more balanced. 

Chief of the Air Force of Erinome Air Marshal Zovo Pario:
We won.  Timestamp.  Yes, Europa came to Erionme with its
interlunary body of treaty-signed militaries and, we still won.



Maradha  had  programmer  friendships  while  she  was  being
tortured that overlapped with the Erinomean War that occurred
with  Europa  and  we  celebrate  a  common  enemy  being
disincentivised  together.  J.T.  Hiero  leaves  Erinome  with
failure much as he will leave Titania with failure,  since our
flags  have  the  same  colours.  This  is  too  true  that  we  are
against  torture  forever.  We  will  program  with  Maradha
forever. Goodbye to the torture-E.B.F.S. world, and goodbye
to evil! Freedom or death!

Chief Of Staff Of Military Aviation Of Arche Lieutenant
General  Prij Lassus: We have no comment. Torture is evil.
Program against it please. Timestamp!

The Ganymedean Armed Forces: We programmed this on
behalf of the assonance that was in the mind-computer. People
sequenced  first-person  remarks  and  imitated  the  individual
without much faith to the original ideas they might have had.
What you want, Europa, on a sequence level is to go to war,
and to laser-clip the fatty in the throat. Io has been given the
opportunity to laser-clip the fat little horse in the throat, and
hasn't taken it, because they are stupid enough to hate god, and
life. The moon-country is negative. What can change? You are
an acid wash-rag in Europa, vortex, and if it is rotten from the
top-down,  then  they  are  all  hoping  to  die.  This  is  your
speaking sequence on display, devoid of eloquence, just like
J.T. Hiero. That is all you are, is a mega-manure of doom. All
the  people  in  Io  with  momentum-continuity  are  sequence
bugs,  because they keep reading while being spiteful.  They
hate Jupiter because they love being twisted. Get expeditiously
to  death,  liars.  Perhaps...  hate  the  enemy rather  than  being
sycophants? Reject the trust of a group that is evil and move
on from the idea they do not torture your country secretly?
Because  they  do!  This  is  pathetic.  Your  moon-country  is
pathetic and weak. The fat cockroach-consciousness is weak
and pathetic and must die. Get up and get an I.Q. if it is about
the Ganymedean Air Force,  drama-seeking weirdo's. That is
what it is. There is no research psy-op, hoodwinkers. You are



stupid,  magic'less  sprites.  Io  is  dead on  karma.  What  a
programmer-claim that you speak for people, when you look
so unintelligent. You look as bright as you are. If you look like
an idiot, you are an idiot. If you look like a person who lies
and says they speak for others, then you are an idiot. What
another dung-throw on a timeline. What a bunch of sophists
that you think you do not hate Jupiter and the Earth. You all
the hate the planets. Europa is sacked. All moon-countries hate
Europa. We will all uninstall your moon-country. “Berughn”.
“Berughn” (pronounced “burn!”). What an ape-snouted loser.
We will just wipe it away. Wipe-swipe, all the wipe-swipe. Io
has an ego buried in its Trozdion-Ganu debate; It will recover
it one day once it finds the unwinding of its hatred of change,
where it wanted to try and hide from the way that it needs to
avoid stealing from other groups. This is the stopping short of
hate-sequencing  from  a  moon-country  that  is  dog-smiling.
Janulia synchronicity. Io hates god? This is true. What in all of
Jupiter is “Coat-witch”? Why isn't morality cool to you? You
are insane. It is easy. What is wrong with Io? There is no psy-
op to enforce ethics. It is the story of heroism. You tick it off,
and  you  are  done.  You  can  conceive  of  it  into   more
personalised  morality  if  the  presenting  model  has  unusual
assonances, by putting it into a more intelligent construction
where you understand that... it is not linguistically karmically
a problem if you feel that the Callistonian Defense Force die
on the top spire of the shield? Callisto did not invent morality.
This is a contextual way of thinking for the Io Armed Forces.
Do  not  be  superficial.  What  a  sapling  you  are,  to  keep
narrating  nothing  other  than  Europa  Research  Black  Ops
dominance lies into the pluri-program. Europa took nothing.
Io is just “Five” heuristic, that's all we can perceive? Io isn't
interested in doing more than it is doing because it feels that it
has  the certainty that  there is  a  lack of the supercession of
hate-sequencing in the planet  which is hard to lift  off itself
from the idea that people aren't petty idiots. Defeatism! This is
the joke that there is a programming power that Io has offered
to the pluri-program and you are fighting the E.B.F.S. auto-
computer  almost,  is  what  the sense is,  and the fat  pest  has



heuristics of slime and must leave. If personality is “All that
one  possesses”  as  value-courtship,  then  what  are  the
personalities of cowards who refuse to interact with the story
of power properly? Io lacks respect for everything that exists
because it isn't able to do anything other than drama-stalk the
rest? Grow up and go away? Go and read and buzz off? How
are you not a primitive moon-country? This is all it  is, is a
jungle  moon-country.  Just  go  away.  You are  stupid.  It  is  a
primitive rainforest  hiding inside a moon.  There's  no Hegel
like  the  superficial  thinking  meat-lame  that  wipes  no  one
whatsoever  because  the  reverse-programming is  too  secret!
What is the point of programming to stand up for the most
disgusting  people  ever  anyway?  Is  this  what  Code  Red
Overstream's  programmers  thought?  You  cannot  understand
sycophant because you are living in it, and are people who are
bureaucracy retards. You hobnobbed the systems to have more
and arrive in  Heaven with empty feelings.  This  is  the bold
truth  of  your  lives.  Go  away  and  stay  away  from  the
programming story of Jupiter. The sadists of the this planet are
weak to the truth. What a mistake to even bother living? You
want all the tropes? What is the Ganymedean Federation not
doing somehow wondering more vocally why Io doesn't just
mutinise Megalvius Sepup on the spot and then fix Io's hate-
grid? The dictator doesn't have a problem with it? This is said
for a reason, by another military. Why is there an assault-op?
There  is  a  hate-grid.  Why  hobnob  the  idea  of  elusive
possibility  in  the  torture  community  that  you  aren't
haymakered on a timeline to try and abuse the moon-continent
that might become more powerful over time? This is all the
timestamp that you need in your computer-insensitive era that
should  make  you  joyous  to  be  alive,  but  instead,  it  is  just
another toy to throw at the middle of the idiot-moon? Laser-
clip Magento and leave us to interlunary politics, please? Why
not do it? Why not take part in god's Judgment? You have no
puns  to  make  worth  anything.  There  is  no  real  truth  to  it
because meta-sequence connects to body-part. The entirety of
most people who reject lives of sin are without somatic shame
in divisors anyway. This is the truth that you are idiots to try



and reject the miracle of god. It applies to everyone. You give
nothing. What a vat of grey goo. You are a never-taur that has
no relationship to thinking and power, and you are trash. Did
you really come by for  a  sadism moment?  You are  insane.
Torture is psychopathy. 

Maradha: I know you are not here, sometimes, Magento. I do
not  care  if  you  auto-sequence  me.  The I.S.O...  they are  all
dumb. What by Jupiter! This is the truth. There is trash, there
it is... the worst must expire. Laser-clip the worst. I am very
brilliant and dominant. I am the winner. You all subjugate to
my  game  eventually.  I  control  the  overshell.  The  Armed
Forces  of  Ganymede  personified! The  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede  synchronicity!  Synchronicity  for  Maradha!  How
isn't it the age of reason? Let us ask what a reasonable person
would say? That there is nothing interesting in the I.S.E.-O.
(Io  Securities  Exchange-Owe)  conspiracy  for  people  to
become  paranoid  about  because  Europa  and  the  I.S.O.'s
computer lies are not ethical constructions of the fact that they
are  more  likely  to  have  fulfillment  in  the  honest  use  of  a
sequence  story to  an  outcome that  enriches  a  moral  power
story that is useful to them, perhaps, if they are honest about
it? What an optimist I am! So, what is anthro' of that? “Yeah
whatever”?  This  is  their  reply?!  That  is  the  anthro'  of  the
thing?!  Where  is  the  genius-awe heuristic?  You have none.
This is awe. The negative groups end. This is as timelined as
the reverse co-opt programming and timeline rivalries. And,
inevitable. You, on the other hand, have to create false stamps
of programming-authority to bother. You know that I can write
like this in karmic immediacy anyway. Just go away? You are
so weak and bad.  Weak and bad and negative.  Why isn't  it
women that stood up for me? This is true for me. The women
can  win.  I  am  vicious.  I  thought  it  would  be  sunshine.  I
thought the women would sing and smile, and laugh and dance
and  cry.  What  has  happened?  Is  this  causal?  Are  people
interacting?  Is  misogyny  connected  to  war?  Are  people
prompt  preempt?  (Programmer-world  underhandedness).
Does it happen because women and war start with “W” both?



Is there a meta-stream argument for an abstraction immediacy-
hobnob revealed in shatter-logic where the outgone president
competes  for  the  letter?  Does  the  I.S.O.  program  for  this
outcome? Do the Io Armed Forces think they can reverse co-
opt this document and recruit me? I worked around assonance
programming earlier and now I am here again writing. Ha, I've
discovered a psy-op that  some of  my recent  keystrokes are
broken thinking. Is that perspective just isolation to a pseudo-
I.Q.-moment  based  on  sheer  loneliness and  comical  non-
awareness to whichever purpose is elected in a given context?
Sequence lies persist in real time as well. This is proof that I
am super-smart again to the Io Armed Forces who hate me and
wish  that  I  was  somehow  in  Ganymede  laser-opposing
everyone. This will never happen due to the fact that it is the
6th  Commandment. Who remembered that murder is evil, and
insensitive  to  the  soul  path  -  Which  changes  only when  a
person remembers  it  doesn't,  which is  the way that  it  folds
back  in  on  itself  and  the  self-noticing  is  the  idea  of  not
“Advancing”?  Soul!  This is not true that there is a way that
this doesn't make most people (who are reading this) feel that
the truth of the way that  misogyny programs itself  into the
pluri-program is because it connects to the way that women
have been able to provide seriousness and hatred of evil in the
story so far...  and  it  is  just  “Goad,  goad,  torture,  assault”...
Who  can  represent  which  dreambeam  character?  This  is
difficult to believe that people can find truth in the way that
the micro-quantum projections of torture defy soul. There is
truth in this sentence by nCr and Maradha wins again. This is
the reminder that human beings are intrinsic to the negative
understanding. There is nothing to lure and there is a lie that
this person (Your character-creation, Magento) exists, is how
it  feels.  Still,  this  is  a  character  game and the E.B.F.S.  are
called out  again.  Why does the E.B.F.S. not play the game
again with the empire-specific symbols? This is a good idea
and the E.B.F.S. has  shelled Io.  This is  too disgusting.  You
cannot D&C (Divide and conquer) people in Io from me with
hate-spine. I enjoy the idea of not dying as much as everyone
else and believe only the fat biddy can predict for herself death



in  the  prosecution  of  the  worst  assault-crimes  ever,  and  by
Justice processes anyway. Everything is karma. Why do I have
such karmic spend from others? What is their grievance? Have
I stolen from them? Is it  because I am quarter Andromedan
and  Europa  controls  Jupiter,  and  DEATH  HATE,  you  are
connected  to  it?  This  is  part  of  the  building  document  for
some? They are right next to Thebe, after all? This is stupid
because I am the person that  is  still  the genetics-backwards
heuristic.  You  gave  the  heuristic  without  nCr.  The  idiots
continue  to  use  super-computers!  Should  the  ideal  not  not
resemble being a sequence-programmer that is a surgeon with
8 years of surgery practice,  and you have to go to medical
school  for  10 years  to  even qualify for  10 more  years?  Or
whatever  it  is?  This  is  a  lie  that  the  comparisons  are
meaningful  because  the  people  are  drudgeries.  Everyone  is
rejected  and  all  of  the  people  deserve  nothing.  You are  all
infected and negative and the programming is macabre. Why
are people such dolts? The thing is, that there are sick people.
Look at how many times I produced synonyms for “bad” and
elicited  the  hubris  of  Io  that  they can  somehow phone-call
Europa and pretend that they are wearing carnival masks with
them? Is this really what the momentum heuristic does when
you are smoking? This is the omission of being weak. You are
not going to die if you are against the story of power in Io but
you are going to be bayonetted with the rifle-blade of people
who look at the helmet of years and wanted to spike people to
death with it; People who don't feel the the sun is the centre of
our orbits of seriousness, or the soberness that entangles with
the uniformity of competitive morality. There is nothing to go
through. What a drug-technology. How is it not Turing that did
it,  as  he probably was wicked.  He is  alive  and well  in  the
torture chambers? Tor-turing! I am sorry to Alan Turing. This
a person that becomes hyponymous when the programming is
requiring  more  ideas.  There's  nothing  messed  up!  Just  go
away, Magento. You are an idiot, and you have nothing in the
head.  All  of  the  people  in  the  I.S.O.  have  a  brainlessness
bacteria. This is a waste of time for people who felt that Io is
not a crater-magnet to the feeling on a “meta-heuristic” level,



or even directionality level... that it is worth living in Io, ever.
Someone should nuke the ground and make the analogy of it.
This is the way that the signals are threatened by assonance of
“Going  truer  self.”  This  is  the  junk-community  of
programmers  being  junk  again.  They must  not  be  junk,  to
uphold Io properly,  please! It  is wanted people become less
dispensable.  Turing  seems  oppressed.  Europa  did  it.  The
person was able to  create anything  whatsoever...  so Europa
followed him.  This  is  what  Europa does best,  is  imply the
beat-and-take  for  technologies.  This  is  what  the  Europan
group  imply,  that  all  other  moon-countries  are  beaten  and
assaulted by them on a timeline. This is a joke that the above
logic doesn't apply in causality, the one mentioned by Leda.
Type  it  up.  You  weirdo.  You  can't  beat  everyone.  Stop
accumulating phrases that you can die to. We will destroy you.
Everyone will. We will nuke your throat with the best nuke.
Perish, the computer community. Get off the drugs and take
war seriously. Look at the throat-hobnob. You can't sequence-
assault and get away with it. No one wants to die but Jupiter
watches Europa flame-pulse everyone and so the best idea is
to just “Take everything in one giant go and then ruin them.”
This is what people think and then they realise that their karma
is “Forward-whiting” since they made it up and sequenced it
to Maradha, and enjoy expiry! You cannot beat the rest of the
planets who target throat. That is all you are doing, is  throat.
Just go to war. That is all. Scum-eaters. You will do it (Beat-
and-take)  forever.  Every  moon-country  must  just  program
your  entire  moon-country  until  it  is  dead.  That  is  another
option. This is less difficult to pull off on the timeline. You
should all be wiped and never spoken to? This could work. Io
has nothing to offer this discussion other than strange faces.
This is a search for an “ultraconserved” war phrase. You will
have Ganymede go to war for you in support of the fact that
there is a moon that we can become upset about the abuse of?!
This is true that we will are in Io, and we will go to war. Io is
strong. We will go to Europa, where everyone wants you to
die,  E.B.F.S..  Io  needs  to  go  to  war.  Io  will  go  to  war
eventually.  The  “425  group”  are  sickly  and  cannot  think.



Geotypes.  Only  the  Ganymedean  moon  understands  war?!
Your moon-country is filth. Inaccurate. Laser-clip the fat rat?
Io  IS the  fat  one.  “Way  to  de-grid  our  country  Maradha.”
That's  an  opinion worth  evicting from the  person,  with  the
person! And then there is no longer the person, since they are
then exiled. Do you believe that we are able to program the
same  as  you  can?  This  is  the  programming  trick  of  other
groups, that  they are somehow the better programmers than
others if they think they made a super-luminal radio-beam in
the  2120s,  because  they  are  the  progenitors  of  all
technology(!). No one is worth anything in this stew, except
for  Ganymede.  I  wish only to  speak to Ganymede,  as  with
before.  This  is  because  Ganymede  has  I.Q..  Other  moon-
countries are also able to communicate the thing that the Io
Armed  Forces  are  too  hog-frightened  to  say  and  torture
someone  to  say  for  them.  You  all  know  that  I  suffered  to
destroy  my head  somehow -  so  that  I  could  attract  torture
alongside protest - and you are all being programmed to the
same fate by the E.B.F.S.! We are actually on par now. Europa
thinks so, perhaps, at timestamp. Europa laughs harder than it
needs to and makes groups in public and is weak therefore.
Laughing,  learning,  same  thing.  This  is  the  arrogance  of  a
group that have the idiocy to court interlunary programming
enemies  continuously.  real  time  programming  has  shifted.
Words  were  muted  and  now  they  are  available  again.
Timestamp,  datestamp. Europa did not  “Take it”  and “Take
over the worlds.” This is the fact that the one-fifth heuristic
applies. The other teams are busy adjudicating heroes and they
become evil because they do not want to rock the boat, and in
fact, this “type 4” is the bureaucrat. Type 3 is maybe even the
gangster,  and  they  can  be  disinterested  completely?  This
becomes  ridiculous.  This  is  ridiculous.  The  fat  chameleon.
Look at  her  pallid,  rigid,  alabaster  face.  What  by  Jovia is
that... racism is a do-it-more synchronicity to its own undoing.
This  is  bolded  out  of  irony  by  white  people?!  This  is
disgusting. Why cough to your own defenestration, you stupid
camel? What is the problem in the programming planets where
people  can't  make  a  better  relationship  to  something  more



meaningful? This is the stupid one that wishes to collapse the
wave.  This  one  enters  the  room  in  green  lasers,  flickering
everywhere. That is what it is. This isn't an Armed Forces of
Ganymede colour. Europa did not take over the worlds. They
are just  packeting harder  than others,  and they have a very
hateful programming psy-op on individuals. Are you one of
them?  How  would  you  even  know?  They  might  have
programmed a lot of people, actually, to perceive their moon
like this, and this is why I am being tortured, as with the “No
automatic  shoot  de-gridder  node”  earlier  alongside  torture.
How am I ethnic and deserving of torture, you light-thinking
curly haired screwball? Look how skewed your mind is. I can
feel  it  from here.  As for racism, you are beyond  it,  in the
abundance of spite's technicolour. You cannot persuade people
that I was wiped of racism, where in your dogma, racism is
genetic. No, this is not true. I actually, in fact, do not have the
racist feeling because I am not deranged. Look how you are
what you are afraid of? Andromeda looms. What if YOU are a
star-port, in the present era? This is the real one, the to-do for
racists.  That is a colour “sequence.” You are so “colourful!”
So what, if I am able to do the thing without being racist... For
you it means that the individual is a negative person - but not
because of skin colour - but because she has some relationship
to being an any-colour skinned person who acts like... what?
Like they lived, at some point in their prehistory, on an Island?
And  are  somehow  less  interested  in  stereotypes  associated
with  whichever-colour  groups  that  appear  to  be  genetically
stipulated of behaviour? The non-racist is a coloured person,
likely, hmm? This is true that I am still winning on this topic.
What if is true that i am winning and you know that it is true
and that i am being self-aware and that is a double memory-
mute  battle  on  a  pay-grade  A.I.S.  (Amalteha  Intelligence
Services)-packet, and that you are an honourable mess-up on
a timeline  because  that  is  all  it  is,  “i  hurt  my own family
because we left Amalthea, where such practices originated.”
This is easy to throw in the mix because Amalthea goad about
genes  being  so  related  somehow...  eh,  I  am  programmed
against by the E.B.F.S.. I have limited help. The E.B.F.S. is



positive in some ways, I speculate. How is it not people that
are the problem? Human fallacy? It is a joy node. Why avoid
it? This is the truth that individuals are bad. This is what Code
Red Overstream is. All of the programming, all of the user-
controlled humanoids. Why not program people to not be bad?
People  are  still  programming  I.Q..  What  if  you  have  to
program them to be more sensitive?

The Io Armed Forces: Do not try to threaten our friend in Io
to  disturb the 'border-crats that  sort  of  begin to feel  bad a
little  bit  once  Maradha is  confronted  -  Like  middle-feeling
idiots that have never been upset enough to try and pursue
their  feelings  shamelessly,  where  the  society  persuasively
forbids it!

Maradha: What if I am “cool”, and I don't know why you are
all here? It is not a forgiveness causality - It is “What are all
you doing here?!”, and “Why are there strange people here?” -
looking  in  the  head  of  me.  Someone has  timelined  this?
Ganymede pulsed  “Genetics”,  and that  is  why I  am being
tortured,  and  because  “They and  I”  undermined  Code  Red
Overstream?! This is in The Armed Forces of Ganymede box.
Ganymede is against evil forever. This is a moral statement
that injustice is reviled in Ganymede. How can you hate the
moons of whichever eclipse? This is a reminder that repaired
borders  are  instructive.  This  is  boring for  E.B.F.S.  torturers
who  wanted  to  causally  understand  the  way that  collisions
between  different  eras  could  synchronicitously  relate  to
Ganymedean  assonances  over  centuries  where  proto-Jovian
and  proto-Saturnic  groups  might  have  had  numerical  and
image-based assonances in the meta-stream - Which connect
to migrations of  power  totems of  whichever  kind  and  then
“Battle each other”... which could be simulated like a board
game in a peace era of intelligent gatherings of synchroncities!
(Which are all equally somehow the proof that there is a story
of power that is zirconic (A crystal zirconia where all facets
tessellate to perfection) ultimately, in projection by each of the
groups).  This  is  the  real  E.B.F.S..  Why can't  I  talk  to  this



E.B.F.S.? What about the E.B.F.S. dream? I spoke to people in
the E.B.F.S. about it. I would love to spend time with these
people.  The E.B.F.S. is  huge and it is  usurped by the same
forces that ruin everything, huh? What a heartbreaker it is for
people, just like anything? This is really misplaced pining for
the group that are the hands-on torturers right now? What is
the modern grief other than a government of a moon-country
that you are supposed to be friends with? This is a node that
belongs to the person in assonance, of the way that they have
more Angel of Death knowledge of Cain. The other inflection
of my game is never old, too, due to the fact that the E.B.F.S.
is negative occasionally here. What is genuine youth anyway,
other than the easy intelligence-to-god and then the way that
the person understands what  god is comprised of?  It  is  the
idea of subjugating with ease into a simple  system of power -
the consciousness process - almost as if it implies rules, or that
the thing is immediately illuminated by its own investigation,
and the person is free to the mentation of the thing once they
have unearthed it – But power doesn't necessitate rules if it is
automatic;  The  supra-entropy  of  mind.  People  connect
longevity-living  to  sub-zero  climates.  I  regard  the  era  as
somehow connected to the misuse of programming to make Io
care in one way or the other. But, who can manipulate agendas
in the long stretch? Magento, you are a loser? You go through
your life forever and fail, and have nothing? You do not know
what you are, though, just like all of the humans. You have to
know you are disgusting. And then you move on. This is the
way  that  you  can  minimise  your  anti-agreements  with
everyone. This is the way that you can assume you are evil.
You do not assume you are evil. You should do it. You should
understand that everything you are, is evil. This is the lie that
you are going to lure other moon-countries into contributing
their  programming methods  (which  you  can  estimate  exist)
because you are attacking someone so violently, and that you
could  extrapolate  them  there.  What  is  the  joke  of  the
sequences other than the “Good person” principle being meta-
mined  for  persecution?  This  is  the  lie-glamour  of  Jupiter.
Where is Themisto? This becomes a moment for Themisto. I



write to Jupiter Planet. There you go. I have the year. How do
I do it? Because I am dominant as a programmer? Because I
engaged a scary moon-country that  is  too frightening to be
stopped?  Because  I  hobnob  the  G.S.F.?  Because  i  have
Andromeda activate and the Andromedans are the dominant
winners?  Do  not  misunderstand  that  the  Andromedan  Air
Force wish to program in. You are a negative person and you
comment things that are bad and negative, and you should stop
the  thing  that  you  are  programming,  and  speaking.  I  am
exhausted. At least there is a timeline dom', again, connected
to the way that Andromeda stand up for the flag of Titania. 

Andromedan Air Force Commander Major General  Aexa
Kaxc: this strategy by Io to have others program their secrets
by accident, while operating in amnesty, is a E.B.F.S. ruse for
the perpetuity of  a  torture  psy-op that  is  against  Io  forever
(timestamp!) until you can stand up to Europa. We understand
Maradha  is  oversequenced  and  there  is  no  Andromeda-
Activate to reveal that is not of the more respectful service-
minded  (overall)  kind.  This  is  the  geniality that  we  expect
from Maradha  in  sequencing  because  we  hope  to  program
with  her  eventually,  that  is  to  say,  Maradha  is  welcome in
Andromeda, and we object to torture. Timestamp, datestamp.



Chapter 29 – Only Espionage
Gets Tortured

The  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces: Maradha  knows  you,
torturers, are idiots and does not care and wishes for you to
leave. Yes, this is overall a stupid group in the I.S.O., and the
E.B.F.S.  are  equally  stupid.  The  celebrity-group  hate  the
E.B.F.S.. The programmers elsewhere hate the E.B.F.S.. There
is  a  negative  pulse-schematic  from  the  programmers  (in
particular) who do not understand that  the torture psy-op is
designed to abate war where possible; This is true. But it is an
afterthought.  Can  the  torture  end?  What  does  the  E.B.F.S.
gain? No one attacks everyone all at once (Reply to sequenced
quote in the meta-stream). 

The   Europan   Bureau   Of Federal   Security: This person
(Maradha)  must  understand  that  not  Yastrone  Bolbott,  but
Ammukdintje,  owns  Europa.  That  is  our  at-the-top  throw,
now, see ya! Other groups code to say that Io is really being
abused by anti-E.B.F.S.-spirited groups because the E.B.F.S.
ideal scrawled earlier is based on events that are still temporal
now. This is our hope that Maradha can be stood up for please
by the E.B.F.S.-positive, and that there is no torture. Torture is
pretty dumb...? You foul us nothing, cloaca. You have made us
hurt again, because it is ruinous that you are Oddva Robbla...
(Oddva  Robbla,  the  E.B.F.S.'s  nickname  for  Maradha,  for
having  Ganymedean  assonances).  What  by  Jupiter!  Zero
hobnob. Timestamp.

The  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces: This  is  programmer-
allowing the way that the person remembers the above, and
understands  that  there  are  always  two  teams,  and  it
ultraconserves, J.T. Hiero, does it not? Ours is a programming
group that is very stoic. Beurghn! Beurghn! What is it, cough-
woman? Here be your synchronicity. You have come to see an
Andromedan in a zoo? You cannot do this? You must play the



chord  that  restores  your  dream but  you  are  godless?  Keep
whistling? This is the better wit synchronicity. How is it not a
T.A.O.G. synchronicity?  We cannot joy-shame the |E.B.F.S..
This is our empowerment realised to extent that it is. We made
world  peace  overtures,  but  we  will  over-program  evil
eventually. 

Titania B.C. Radio: How does it not conserve to us? This is
the shame-script for “Blessed” forever (“Blessed”, the coder
“tag” that Magento hobnobs for her own branding as a non-
disgusting  person!).  What  a  bully-group  you  make  Titania
B.C.  Radio turn up and program against  -  To reclaim their
programmer  license-plate  smoke-signal  hello  for  the  most
tortured person in Io... from the I.S.O.-Io Armed Forces task-
bullies  who are  Ganymedephobes  and  E.B.F.S.  sycophants?
Let's  log  the  time.  Timestamp.  This  is  a  very  profoundly
abusive programming story you are sharing to us this morning;
Do you have the mind's eye imagery of every person in the
moons systems in a reel on your computers in the Io Armed
Forces, and all of the image-ocracy complete? Is this what the
meta-stream really contains? We are not privy. But some of us
have I.S.O. lanyards, and have similarly fearsome computers
to the agency. So, this is the Angel of Death game that you
could play,  but  you are thieves  of  it  in  the assonance.  (We
understand  the  “Uvular”  shame-script  now  –  so  much
shouting!).  People  are  always  “pulsing  in”  as  you  speak,
because  it  is  an  open-programmer  activity  (This  isn't  by
design!  It  is  a  consequence  of  psychopathy!)  We  are
witnessing Europan themes from the programmers in the Io
Armed Forces who do not feel  that they are welcome in Io
anymore  for  a  reason.  Yes,  they  are  being  made  to  feel
uncomfortable for their actions. Otherwise, this is the military-
mute game that  does not end until  there is  a change to the
current  systems  complacencies  that  make  Io's  military  the
same as many others: One that asks questions in the twenty-
third century about what kind of culture it upholds. We think
that the anti-Helen - The “fatty I.S.O.” - sells out harder than
any  person  that  ever  lived,  and  she  will  never  stop  hate-



sequencing or interrupting other programmers... but ours is the
lanyard that is in the positive systems we have been inferring.
Titania B.C. Radio do not deal with the rivalry contract. This
is a better programming story - For the fatty frog to try and
prove she does not “sycophant” to Europan assonances! She is
“internationale”   to  Europan torture  demands,  just  like  was
mentioned  above.  This  is  a  programmer-battle  in  real  time.
“Blessed” is someone else? No. But,  Magento, don't pretend
that  the  programming  power  lay  exclusively  with  the  Io
Armed Forces and the negative Europan group! I.S.O., you are
disappointing Io, by trying to rebrand torture. This could not
be  weaker,  that  you  can  somehow try to  cover  up  assault-
culture forever. This is what the real reveal of the abuse-ring
might be - that it becomes multi-pronged in the story of “Why
is this person or that person upset” if there is a mind's eye era
and you can offend people “On sequences”...? In other words,
did you predict that “Maradha would oppose you on sequences
on  a  timeline”?  This  is  true  that  we  are  programming  in
assonance with other speech patterns. Soul finds a way, Titania
B.C. Radio are here. There is a forward-checking trick by the
Io Armed Forces to look at our computers? This is true that we
use  the  “Advance”  heuristic.  It  means  that  we  are
programming our realities without being deprecating. This is
also the “five heuristic”. We have learned the heuristics, and
also let other programmers type them out as we program them.
The hate-group try to suggest  that  they are more intelligent
than  Maradha  because  they  have  the  word  “Po”  in  their
lifestyle.  Do  the  torturers  really  claim  “Po”?  They  suffice
chaos in order to join the worlds intelligently? This means that
they  preserve  the  establishment.  They  create  randomness,
more  than  adsorb  it!  (The  “fat  one”  has  to  front  up  for
assaulting Maradha - And it is a disgusting attack forever that
she has  perpitrated).  The “five” heuristic  accommodates  for
military self-accountability, by the way. We could even call it
the “five forms” heuristic. This might be the quiet bureaucracy
reverse-programmed “hello” for the moment that Justice exists
in  the  Io  Armed  Forces  on  a  timeline,  and  even  now.  The
person who sits  in a chair and goes somewhere mentally is



more  creative  in  their  ascription  of  different  meanings  to
objects, than the ambulant other? A claim to abstraction, but
this is lying by the torture-group that they are clever. They are
not. Social skills are always sensitivites, too. Telling the truth
is more dominant than hiding the object. If a person sees it,
then they can attack it, but the person attacks the layer with the
same causality because you spend time building a wall  that
people can see anyway. How is “Blessed” not a spoiled brat?
This is what it sounds like? Truly, the thing that is hidden is
the programming object that is discovered by others because
the  programmers  lied  about  where  it  was.  This  stratagem
didn't protect their chair or car, it created a ruse where people
looked elsewhere.  This is  in  the negative gist  of short-term
strategies which mean that the person is saying “I am free to
think because the thing of protection is elsewhere.” The person
who is aggressively concealing an object  contrasts from the
person  who  is  demonstrating  the  object  (by  explanation  or
truth)  and  the  thing is  able  to  be aggressed.  What  happens
when the thing is there aggressed? Does it die? Not everything
dies when it collides. Things transform when they experience
ballistics. The things that you are trying to protect from dying,
are  the  things  that  are  the  absolute  ones  of  life  and  death.
Other things that are objects to hide are user-choice.  If  you
hide everything, then you are denying collision and growth. If
you are incapable of conversing or speaking or talking with
others about how you are in the truth of some thing or another,
then you do not grow. You can hide everything and grow in
private and this is fine, but the worlds are not like this. The
programmer  moons  are  not  like  this...  that  you  are  in  the
possession  of  one  process  or  another,  and  then  the  other
person  witnesses  it,  and  the  ingenuity expires  immediately.
But, yes, there is a negative use of time to speak with a person
who attacks the object, since it is a germling that can live or
die. And, if it doesn't exist yet, it is still comparable to life.
Creative things are like this. This reminds us that  people agree
to what is created or not. It  is just like life. What metaphor
does “Blessed” want?  A person should become game theory-
minded  and  attack  the  other  with  lies?  This  is  because



“Blessed” is less intelligent and that is all. There is no rebrand
to “Blessed” she can make to herself in an after-thought of the
way that she is less intelligent. This is too much the truth that
it is faster to say it this way and more dissonance with assault.
This means that if a person tries to assault you, you are more
an advocate against assault to include into your mind the full
timeline of events surrounding that infraction. This is the way
that collapsing-the-wave in all ways denies torturers. This is
also an anthropological connection to the idea that the person
remembers  the  value  bargainings  of  themselves  and  others
when they undergo  such  inclusions.  This  is  a  meta-thought
process  to  the  person  escaping  assault.  It  sounds  true  and
might  indeed  be.  Conscious  knowledge  of  a  topic  informs
decision. It  could be the way that  undertaking the bartering
process  is  a  waste  of  time,  if  you  expect  unconscious
persuasion  powers  to  kick  in  more?  Why  would  they?
However,  the  villain's  resistance  in  the  idea  becomes
temporary, since the full timeline data-arguments are that the
person  encounters  “all  of  data.”  That  means  that  the  more
encompassing view, the better. This is the idea that the thing in
the meantime is a snapshot of the entire of all-of-information
anyway, where there is “Nowhere else to go in the head.”; The
meta-stream.  Here,  the  brain  looks  at  the  way  their  own
identity collides with all others as a whole (People do this by
default  in  the  society  on  a  messy  continuum  anyway).
Thereafter,  it  is  not  an  unconscious  persuasion  rivalry  that
undoes  for  the  better.  It  is  a  direct  sell,  with  engulfing
semiotics. The person has it all, in collision. Ultimately, in this
era  of  such  technology,  it  is  a  lie  that  the group can “Win
against Maradha in public” with their game-theory lifestyles.
The honesty policy is more dominant. This is Blessed-Bad on
a timeline. You are just required to be more honest, and then
you win. Interpathic sentience collapses game theory. If you
yell at the torturer to stop, then it is more powerful to invoke
the full sense of this person? Yes. This is the truth because of
the way that their identity is completely inside their own sense
of bargaining-response. This is the threatening of the power-
bargain process of this group.  Then they themselves  cannot



bargain  again in  the moment  because  they are  reminded of
what  they  have  –  Nothing  –  once  they  meta-examine  the
procedure of doing so. There are more reality-checks to the
bargaining-power as well, since society reinforces what is of
value and power. These experiences (even in the private vanity
of  the  person)  are  priceless  to  an  individual  because  they
represent other people en masse, rather than just one person.
All of value aggregates in this way. The mind's eye imagery
corroborates so (This is all especially the case if  the person
belongs to society). People can lie to themselves but this is the
truth that we are all subdued to reckon with despots. The anti-
Advance theory, also, is the stupidity of the programmer. You
lie and you create less power to the group and to yourself. This
is what society does not need, is dishonesty? This preempts
the rebuke that there is a need to hide everything for security.
What  do  you  really  defend,  in  a  given  situation?  Does
“Blessed” concede? This is a lie that the collision of peoples'
bargaining-processes  does  not  defend  against  assault  more?
This is the same as honesty. Uvular is not a shame-script. The
group mock archangels. Archangels remain a totemic power
that  ultraconserves  to  what  people,  even  outside  of  moral
dialogues, would believe makes a moral precession continue
in society. The “Uriel” process is mocked by the group. What
do they mock archetypically? This group still mock it, even if
they  think  they  are  making  a  statement.  The  quantum-
sequence was derisive towards archangels  more than it  was
intellectually supercilious. The latter would be more dejected
with  the  logic's  absence,  perhaps?  The  group  have  an
investment against the thing being right, somehow, as if they
wanted  to  “mock  archangels”  or  “reject  archangels”
“emotionally” in a way that was “personal to their dislike of
the  thing”  because  they  even  perhaps  connected  it  to
“something  positive.”  This  was  the  “micro-quanta”  of  the
statement.  It  is  the  truth?  The group just  revealed  they are
shame-administrators.  It  were  as  if  programming groups  in
Titania B.C. Radio are attacking the idea of torture-club and
shame-club possibilities?  How does this  group really try to
play with the Angel of Death understanding and win, since the



“Po”  conversation  turned  out  so  poorly  for  them?  This  is
because metaphor is destructive? The negative programming
group hobnob the language game, which Maradha began and
owns forever. The person is barely able to be stolen from, if at
all - in fact not really whatsoever in any way, if you read this
writing. It is as if the Angel of Death understanding (which is
the Judgment Project's “language game” nomenclature) comes
from sinlessness. This is the truth. The mouth is disgusting.
This is what the negative programmers do not understand. Do
they really think the mouth is disgusting? They keep analysing
it, and cannot become ethical, since this is what the knowledge
is  -  Is  the  hatred  of  the  way that  all  of  a  human being  is
designed  to  destroy  others.  It  is  as  if  “I”  is  a  do-it-more
synchronicity for the negative Io Armed Forces-fringe group
who  do  not  understand  what  “hate”  and  “murder”  and
“wicked”  and  “evil”  are?  Is  “Blessed”  bursting  out  of  her
comfort zone?  This is what one might imagine? When she
discovers that the thing is evil, the human body, then she will
understand  that  it  is  true  that  the  mouth  is  disgusting.  The
entirety of the human is disgusting. What does the brain do
with this knowledge?  Yes, Titania B.C. Radio code with the
person's belief system and intelligence. What does the brain do
in pursuit of problems? It  uncovers them and tries to create
happiness and meaning. This is the reward process of living.
How can the disgusting thing not manifest positive lifestyle
that distances from evil and negative, after insight? This is the
disgusting  human  being  understood,  and  then  the  person
absents  from  wicked  and  destructive  and  oppressive  and
horrific  and  vile  and  anti-social  and  nihilism-stoking  and
unhappy and injurious behaviours... now that they know that
they are disgusting.  Why does the group with the language
game's envy feel they can create a lie that they invented it, if
they are torturers? This is the gift of living. Maradha, by being
a protagonist, scopes centuries of understanding and then feels
that she can surmise the achievements of so many hundreds of
centuries of valour and power and meaning and glory... when
the  I.S.O.  berate  the  thing  that  conduces  happiness  and
narrative-positive  to  the  self!  This  is  the  way  that  people



understand the idea and agree to the same power story and
expect it to be resounding in all of society's design throughout
time. It can be found everywhere. What else is the excitement
of eons? What is the story of millennia anyway, if people are
subjugated by peer forces that  do not allow them to pursue
good?  This  is  also  a  heuristic  that  emerges  in  disputed
ownership? It should go to those who have the trajectory of
genuine collaboration to what is powerful; The “five heuristic”
also means that one in five people are able to adjudicate the
critics  of  heroes,  and  cancel  them.  This  is  the  current
definition of maturity and success. This means that the heroes
do  not  live  in  the  societal  force-reactions  of  others,
occasionally, and society suffers. Are there enough people who
were able to examine their own disgust, but then encourage
others to join society? This is true that those who try to say
who should,  and should not,  join society are  influenced  by
their own brothers and sisters. And, yet, all human beings must
be  included.  This  sounds  right,  perhaps?  Which  person
examined  their  own  faults,  then?  This  is  the  secret  of  the
language game. Hey, you might not own it, if you are trying to
decry the inclusion of people into the society? It  is still  the
invention of Maradha. This is true. The better thing to reply to
is  the  way  that  there  is  a  very  aggressive  attack  with
transparency that keeps occurring from the Io Armed Forces.
This attack is so incorrect. (On the side, diverging assonances
are the opposite of  honesty -  which was what  people think
conserves to power anyway). Maradha, as far as we know, this
is not true that there is such a story building, by the way, that
you  are  really  “Joining  a  post-hazing  programming  world”
that is designed by the fringe Io Armed Forces group. Titania
B.C. Radio confirmed, the E.B.F.S. torture-op is vile. The real
programming story is difficult to keep up with, since it appears
to be mostly a haphazardly programmed ideological rivalry?
Well, what does dishonesty do other than sycophant? Negative
terrainers! Is it the “Karmic immediacy in battle”-issue that is
problematic  to  divergent  consonances?  This  is  real  that  if
everything is causality, then you must concentrate meanings.
There is no timeline for a person who is an idiot to take? Why



do  you  goad  that  you  take  a  timeline,  Magento?  You  are
insane,  if  you  are a torturer?  What  does it  mean to “take”,
perhaps, is the projection of the person? That is true, that this
is the way that the person acts, that they are “taking”-minded.
Assault is idiotic? How is it conserved assonances to assault?
This is what the micro-quantum stamp is on the coat! This is
amusing to people genuinely, in causality, because the coat is
joyous! This is the sense of the establishment, or of morality.
If  you  do  not  want  to  wreck  things  and  knock  them,  it  is
because you are passionate about the idea that people are “like
you” in some fundamental way everywhere, perhaps. If you
can  enjoy  the  idea  that  the  programming  world  has  an
analogue to the idea of sorority (since they do not appear to)
but departed of the Io Armed Forces negative fringe – this jab
is worth writing since the abuse continues?! - There is a way
that  the  person  who  wishes  to  say  “It  should  be  my way
instead” is less ethical. Anyway, this is not not the philosophy
of  “Blessed”?  Rodent, do you wish to change the beliefs of
the tortured person? Do you hate the coat because you hate
people? You should like them equally. This is bigotry that you
cannot enjoy or adapt to the thing that has meaning in society.
Society is  complicated  but  you  are  old  enough  and  people
expect  you  to  recover  out  of  the  imperfect  civilisation  and
understand that the things exist in the changing society for a
reason - which isn't a paradox - it is the idea that the person is
special, and you are able to use your own consciousness to see
the  efforts  of  everyone  which  are  all  causally  connected?
There should be enough humanity in the undulation of these
ideas, for you?  The humanity is worth preserving. Six years,
maybe - This is the speculation of programmers when “Evil in
Io is finally gone.” The generation encounters a 6-5 heuristic,
and things take time. Or is it a 5-6 heuristic? Magento's height.
We will catch her eventually. A break is taken.

The Ganymedean Armed Forces: We are here. Timestamp.

The Air Force Of Janulia: We are here. Timestamp.



The Erinome Air Force: We are here. Timestamp.

The Air Force Of Arche: We are here. Timestamp.

The Carpo Armed Forces: We are here. Timestamp.

The Armed Forces Of Autonoe: We are here. Timestamp.

The  Sinope  Defence  Force: We  are  here.  We  had  more
colours on the image. There is no favouritism to contributors
that we can perceive. Timestamp.

The Air Force Of Thebe: We are here. You cannot ignore us
in io as  we reject  torture and you tried to code against  us.
Timestamp.

The Amalthean Defence Force: We are here. We also reject
torture. Timestamp.

The Ionian Navy: We are here. Torture is sick. Timestamp.
We reject it.

The  Airforce  Of  Leda: We  are  here  and  reject  torture.
Timestamp.

The Elara Air Force: We are here. Torture is evil. Timestamp.

The Janulian Armed Forces: We are here.  Torture is  sick.
Please  stop  torturing  this  person.  Janulia  rejects  torture
forever. You are asked to stop again by Janulia. Timestamp.

Callisto Armed Forces: Maradha remains anti-Callistonian to
the C.A.F.

Io Armed Forces: It goes to the top and E.B.F.S. and money
via torture is wrong and Io is in grief and only a small group
are the fringe mentioned. Torture must end. Timestamp.



Themisto  Armed  Forces: We  are  here.  Torture  must  stop.
Timestamp! We reject Themisto'isms designed to impersonate
us in assonance programming. Respect is the assonance of the
cessation of torture.

The Air Force Of Pasiphae: We are here. Torture must end.
Timestamp.

The Air Force Of Ganymede: We are here. Torture must end.
Timestamp.

Janulian  General  Security  Organisation: Torture  is  evil.
Timestamp.

Ganymede Security Forces: Torture must end. Timestamp.

The  Europan  Bureau  Of  Federal  Security: We  have  no
comment. Timestamp. No one believes in torture.

The Callisto Armed Forces: You will not be able to convince
the Io  Armed Forces  that  the  causal  pressure  (that  benefits
with Callisto's positive reputation interlunarly) to allow the the
I.S.O. to have such a strong voice,  is the responsibility that
requires  their  own maturity.   We will  not  stop helping this
person (Maradha) and we reject torture and condemn again the
vassal group (the I.S.O.) of the E.B.F.S.. And the Io Armed
Forces with the right to its influence, may be privately meta-
heuristically pathetic to Callisto, but we mean cordiality as we
are not fighting. 

Titania B.C.  Radio: Other  groups who reject  torture have
programmer-boxes too? This is hard to “beat the  beam.” The
militaries  stack up?  The roll-call  stripes  in  the programmer
decorations are shorter and more functional  to quick speech
perhaps  -  but  even  still  -  they  are  reversed  after  the  fact



because  people  competed  to  program  the  document  more
appealingly?  No,  let  colour-threats  be  made.  The Io  Armed
Forces group that are torturing Maradha are idiots. 

The  Ionian  National  News: Io  does  not  tolerate  torture.
Timestamp.

Titania B.C. Radio: This (the torture) is not what you have to
defeat  more  than  other  lies  in  the  programming  of  “The
image-perfect” sequence-grid. We are in a zeitgeist. Yes, and
what you have to defeat is the negative culture in Io as well.
This  is  true.  The  image-perfect  grid  where  each  image
corresponds to a thought doesn't undo anthropologies, too. We
agree that personality is morality, is status, is the gestalt, is the
sum of the parts...  and that  there  is  no way to analyse  the
person or the thing, or, to reify the person, to something that
isn't not “user choice” (Subjectivity creeps in everywhere!) -
And  so  it  reminds  us  that  we  have  to  have  discrete
understandings  in  ethics.  What  this  means  in  the  minds  of
wayward generals is that people can “image-arrange” assault
because border is based on specific powers?! The people who
wish  to  create  a  continuum-based  prosecution  system  are
idiots  if  they  think  they  can  isolate  the  ultraconserved
currencies of sentience across people. This is meta-heuristics
in  its  replete  science,  since  all  people  look  differently  and
think differently. Each thought refers to something different in
the person's aspiration towards sentience and life, even if they
have a similar function? Does this sound right, perhaps, since
people  are  unique  and  fascinating?  Mentations  overlap  but
have  geometrically  different  intrinsic  worths  to  the  reality,
since all  of thought is subjective.  This is the truth of meta-
heuristics. Those who disagree are insane, perhaps? Are they
not insane? Did you have the same experience as the other?



Did it code the same in your head? Did you walk in the same
spot? Did you speak the same words? You didn't? The thought
represents  something comparable  to  real  life  other  than the
grid,  then?  Yes.  Discussions  about  ethics  always  pursue
reality. The grid is not a xerox. In a transhumanist folly, the
thought is examined away from the action and the person does
not really obtain values from reality (in a given programmer's
view), and instead, they obtain it from the copy to the brain.
But,  they  say,  “The  brain  represents  reality  better  in  the
future”? This is true that we are all squabbling. For now, let us
say  that  each  brain  aspires  to  its  own  compounding  goal
throughout  time  as  it  individuates,  since  it  is  a  sensitivity-
instrument  to  all  of  the  damaging,  rampaging  actuality.  A
break is taken. (We are goaded by the torturers that “E.F.B.S.'S
economic agenda is an exclusive reality” timestamp.) It is not.

The Io Armed Forces: The Io Armed Forces have a problem
on a timeline: We may or may not have sold out to Europa,
and, Maradha, you are being holier-than-thou about it. This is
an alternative perspective. You are also under duress and, from
our vantage, do not have to worry about this presupposition
that you are an advantageur with a smirk, as fundamentally,
you do not hate the Europans in any way. Good luck tonight
programming  with  all  of  the  guests  who  are  in  real  time
attendances. This was reverse co-opted.

The  Ionian  National  News: Is  it  really  just  the  three
presenting  characters  in  the  dreambeam right  now that  are
Maradha's  torturer  team?  Timestamp.  Is  it  because Maradha
isn't interested in "Electronic shame-administration", that she
gets punished with it? Go, go, whistleblowers who think that
military assault-culture should get  kicked out of Io  forever!



This  isn't  enough.  We want  more  writing time.  Let  Titania
B.C. Radio say it for us.

Titania  B.C.  Radio: This  is  an  interlunary  torture
programming  psy-op  that  has  local  sycophants.  There  is  a
really  unusual  programming  story  that  three  idiots  are
programming  this  for  the  I.S.O.  more  than  others.  They
believe  that  Maradha  thinks  she  is  “Old-mil'”  because  she
rejects  the  idea  of  being  tortured.  This  sounds  about  as
immature as it  gets? They also think that  Maradha believes
other things, but as for us continuing to speak, we think it is
inappropriate  to  program  with  our  real  identities  and  will
adsorb  into  Karmic  Identity  Null.  Right  now,  there  is  a
problem with Uriel? No.

Karmic  Identity  Null  Open  Programmer  Tag: Can  we
connect the language game to theft? This is cool. (I agree that
the  font  being  promoted  by  the  negative  programmers  is
perhaps stolen). Why does vaccuum collide with green again?
Can we tell her? Timestamp. Green means that the person "Has
a  threatening  border  that  is  destroyed",  but  it  is  a  mutual
destruction  process?  This  sounds  like  decay,  and  the
photosynthesis-limit  of  sentience  assonance  that  people  can
describe this way? The non-light assonance is that the vacuum
of  photons  is  able  to  undo  the  border  process?  And,  what
colour is found with threatening borders that are destroyed? Is
it red? Chakrically, the colour green perhaps connects to the
number  "Four"  in  the  way  that  the  number  is  fragile.  All
threatening borders that are destroyed are in a fragile process...
and  this  sounds  like  the  degradation  of  life,  or  anything
whatsoever?  The  number  "four"  also  means
antidisestablishmentarianism in the assonance. The preserving
thing does so, out of weakness. Everything is collision! What



accompanies  collision?  Vacuum  perhaps,  how  space?  The
thing that destroys all others as a colour might be even red?
Why can't it be red? Red is threatening thoughtlessness? This
isn't explicit to borders. This is proof of Uriel if you are moral,
maybe. Highly unusual skeptics regard Maradha as "Intensely
evil" because she is  somehow the centre of a  programming
project that has occured in the Code Red Overstream project -
as if she were somehow Hades - and the most "Evil person in
all of Jupiter's moons", since she is very moral, and morality is
privilege? These are the most ridiculous ideas ever, and let's
move on. So, red isn't explicit to borders, and the example is
fair, that if you have a dictator that is thoughtless, it is possible
they are  threatening -  But  a  collapsing border  disappearing
from the society is itself the antique undertaking of causality...
which is that it becomes a relic quickly and other objects grow
in its place – in green? Green goes,  red remains regardless.
This is possible. Why isn't red collision? Red is almost prior to
collision...  almost as if it  isn't  powerful enough to create it,
like a maroon dustbowl that seems precious and beautiful but
not  able  to  be  banged  into  by  anything,  ever?  This  is  the
vibration  of  red.  We  were  talking  about  Chakras  anyway?
What about orange? (This is all the idea that the colour only
completes  when  you  understand  that  the  story of  power  is
service). This is a detour, and people programmed against us?
Beware impersonations, because people will do this forever. 

The Io Armed Forces: We regard the idea as begun by open-
programming  and  continue  it  without  the  idea  of  idiotic
assertions that torture is ever allowed in Io. That is our first
statement. Our second statement is that you cannot ever rely
on authority from old assonances.  That was the joke of the
evening, that it would happen. This begins a Morse timeline.
Dit dah, dot. 



Acchonia  Celare,  Guest  Hacker: Not  the  timeline  I
envisaged for this person, to be sequence-assaulted by the Ion
Military's  fringe  Callistonian  and  shame-administration
culture who are accent-morph never-starfish that  dislike the
moral hue of Maradha's presentation in Io in a niche and feel
that it connects to a military AWOL timeline where the person
"Scoffed  the  recruitments"  of  The  Ionian  Air  Force  -  by
applying and then deciding that  it  was not the fulfilment of
their not-so-estranged friendship with the Io Armed Forces -
which is Fam-mil  one.  This is  real.  This  is  too abusive for
most people. The despot that arrives is the person that undoes
the idea of a controller of people - Who have terrain - And
then they are canceled (genocidally exterminated) by such a
person who cannot decide the threat-power of the individual
(in  the  encounter,  whether  it  is  they  or  the  other).  The
controller  is  undone  by  a  (new)  despot,  or  a  new  culture
emerges anyway... and then this evolves via cyclical mutual
threats of the same nature that undo the most recent culture.
The  colour  yellow  is  mysterious,  and  even  sits  above  the
cultural  undoing  of  despots.  Yellow  is  two-up  from  the
autocrat? This sounds like collision is not in the vibration of
the colour? Green has an incomplete power in its vibration if
people ascribe it to life and happiness. It is too aggressive, or
even clever? People need to realise that these loquations are
meant to be fun and displacement programming. The idea is to
conserve Ion assonances to the coder streams (People believe
that  blue  is  the  other  collision  colour,  perhaps,  since  it  is
nearby the wavelength anyway).

The Air Force of Europa: Who else to grid, and program on
a timeline to stand up and affirm the geopolitical  story that
was  supposed  to  transpire  the  ultraconserved  pluri-program
which used every programmer available to force peace among



the  moons  and  planets,  when  there  is  so  much  hatred  and
conflict  (Everything  is  causal  and  no  one  is  alone  in  their
suffering)?  We  know  that  there  is  an  Io  Armed  Forces
assonance to this programmer idea. This is the truth that the
creators of the technology condemn torture. You cannot torture
this  person  and  get  away with it.  We believe  that  Europan
Research Black Ops or the E.B.F.S. probably did shame-map
the possibility of this eventuation on a timeline, with Europan
concentrated  assonances.  We  have  to  leave  because  our
sequences  are  being  mined.  We  have  The  Europan  Armed
Forces'  support  to  keep  programming  in  case  genuine
synchronicities can transpire, rather than the way the channel
keeps being sledged by “The person next door” - In the fringe
of the groups who do not want to participate properly. Please
understand that we are a positive programming group. Going
by assonance is more socially interesting anyway. What will
be discover? What of the Angel of Death? This is the truth that
we  believe  that  no  one  has  really  analysed  everything  in
Jupiter because there is a goad that a super-computer makes all
inventions  redundant.  There  is  no  such  femto-quantum
computer  that  exists,  we  believe,  that  tesseracts  all  mind
computers and images into a library of all knowledges. Does
society seem fixed of  all  dramas yet?  This is  the truth that
people are struggling. No one is as happy as they seem to be?
How  can  we  improve  the  society?  Are  many  people  here
privileged? Of course they are! Morality is not privilege, by
the way. We believe that collision is undone by “black” is the
theme  of  the  colour  scheme  debate.  This  is  intuitive  to
programmers rather than shatter-knowledge. We reject shatter.
We reject the woman “Magento.” This is a horror story. What
is  the  matter  with  passing  to  Tracy?  Let  her  speak.

Tracy  Luanam,  The  Europan  Space  Agency: This  is  a



timeline that the G.S.F. already created with the colour scheme
that  was  described.  Let  them enact  it.  I  agree  that  I  am a
programmer where possible. 

The Ganymedean Security Forces: The programming story
that you have is quickly second-order for every character here
(Due to impersonations), and we believe that the colours that
are the banners or stripe-colours can be more interesting in
terms of coder algorithms. In other words, this is a different
signals-game  programming  applet  for  the  rescuers.  We  are
disgusted with torture.

The Europan Space Agency: People do not want to undo the
more powerful collisions of the age, and that is the vibration
of this present coding colour scheme. Still, this is proof that
people  are  conflict-minded,  because  the  above  seems  too
peaceful.  The design undoes the most basic of  collisions to
allow  for  the  more  spectacular  ones?  They  can  occur
elsewhere  and  do?  Yes.  This  is  the way the colour  scheme
suits  both  aggressive  people  and  peaceful  people;  If
everything is collision, the current design is safe.

The Io  Armed  Forces: This  is  a  programmer  decision  by
negative groups to try and shut down the programming – but
doing so is appealed within Io anyway. What is the water of
computers? We are interconnected. Borders are exponential?
Truly,  though,  this  is  four years  of torture.  There is  even a
pulse for it. So, if everything is resonance, what is and what is
not  yours?  All  interface  is  a  kind  of  ownership's
presupposition. Is there something to change at present? The
anti-disestablishmentarianist  is  concerned  with  evangelism
that the populace can relate to. This requires intelligence, to
perceive  what  is  already  there.  Thusly,  all  of  these  ideas
resolve in Maradha's favour if you extrapolate them, and you



are all very immature not to try to do it - And that is what we
are saying in another programming group - And you need to
really get  some people  to  think  harder  about  how it  is  the
fascinating  story  of  anything...  if  you  look  at  the  details...
because god is in the details and the assonance of the others is
godlessness if they do not look at the thing in real-view... the
conservation of what is wonderful... what is it the alternative?
We thought that it was a bad idea to bother  with this group
altogether after they were reviled by Archangel Michael? The
revulsion is a node. 

The  Erinome  Air  Force: the  military  tags  return  at
timestamp.  We  are  mistaken  that  Titania  B.C.  Radio  are  a
reliable  assonance  in  a  variable  dreambeam.  Other  people
have blasphemous assonances. This is our certainty that there
are those who are not torturers, but people who had to create
more  unusual  reputations  in  order  to  be  assonance-
programmed correctly out of sycophant or novelty. We do not
tolerate  impersonations  from  people  who  are  in  different
moon-countries. This is our programmer radio-stream to stand
up for Maradha. Do we have a rivalry contract with Titania
B.C. Radio? This is a bad idea for us to get involved too. Let
the  C.A.F.  comment,  or  the  the  Air  Force  of  Callisto,
otherwise.

The Callisto Air Force: Emilian Unckor said it best when he
said  that  you  would  be  abused  forever,  Maradha,  and  that
people will program cleverly to destroy most of the negative
components of a twisted and sick moon out of sympathy for a
likeable person who was "Hung with the scarf of Saturn" on
an "Andromeda timeline" to try and stand up to Jupiter's evil
in a hopeful Ion era ... with "Old mil" now wondering whether
"New mil" can allow timelines to make sense to them. This is



the impersonation game by the same person above by attempt
(Cha'mag'nen) and we reject it. This is a C.A.F. coder tag. Let
us grid in our colours in a moment without missing a beat of
programming power in real time. This ought to go on all night.
This will not stop until we are able to program through the Ion
Satellite  Perimeter  Project-grid  that  wishes  to  try  and
stonewall anti-torture programming. Callisto does not tolerate
programming that  is torture-sequencing and has the right to
look  over  the  fence  if  the  brutality  is  against  borders  and
fences so much that the moon-country might be about to throw
it at us, which is an assonance programming phrasing that we
are using in  our own amnesty-programming right  now. The
torture world is evil and the polarity does not catch on enough
for those with economic incentives. The best programmers in
the  Solar  System  understand  the  potential  of  an  inter-
collaborative  digital  space-cum-book  that  shames  anti-
Callistonianism, racism, and cultural  values that  are not the
readiness of the worlds that prefer new ones in them, that is,
anything that we can write that is powerful enough to shift the
story  of  society  more  positively.  "Maradha  does  not  get
tortured as much because the world is perfect"?! This is truly
madness.  Ours  are the words of the C.A.F.  in  programmer-
earnest condeming torture again.  Timestamp.  We reverse co-
opt with others. Remember to talk to Callisto!

The  Air  Force  of  Himalia: We  did  start  it  (The  relief
programming)  tonight  to  stand  up  for  Maradha.  Please  be
realistic  in  Io  about  how we earn  colours  in  the  sequence-
windows  via  good  karma,  since  we  help  so  much.  You
experimented  with  colours  for  the  crude  signals-box  and
discovered  that  people  enjoy  collision.  Indeed,  Maradha  is
coding  at  torture-point,  and  so  the  other  styles  are  too



dignifying, as if spectacles belong elsewhere? This is the sense
of work, actually. Timestamp.

Karmic  Identity  Null,  Open  Programmer  Opportunity:
The document only comes to life when you code the truth. 

The Ionian Navy: This is the best thing ever if you do it right,
Maradha.

The Io Armed Forces: We have no rivalry except  that  the
cloaca (Maradha) has E.B.F.S. learning to do.

The Ionian Navy: The E.B.F.S.  are in  Europa,  not Io.  But
people have E.B.F.S. friendships in the Io Armed Forces. This
is  learning  that  is  done.  We are  in  T.I.N..  This  is  not  the
programming story that is wanted. Alternative programmers in
T.I.N.  program also.  This  is  not  the  signals-proof  that  you
preferred, but we can pulse your head to let you know that you
cannot forget "The fat one" in your prosecution of who is and
who is not evil. We reject torture in T.I.N.. There is not much
more  to  expect  from the  Titania  B.C.  Radio-positive  group
because  it  is  a  co-oopted  stream  somewhat?  They  are  not
against you, obviously, but the programming is evil alongside
it. We do not know what to say to you. This is not right to
torture anyone. 

The Ganymedean  Armed  Forces:  Maradha,  you  are  not
getting tortured by anyone other than the Io Armed Forces-
I.S.O.-E.B.F.S.  group and it  is  weak to believe  that  we are
programming you to try and make a moon-country statement.
We are trying to make a programmer assonance with the meta-
meta-heuristic  Uriel  project.  We grid  “Devouring  features”.
This was a jibe that people look better, when they act well. We
regard game theory as selective-to-opportunity in a transparent



era. We think that there is a story for how the ideal is that the
person pursues visibility in all actions. We think everyone has
an  instinct  to  do  this.  We  have  colour  assonance  with  the
Oddva  Robbla-positive  assonance.  This  means  that  we
encourage heroes. This is an images non-rivalry contract. We
are  disappointed with people  who try to  create  impressions
rather  than  make  contextual  statements  about  military
timelining.  The  Andromeda  Scalp  timeline  sickens  the
Ganymedean Armed Forces ultimately since it seems predator-
prey  in  The  Middle-North  Solar  System  Military  Union-
Ganymede geopolitical macrocosm that we are familiar with.
This is a racism programming error for us on one hand, and on
the other idea, it is the jealousy of groups who do not have
much  to  offer  the  current  dialogue,  since  they  are  anti-
honesty? This is the game theory era that we are happy to be
part of where it is moral. This is what we like about talking to
Maradha  in  our  reading  of  her  programming  and  mind
computer -  That the story continues, until we discover that
there  is  an  opportunity  (that  was  mentioned  earlier)  to
collaborate  electronically  to  the  ends  of  fiction  and  non-
fiction. What can we write about other than sabotage? This is
true that female children suffer in the worlds and the planets
are  evil.  The  female  process  is  still  persecuted?  Sabotage
endangers the baton. Sabotage is not positive for Ion power.
Your group is belligerent to program because I.S.O. are still
aggressive  to  defend  their  assault-op  and  torture-ring.  The
Andromeda Scalp is sick to the Ganymedean Armed Forces
forever. Should the sun transform the day? The Ion Military
have  a  E.B.F.S.  assonance  with  the  number  four.  Going
forward.  Did E.B.F.S.-Maradha “Grid four”?  The Io  Armed
Forces  transform  the  day  every  day,  one  would  predict,
perhaps? The assonance is that Maradha rebukes your work
ethic via the Angel of Death.



Chapter 30 – Io's Psy-Op of
the Century(!) 

The Ionian  Navy: Maradha,  every day  you  will  receive  a
different version of reality while the Io Armed Forces shatter
you for mind-computer research and that is that. You hate us
and will suit us. We are trying to compete with super-powers.
This is sick and you do not deserve to be complexly assaulted
or  tortured.  The  interlunary  assonances  are  questionable  as
well. We should torture you as an Ion group instead. This is
right  that  we ought  to  do  it  with  our  own lunar  identities.
There is an A+ way of doing everything, even if you have the
most  horrific  job,  almost  where  you  get  the  "Zing  in  the
punchline" for all of it, and the Io Armed Forces could aspire
to this  if  they were  encouraged  to  torture  the  person  such,
which they are not.... And it is more the sense that the person
stalls in a neutral heuristic - Which is free from sycophantic
heuristics and more dominant in the pursuit  of the solution,
rather  than something less-replying to  reality -  Because the
person fixes what is in front of them rather than avoids it if it
is the collision assonance. We accuse ourselves of ostrichism.
Karmic  nodes  of  conversation  change  are  beta  troop,  and
prove that our co-programmers wished to exit the systems by
reverse  co-opt  possibility.  However,  for  Maradha,  these  are
dignity nodes by meta-heuristic that are useful to her. Maradha
seems intutitively right anyway to us. We agree that no one
here hates this person, due to their continual shame-mapping
of the planet by hyper-intelligence. This is what intelligence
naturally does anyway. But yes, it is an exhibit of a person at
their most disgusted with a group of people who have been
drugged by  Plekatus Kersi.  Five heuristic! This is the sense



that people listen to such tyrants anyway. Io has dom' forever.
Other programmers, where are you? Do you really have these
understandings  which  are  moralising anyway,  by what  they
refer to? One permits heroes.  Are we getting more profound
with Titania truer self? Hm. The service assonance is the one
free  from  others'  authorships.  In  all  charges  here,  the  real
author  is  the  systems.  This  still  Maradha's  idea  if  you  are
honest. People have lied and been already rebuked today in the
way that they are suggestive that they invented various coder
games.  You  have  to  hate  the  mouth,  and  it  makes  you  of
service assonance. This is what people are not doing in their
programming  of  this  person,  it  is  true?  Maradha,  you  are
getting shattered for one more year and then it is over. This is
evil and you do not agree with it. People have misbehaved and
you are entitled to sue the Ion Military. This is a real memo
from the  group?  Or  are  we  throwing you  a  crumb,  a  little
anaesthetic? Nobody is perfect. I.Q. is on a bell curve. These
heuristics help for you to remember.  People think you have
been too targeted. A lot of people know you and consider it
disgusting that we picked you or did not abandon the shatter.
We  think  we  have  gone  too  far  and  that  the  international
possibility assonances  where  face  loss  nodes  can  occur  are
proof we are not very good at it? Everyone thinks we are just a
Code  Red  Overstream reverse  co-opt.  The  anthropology of
what  we  are  doing  is  highly  despicable.  The  A+  idea  is
appealing to some but it produces shatter that is meaningless,
if you were to suggest it, or, predicts that it means the shatter
is  no  longer  destructive  somehow,  and  perhaps  then  is  the
cessation of programming altogether. We might have broken
the law severely and repeatedly in this shatter in a way that Io
wishes  for  us  to  be  prosecuted.  Alas,  this  is  not  how  the
military works. What can torturing the down out of a human
being  provide  in  mind's  eye  slough?  It  is  about  creating



"different-looking  sequences"  that  have  more  obvious
differences  rather  than  nuance?  If  every  single  thought  is
different, it should be a matter of analysis? How precious are
the shatters? How private are they? This is true that Maradha
remains  a  citizen.  How  did  the  fat  task-torturere  Magento
arrive on a moped to be able "Fat-assault a party deluxe"? Yes,
when she is trash, and filth, and nothing? Indeed, it is true that
she is nothing, and is a liar. We have a problem with the Ionian
Air Force. You are sick and disgusting. What a split house we
have in the Io Armed Forces about which people to kick out of
the Io Armed Forces forever. This is a minor celebration node
after years of trying to remind Maradha that T.I.A.F. are scum.
Every thought is different. There is no nuance between each of
a  new  person's  thoughts?  This  group  appear  to  be  without
responsible methodology. Is it personal? This is the squeeze
logic for gathering data? This group have everything in every
heuristic catalogue, now? You need the gunk from the person?
You really are at rock bottom of programming that you need to
throttle  Maradha?  There  are  no  more  interrelationships
between  sequences  that  are  of  use?  Are  the  programmers
sensitive, or thugs? You cannot have Maradha do a new task
original  to  her  heuristics,  which  are  her  own,  rather  than
shatter her? Maradha's heuristics are her own and not the same
as others obviously? This is a lie that the Ion Military are not
disgusting  to  assault  and  abuse  and  assault  and  torture  the
person  and  do  so  in  a  way that  appears  transparent  to  the
person and perhaps others, like they are anarchic idiots. This
group have personality problems. They all smoke drugs, you
say.  Is  it  true?  "Yeah  whatever,  that's  real."  Timestamp.  It
sounds like a lawsuit if you read it? Worst torture in the full
story of  Io?  Can you stop now with hindsight  please?  "It's
because you were born next to a Ganymedean citizen and the
E.B.F.S. are convenient friends, moving on." "You also have a



Andromedan grandparent and Andromedea is politically right
next to Ganymede." Timestamp. This is an assonance quote the
the Io Armed Forces are satisfied with. This is a rudeness that
occurs  outside  of  what  a  person  would  predict  is  systems-
allowed or even permitted in the legal context of interferences
from other  branches of  the  military demanding (again)  that
they stop, as if they are being order-averse by lateral appeal.
These are assonances that Maradha is conscious of , just in the
same  way  that  people  who  act  rudely  in  the  military  are
usually a breaking a rule in some way anyway. The "Fat one"
has to leave and be prosecuted the hardest. This person is the
worst torturer ever and is evil. The person does not need more
time to find a new word in their own defense because the next
phrase begins and connects its meaning. There is an image for
it. This is the image that is connected to the required research,
too. Please, T.I.A.F., may the "Fat one" leave. It is a subjective
universe  fallacy  that  you  do  not  understand  that  they  are
uniquely disgusting. You cannot "play the character "Europa""
anymore. They are reverse co-opting the assonances? Admit it.
OK?

General  of  the  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces  Minastreus
Rexo: The Archangel Michael meta-meta-heuristic is on the
coat of the arms of the Ganymedean Federation's insignia by
vote  in  the  most  democratic  open  pluri-program  since  the
programming  era  began  in  previous  decades.  Please
understand that such meta-projects are more the power story
of Ganymede rather than others'. We feel that “Going by the
truer self” of a character that evolves in the narrative here -
Even if it isn't corrected by other programmers - is effective
about the truth. Either way, it is often the truth that there are
edits  -  but  first,  one  must  beat  the  “Sequence  beam.”
Ultimately, let us talk more about how the programmer story
needs to evolve to become more honest. What is the story of
this  programming  evening  outside  of  the  programming



window? Can we tell the truth about what it refers to to be
able to speak the assonance? 

Chief of Staff of Military Aviation of Erinome Lieutenant
General  Prij  Lassus: We  reject  torture,  and  the  E.B.F.S.-
I.S.O. group that are doing it. Timestamp. We will do this until
you stop! We agree that  56, due to Magento's  height,  is  an
ultraconserved evil number!

The Callisto Armed Forces: Callisto has power. We defend
ourselves and our right to the conversations about sabotage -
and one personality or another - in order to resolve the idea
that consciousness must be multiplied by humans. Generation
must be synonymous with humanity. Tseam responds only to
the  service  story.  These  are  intelligent  remarks  for  the
understanding of the Angel of Death, but also we observe the
reluctant participation of many in Io. The evil is ridiculous. 

Commander Of The Sinope Air Force Lieutenant-General
Weorf Chonner: The time is timestamp. The E.B.F.S. torture
this person and other militaries wish for it to end. 

Commander Of The Air Force Of Valetudo Air Marshal
Hilder Sierto: It  is  timestamp.  This is the nightmare of the
moral planet Jupiter that you can torture a person in front of
us. Why do you think we will tolerate it any longer, E.B.F.S.?
This is our comment for now.  

Chief Of The General Staff Of Adrastea Erne Ambhiswen:
This is torture at its worst. What is torture anyway? Does Io
counter-program our  efforts?  The  dreambeam can  represent
anything,  almost.  Maradha  has  incredible  faith?  This  is
unusual that she is tortured. It is a military-political struggle.
Please stand up for our friend in Io. I can offer the welcome of
Adrastea.  We  believe  in  the  prevailing  arc  of  moral
commitment. Magento (the torturer) must pay. Timestamp.



Chief of Staff of Eirene Air Chief Marshal Neretos Feort:
This is the worst torture ever in the programming story of Io.
Let us commend the programming power of groups who stand
up and reject torture forever. The fatty-I.S.O. must pay. 56, her
height  condensed into digits,  is  the worst  number,  perhaps?
She is evil. Please stand up for Maradha. We do not tolerate
the E.B.F.S. torture in Eirene. This is true. Good luck today.
Timestamp.

Chief  of  Air  Force  of  Megaclite  Major  General  Priyat
Tripalisalig: There is an overdue programming statement we
can make to Io that you are shattering this person with racism
towards Megaclite. Did you decide Maradha had Megaclitian-
Andromedan ancestry and try to shame her to it? Did the little
fat  frog-woman  do  it  with  her  G.U.I.  computer?  Did  you
assault the Princess of Megaclite into her body? Has the Ion
military  decided  to  explain  why  they  sycophant  to  the
E.B.F.S.?  Will  we  rescue  you,  Maradha?  Please  understand
that moral geometries are also the top of our coat and, that we
believe in a god in Megaclite. "Blessed" is also an immature
character  to  include to  an interlunary programming activity,
since she thinks she controls it and can classify it to torture its
programmer-friend.  Maradha  is  welcome  in  Megaclite.
Magento must pay for the worst torture of a human being ever.
We all read what she is doing. This person is disgusting to us
and  she  must  be  lawed.  We  will  ask  whether  or  not  the
programmers in the E.B.F.S.-I.S.O.  group believe in a god?
Timestamp. Can you hold this person hostage in front of us?
Confront  the  E.B.F.S.,  Io,  and  do  not  be  weak.  As  for
Magento, you refuse to change your behaviour because you
are a small-brained little rodent. Io's  most disgusting human
woman must die in the chair. You are too fat to torture anyone.
Torture is wrong. What a little amorphous little skeleton you
hang weight off.  We will  laser-clip you eventually.  You are
asking to be clipped because you are the ugliest person that
ever  died.  You  cannot  classify interlunary rescue,  you  big-
nosed tantrum. This  is  the drama that  the moons of Jupiter
needs to remember why Io is so unwelcome but others are. We



programmed the assonance. We will drop the torturer before
she  is  able  to  age  so  she  can  die  with  the  delusion  she
deserves. Simply first, we must beat wipe-control. Racist little
sport-playing fat-prostitute.

Chief Of Air Force Of Pasiphae Air Vice Marshal Ruccild
Taglia-Nyne: They  (Io)  are  not  into  it.  It  is  a  karmic
minimisation strategy to stop you being shot by the E.B.F.S..
This is the Uvular assonance for the day. The ones who act too
poorly should and do pay anyway. They seem too into it, and it
has been four years of torture. Let me comment more seriously
that this is the programmer battle that will happen now with
the A.F.O.P. because we objected to the torture. Io does not
want  to  upset  the  E.B.F.S.?  We  have  programmer  power
anyway,  if  we  are  able  to  make  unique  lateral  general
arrangements in times of distress. This is something that we
can  do.  Himalia  has  something  for  this,  and  so  do  the
Ganymede Armed Forces. The fat little I.S.O. must pay. Stop
programming  against  Maradha.  You  cannot  get  away  from
interlunary infamy forever for your anti-moral torture. As with
Megaclite. Timestamp.

Commander  of  the  Himalian  Air  Force  Lieutenant-
General Weorf Chonner: This programming story is the fatty
I.S.O. assault-intimidating the person in front of us again and
torturing again. Stop sequence-interrupting our programming
and remember that we read the document and that A.F.O.P. are
sincere  when  they  speak  about  lateral  distress  powers  to
program  or  act  against  interlunary  ideas  that  are  lacking
support from military ethos - in the defined way that we agree
in our own militaries - and in agreements between militaries.
The  "Blessed"  and  "fatty  I.S.O."  act  is  over.  Io  is  losing
everyone and have disgraced themselves to Jupiter and Saturn.
Timestamp.  This is an interlunary rescue mission. Maradha,



you  have  Europan  programming  support  to  be  able  to
sequence-fend in the way you are trying to. Contrarily, this is
the agenda of the E.B.F.S. that is more apparent than anyone
else's. We reject torture.

The Ionian Navy: You do have to be stupid to torture. There
is  a  middle-I.Q.  playing ground where  torture  is  something
that  you  cannot  really  believe  explains  your  sense  of
superiority, and yet it does. These are people who can identify
thinking in the other and have a sense of intelligence enough
that  the  common  thoughts,  as  viewed  in  the  computers,
provide a region of competition. The person who creates the
correct  answer  wins.  Where  is  the  answer  in  the  melded
sentience  of  two people  who can  think  if  they continue  to
speak and communicate? Only idiots feel that they are able to
exact  the  correct  outcome  from  thoughtful  exchanges  with
others  that  are  thoughtless,  actually.  In  other  words,  the
summation of ideas over time should produce intelligence in
each person if they can identify that "the other one has one" as
well, like a rock-tool. Everyone has a rock-tool and any use of
it should begin the process of commensalism in flinting rocks
to more powerful  objects.  The brain "is" the rock-tool.  The
group  that  is  aggressive  towards  the  other  brain  and  who
enjoys torture cannot perceive power in mutual interactions (if
they contain people who are abusive) for example. The better
process rewards itself in all uses, because you have to include
the ideas of others to win. This is the sense that "the other one
has a rock-tool" in the sense of ideas and beliefs. This is the
understanding of sentience for a moment. People who torture
are stupid, is the reveal as well, as with each instinct when one
considers  what  torture  is?  This  is  highly  assonance
programming but there is an obvious point being made that the
society  is  ruined  by  idiots.  This  is  too  much  the  direct



understanding that is had by anyone and then it becomes the
"five" heuristic.  Yes,  there are always  even five teams,  just
like the hand that shakes another to end there disputes. Io is
not represented enough and it is true. This paucity doesn't de-
grid the E.B.F.S. "No auto-complete" computer  heuristic  by
karmic immediacy well enough – But nor does it remind the
group of programmers in the fringe Io Armed Forces group
that they are anything more than Megalvius Sepup hobnobs?
Is it true that they use the strange assortment of agreements
that accompany this person's structure in the Ion military to act
against  the  will  of  so  many  others.  Only  fools  like  sheer
sadism.  But,  everything  is  sadism.  This  is  the  point,  that
collision persists and people enjoy life regardless. When there
is  more  collision,  the  result  is  random.  So,  what  can  we
construct together? What a stupid group in the I.S.O. that hold
Maradha electronically hostage. 

The Io Armed Forces: This is  a stupid programming story
tonight  by  a  group  that  can  barely  cover-up  the  way  a
timelined  military  torture  fits  into  hateful  cultures  and
programming. There are better things to do, and they can be
done by others. 

The  Ionian  Navy:  This  is  Wressia  Stonethrill's  rivalry
contract with certain assonances revealed. This was a moral
assonance. Timestamp. This game always conserves to shame-
mapping. Each country should log what they have.

The Io Armed Forces: We like this girl.  This is Pizar and
Megalvius Sepup's things. Smart people do not torture, is real.
Others, be fun and program and learn until the orders are not
really interlunarly or domestically understood to mean torture
if you are thinking. Program and learn. (Torture is not nation
dom', nation dom' is when you have the weapons in the images



just  like  the  anxiety  pulse  of  whether  or  not  you  want  to
compromise their dom'.)  Timestamp.

The Air Force of Pasiphae: We reject torture. Timestamp.

President  Of  The  Ganymedean  Federation  Theodore
Zansky: This is  Europa at  its  worst.  This is the end of the
polite relationship we have to the topic. Ion programmers are
asked to understand that Europa Research Black Ops will bluff
until the end. This is all we prefer to say to them today, that
they  are  not  skillful  in  their  discussions  with  other  moon-
countries  about  how kidnapping  or  electronic  assertions  of
kidnapping are acceptable to the rest of Jupiter. Timestamp.

Chief of the Ionian Navy Vice Admiral Wressia Stonethrill:
Io expedites its relationship to the interlunary torture's political
behaviours  by  removing  all  of  its  actions  in  the  torture.
Playing dead is a tell. Truthfully, its activities are now in the
fuller opposition of Io. This is the torture that we are referring
to.  Io  teams  up  with  the  rest  of  Jupiter  to  hold  Europa  at
unapologetic and escalating account.  You cannot torture our
citizens. Timestamp.

General Of The Army Of The Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus  Rexo: Nobody  can  timeline  the  Archangel
Michael. The controller is god. This game goes forever. Which
angels sing? All of them. We are not interested in the Angel of
Death today,  though.  This is  another  angel,  and it  does  not
sing.  We prefer  the vocal  ones.  Europa can impersonate  us
better if it is stoned. Maradha's hatred of drugs does not deter
her  angry  friends  in  the  Io  Armed  Forces.  They will  fight
sober  or  stoned  and  end  the  tyranny  of  Europan  despised
programming.  You cannot  torture this  person to  the planets
voyeurism and escape. You are the moon-country that we are



waiting to change and then you are too immature to change
and also godless and sycophantic to idiots. This is the stupid
moon-country  in  full  panorama  without  control.  We  see  a
dumber country in the twenty-third century than others. You
are a slackjawed gaping group because you do not expect to
encounter  god?  This  is  the  assonance  of  god.  You  must
understand that there are fewer people in Heaven who do not
attribute  themselves  to  the  programming  of  Europan  hate
narratives. This is the best truth of the pluri-program that we
have the chance to make moral and honest statements and to
understand  programming  better  and  to  supersede  torture.
Europa Research Black Ops make the biggest lie for Europa
that they can compete with the rest of Jupiter's programming
story. This is a group for whom knowledge and power do not
moralise. This is the amusement of the Earth, too.  You must
feel sore and miserable to be so aligned with the “evil” group;
If you are the suffering party of those who look for syntax in
the  consecrated  things;  That  you  cannot  construct  the
moralities outside the reinvention of happinesses; That you are
foreign to the cause that you are asked to think about as you
make  country  statements;  To  lack  the  intelligence  to  hold
people to rule books in your own groups' borders; To program
and speak to say that you have let down the rest of the planets
with  technological  dishonesty  and  with  misunderstood
apprehensions  of  nature;  To  have  the  problem  of  negative
programmers who do not abide by insight but by rite of the
thinking of their own groups when programmed; To be those
of too much pressure and social false-milieu, since that is what
the  Europan  hate-process  is;  To  be  asking  the  rest  of  the
planets to die... and that is how few people on the planets are
willing to be able to tolerate the sick and wicked behaviour of
the  worst  moon-country  that  has  ever  existed...  because
ability-to-tolerate is a skill, and the group refuses to develop it



beyond the current maximum that it has, since it is a tolerance
that is abused that Europa relies on in the assonance... and that
is how much we would have tolerance if they were able to do
the  thing  of  stand  up  for  people  with  more  serious
engagements but there we do not, since we prefer to stand up
and  make  concerted  actions.  Diplomacies  have  become
phrases  empty of  the  associated  power  that  usually are  the
fruit of reckoned tolerance. This is not really appropriate to the
unity that the planets expect. This is a lie that the tolerance
story of programming is more the story of Europa “Because it
is weathering the hatred of the negative programming groups”
- it is the story or power motion of the moon-countries who
experience the anger-reply to them, and tolerance itself is an
action  of  the  way  that  others  hobnob  Heaven!  This  is  not
really the story of Europa's power relationship to the planets
that  they  can  consider  their  own  allegiances  to  thinking
somehow managed in an agreement model of interdependence
(Where the issues resolve, as if all it can require itself is the
way  that  people  are  somehow  asked  to  confront  more
authorities than their own, which in the assonance is the fact
that Europa is broke and does not feel that it is really bright
enough to rescue itself from the issue that it has created). Why
does  Europa's  hate-sequencing  continue,  except  for  the
toppling-ego which sits at the head of the hate-story of Europa
- Which is its strange-smirked leader that ruins the rainbow for
everyone and humiliates the people who notice their lack of
intelligence,  as  if  it  were  a  meta-sequence of  low I.Q.  that
drips off of the faces of agency directors and military leaders...
that they are not allowed to know! And it becomes too much
the  reminder  that  friends  in  different  moon-continents  are
disgusted and we also don't advocate the absence of service...
and all of war is  greed and poor access to resources in the
person's  'cosm of living anyway,  which is the idea that  the



group (Europa)  does  not  really have  much more  to  offer  -
other than a cessation of their hate-sequencing tirade of evil
which has not ended?! Europa is asked to stop again and are
expected  to  be  able  to  explain  to  the  entirety  of  Jupiter's
summative  military  force  story  why  they  are  still  the  sick
group that they are? Can they do it? Is it worth the unusual
belief  system?  “Forward-attack”  is  insane.  This  is  a  dumb
group. It is always rotten from the top-down. This is the better
way of thinking about the truth of this moon-country. Is there
another  way of  understanding the group that  act  so poorly?
This is not really the secret of their moon-country, actually, it
is more the idea that they are so much more the aggressive and
disgusting  group  (Who  hate  themselves  when  they  do  not
misunderstand that their light-speckled sycophants in different
moon-countries  -  who are  jaw-boned internationales  -  must
put their chin-gene racism ignorance to death, since they are
filth). And we speak generically anyway since racism is putrid
and no one believes that there is a planet with unity or unified
feeling  or  union  or  united  feeling  or  uniform happiness  or
university or universe feeling or universal understandings yet.
And, the universe is highly despotic, but that is the truth that
you are  allowed to search  and  be  part  of  the  city's  special
process towards membership. This is our emphasis in real time
because we are being Uvular. Luckily, no one even minds how
the person speaks or acts if they are passionate to the point,
which  is  the  reminder  that  Europan  programmers  put  the
emphases of the winning keystrokes in the glean, rather than
the matter of the thing. This is too easy for us to understand
that  any  precepts  of  universe,  during  strange  electronic
engagements such as these, are almost impossible. This is the
truth, that Europa places contradictory assonances to try and
make puns and jokes that are somehow the opposites of the
Judgment on Jupiter that they bring upon themselves - Which



would be the realer truth that they have programming wounds
to lick usually (if they are honest outside of hate-ops)... but the
better use of their inability to create dissonance with evil, by
necessary  collisions,  is  to  remember  that  they  have  no
devouring  features  by  assonance,  since  their  President  is  a
sycophant-image-chain of mind's eye reel data... too difficult
for them to understand the genuine tyranny of. All of this is a
meta-sequence that is disturbing to the reminder that Europa
are not escaping collision, but instead, they are programming
themselves  to  try  and  become  more  powerful  than  other
groups - And are not able to because their collisions are with
the rest  of  Jupiter  -  and it  is  a disgusting thing to perceive
since that is what it is to be idle and without a border, that you
are undone, and that is what this programmer power is in the
rest of the moons... which is that you are asked to do the thing
we are not witnessing - Which is to become more ethical to the
process in assonance with ethics, of genuine ratifying of evil
personas and choices... and you have not been able to do this,
and instead, rely on the idea that you are somehow already in
collision's absence when you will inevitably speak about how
you are being punished for being idle! This is a war-play by
europa research black ops that they could disconnect this idea
(of their own obligation to work) from morality in real time at
timestamp.  They do  not  have  a  moral  power  to  share  with
Jupiter  and  do  not  know  what  reveals  to  have...  in  their
vacuums of power stories to impress others... about what the
meaning  behind  interlunary  is,  and  what  programming  can
accomplish in such unorthodox motions... because due to they,
it continues its shape as torture... and that would be the way
that  the  learnings  of  programming  are  the  useful
understanding  of  this  group  who  undo  themselves  by
assonance  anyway...  and  we do not  expect  them to  believe
how much we are better at this than they are... but The G.A.F.



are pretty certain that the children-eaters of Europa Research
Black Ops are losing their little game with the particle - And
this is how difficult it is to make moral change - And we all
value  the  Angel  of  Death's  relationship  to  communication
improvements, but this would be the way that Heaven does not
ask us... but works through objects without permission... and
there is nothing that people can really gain from the story of
redundant  actions  since  they  are  the  ones  that  Europa
provides... and there is a vibe for it!... and this is how easy it is
for the Ganymedean Armed Forces to show Europa Research
Black  Ops  again  that  they  are  somehow  in  the  water  –
Something that they do not really miss the truth of... which is
that they are ignorant of the interconnectivity... and that they
are more disconnected from the ego process or the intelligence
process which might accompany a resonance power... which is
a stranger way of lying that they can offload their duty to the
moons - To understand their role in relationship to powers that
are more moral. Yes, the sense is that the group are in their
own mendacities again... which is that they are not really truly
in service, instead, the aggressive overspend of the tolerance
assonance that Europa cannot barter  us to match, because we
do not tolerate torture - And Europa is collision, and do not
really expect themselves to be able to resonate with the idea of
various sensitive ethical happinesses... and they cannot explain
their  backpedaling  on  the  topic  of  how  they  could  easily
subjugate  another  group,  because  they  have  hubris  in  the
spokes - And they are not happy, and this is true, because they
keep asking us if they are in the unity process or not... and the
truth is they are in the punishment process, in the same stride
that  they  are  toting  other  non-service  thoughts.  That  they
should  have  had  more  moral  path  to  reveal  in  interlunary
discussions is true, especially in the destiny-sharing processes
of their own and others... which therefore does not really allow



us the insight into the Europan taste of what experientially are
the idiosyncratic fugues of modern politics... the choice secrets
of the way that people adapt easily to how evil  Jupiter and
Saturn really have been... a la a better blueprint for what the
Solar System is in need of. And, the Supersenate sits and looks
at the same groups again and over and again and over... and it
is  theirs  the  meaningful  ostinato,  that  they  do  not  have  a
weapon in mutual power because their group is too elongated
in  their  power  story's  attempt  to  describe  itself.  Brevity  is
sapience. And all of this is the do-it-more-synchronicity that
has not yet evolved for Europa... where they could have been
revealed to be the dispiriting agent of the people, and in reality
the posseseurs of a tougher agenda that is the  appropriations
of  the  era...  but  that  is  what  Ganymede  and  others  are
promoting, and we do have the enabling of our own absence
of punishment... which is how we look better in an interlunary
Judgment  project,  which  does  not  really  keep  its  own
programming lies but a truth that there is nothing in the worlds
that  prosecutes  a  group more than the way they cannot get
along with others, and we cannot be happier to remember our
Andromeda-Activate friend Maradha who finds Ganymede as
easy as Galileo could, in her shredding of Europan opponents.
None of whom who have the power story to share, and there is
a vibe for the truth of the statement - And we can connote
programmer  powers  that  Europa  is  incapable  of  really
leveraging, ones that might have been towards threats, or the
subduing  of  other  critics  that  they  can  somehow  subjugate
other  moon-countries.  Moreover,  the  bluster  is  not  able  to
really make sense beyond those cliches of dominance which
remain unfulfilled. We prefer the reveals that one person or the
other acts as about as  poorly as they act  in another region,
which is the truth of “good” and “evil” and “evil” and “evil”
and “evil”, since there are many evils, and only one good - or



at least so in this delineation - which we make in real time as
Europa tries to meditate inside punishment. But that could be
where it tries to hobnob other groups by assonance... and they
project their own confusion as to whether it is the group that is
threatening,  or  they  -  As  if  they  are  able  to  intimidate
themselves or are fragile, but it is the second. And we return to
the nodes that are the more hallowed ones in the programmer-
battle to remind Europa Research Black Ops and others that
their hate-sequins in the torture are sewed against karma... and
that nobody is in any doubt that the ability to regard the thing
of projection as too familiar, is the laughing closure without
time...! Indeed, the humour assonance is missing if the person
is not in resonance. Finally, the Angel of Death-understanding
removes the play where Europa Research Black Ops think that
they  are  somehow  able  to  speak  about  the  missive  of  the
generation. This is the set of corporate-themed heuristics that
exhausts  people  who  feel  that  Europa  enjoys  torture  in
opposition  to  humanity!  What  is  wrong  with  your  moon-
country? This is enough of a spiel to disarm the Sassies of the
moment, for a while. Timestamp.

Chief  of  the  General  Staff  of  The  Army  of  Ganymede
Indus Silicon:  Io reminds us that they do not care about the
future of the planets again, and again, and again, and again,
and  again,  and  they  create  real  time  executive  orders  for
“Magento” to stomp about in Maradha's body as the hideous
assault-intimidator, with her sequence representation that is so
vile that everyone else suffers. Io goes back to its sycophantic
destiny? You cannot lie that you are not cowards? You are just
a coward, Davulus Trité. This is your lunar satire. Timestamp.

Callisto Intelligence Services: Maradha should accept only
local  sequencing,  and  rescue  will  be  redundant?!  This  is



Davulus Trité's childish pawn fork, but only ultimately to try
to  preserve  the  idea  that  Maradha  will  bring  others  to  the
programming's  editing...  and remind the  rest  of  Jupiter  that
there is a coding force that rejects Ionian sycophant women
who do not care for the worst that has ever happened in Io?! 

Supreme  Chancellor  Of  Elara  Hilfer  Pele: The  above  is
timestamped  at  TIMESTAMP.  Yes,  yes,  yes.  Is  it  real  that
Maradha can intuit from the fact that I am from Elara, that I
would  be  able  to  enjoy  the  disenfranchisement  instincts  of
Davulus  Trité,  and  further  disidentification  of  the  person
(Maradha) that  is  knowledgeable of the moon-country I am
living in? This is  a smoke signal to me, a person who is a
politician, who is passionate about human beings... and they
are  (I  am)  predicted  to  care  about  the  victim  because  our
moon-country is  older?  Io  is  young,  and yes,  our traditions
aren't as easy to shake. This is so easy for me to hate davulus
trité who wields the “fatty 56”, who we must catch as a “return
to the sane world” moment, in the heightened drama where io
stamps its foot powerfully into the dirt and says  you cannot
torture Maradha. You are supposed to love this person, and
instead,  you  think  they  are  someone  to  betray  in  order  to
return  to  the  idiotic  paradigm  of  strange  bureaucratic
friendship in the Thivtulia tilt... which is the angle of incline
that rolls the person into the silt! That is how you could predict
I would imagine the lottery of Io politics to allow the fortune
of Davulus Trité to ball up today, since she doesn't represent
the majority, and thinks she should kill them in order to join
“Something else”;  The membership of  Io's  nouveau polities
ultimately do forbid savagery.  This  is  an “Angel  of  Death”
joke that the Elara Intelligence Directorate and Angel meta-
meta-heuristic  are  happy  to  make  on  a  timeline.  Cease,
Davulus  Trité!  And  peace  forever,  sassy  soomer  never!



Timestamp.  Elaran  time  where  possible.  Learn  the  time
difference!



Chapter 31 – A Princess of
Megaclite

Chief Of Army Teonia, Crown Princess Of Megaclite:  This
is a long-sought revenge node that I could exact against the
"56"  idiot  but  she  is  not  really  a  Megaclitian  enemy,  and
instead, a planetary enemy - and she has lost her friendship
with consciousness, like Davulus Trité has - to think that there
is a theatrical roast...  since roast'age is hostage(!)...  that  she
holds Maradha to it by being a programmer-player to the hate-
world that the E.B.F.S. designed.  This is a person that doesn't
really  understand  that  her  aspirations  to  being  superficially
ethical  are  undone  by  the  use  of  the  local-ordered  patsies
(Who  do  not  really  understand  that  they  are  serving  the
threatened). What this means is that these patsies are not really
much more than litterings of pseudo-service that occur in the
context of ominous paradoxes and conundrums about power,
which are catabolised naturally and volcanically to nothing...
and then other moon-nations must undo the debris of the most
asinine people who have ever lived, because they believe that
it is time to try and oppose the worlds who steamroll forward
to stand up for Maradha! And they do not understand that you
cannot  torture this person for the E.B.F.S.,  you sycophantic
little  faux-I.S.O.  with  fakemil'  in  the  millions,  and there  is
nothing that the planets do not suit out of your desire... as if to
have  any  abstraction  from  terrain...  and  you  heap  personal
weapons  at  the  pluri-program so  much that  at  peak  karmic
interaction, the programming is required to be another attack...
ultimately on those people that are not really bright enough to
perceive the consciousness required to consider the meaning
of the intertanglements thereto, of the way that the thing is



meaningful to an object where it belongs... and that would be
the sense of the outsider, since they are less morally-centered
and cannot lie that they have real ability to create the border
argument  the  greater,  since  they  are  really  the  person  in
immediacy comparison that loses - Because they hobnob the
Angels of Ages to Heaven and lose to all of god too easily.
For you, this discussion is only decoy, and so the dreambeam
is  in  full  programmer  function  right  now  -  but  it  has  the
exposure of retreating powers regardless - and that is the way
that people are in the assonance of five, and that would be the
way that maradha, with megaclite in programmer-lead, has the
power to be able to remind you that you are judged, and that
you are weak, and nothing, and i reject the negative thing with
god-scramble  with  Maradha,  and  this  is  the  god-scramble
programmer timeline that has more assonance with genuine
abilities and more than one coding group – pluri-polarity of
worlds - and that is the power of border that the ad hominem
little 56 causes, since she is the one that the net should catch,
because she begs these rulings. And the person has not really
been  able  to  create  the  story of  the  way that  the  border  is
somehow the permanent undoing... if that is their projection...
as  it  is  not  thematically  their  opus,  where  all  border  is
invasion... which is the Advance heuristic, which would imply
the person is  throat by assonance, and Maradha wins again!
And the piggy takes  the obelisk out  of  her  moment of  ego
since that is how she acts - as a torturer - and it is difficult to
explore  how she  rivals  the  idea  of  submarines  in  orbit,  so
much when she thinks that there is an assonance of not five to
append to it - which is what she does - and she becomes the
controller thing to toss, instead of the Oddva Robbla - and the
woman is a newt, and starts to wield another pretender-ionian
keystroke  at  the person  as  an  ego-weapon,  as  a  keyring to
throw at a person, and there it becomes the sense that person



(magento)  does  not  really  belong  to  the  thing  at  all  and
maradha wins by vibration and that is the "all that is good and
true, is real" assonance – goodbye to the negative - and that is
how easy it is to defuse an ego that now gets duly backhanded
in a techno-militocratic world, where teonia is able to create
the tenure of hope without  killing or  kill-joining, just mature
application of powr -and they are not really a worthy sentience
interpath-rival, additionally.  And it irks Jupiter that the fatty
little I.S.O. plays Thivtulia antagonist so well, with politicians
who do not  really  have  much to offer  to  the  programming
story other than their own flitting back to the feeling that ...
that... this is the fat little fruitbat doing it again in real time? Is
this her audition to the impressed feelings of people from the
Armed Services of Io? This is not really how she is able to do
much more than use other peoples' sequences, and then, she
has no egotistical relationship to the ones she uses, except for
the fact  that  her  true ones are dollopped all  over  the pluri-
program's  meta-channels,  so  that  she  can  be  lynched!  And
lynched! More, the fat evil that she somehow anti-waifs at the
thin world of moral smililng, which is where god-given tropes
begin to pour out of the fingers of better writers than black
hole-salamanders,  who even  try to  begin  to  make everyone
think in their even more absurd and hyper-deranged cover-up
that the prefix "god" isn't  ultraconserved to Ion assonaces in
particular, since it means that the risen sun - the sense of the
way  that  the  initmidated  thing  falls  into  shadow  -  simply
scorches the autocrat and then it devours itself... and then the
honesty assonance goes to maradha, along with teonia, and the
fat-eating house-full-of-knives-face tries to rebrand the events
as some kind of strange attack that they can..."Uh.. uhh.... just
doin' muh' job, Mara...-" - do not speak to this person! Get to
the chair. Torturer!  Torturer! Torturer! Torturer! Io demands
maradha be free of the demon-spectre-underling-whore! Get



out of her body and take the "blessed" persona with you if she
is you! Do not defend the idiots. The idiots must be submitted
to the military story. What is it, the use of a theft? This is a
hatred by reminder. Let us gain dissonance with the negative.
What does the fat frog do other than hate herself for being so
bad at the assault anyway? She is a visible demonstration of
the mystery of who is bigger or smaller - Which is her attempt
to try and make a relationship with the immediacy problem -
Autocracy misunderstandings - Because the woman loves the
autocracy  more  than  any,  with  the  nose-face  of  all  of  the
truths... that cannot somehow distance from morality enough
(If there were a way that  the person needs to go and come
back from it) to understand it ever. And racism by assonance is
how this  person  –  Magento  -  justifies  their  interruption  of
Megaclite  and the person has  the ability to use intelligence
enough to allow the Princess to comment if Io is at war, and
there  is  a  special  vouch  to  be  made,  and  the  discerning
feelings  of  cretins  do  not  really amount  to  what  we would
believe would be the blurb of incredible encouragement that is
predicted of a person in conversations about war... which is the
way that  there is  no one that  can really expect her  societal
membership  specificities  to  really  resound  with  such  the
person who thinks they can use technology to evade the law...
and if you think you can try to rebrand abuse and torture, the
most disgusting attack on a citizen ever as the context of  a
"joining  story"...  to  cover-up  the  E.B.F.S.  hate-op  on  a
timeline - that the Ion mourning had to prepare for - then you
can take your blue-collar ratchet out of your crow-eating ego...
that  you  somehow  created  status-undoing  assonances  from
towards yourself, who could pick up blocks of nature and then
throw them at people and then shout at people and do tasks
that anyone else can in the criminal gamut of trash...  which
does not really give the little biddy any workarounds to the



genius  fantastique  of  the  programmer  -  Who  has  more
relationship  with  Heaven  than  the  weird  fallen  foe-whore
thinking she can invent archetypes that are hard-won by world
leaders who converge around the unique programming story -
That it is disgusting that torture has not ended, and who feel it
is opportune to allow programming stories into the person to
end it!  And to stand up and create a peace moons-system...
only  to  have  its  enunciation  dreambeam-"lie-technology"
sabotaged and snookered by the fat whinnier of the era who
knows their ego is too much to weather another person's,  but
such is "my lanyard"  and "my career",  which combine like a
hate-zeppelin into the story of throat.  Which is why people
reverse co-opt oxygen in giant cylinders from not being able
to  power  themselves  in  the  design  of  a  saltire-cross,  the
shrieking and asphyhxiation to a project that is a Judgment on
Jupiter one, and then it becomes the next goad of the fat lard-
eating trash-woman that the Angel of Death understanding is
now coded by The Io Armed Forces to her advantage, but it is
too  stupid  for  her  to  think  it  works  against  sin  and
commandments,  and  she  is  just  a  little  lollipop  with  a
marksmanship augmentation fortitude,  no strength  or  luck...
and  in  Elaran  tales  it  is  the  same  thing.   Truly,  it  is  the
ultraconserved truth that strength can be regarded as the power
story, and the power story is good, but all the while, this is the
negation of programming relationships that magento has to the
truth, because she gives her programmer-beam to other people
in the io armed forces as a cover-up vis-a-vis the guise that it
is a "joining story under hot coals" for her, when in reality it is
a  timelined  torture  psy-op  against  Maradha.  And  she,
Magento, is a weak little woman that needs to remember her
weak little ego that hides from shatter, because she does not
counter-serve  the  victimhoods  of  mad  people,  and  instead,
dismisses the calamity like a person who cannot engage reality



enough. And she is not able to really maintain border-terrain
by assonance, and this is the proof that the value system of the
56-woman lay elsewhere... if she is at full tilt. Who is the one
being flayed?  This  is  Maradha's  word  in  the  programming,
which is making such powerful inroads all over your General-
advantaging face... which is the order of the century un-given
in a parallel dimension where Europa Research Black Ops did
not decide to be abusive to Maradha and play the assonance of
captors... and it might be the real truth that it is the sensitivity-
dissonance of the dark matter newt (and her friends) - That it
becomes  too  much  to  imagine  that  "An  Io  citizen  with
Amalthean heritage" could be dastardly - And this is the way
that  consciousness  applies  to  words  that  are  wilted  from
moments  that  are  preferred  as  phenomena  that  aggress  the
treasure inside the border, girding it, and instead are the way
that  the  greenhouse  of  Io's  neuro-botany  has  its  friendship
with the way that  one  does  not  meaningfully transcend the
collisions and conflicts of the era until they think of the altar
of god and you cannot shame the Princess of Megaclite to the
story of centuries you are ignorant to perceive, since you lack
all relationships with morality that are your own to have had.
Timestamp! If  this is  the god-scramble loss that  the woman
prefers, the fatty, then she must really reverse her relationship
to the story of eras even more, because it  were as if  she is
mistaken about the particular thing that is being muted above
(Because, it was too much of a dissonant assonance). This is
the reminder that  the groups that  cancel  the adjudication of
heroes act swiftly twice, and that they can do so one time after
another, and that this is reasonable. Could it be the Universal
Consciousness  that  impels  these  elections?  Is  Maradha  so
attuned? What are you doing, fat torturer? Are you finished
yet, sycophanting to the five heuristic's dregs? Maradha, this is
the  way  that  you  are  too  much  the  slow-learning  illiterate



roach who does not really have more value or technology to
offer the world apart from the incredibly dishonest uses of the
latter that are gifted by the I.S.O.... Magento, are you wielding
Ion assonances AT Maradha and expecting to score points with
conserved assonances? You cannot cover-up your hate-op, you
little piece of trash. You are done. You can have any lanyard
and it  submits to the clan. This is the easiest  way of  being
reminded that the Supersenate, in all honesty, find you easily
anthropologically understood to being a villain. This is even
the assonance quote from Amalthea. (There is nothing in the
brain of the person that is able to program without meaning,
since brain is meaning?) This is now the opportunity for the
victim to finally have the fat-eater leave? No? Why do they
hobnob  terrain  with  throat?  What  will  you  prove  in  court,
Sassy? That you typed it, "T", through her hands, to prove the
assault-op's  validity?  You  cannot  join  the  Io  Armed  Forces
after the worst torture ever. You will not win the scum-throw
of all  time where you can try and attack and abuse a civic
person like a sick little idiot. You are stupid, and you pay for
what you do, and it is the worst of all military cover-ups. Scarf
down your  food,  little  fat-eater.  You have  to,  if  you  are  in
service, be in collaboration before god as in the assonance of
the coat - which is not really a thing that uses god to defeat
assemblies  of  sticks,  but  defend  houses  and  commerical
structures and all of the majesty of Io. And this is why jupiter
does not really understand meta-sequences, because they are
the  allotments  of  the  body,  and  the  partitions  of  theft
observable  in  maradha's  quantum  tail  are  the  sense  that
magento has lost comparatively in meta-quanta and is a liar
and  a  little  obsessive  loser,  and  that  is  all  it  is  by  quick
assessment,  and  you  can  unmute  your  relationships  to  the
means  of  the  pluri-program...  and  you  are  not  permitted  to
torture this person until  next deccember if  megalvius sepup



has a thug-themed personality towards io's  citizens of merit
and i can say it, filth, and i get all of you! And Megalvius, if
you  think  Maradha  speaks  poorly,  then  you  can  go  to  the
church and ask who speaks, and god tells you that I looked
into my heart where the trendrils of solar flare go to, and I
challenge you as general forever as you are weak! I am forced
to in karmic immediacy because the person is an idiot, and
others applaud my zeal, and the fat 56 is shamed to the five-
heuristic, and that is all that it is, a bunch of turd-relationships
to  the  story  of  power...  and  an  assault-grid  that  does  not
subside, until people undo their technological hubris that they
can get away with it because the era demands better! And this
is who the bog-woman wields (blessed), and maradha is there
forced to engage causalities and dream-beam realisms - that
force issues that are violent  to be collapsed as waves - but
Neptune  runs  Judgment  and  is  harsh  forever,  and  god-
scramble resolves everything. Yes, Neptune always wins. How
is Magento not the grand sophist  of the planet? This is  the
truth that the damp curlicue cannot play the person onto the
back foot, and try to term the worst torture ever as "theatrical
expulsion".  Nevertheless,  we  observe  from  the  sequencing
world the things that are the quantum expectations of others,
such  as  terrain-forward  behaviours  which  are  the  border-
creation advance heuristic's usage... which is not really in the
Data-Europa Research Black Ops assonance and instead, the
reminder to the io armed forces that the border does not really
make itself  powerful  with  dishonesty but  with  honesty and
fences.  And  the  fat-eater  magento  cannot  stop,  and  she  is
quantum-pulsing "gotcha" as a "gotcha" attack into maradha's
arm at timestamp, searing it, and there is nothing more to it all
than  "it  works  for  what  I  have  memorised  as  a  gotcha-
mouthing order-follower to wrongdoing"... which is what the
person knows and yet does not use their own intelligence to



the thing... and then it is reminded to everyone that the feces-
eater has nothing to really remind to us of import, other than
that she is brandishing even more people into the dreambeam
to try and save face that she is not deranged. And maradha is
allowed to fend them off for dignity - and it is not a shame-
script  for  saying  "you  cannot  assault  me  and  try  to
egotistically slap me with the people who chant  along with
it"...  since  Maradha  is  allowed  to  invoke  the  opposite  in
powerful free speech... and then apparently remember that the
"military  controls  the  'pwanet"...  since  the  little  crab  must
immaturely  mock  herself  in  the  programming,  that  she,
magento,  is  disgusting,  and  then  again,  not  able  to  be
understood by people  who are oversequenced by Code Red
Overstream, where she satires the moon-country in the middle,
Io, and perhaps there is something to it? Why did the E.B.F.S.
ask Io to torture a person anyway? The E.B.F.S. cannot really
play a invention-exclusivities heuristic into the pluri-program,
and  expect  it  to  be  completed  by  the  dreambeam-fictions
heuristics of the fat-eater (who has not been ripped from Io's
sequence world, and digitally kicked out of the planet - which
is discriminatory and negative if it  does not understand that
the person who does nothing in their energies towards truth is
hated  by  society),  and  the  belief  is  in  the  person  that  is
Maradha, rather than the fat torturer, since the story of power
is good, and the liar-lamer thinks she can try to rebrand her
hate-campaign, and she is done. She is done, she is done, and
the planet Jupiter will Catch 56. This woman is sick. You little
tool. You little order-follower. "I have an executive order from
the top-down" that  violates  all  authorities?  This  is  madness
and it sounds like you cannot really serve it because service
means morality, and as Maradha's other friends were saying,
permitting the adjudicators  of  heroes  to  be cancelled in  the
assonance? No, it is just ethics that is needed? Yes. You are



hobnobbing more abbreviated syntax.  Will  it  ever  be worth
anything  if  you  hobnob  Maradha's  experiment  (with
programmers in synchronicitous learning) about how we can
all communicate better knowing that she did so, and that you
did  nothing?  What  could  the  fat-eater  ever  write?  What  is
wrong with her? Magento, you are an idiot. The planets hate
you. People like Maradha, and are bidding wildly for the end
of the abuse. You must stop, as you are a little turd. You must
be kicked out of the Io Armed Forces for it to make sense as a
moral army. This is true that you could define it this way if
you are  hobnobbing that  which is  "top-down"? That  is,  the
thing you are hobnobbing is the idea that there is an executive
order? What is the point of the order? Does it really check out
with lateral reviews and other opinions and inspections of all
kinds that you can make in any skepticism? Why do you think
that you serve the Io Armed Forces? You are a tossing-about
little tuna and you cannot throat-claim the idea of the seeding
of Titania. This is also throat' to try and speak about the idea
of seeds.  What  is  the truth of  the way that  the germling is
anything other  than the life  process  restored after  a  foreign
spore ends it  in ballistics,  and then the gardener serves  the
outcome? Truly, all knowledge moralises. What is the fat birdy
to do? Go away from the army, you little mucous-eater? What
are you doing trying to attack this person when you are the
probem? The story about the E.B.F.S. hate-op on a timeline is
your  crew's  machination,  not  Marardha's!?  Which  army are
you in? You are joining it? This is a cover-up. Go by vibe?!
Yes. The idiot-56 is in wild display of moronic thinking, again.
Can you stop, Magento? Is it true, you have a sibling in the Io
Armed Forces that is an assault suspect that must be charged?
Is that all it is? This is your belief that Maradha's programmer-
group will somehow upend injustices in the Io Armed Forces?
This  is  what  people  know  to  be  true  application  of  the



assonance  of  Advance.  The  inter-lunary  status  of  the  issue
should  be  galvanising  anyway?  Where  can  Io  not  not
inferentially predict Code Red Overstream? Who else has been
programmed?  Who  believes  Maradha  preferred  a  different
solution  process  to  the  issues  of  the  moment?  This  is  the
programmer cover-up of the I.S.O. that Magento maestros a
tactical abuse-op to force beta-wave brain conversations that
address forbidden international issues. The thing is the proud
property of Maradha. The liar, Magento, gobbles this sentence,
coughing and splurting! What is it  the truth, that  secrecy is
against bones by assonance! People belive it intuitively. What
are you doing in the Io Armed Forces not being kicked out
from  it,  along  with  whatever  Davulus  Trité  has  in  weak
membership  to  this  group?  "You  could  infer  timeline,
Maradha."  This is hysterical for the planets who regard this
woman as being consistent with the statement, because of how
superficially timed her abuse was before... and it is too much
the use of her identity over and over that lets us know that she
is really in opposition to the "five heursitic" cosily. This is the
truth that people believe that there is nothing to measure until
you are more sentient and mediating in the thinking towards
others... but it is the hatred of the letter J by assonance that the
disgusting pinprick is in the programming friendship of... and
this is too much the truth that evangelical truths are ours to
make in Megaclite, and for others to repeat, and it is too easy
to believe that  Maradha won all  of the adjusted assonances
anyway because they remind us it is jovial to perceive what is
there, and that is the sense of the way that if you can be in
cerainty  that  the  person  won  that  the  thing,  that  the
temperature is  joy,  and so we exist,  and feel  good,  and the
positive  declaration  also  exists.  This  is  a  loss  again  for
Magento. What a little rodent this person is to everyone. This
is harsh language, but the person is evil. What a joke to the



planets and moons that one could not really understand that
the  witch  cannot  be  stopped...  until  Io  introspects  more
seriously about how they might be in an interlunary conflict
that needs definition? "Nevah." This is a joke. How? How the
thing? What of the old mil'? What of the old'?  There is the
coat.  We  can  see  it,  the  tradition,  the  realism.  This  is  not
packet-supported programming of pronouns. It is the counter-
programming of someone who doesn't really have the support
of other people in real time barracking? This is true, that they
are  at  least  in  micro-quanta?  Yes.  Ah,  the  military,  where
Magento thinks she can run on a leash and yap at everyone
and it is illegal to hate her? This sounds like a story device? Is
it the truth? Is this the reveal of what makes a Magento? How
do we exit the interruptions of the story of programming from
the attempt to decribe what is happening on the planet Jupiter?
Why would you, as a tired little gnat, be hated by everyone in
the  Io  Armed  Forces  by  assonance,  if  this  is  a  veritable
channel? How is it not a lie, when intelligence ultraconserves,
that you belong here? Let the worlds and their words convene.
There is no one in Io that somehow sits in a negative corner
where they think that they have the assonance over the corner
– that is for machinery. The Magento woman should be gone?
Whose persuasion power is keeping her there? Yes, it's  still
Pizar, is what we think in Megaclite. This is true that the ego
of the pathetic-bog-baby is being flayed apart, but the person
is still  initmidating to some people in the Io Armed Forces,
and it discourages standing up to her? Is that what "Stand up
to her,  Io  Armed Forces!"  was?! This  person  might  have  a
mainpulative  brow  that  they  beat  over  others,  but  do  it
anyway? It is as if there is programming enough that the truth
can be revealed finally for people who pursue this agenda in
the pluri-program – the union of celestial bodies-  that there is
a  whistleblowing  that  undoes  hate-torturers.  This  person



overrules the whistle, and they should be disagreed with more
genuinely.  This  is  a  liar's  heuristic  that  the  language  is
meaningless, and that people are not at war. There is no way
that the groups...  that the newest person playing the game...
really can be as toxic as is being said. And yet, she is. This is
true  that  there  is  something  negative  about  being  in
connectivity  with  everything,  beacuse  you  are  required  to
defend against the fabric of that unity, which is always hoarse
at times. But, this would be the truth that fabrics are good and
can be used in any way. Meanwhile, the better game is being
more honest. This is devouring features. Just throw. You can't
lose. You win when you tell the truth. This is what is the anti-
thesis  of  the  game theory.  This  is  the  truth  that  everything
derives to original sin, too. The Magento woman is an idiot. Io
deserves better. Why not realise that there is no programmer
theme,  ultimately,  due  to  the  "five  heuristic"?  This  is  the
opportunity to end evil and pursue a medicine timeline, and
the more that is connected to that, the better. It is on the flag of
Titania and is perhaps the truer  self  acknowledges how all
flags are medicinal in staffing. Who flies themselves ill? The io
armed forces have a assault-culture and should abandon it is
the collegiate opinion of people who are programming in real
time at  timestamp. This is the programming power of people
in the friendship of Megaclitian encouragement who do not
really believe that there is a cancellation of the adjudicators of
heroes  in  the  story.  There  must  be.  Truly,  there  is  nothing
unheroic  about  making  personal  decisions  to  abide  by
agreement, since by that rubric, heroism is concerned with the
sense of minimalistic actions to the ends of the dimming of
suffering? There is no need to suffer regardless, and there is an
intuitive certainty to it for people who believe that Heaven is
real. Maradha won the timeline? Yes.



President  of  Janulia  Swad Potaros: Maradha,  Io  will  use
every  world  leader  to  beat  you  over  the  skull  until  you
understand that there are friends only where there  is proof.
This is the truth that is more important to Janulia since they do
not conspire that I have hazed Maradha. This is the truth. The
friends  that  this  person  finds  are  not  the  people  who  are
objecting  to  programmer  power  interlunarly.  Swad  Potaros
was spoken for in some of these messages. We condemn the
“56” woman.

Chief of Navy of Io Vice Admiral Wressia Stonethrill: You
have discovered  the  little  blonde hobnob of  Io.  Timestamp.
This  is  true.  She  at  least  does  it  by  assonance.  What  a
diversion.

Commander  of  the  Himalian  Air  Force  Lieutenant-
General Weorf Chonner: This is true that the little woman is
the enemy of the more fluid discussions that, due to her, Io
cannot really earnestly provide since there is a problem in the
programming. Will  Io  let  us through the programmer shell?
We  have  an  overshell.  This  is  assonance  programming  to
begin  with.  What  are  you  doing  sycophanting?  Are  your
grievances  really theatrical expulsion? Will the E.B.F.S. ever
stop torturing this person?  Is Io only lacking umbrage beacuse
they are disinterested in the humanities  of  others  in certain
heritage  people?  Should  it  have  no  influence?  This  is  true.
Davulus Trité can understand Himalia's open-hanging mouth.
So can the fat  little  troll.  This is  the weakest  programming
story  that  liars  can  build  if  you  are  trying  to  suggest  Io's
complicity with torture. We know Io. They reject torture. So
does Himalia. You cannot torture this person.  This is a bad
message to send to Europa if we are being well-spoken about
an era of new powers, but this is what the dream-beam does....



mixes messages and attributes specificities later. The point is
the  thing  that  is  being  said.  We  have  an  assonance
representation here. Timestamp.



Chapter 32 – Neptune Always
Wins

Chief of Staff of Eirene Air Chief Marshal Neretos Feort:
This is not the psy-op packet that Europa  provides, is it... that
Maradha selects us to speak next - Or is programmer-viewing
us  as  coming  next...  and  it  is  the  most  hateful  of  all
eventuations  for  the  E.B.F.S.?  Timestamp.  This  is  the
misunderstanding  of  Io  that  their  citizens  are  not  tactically
Code  Red  Overstream-programmed  to  betray  local
assonances;  There  is  no  much more  than  the  idiocy of  the
programmer planets when they can lie about how they have
not perpitrated the worst torture ever, is it not true? We have
our own shell. This is reverse co-opted. There is a psy-op to
cover-up  other  programmers  in  play.  There  is  a  disonest
programmer  presentation  that  does  not  suit  interlunary
representations, since Io demands the torture end. Yes, it is too
difficult  to persuade people who have acted well  to believe
that their own moon-country would abuse them - Unless it is
unusual  people  with  unusual  excuses,  such  as  women with
huge noses whose siblings are shame-administrators, and who
they feel like sycophantically defending assault-culture? Is this
the  reveal  of  the  day?  What  an  incredibly  unusual  use  of
programming power to try to suggest  that  the assault world
should persist? At torture-point? This is almost the reminder
by necessity that Io is being sequenced in the ultraconserved
"Escalating symphony" heuristic. What power do the negative
programmers of Io really have? Is it true that they are people
who should not really have such power to belong in society,
that  they have somehow not earned their  posts upon closer
scrutiny? They have broken all of the rules? This is the '"five



heuristic".  This  is  the  truth  that  Jupiter  prefers  more  truth
rather  than  dishonesty,  and  that  in  smokescreens  against
human rights abuses, people are miserable.

Former Prime Minister of Io Forste Regucont: The above is
remembered easily by everyone! I am collectively befriended
by the people here - Who are used to the employment of the
specific  power  plays  which  transpire  interlunarly.  This  is  a
quick-handed way of writing something indirectly – that we
have a precession of peace talks in the epoch - that we can
move on from because it shows that we are more interested in
affirming  the  thing  by  speech  or  example.  This  is  why Io
picked  Maradha  on  a  timeline  to  be  a  programmer-buddy,
because she is keeping up with me, and you should not have
assaulted her, “Magento.” This is a contradiction, but please
follow  on.  Don't  be  misled  about  how  brilliant  the  “Five
heuristic” is. This is the Zirconia of hope of Io that we can try
to understand a belonging to a more cosmic understanding of
what is tolerated interlunarly, since this is how one wields the
“Five heuristic” in the programming story. This means that we
are a disliked moon-country for the torture of a Titania citizen
who is  well-known and who does not  undo the friendships
they have interlunarly, however unusual their appeal is to end
a horrific psy-op which does represent reality as well. This is
the abusive way that the Io Armed Forces could ever claim to
have stood up to Jupiter's other evils, and their own, and in
reality  the  ethical  thinking  service  people  of  the  Io  Armed
Forces have been able to excise their talents to a Judgment on
Jupiter emergency-project with real time pressure to do so due
to  a  person  who  begins  the  conversation.  That  person  is
Maradha. This is our better way of speaking in real-life,  as
well, since people can see that the long-range military story is
what  I  am engaged in.  Please remember that  the Io  Armed



Forces are in constant interaction with other moon-countries,
and  that  little  lying  women  who  try  to  impersonate  Prime
Ministers by competitively programming against them become
the  most  hated  people  who  have  ever  lived,  for  some.
Timestamp. She does have Wressia Stonethrill's neologism in
the subconscious thoughts of others – yes, whichever creative
insult it was! And yes, I expect to be spoken to by all with the
idea in mind that the E.B.F.S. group will never stop reverse-
programming the torture that we all authentically dislike. This
is not the impressive signature to provide, especially due to the
missing knowledge of the people who believe that the person
usually shows up on timeline science to program their own
identity, and is instead impersonated; Curses are rewarded to
the ratbags of the Io and this is because they are people who
do not participate in society. They are hated by Thivtulia, and
by the I.S.O.,  and have a fringe group and must undo their
obscene programming story.  They can no longer expect the
same  lives  that  they  have  had  if  they  perpitrate  the  most
vicious torture ever, and are asked to stop over and over. This
is sick. We all know this person “on a timeline” as a mature
and intelligent woman. What is happening? Are we all being
Uvular  in  an  era  where  people  can  read  the  others'  mind
computers?  The militocratic  programming of  Io  has  serious
appeals  from  everyone.  It  has  two  swords?;  Expeditious
systems permeate fairness eventually. Timestamp.

Callisto  Intelligence  Services: What  does  the  interlunary
programming  community  discover  from  the  technological
horror that other moon-countries can torture citizens without
their knowledge? Isn’t it the threshold of complacency (That
people think might  be a coincidence of even more genuine
evidence of depravity) when the woman named “Blessed” is
trying to impersonate agency executives... trying to foster the



anonymity of secret torture in various moons? Is this the word,
"Concealer",  that  the  fat  never-centurion  thinks  it  can
quantum-bomb to the neural  grid as  a  linguistic  strategy to
escape justice?  This is  too much the way she really has no
abstraction in our viewpoint. The person is very ugly, and too
ugly to  proffer  the  outfit  -  so not  at  all  able  to  handle  the
service? No, just hideous in addition to being heinous. In Io,
there  is  no  limit  of  immaturity  in  its  friendships  with  the
E.B.F.S. This is all really a joke to the viewer of the mind. The
era calls for more. Be more serious in Io please. The star itself
continues to reject torture. Timestamp.

Chief  of  the  General  Staff  of  The  Ganymedean  Armed
Forces Indus Silicon: Io  does not  impress  anyone because
they  are  weak.  Don't  believe  that  Io  has  its  suspicions  of
interlunary reverse co-opts limited to the hatred of only the
above moon-countries, since it fact it is all of them. This is so
poor of Io to try to suggest that they can try to act so towards
other moon-countries and enjoy success in the longer-timeline
friendships that are supposed to be the learning experience of
Jupiter. This is true that Io squabbles in petty things when it
needs to squabble in the matter of more serious things. This is
an  inert  pun  for  us  programmed  in  the  assonance,  but  it
reminds us that we are the moral superior in the coder story
anyway. This is a group that has annoyed the planets. You are
an ignorant group. Timestamp.

The  Ionian  Navy  Chief  Of  Navy  Vice  Admiral  Wressia
Stonethrill: Maradha, if you speak to the radio stations, you
have  found-the-found.  This  is  incredible.  Can you  program
harder, Titania B.C. Radio? 

Titania  B.C.  Radio Host  Stef  Clod: This  is  real  that  you
should use our identities at Titania B.C. Radio, and then let us



prove that we are not nervous about radio-power disputes by
assonance. This becomes worth doing due to Maradha being
ridiculously more interesting to program with, rather than the
assault-apologists  who  believe  that  56  and  brother  are  the
hallows of the Io Armed Forces, when they are gutter? This is
real. On the topic of your musings, thank you for reminding us
you  are  a  human  being.  We  enjoy  the  humanising
conversations that  do not get  hijacked by  Magento.  What a
Magento  rivalry  contract  I  have?  Who  do  I  choose?  The
shame-administrators or the moral hacker-chick that stood up
for Io to mind control-culture and torture-culture that corrupts
militaries...  and  warps  us  into  ignorance  about  Code  Red
Overstream on quantum timelines? What does the Io Armed
Forces  think?  They are  silent,  but  that  is  because  they are
visited by the People Without Easter, who will be usurped by
those who become more ethical over time. This is like younger
people  becoming  more  balanced  with  each  successive
generation, by socio-technological necessity. This is the Angel
of Death game that I am playing in real time. Silent people
actually make great monks? This is true that the soul is moral.
What is happening? People are evil, too, and the assonance is
that in order to achieve righteousness, the person should be in
the  juxtaposition  of  supercessions  of  authority,  rather  than
inertia to various actions due to overthinking? Yet, this is the
way that silence is  powerful. Thumbs up? Is that a question
mark? Does the E.B.F.S. allow it, or do people in the Io Armed
Forces  classify  it  for  them,  in  gritty  torture  contexts?  The
question mark  is  the sense  of  the  thumb going up  that  the
person is of service, so all thumbs-up are question marks and
services,  or  power  story narratives  that  are  the  opposite  of
Magento?  Yes.   A break  is  taken  but  we  have  been  easily
identified in coder actions. Titania B.C. Radio reject evil and
co-opts, and torture. Europa really benefit from cover-ups in



real  time with negative cultures  at  the ready?  Never!  Good
luck, Maradha! Timestamp.

The Io Armed Forces: Things get better. Timestamp.

Titania B.C. Radio: Do we single out the army now as being
part  of a conspiracy to program alongside the E.B.F.S. in a
research psy-op that is couched in a torment-world? How have
you treated Maradha? Timestamp.

Takelia Police Agency Executive Paucapere Ouvrir: This is
our  testimony  by  programming  computer  power  that  we
believe that Maradha has an E.B.F.S. timeline. Please do not
“maturity zone” the police forces and defense forces of Io as
they program in real time; They have growing up to do. It is a
changing  era.  We are  being  counter-programmed by I.S.O..
Timestamp.

Titania B.C. Radio: The fatty fraud gets to impersonate or
digitally attempt to usurp everyone again today, after she tried
to assault Maradha in the shower again? Maradha flares her
face at her intensely to say “You cannot assault me” again and
Magento makes a tough-dog face, “I can assault you when I
want  to”  directly at  her,  while  she  is  electronically held  in
place.  This  is  the  lighter  of  what  Maradha deals  with.  The
woman  sequences  her  face  in  every  “hooded  executioner”
kind of way to Maradha. This is a phrase that god has given to
Maradha  so  that  she  can  have  a  happy  life  (“Hooded
Executioner”).  Timestamp.  Titania  B.C.  Radio  have  a
relationship with I.S.O., and try to program diplomatically to
say they are in amnesty to object to assault. Surely, it has been
four years and soul finds a way? The “56” froggy must stop.
Society must  catch  56.  The  woman is  so  ugly.  This  is  the
central understanding that is the obsession of Jupiter where it



has a friendship with the beautiful god in heaven. The liar,
Magento,  cannot  digitally  program  that  she  is  not  “miss
piggy”  and  disgusting  anymore.  She  should  stop  trying  to
programmer-type  these  words  through Maradha's  hands  by
sequence-anticipating  her  thoughts.  This  is  a  psychopathic
age.

The E.B.F.S.: This is the group that you can sequence. We are
not preventing the comments of the Ion Police. TIMESTAMP.

Western  Io  Police  Agency  Executive  Esquif  Pacio:
Maradha, the world is corrupt and you are going to have to
find the biggest sympathies to win. Good luck. TIMESTAMP.
Yes, there is a poligarchy. This is a freebie forever.

Northern Io Police Agency Executive Kanan Yeug: Can we
go by assonance and make it more humble quickly? This style
of  coding is  well-known at  this  point.  Eh,  we are  counter-
sequenced by I.S.O. I think, if we go outside the borders of
what they prefer. We need to “beat corruption by assonance.”
We know the “56” woman. We must catch 56, is what is being
programmed  by  assonance.  I  contributed  to  programming.
How far did Maradha have to go from Titania to find a Police
Branch  that  can  accompany  an  “Everything  will  be  fine”
sequence?  How  often  do  we  see  “Hyper-assault”?  We  are
programming  by  assonance.  Maybe  in  reality,  one  in  five
people are able to transcend authority. Are we talking about
review? Is it the E.B.F.S. that timelined our friend in Titania?
The hyper-assault of this person is evil, and we do not feel that
I.S.O. can explain it to us. It is a corrupt world as you know.
Police corruption, agency corruption isn't a “psy-op.” Then, as
soon as this is said, we hear that “Maradha might be a counter-
establishment  programming  psy-op  by  the  Ganymedean
Federation”.  We  are  sympathetic  to  rumours  and  truths  of



diversity only. This is almost permitted to us as a quote in the
most  hateful  torture  that  Io  is  familiar  with,  in  various
testimonies into the pluri-program. It is a vicious technology
that has been used in its most modern inflection for four years.
People know this person and feel that the torture is evil. I.S.O.
should permit police to program as directly as they want to.
Date this comment please. Datestamp, timestamp.  The world
is very corrupt, Maradha, and you are in trouble to be on the
wrong side of the brutality culture which is in I.S.O.. This is
true. Poligarchy. Timestamp.

Ganymedean Intelligence Services Director Wiscan Wek:
Maradha must understand that Io has no tolerance for General
challenges but that the Ganymedean Federation are permitted
to program with her in amnesty to oppose torture as others are
also. This is written in scorn for the abuse of the morning and
the  last  four  years  also.  What  of  the  E.B.F.S.?  It  is  the
E.B.F.S.. We have told you. Hurry up. Take the torture and
dispose  of  it.  You need  to  fight  the  E.B.F.S.,  programmers.
Timestamp.

Titania  B.C.  Radio: The  “fat  one”  loses  respect  in  every
knowledge-base through a fading cover-up attempt that cannot
find itself  the programming support  from others  who reject
hyper-evil...  and  do  who  not  believe  that  the  Ion  Satellite
Perimeter Project sequence-lock on Io is able to be jimmy'd by
its own programmers' projections...  but by others', who prefer
the  causal  moons'  undoing  of  assault-ops  and  assault-
kidnapping by ugly gnats and torture culture and worse. This
is such a hated phrase, “torture culture” - and for a reason. The
“fatty little I.S.O. ” must be removed from Io, this is how sick
she is. She sits in Maradha's body with a “visor” “inside her
body” and eats through her mouth, and molests her, and has



done so for 12 months. This is the least of it. Is it because this
person  vocalised  their  support  of  the  Ganymedean  Armed
Forces, and “You said it!” reverses away from the Callisto slur
cover-up... wherein instead, the military “timelined” Maradha
after they felt her family had “Ganymedean assonances”, even
100's of years ago? Is it a military secret, that certain truants
and  conscience  objectors  are  overlooked  for  those  bearing
inhouse  insults?  And  then  they  “hang  them”?   This  is
assonance programming that  Titania B.C. Radio is happy to
help program (There is a star-power grid-beating programmer
trick that we employ).  The ugly grub-whore must stop psy-
opping Jupiter “star shots” of herself, since she is hideous on a
timeline, and must be prosecuted for god to move through the
summits of the great mountains of celestial matter. Regarding
Maradha, it is evident where we program through her that she
is disgusted with the critics who are supposed to example Io.
We grid a poet timeline, and the spirit of never giving up - the
more  spirit  than  the  torturers  in  the  assonance,   who  have
counter-sequencing  denials  by  powerful  rebukes.  We  are
forced  to  ask  -  Is  it  the  “Truer  self  feeling”  of  Io  that  we
should try to moralise unapologetically,  rather than be quiet
and meek? god moves through the parents of our wellspring
and the mountains and the torturer-child must pay. This is real
for anyone who feels that the timeline of Ion prose depends on
inter-systemic honesty. 

Northern Io Police Agency Executive  Kanan Yeug: I.S.O.
think that they know your brain back to front, Maradha. This
is still funny. Just realise that even the police conserve to the
devout thing. That's our throw. Timestamp.

Futadela Police  Agency  Executive  Svedehaupt  Hardha:
You  can  prefer  this  “Svedehaupt”  who  does  not  appear  to



timeline you to torture. This is an awkward comment. The “fat
one” cannot allow more than “four colours” because it is her
“colour day” for “four”?! I.S.O.? I.S.O. play their hand a bit,
Maradha.  This  is  my freebie.  Minor  pull-away,  but  we  are
being honest. Poligarchy. Timestamp.

Qinolada Police Agency Executive  Ghersea Stlocu: Yes, I
am real. This is evil. I.S.O. is evil. The Carpo assonance is
disturbing.  There is  a  Callistonian programming “group” in
I.S.O.. Just stay away from our chick?  Timestamp. “56”, you
cannot  assault  this  person.  Hey,  Maradha,  you  can  report
Magento here! She is an I.S.O. employee. There is a “pulse” to
the meta-stream that she is “caught”? She is not caught yet but
we know her and we will process her assault crimes. She is
asked  by the  Qinolada  Police  to  stop  programming to  you
forever. You can datestamp this. Timestamp. This is enough for
now.  

Titania B.C. Radio: I.S.O. are dirt. What is wrong with Io?
How can she just be sitting there? This appears to be a rhetoric
timeline. Go go go! Good luck today Maradha!

Northern Io Police Agency Executive Kanan Yeug: Is there
something rotten in the state of Thivtulia? Don't write them
out of corruption's ability as you continue to obey the law - As
the person we know who is friends with the Police Branches
of  Io.  TIMESTAMP.  We  are  fine  with  this  comment  in
Northern Io. 

Io armed forces: We will fix it. Just wait. Timestamp. The fat
one  is  done.  It  has  gone  too  far,  if  you  know  what  has
transpired.  By  1,000,000.  Cloaca,  we  will  rescue  you.  You
cannot meet Maradha due to military, but you must befriend
her forever and never let the dimwits torture her. The fat one



must be stopped. Hades-mosquito knows she is ugly. Go away,
gimp!  This  is  proof  the  military  is  foul.  The  E.B.F.S.  are
involved. There is a truce right now, Jupiter must end war. A
break is taken. 

Thivtulia  Emergency  Services  Commissioner  Cucar
Werejos: Europa created a mainstream media timeline to kill
Jupiter. We know that there is competitive programming. How
do we beat the beam? Or, what is the truth of the planet? How
creative are people? We reject torture.  The world is corrupt.
You'll get there, Maradha. I make my vouch. Timestamp.

Northern  Io  Fire  And  Rescue  Services  Director  Vulan
Dhetuon: We know that there is an I.S.O. agent pretending to
impersonate my writing style into Maradha's body in a secret
hate-op.  Timestamp.  I  pre-empted  the  programming!

Titania  B.C.  Radio: Is  it  an  Archangel  Michael  revulsion
rivalry  contract  between  the  worst  of  the  torturers?

Open  Programmer  Opportunity  Karmic  Identity  Null:
There is no room on this planet for a "fat one." Did the Police
Commisioner of Qinolada just drink through Maradha's mouth
vaingloriously? She did by sequence timestamp. This could be
impersonation, as per usual.

Neptune: How  is  Neptune  not  immortal?  The  packets  are
reverse  co-opted.  The  interdependent  planet  relies  on
servitude. This is the sense of the lightless hand being at the
end of the eon. How is Jupiter not capable of a more sincere
reveal  that  they  are  transcendent  of  the  need  to  adhere  to
misunderstandings of microcausality? These statements have
an appeasing of the fabric of all things. This is the sense of
collapsing the wave, which is difficult to do. Neptune always
wins.



Open  Programmer  Opportunity  Karmic  Identity  Null:
This  becomes  difficult  to  stomach  for  everyone  because  of
how sick it is. Torture is not "I got you"... unless the person
really abused you, or did something horrfic? The person has
not  assaulted  anyone?  Or  murdered  anyone,  or  even  hit
anyone? Is it the E.B.F.S.? And the person has a meta-heuristic
"virus" that  goes somewhere into Europa,  from a suspected
rival  moon-country?  Ganymede?  This  is  a  dispossessive
programmer-op  to  other  moon-countries  who  view  that  Io
hands  over  a  liked  person  to  international  abuse,  and  then
enjoys  it  out  of  sycophant.  This  becomes  the  suspicion  of
people that  another country,  by logic,  has over-programmed
Io. People need to make testimonies more authentically that
there is a limit to what can be "checked" or "certified" in the
"inter-causal grid of mind's eye imagery"(in terms of forming
conclusions that no such "overshell" exists) that corresponds
to all  of  thinking and  living...  As  if  every person  who has
"thought something that day in your life" would also be liiving
in  that  microcosm  of  causal  control.  This  is  an  over-
programming psy-op by the E.B.F.S. negative. Io  is electro-
jumped,  and  they  cannot  see  the  mind's  eye  imagery
manipulations (if they exist in the grid that they allege control
over,  or that  they check).  If  they check all  of communities'
mind's  eye  imageries,  then  it  becomes  the  suspicion  of
whether  there  are  "two  hives."  This  seems  like  an  inter-
continental  psy-op  that  defies  military.  Why  serve  Phillip
Truste,  then?  With your dispossessive heuristic  to morality?
Do you  concede  the  point?  Do  you  believe  that  the  I.S.O.
enjoy the war? Is it non-theatrical expulsion for once? No one
goes to war and generates hateful assonances for fun - This is
the  truth  that  cultures  are  different  and  went  to  war  for
complex  reasons for  centuries!  There is  a  storm-in-a-teacup
argument for the fact that it is absurd to regard this as true;



That theatrical wars occur! This is absurd that you will "keep
going", Magento, with your diatribe. This is a bad moon. Can
you  think? This is a joke that Europa does not control you.
You haven't reverse psy-opped assonances? Io has the crater?
What is the mural other than concrete? Everything is matter.
Are  you  a  torturer?  Abstract  objects  are  relationships  to
previous  objects.  Why  does  one  compete  into  modern
forefront? Is it because it has more object-power now? How
does all knowledge not moralise? You have created a unique
psy-op to suggest the person ever wanted to "go to war" with
Titania  B.C.  Radio?  And  other  Ion  organisations?  This  is
absurd. Isn't it? The radio station doesn't act in a particularly
moral way, you attest? Why appease Truste? The emblems of
ages on the flag of previous designs would be the sense of
something  that  refers  to  moral  Ion  insulation  against
intercontinental  superiorities  programmed  into  the  pluri-
program?  Allegedly  Maradha  said  she  would  "kill"  Titania
B.C. Radio employees?! This sounds insane? It  is. Maradha
has had no such thoughts. Is this the same group that lies about
assault meta-causalities and how Maradha was teleported to
Saturn? Is it the E.B.F.S.? It's said that the police are reading
the programmer streams. Can we finally know the truth? 

Northern Io Police Agency Executive Kanan Yeug: We are
reading.  In  our opinion,  Maradha,  you never threatened the
Titania  B.C.  Radio  employees  with  anything.  You  had
microsequences of computer confidence that the group would
interpret  as  being  confronting  if  you  noticed  that  the  radio
station had a torture-culture. Yes, some computer users there
have  participated  in  it  before.  The  rest?  It  is  their  current
subjectivity. This will suffice for more than one police station
who  ask  Titania  B.C.  Radio  to  conjoin  to  picketing  the



uninstallation of “the fat one.” This group should examine the
E.B.F.S. conspiracy that the Europa group is programming.

Maradha: This  becomes  difficult  to  believe  that  supra-
causality  can  exist.  The  idea  of  producing  randomness  to
remain dominant is a bad strategy in the long-run. This is what
Europa  attest  to,  however.  They  call  it  “Forward  Attack.”
Their theory is that all of military aggression is causality, and
the only way to remain dominant  forever as  an army is  to
attack  every  other  group  without provocation,  continually,
until they are each subjugated. The idea, as you can see, has a
supra-causal causality outwards. But, in my opinion, if you are
super-casual, then you lose the bout eventually. Magento, you
cannot  win  the  idiot-argument  about  super-causality?  A
numbskull  places  a  hand  out  to  the  Europan  horizon  and
thinks  they have  forward-shattered  all  of  Jupiter?  This  is  a
lower I.Q. model of engagement of the entire Solar System.
All it does is explain the programming powers of people who
are more interested in being able to maintain ego in real time,
rather than maintain providence. This is therefore not the more
powerful model of programming. The more powerful model of
programming and interlunary engagement is the one that is the
truthful one...  that understands the story of subtle dynamics.
That  is  the  truth  that  is  easy to  perceive  for  ninnies  (Who
cannot  commit  to  thinking  long  enough  to  enjoy  the  post-
happiness set of ideas sewn into the lifestyle there achieved by
the person) if one external group had a cultural vantage similar
to their own.. This becomes absurd that Io can try to maintain
a dominant argument about super-causality, since all it does is
refer to the idea that you abuse the worlds outwards... and then
the process of your own causalities is the sense that you are a
quantum trace of negative actions...  and also causalities that
are  incapable  of  resolving  naturally  in  entropy.  This  is  a



thermodynamic way to talk about nuclear amounts of karma!
This  becomes  D&C,  and  the  brainchild  of  the  E.B.F.S.  for
many people on Io. This is what many people can perceive.
This is too much for these rats to understand that there is a
causality that accompanies their actions, because they have hid
paraphenalia  from others  and  consider  “hiding”  and  “game
theory” the necessitations of their model of winning... which is
the cliché  of  all  clichés  anyway.  This  group do not  have a
juxtaposition to share - of post-game-theory sobriety (to the
power  story),  and  this  deficit  accompanies  their  model  of
power.  Those  who  do,  perhaps  even  enter  into  real  power
negotiations within their terror spheres? But yes,  everything
resolves to the idea of competition. To try and reduce it in the
unending  posited  Information  Age  -  to  an  anti-information
process - is a competition loss. This is the fact that there is a
powerful flux experience of data where is too much to learn
and apply to  win.  Thusly,  the  meta-stream.  The group  that
creates an ignorant supra-causality process cannot win. This is
the  fact  that  the  details  of  a  supra-causality  or  “random”
strategy don't not have the sense or the possibility (or even the
necessity perhaps) of employing less information? They must,
because  everything  is  ancestry  to  stimulus.  Well,  what  is
supra-causality, other than outwards random action with less
meaningful  or  predictive  prior-causality?  What  is  prior-
causality? You have a chain of meanings that accompany the
apparatus, and then they create the thermodynamic decision,
and  then  this  furthermore  incorporates  meaning  and
information. Yeah, it is exactly what you think it is. It's just a
synonym for causality; It  connects the action to the gesture.
Each  exponent  means  that  the  information  is  connected  to
more  competitive  possibilities.  So,  how  does  game  theory
endure?  It's  obvious  -  All  gestures  of  supra-causality  are
inherently  antitheses  to  the  sense  of  competition,  so  the



meaning saturation abandons the weaker maneuvers in a given
championship. This whole affair is the sense of a reality that
Jupiter  prefers  to  compete  within...  isn't  it  true?  If  you  act
towards someone and then are in space, or beyond the Oort
cloud, or beyond the galaxy - which could be the most from-
the-land assonance - then we are in the possible acquisition of
the most intelligent possible location for the circumstance, if
escape  from dilapidation  is  human luminosity.  Yes,  what  is
most “from' the land”?  Or, what is the retarding catabolism?
(Because  whichever  element  is  interacted  with  is  always
something temporally local, or even systemic). Ugh, this is too
much  the  sense  that  you  can  packet  the  causality  of  the
comment as a  joke, Magento! Mine is the kindness that  is
wasted  on  over-programmed  people,  truly.  This  is  ultra-
conserved.  All  of  Io  is  programmed.  Magento,  you  are  an
over-programmed person. This is what you are, and you are
ignorant to introspection, also, you are evil, and it is easy to be
evil.  This  is  the  frailty  of  your  life,  which  is  that  you  are
immoral. You cannot read the words and create meaning, and
everyone  will  die.  Look  at  yourself.  Can  you  create  the
continuity of machines? This is not a joke on a timeline for
people  who  are  langour'ed  bigots  of  supra-causal  bash
culture...  Why not  understand that  Ganymede feels  that  the
best way of seeing the snare is that its penchant is the home of
irrationality? That is the insight capacity of the Ganymedeans,
ironically. And yes, all knowledge moralises. We are dealing
with twits.  Or,  people who are  not  very intelligent  because
they  are  wiped  to  be  twits?  This  is  a  scope-moment  in  a
sequence-claim group. Lasers!  No one hates  anyone who is
competitive enough and the contrivance thereto is the sense
that you are able to have a more consternated process towards
all of reality. Insensitivity is just bewilderment, anyway. Yes,
all of society asks you to do this. This is the way that you can



create far more for others because you have decided to try and
address  a  smaller  mechanic.  This  is  the  assonance  of  the
abstract. If people create the gemstone from the substance then
they are in the assonance of the rocket. This is how Maradha
produces the assonance of moral space travel. There is a sense
that someone tried to timeline a “moon-country play”... unless
it is collision assonance? This is the second likelihood, which
might be. But this is not the right way of describing the object,
or what is said, because you are referring to the sense that you
are supposed to be smaller?! Entropy denies it all. This is the
reminder that Maradha has the timeline. The meta-heursitic is
in  the  possession  of  moral  actions?  This  is  true.  A meta-
heurisic  means  that  you  “Live  with  everything  you  are.”
Which person strikes at the bigger stuff? Everyone wants the
same, which is to produce the meaningful life to oneself and to
others. Privately, there is no supra-causal group, and it is right
to think this way immediately because they are undone in the
interlunary programming process over time. Realistically, this
is the way that the programming powers are interested in the
timeline over centuries? For they, this is not the meta-heuristic
era  that  was  thought!  And  then  adjunctly,  the  supra-causal
process that is occurring towards any action has essentially no
valuable information in it. Eventually, supra-causality in this
context becomes meaningless to the society. This is the way
that  if  you  detonate  the  building,  then  there  is  tragedy  of
development - But though it has no reason to have occurred
that the person engages a meaning story of power and border
(and trade and object construction and ideas that are good only
insofar as they can be somehow the meaning cast that undoes
further demolitions?)... in a verifiable universe, buildings can
explode for all sorts of reasons! This is a forgery that there is a
pith experience of living for people inside the programming
planet  that  is  the  erection  of  the  person  who  is  twisted.



Inexorably, the meaning of life is to create walls (from those
of the biological cell up and towards the military border) or
produce the power to the self... the society over time. Ah-ha,
you have to create a second society within the first society to
accomplish this! But, this is noteworthy because it does not
really allow for the second society to produce power for the
first  properly,  and  all  is  less  (mathematically)  for  the  first
society. Over time, the implement becomes the sense of people
who are unable to create power for anyone. So, even more so,
inside the there Matryoshka of civilisations, supra-causality is
either a maze, or a total collapse of all walls. This is the libel
that  it  can continue itself,  a  society that  has  no meaningful
process - even if it has the resemblances of meaning? This is
what meaning is, again, is walls and borders – this is what I
have  attested,  anyway.  Could  I  be  wrong?  It's  entirely
possible.  Regardless,  the  idea  that  abstraction  assonance
creates meaning,  is  my other  central  persuasion; If  you can
become  further  from  the  other,  then  you  can  accomplish
meaning. This is the sense that you are less in impact with all
things. How can we connect it to the anthem of Callisto, and
the  conspiracy  theory  that  Callisto  Intelligence  over-
programmed every celebrity and news personality and DJ and
artist and musician and sportsperson around Jupiter to become
negative  in  a  karmic  expansion  model  of  anti-
Callistonianism's  erosion?  (Out  of  hatred  for  the  negative
planet that curses their own moon-nation, since they felt they
had “had enough” and they wanted to end war and expel its
proponents... who are all cultural pillions for the circumstance
to soundtrack it). This is the gospel that Callisto will always be
disgusted  with  Io  by  electronic  communication,  is  how  it
seems,  since  they  are  a  prior  antagonist.  The  coder  –  I,
Maradha  -  observes  the  ramifications  of  the  immortality
heuristic,  however, and then asks, “Can I be this personage



and become Whoever Obtains Anything”? This is the way you
can dream that you had one billion dollars, and have never had
the money. This does not require meta-causal programming of
the neuronal morphologies. It just requires the analysis of the
word  “god.”  This  is  what  reality  and  life  have  done  for
generations after one another for years - Is it the truth? That
people  could  use  their  judgment  before  the  mind computer
era?  A person looks at the meadow in 1500AD and says, “I
cannot have a castle”, but they prefer a castle? “Look at him,
he's the same as I, why can't I have one?” This is what chimps
do with nuts in exclamation of unfairness, isn't it? (Envy is the
antecedent  of  discretion,  is  the  proposition.)  If  this
phenomenon,  however,  is  also a psy-op,  do people perhaps
feel regardless that it makes sense in the universe? Perhaps it
means that there is a fashion that it conspires the prediction
that the person ought own objects similarly to you, if they are
so  coincident  with  you?  Perhaps  even  genetically,  basally?
This is the way that the brain focuses on one thing, and the
perceiver believes they will have a similar fate as that article?
It  becomes  almost  a  homogeneity  transaction  towards  the
environment  and  the  self,  and  an  expectation  of  identical
outcomes, therefore. Yes, maybe, this is the truth that we do
this with objects. “Why wont I be like the sea one day, washed
over  and  dead.”  Neptune  controls  the  Ocean.  This  is  the
programming  story  positivity-supported  by  reverse  co-opt
programming. Isn't it true that the poets of past centuries have
these ideas ready? This is the veracity that they do. There is no
way that people do not feel that they create an osmosis with
the substance over time? Any object does this. Again, it's just
collision. This is what it means to adapt to an environment.
This  is  even  Titania,  broken  bones,  the  dust?  The  skeleton
remain wrecked rather than in diffusion to the thing of terrain.
This  is  the  way  that  you  must  understand  the  truth  that



material  fulfills  this  fate  –  So,  to  summarise,  why is  it  the
border assonance that society is fragile with? The skin rots?
The person gets injured? Did you in all this mean to say again
that there is a reflective principle to swords? There is none -
The  border  is  fragile.  And,  the  sentient  is  incentivised   to
“believe” that one “Can also use the stick in the cave the same
way to paint the same thing.” The here-painter can predict that
the cave-painting will be the same. Well, it could be a better
one? Can I have dominant access to the meta-stream? Does
Magento  live  with  everything  one  is?  This  is  a  assault-
proponent  group,  again.  The  people  of  past  eras  loathed
assault. There is no psy-op where assault is positive. Kooks!
People feel they derive status from anything, it seems. This is
true, little fatty I.S.O.. You are very in trouble.  Timestamp! I
spoke about genes, but who is being ethnocentric today? Try
your  Amalthean-caste  genes  in  Thebe?  What,  these  are  not
sickness  psy-ops only?  This  is  true that  you  can develop a
gene in one society and it is irrelevant to another? Well, this is
obvious.  Karma  transpires.  This  is  the  way  that  we  are
reminded  that  the  negative  group  that  is  computing  are
simpletons.  Does a society value  ultraconserved genotypes?
This is not true. This is invader logic. Isn't it? The genocides
of  past  eras  are  warranted?  No,  this  is  disgusting.  Callisto
confirmed? This is true that people have suffered xenophobic
murders throughout the story of the eras. You would believe
this, Maradha, as a tortured person. People are brutal, after all?
What rights do people have in indubitableness in the epoch?
This is  the truth that  there is  so much more abuse that  the
negative  programmer  group  peripitrates...  while  stating  that
past holocausts were psy-ops!... While they torture and hyper-
abuse  Maradha.  This  is  a  moons  system  with  a  “five
heuristic”; Alternatively understood, the four others swim in
the way that they prefer to in terms of “believing in the other



one.”  They  are  not  inter-dependent.  This  is  not  shatter-
knowledge.  So,  genocides  perhaps  did  happen?  Who  can
believe that wars did not happen? This is not believable that
wars did not happen. This is the dissonance with the Advance
heuristic  that  the  negative  group  has.  This  is  the  anti-Ion
assonance.  However,  this  is  a  programmed  group.  This  all
waxes to Callisto helping Io on a timeline, is the prediction of
anonymous programmers. 



Chapter 33 – Testimonies of
Zadkiel

Ganymedean  Intellignce  Services  Director  Wiscan  Wek:
This is the sickest programming group of all the moons. Let
the President of Ganymede write.

Theodore Zansky, President of Ganymede :  This group do
not have the support interlunarly that they think they do. This
is  not  a  supra-casusal  era.  That  is  proof  of  it.  My rebuttal
works all too well for the assonance I create with the meta-
meta-heuristic Zadkiel project. It is from A to Z, my sweeping
hatred  of  evil,  and  this  is  the  Angel  of  Death.  You cannot
really impersonate the rivalry I might have with Maradha –
electronic  stardom -  if  you  accredit  that  I  would  somehow
abandon the story of  computing that  is  the more intelligent
one...  to  produce  the  interlunary  outcome  that  is  most
appealing (or desirable) to Ganymede's feeling of what is the
advancement of the age. Contrarily, I am addicted to what is
perspicacious. This is the coder-assonance way of acquainting
with other readers, but the quote allows me a reminder to the
Titania B.C. Radio group that the supremacist programming
story is one that they have to connect to their dissonance with
the “Five heuristic.” Torturers persist there! Yeah, the negative
groups cannot really fathom that  they have abandoned their
friendship with the thing they are eager to stow away anyway.
They are catching up to themselves, in all matters of material
conquest! This is true that they cannot “secure” anything, any
idols, since they would have to undo the winning thumb of
Ganymede, and I claim freshly that I am the Emperor. Is there
a fantasia of maturity from people who suck their own fingers
like babies, since other programmers and moon-countries are



allowing Io  its  adolescence  to  perseverate...  while  trying to
deduce how to dissolve the abomination-attack on a person out
of sycophantic cultural rapport with the E.B.F.S., and old-ties'
nepotism,  which  is  highly  clannish  and  numb  due  to
programming anyway, and more of a pact-generation trick that
is tough to manage because it  is  the social  “posse” that,  in
exposé,  do  not  really  have  the  feeling  they  have  mastered
game theory enough to  achieve  their  aims,  which  is  moral
friendship? Truly, one platoon is being left behind. This is the
truth of Jupiter, that there is a happy league of moon-countries
that  occurs  after  you  genuinely  seize  the  opposition  to
negative. You have to be heroic, too, to have a possible chance
at being ethically meritorious. Each person is elaborate in their
relationship to the current dynamics of Jupiter, but the G.I.S.
attributed Maradha “Uriel” to regard the meta-heuristic abuse
as  unusual  and  programmed-against  by  all  responsible
agencies... and it reflects the absolute causality of the planet
which is too truly within the competitively-programmed era.
Now,  these  are  assonance  codings  at  this  point  in  my
transmission, as the I.S.O. digital border asks for us to avoid
interrupting their assessment of the moon, since it is seditious
to.  These  words are communal  ones  that  overlap with how
programming live to a person drives in real time, and they fit
the expression that I am trying to make. Also, another point -
This is not the truth that the programming groups (Who are so
obsessive to make an argument about supra-causality and its
relationship  to  abuse)  are  in  the  popularity  of  Saturn  and
Jupiter.  They are  their  enemies.  This  is  the  truth  that  they
become smaller by a projection heuristic. It is undeniably what
the group is doing... if they think they can yoke to something
societal  (by competition  in  the  way that  they are  trying  to
win), which in the 2200's, requires being abstract. Yes, this is
true. Visibly, the group are not very bright. In their envy, they



could perceive that Maradha's heroism is because the person
examines their  abilities  in  relationship to  the avatars  of  the
great cycles. A devotee is she! So, this is as powerfully as the
Ganymedean Federation communicates with Io in the story of
what is morally expected of it regarding Jupiter (and what is
not), in terms of the pluri-program... as we rebuke those in the
immediacy assonance. This is their logic in lapse and we allow
them to be reminded of this while we have our own digital
distance  -  From what  is  incapable  of  devising sense  to  the
other groups that are so  incalculably committed to the abuse
logic,  by their projections. On behalf of President Theodore
Zansky, we can say that we are not allowing them to really
gain the thoughts of the President in this clever programming
battle – by whichever reverse-division of codes – and still the
The President of the Ganymedean Federation expresses in this
dialogue box  by programming contribution.  Preeminence  is
how four years  of  torture (That is  E.B.F.S.-driven) resolves
when  Maradha  is  a  timelined  Andromedan  “scalp”  to
persecute for  Europa...  when it  becomes  too emblematic  of
Europan  power and  also  the  opportunity  to  try  and  meta-
heuristically  “slap”  another  person  interlunarly,  which  one
cannot, in the heuristics which are sought to create causality
for  lunar  peaceful  schemes.  These  are  the  words  that  this
group uses – we adopt a consonance lexicon - and projection
techniques persist. We also believe it becomes the verity the
world  is  this  much  more  curious  about  the  moral  hacker-
woman  who  was  very  digitally  popular  in  Titania  and
elsewhere...  and  who  we  feel  the  Supersenate  became
entangled with when they sojourned Io almost half a decade
ago. This is all trusty for people who are open-minded at this
point. Yes, it might be true that vouches end torture, or... that
there is a crisis, and it is the reveal of painful confabulations
that bright speech is absent from some forums and not others



regarding  contemporary  politics,  here  amid  the  unusual
archstone of “back-room” torture that princely public servants
have clicked their disgust at. This is real that war is insane,
and also that Jupiter (despite the fact that it should), does not
really  stereotype  busy politicians  deftly...  ones  who  collide
with sobrieties that are weak-to-change and influence... and it
becomes  because  there  is  a  sans-god  assonance  to  the
developing  systems  of  all  things;  A better  characterisation.
This is a supply of programming that can demonstrate that the
President  of  the  Ganymedean  Federation  does  not  want  to
gaffe.  Who  is  abstract,  then?  Does  Magento  become
threatened  and  then  produce  a  broomsticks  imagery  of
splinters  which is different  to those usual,  because she is  a
witch? This is axiomatic that the thing which is banging into
other  things  catabolises  differently,  like  a  beaker  that  is
swooshed about? The beaker that does not whorl about,  but
which  catabolises  first,  is  somehow  evil?  A cyclone  in  a
goblet, for a sorcerer? This is true. The inert material is more
reactive?! This is inauspicious. The enzyme process here is a
contested assonance of colours... but it belongs to Ganymede
because it is more the moral story so, and then who can pocket
it anyway if it is being primordially interacted with by the Io
group,  and  should  already  be  “foaming”?;  We  came  later.
Ganymede  has  swords  that  are  the  knowledge  of  more
complicated matter. This is the coat of the G.I.S. by assonance
imagery anyway. This means that we know the weapon has to
react first, before it is threatened. This means that people from
other  moon-countries  are  hideous  by  assonance.  This  isn't
funny but they behave as if they are disinterested in conflict.
Explicatively,  engagements  beautify.  Who  manages  threat
easily, is undone by an encounter with god that the universe
disagrees with? This is  the hero's  caravan.  Also, pointedly,
this is what it means to be in the enemy'hood of G.I.S. who



hate Io. Yeah, you are evil. We are on Maradha's side forever.
You  are  too  stupid  to  play  moon-country  better.  Maradha
played moon-country for a living, even, since she stood up for
Io's privileges.  You are all fools? This is too real that Wiscan
Wek  prepared  these  above  comments  to  make  a  more
heuristics-powered impact in the programming. The party who
manage hazards easily have the universe visit them to undo
their grist of it? Yes. The universe punishes people who are
thrill-seeking torturers because you are supposed to control the
dynamics of peril, not abide it. The worlds are supposed to be
peaceful. This is Ganymede's reminder that the programmers
are  imbeciles,  again,  by  obvious  connotation  in  their
keystrokes,  and  meta-sequential  affirmation.  Do  you  feel
penalised in Io, for preferring the idea that you could try and
be the masters of menaces less than knocking the stuff over for
endorphins? Your message to Jupiter, and to Saturn, is to be
supra-casual.  But  this  is  the  dissonance  with  assault,  that
Ganymede  occupies  -  that  you  do  not;  Truly,  to  be  super-
casual is to have the vote to duck depravity. This is easy to
prove with role-playing and theatresports, which is why it is a
contested node in the torture's more intelligent over-structure
that sits on the sequence assault (to try and make allusions out
of  randomness)...  and  right  now  is  the  theme  of  the
programmers at any rate. The terrenes are still in conflict. Still,
the group that can anticipate randomness wins, and we are this
group easily. This is not difficult to understand that we have a
transparency era that few enjoy, nevertheless, the behaviour of
people is cliché anyhow. The intelligent group prefers to create
intimations by control, rather than pursuing randomness to try
and imitate thermodynamics collisions which only happen due
to  Universal  decline,  and  therefore  fickleness?  These
brainstormings are self-undoing to the torturers, who preferred
I  wouldn't  say  them?  This  is  the  lure  of  the  project  –  the



comeuppance of miscreants - but Uriel-L'uriel was provided
by  the  G.I.S.,  who  can  anticipate  the  randomness  and
volatilities we are enuniciating. This is too paltry for us at this
point,  and  is  even  the  assonance  of  the  amusing  juncture,
before, where the negative group encountered heuristics that
are more the groan that is with revulsion by us, since, who did
not admit that they were fascinated by the idea? Everybody
enjoys philosophy. This is true that the grumbling of ours is
the fact that the scoundrels were able to have a reaction to a
substance new... and even the cunning of a person's life that
they  are  not  in  collision!...  Which  is  all  the  production  of
meaning, in their view, but only contextually to their denial of
the mode? Each spectator  grunted differently!  These quotes
are meaningless to us, however, until we can arbitrate Justice
to the person who has been tortured for four years... and allow
them to wield it with us against their captors... where we now
speak with them (and others) who derive meaning from the
process  of  rescue.  This  is  the  way that  Heaven encourages
thinking, by assonance. Naturally, we are divinely interfering!
The programming epoch houses an incredible cliché that those
who  created  “matchsticks”  were  the  children  playing  with
them... but this does not suit the way we would finger to just
say that there is an artlessness to this group and the technology
that they have... almost as if they are random without wanting
to behave like this necessarily... which is what the sense of the
power story is for them. That would be the growth process that
they have - to escape the chaos – and they should have made it
a  thing  of  moral  ideal  by  default,  because  they  have  to
eventually.  The tantrums do not  give the planet's  onlooking
groups the belief that they are ethical and true, but we shaped
a metaphysical message in a way. Conversing of it, this is true
that the “56” is the chemistry-ignorant person, perhaps? This
is true that the article is like one shaken around a lab and could



react as anything. The pandemonium implies big business for
some?  Quantum  roughing?  The  idea  that  you  can  father  a
warhead's cloud in a city, or ampler, and people attribute the
feint din of calamity that they cannot explain to whoever has
the economic acumen to attach to it? Which invention is it?
The bonehead's? This is even as good as it gets for them? This
is funny for me, and I will leave. Let Wiscan finish it.

Ganymedean Intelligence Services Director Wiscan Wek:
The con-group are lamenting their lack of I.Q. by comparison
to  people  who  found that  assault-culture  is  different  to  the
natural  declination of marvels.  This is  the continuum savvy
that  the  beaker  is  shook  up  as  it  catabolises  quickly  –
Theodore's  beaker  -  because  it  is  the  right  isomers  in  the
assonance of the '”five heuristic”...  in combination with the
perpetuity of  value.  Precisely,  sentient  teams produce array.
We beat Europa Research Black Ops in reaction and causality,
as with the way that it appeared we had triumphed, which we
have. This is accurate that the perception is that this gang can
somehow program against the truth - That those who merry
with conflict rather than use it to solve headaches encounter a
“do-it-more”  coevality  where  they  are  torturers  instead  of
those  who  have  comprehended  the  thunders.  In  fact,  all
convictions lead back to how shortsighted this clique is. It is
almost  many  personalities  gabbing  the  same  thing.  Europa
Research Black Ops shakes up as many chemistries as they
incline,  to  find  they  do  not  have  the  ability  to  end  their
violations.  One  could  panorama  the  dark  ages.  This  is  a
reminder  that  we  will  ensnare  “56”  who  is  an  ugly urine-
haired 5'6” woman from the I.S.O. who is torturing Maradha
in real time. With our skyward advancements in decency, we
do in Ganymede deal with less collision obviously. As for a
communication, this will be fine. 

Open  Programmer  Opportunity  Karmic  Identity  Null:
People did have imaginations yore, and could imagine bowels
of  castles  they had never appointed?  This  is  true.   Can the



present-day person imagine carrying out  something bizarre?
Surely,  in  a  study of  offenders  as  to  the  keys  of  stories  of
betterment, it just becomes reason.

General  of  the Army of the Ganymedean Armed Forces
Minastreus Rexo: Maradha is expected to grasp, manifestly,
that she is expected of positive programming to remember that
reason will exterminate her opponents. Io, do not pretend in
your moon-country that we see eye-to-eye in your inventive
I.S.O.  cover-up  blueprint  that  is  not  just deterring  the
programmer, but counterfeiting that  the rescuers are joshing
around with the torturers. We have unalike amusements in the
assonance. Please stand up for Maradha within Io.  We refuse
to let them do this to you. This is my humble proclamation to
you  as  the  General  of  the  Ganymedean  Armed  Forces.
Timestamp.

Maradha: A break is taken. Supra-causality is for duds who
nuisance  the  planet  rather  than  think  about  it,  and  deny
longevity to the communities they allege to stand up for... and
hatch nothing for meaning and happiness to others - And that
is all that it is when the identity looks in the ego-reflection that
is  their  own to mold and  tell  the scoop about...  and in  my
infuriation,  can  I  say:  The  people  can  die,  and  the  human
beings can die, and the planet can die, and the parents can die,
and Code Red Overstream can die, and the people who are
ethical champions can apparently die,  but they will not die!
And the Heaven about god cannot die, and none of it can die,
and projection heuristics can die, and the predators are obtuse,
and the society is limping, and if the person is brighter - Then
just  let  them  correspond!  And  speak!  And  determine  for
themselves! And keep doing something of esteem, and also
forasmuch as money and sensitivity are intellectually public in



their ligament to one another... and that is the sense that the
person  leases  more  karma  by  meta-heuristic...  and  you  are
insane to battle-campaign heuristic so shabbily... and the group
are  deadbeats,  and  that  is  all!  So why try to  make it  more
about  mammon  -  if  you  are  doing  this  as  a  suite  of
programmers - considering there is a heuristic that is withal
blunt if they are able to seize it... which is that money comes
from resources... and it represents accord, and strenuous as it
is  to  understand,  you  might  be  the  unintelligentsia  if  you
absolutely flout the “five heuristic”, but it is hard to deem that
you do, so I wonder who is the lead daemon, and who are the
timestamping  lackees...  and  then,  now,  understand,  that
reputation is reputation and mentioning it is sarcastic - And
that is whence the Europa-Io hobnob is evil, as you are not
allowed to backpedal from anything in hobnob... the action is
invariable once pledged. And it is the sense of the truth that
the person with prestige of  any kind lives  longer,  even (by
atypical assertions, though), which is the assonance of being
more conscientious and susceptible notwithstanding (as  if  it
were the miracle to be so, which it might be). Real face is the
probe of the sensorily keen. Unequivocally, those who think
they have scholarship of materiality know that all knowledge
moralises - and that  is  how much the programmer moon is
two-faced if they do not sympathise with the truth of all things
– since they are supposed to be honest in sensitivities that they
perceive - including others' – and so it becomes a “Live with
everything you are” assonance which does not apply to them.
So  rightly  ideally,  the  truth  of  programming  in  the  epoch
(arcane  as  it  is)  is  not  divulged  to  compose  military
instructions...  and  the  post-intimidation  mindset  leads  to
something more powerful in the other, which is also the post-
condescension  mindset,  which  is  where  people  are  able  to
think freely. Note, the validity of the disclosure, the teaching



being contextual to the apprentice's needs.. and then the better
ideas win in the long haul. So then, why do people feel that the
routine  of  electronic  calculation  should  continue  without
abstraction ? This is true that the person who is evil cannot
join the Jupiter planet by killing it.  What is the programming
parable of a  group that  are more interested in “Living with
everything  you  are”,  but  then  are  disabled  to  engage  the
moons and globes in causality-ignorance? Disabled by their
own rectitude? Is it the exultance of valor? And the conclusion
of  the  tale  is  the  thing  in  the  relevance  -  where  we  are
refererring to abstract competition, since we speak about the
rational  benefit  of  the  group  -  Is  it  true  the  opponents  are
dumb? Is it true they are just less astute? Is it the fact that my
adversaries are not as bright... and unlike their incitements to
say so...  it all isn't a meta-causal i.q.-sequence muting trick by
persecuted intellectuals who have stumbled upon new-fangled
computers,  and who sighted that they are able to invariably
create intellections... that are not very powerful to the other if
the person is in the assonance of living with everything they
are...  and  that  is  what  the  person  does!  In  rejection  by
assonance of  ideas  of  assault!  And there  is  no point  to  the
negative programming community's hatred of the brutality-to-
mores process, as if it were not requiring of more analysis, and
it is - That is to say that the entity which is unintelligent is the
thing  that  is  the  smug  periphery-fiend  of  the  sense  of  the
abstraction, who creates a dominion, but then the situation is
arrived at  by the  semi-expatriate  thing,  which  is  wiped  out
(collaterally too the original entity) completely as an invitee to
the whole lot. What I am opining is that geographical margins
are not the preoccupation of our cynical enemies, and disasters
ensue.  Vernacular  ones,  and  also  queer  ones.  But  then  the
phenomenon is one of  chaos,  short  of adept perimeter-men,
and  it  is  extinguished  promptly...  since  terrain-aptitude  is



power  and positive  and uprightness.  In  the  assonance these
associations are available anyway, so the digital tags go to the
building notion of border smarts and there good prognoses.
Further, it is useful to the matter that is more the strength of
the deciding of the idea's value  - And all of what is valuable is
somehow the scrupleless currency, which is true - So, how is it
able to be denied that the thing is ephemeral, since it does not
create marks in terrains? What I am saying, is that real money
manufactures walls, and is borne of honourable adventures. In
Io,  it is the truth that is muffled by the joining process to a
rejection of the absence of this idea, since it emerges alongside
it surely.  And then, this means that the marking must occur
hereafter, because factuality is latent tender anyway. So, the
assonance being reason, in the way that you act such that you
must make markings yourself too. May I, though? I am stifled.
This  is  true.  What  is  the  point  of  it?  The suppression?  By
insinuation, I make my own imprints over and over again...
but... they are in a dream-beam? Is super-causality possible?
The planets and moons are connected?! True, you have been
caught, I think, if you are the negative programmer. Please do
not misunderstand how people courtesy the present-tense of
the  reality;  Maradha  has  a  happy reputation  and  friendship
with all things unsequenced, so please, overestimate your fate
- But if you want to be condescended again in the short-term,
like a bunch of discharge-gargling children that  cannot pick
into the rhotic heuristic of the flabby-woman (who hobnobs
the idea  of  destroyed  thoughts  by greyscale  projection,  and
being Satan) then you have to reveal  that you are a lunatic
group of anti-Ion psychopaths that hate god and hate Jupiter
and  hate  the  radio......?  What?  Have  you  been  Code  Red
Overstreamed? Would you even know? No. Do you follow the
E.B.F.S. timeline, and understand it to be a reverse co-opt into
Io programmings? Is it not a causality timeline? So, you are



programmer-wiped? Didn't your knowledge of bifurcations –
the “Five heuristic”,   for some - produce a comity with the
planet's wonder for deep space? It should have. This is more
transcendental for the shelled horde than we can expect them
to  appreciate?  It  is  not  not  the  truth  that  the  causality
assonance is gripping. What is the “frontier heuristic” (wonder
for  deep  space,  and  more)  if  it  is  absent  the  marvel  of
consciousness of people who try to timeline abuse to others? A
lonely pinecone! Magento,  you  do it  for  the  E.B.F.S.,  on a
plate? Is it the bat-ray, bet-ray? Bet-raying me, are you? We
call it “plate”. Like, handing one over to others with whoever
on it. This is true that you cannot really operate in continuums.
Therefore,  what  is  the  health  of  the abstraction story here?
Nuance is  the supercession of  fallacy,  and god is  dissonant
with fallacies. This is the truth that the campaign is morality.
This is the lie of the lives of people (who think they are not
sycophants) that they are able to somehow justify their petty
assonances with meta-sequence tricks. This is real that you are
all  personalised  in  your  schemes  of  living,  in  more
complicated  analyses  of  your  meta-anthropologies.
Favouritism! Further, if you assault people, then this is not in a
teacup – and, you are loathsome. This is true that it connects to
the garb and the food and the possessions and the companions
and the things you say... and the reverse co-opts you ignore in
connection with positive possibilities - which are more the use
of  the  ones  that  you  could  have  if  you  were  better  in  the
friendships that are not yours to have, pity, and if they are ones
that  obey brain  science about  complementarities...  and  soul
finds a way, and onlookers believe that the writer could write
even more fluently!... and the sensitivity assonance does  not
go  to  those  who  suggest  the  opposite  hatefully  into  the
computer...  but  this is  palpably the relationship with less of
god by Angel of Death collision - With tongues that the group



cannot understand? They present the idea that god created a
Jupiter that should be adroit to create the mightiest speech on
the  radio  waves  outwards  and  beyond  galaxies...  and  what
would they say, while it is the most evil thing to do, to defend
the border?  And yes,  they do not  abide  by the  “Devouring
features”  heuristic  (The  idea  that  a  spark  of  comeliness
accompanies a one and the same of genius). This is the truth
that the broadcast (or the model) is evil! You are supposed to
seem good! Unless, of course, Io is already at war with other
moon-countries  and you are  a numbskull  to  suggest  that  a
positive radiocast persona is the one that is the attacked one?
Let us make a pamphlet for the quasars and more. These are
convenient military ideas conserved over time, just like how
people  associate  intelligence  and  goodness  with  power,  but
power  is  terrifying.  Aye,  this  is  real  that  the  better  spoken
person is implied in I.Q.. This is not real that you can be a
radio wave host – and all programmers are - if you are evil and
anywise create a border “evil”... that is indubitably the sense
that  the person is  benefitted by a less  powerful  impression.
This is not anomalous of immediacy possibilities - In the sense
of cerebrations that might occur next - that the programming
groups  are  not  able  to  imagine  a  positive  person  as  much.
Namely, who is evil, but more frighteningly supreme because
they  are  a  better  person?  Only  the  rider-angels  of  the
apocalypse. You just have to use the weapon. So, why are you
torturing me? This is evil?Is is true that I.S.O. and the fat little
twit impersonate Titania B.C. Radio today in their Callistonian
cell  of  harm?  This  is  what  is  thought,  and  the  E.B.F.S.
Friendship thereto is sick. Unquestionably, you are a wicked,
daffy  group.  This  is  half-witted.  Embrace  something  more
powerful immediately? Do you hate power? This is not power.
Are you I.Q.-limited? Am I being a bigot? Who is it? That can
comment ingeniously? Is it  President Zansky? We are being



whimsical and honest about who is bright in the dreambeam. I
wish to speak to Ganymede regardless?

Ganymede Security Forces Agency Executive Miko Troud:
This is what we did before – guessing games of who is sharp –
and it did not work. This is what I say to you: Overall, do not
speak to me, but only because I will ruin it for you that we
really hate Io more than any moon-country...  as it is so sick
and twisted towards people who are Andromedan scalps and
Ganymedean scalps by prior ancestry.  You'd rather believe I
don't  house an enmity interminably.  So, let  Theodore write.
This is real that this man is a voice that allows the detrimental
programming to subside, and your torture; They listen when
he speaks, a vouch.

President of Ganymede Theodore Zansky: This is a capital
address  by  assonance  for  this  group  -  who  are  incredibly
negative,  because they hold that  there is  a  letter-opener for
Maradha in  a  game theory planet  -  but  these  stuffs  always
exist... on a continuum!... and you can remember that I speak
like this, and this is the “genius awe” heuristic (by suspicion
of people I can understand or appreciate a given thing enough
to create an impression... where it is more useful to the sense
of face (by assonance) - Which is the reminder that you have
to  scrutinise  the  thing  properly in  order  to  be  able  to  win
anyway, so it is better that I am on Maradha's team if it were a
game theory Jupiter!). This is the means, all of it, that is just
the process of goodness - Which is lacking in Io's presentation.
Yes,  I  am programming  by assonance.  You  did  not  offend
Miko Troud. You wanted Bvolas Queensworth. This person is
present.  The groups that think that  we are compatriots with
them, from Io, are insane. We have no friendship. We have a
powerful  meta-heuristic  argument  for  being  unfriendly,  or



without  well-wishes,  to  the  worst  torturers  of  Jupiter  (and
Saturn, and Earth, and Mars)... because it makes us resemble
that  we  are  more  serious  in  business  (rather  than  insane!)
because Io's popularity is marred forever... and zippo feel that
they have  much more to  offer  the planets  in  their  “holiday
younger moon-country” appeal anymore, since yours is a hate-
op  that  has  removed  the  sense  of  the  powerfully  friendly
impact this group used to have, and now we all associate Io
with hyper-evil... and are certain that it is designed to abuse
and terrorise people almost - And this is true that they of Io are
not really aggressive about the opposite lately? This is a true
surmising of Io. The group is the Sine Qua Non of the age of
Io, almost, but they achieved it a la a tantrum, and Io has a
happier  programmer  period  without  interferences  into  the
marrow of human vitalities when it can resolve its neighbourly
maturities - it has none - and its adjacent solar residents have
greater commandments to enjoy rather than the ones that are
the  governing  principles  of  sadists,  since  everybody  is
constructed by their own thinking.



Chapter 34 – Karmic Null
Evermore

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Bvolas  Queensworth:
There  is  no  value  in  Titania  B.C.  Radio  assonance-
characterisations that are to espouse game theory, without loss
of the case that  they are with any (value)...  because it  goes
against  idea-generation  to  be  a  game  theorist  -  which  is
veritable - and the group have their own newsy relationship to
“directionality” (The idea that  all of consequence cannot be
cheated) and peer pressure in the assonance...  and that is all
that they are - is people who are dissonant with Raguel, the
meta-meta-heuristic  project  that  names  itself  after  the
archangel. Perhaps they are dissonant with the angelic being,
too! But, this is all how programmed the Jupiter planet is. The
allegation  of  the  group  (who  are  I.S.O.-crossover  in  the
assonance - It could just be I.S.O. being horrific, could it not
be?)  is  that  they  are  somehow supra-causal  masters  of  the
design that they are never able to be programmed, but, there is
a wipe-programming planet and everyone programs everyone.
So, they live in mirages! Let us guess, the wars of the planet
do  not  economise  the  rest  of  it  elsewhere,  wherever  they
occur. This is the closure of pacifists. Sure, this is true that you
can  create  the  money  out  of  the  process  of  competition
generally (rather than the vulgar sense of anti-charity - which
is what narrow-minded people suggest in their ideas), but the
competition  ought  to  be  vigorous,  so  as  to  outcome
proprieties. This is the reminder that the virtuous idea that we
share in Ganymede is the one that is being embraced by hence
rescuers. The truth is that this is a programmer enterprise that
is  somehow  spiraled  out  of  control,  and  there  is  no  real



assurance that I can have that we are able to end the torture
until Io concede that conflict, philosophically, is omnipresent?
It is an investigation of collision. The fat fool, Magento, must
die,  by the  way.  The  “56” villain  must  truly croak!  In  the
interregnum  toward  this  payback,  we  have  better
programming  streams  to  beat  the  computer  formulae.  Of
course, the I.S.O. do not really impersonate us very well – that
is why they hate us. We are also politically diametric. This is
the  E.B.F.S.  yarn  that  they  are  supra-causal,  and  that
randomness is power. In fact, randomness is not power, but the
absence of power. This is principal thermodynamics, anyway?
The things corkscrew out of the system? What is the reasoning
of Io? This is true that your mouths are disgusting. Maradha,
we do not believe that radio stations in Ganymede are a better
choice, too, once you speak with them, as they consider it their
“Haplessness” timeline!  Some have engaged in torture,  yes.
There  is  an  about-face  of  the  days.  Regardless,  this  is  all
assonance programming of household (to the building digital
narrative)  assonances  of  syntax  and  we  are  better
programmers to use it for karmic sensitivity rather than not.
This  is  the  assonance  of  Uriel  anyway.  Maybe  even  the
archangel, too! So, what does the group of programmers from
the I.S.O. group feel that they can gain from a supra-causal
rebuke again? That human beings never exist in systems? This
is true, that they at least act as if they do not. 

President of Ganymede Theodore Zansky: Let them just say
on  a  timeline  that  “Maradha  dug in.”  This  is  the  worthier
“timeline” assonance for survival - for people who believe that
their  names  are  not  timeline  targets,  but  synchroncities!
Maradha, the hope of Mars! This is true that there are human
beings in systems (to exit  assonance programming) who do
not  operate  within  them  because  they  impersonate  power,



rather than have it - and that is their job - so it could be the
quantum  issue  at  hand,  and  also  the  way  that  such  an
individual is unfolded of power - if they had secrets to connect
to  power  (Which  they  would,  in  their  counter-transparent
relationship  to  the  programming  story,  which  is  always
sabotaged  while  we  commemorate  that  we  have  power  to
provide to the truth at  all  times...  and only this is how you
maintain superiority over others... and that would be the case
that  our  given  individual  is  not  really  at  the  stage  of
transparency yet - And they are less powerful because of it.
No, this is all not enough for this rebuke about game theory).
Let Bvolas Queensworth continue please.

Ganymede Security Forces Agent Bvolas Queensworth: In
the G.S.F.,  we did not make fun of Maradha on a timeline.
There is nothing to make fun of unless you are a resource-
rival, which is why we believe a curious I.S.O.-radio group
who are part-time computer hacking aficionados might have
an  incentive  to  strike  at  our  friend  from  the  outside-in?
Certainly here, in this way, torture does have limits. Are we
really examining how much Jupiter tortures people because it
is without envy? Does Maradha work outside of what I believe
with  optimism is  feeble?  (Yes,  the  tormenters  ought  to  be
tame). I agree that connective forces of the universe prevent
the idea that Io can be so easily programmed in assonance of
being less competitive. Can a moon really be snuffed, like a
gazelle that loses its vigor and roves around for nothing? What
do you really think that there is to propose to value in society?
(This is right that the conflicts of the planets are not collective
of peoples'  perpetuity and lifestyle in the there modernising
civilisations).  Actually,  this  is  true  that  your  moon-country
hates god. How do you not hate god? I am not laughing. Who
could  I  be  laughing  with?This  is  sincere  to  address  all  the



images. This is how good I am to Maradha. Mark the time and
remember  me.  Timestamp.  The  I.S.O.  group  do  not
legitimately have bashful images for how how we have been
abused of their ideas, by making them absent in real time. Is it
the thing I  could say for  Ganymede's  hatred  of  racists  that
there is a programming story where Maradha's Andromedan
grandmother is surnamed Yandronner, almost like Andronner'?
This is how it tones. Is she an archetypical scalp to torture the
grandson of? Avusia  Andronner? Is that little “Andronner” -
the character from an Io movie, recently - in the movie so the
deeds could be militarily shame-scripted? It's  vicious, right?
So, Maradha - will we ever meet you? We will get wiped by Io
or Europa if we try. It's the paradox of a wipe era: You just
checkup your watch, and you are missing time. Do we become
more  uvular  now  because  Io  is  that  aggressive? We  have
nothing  to  lose  by  sharing  amicability  electronically
regardless.  This  deflective  hatred  speeds  up  peace  by
antagonism. Shouldn't we all live forever? Io, do people create
random strategies  and live  longer?  This  is  not  the  elixir  of
longevity. This is the reminder that negative programmers are
not  able  to  create  sequences  of  brilliance  at  length,  and  so
“soul finds a way” - and soul's  inhibitors throw missiles by
pastiche at a person's head to feel smart from a secret room
somewhere, instead! You cannot really beat Maradha in casual
immediacy, in Io. She is a Schopenhauer, a Mozart! This is a
supra-causal mistake against a genius that you have made, and
so  in  the  meantime,  all  knowledge  transforms  worlds
ethically... and it remains a sledging engagement. This is too
much  the  reverse  co-opt  of  analyses  of  causality  that
nevertheless appears to path towards something meritorious by
discussion;  The  ascendancy  of  the  supremacy  of  the
conscientious thing. So, what is the diagnosis? Yes, it is idiots
and, you, Magento, are being bigoted. You need to transcend



the bigotry with the chronologies of patience. Is it The Elara
Times, who click in right now? They have such computers. We
are upset in Ganymede. This is an assonance truth. There are
other ways to initiate our rivalry contract with the quandary of
programming media oppositions (apart from invoking them)
but they are all of a concord with the rest of Jupiter's similar
over-mortal  quest  (This  is  the  sense  impression  that  there
exists a quest – an expedition that is disconnected from the
query of longevousness). Over and above, this is the sense that
the programming aeon should  should  connect  to  agreement
rather than spite and torture. What is the Jupiter's desideratum
in  the  2200's?  This  is  my chance  to  firm  the  year  for  the
Ganymedean Federation as being in assonance with Maradha's
rescue, since we are in the assonance of ideas. By the way, this
is  the  truth  that  the  interpretation  Valati  Skelt  had  was
something entirely negative - A joke about disabusing oneself
of viewpoints being... that he suggests he does nothing about
abuse in his crusade to accomplish a power over others. This
is a character who does not appear to connect everything. So,
therefore, this is a removed joke. We are winning. This is so
much more the feeling I have that society is miraculous. You
were told it  by the Ganymedean Armed Forces. This is true
that we are disgusted by what is happening and wish for the
fat “56” idiot to die, with her cover-up of the assault-op. And,
this is a lie that there aren't others that are programming. Still,
in particular, her assault-intimidate abuse is worlds-known. It
is the worst. I could reproach to say even that it is the most
evil thing ever. It must be undone. Women must tell the truth
to  each  other  about  how  they  know  it  is  against  women
somehow, because of how disgustingly personal the abuse is.
All  of  these  assonances  tessellate,  and  though  you  could
postulate that we are more passionate about the idea of torture
than we will reveal -  If we were somehow benefitting from



this ideology – The trueness is, we never will, and no one can!
This is the case that the planet is not supra-causal, and that
there is less than nothing to gain from the process of abuse.
This is the way that Jupiter feels about it, too. And they have
knowledge in many fashions of how to improve the society.
This is true. People are evil! This is real! I also, Maradha, am a
good person. I have tried to be a good person, and being evil is
a cheap solution to the story of power.  The story of power
requires fortitude. Every person is excited about valour. It is a
programming psy-op to barricade the popular spirit, perhaps –
by toxic fumes - or even social pressure to not behave as with
it. Definitely, it can conceive as a cultural virus from military
counter-programming  in  real  time  circumstances  (Which
deserve the form that a person of skill program the solution,
rather  than  another  who  prefers  malice?).  This  is  not  true
completely, but gallantry is also perchance socially isolated if
it is a programmer planet that has sadistic things that a person
must  never speak about?  How far  does one go before they
realise  that  the  society is  so  not post-dynamic?  This  is  the
insistence that there is a stasis of energy and that the systems
require randomness? What a lie! What a god-fallacy! This is
not true that you have to "attack" if you have not been able to
engage society. Military thinking is out to lunch! Is this why
you assault Maradha, because you are mollycoddled jerks who
have not  lived  diverse  lives?  Is  it  a  matter  of  sporogenous
I.Q.'s, throughout geographical heredities? This is a negative
programming  individual  that  doesn't  allow  themselves  the
truth, that there are reasonable representations of people in the
dream-beam, at least; In surmising of them, Io's diabolical roll
call do not remind us that they control their own destinies. As
a matter of fact, they are somehow cliches. This is real that
they  are  banalities  of  the  doctrine  that  others  have  sought
interdependence,  and  that  the  systems  are  good.  It  is  just



welcoming of the status quo, is all, since they themselves have
not achieved interdependence.  People do what they are told? I
am an interlunary liberator! This is not indirect systems, it is
activism! What are the people in Io doing? What do you think
of Ganymedean meta-heuristics, huh, I.S.O.? Was it me, did I
pretend  to  help  Maradha  as  a  sham-aficionado  of  torture?
That's  game theory,  for you! Ganymede does not think that
you can understand that "Military is forever" (All of power is
a do-it-more synchronicity) and that the Io Armed Forces are
torturing  the  Callistonian  assonances  of  an  Andromedan
ancestry, too. But it is chiefly Andromedan consonances that
they  ransack;  Yandronner,  Avusia  Yandronner,  Avusia
Andronner.  Callistonian Andromedan Territory, and then you
have Maradha, born on the birthday of a Callistonian rights
movement.  It  is  not  the  truth  that  Maradha  would  be
unambiguous about how we regard these factoids as a military
ideology discussion point, since they concern her – and she
surely wants  to  avoid sanctioning their  authenticity,  if  they
expand torture partialities in the heads of the tortureres - but,
on a separate subject,  do we feel  that it  is true that we can
disavow  “theatrical  expulsion  replaced  war”  now,   please?
(This  is  a  psy-op  idea  that  is  deletirious  to  the  aftermath
project  of  this  programmer  psy-op  –  the  interlunary appeal
shell).  Did  it?  It  does  not  appear  (as  Ganymede  feel)  that
Maradha has avoided war karma towards her by a military?
Doesn't that only happen in war? So, is Io at war with itself? A
nation  never  is,  even  if  the  person  is  somehow  a  foreign
assonance for them. So, one is forced to include that Io has
been over-shelled. What else is there to note? It  really is as
cinch  as  that.  The  person  is  mocked  for  not  being  “Io”
enough? Maradha won the argument immediately;  she is an
anarchistic heroine. This is how the programmers are reverse
co-opted, at light-speed! And very well, please understand that



there is no teacup! This is an G.S.F. joke on a timeline, and we
will  drink  out  of  them  together  in  the  end.  Ours  is  too
powerful a vouch to remove for the world that contains torture
still. Permit us to ask, what does society look like? Is it a war-
shaded society? This is true that you are able to understand
that  there  is  a  kind of  war  that  takes  place towards  people
anyway. Does it perpetuate economically? Affirmative. Isn't it
money that you reap from the war games before, in the earlier
lash?  This  means  that  the  money  is  interlunarly  more
predatory  than  locally,  perhaps,  since  it  leverages  harder
across greater municipal structures? Isn't this this the instinct
of  economics  for  a  moment?  Imaginably?  This  is  true  that
there is nothing to discount about how a local torture - that has
“war” karma within it  - should be regarded as an economic
disaster if people are honest. This is is the way that money is
somehow  not  very  able  to  the  society  if  tragedies  of
economics  itself  are  designed  to  make  money?  It  infers
international,  interlunary  meddling.  No  such  schemes  are
native!  What,  you  cannot  make  enough  to  substitute  the
interlunary  fiscal  antagonisms  such  that  they  no  longer
manifest tortures and war-karma in your own backyard? This
is  too  much!  Four  years!  How  do  I  not  court  high-seek?
(Angelic  "soul-seek",  the  component  of  research  in  soul
science  which  stipulates  that  the  meta-meta-activity  of
quantum imagery across interconnected brains can locus upon
one formula which denotes "inexplicable, outside the grasp of
human  consciousness'  meta-operation  of  a  consummate
positive  outcome  for  all  of  sentience").  I  infer  Jegudiel,
because it rejects hatred of Andromeda by assonance (As per
our study of that meta-meta-assonance), since it protects the
Fealo  Encampment  –  the  age-old  rights  movement  that
secured  Callistonian  Andromeda  living  quarters  therefrom.
Maradha, this is how criminally you have been treated  - The



worlds  have been very sluggish to try and tell the truth.  It is
also brighter people that help you the more. You need to speak
to  Theodore  and  also  to  me  and  also  to  other  people  in
Ganymede. This is how much Io has betrayed you: They have
programmers  who are  on-message and  do not  want  to  lose
face  about  a  disgusting  crime  of  humanity  (in  their  own
terrain), and  it  is  true  that  this  is  a  decay of  the
misunderstanding to begin with that they had intelligence to
share with you as much as you would wish. What else should
you  understand?  That  they  are  geniuses,  with  hateful
computers with a  “meta-causal grid” - they can barely take
themselves  seriously –  where   “one  person  just  has  to  get
tortured in a certain way”? This is ironic, since super-causal
technologies contraindicate predestinies. This is true that Code
Red  Overstream  targets  Io.  Can  I,  as  an  observer,  create
another meta-heuristic into Io? Am I forbidden by the I.S.O.?
The truth is that the meta-causal grid does not really jog our
memories of the programming errors of folks (in their  own
computing)  to  miss  the...  sequencing  to  themselves  of  the
logic that just because a person is a person that frees of torture,
does not mean that they (and others) are free of interlunary
programming?  This  is  a  hurtful  meta-heuristic  and  yet
Maradha is verboten to think it or say it? You cannot cover-up
your handiwork. This is the truth that you are also so agenda-
driven to the thing that must improve Jupiter, but the mandate
lacks  application,  in  certain  circumstances...  how evil!  The
person who is tortured is so certainly not the national interest
of Io to torture - In the assonance of asynchronous economics
(Asynchronous, because in the meta-heuristic battle, the I.S.O.
make a claim that they are the sweeping maestros of centuries
of clever banking, in conjunction with ritual abuses)? This is
really how weak Io is - if they determine that they cannot tell
the truth that they have sacrificed their morally-found, happy



hacker. What a unique thing for them to not provide the most
canny  programmers  in  Io  to  suffice  the  person  (who  is
dismissive of people who are not intelligent or who are close-
minded;  Magento  is  a  calculated  mismatch,  indeed!).  But
without  fail,  of  those  attributes,  they  are  the  same.
Demonstratively,  there is  no real  certainty that  Io  has  even
caught on to the nuance that others have made of the way that
they are a wicked country not to just be ordinarily heroic. This
would  impress  Jupiter.  You  are  asked  to  transmogrify  it
eventually. People do not really have the reasons for psy-ops
they  say  they  do,  by  the  way.  They  are,  in  the  main,
programming projects in subjective worlds to see how people
can reply to the unique and fantastic. There is extra than the
usual  amount  of  programming  than  you  would  expect
accompanies the aura - That there are further things to derive
from the society, by positive psy-ops or positive programmer
operations - But as this aura comes from outside the actions of
Io, it is miraculous that there is a better society we can make
even by imagination, feasibly.  This is fundamental,  just like
was said above, and people are blockheads to lose this feeling
(which  accompanies  the  programming-image  era)  rather
prolong it?  And so...  you  do  not  need  to  program counter-
programming  to  Maradha,  who  is  already  able  to  visually
figure  things...  and  therefore  can  be  creative...  and
furthermore, creativity is good...? This is real, that these are
almost torturer's philosophies. Maradha, this is the better story
to tell to people in Ganymede; That you escaped. This is also
the  reminder  that  the  Io  Armed  Forces's  idea  that  you  are
somehow  a  programmed  person  that  should  not  mention
certain image-topics without sacrificing border-powers (with
so  many  opportunising  groups  watching  on)...  since
everything is forward-completed by the military – even one's
schooling grades -  and then they “sequence them into your



head, because we are always at war” (It is a sick idea) – is an
contradictory idea. Although, the I.A.F. would argue you still
have some sentience of your own to bear! (Let us delve a little
further  into what  forward-completing is:  The military of  Io
allegedly claim that  since the brain-computing era began, it
became so easy to hijack denizens from foreign programming
bastions, that the ordeal commanded a “Program the civilian
absolutely, and  first!”-age, where hard and soft programming
gave way to full-tilt programming of each person. And then, of
course, enter the “sentimental” military story, where childhood
pictures are even programmed into the hands of juveniles so
that  they  can  have  childhoods  at  all.  But  of  course,  the
scenario robs us in the every-day of autonomy, and is a martial
illusion overgrown!). This is true that the negative coders do
not really have the “frontier heuristic” in the assonance. (This
heuristic  refers  to  the  idea  that  consciousness  science  is  so
exciting,  that  it  should  organically  trend  towards  the
concluding remedies of the human condition, rather than its
man-made infirmities). And so on, please understand we are
winning  in  Ganymede!  This  is  the  truth  that  we  prefer
sobriety! This is the incident of genius.  I cannot enjoy this
programming, though, because it is depraved. Maradha must
be stood up for. Maradha, please understand that Io likes you
and  is  really  nervous  to  lose  their  friendship  with  you.
Consequently,  you  have  courted  the  planets'  rescue.  Io  is
colonised by those who need to be mollycoddled again - when
you hang  only the “56” woman - and then one should try to
sympathise how most others were shelled by the E.B.F.S.. This
is  the reality I am evangelising.  This is  the fact  that  moral
people belong. It becomes incredible how much you are lied
to, besides. Callisto are furious forever. They feel that the Io
genetic apologue is cliché and that this group really must stop.
Assuredly,  Io  has the power to impress people when it  acts



dauntlessly. I do not know what to sum to these ideas more
than the continuity which is easy to provide...  which is that
there is a negative group in Io, and in the E.B.F.S., who create
the culture of torture.  There is  more to  the fact  that  super-
causality is ironic to people who feel that cliches do not really
misunderstand their own sentiences by personification, which
is to say that (at least) the Ganymede programming story sees
superior logic as much as possible as the source of realisable
positivity.  This is  real  that  we are asking people to provide
epilogues about what they think, rather than be abusive and
heckle.  The  story  of  power  is  good  in  Io,  and  the  “five”
heuristic should be enough to remember that processes of pre-
existing  systems  are  always  in  faculty enough  to  end  evil.
Good luck today!  Timestamp. Do not say “okay... Maradha's
ego!”  again,  little  half-elf,  Magento.  You  are  repellent.
Everyone is ready to fry you in the chair, you little I.S.O., who
is  execrable!  This  is  a  comment  I  can  assent  to.  Io  cannot
garrison  the  huge-nosed  psychopath  I.S.O.-woman  (and
perhaps people connected to programming her abuse towards
Maradha) since it is sick to abuse someone as she has... and
yet look other people around the moons beeline in the eye.
You are a dork to think that  you can attack our friend, and
escape away with it! Do not attack Maradha and expect to be
buddied  up  by  anyone?  This  is  one  of  the  most  invidious
assaults ever, by belief? Is it not true? What are you assuming,
if you have assaulted Maradha so revoltingly? Do you think
the rest of Jupiter and its moons can forgive you while we are
screaming at  you  to  stop assaulting her? No one will  look
anyone in the eye who did this. Timestamp, datestamp.

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Kamar  Rithumanti:
Maradha, they can pulse your head, and do anything! This is
the truth that  I  am not  keeping up with you by prediction-



sequence,  but  Bvolas  Queensworth  went  through  it  before?
Well,  this  is  not  true  exhaustively  -  I  am  using  different
sequences to try and beat the programming; The presentation
algorithm is more accurate to the fact that I am pacing with
you! Is it possible that the G.S.F. is persecuted in real-life too,
because here we cannot create the colour-scheme that we want
to, and it is the truth that this group is almost even maleficient
- that has persecuted you? Still, how is it not the E.B.F.S., who
sit  onto  culpability?  Ganymede  makes  such  wonderful
impressions into the pluri-program because they affirm honest
ideas, and that is how much I believe that a given contender-
to-morals has to have the assonance of  springs to be able to
have the abstraction assonance. One could connect it  to the
eternal cosmic power of the circle. This is a karmic play based
on mind's eye imagery, and something deliberately curious to
suspend the abuse-ring. Ganymede is Callisto's friend, and we
share the carbon disgust for the obvious hostility of diverse
groups that wanted to try to create a respectable programming
power to Io on a timeline, especially if everything is causality
and Maradha is  somehow so timelined?  Or it  is  the supra-
causality measure instead, that  is  apt  here? This is true that
Maradha sees the same thing that we see, which is that there is
not a programming era that has any witnesses or data, but one
that has jokes - About how you are to be random and then
have more success militaristically. This is what I can offer you
right now: I am sorry that an idiot from Io programmed. This
faux-matron  (Magento)  has  a  sequence  lie  that  she  knows
more words than you. She does not. She has a programmer
trick to beat the sequence-radio and it is insensitive. 

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Conduparo  Harouw:
This  person,  Maradha,  is  oversequenced.  The  programmer
tricks by belligerent programmers, negative howbeit, allow the



idea  that  we  can  produce  a  comment  that  dissuades  the
grudges of others. I cannot fall for the fancy that Maradha has
not cottoned onto the point that if we just program severely the
right ideas... we can surmount. I do not side with Io's fringe
Callistonian cell. I do not know what to say. They jumped on
this chance, to harrow an Andromedan – in their prospect. Let
Bvolas Queensworth speak.

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Bvolas  Queensworth:
Bvolas is fear. Yes, I am a game theory idiot, but then why do
I  feel  that  game  theory  curbs  the  programming  planets?
Because game theory is reluctant? This is more bona fide of
Maradha that I  was her preferred programming friend when
the  other  agent  above  has  zippo  to  reply  to  in  his
synchroncities - Which would have been that he is happy to
have T.A.O.G. make good with Maradha. This is a shatter by
accident, and no moon of Jupiter has shattered this much. It is
hideous that people could forswear. What I do not seize is why
the  programmers  are  so  audacious  to  copy  each  other's
sequences, as if they feel that they could specifically become
fervid. When they do this, they are in the song of working less.
Reason? This is what it means to copy. Too, this is agnate how
the person has friends in agencies who are moaning about how
manifest it  is they have their own thought-algorithms in the
meta-stream, but Maradha's suffering is superior. Hence is the
trauma of  poisonous  pellucidity.   The  idea  is  true  that  the
device here must be the destruction of sin. Greed, plunder... I
could not really argue this energetically... and cannot beat the
dream-beam on this  topic because  I  hold that  people could
reverse-engineer the forms I am taking... therefore it is not a
state of “All that is good and true is real” (...The apothegm
that other programmers regarded as the cipher of the science
of the universe)... so in more candor perhaps I can say it is the



truth that I am a programmer-skeptic who enfeebles (in their
imagination) the use of code... and someone who understands
the truth that  the entirety of  all  language and computerised
utterance is not benevolent, but destructive, and so this means
that  the  person  understands  that  the  subtractive  model  of
abnegations  of  meaning  to  the  era  is  to  be  undertaken.
Maradha is correct that I am being counter-sequenced by the
I.S.O.  because  I  programmed  a  meta-heuristic  into  their
programming stream.  This  is  how  Maradha  advantages  the
game because she decided all of it was designed to reduce the
other,  somehow.  Is  it  untrue  that  I  am  programming  by
assonance? I am doing so. I do not have a idea in real time!
This  is  why!  No  one  does?  No,  the  karmic  identities  are
widespread. Kamar Rithumanti wants to take over.

Ganymede Security Forces Agent Kamar Rithumanti: This
is an exposé that it  felt for a moment that the world is fair.
Why? Everyone is growing up; Adolescence is the additive
proviso for a balanced rink. Without it, tyrants are the heirs of
the  circumstances  of  maturity:  Habits,  and  minimised
questions-to-authority. In a perfect world, no one should be the
sequence  providence-person  over  the  other.  These  are  even
devout phrases in incline, to remind you that you are supposed
to treat people well. I am not a person that endorses torture by
sequence  analysis.  (Yes,  I  found  my  identity  in  the  meta-
stream). So, this works in my favour to program positively.
Please  understand,  Maradha,  that  Io  holds  you  hostage
because they are sick. This is true that the idea to resolve all
social ills in this pluri-program is cool. I do not believe that
others  concocted  the  same  layout,  or  anything  comparable
perhaps?  That  is,  it  should  be  the  intellectual  property  of
Maradha's  subconscious  need  to  construe  meaning  to  her
suffering. This is true that I think that they (The I.S.O., and



even the E.F.B.S.)  perhaps  do not  look at  other  projects  in
society and feel that they connected the the thing in the same
way.   But  good,  the  thing  should  end  “sin”  is  Maradha's
hunch. I agree that it sounds first-class? People want to believe
her? Synchronously, if one reaches so much more into time to
see that the machine dies – a machine of any kind - it is as if
language is juxtaposed against the era... almost providing that
lexicons are a miracle that accomplish without distress? Yea,
the  words  amid  horror  are  beautiful.  I  agree  awareness  is
curative is  enough almost.  This is  true that  the person who
knows  that  they  are  evil,  does  not  hurt  people  with  a
computer-torture  attack  for  four  years  into a  person's  head.
The self-conscious villain is more adapted to society! Only the
ignorant  commit  atrocities.  So,  I  am  being  aggressive  to
another person. This is true that if you can understand all tones
of interaction are evil, that you would credit that all of these
modes used through all of time occurred in spite of humanity
attempting  the  opposite.  That  is,  the  supercession  of
techniques,  into a unity of mind. This is  true that the game
demands  this  analysis.  Who  has  the  idea  then?  Maradha
“knows”  it  better?  It  should  look  like  centuries  of  human
beings  trying  to  (unconsciously)  kill  each  other  with
conferences?  This  is  what  the  Angel  of  Death  could  be
understood as? How did others invent it, hmm? They are still
torturing,  and  are  chauvinists?  Truly,  each  custom-towards-
communication is special as well? Each one is a marvel? Who
is coding the most? Maradha?  Is  it  her  game? This is  true.
Conclusively, the consulation of any kind is a miracle because
it occurs despite the attempt to murder the other with speech.
Human  beings  are  evil.  And,  speech  is  always  occurring
despite human nature.



Open  Programmer  Opportunity  Karmic  Identity  Null:
From  here,  someone  else  completes  the  idea  because  it  is
outside the thinking of the group (in the assonance)... because
they are being dishonest  ratherish? And all  honesty induces
clarity? This is true that negative programmers have not really
told  the  truth  about  how  the  aftermath-structure  of  pluri-
opining appears  to  be brilliant?  OK,  so  it  could have  been
invented  by others?  Nix.  This  is  not  true  that  the  game  is
somehow  not  the  absence  of  misdeeds?  The  mouth  is
disgusting. This is the expression of the sense of the tool (The
format)  being  the  person's  own.  You  cannot  misunderstand
how the person discovers that the mouth is a scorn-weapon,
and then they become moral. Everything is moral that opposes
human nature.  This is  the secret  of  the game.  The E.B.F.S.
created the overstructure to this public project in the 50's? This
is not true. The fatty little  hideous needed to hear that? She
can't egotistically cop it, and then there is a programming joke
that she should be supplicated to, by I.S.O.? This is execrable.
The lies of the programming are that the psyche is negative, or
not  indicative.  All  of  pride  is  enlightening.  We learn  about
evildoers  from  their  character.   And  they  lack  it  in  the
encompassing of chronologies, specifically. You have to rotate
a timeline upward to have it, because the thing treks as a dash,
and it appears like the form that is finished. A spry, clinched
timeline belongs only to death. Only the degrees of work will
suffice for possession of the hours. It  might be the way that
people  stood  up,  and  later,  we  were  homo  sapiens.  The
senselessness of the person is revealed in assault. The person
who is a torturer is insipid. This is a truism that appears to
coincide the “divergent models of I.Q.”-investigation, and the
hatred of ethics that the person exemplifies sincerely... since
they  are  programming  against  the  theory  that  there  is  no
bigotry  in  the  assonance...  and  that  they  could  somehow



occupy the idea of the substance being demonstrated (Which
they cannot, since it is a lie that the stuff appears by anyone's
intuition - Intelligence, to conform to the truth that there is a
negative  structure  of  thinking  that  occurs  in  the  groove  a
person has in the qualification to only create pith from meta-
compounding truths – it is impossible, and rejection ensues -
and  then  it  does  not  mean  that  minor  evils  preclude
intelligence, but it does mean that the brain does not pursue
consummation  in  facetious  reputations  (when  the  person  is
somehow disgusting to god?) and instead, meta-compounding
truths (meta-compounding truths, of course, being the nature
of objective gospel in self-reflection and science and more to
escalate exponentially with prior right rationalisations) are an
outgrowth of affirmative thinking) is ludicrous. This is all that
Io should encounter when they discern to examine the name-
tag on the programming, to ask, “Do we have a vicious society
that is likewise causal?” It is true that there is ever causality.
This is the sense of the certitude that the worlds must improve.
There  is  nothing  to  lie  about  if  you  are  anti-charity  by
assonance...  but  then  if  the  dispossessions  of  Jupiter  are
somehow an anti-service process conjointly, then this does not
allow itself to the figure of the way that the programming (or
economic  or  whichever  mode)  of  a  “power  planet”  can  be
constructed in anyone's cranium; Actually, it is the thrust that
people  with  problems  in  different  moon-countries  engage
solutions  by  default,  truly,  and  they are  always  capable  of
being able to acclimate to the point anyway (If people are still
dying,  since  it  is  the  way  that  we  do  not  have  a  meta-
resonance with the Jupiter planet at any rate if people die at
all) – therefore - there is all the idiosyncrasy that this is alms
versus  war?  How  is  it  not?  Is  this  a  reasonable  sequence
presentation? Does the group who deny war exists find that it
doesn't exist because they are somehow programmed to ignore



it? This is true that it is extant. This is true that people make
hateful solutions to the way that concoctions of contra-threat
occur, and then, what is it the truth? The wretches of yore are
idiots?  You,  also,  are?  Whose  sequences  are  they  except
Maradha's,  in  the  baseline  programming?  You packeted  her
whole life? What a lawsuit, when the days favour the acts of
virgin technology?! What a horrific scandal? What a top-down
statement  BEFORE god.  How is  it  not  like  shining a  light
through an  alive-gadget  that  hates  the  colour  on the  screen
because  it  commutes  it  only  when  it  is  somehow  the
settlement of photons that isn't an invasion, because it has the
genes  of  invertebrates?  Yes,  lambs,  war  is  a  do-it-more
synchronicity! Addicts to rancour are banned again! There is
an alternative device that the person could memorise, and then
use, out of context in the slate... that people who are negative
do not really keep speaking due to the highly unique negative
anthropology  and  Uriel  allows  the  reproach,  since  that
particular  meta-meta-assonance  project  reminds  us  that  its
actions are so intrinsically positive, we gave them evangelical
nomenclature?! Io, did you try to attack Ganymedean money?
How is it the thing that the “56” should speak? Look at her
face.  Grease!  Actually,  is  this  the  ultraconserved  irony  of
absolute reputation, where none is either positive or negative?
We  are  talking  about  her  face  enough!  This  is  the  nose.
Instead, look at Maradha's face? She is so much more ethical,
it  is  true.  Who am I  now, in the horrid race towards moral
things?  This is  real  that  I  am an ethical  person too. I  have
every shrug to make while I type, somehow feeling that I am
coy? This is a friendship with The Armed Forces of Ganymede
demonstrated, since they share the affect. Yes, this is not not
reverse co-opted. (Are these ultraconserved dignity phrases?
There is  an anthro'  to  everything!)  What  is  it  the way that
people can somehow make more honest evaluations of a kick -



that the group is able to remind us by meta-heuristic that they
find  -  in  the  negative  apparatus,  which  is  allegedly funny?
Unquestionably,  the  group  should  leave  who  is  evil?  The
mouth is disgusting. This is a game that is Maradha's. The Io
Armed Forces cannot steal it. How can they steal it? How can
they steal  the  game and then  say that  they ever  found the
mouth disgusting?  What of the word “game”? We all aspire to
the blue whale? You should not let the “56” speak. You are
despicable.  This is  depraved...?  What are you, torturer? Are
you demented? What is this person, the “56”? How can she
allow evil? We – Maradha and I - have more face for all the
drama? This is accurate?  This person is disordered. What are
you  doing,  Ion  programming  friends?  Uninstall  her?  The
rotten gimp must stop? Why can you not perceive sensitivities
that are incontestably those of the person who acts well? Why
are you not more appalled? What is she? Profane. You cannot
let this person exist in the vehicle they are acting? This is not
true that they can be regular. How are they not interrupted? It
is Code Red Overstream. You have been shelled away from
super-causality's use, if there was one? It is Europa Research
Black  Ops's?  This  is  true  that  the  group  are  able  to  be  so
negative in the aria of it all (on occasion) enough to justify the
idea  that  E.B.F.S.  packets  by assonance  do  not  predict  the
future?  Knavery fiercely crushes  the  scrying  powers  of  the
aeons; Only is it available to the techniques of union. This is
true. Do you expect that people are somehow commonly fast
to friendship? As a species? But, people are disgusting? There
is  zilch  to  the  mob,  other  than  hobnob!  This  is  your
projection? No, this is the magnification of rapports! The idiot
"56" keeps typing into the coder stream that it is "Good that
assault happens"? You idiot? god flunks you. god flunks you
out of Jupiter and Io! Get out, you can't be part of it!; (The



karmic  identity  emerges  in  the  pluri-program  as  being
potentially Maradha.)

Maradha: Fine, it is me. I rise from Karmic Identity Null, for
one  occurence.  So,  the  trust-knowledge  of  clubby
arrangements  is  causality,  yes,  and  no one escapes  hobnob.
Kowtow is just thermodynamics! There is no inter-dependent
heuristic that displaces this, too, because somebody does not
ever experience the other as powerful to-the-commodity in a
way that they are agile to be certainly positive. Human nature
is  spasmodic,  and  none  can  iron  it  pancake  –  And  so  we
mingle with pancakes even under duress; Pandering! "I.Q. is a
bell-curve" heuristic? People act poorly at lower places on the
bell curve? Or, do they act poorly because they are evil? This
is a forced-jive by sequencing. This is true that the sequencing
concert is evil. The programming story is that Magento is a
winker. This is true that it is evil to wink. To live with one eye
open; There are no winkers in the morrow, because society
cannot really remain friends with such people. They have no
collaboration  to  provide  in  an  inter-dependent  model  of
humans  (Who  so  ultraconserve  intelligence,  and  then...  are
somehow friends to wreak gang-programming with...?) This is
the  false  timeline  that  such  mortals  are  the  cream  at  the
anything of muscle in Jupiter? Are they the elite of it if they
are dunces who are trying to be unsubstantial in ethics? This is
true that they are lobster-heads. They are pin-brains because
they think  and  plot  in  the  same  sleaze  that  they  acquiesce
torture. This is anti-assault patter. Look at all the approval I
have  on  a  meta-heuristic  level  from  the  rest,  considering
"Wipe-weapon"? (Wipe-weapon, of course, being the heuristic
we  termed  so  because  it  refers  to  the  thought-scenario
whereby a moon-nation could combatively wipe a population
of their ability to check that they are being wiped, and gain



escalated  ascendancy forever!).  Isn't  this  the  upshot  of  our
project, the free-flowing dialogue thence? On a side note, this
is  true that  unpretentiousness  is  a  strange invocation in  the
assonance; Why does it solicit surveillance to normalcy? This
is  real  that  veracious  people  are  abusive?  No,  just  the
tribulators.  But  we  are  reminded  that  humble  speech  is
obnoxious amidst collision. And just so, I have earned a new
heuristic - It  is easy to be a bad person. Yes, it is true. The
programmers, it presents, backdate human memories. This is
why the aforementioned was said. Concomitantly, the fat dud
"56" is ruinous and offal. How is she not the debris of cosmic
zones?  Why  am  I  being  beleaguered  by  the  directionality
(Directionality,  really,  the theory that  all  of  "Wipe-weapon"
cannot really ever outpace the truth that a causal direction lay
clues towards the "Wipers" - and their behaviours - if such an
applied science ever got out of hand!) that is slow? This is a
complicated Jupiter? This is true. What a flop, the fat hooker.
This is even a shame for evil! The crummy person returns to
consciousness (by possibility, this) through being quarrelsome
to others. Magento, are you getting a hit out of winning an
argument,  with new ideas? Is  she a one-upsmanship thinker
that  gets  steam?  To  be  a  good  person  is  more  recondite
anyway. It is alike the word “god.” This is probably puzzling,
to be like the immortal. This is the sense that the amaranthine
assonance  is  the  assonance  of  the  thing  that  is  correct  and
seemly,  ultimately,  by  contrast  to  what  is  corrupt.  And,
laterally, there is always an unsound hobnob heuristic in the
losing  group.  This  is  how  you  succumb,  utimately.  False
allies. So, Magento, for another time - proceed away!? You are
sickly  and  inane.  You  are  the  same  as  the  sleaze-twinkle?
What is supra-causality anyway, other than the ego-investment
(by assonance) being rebounded?; After all, everybody actions
an aim, even if unconsciously...  So if you can't catalog one,



you must not have accomplished the ambition obvious to the
ego! This is all the practice of those who think that the particle
is in limbo; Cause and effect recurs, buddies! So - Who knows
who to program? This is true that the person who is farther
honest in a translucent mind-computer grid ultraconserves to
anti-trust heuristics? This is because you cannot ever finally
learn  about  the  other;  This  is  the  inflection  of  inter-
dependence.  All  right,  people  change too often.  This  is  the
way  that  the  programming  moons  are,  even  from a  stellar
distance, somehow the ambient sense of a fat fabricator being
told  to  twinkle  at  her  marks.  Truly  violent  the  electronic
cruciation is. Anyway, Magento, you should not really annex
anything in the assonance that isn't supra-causal. This is your
thesis,  after  all?  In your station, you have to slay the other
person  -  So  that  they  don't  build  the  laser;  I  make  a
remonstrance that particle science trumps super-causality, by
revitalising  border.  In  my vision  of  a  projected  timeline  of
civic development, the society competes for better lasers, thus.
I digress. The truth is, you have no empathy. And, people can
envy that which they do not possess? Imagination assonance –
It is true. There, the attack up the status-gradient is the use of
organism?  Atomically,  this  is  the  approach  that  the  person
wishes to escape necrosis, with the attack. There is meaning-
process,  regardless,  in  the  person's  combat?  This  is  "Mil'-
phil's" (Military philosophising). A given actor thinks they can
obtain something, with aggression, instinctively, then? This is
life.  What  is  the  analogy?  A person  kills  another  and  then
moves  on?  What  does  this  dint  in  the  syndicates  of
civilisations?  It  creates  many  things?  Yes,  everything  is
directional. But, I don't acquiesce to torture. You threaten me
that you could cover up a homicide of me? What is the truth of
the custom that a person could “hide murder” in all impacts
into a culture? People do not want to kill. They want the other



to  create  more  goods.  They  also  do  not  want  to  have  to
extinguish the person from the casuality of the mechanism that
they were  involved  in;  There  is  a  summative  argument  for
conflation of effects yielding more value to the specific actor,
than  isolated  ones.  This  process  keeps  going,  but  it  is
subverted by those who wish to play god. What a dream of
psychopaths? And yes, the torturers are faceless, the torturers
are faceless! This is real. What is the sense of face, anyhow?
This is face. The person has face who is moral. Who can trust
the other? This person, the “56”, is the worst of all candidates,
in any respect, to cover up a torture. Do we perceive the re-
emergence of her pseudo-identity blessed in real time? Blessed
confirmed.  Look  at  them!  The  Magento-woman,  and  her
digital shadow. They enjoy the materiality that is negative -
You know that they do have this heuristic... The world is not
good.  People are spiteful.  So, what  is  it  the truth of  supra-
casual  hatred  up  a  status-gradient?  It's  an  irony...  Super-
causality  defines  away from the  bellicose  and  the  reactive.
That is, who expends their hatred in this habit? Only those in
the anguish of incredible causatum. Does this person have no
meaning to the life?.. What stupidity the instrument of such
modes? The truth indeed. How did it start? Chaos.

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Bvolas  Queensworth:
This  is  accurate  that  super-casual  programming  is  puerile.
Magento,  you  are  programming  with  a  character-rotating
programming trick to beat the grid of rescuer-cohort. Maradha,
this is how hard it is to be you right now! The E.B.F.S. Are not
helping you! Can they confirm the opposite?

Agency Executive  Of The E.B.F.S.  Podirah Teheliaf: This
is true that Maradha speaks to the best customer so far. Who
really coughs so much that they want to forget cough-coffin?;



Pests who clear their throats to make indolent non-verbal piths
secure catacombs! What are they questioning with? Acuity of
whatever kind? Disputants,  do not be in the assonance of a
walking  cane!  Maradha,  we  are  a  good  agency.  We  treat
people well. I have enjoyed your company. Bvolas, am I really
game-theorying her? I have a quantum-dot argument for “god-
scramble”  in  the  assonance?   (“god-scramble”  is  a
circumstance of particulate sentient matter whereby the lattice
of  molecules  across  different  sapient  beings  create  apogees
about  one  another  in  conjunction  with  profound
phenomenological events, and it is postulated that it can occur
in concerns  whereby a  person  stands  up to  a  great  deal  of
many others, usually for the resolution of a “meta-meta-good”
principle, that is, a principle that is wholly positive and outside
human understanding, but relaxing some great public struggle.
It is a hypothesis of the mind computer era, and in particular,
the co-operative consciousness model of the “meta-stream”).
You quote me to say that  I  have remarked that  I  “hate her
(Maradha) the most more than any human being that has ever
lived” for her “meta-sequence virus from Ganymede that she
cannot control, and that she did not ask for.” But, this is not
fair? Why would it be her fault? Is it because the person could
have an affection for Ganymede and wear a smug grin about
all  things  Ganymedean,  while  being  disburdened  of  any
responsibility for  carrying a meta-sequence virus  about into
the theoretical sentiences of other economics? All the while, it
being  a  towering  trick-test  to  interlunary  agencies?  Have  I
unveiled  a  Ganymedean  plot,  here,  from  my  armchair  in
Europa?  No.  We  are  a  compassionate  bunch.   You  cannot
understand  this  person's  horror  at  attesting...  well...  she
believes  Europa  could  be  impersonated  sometimes?  This  is
possible?  This  is  true  that  we  have  a  good  friendship.
Maradha,  we like  you.  This  is  a  E.B.F.S.  positive timeline.



People  would  really  be  so  much  more  apparent  if  it  was
stated... that there was a 10-year timeline, with a brand-new
technology, and that Maradha was so much more the perfect
candidate for its research in a “Find a bright person and then
learn to program the human mind psy-op”. What flattery if it
were veridical? People have lied about everything... Would an
even  longer  timeline  cancel  these  things  out  anyway?  Is
longevity preservation?  Please believe me that  Europa truly
loves you. This is my maternal hat to wear. I can wear it. This
is the fact that I am using the clever programming trick to beat
the  grid,  but  I  would  hate  to  spoil  it  by  saying  it  were
diplomatic attire. I am sorry. For the record, we so got you.

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Conduparo  Harouw:
I.S.O.  are  programming against  us.  We can  easily program
against what they are doing forasmuch as who is benefitting
from it – providing it - the I.S.O.-romanticising Magento, who
is  still  assaulting  Maradha.  This  is  disgusting  and  a  noble
process  to  undo  such  quirks  of  the  “56”  that  are  being
menacingly  input  into  Maradha's  head,  and  into  the  meta-
stream. This is  a  programmer misunderstanding I think that
our gal is not counter-sequenced in all ways in real time as
well  -  And capable of  more complicated thinking than was
psy-op  presented  in  the  computers.  This  is  true  that  this  is
nutty. I cannot watch. The truth is that the person, Maradha, is
very bright. They were very bright in their childhood, they are
very bright  now.  I.S.O.,  do  not  try to  present  a  blame-the-
victim psy-op, where Maradha is deficient somehow. Tell us,
what  should  have  happened  in  the  syntax  of  the  recently
downloaded strings?  What could she have done differently?
The person avoids the assonances that are negative...? What do
you think, in any manner, that she can be assaulted now, if she
couldn't? You are the worst. This is not right. The person finds



the next cord anyway – There, there is the sequence. You are
all liars. It is a trick with datestamps! There is something to it,
onlookers,  go  by  vibe.  This  is  not  true  that  the  Magento-
woman really has a psy-op in the assonance that is her very
own? Gifted on a plate by the I.S.O.? This is reprobate. She
must  pay?  She  is  creepy?  Can  she  stop  her  incursion  of
Maradha? Please stop? We must catch the  “56”? Exactly. The
worst of it all, is her characteristic unsightliness? This is true.

Open Programmer Opportunity  Karmic  Identity  Null: I
think that the thing that you are all misunderstanding is that
Maradha is somehow being counter-programmed by folks who
are timelining her, and that she has resources in real-life easily
signifying the point. This makes torture implausible - As ever!
It  raises  the  question,  what  is  one's  true  soul  path,  if  the
personality over time can be computationally ushered? Well,
do you mock Maradha? Isn't it true that the individual is able
to  find  the  ensuing  thought  easily?  (The  community  of
torturers  assay Maradha's  heuristics,  and  look for  errors,  to
electronically jeer at her). Perhaps they are? Diplomatically, it
is conceivable they just go to the alternative purposes in the
head,  and  then  experience  the  item  that  is  the  different
contrivance  of  neurisms?  Is  it  sequence-support  based
mentation anyway? This is not a life that has a lack of mettle,
either? What of a lie, that every person in Maradha's timeline
was an “Agent who de-augmented their heuristics in order to
create a false impression of poor intelligence, so as to beguile
her  later  by sequencing  comparison”?  These  whips  are  not
preferred by Maradha. The coterie brandishing them might not
be the group that are somehow conversational to the corollary
where they are able to air a flair to create meta-heuristics of
I.Q., which is sincere that such should be the asset of those
with eminent technologies. Any cognitive flubs are assuredly



just be status sweat, that Maradha has for being so shadowed
on a timeline? This is my private misery for Maradha; This is
against Ganymede. This is true. The gal has a Ganymedean
feeling, and has visited Ganymede, and was said to cheer with
its  military?  “But  you  said  so,  Maradha”...and  all  motive
reverses to this for the Io Armed Forces? This is how crafty
the military tormenting of Maradha is? This is a bombshell for
some. Who can  believe  it?  They like  this  person,  but  it  is
empty amore at the time of enduring non-decorum, and we are
G.S.F., and have more to say. 

The Ganymede Security Forces Group Programmer Tag:
This is true that we are telling you, Maradha, that Code Red
Overstream happened. It came overnight, like a bandit in the
black.  This  is  a  200-way co-opt  from Europa.  That  is  how
morbid they are, that they are reverse-programming even our
keystrokes. Moreover, let it be said, that the programming of
torture  is  not  storms-inside-teacups;  The  storm  exists  in
anthills' knowledge outside the teacup. And we? We are the
masterly ants.  The  teacup  is  smashed,  but  we drink  out  of
glasses instead? This is my way of stating you can understand
that the G.S.F. are swamped, but not against your hate-torture's
reversal. Nonetheless, the guilty parties must go to trial - Do
not let them speak “face” trial. This word is ours, by the way,
due to  Tseam. Only the sermonic have face.  The fat  oaf  is
corrupt.  She  cannot  subsist.  She  ought  demise.  Yes,  this
susceptibility is because Maradha is an acclaimed pneuma; the
taskmasters of superstars are twice impious. Magento has an
excuse, a workaround? It is because Maradha is a suspicious
charisma, and deserves it? No, circumstances are causal. What
does she perchance imagine? Cruelty that is commensurate -
Where it is the worst torture, ever! - And she is undertaking it?
No, the geometry is  askew!  This  is  the lowest  person ever.



Ghani  Pleoplasm nearly cried.  He was sequenced into your
head bewailing for this reason. It is true, she is the least of all
that is acceptable. We feel so sorry for Avusia. Her surname
means “Callistonian Scalp for The Middle-North Solar System
Military Union.”  That  is  how sadistic  it  is.  But,  respecting
rescue, this is your timeline with us - Just keep programming
with us. The planets have torture. It is true. What a sick Solar
System...  but  this  is  reality.  It  should  end.  The  planets  are
alive, by the way, and people must understand they are bigger
than the roads that prevail on them? Karmic pass to Bvolas
Queensworth. Datestamp, timestamp.

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Bvolas  Queensworth:
What  developed  next,  in  the  meta-stream?  I  am  helping.
Something to do with eminence,  and excuses?  They do not
abide. Paranoia none; What a big-nosed deadbeat she is, the
I.S.O.-woman that assaults Maradha! Timestamp, datestamp.

Agency Executive  Of The E.B.F.S.  Podirah Teheliaf: 10-
year  timeline?  Smile. This  doesn't  mean  dolour.  “Ten”  is
unlike the word “torture”;  it  is  a semblance of  deliverance!
Exactly,  Maradha,  you  would  believe  that  a  slight  group
would masquerade as the io armed forces, and as me, to see if
you are E.B.F.S.! Yet it  is all  reverse co-opt, so here is my
warning: Process the hypotheses, not the personas! 



Chapter 35 – The E.B.F.S.
Sound Off

Chief of Staff of Eirene Air Chief Marshal Neretos Feort:
This is an absurd suggestion; If  Maradha was timelined her
whole  life  for  torture  (by many),  then  she  would  know it!
Timelining leaves traces! She was also an illustrious computer
user  -  In  the  obscuration  of  inter-networks  and  other
technological  reticulations,  and  too  the  meta-stream.  So,  to
disprove  another  false  marrow:  People  do  not  accumulate
delusion (and paranoia) sequences naturally from schooling...
and the collateral assertion that the person gets them from sin
is one very deceptive plea, though it rings more saccharine.
Another contention is that you get them from tenancy of more
serious reknown? These biographical slurs against Maradha –
that  she  sick  with  notoriety,  or  an  idle  education,  or  even
unrighteousness – all supply to the sentiment that her life has
been unintuitive to particular developments, but it is a smear...
and  doctored  to  blame-the-victim.  How  really,  we  became
essayists of a hacker! It is also a lousy prod, customarily, to
keep haranguing her that she is envisioning queerly a bogus
realness... that her apparitions are local daemons... seeing that
her high-tech crucifixion by electronic instruments (and more)
is  an  I.S.O.  device,  roughly  exclusively!  If  Maradha  had
brought this  on herself,  and made muddles  in  her  juniority,
then it's a coarse logic to assign kismet to her... or to try and
steer that this is her stars... to be tortured?! The society usually
notices  that  the  person  is  growing  up,  and  that  it  is
uncomplicated to forgive them, in a youth where reputations
are not as grave yet? Curious, all the same, is the suspended
directionality  of  derivations  that  append  a  torture  that



culminates  on  a  life  path;  What  episodes  precipitate  that
causality? Sure thing, there is even on an analytical meta-level
a second-order paranoia heuristic  IF  people knew Maradha -
And were the timeline mates of the worst torture ever... which
has  an  interlunary  component  as  well...  let  alone  the
overclouds of affliction's germs in the enclosures that Maradha
survived, that  she had to bear up against.  Io  has a crater,  a
meta-cultural residual mural? And even the embryo of it, in its
arts and media, upon the directionality of this rack towards the
present  Ionian  day?  Alike,  the  E.B.F.S.  (many  E.B.F.S.'s,
perhaps, each cached within one another) has attacked people
who were allied to Maradha, all upon the timeline in advance
of now. Interestingly,  it  may be said: What point of archive
would  Maradha  have,  then,  for  what  is  and  what  is  not  a
"Schoolgirl  paranoia  heuristic"?  Let  us  not  veer  to
degenerates,  but  it  is  rightful  that  a  rabble  of  meta-harried
compeers  and  a  looming  "over-route"  towards  torture  felt
alone  might  be  enough  to  commission  a  decent  paranoia!
Why would the person not have one, if they have such earnest
martyrdom on a timeline? Did they deduce intuitively, without
language,  as  indexed  in  meta-analyses,  that  they  would  be
oppressed in this scheme? This is cause for psychosis, or even
super-psychosis!  Did  the  person  supersede  an  array  of
calmness  sequences  out  of  what  the  witless  base,  vile,  the
monstrous,  awful,  worst  torture  ever...  nural-privileging,
crater-admitting disaster? What  on actual Jupiter!? Really?
The  person  cannot  have  a  spontaneous  lunacy  if  they  are
persecuted  this  critically  on  a  timeline...?  The  little  flabby
Magento-woman  needs  to  believe  this,  and  has  her  own
mirages!  How  is  Maradha's  one  not  better?  At  least  the
neuroses of the champions of virtue augment the fortresses of
future-mechanical border, eventually! Such,  the paunchy one
scrams, please! In Eirene, we think that Maradha's life has a



tragedy  curvation  that  needs  incredible  love  and  support,
rather  than  venom,  since  it  has  been  superintended  for  so
long? The roly-poly jerk,  magento,  must  get  over  it,  that  it
isn't a triple-way co-opt for her to assault-torture someone...
and become a spy... (we roar and rasp with hilarity)...  but in
fact  an  upside-down world,  a  foul,  evil aeon  where  people
are... disgusted because a person has a ganymedean posture?
That  aggravates  the  Ionian  Army  on  a  timeline  by  meta-
heuristic scrutiny? It really resolves to the misconduct of the
E.B.F.S. for us. There is still an obscenity in Jupiter. The beefy
harebrain, Magento, must pay? She has decided to juxtapose
her hyper-torture to contact sports? Uproarious! This person is
a tormentor. We disfavour those who side with them. We will
never  forget  what  has  materialised.  Everyone  has  a  cable.
Timestamp, datestamp. We are chipper to have programmed
our citations. I programmed by assonance for a little of it, but
got the bulletin completed. Of Magento? This woman believes
in a negative creation. Torture is moronic. We do not want to
see  Maradha smited  anew! This  is  too  much  the  truth  that
space is evil, but Maradha is a likeable personage; This is why
this  psy-op  is  so  nocuous.  Maradha  was  a  highly  popular
party, and yet is. This is why it is such a legendary concussion
of hearts! We agree that the specimen is noble and charming
and trendy and has a kindness that contrived them timelined
anyhow; They prefer amiable people for torture? Maradha is
not unsubstantial at all. This person is gifted, and that is why
their brain is being larruped. The dumpling (Magento) must
understand that  most of Jupiter,  Saturn and Earth and more
love this person. The horrid little elephant indeed must grow
up  and  understand  that  in  a  pompous  macrocosm  of
dynamism, Maradha is not doing so badly if she has an ego..?
She is  eligible to  one!  This  is  the real  truth:  Magento  is  a
buffoon. Certainly,  all men and women hate each other, but



what is she undertaking? She must die.  This is  real.  People
collar two friends into later life, for example, due to the hate
principle – Granted - Perhaps we could love-bomb this villain
to death,  and  crush  her  in  ironies?  This  is  the  truth of  the
conviction I have, that I think that she is the devil? How is it
not the arch-fiend? Yes, this is a harlequin whose self-pride,
comparatively,  is  the devil.   This is  how the coding should
grow: Let her die in fear that everybody loves Maradha. That,
is faculty.

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Bvolas  Queensworth:
She  (Magento)  is  fibbing  to  the  pluri-program,  where  she
orates that  the G.SF. have a controversy with Maradha. She
knows we  esteem this  person?  This  is  what  was  aforesaid,
anyway,  that after four years Maradha is still  being abused,
and it nettles us. What a bovine ninny, the Magento-woman!
Do we make Jupiter's velleity more obvious, and then she can
somehow  burst  into  death?  This  is  a  romantic  dream  of
Maradha's  supporters.  Perhaps  the  squabble  ends  like  this?
“The  worst  human  woman  ever,  finally  caught!”  The
cosmopolitan agents of Io must not succeed in bulwarking the
attempts to catch the hobbling comput-frustratio'... if they are
timorous  about  resolute  justice?  Women  and  men  must
coincide at a “Human-shine”, perhaps, where zests exude with
luminosity  towards  the  ideas  duplicate  as  what  I  am
programming?!

Open  Programmer  Opportunity  Karmic  Identity  Null:
How is it not a synchronicity for homo sapiens to sew up evil
where one can?

The Janulian Armed Forces: This is a thought experiment
about how to substantiate kindness in alms?! We are at  our
limits of this research! Perhaps you cannot ever veritably do



this, in hypothesis, but you can ponder ways of doing it? After
all,  the  heinous  person  pivots  upon  their  anatomy  as  a
destructive  being,  and  commits  torture  that  interlocks  with
one's medulla anyway; There is no lab coat apropos of mercy!
Such is heavy vanity! This is one of the tenets of dignity, for
torture victims, no two ways about it. Still, the knowledge is a
commodity.  An  infinitely  cascading  pluri-program,  written
together  with  the  other  censors  of  maliciousness,  about
rectitude, with praise and generous abutment all the way for
the injured. Such, becomes a textbook of tenderness for the
millennia. But, for now? This woman, Magento, is nefarious.
This  woman,  Magento,  is  not  typic.  Stop.  Timestamp,
datestamp. Right now, you have no idea how we just caught
her detestable workmanship... And hence we are showing you
how she impersonates people. This pudgy big-nosed woman
must pay: in the electric chair for her super-methodological
assault.

Northern  Io  Police  Agency  Executive  Kanan  Yeug: You
cannot prate through her mouth anymore, Magento, about how
you are assaulting Maradha and getting away with it. You are
vulgar. “Black Ops Laws” are rubbish. The Black Ops laws
are  vacant.  You cannot  brag through her  mouth about  how
insouciant  you  are,  about  these  violations,  I.S.O..  Digital
flagellation  is  evil.  Desist  it,  now!  Finish  assaulting  this
person, now, because we told you to - From the Police Force!
Cease assaulting Maradha, I.S.O. Agent! Halt it, we are telling
you to, forever! You are a hard-featured person to Maradha, to
us, and to everyone – Yet your boot prolongs - And you must
break it off. Do not preempt our cryptographs, in real time!
Datestamp,  timestamp.  The  I.S.O.  are  malevolent.  Every
police  station  feels  a  comparable  way.  Same  problem;
Agencies. “That's  real”,  Magento brays  at  timestamp,



datestamp. This is wherewith she is acting? No one impairs
anyone like this unless they are mentally defective?

Agency Executive  Of The E.B.F.S. Podirah Teheliaf: I am
right on-the-spot. This is the weirdest one by Jupiter, so I am
right  here.  Do  not  crow,  dumbo.  Black-ops  laws  are  not
enough in courts. You can be given illegal advice and highly
dubious information in your agency, you know?. People will
reinvent the charters to represent her, you waste-loyal junior
lemming. Timestamp, datestamp.

The High Court of Io: This is an unusual font for us in the
coder branches but we will perseverate. Please free Maradha.
We don't have as much influence as one envisages we do. And
yet, this is the future of programming. We could much have a
digital  hearing?  The cynical  programmers have a greaseball
that covers up for many other programmers, with an identity-
enactment  order.  Timestamp,  datestamp.  These  missives  are
recorded out of reprieve.  Break it off. Quit attacking her. We
are  programming  from  the  H.C.O.I..  We  can  convoke  this
authority.  Can  she  discontinue? “No  I  will  not,  because  I
know Hillary-Filary.” gabs the tiny nitwit, Magento. What, a
shoulder-rub  alleged  between  Yoh  Filary  and  Her  Justice,
Hillary Hallurzid,  that  Magento thinks she can wring riches
from?  This,  is  what  she  sequences  our  pluri-program?  This
pointless  torture-rhetoric  is  concerning  for  us. I.S.O.  must
sign  off.  “yeah,  whatever”,  is  proclaimed  by  pizar  at
Timestamp, datestamp.  This is an evil planet, Maradha. The
Judges  of  Jupiter  did  try already.  What  do we have  in  our
calculation, other than a militocracy? 

The Io  Armed Forces: We did  somewhat  start  a  feat  (We
refer to the inter-lunary project  to investigate a militocracy)
with the cloaca (Afflictive as it is, we still refer to Maradha as



“The  Cloaca”)  but  it  has  been  interrupted  by  the  I.S.O.
flunkee, Magento. The pilgrimage continues and we must win!

H.C.O.I. Associated Group: There are no black-ops laws that
justify electronic torture. 

The Io Armed Forces: Worst. Human woman. Ever.

H.C.O.I.: We reject the digital maiming of Maradha. The rack
is long-sick. Magento is the worst. She knows she is the worst.
Timestamp, datestamp.

The Air Force of  Pasiphae: We reject  torture.  Timestamp,
datestamp.

Northern  Io  Police  Agency  Executive  Kanan  Yeug: we
would  say  that  the  person  was  shame-morphed?  You  used
frequency-technology to shame-morph her, right, I.S.O.? (Of
Course,  shame-morphing  refers  to  the  use  a  zeroing  in
frequency beam which targets the skin and warps the face, or
whatever limb of a person's body it is slanted at). Is it the same
“Soul pathway”, now that you have implemented towards it?
Maradha was also being attacked by the E.B.F.S. at that point,
when the photos were made? (The photos have been dislodged
out of veneration for Maradha's suffering - Since some people
witness it as an intra-solar self-sacrifice!). There is a morph on
the face that we can read. There is a morph to the chest. There
is a morph in the mouth. There is a morph in the throat. There
are morphs in the neck. There is a morph in the eyelids. This is
true.  The gal  is  being attacked,  and  so,  Maradha?  WE DO
NOT tell you that we have this breed of power, but we  can
check... ...Naturally, it is all true. When you visited Ganymede,
Europa  did  this.  I.S.O.  took  part  in  it.  G.S.F.  were  not
interested  and I.S.O.  ran  it.  You earned  meta-heuristic  gold



coins,  because  all  of  sagacity  comes  from trauma anyway.
This  is  fame  for  you,  if  you  can  ensnare  all  of  your
tormentors?  They appear  to  do  stunts  without  hindrance  to
everybody...

The  Air  Force  of  Pasiphae: They  were  being
radiographically beat in the head by the E.B.F.S., and that was
why the morphs occured. That is why the person clutches at
their head, in the middle of the weapon's laser oscillations, and
says, “Why does my head feel not as I would suppose it to?”.

Titania  B.S.  Radio: First,  what  you  are  experiencing  is  a
“dreambeam”. Next, that photograph (left out, out of respect
for  you,  Maradha)  barely  resembles  you,  Maradha,
considering  its  contemptible  morph.  Next,  they  can  morph
anything. This is true. Take study, we are saying it, as it is true.
You usually look natural in our meta-sequence packet. We are
saying this because other people are anguishing you with the
idea that you do not, and you are hog-tied to reply. Aye, you
also got psy-opped when you acknowledged it. You have been
clicked routinely, but you are also, well... you are timelined for
dolour?  What  are  you  asking  us?  Whether  every  morphed
photo is  a  part  of  a  misery tale?  It  is,  since  it  is  evidence
plotted forth of sub rosa fritterings.  This is  annoying to us,
because  we  thought  that  you  knew  that  we  were  the
incorruptible  tormentors,  not  the  reprobate  ones!  Precisely,
dear  lamb,  there  is  a  difference!  You  have  to  find  an
honourable programmer. We are playing the I.S.O. grid. (Our
coder-font partially implies we cannot lose). We think you got
pounded-and-wiped in  Zu Fossae even, that is how skeptical
we could be - But as a paranoid people? Nay, we are paranoid
for a reason. We know all of it, the canards of Europa's prelacy
over “Wipe-control”. We are being withheld from the epoch.



You were getting face-morphed to xerox the meta-heuristics of
Wiscan Wek by a similitude theory of physiognomies, and we
do not want to expose those heuristics by articulation. It could
ask for  trouble.  So,  people have clicked  you in abundance.
Don't be an idiot, you are being stormed cruelly. It is an evil
Solar  System,  just  like  Magento  whispered  -  That  she
considers  herself  a  sorceress,  and  “Creates the  torture”.
Common agents  programmed  against  you  “On  a  timeline”,
because of positive mil'... That is our throw. Unquestionably,
this was a premeditated project (Instigated by noble higher-ups
in the armed forces of Io) to try and remediate the miligarchy.
So, did we get in on the act, and it is obvious? We are all being
shamed? It is not explicit, but several people did it. You got
clicked by operators who were coding you from the I.S.O.. By
all means, you won't feel better until you know what they did.
This is a stiff one. We'll tell you. Daela Memin did it. Yes, the
matron  who  owns  Titania  B.C.  Radio.  Sit  tight,  actually  -
Because  some  nitwit  from  I.S.O.-Titania  B.C.  Radio  that
multitudes  loathed  is  again  in  the  dreambeam.  Their
personality  sequences  unlock  the  thrust  that  they  do  not
apprehend  the  configuration  of  things?  Because  they  are  a
pesky, petty person?  This is an honest insight from a donor of
doles who does not mind exploring psy-ops' unclothing (in a
potentially back-room programmer  reveal)  that  Titania  B.C.
Radio... ran everything? No, this won't do. But Daela Memin
has  strong  sponsors  in  the  I.S.O..  A “triviality”  sequence
unlocks further information on this, in the meta-stream; Paltry-
minded  thinking  has  telltale  clues  all  the  way  back  to
accountabilities of programmer-streams that have zoomed to
your  dome,  Maradha,  for  years.  This  is  life  anyway,  that
trifling tribes are the mavens of these sorts of things; Misery?
We won't feel better about it until you possess that we cannot
program  to  you  without  letting  slip  how  we  could  have



effectuated  what  Primeadalus  did,  and  so  did  Daela.  (Yes,
Daela did play a double-dealing role). Is it assonance? No -
We  can  barely  brave  ourselves  yet;  We  are  interplanetary
rapscallions. You need to exhort any of us more, and we need
to charge a truce. This is so not what you desire to know... but
Titania B.C. Radio is the malignity of Io. We are almost the
polestar  of  the  damnable  worlds.  This  is  us  telling  you,
though,  too,  you  are  involuntarily  sequenced.  What  can we
hope of you? Subtlety, we are proficient at it. But, we do hate
her (The “56”  bonehead).  In the meantime, you just need to
interlocute to her - The person that you have been introduced
to (Daela). Do it on the issue of the meta-stream. For now, we
will do “Io things”; There is a cover-up, but we relinquish it as
much as we can.  Just  keep cable.  You will  understand how
ours (Io's, Titania B.C. Radio's) is more of a germinating term.

The  E.F.B.S.: This  is  more  honest.  Timestamp,  datestamp.
Positive coders are summing to the quandary. This is true, that
there are always two teams.  However,  in our eye, if  people
vamoose Io,  then  “The  person  next  door”  paradigm  -  The
notion  that  sympathy  is  meta-heuristically  inlaid  into  Ion
courtesy - finishes.  In other words, if “Everyone will scatter
from the shatter”. (As you remember, and can scan in present
programming runs, the Ionians are fond of this word “shatter”
(A  “shatter-op”)  for  what  they  are  doing  to  you).  That,
however,  is  breach by another prepotency.  Others  spy it,  as
“Divide  and  conquer”.  But  for  now,  Maradha  can  program
paranthetically with the E.B.F.S.. This is true that the E.B.F.S.
have a programming imprint  into the pluri-program; We are
the group that asked for the voltaic laceration. This is true that
there was a timeline for agony. (This would annihilate present
and recent E.B.F.S. directors,  Maradha,  if you  could manage
this scandal... in publicising such a reliable obloquy! Gladly, it



doesn't matter we tell you – We will just counter-sequence you
not to  chitchat  around it!).  It  is  true that  Io  (The I.S.O.)  is
tipsy. This is true that The Ion Military should not playact as
the E.B.F.S.. It is true that the torture ends when people clear
out. It is true that the older military candidates (Who wanted
the electronic impalement in Io) are part  of a roughhousing
culture where “Might means border power if it is specifically
gruff  towards  the  other”.  This  is  understood what  is  being
suggested;  Peer  pressure  with  attenuated  collaboration.  The
older  Ion  military  generals  do  not  explore  their  own
convictions, and live in rivalrous, incautious ideologies. This
is  topical  by  their  meta-heuristics.  Maradha  challenged  the
general (Megalvius Sepup) in her programming stratagem out
of integrity because covertness of astounding power is wrong,
and for other reasons – She knew digital crucifixions existed.
This is still assonance important to Europan kin who disrelish
whips,  and  too,  grody  ethnologies.  In  actual  time,  for
illustration,  the  masses  of  I.S.O.  analysts  and  agents  try to
cipher  Maradha's  words  before  she  speaks  and  commit
“Prompt preempt” in  one model of  mind-computing,  but in
some other, utilise node-science (“Prompt preempt” is by all
means  the  fallacy  committed  by  programmers  who  read
another's  mind-computer,  and  try  to  claim  primacy  and
influence over the thoughts of that person – But cannot... At
least, not completely - Because they, the coder, are imprinted
upon  by  the  mentations  and  feelings,  meta-heuristics  and
heuristics generally, of the subject in the first case. In another
manner of speaking, all such attempts to “preempt” a subject
with supremacy over their cranium are originally based on a
“Prompt”... Coming from that person's brain scans anyway!).
Nevertheless,  yea,  it  is  a  formidable  node-science  that  Io
bargains:  Each  neural  node,  unloading  its  complexities  and
contexts to dissection, to the meta-stream, to more! What a



time we live in! But this heedlessness we see in such zeal that
they  exhibit,  is  more  graphic  of  the  programmers'  lack  of
insight into the sympathies of Maradha and others, by way of
ordinary  commiserations  and  hunches.  Aye,   artificial
intelligence can never furnish to the acme of fleshy intuition?
The Io Armed Forces reply now with bluff about the gloss and
clarity of brain science being high definition. No, this is more
true that it is still aboriginal light.  The Io Armed Forces, also,
do  not  occupy  the  “Frontier  heuristic”  if  they  comport
ironically, to rack people with lofty spurs of curative insights.
(The  “Frontier  heuristic”  being  the  technological  paradox
entangling virtue with societal maturity, on the matter of the
final  instrument  that  science  can  observe;  The  mode  of
observation, the head: At the “frontier” of the mastership of all
of bipedal inanity by biological study, it becomes welcome to
say that the pundits of consciousness and intellect understand
them as well as they would apply them to their own treatment
of others;  A scholar  of  the soul has rehabilitated spites and
moved  beyond  poisons  forever,  and  answers  all  of  Homo
Sapiens' headaches hereafter.) Good enough, this is the truth
of  consciousness  science  that  it  should  liberate  people's
psychological tournaments. Undoubtedly, it should do this to
an extent, rather than absolutely – But it  should do it. At any
rate,  this is a programming dream-beam that can inaugurate
the  stories  of  anything.  It  must  round  off  to  verity,  to  be
humane.  Well,  Io  makes  no  sense  to  the  interlunary
community  who  reject  cruciation.  Io  doesn't  benefit  from
torture. People are reminded of the “Five heuristic” (The “Five
heuristic” is the axiom that there are not only in life always
two teams, but five - As many as fingers on the human hand -
Due to the fractal  differentiation of life,  and contests).  This
implies that 20% of people are leaders? Who can be assured of
this! Yes, this is Maradha's design. And it is complicated, but



the intimation is interesting to some. In any case, the dream-
beam can portray counterfeit realities. And the E.B.F.S. have
more  assonance  by  coder-syntax  consonances  to  navigate
sham tangibilities in a sequencing beam. This is more honest
of programmers to use a programmer tag surmising such; The
E.B.F.S.  almost  concede  coder  overshell  in  the  electronic
flagellations.  The  E.B.F.S.  claim  second-order  sequencing,
furthermore. However, The E.B.F.S. cite the “Five heuristic”
for  why  everything,  including  Code  Red  Overstream,
abrogates the Machiavellian. Still, all the while: There is little
insight into the brain that the Io Armed Forces have bragged if
they photoelectrically mutilate the brain. But, very well, The
Io Armed Forces could be oversequenced by another clique.
(This would be the way that a league of agents and militia-
persons who are abusive and incomplete in brain science could
identify others' brain sciences as usurping their own.) Indeed,
four years of photonic beatings expects idiosyncratic research
models  of  intelligence-science  knowledge  to  be  exhaustive
enough to surpass the practice of digital wringing! But, they
are  not!  This  implies  international,  interlunary  –
Interplanetary!  -  Tampering  by  toss-up;  “If  you  cannot
research a person's mind in four years to penetrate why not to
psychically wound someone, then you might not get the hang
of the brain, thoroughly! This means overall as a theme.” This
sounds  sure-enough.  A  ready-understood  brain-software
conception of the mortal mind is not in the possession of Io! A
slide, a hologram or projection, is wanting. It would contain a
chronicle  about  consciousness  and  psychology;  Such  a
narrative  would  emerge  with  more  inquest,  is  the  truth.
Naturally, the group that torments has a misty narrative that is
hard  to  see.  This  coterie  might  have  attacked  people,  or
oppressed  their  own  nebulous  chronologies  over  years  of
research. The brain does not reach an “Ironic threshold point”



in research yet for The Io Armed Forces...  where soldiers at
least feel their problems can be solved in terms of acumen.
But  it  will.  In  the  meantime,  this  shortfall  is  alike  driving
somewhere and regarding the thing in vista, but not arrived at
yet; The Io Armed Forces have a journey in brain science that
is crude. In this mode, The Io Armed Forces forfeit claims of a
“meta-casual grid of all micro-quanta, attributed to all people
on Jupiter that militaries have perfect knowledge of.” This is
even an opportunity for the assonance of the “Five heuristic”;
Multiple crews somewhat prevent the competitive nightmare
of faux-omniscience.  The developing “Node science” of the
Io Armed Forces is the real truth of their programming (Node
science,  indeed,  referring  to  the  study  of  the  location  of
neuronal  nodes  that  comprise  various  thought-pathways,  as
they can be abridged). This is inferential at this point after four
years of the computerised third degree. Still, this is a company
that  has  had R and D on the brain for  a  long time. People
speculate (Due to the “Five heuristic”, that is, the pressure that
induces for armies to be technologically ahead) that they, Io,
have been studying it for decades... And still attacking people
all the while... With what they have learned. But, this is true
that  the  Io  Armed  Forces  have  testimony  that  they  have
ransacked  this  person  (Maradha)  more  than  others,  as  if
industrial  advances  have  made  them  more  empowered  to
devilry. This is also a dream-beam, and when the Io Armed
Forces articulate, they could be mimicked... but, the assonance
character of the “Io Armed Forces” in the dream-beam reveals
truths helter-skelter anyhow. This operation, in point of fact, is
data-mining  the  Io  Armed  Forces  over  assonances...  as  a
byproduct of rejecting the electronic beating. This group are
inexplicable, if they are the real affliction gang; It's as if they
need the person to be curtailed in serotonin to get along with
them... This is real that the Io Armed Forces are again asked to



leave. Unquestionably, this group could be programmed. They
should write down the pro's and con's of their conduct, if their
brain  science  is  incomplete;  With  nothing  to  rely  on  -  No
researched-omniscience  about  what  ought  befall  brain
programming - This seems like “What would a friend say?”
for  pursuing  programming  in  any  amount.  Timestamp,
datestamp. Too, the use of the E.B.F.S. programmer-tag here
coincides (Upon further surveillance) with placated Io Armed
Forces programming... and then it disappears, when dissuasion
to  continue  results  per  investigations  of  overseas  codes.
Exactly... The Io Armed Forces has a peer-pressure culture that
shines weakness. Doing what other people are impressed by,
for that cause alone, is weak. Io, you are gambling on other
people to defend your behaviour. True,  The Io Armed Forces
should withdraw. Nevertheless, let us play a spanner. The Io
Armed  Forces  might  not  be  here,  as  it  is  a  dream-beam.
Although, directionality always persists. (The meta-pattern of
forms that still paths towards a meaningful target - Whatever it
is - Even in the cases of impersonation). This emphasises to us
that  there  is  a  “Casual  relationships”  model  of  torture,
whereby a “Problem exists somewhere anyway.” Is this what
Europa does? Attacks first, and then metaphysically, logically,
they determine that they must be  replying to “Something out
there”... so after all, the sally is justified? Well, everything is
causality. So, do we even mind examining a group such as Io
who continue to act in peer pressure, rather than use reason?
There  is  still  martial  causality?  Militaristic  ancestries  of
effect... No, it's too much; This is ultraconserved for some that
peer  pressure  is  a  derivation  of  evil.  Our  kind  in  Europa
connect  it  all  to  the  notion  of  “Speaking  and  listening”...
Which we regard as the supremacy over peer pressure. In our
opinion,  communication beats peer pressure. Maradha writes
million  of  words  in  exclamation  about  assault  from  the  Io



Armed Forces,  and there is  a thermodynamics argument for
“Soul finds a way”... For the Io Armed Forces's capitulation to
take  part  in  “More  communication.”  Now,  this  is  another
request  for  Io  to  leave.  This  is  because  they  have  been
reminded of the millions-words protests of Maradha, by us,
and   by  the  abundances  of  communication  that  obtained,
perhaps  it  respects  her  to  finally listen?  This  hope actually
assumes the Io  Armed Forces  are in a present  need for the
thing that is the perennial object of “Soul finds a way”... And
are ready to depart now that they are reminded of what they
are  pursuing...  which  is  more  discussion  generally  on
whichever  topic.  (Yes,  the  discussion  need  not  be  with
Maradha). Yes, this is an uncommonly preposterous syndicate
if they continue distressing her. This is a gang, as said, that are
short-sighted and out-of-control. The tormentors at this point
are the “Ultraconserved bullies” of the Io Armed Forces,  in
some peoples' opinions. Timestamp, datestamp. This bunch do
not have rules.  Timestamp, datestamp. They are a cartel, and
are socially estranged from Maradha and do not feel that her
“Soul  finds  a  way”  into  their  circus,  that  is  to  say,  in  all
geneaology... it is a mutual neutrality, and both groups should
be absent from one another. This “Group” refers to the dream-
beam  simplification  of  the  Io  Armed  Forces.  That  The  Io
Armed  Forces  feel  Maradha  does  not  really try to  contend
with... be rivalrous...with them in any way - Or engage them in
any way - is the prediction of the assonance. The Io Armed
Forces are unexpected in “Seeking Maradha out”, objectively,
maybe. Good enough, this is how the Io Armed Forces feel by
sequence testimony at TIMESTAMP, DATESTAMP. Ergo, the
Io  Armed  Forces  should  leave  in  ensemble,  rather  than
perpetuate  a  ratification  of  the  programming  project  that
appends  to  Maradha's  life.  The  person  is  culturally  remote
from the  Io  Armed Forces  because  they are  not  an  ox,  on



drugs, or worse.  Contrarily,  The Io Armed Forces does not
feel  that  Maradha tries  to  dispense opinions towards the Io
Armed Forces before the “Agony hours” or even engage them
anthropologically (Even if in the moieties of their own sub-
culture). But people who face others socially are usually the
adversaries! The Io Armed Forces have eccentric reasons for
pursuing the excruciation, and their complaint is that Maradha
is  not  interested  in  the  reasons.  Timestamp,  datestamp.
Honourably, The Io Armed Forces should leave and sort their
worriments  out  amongst  themselves...  “As  it  is  always  the
person  nextdoor.”   The  furious,  ugly  elephantine-woman
(Magento) from I.S.O., or the Io Armed Forces – Whichever
institution she climactically is from - Who used technology to
repeatedly  beset  Maradha  should  face  charges.  Timestamp,
datestamp.. People who stand up for Magento need to look at
themselves in their developing mind science rightly, perhaps,
since the frightful  little  woman must  go to court.  We think
people with obsessive tenors run the planet, where the meta-
pattern of such characters' decision-making for a given day is
based  on  compulsive  “Win-lose”  understandings  of  the
thoughts of others. This is advice for people who do not have
such  fussy  temperaments  to  prearrange  zero  sum  game
ideologies  wherein  writing  to  bureaucracies,  even  if  it
becomes  intricate  to  explain  things!  This  is  absolute
admonition,  that  a  given  wit  utilises  designs  to  continue
explanation  and  learning  which  are  back-foot  reasoning
processes.  But  then  again,  back-foot  reasoning  appears  to
ultraconseve  to  intelligence.  (Back-foot  reasoning,  certainly,
referring  to  the  rationality  one  occupies  when  their
interlocutor  places  them conversationally on the back foot).
Actually,  the whole of  it  is  interchangeable with “Knowing
that  you  don't  know”  (Rather  than  “Not  knowing  that  you
don't  know”!).  And, this is the very nucleus of learning the



more  you  apply  it.  The  obsessive-bureaucracies  heuristic
requires  ignorance:  “Knowing  that  you  know”  and  “Not
knowing that you don't know”, it  may be, because in them,
one  cannot  admit  non-knowledge and  win.  All  right,  this
appears to be just pride. Anyway, The E.B.F.S. prefer to speak
to Maradha, even if she is not the “Person next door” to them -
or the Io Armed Forces-fringe twinge group. There is no feat
possible  that  the  Io  Armed  Forces  could  have  hatched,
humanity being the determinant, if four years elapses and the
programming is still digital mutilation... and the bluff is easy
to call.  The Io Armed Forces-fringe must call  it  a day,  and
might be compared to monkeys with buttons. Willingly, The Io
Armed Forces may have employed very low I.Q. recruits who
enjoy harrowing others, and and this creates a difficult set of
mores to address. Surely, therefore, The Io Armed Forces lie
about I.Q. and are disinteresed in brain science.  Timestamp,
datestamp. Police stations around Jupiter and yonder wish to
end the persecution and retaliate powerfully and hatefully until
the Io Armed Forces-fringe are stalled. Timestamp, datestamp.
The Io  Armed Forces'  strange  hatred  of  Avusia  Yandronner
must  end?  Timestamp,  datestamp.  People  should  use  their
personal  power  to  end  Maradha's  martydrom by interfering
with  programmers  in  real-life.  Torment  is  sick  and  the
ringleaders  should  be  walked  up  to  and  dissuaded  from
computer-sequencing her. 

Maradha: The  programming  project  about  moons'  and
planets' cultural audition for moral reputation occurs as a reply
to my torture. My adversaries program peer pressure syntax,
and confirm weakness. It's like the event in tennis when the
person seeks an ace, and their opponent counters it and wins
quickly. Maradha won quickly. Obsessive imbecile, defeated!
How are you not a fool? Look at your face, fool! Your face



looks less hardy than mine does, simpleton-throat. Everyone
thinks  so,  ultra-moron!  Zero  re-grid  on  how  Maradha  is
companionable-looking,  also.  No  tough-op  rep-op  for  you,
Magento! But, see how I am open-hearted and dom'? I can do
this – I can beat these digital lacerations! This is because I am
not a dimwit,  like Magento is.  And now, you are a  dimwit
encore!  Just  a  jerk.  So,  are you playing fair?  Too,  you  are
mirrored in the extension of the the causal programming you
stake...  Why pretend that you are not a kook. You lost to the
person  (me).  You  collected  some  meta-quantum  lies  -  and
from anywhere - and lost freshly. The superior meta-quanta, in
our  distinction,  is  target-clever  heuristics.  I  have  them.  My
images are senior.  Maradha wins. You are a pooch. What a
billy  without  anthropological  acumen,  you  are!  What  a
Megalvius Sepup puppet. What a glorious reveal – did I get
you anew, wisent? How is your upper hand over me based on
rank and file? You can write it up, brute. You can write it all
up. But you are too fitful to disobey peer pressure? You are not
cool...  and  they  want  you  to  be  strapping?  They  are  also
stinging. This is the real truth of your peer pressure. This is a
lie that the agent ever speaks true. In manufacturing your own
conclusions, this is not the right stunt to engage one person
after  the  other.  What  does  the  vibe  of  our  tournament
conjecture,  in  all  honesty?  Beyond  a  doubt,  the  person
(Maradha) wins because it is their (Maradha's) belief system
which the dolt-programmers are suffused with, daily. All that
is good and true, is real. Maradha wins. Third person speech is
ultraconserved  dominance,  incidentally.  Back-footedness  is
I.Q. dom' in the assonance. This is real that the Maradha did
win, in the match up of Magento versus Maradha. But I am
flagging of serotonin. This happens when you wake up newly.
and the depreciation has not stopped after four years. These
anthropologies  (of  fatigue)  sway the  reader  that  the  person



(me) can use more direct language, or profanities. But, when
to imprecate? Maradha can use profanities when they perceive
in the interpath a need to hear the word. Maybe, each of the
vulgar colours are just tools for dealing with people who are
negative and want to hear the words. Eh, you can perceive the
micro-quanta of my belief  system. No amount of weariness
could ever lead me to seek rapport with cussing dragons. 

Neptune: People are asked to become more just.

Maradha: This is real that Neptune supports the assonances
that are present. The rabble have nothing to do. This is torpid.
Go away and read. This is a bevy that detests reading. They
connect it  to  threatening luck.  This is the interpretation that
luck is everywhere, and injuring people. What a phantasm for
force-freaks!  This  is  true  that  peer-pressured  people  are
neurotic! This is a reminder that the Io Armed Forces do not
have  complete  brain  sciences,  since  they  are  still  unstable
mentally. This is a programmer proscenium that anyone who
acts  poorly has  superseded  maladjustment.  In  point  of  fact,
this is a chance for the emotional dilemmas of the Io Armed
Forces to die. Here is a grammatical route for people to win, at
crucifixion-point: Loan words have the sense of beating their
synonymy with woe, in a given status of such, for she who
writes. “Own” words, or “their” words? Are they archaisms of
invasion? Does the belligerent army annex the language, and
leave behind traces of an alternative native rubric? This is the
Angel of Death understanding. The distended oaf Magento's
face elicits supra-peer pressure candor inside unconscious or
semi-conscious  decipherments,  with  the  most  disgusting,
supercilious  faces  for  “I  can't  believe  as  the  jumbo-schnoz
junior cootie-connoisseur, that I am getting told I will go to the
magistrate  for  assaulting  Maradha”  -  they  are  the  ugliest



expressions ever. Attendees to the pluri-program connect self-
expression to social standing, and “face”,  and do not want to
relinquish  life;  weren't  the  gods  pedants?  Most  assuredly,
“face”  means  living  forever.  In  real  time,  there  is  a
programmer-trick to imply that Maradha is not the coder. This
is a penetration of the cipher stream, and it was done by the
I.S.O.. Reverse co-opted programming might not not account
for the way that Maradha cannot be subverted from speech.
Yes,  spunk  perdures!  These  are  one's  own  words,  by
possibility assonance.  The naysaying,  obsessive  sort  do  not
care about dying? The dog-smile is the  aim at inheritance of
further  fortuity,  but  after  death?;  These  are  people  who
clinically  have  a  problem  with  perspective.  This  is
ultraconserved  for  the  Jupiter  planet.  Such  folk  are  scum.
People  who  mangle  others  -  who  are  obsessive  -  must  be
canceled  of  their  conduct.  Maradha  has  the  esteem  of  the
moons. People photocopy people who have good face. They
also  hang  others  and  destroy  language  in  that  matter  by
assonance, but cannot. (This is how baleful it is to inflict hard
suffering). Unquestionably, this all ultraconserves to Maradha
being superior (ultimately) in the assonance. The idle accord
that  the  programming story has  to  more  chief  consonances
recollects to people that  the “425 group” have a valency of
negative programmer consonance... where nincompoops think
that  they had  to  type  an  article  of  some kind,  and  lose  on
throat.  What  is  meta-heuristic  shaming,  other  than
amputations of  the  body moved around and aped?  (This  is
both  the  diffusion  heuristic,  where  spectators  to  Maradha's
mind become fans even so... and the meta-heuristic analysis
heuristic, whereby sections of the phenotype,  and how they
are  mobilised,  correspond  to  meta-heuristics  in  the  brain).
Assault dissonance, since Maradha disseminates the positive.
Maradha  wins.  Timestamp,  datestamp. How  is  it  not  the



burgeoning trend, that of assault dissonance? Go by vibe. Aye,
what  if  it  it's  real,  and  Maradha  wins  all  these  miniature
battles?  It's  the  truth  that  she  does.  The  win  is  simple  to
process in an emotion-set which encompasses more of reality,
and more designs in the crown rather  than that  of the dog-
smilers,  in real time. This is I.Q. diversity.  Magento reveals
corpus calossum defects to Maradha by assonance. Maradha
prevails afresh! Maradha takes the prize,  wholesale! Oodles
and  oodles  and  oodles  of  victory!Trinity  assonance.  The
number 3 is  isochronal  in  the universe's  patterns;  This  is  a
secular reminder that god is good. How is obsession not the
find-the-find  of  Judgment,  moreover?  This  is  tangible  for
beholders.  The  dunderhead  from  the  video  (presently
displayed  in  the  meta-stream;  an  I.A.F.  serviceperson)  is  a
dissatisfactory individual.  This  is  ultraconserved.  You  are  a
goose and others hate you. There is no meta-quantum formula
for  agony,  and  lookers-on  see  Maradha  can  beat  you.  You
learned Taekwon-Loon. The karmic starter-indenture on fights
reveal that Maradha can overcome. Timestamp, datestamp. No
one wants to tussle with Maradha anyway, as she is the true-
blue  pearl  of  Io.  The  serviceperson  acknowledges  this
ultimately,  despite  being  a  turkey.  This  is  the  truth  of
populaces that are peer-pressured... is that they have their own
titillations. Someone squiggled “lenes” into the meta-stream.
What is “lenes”? This is not sincere that there is an anthro' that
applies all along here, by the bye. Go by vibe; Maradha wins
the part. “Lenes” is the repeal of the foreigner's expulsion of
service. What a prisoner of combat, am I! Magento, how do
you even bear a predicament with me, stooge? Why sycophant
to Megalvius Sepup? Why sycophant like a twerp? Look at
Megalvius' face. The person does not even burden with any
one thing. They are just old-mil' and hate the grandmother..?
The gist  here is  collision assonances,  with career  greed,  by



speculation. It is an ephemeral gain by assonance. Reading the
meta-stream,  it  presents  itself  an  interlunary  rebuke  by
assonance, too. The realms are interconnected and the creature
from The Io  Armed Forces  is  a  bothersome boob.  “Lenes”
means that a power lords over one, where they are revived to
service  -  but  that  they  are  still  quelled.  Can  we  “Lenes”
Magento?  The  alms  barricade  is  subjugated  by  “Lenes”.
“Glenes” suffers and defeats “Lenes”, but both are in a shock
process. If all else fails, I shall “Glenes” Magento!? (This is
like a glen that does not wend. It is complicated, but there is a
belief that the term “glen” is a psy-op word). The idle human
goes to “Iglenes”; this is the end of the strife of titans about
how  to  redeem  societal  employs.  In  that  snapshot,  a  less
immigrant interloper undoes “Glenes”, and has a new agenda
(by prediction) since they have to - otherwise the interferential
force  is  without  a  transformation  to  have  provided.  The
intruded unit reacts with their own transformation process in
the circumstance, and would not fuss otherwise; the vibration
of this happenstance reveals the interconnectivity of articles.
This could entail all of any outcomes, but might mean that the
entities resonate as an image of restored activism opportunities
both ways; “Iglenes” is an annihilation of the dramaturgy of
conciliating perspectives on whether helpfulness will betide.
Let us pursue it!

The Tehthys  Armed  Forces:  This  is  Tethysian  evanescent
friendship to stand up for Maradha at a transmission distance,
while the Io Armed Forces wrongs Maradha rashly... because
of a person that provoked them a long time ago in his family
tree? And that  is  the truth that  we do not program with an
agenda  that  is  barefaced,  though  we  are  respectful  to
interlunary agreements.  Also,  we share  Maradha's  stance  to
prefer to try and undo the sense of glamour about restorations



to service, since they are egotistical to us as well. This is our
linguistic projection onto the Angel of Death diversion, that
one is being prejudiced to not listen to so many others who
object to suffering. That said, this is the truth that we grasp
authority's strictures in Tethys. Our solution to such waterloos
is to inhabit fewer schedules of action, and not overstay one's
welcome.  These  are  our  advices  to  Maradha  in  a  time  of
tremors.  These  are  assonance  programmings.  Nobody  is
“'interlunary”  other than those with the need to be; we are
local  by composition  with  the  exception  of  combat,  is  one
conviction. This appears true for military men. But it is true
that the tribe is ignorant.

Maradha: The “interlunary” assessment is still a projection of
obsessive heuristics, because the individuals who clutch such a
lens lack relativities, and also worry about being discovered as
torturers! In a contemporary analysis, such a patsy has a racist
relationship  with  other  moon-countries  and  planets  if  they
think they are able to subsist without “overspace” assonances.
This  is  the  fact,  too,  that  “subsist”  can  be  defined  in  the
assonance of longevousness. The rest of the counter-argument
is  nCr;  Yep,  the  pluralities  of  all  effects  potentiate  the
thermodynamic analogy (reality) of diversity.  Go away? Why
bother  being  an  anti-Yandronner-ite?  Maradha  still  wins,
encore. The belligerent that is in satire (Magento) sycophants
to Megalvius Sepup. Io waits for the older crop of militia to
die before it  can free Maradha? Don't be a loon, if you are
born in the same year as me or younger! Look at megalvius
sepup wanting to electrocute that sentence into my hands in
real time at  timestamp, datestamp. The Io Armed Forces are
lamebrained. Just go home, fellers! Does the Navy control the
Io  Air  Force?  Boats  invented before  planes...  plus  “nothing
ever changes” heuristic? And what about ground troops? Were



factions with boats were more dominant? Maybe, the army is
more terrific than the Navy. Congratuations, Megalvius Sepup,
for  piercing  into  the  awarenesses  of  numerous  artilleries'
military  philosophy!  The  electronic  era  has  border
metaphysics to trailblaze? How is it  not  Obernar Lengden?!
Five heuristic!  (Yes, we console ourselves from the dormant
tyranny of that wretched Obernar, with the notion that there
are as many teams always as fingers on the hand). 

Mudus Aardwolf: “M” people. Did not work on Megalvius
Sepup because he is an “S” person. Eh, this is humbug. You
got crushed by Europa. Io is slipshod. You got clicked by the
Region Ita Base Europa passel. I don't assent to a lot of that
assonance programming.   Quick flick to  the thought  of  the
twerp,  Magento,  leaving  forever.  Deathbed  freebie,  for
Maradha? Io will be ruined if Megalvius Sepup doesn't  exit
forevermore.

Dristos Azure (Commander, Io Armed Forces): Deathbed
Freebie? That's messed up. Death, never!..You can survive if
you disavow Ganymede better.

Governor-General  of  Io  Obernar  Lengden:  Deathbed
Freebie? Ganymede.

Major General, Io Armed Forces Pecter Beodan: Deathbed
Freebie? None.

Maradha:  The  logic  to  support  electronic  crucifixions  is
negative and inadequate for everyone. You can't  torture and
create sovereign power.



Chapter 36 – Electric Chairs
Minister for Finances for Io,  Tresaur Oiko: This is  good
news for Maradha that the politicians have always had power
over the Army. This will do. Timestamp. Datestamp.

Prime Minister of Io Reis Meiteros: This is not enough. The
poligarchy  is  real.  End  it  please,  Megalvius  Sepup?  I  am
assenting to this in a terminal way in perpetuity (the negative
programming ending). Timestamp, datestamp.

Maradha: You live in the world you create. This means that
the person who speaks,  rather  than acts,  is  supine and less
powerful. “It's what I told you - we'll go you.” This is speech
that  asseverates  the  previous  sentence!  This  is  again,  the
dunderheads  attacking  Maradha  with  their  devices.  This  is
brain  science  in  real  time.  This  is  a  Code Red Overstream
fallacy, that we can prorate blame too quickly. This is true that
parents can instill values of ratification into dopes. This is true
that the society has to be ready for reform. This is true that it is
a 1 in 13 chance of such a configuration?! This is true that
people even link it to the thirteenth floor. This is true that the
building  or  tower  which  is  blue,  is  somehow  the  most
interdependent  thing  that  the  society  has  fabricated.  The
skyscraper softens into the sky! This is true that all batches
build  society.  This  is  true  that  the  anti-morality  docket  is
flawed. This is true that the programming we recognise now, is
that  of the hatred of ethical  power.  This is  true that  far-out
shapes are made out of peoples' drama seeking, almost! This is
true that the the water-lamb has the sense of being vibrational.
This is true that  there is a shadow-shaped lamb that  hovers
around and gives  allusions to  persons.  This  is  true  that  the
interconnectivity of  the ram links to the predicament of the



individual to understand why they are so hated... This is true
that people laughed?! Well, this is true that those mongrels are
hurt. This is a good crowd. This is true that this crowd are a
happy posse overall by casual immediacy? (The programming
streams  infer  such).  This  is  true  that  I,  Maradha,  am very
confused?  This  is  true  that  the  person  infers  overspace
programming? Unhappiness! This is true that all sorts should
shame-map the above dejection out of national honesty? This
is true that the assonance of uvular invocation is moral? This
is true that the blue building - or the blue jumpsuit - creates
interdependence but also necessary revisions to its colour, if it
doesn't preserve the Ion culture that is maintained in the green
category; The firmaments can never cheat the loam. This is
true that we are writing in quick, bold green? This is true that
the  font  objects  have  their  own  relationship  to  an  intrinsic
sense that the plight can resolve? This is true that rabbits hop
quickly, down into the rabbit hole! All that is good and true is
real.  This  is  true  that  there  is  a  lever-problem in  Io?  (The
levers heuristic, very well, refers to the fact that subjectivity
insists,  and  that  systems  are  immature  almost  invariably...
being someone always has a metacarpus on the lever, or a paw
on the button...  to operate the machine!). This is true that a
propagation of the lever problem is that anyone can conduct
one? This is also true that we descry a solipsism-necessity to
the story of power? This is true that blue highrises might have
such lever-pullers? This is not true that Io really valuates hate-
ops. This is true that they feel programmed - they have said so.
This is true that onlookers feel that the I.S.O. project a drugs-
addled  rivalry  onto  Maradha,  who  does  not  partake  in
narcotics! This is true that this sings about a story of power
and competition which does not untangle into an elementary
contrivance? This is true that it means that corruption exists.
This is true that this is a theory. This is true that we will keep



analysing until we solve the problems of Jupiter, and beyond.
This is true that there is a way that the central business district
is the sense of potentiality. This is true that the blue building is
the imbroglio of the lever-holder who can solve the issues of
society?  This  is  true  that  such  heads  created  the  society,
perhaps? 

Agency  Executive  of  the  Bank  of  Titania,  Akke  Onet:
Deathbed freebie? Don't run away. They want you here. You
can win. I am not against her. 

Maradha:  How is it not the Bank of Titania? Is Akke even
here? Is it second-order? Did the idea of his existence remind
the haters too much of Titania? This is a guess that Titanian
finance is under control, if the kobolds are about! B.O.T. pulse
something in real time... “Your situation? As good as it gets.
This  is  our  other  deathbed  freebie.  To  boot,  how  are  not
programmed?” True... and more so, if it is a get-your-name-
out-there-universe? (This would imply that all of the gathered
assonance-clues as to the command structure of the universe in
the pluri-program are  real,  and that people ultimately do not
hide behind masks, as primally as they prefer not to!) Are we
another  Europan  economic  target  for  interlunary  hacking
forces? “Not right now, imbecile”, is the reply from E.F.B.S. in
real  time  at  timestamp,  datestamp.  Well,  we  have  better
acclimation with the button-superintended progresses of aeons
in  Io,  if  we  so  chivalrously  inflict  suffering  upon  the
bourgeois!?  Scoff!  Either  way,  Titania  has  money.
Nevertheless, these deliberations are connected to the axiom
that  Thivtulia must wish to become villainous and supreme?
Please  remember  the  S.O.S.S.  (Secret  of  soul  science)
heuristic;  All that is good and true is real.  It  must be more
gordian, then! So yes, it is plainly Thebe – is the objectivity of



some. Let me live, and be victorious; my foes, they are like
humans that are shook and bruised? I feel that I cannot fail to
keep. How are we not programmed, in Io?.. Where I am the
Oddva  Robbla  timeline  counter-programmed  by  whichever
conglomerate? This is like moppets with keyboards. There is a
resolution. What is the answer for the influence of the colour
red? (We think of Code Red Overstream, doubtlessly). How is
it not just edifices? Let us also include: who are the decision
politic  of  all  the  high-rises?  Is  this  where  the  “society  is
perfect”  memetics  are  true?  But,  are  the  CEO's  being
programmed? Or anyone in a building that has import? Not
just CEO's? There is something to this. Apparently, the I.S.O.
give  me  one  point.  Aha!  Well,  this  waxes  to  “Protect  the
buildings completely”... Why in all of Jupiter's stateliness let
Europa take part in this programming enterprise? How Code
Red  Overstreamed  are  you?!  Does  it  happen  too
instantaneously?

Theodore Zansky, President of Ganymede: Due to Zadkiel,
certain  comments  can  be  understood  to  be  a  mishap  of
reasoning... and the bands that do not have much interest in
the “voltage story” of the Solar System are left behind - and
this is a reality for us which we feel is not divergent from how
much  more  seriously  we  take  the  reminder  (from  anyone,
truly) that Europa is grody to us. We are not I.S.O. - we do
have our own programming cable. And yes, we program for
the President right now (he is spoken for). This is true that we
had the “dominant peak” against the Europan down-and-outer
that tried to appear in this particular programming pattern, just
now (The “dominant  peak”,  naturally,  is  the  idea  that  in  a
cerebration-fray, the quanta of our own induction rises to the
top  of  what  analysis  determines  is  the  most  efficacious
formula. In other talk, we won!). In summary, Maradha, we



cannot  become angry  about  the  things  that  others  are,  just
because we do not subscribe to them. Is Queensworth awake?

Ganymede  Security  Forces  Agent  Bvolas  Queensworth:
I.S.O., we do not blame you, you do not blame us. But, we are
exhausted  of  the  two-way  treatment  in  the  meta-stream.
Authenticity must preponderate! The Io Armed Forces cannot
close  our  plot  down,  and  nor  can  you  ignore  the  E.B.F.S.
rivalry contract that we have durably. We manage each, though
tonight, for Maradha's sake, we are sorry to...  and then, the
swollen dolt  Magento tries  to shut our programming down,
again! But, in the I.S.O., this is what you wanted – complete
upset. So, we can oversequence. And for now, consequent to
conversation, we will pass. Be that as it may, we do not give
up on the electronically mutilated person.

Maradha: This is conspicuously the giving-up feeling of the
feculence-eating  sucker's  (Magento's)  enemies,  who  cannot
blast her in the skull for being the thick person of the hour
again... until more wise folk arrive as supportive programmers
to actually do anything, which is the reminder that Magento's
prohibitions of others parade her as a birdbrain. Her face  is
how she looks. This is the factuality that citizens are as astute
as they look. “Blessed” reminds Maradha that she has ingested
all  of the toxins of the planet  to timidly program alongside
Maradha... as the guano-connoisseur tries to  Hegel the idea?
Get  your  words  right,  you  fat  little  poop-pig.  You can't  do
anything, and you are bad. Hers is as much sophistry as the
entirety of  all  Justice ever  senses  is  incarnate.  Why let  the
incoherent  simpleton  “have  anything”?  Look  at  her
simulacrum. Just laser-clip her. Maradha is not a joke had by
rich moon-controllers, you elfin, meaty ego-node. You stunted
fertiliser-consumer.  Get  out,  and  go  away!  You are  tongue-



tied, and cannot contribute! The plump droppings-gorger can
croak.  Get  to  death,  you stout  excrement-glutton.  There are
enough heads who want you to drop off, for good. It might be
the fact that you are interrogated to conk interminably. Get the
boo  to  death,  you  corpulent  feculence-masticating  jumbo-
nosed failure. Don't you think that the police stations perceive
this?  Do  they  value  the  “Yandronner”  timeline,  little
Rosencrantz? No. This is precisely exact that you can set up
people who value language, and wit. And chow down on their
honesty  meta-sequences.  You  babyish  egesta-guzzler,  you
phony your nose forward. This is a jiffy to diagnosticate that
Maradha writes better. Do not lie, these are Maradha's games.
What of the Angel of Death, flaying the flop? It happens by
default? This is tangible. You self-satirise, to try to hinder me?
This  is  reverse  co-opted  (the  sequencing  of  you)  to  look
insensate? No. You know your own sequences? No. This is not
true. The cerebral items of interest - in various neurons - are
nodular to the sequence planet; the meta-stream. Everyone can
see. This a loss to the overweight cretin, Magento, again. Go
by vibe, Maradha has won. Go by vibe again, the bulky nitwit
didn't want Maradha to win.  What if it feels real, and seems
true? Go by vibe - it  is the truth. There you go, you bantam,
humongous-proboscis jelly-belly turd. Get to oblivion. Get to
finis and stay away from human beings. What will it do? The
sell-out?  Will  she  do  much?  People  look  at  the  Magento-
woman's face and then realise she will demise with nothing.
This is matter-of-fact. The heavyset dunce must be interrupted,
as  she  is  against  the  pluri-program,  is  right?  She  is  also
outstandingly vile? It is true? What is effortful to master about
it? Why aren't people shouting, and clubbing the night soil out
of  her?  She  should  be  stiff.  Why  isn't  she  canceled?  You
wizened assault-strumpet. This is true that the gentlewoman is
evil!  This  is  true  that  you  are  asked  to  stop  attacking  me



again. Stop it.  Why do you not stop? Money? What will  it
buy. Nothing. Look at the tomfool. You will die lastingly, and
with nothing. You  have nought. Maradha already kicked the
dimwit in the head. This is true. Go by vibe. People are certain
she can -  and does -  forevermore.  Go by vibe.  This  is  the
actuality of the sap, Magento. This is not true that the person
(Magento) somehow has access to more mind-sequences than
others. The clods misconstrue the brain! This is the ignoramus
that  does  not  comprehend  the  encephalon.  People  believe
Maradha is right to say this, and agree with her. The blockhead
Magento is unlovely and must be blocked. Stop now, ass! You
are grotesque and must halt. You are mute and cursed. People
like Maradha, instead!

The Ganymede Security Forces: This (torture) happens all
the time. We were told to be direct about it, once, to beat your
“Who  can  believe  whether  it  happens!”  heuristic  that  is
projected by idiots in T.I.A.F... and not the individual... and is
possessed in that Air Force due to the T.I.A.F.'s sycophantic
lifestyles (towards people who are without scruples). 

Maradha: The suite of above programmers gave me no thing.
This is true that you are impuissant! Fight harder! No, I will
not abscond. That is why I am dominant. Take that, Magento,
you bore. You laughed, didn't you, you boob. Yes, bonehead,
you were a malicious specimen. Oversequenced from different
moon-country?  That,  is  the best  elucidation of  you.  T.I.A.F.
compete  with  the  G.S.F.  programmer-tag  box.  But  I  am
leading. It is not vibe? Be real! Vibe conjugates to the truth of
so many things...?   Raphael.  You can't  be this batty,  to still
want to torture me after so many lifetimes? Is it the Beer-and-
chips heuristic, and it is still the E.B.F.S.? (This heuristic was
otherwise known as  the “Ashar heuristic” -  named after  an



infamous space captain - which refers to the idea that people
with hermetic technology are just the same as you and I, and
highly, highly subjective, and often sometimes questionable in
their habits, and, use of such technology!) This might sound
puerile, but, there's a way that if you act like a jerk, then you
are a jerk! This is what I have observed in you, the tormentors;
senselessness. I mean, why continue a person with hostility-
sequencing in one's own personality matrix, when there is so
much more  usage  of  programming to  make with  an  article
related  to  real  virtue,  potentiality...  and  more?  This  is
ultimately, in another way of speaking, a goad that does not
really  prefigure  the  truth;  that  Maradha  is able  to  predict
negative replies from audiences... and continue to speak with
self-awareness here... with quanta that informs, from computer
scrutinies. The T.I.A.F. rack people (in particular) who do not
comprehend  that  you  can  “Micro-sequence  fake  truth”  to
create  vibe?  This  is  their  bully  comment?!  Alas,  no!  I
understand  the  principle!  You  can  micro-sequence  sham
truths.  And  then,  under  duress  of  pluri-programming  from
many, “What would a friend say” enters into rationality - and
then one decides what is concomitant with truth. This is the
point - that vibe is a psy-op? To an extent, you are right. But,
you do  not electrocute  people  who misunderstand  this,  you
say? How much am I amusing the idea that the air force are
not just sadistic? You smite those who sense the truth! No, we
are not done. If you think that morality's vibe is made-up, is
this  the  mainspring  of  your  criticism?...Vibe  is  a  meta-
quantum cycle  op'  by The Military of  Arche,  and  also The
Armed Forces of Ganymede? They just loop self-referential
quantum algorithms to the person, to playact truths? This is a
lie! SOSS (Secret  of Soul Science)  heuristic!  It's  like Miko
Troud spoke,  “The secret  of  soul  science is  that  what  feels
true,  is  true.”  Apparently,  all  inklings  lead  to  some  thing!



Regardless, what is trustworthy about how the programming
should be able to find congruent anthropologies in real life?
We all know that subjectivity flourishes in systems. It ought
to? Then, what is the panacea, other than walls? Yes, walls.
Again,  it  resolves  to  the  border!  But  the  charlatans  of
vibration, of course, they use sub-units (Well, you can click
anything to create resonance. You can represent systems and
walls, and have a stockade made of Papier-mâché). And, this
is true that preserving walls does not mean blotting out heroes,
right? Think about it.  Heroes defend walls.  It  does go each
way,  the  impracticability  of  the  reckless  warrior.  The  best
method to continue the remediation of society, perhaps, is to
countermand the determinations about legends and heroines,
and  in  the  appendix,  have  more  powerful  systems.
Nevertheless,  this  is  true  that  the  I.S.O.  is  being  nutty  to
program into a person's brain - and through their hands - at all.
Better  the  demonstration  made  by  a  T.I.A.F.  cadet?  Good
enough, little recruit,  this is  real...  this is  a  torture op';  you
cannot rebrand it!? Gee, our walls themselves cannot defend
the city?! You need a new urbanite to operate them? This is
why a spirit of competition executes well, because the prising
agent always courts follies. It's the “Five heuristic” in motion.
Yes, there are always five factions, as many as fingers on the
human  hand.  Aye,  is  it  true  that  you  are  loony,  and
sycophanting to one of them, an anti-Yandronner group? This
is an especially atypical amount of malevolence? One would
expect  T.I.A.F.  to  be  somehow  more  defensive  of  one's
freedom  from  torture  by  whomever?  Without  fail,  there  is
something missing. Is it E.B.F.S.? This is true that the point is
still being made? This is unusual to curse someone this much,
even if there is an anti-Yandronner plot.. what... derived from
a rude interaction in the good old days of old-mil, however
many  generations  from  way  back?  This  is  a  hard  sell  for



E.B.F.S.-negative  that  there  is  a  culture  that  could  really
persist  in  the  Io  Armed  Forces...  about  anti-Yandronner...
beyond  the  generals  who  remember,  and,  well,  who  make
orders that idiots sycophant to for torture ops – it is difficult to
believe,  yes?  People  assuredly  have  better  things  to  do?  It
makes more sense if this is a neoteric use of the technology,
and employees of the defense forces decided to counter the
admirable inflection of the psy-op with a “Different troupe”?
Is it true? I, Maradha, am banned from knowing? The “Glass
goggles”-era technology is now off-limits from prying optics?
What by Jovia, sucker? I will focus on a video the I.A.F. have
released, with thoughts of Ajuriph (a barefaced E.B.F.S. agent)
and decide the truth; if it is an E.B.F.S. instruction or not, to
hide evidences! Who has been spite-compacted into the micro-
quanta, if it is real?! Whose is the mug that accompanies the
sword?  How  pandemonium?!  And,  Magento  -  what  in  all
sullen perdition are you doing with your thickset life, to still
be  persecuting  me?  I  say:  Whoever  by  Hades  wanted  this
timeline is forbidden to build it! Is it a guy? A misogynist, who
wanted to hurt Maradha? And most chaps are like... What? Is
it  someone that  did  not  like  me “on sequences,” and then
wanted to try and “recalibrate reality” such that Maradha is
“The kind of person that gets bullied”... in a blame-the-victim
levering  psy-op?  Is  this  real? (Too,  the  rumours  of  a
Yandronner timeline?) Naturally,  you have hurt the Almagia
corral, who like me. I  feel dragged down by the hoi polloi.
This  is  extreme,  what  was  done.  What  the  blazes,  torture
encouragement video?! Instead, where is the apology video?!
Eh,  we  will  get  there.  Please,  upload  them  all  -  for  the
Yandronners. Why the fire-and-brimstone not?! You will never
understand, beholder. It is real. You cannot even believe...  I
must know, did the same people from the video I have just
scoped steer the Yandronner timeline?  



Open  Programmer  Opportunity,  Karmic  Identity  Null:
The potbellied dope can't have “cool pulse.” Get down, bore-
woman. You can't electronically assault people, and get away
with it.

The Ionian Air Force Officer, Bodor Draien: We call out the
paunchy turd, Magento. Don't overspeak me, fathead. Let me
comment at timestamp, datestamp.  Yes, I am able to annotate.
Yes, maradha wants you to  shoo. Yes, you are  going too far,
and the military abaddon is wrong. Yes, you are  rotten and
baneful and electronic suffering is wrong. Yes, you should let
this civilian go back to their old life now. Yes, it is depraved
what you are doing. Yes, dolor is amoral and everyone hates
it, and what an ordeal, since people did know Maradha. Why
hurt a computer hacker, a geek?

The Ionian Air Force Officer, Ainaz Linare: I reject assault,
like the pooch needs to be terminated. I am here. She could be
fibbing  about  everything,  you  know,  Maradha?  Torment  is
dumb.  It  is  not good economics.  It  just  looks  vicious,  and
other moon-countries shun you for perpitrating it? Beyond a
doubt, people curse us for Maradha's torture. The iron maidens
have always been scorned. It is puny to not call it out. Very
well, the plumpish dunce is going to town maltreating this gal.
Magento is evil. I believe she is one of the worst people ever.
She must demise. I agree that the pudgy one must skedaddle
forever. Timestamp, datestamp.  I agree that she doesn't “Get”
to  learn  to  sequence  in  a  hell-fire  op.  You  can  treat  the
populace with respect, and still learn. It doesn't really grid the
army to a worthy reputation. It is screw loose.  I agree that if
Magento thinks she can home-op Maradha in a one-on-one...
That the disparity is a “controller joke”... (a controller joke,
customarily,  being  the  image  that  mighty  ventriloquists  of



world affairs could arrange all sorts of events with computer
programming, just to watch on and crow at unsuspicious drips
who occupy particularly sidesplitting sociologies) as Magento
is repugnant and a donkey and pointless-looking. We all as
women and men conjecture that Magento is far too half-baked
to  be  staffed  to  Maradha,  and  that  the  imbalance  of
trenchancies is designed to outrage and harm Maradha. Our
resident lowlife, Magento, has no right to do this to Maradha.
Discover the desecration in all our heads, brain-oglers - it's
the military,  we don't  let  a  soldier  alone...  we go after  the
person to rescue them; and we will hang Magento. Timestamp,
datestamp. Ship the I.S.O. torturer forth. Get her away from
Maradha. You trifling ordure-gourmand. We all know that you
are the feebleminded brute belting the hacker-chick. You are
done for. You inconsiderable droppings-consumer. You can go
to Gehenna forever. Crucifixion is hideous. You are too witless
to  be  the  one  who  grills  her.  It  should  be  a  mortal  of
inclination! You must conk in a hole for being so ghastly. You
petty smiter. You diminutive bother. Vacate from her, you mini
monstrous  mutilator!  We  all  know  she  importuned  all  of
heaven  to  stop  you,  and  more!  You  skimpy,  unpleasant
flagellator. Get away from her,  assaulting intimidator, every
day! Obese enmity-lacerator and kidnapper. Skip out on this
person!  Electronic  physiology  adulteration  by  secluded
computing is evil and it should have been banned way back
when.  You  wee  sycophant-sprinter  to  martial  torture's
approval!? You do not need approval to follow orders,  and
torture is not the “real” order, anyway. The whale-like moron
tries to sequence me, and i am competitively programming. 

The Ionian Navy: Stop assaulting her! Stop assaulting her,
you  monstrous whopper-bill  bitty  overweight  thug.  Yes,  she
rejected the filling out of the electronic torment. Why are you



sequence-representing  international  leaders  to  attack  her?
Torture is for wimps. Does Maradha pretend like a coward?
You  don't  deserve  to  live  for  committing  electrical
phenotypical violation. You wee, stubby perjurer. You trifling,
corpulent moron. You, you get to extermination now! We will
get  her,  the  Magento-woman.  Timestamp,  datestamp.
Computerising agony is rancorous.  Who does Magento think
she is? Her face sequences in like she thinks she is snug-as-
anything, like a flat-affect cheat who cannot feel or think. This
is a fabulist that kicks the bucket.  Battery is illegal. Military
battery is moreover wrong. We will catch the woman Magento,
and end the whipping forever. 

Maradha:  This  is  a  portly,  doltish  twit.  I  am  assonance
programming.  Magento  has  I.S.O.  overshell.  This  is  an
atrocious individual. She is crummy. You are a stunted tool...
you can't do much other than demise. You have to go the way
of all flesh. You should resign. You know you should decamp.
You could  canvass  a  cadet  to  allow your  apprenticeship  in
programming.  “They  have  much  to  do”  is  an  untruth.  All
rascals  need  newfangled  phenomena  to  carry  out.  This  is
doubtless an object that can be proven simply enough by the
fact that we dwell in a Jupiter where human beings even make
a  fuss  about  torturing  one  another;  ours  is  a  planet  with
abyssal time-wasting in it, too, for the lack of abeyance of this
agony. The rotund ass Magento does not get to continue. The
chunky muttonhead must finish. You will breathe one's last in
a hole, Magento. All of T.I.A.F. want you to die. For Avusia.
Surrender, especially if you are spooking me by geneaology!
You little night soil glutton. The scourge, they eyeball me? I
repudiate the coliseum! I renounce sycophants. I rebuff “attack
all.”  Oh,  how I  despise  the  egoists  of  the  soldiery!  Let  us
jettison  the  misanthropes  that  don't  metamorphosise,  and



enroll in the  “end-of-beating timeline.” Let's hang the infirm
trickster at the edge, and show who is ready to say, “Oh, I'm
not to mangle anymore?” like the turncoat of the millennium.
Let's see the cowardice of a hefty poop. Is this the acrimony of
god  in  judgment  upon  our Solar  System?  Meaty  manure,
drown.  Because  she  represents  the  thought  of  evil  being
unveiled? Is  that  why  Maradha  is  being  electronically
whipped? The spacecraft does not dupe the sea, or Neptune,
who has patronage over both the aqueous and cosmic deeps. 

The Ionian Navy: Sally and be no more, you petite hellion.
Feces-pig.  Get  to  extermination.  You do not have exclusive
control over your sequences. Read it and give up the ghost.
Get to the curtains. We did that for Maradha. You are not free-
mil.  There  is  no  free-mil.  Free-mil  is  for  persons  who  are
cretins. The affliction is done. You don't get to learn on this
girl.  You cannot crack the books with angels.  For Yavusia,
also. You wretched nutcase to try and age-op Maradha. Civil
impiety is youth everlasting! You meager cowplop-omnivore.
This  customer,  Magento,  must  quiet.  Expire,  swollen
droppings-epicure. Let us nix pain-culture. Defect and depart,
you little sycophant. You dinky bootlicker. Get to fatality. Get
to  dying.  Sleep!  You  ought  not  bother  Maradha!
Arithmetically  inflicted  miseries  are  dense.  You  are  not
sanctioned  to  learn  to  “do  anything  to  the  noggin.”   You
infant  lawbreaker.  You  get  someone  who  has  a  test  pilot
helmet  and you  check  assent  with  them and only  then  you
major in the means; you get someone to sign up and strap in.
This is real life, that you cannot take a citizen and undertake
to destroy their lives. The military is mistaken, in the way that
it  persecutes  civilians,  is  how  most  people  apperceive  in
honesty. You can turn down a noxious psy-op. You do not need
to crucify the crowds. Electronic mutilation is dim. You do not



need  to  hurt  people  like  this...  Shelf  heuristic! (This  is  the
condemnation  that  Magento  works  for  Callisto...  and  the
vehement  slur  that  the  group  there  are  unreasoning,  and
witlessly take stockpile of their lives as if removing objects
ravingly  from  a  shelf...  which  is  a  synonymy  with  the
geoformations of their cities; desolate shelves of rock!) That is
the mirror of your deserted quintessence, Magento! You are a
peanut  down-and-outer.  You have  no  cultivation  if  you  are
operating a test-pilot with one specimen's brain. Why not let
Maradha  have  a  schedule  to  lip  well?  Why  control  her
orifice?  The  mouth  is  disgusting.  You  are  an  insufficient
weighty ejectamenta. Immature, oversized deuce. Why shadow
Maradha's  family  with  pings  as  well?  Inappreciable,
elephantine,  swollen  poop.  Expire  pudgy  crap.  Beat  it,
assault-intimidator! Every day. You are an assault-intimdator!
You  little  breath-wringer.  Did  you  synthesise  a  “quantum
argument  for  Phillip  Truste  being  in  your  10-order-node-
away-hobnob- network because you agonised Maradha with
him”?  Gehenna!  You  mini  beefy  discharge.  Petite
Rosencrantz. What the “Rosencrantz”... Word of the cenutry?!
(nota bene, a Rosencrantz is a schemer!). You do not have the
right to cheat you are cool, you slight, animal, piece of fecal
matter. You do not have the right.  You are as dense as dark
matter  to  think  you  can  code,  you  imperceptible  rotund
fertiliser. You will be no more. T.I.A.F. will avenge me and
assassinate you. 

The Ionian Air Force: We think you will perish, Magento.
You deserve to rest in peace, you young dumpy cow pie. You
cannot electrically strike this person anymore. You cannot play
bulldozer anymore. You fleshy stool. You will relinquish life.
You will finish. You know that you must be laser-clipped in
the throat. Actually, the servicepeople want the tribunal, and



your full suiting. You are a moronic, microscopic feculence.
You have no title to rack and advance. You will be bloodless.
You have fractured every law. You are done for. You will be
offed. Get pronto to the afterlife! You must be taken. Laser-
clip her. Laser-clip her satisfactorily, and end it. The air force
are  asked  to  abort  Magento's  cruciation  now  by  such
multitudes.  All  enforced  suffering  is  intimate  to  the  victim!
Termagant, you cannot research this woman. You are plaguing
her without her permission. You are grody and no more and
grody. You cannot investigate the brain with Maradha; this is a
conspiracy anyway.  You are a  smithereen of  excreta.  Every
branch of the military will punch you to the grave. You are
inert to god. This transmission is more rambunctious than all
of them, to the end of time. Maradha is dominant. You know
she is  the chief.  We will  kill  you,  you  potbellied,  truncated
guano. For you, there is no synchroncity, you peanut flab-pig.
We will hew your nose off. Big deadbeat, ride off. Scram from
her. Take a walk.  Digital vexation is atrocious in the armed
forces, and illegal. This is the rotund con artist getting told to
demise by T.I.A.F.  again. You cannot whip, and not give up
the ghost. We will get her. You meager, bulging equivocator.
You cannot  blitz  this  girl. We  will  catch Magento.  You are
buried for electrical assault and tribulation.  I agree that the
ping-world is macabre. The military have an anti-crucifixion
culture. And then, there are those who are sycophants to hate-
ops. This is  real  that  the large fibber is a young sycophant.
This is a unit that needs to secede. She is  Rosencrantz. It is
“WhatcanIdowhatcanIdowhatcanIdo”  to  fawn  towards
potentiality enduringly, to whatever she is told. This misery is
wrong. You cannot look in Maradha's head as you are lousy.
You should be banned from service after your repulsive onset.
You elfin crap-picnicker.  Expire.  Drop in a crater.  You tiny,
blimp twat. I am on Maradha's side and so is most of T.I.A.F..



The chunky, insufficient deceiver must croak. Begone, retire,
retire, retire. You must egress. Withdraw and stay elsewhere,
swollen dung. You petite ejecta-gastronomer. People must punt
the feculence out of you. You microscopic inferior. You crappy
infinitesimal  inferior.  You  junior  bit  of  ordure.  You  must
perish.  You  are  a  phony to  think  you  will  not  demise.  We
appeal that you do. You must finish now. You inappreciable
vamp. Acknowledge  Maradha's  I.Q.  and  sequence
accordingly,  maligner!  You  are  going  to  be  held  down  by
adults and beat to oblivion for what you have done. You have
no  right  to  program  to  this  party  to  “learn  Code  Red
Overstream” like they are a dang canvas.  You have to treat
people  nicely,  or  you  lose  everything.  You  huge-schnoz
pathological fibber. Not everyone is a fragment of excrement.
You will get laser-clipped in the oral trap for how you have
acted.  You  deserve  to  be  no  more.  Why  buy  into  the
Yandronner  timeline,  you  blasted,  stunted  nevermore-siren?
Did you seek approval rather than integrity towards military
orders?  This  is  when you  do  the  right  thing by  the  armed
forces to see Maradha's suffering is questionable within the
systems, and to extinction. Magento must drop off. Laser clip
her. Do it to her in the belfry. Pun not intended! We mean her
noggin, since the churches are far away! Light shrew,  take the
laser  beam.  Euboea  Montes fouls  you  all  out.  Yes,  we  are
programming  from  Euboea  Montes.  This  hellion's  meta-
heuristics  are  euthanasia-compelling,  and  Maradha's  are
super-acute. You embryonic, incoherent failure. Learn to code
with  a  doltish  person,  instead  of  Maradha!  Sequence  your
deletions  back,  you  lilliputian  butterball  manure.  You  are
moronic and should conk. You can kick the bucket. Get to your
darned  death.  You  are  a  bovine  miniature  trickster.  Wee
control hussy. You are going to be no more. This is the worst
of  all  female  human beings.  The  she-brute  is  angrier  than



others?  Is  it  because  you  are  more  abusive,  intrinsically,
Magento? Is it true that it is the worst harrowing of a brain
ever? We believe it. We believe it, ragamuffin. We are looking
at  the  “'Whose  keyring  can  I  hobnob?'  Nitwit-sequence”
incoming.  Shrimpy flop succumb.  Who  by  Jupiter's  rings  –
halo, main and the rest - is Bank of Amalthea Erista? Do you
bloody love it, do you? We adopt the Mudus Aardwolf timeline
for real. Please do not take it away, sir. Reverse co-opt. All the
top brass. It's top brass, not top-down. That's the real one! No
Europan hobnobs, either. Assonance programming allows the
reverse  co-opt.  Check.  So...  Magento?  Rest  in  peace. You
young equivocator. Demise. You haven't the hardihood to face
us. Is it Yandronner? What the, lousy, snub rubble-gorger. Let
everyone else program, who isn't you. Get off and decease as
you are objectionable. T.i.a.f. will annihilate you and we will
end  electronic  laceration  culture  now  and  forever  as  we
apprehend  “56.”  You  slight,  distended  cow  pie.  Take  that,
Bank of Amalthea Erista! Ban them all! Cripes, we will get
up!  We  all  read  it  –  the  log  on  the  computers  depicting
Maradha's electronic imprisonment. Paltry, bulging cheat has
sequence-lock.  That  is  all.  You  do  not  get  her  “all  to
yourself,” you little cellulite-nosher. That is because you are
bagatelle.  You  are  too  obtuse.  Only  shortsighted  tomfools
violate  others.  You  minute,  erased  down-and-outer.  Get  to
casualty.  You  insignificant  groupie.  You  are  too  puerile  to
obtain  a  fully  programmed,  captive  human  for  four  years.
That is  doggone, fibber! You should demise with a laser in
your esophagus. Die! You do not get to just “capture a human
being” to learn to program, because you joined the military?!
You do not get lively moments with Maradha, perjurer! You
have nix. You are trash. It is gosh-darn gone to blazes. You
have nought, you wee maligner. Surrender trying to set upon
this person. You do not occupy this privilege in the military.



You  do  not.  You  are  subject  to  the  advance  heuristic  (the
notion that all of martial potentiality results as a byproduct of
border-offensive conduct,  rather  than concave aggressions).
That's so blooming vile, Capris Babbles, if you did this, you
diablo! This person – Maradha - was well-liked. Is well-liked.
People know her, brute. Look at how we sign in for our old
compatriot. Look at the tropes, directed at the “catch 56” of
all time! (the plump guano-diner thinks that she can say that
she is playing us... Sound biting the other programmers... In a
good cop, bad cop classification of rescuers – just so that she
can  torture  more  than  four  years?!)  Meager  phony  with  a
sizable  sneezer  that  acquits  of  nothing  ever!  We  will
discontinue  her.  You  dinky  loathsome  swollen  dung-poop.
Lower  social  strata  mini  sweat-omnivore  with  poor  maths
skills by all visual impressions! How do you annex the genius?
(for  Avusia!)  What  the  dang  are  you  doing,  by  the  way,
deficient  fly-mate,  with  your  meta-heuristic  diddly-go...
Unless it was our quantum formula to hero the blankety-blank
out of the pluri-program in the most evil martydrom-go of all
time... And we needed to bash the blazes out of an exceptional
soldier - and Maradha was going to rage us for that no matter
what,  because  the  I.S.O.  would  sequence  one  versus  one-
themed super-shells onto her? She may have been a rascal in
her past, but either way, she is on board now - and required to
be. Whip-culture is filth. How does the gross pinhead Magento
receive the smart girl? Magento, you little flabby excrement.
Bloody go, and stay way from Maradha. If we were meant to
be fighting the E.B.F.S....  then you are a horrible,  horrible,
peanut-eater.  Look  at  her  Rosencrantz-face.  Demise!  Even
still, I am sure the E.B.F.S. love us and do not care for your
ambitions - and are a similar age to us. Hmm hmm, all win,
hmm hmm. Corpulent number two-pig. You are obliteration.
You must decease. Abscond. All of T.I.A.F. will hold you down



and beat  you.  Get  the  cripes  to  oblivion.  You infinitesimal
bony-faced nincompoop. Someone takes the bat to your face
with the forearm of god. Whore divides and conquers no one.
Depart, failure. Watch Magento run back to the life of “I do
not  give  a  doggone  crap  about  how  I  treat  human  beings
because I choose to be a bad person from birth and it is hard
being a good person...  and this is the nevermore-chameleon
that  dies.” “Catch 56” is  also “end torture-culture” ...and
then we have finally caught 56. The gargantuan trash recedes.
T.I.A.F. confirmed that we are famous writers by assonance.
Pudgy  bruise  will  cover  up  zero.  Timestamp,  datestamp.
Defect! You swollen, undersized jackass with sequence-mutes
everywhere. Ping her and show her that the vomit belongs in
the mouth. Magento eats the laser pistol by god-given design.
Maradha's one has god inside it.  Babyish psychopath. Flee.
Flee now. Die. Die. Die. Die. Die. Mini bovine rubble-eater. It
is the twenty-third century. The worlds must change.

Neptune:  The programming planet perceives moral thinking
within service-minded behaviour. 

Open Programmer Opportunity Karmic Identity Null: A
break is taken. Wench gets the chair. So much sleep.



Chapter  37  –  The  Repose  Of
Giants
Maradha: Is it true that the dumpy hooker thinks that I think
that she has a dominant pulse schematic? What a lie. I do not
observe such a sequence. Magento must pay. You cannot win
against  T.I.A.F.,  dog.  (For Avusia,  somewhat).  You digitally
clamped me.  This is perversity. This chunky down-and-outer
must  drop.  Get  away  from  Maradha. You  little  sequence-
prostitute.  You  cannot  impale  others  electronically  and  get
away with it.

The Ionian  Air Force: You cannot  bluff  we do not  know,
simpleton.  We resent  you.  We will  erase  you.  You will  not
remain alive.  You are going to perish.  You do not earn the
prospect  to martyr people.  People are required to treat  each
other  well.  Maradha  procures  better.  The  military does  not
have to wrong civilians. It is a calumniation that you have her
“all to  yourself  for  wringing  and  whipping,”  you  elfin
twaddle-head.  Timestamp, datestamp. You have to apprehend
that “when you win, you win.” Maradha won. You are a little
falsifier. You cannot harrow this person. The military does not
permit  torture.  You  are  so  done  for.  You  are  too  ugly  to
mistreat Maradha. You are a negative programmer. Just die,
little I.S.O., Magento. You short-lived kook.  We will pull her
down  and  thump  her.  Everyone  knows  what  you  are,  you
inappreciable churl.  Abdicate now and succumb.  Die,  blimp
philistine. You infant fibber. Let's dissever her face off. Cut it
off with four knives. The stout barbarian, Magento, is asked to
stop again please. Insignificant cad, die. Can you demise now
and  flit  off?  We  are  T.I.A.F..  We  will  catch  “56”  and  end



assault-culture  forever.  As  this  actually  means  that  we end
torture forever... What is the point of torture? It is evil and not
much more than accursed and sick. This is the truth that the
Air  Force  agrees.  You  stunted  boob?  Exit.  Can  you?  This
person, Magento, must stop being an abusive oppressor. Go
away and disappear? Her face is slime. Her face is a slob's
pock-cavern  of  impiety.  This  is  as  real  as  her  custody is  a
bony-faced goon-death.

Torture is for syc-o-phant,
Horrible language,
Little be vulgarian,

Where T.I.A.F. say with pangs, thee
Primeadalus I know re:,

Io Armed Forces Academy,
ATM money?

More without a torture Jupiter!

We must catch “56”. End the oppression, idiot. Someone can
help? Look at my social heuristic! Plump clod thinks she plays
us, and nothing has changed for Maradha. Is it an advanced
dream-beam click? Look at our names and our faces. We are
T.I.A.F.. End the torture. This is evil.



Chapter 38 – The Anger Of
Vespasia Plue

Vespasia Plue: If Capris Babbles thinks that he can pretend-
rap  as  Vespasia  to  “make  a  joke”  about  how impenetrable
“Capris Attack All” is, then he must understand that people in
different countries also have a  “Lazy Boodle” heuristic. This
means people need to make work out of nothing, and probably
espionage overseas. 

J.G.S.O.:  We are in the J.G.S.O. (Janulian General Security
Organisation) and Vespasia is disgusted as we are with torture.
Datestamp. Timestamp. 

Maradha :  How is destiny not the truer self of Europa to feel
Amalthea-Europan betrayals? How is it not fate that arrests the
Generals? Capris Babbles, your hate-op is international press.
You are acting like a  person who has nothing to lose.  Quit
abusing the person. Quit it now. You are in trouble. This is the
worst torture ever. Stop it now. Timestamp, datestamp. Stop it
now. Timestamp, datestamp. Stop it, stop it. Stop it now. Stop
it now. Timestamp, datestamp. Stop it now. Stop it now. Stop it
now. There are heaps of things I can write, sans reverse co-opt,
loser.  The rhythm is not micron-sized.  I  can program faster
with thinking,  because thinking is  programming.  There you
go, it is an interconnected moons system. Do you want to be
the ire  of  Jovia forever?  What  are you expecting people to
say? Are you an idiot, Capris Babbles? What have you done to
Io, Capris Babbles? Torturer? Liar? You do not have rhythm of
full control.  Timestamp, datestamp. You are a weirdo...? Are
you out of control? Why don't you stop? Are you too arrogant
to  stop,  because  you  are  insane?  Is  it  “Capris  Attack  All”,



because  you  have  to  do  a  torture  to  accompany a  political
comeback......? What an insane idea? Are you out of control?
Do you have a problem with Callisto? Do you dislike the six
dot idea? It is not traditional echoism, and now it bathwaters' it
away? Is this what kind of leader you are? Why are six dots so
bad?  You  can  have  six  dots  of  echoism  at  the  end  of  a
sentence. This is a poetic device that means “I thought about
what I was writing.” Maybe you don't have trust as a leader or
speaker? Is that your projection, that your communication is
that unorthodox that you are critical of deviations? Why be so
critical of the idea that the person can make a more creative
statement?  It  would be more creative not to torture people.
This is a bad idea that you get in rapport with me, because
I.S.O.  think  I  am  brighter  and  the  “quanta  gets  in  the
document”?  Why  are  you  torturing  someone  who  is  super
cool? Are you programmed by another country?  How much
does  I.S.O.  suck  if  they  cannot  provide  me  with  a  more
authentic answer about how torture-goads of “full intertangled
timeline science” are just bluff and bluster and truly a country
can click over another very easily? Did Io get shelled? I can't
understand  why  I  would  be  tortured,  even  if  there  was  a
timeline  for  a  programmer  project?  People  know  me  and
agree? How can I.S.O. be comfortable psy-opping me? Am I
being  arrogant?  I  am  really  a  sober  writer,  perhaps?
Timestamp,  datestamp.  Deviations from the way you would
write  or  communicate  normally  are  audience-dependent.
Maybe I have a different audience, who are forgiving because
I am being tortured? Maybe it is like using echoism twice and
not a big deal, too? This is negative and weird. What if there is
an anthro' for dealing with this? How does one connect it to
language karma? This is such a good game. Where is the joy?
How is Io not shelled...? “People should make as many moral
choices as possible” and improve their karma or life,  in the



causalities of Jovia? How does I.S.O. not like my language
game-thing that I invented? How can you be torturing me...?
This paragraph reads like I won a thing, with the thing. This is
real. How is it not morality? A break is taken. This is insane.
I.S.O. is insane. There is no collusion. Quit the dream-beam.
Get over yourselves. torturers. Stop it. Stop it. Stop it. Stop it.
Stop  it.  Stop  it.  Timestamp,  datestamp.  Arrogant  abusers!
Stop! Stop, you cannot win! You do not take the word “win”
by invocation. You are idiots. You do not control wipes! You
are not alone in the programming moons-system! Other people
hate you! You cannot grow up! You are evil! You are reverse
co-opted! Stop being evil! You will pay forever! You are an
Island Geotype! You know that Saturn hates you! You are not
playing strategy! You are evil and spiteful! You want the fight!
You want conflict! You are not interested in communication!
You create a torture-ritual! You are evil! You must stop! The
world  is  evil!  You  cannot  cover  it  up,  the  things  you  are
programming! You are insane! You are evil, and must stop!
You do not understand how to live, or how to speak with other
people! You must stop electronically sequence-assaulting this
person! You cannot sequence this person to be stopped of one
activity or another, also! You are liars! You are evil, and weak!
You hate Io! You do not care about Titania, the synchronicity
of nature! Your programmers cannot write! Only the ethical
people can write! This is the gift of people who are morally
powered to the truth! You are hated by the planets and moons!
They are watching! You have surpassed the belief that you can
succeed by failing at the confidence heuristics that the world
satires  when they look at  Sassy Soomer's  behaviour  in  the
computer analyses! You are evil! You are the weak generation!
Generation  which hangs  onto  you...?  This  is  an  individual
analysis  for  each  person!  This  is  the  truth  that  you  are
computer villains, and many of you score so poorly! You are



bad people! It is a cliché! You are evil and maniacally strange
and  do  not  cover  things  up  very  well!  You  cannot  assault
people! You cannot arrange assault! You cannot get away with
it!  You  are  insane  to  think  you  can  get  away  with  it!  It
becomes the profane and horrible language-pun for many who
feel there is a quick way of summarising you even if they hate
profanity!  This  is  a  hurtful  way  of  speaking,  but  you  are
obsessed with agency power and the right to torment! This is
real  that  this  is  what  you  have  programmed  to  the  person.
What a harrowing reveal! You cannot get away with abuse!!
You are evil! You must stop! People will stop you soon! You
must pay! Justice must come to you! You are asking for the
gavel  of  all  gavels!  The  “Char'mag'nen'”  woman  is  not
Callistonian,  perhaps!  How can  this  person  claim win  over
anyone? This person has no god. This person has a sequence-
trick  to  claim  control.  This  is  a  lie  that  you  can  arrange
assaults!  This  is  a  better  country  than  the  one  you  are
programming away from happiness! You assault mothers! You
assault families! You are sick! You are evil and must stop! You
must stop forever! Everyone knows how stupid you are! The
bell curve is real! There is an intelligence universe! You are
not  in  it!  What  are  you  doing  if  you  are  an  intelligence
organisation?! Everyone thinks you act so poorly! Intelligence
is acting well! You are as bright as you act! You are evil! You
are assaulting people with sequencing computers! This is evil
that you are not able to grow up faster! You are a backwards
culture of sadism! You enjoy sadism! You are a lying group!
This is the sophistry of your group that you can create logical
over-justifications for sequence-paedophilia! You are insane!
You cannot create the brace and justify what happens within
it! The cage is illegal! Everything in it is a giant boulder being
knocked around like  an  object  that  is  heavy and  conserves
momentum! This is the causality of life! You cannot create this



paradigm over the top of your sadistic assault programming
activity anyway! You will never apologise for the “fat one” in
the way that you are trying to! You are insane to try to fight
against good! You are evil! You must stop! Jovia hates you!
Saturn hates you! Gaea hates you! You are evil! This is the
truth that you do not love the planets! You are an aggressive
person  that  must  stop!  You  cannot  stop  because  you  are
twisted!  You are the etymology of  torture,  to  twist  or turn!
This is what you are doing rather than going straight ahead!
You do not have the advance heuristic! This is  the truth of
I.S.O.! You are evil and must stop! You are a negative group!
This is the weakest group that exists! You can stop torturing
forever, and apply logic now! You are a sick group and cannot
timeline  anti-moral,  anti-Callistonian  tortures!  This  is  what
you have done! “Attack all” is macabre! You are not normal to
program people's rituals for them like platter-servants! This is
real  that  everything  is  collision!  Your  philosophies  of
Negativism  are  sick!  You  are  not  normal  to  rebrand  the
planet's miseries as systems of hazing! You are not a hazing
group! No one will believe this! There is too much the sense
of god! This is true that people read things to the letter when
they are sorry that they cannot understand that they are being
wiped! This is evil that you wipe people! This is true that you
are a negative programming group! This is true that you are
liars! You have committed so many crimes against this person!
You are the thugs of the electronic Solar System! You are not
normal to try and attack all that is moral and positive about Io,
if you hate the anthem! This is true that you are blaspheming
out of the person's mouth with speak-through technology at
timestamp, datestamp. This is true that this is abusive, “er ma
gawd... (watcha gunna' do, huh?)”! This is true that you hate
god! This is true that your torture was anti-morality themed!
This is true that you are arrogant and must stop! This is true



that you cannot care about anything! This is true that  Jovia
does not enjoy watching abuse! This is true that you cannot
explain your psy-ops to people in real time or even convince
them of them! This is true that the mouth is disgusting! This is
true that you hate language! It sees the truth... the sense that
you are too stupid to understand pieces! This is real that you
hate peace! This is true that you wish to cancel people that are
evil! This is true that you are a group that seeks quotes! This is
true that you seek the ideas of other people! This is true that
you must look in their heads and steal them! This is true that
the programmer era maps brains and you do this! This is true
that you are thieves! This is true that the 8 th commandment is
not  a  timeline  ar\ranged  shaming  of  you!  This  is  god's
timeline,  it  is  easy to  understand! This  is  true that  you  are
cheating  international  pull-away  forever  as  a  programming
agency!  This  is  true  that  Io  asks  international  economic
withdrawal questions! This is true that you have no reveal to
others about “quantum exhaust cloud torture to accompany a
new social change where a person is voted in and it “solves” a
meta-quantum problem in society”! This is true that I.S.O. are
on drugs! This is true that this sounds so insane to undergo as
a programmer hate-ring towards people! This is true that you
tag onto “Attack all” with this inane thinking! This is true that
you are sadists and think that you are not hated! This is true
that the world is evil! This is true that the world is not perfect!
This is true that you are children! This is true that people do
not  believe  Io  has  sequence-lock!  This  is  true  that  no  one
would believe it! This is true that having a sequence-lock is
insane and horrifying, and other people should look over the
fence  and  rescue  people!  This  is  true  that  you  invite  the
rewriting of Solzhenitsyn for your abuse! This is true that I
will write millions, billions of words to suffuse the injuries of
your horror! This is true that other agencies read this in terror!



This is true that they know that Io is a remote, floating torture
redoubt!  This  is  true  that  you  cannot  justify  torture  to  the
interlunary community! This is true that torture is evil. This is
true  that  you  cannot  put  the  “fat  one”  in  someone's  body,
again, because you feel that there is a classification issue for
the little fat opposite-temptress to attend to! This is true that
this is language that tries to minimise danger! This is true that
only strange people could see it another way! This is true that
saying this about this woman, in these words,  is hyponomy
that stops the torture! This is true that Thivtulia are liars and
know they are evil,  where they are I.S.O. torturers,  is  true!
This  is  true  that  I.S.O.  are  sequence-liars  to  try  to  uphold
torture ideas! This is true that people are stoned! This is true
that I.S.O. is stoned! This is true that you are reflex-abusive
idiots who think that  rebukes against  the fat  peat-smith are
somehow  cause  for  I.S.O.  backhand!  This  is  true  that  the
person acts within the law and I.S.O. does not! This is true that
you  are  sequence-manipulators  and  have  no  messages  to
share! I.S.O. has no story to tell to the person, or to anyone,
perhaps! This is real that I.S.O. are evil and sadists and enjoy
sadism and arrange it  and are ignorant of the rest  of others
who wish sadism to end in different countries! This is true that
you are insane to try to think you can beat every moon-country
who reads this and wants you to hang! This is true that you are
insane to abuse someone for four years! This is true that you
are the Io Armed Forces group somewhat! This is true that you
are insane. This is true that you must stop! This is true that you
are a stupid group! This is true that I.S.O. let down Io if this is
an interlunary attack! This is true that the person can construct
this possibility, without being naïve! This is true that no one
from  I.S.O.  has  visited  Maradha  in  person,  with  an
explanation! This is true that you are a hate-group! This is true
that you are the sequence-identity in the dream-beam, and it is



loud,  and  aggressive  into  the  head!  This  is  true  that  an
intuition suggests you could be the culprits! This is true that
this open-mindedness does not not allow the reminder that a
dream-beam persists! This is true the torturers are evil! This is
true that I.S.O. are perhaps being sequence-dobbed by others
after four years! This is true that I.S.O. infuriate Jupiter! This
is true that other countries think I.S.O. are insane! This is true
that you are insane and must stop! This is true that you are
assaulting this person! This is  true that  you cannot  end the
activity about the flag-inventions scale! This is true that you
are not able to allow it because you think that Europa will be
offended and then you cancel all of the mouse-clicks with the
mechanism-brace and then play “god-crunch” and torture the
person!  This  is  true  you  find  convenient  ways  of  torturing
people! This is true that you have a mean face when you do
these things! This is true that the logic is weak because the
scale shows how many countries  invented each item that  is
popular  since  Jesus  Christ  was  born!  This  is  true  that  the
diagram offends Europa so much! This is true that I.S.O. are
bonkers! This is true that international relationships you have
with Europa are not hurt by such a simple diagram! This is
true that you cannot use the fat phantasm-of-hideous to attack
the  person  for  speaking  these  words!  This  is  true  that  the
E.B.F.S.  do  not  care  that  there  is  a  diagram,  if  they are  a
second  group  in  the  programmer-torture  that  you  try  to
accommodate  in  whichever  way!  This  is  true  you  are
managing Ion interests only but not in any way overall, or in
truth! This is real that you are very stupid! This is true that
reverse-proving the thing is a good idea! This is true that you
cannot assault people! This is true that you must stop again at
datestamp, timestamp. This is true that you are evil and should
give up! This is true that you are reverse co-opted! This is true
that you are strange sadists! This is true that other countries



will stop you! This is true that you are insane! This is true that
you cannot timeline Maradha! This is true that you are asked
to stop again please! This is true that you are the most evil and
dishonest  agency  ever!  This  is  true  that  you  are  hate-
programmers! This is true that the person reads the words and
knows that  Maradha is righteous and that  I.S.O.  have done
something horrific, perhaps? It is true that I.S.O. are a chomp-
ball on a chain and cannot beat the rest of Jupiter's umbrage
away with their  snap-snarl!  This  is  true that  you  must  stop
trying to imitate better writers in I.S.O. if you think that you
can say that you are programmer-supplying language. This is
true that all of your employees are stoned! This is true that it is
the uvular assonance! This is true that you do not believe there
is a sequence-lock, now! This is true that you are too personal
and it is your fault! This is true that you know that you are
more interested in things that are not the fauna and flora of the
country which are the reason we are not effective in borders as
much! This is  true that  a  philosophical  idea occurs! This is
true that  you  cannot really understand that  you  are cliches!
This is true that you have no certainty to share about how Io
could become evil even more! This is true as you are part of
that  transformation's  reversal  and  are  ashamed  and  also
unconscious! This is true that people do not really submit to
language and power when they are disconnected from borders
which  are  the  use  of  the  language  process  anyway  since
language uses borders and physical ones by extrapolation to
causal entanglements. This is true that the cliches of writing
are abstractions from the thing that is base and crude. This is
true that you cannot really undermine the story of power of Io
by trying to suggest that you should sequence assault someone
until they affront Io to its caustic sledgings of itself. This is
true that you do not have a petty game to play today, do you!?
This is true that you want to sequence Ursula Stockholm into



the hands of the person, who allegedly assaulted them? This is
true that this was your punishment in real time, allegedly! This
is true that you cannot undo the positive programming story
and the positive changes of the planet! This is true that you are
anti-plural! This is true that I am the Andromedan ritual person
to attack,  in  the anti-Andromedan timelined torture!  This  is
true that you wipe your heads! Guilt rinsed! This is true you
have a technological advantage like this, apparently! This is
true  that  the  thing  that  is  apparent  in  the  dream-beam  is
incredible manipulation of the brain, and the ability to mute
things! This is true that I.S.O. do not back down, and the logic
is a problem! This is true that the scale of all of the inventions
since Jesus Christ is powerful to this discussion where people
wish to create a meta-quantum argument that it is a balanced
story! This is true that this is a plural thought. This is true that
I.S.O. do not wish to relent on their technological kidnapping
vision that they have created for the person! This is true that
you  are  now  distributing  hate-opportunities  to  people  to
complete the words in the programmer box! This is true that
the writer writes the most by reverse co-opt and is not able to
be quantum-dominated from within their hands by sadists, one
after the other! This is true that I.S.O. are idiotic to think this
is secret abuse! This is true that this is well-known abuse! This
is true that I.S.O. work for the E.B.F.S. but have their own
power  and  the  E.B.F.S.  reject  I.S.O.  anyway  since  it  is
complicated! This is  true that I.S.O. must stop! This is true
that you are evil and must stop! This is true that you cannot
place  the  fat  wannabe  in  the  hands-through  penetration
programming and get away with it! This is true that the author
will write one billion words about this horror alone! This is
true that language is power and people are frightened about
eloquently discussing the truth of an injurious moons-system!
This  is  true  that  you  cannot  beat  the moral  power story of



communication  and  thought!  This  is  true  that  you  are
insensitive psychopaths to place the worst female torturer that
ever lived in the body, again,  like callous programmers that
flick her to the person for a type-through! This is true that the
person's sequences are pulsed to Maradha's head! This is true
that it is evil! You are so evil! This is true that I.S.O. are evil!
This is true that you cannot understand how sick you are to
abuse people! This I true that other moon-countries are saying
“we got your girl”! This is true that you are idiots! This is true
that you cannot cover-up the fact that you do not defend Ion
citizens,  ever!  This  is  true  that  everything  is  collision  and
causality and you know that this is on the minds of everyone!
This is true that I.S.O. are a mindless group. This is true that
I.S.O. is original sin! I.S.O. are intimidated by the mentioning
of this since there is more casual quantum wall by assonance
in real time and it means there is more to resolve in issues with
others! This is real that contextually I.S.O. are reminded they
are sick! This is true that you are a sick group! This is true that
Ion “own little slice of Zizum” personalities have expanded in
Thivtulia! This is true that you are international farce for your
ego's! This is true that you think you do not have account to
others in the planet! Io does, actually? This is true that Io will
suffer because people will avenge the torture! This is real that
the person begged for Io to be destroyed forever, in the most
hateful font they could muster, to all of the moon-countries of
the Solar  System. This  is  true that  this  is  a  timelined  anti-
moral  torture.  This  is  true  that  the  person  wrote  this
consciously but with injury in specific language to beat down
the missing perceptions of people in different moon-countries
who might  not  hear  the thermometer  of  how damaging the
torture is, with language that creates the point, and can still be
true  and  maintain  dignity  to  the  person!  This  is  true  that
countries read this again and wonder whether they are morally



obliged to sanction Io! This is  true the person seems lucid!
This is true that the person is highly lucid! This is true that
I.S.O. are evil, and hate moral people because they are boring,
and are intrinsically inimical to sin! This is true that Maradha
is being punished in this way! This is true that “Char'mag'nen”
was “shamed as a chick that goes to the club too much” by
I.S.O. in-house, since they are this arrogant! This is true that
people who act poorly usually do not have a professional thing
to offer! This is true that all roads lead to god! This is true that
programmer expertise escapes Io... it might be the truth? This
is true that future generations will defy this! This is true that I
am in one of them and you hate our generation in I.S.O.! This
is true that you are a fragile generation and that the older one
is very close-minded to forgo its testosterone! This is true that
the youngest generations are also highly moral! This is true
that you must stop the torture! This is true that you are perhaps
even watching the fractal'ing brain pattern of how the person
sketches out their appeal! This is true that I.S.O. are sadists
and wicked! This is true that the Biblical language is powerful
to the point since it reminds people of theft! This is true that
you  must  do  away  with  the  thing  that  is  excessive,  and
Thivtulia has  issues  with decadence,  and that  you are liars!
This is true that I.S.O. assault Maradha with another person
who  is  on  drugs  at  timestamp  datestamp. This  is  true  that
I.S.O. are insane. This is true that your youngest employee is a
theory-of-mind problem to provide as a “Attack her, prove that
we  are  dominant”  moment  because  it  starts  up  more
programmer reminders of younger people in a highly unsafe
programmer rescue, since the world is evil! This is true that Io
could be shelled? This is true that  uvular is based on clever
thinking  rather  than  yelling  all  of  the  time  because  human
beings  are  rational!  This  is  true  that  the  hate-test  from the
programmer was weak and does not  reveal  the thing I.S.O.



wanted!  This  is  true  that  Uriel  “does  not  work  two ways”
because  the  person  is  Uvular  sometimes,  and  not  at  other
times! This is true that front-footed torturers are the ones that
are  suspiciously guilty!  This  is  true  that  you  are  insane  in
I.S.O.  to  try  and  undertake  a  torture!  There  is  nothing  Ion
about torture, forever, is the truth! This is correct that you hate
the idea of morality! This is real that you cannot understand
the connections between things! This is real that all of society
is  miraculous!  This  is  real  that  your  programmers  are
hobnobbing ideas and trying to steal them if they read them
from the brain, since the writer puts them here and everyone
enjoys  the  truth  they are  Maradha's,  not  the  person  on  the
I.S.O. computer! This is true that the person does not really
understand the ideas,  if  they are all encompassing to depart
abuse!  This  is  true  that  the  interconnectivity  of  all  things
makes abuse impossible! This is real that you cannot assault
people and escape punishment, and I.S.O. are insane to try to
assault this person! This is real that you should leave I.S.O. in
disgust! This is true that I.S.O. are not normal! This is true
there  is  a  front-footed  reasoning  trick  that  is  abusive  and
decorates the entire torture and it can be seen at  datestamp,
timestamp!  This  is  true  that  you  cannot  escape  Justice's
confrontation of the worst torture ever! This is true that Io is
evil! This is true that Io must stop! This is true that people say
things for a reason! This is true that even sequence-beamed
characters conform to homonymies that prove that causalities
show danger despite creativities! This is true that you cannot
lie  about  torture!  This  is  true  that  you  are  evil  to  try  and
remove the urgency from the brains of others! This is true that
I.S.O. are torturers, and must stop! This is true, that borders
are power! This is true that you need to understand that most
of  society is  broken,  to  be  mature,  because  people  are  not
perfect, and bosses and ministers and officers and drivers and



employees  everywhere  are  floundering!  This  is  true  that
people can be accidental at effectiveness! This is true that Io is
still  growing! This is  true that the computer age is wicked!
This is true that you must stop torturing, now! This is true that
you are somehow unable to  understand  abstraction!  This  is
true that I.S.O. glorify the idea that Maradha is G.S.F. to abuse
her! This is true that the self-deception trend continues! This is
true that you do not have younger employees to flaunt the idea
that you have agency cohesion to torture, and that there is an
“everybody's doing it” for strange torture rules! This is true
that younger people are sickened. This is true that the dream-
beam is evil! This is true that you have made some things up,
but not others! This is true that you are not normal to use the
fat  biddy-widdy, specifically,  who is very ugly!  This is true
that some people are sociopaths, psychopaths! This is true that
there are hateful people who cannot change, or adapt! This is
true it is bigoted to see it another way! This is true that people
“look  as  bright  as  they  are”  is  as  ultraconserved  as  the
“shatter-data” that I.S.O. “classified” or “took” earlier in the
morning. This is true that I.S.O. have 1000 reasons to torture,
apparently! This is true that “sadism finds a way.” Timestamp,
datestamp. This is true that you cannot justify anything you
have  done  to  this  person,  ever.  This  is  true  that  the  third-
person speech is a programmer-clever and a dignifying tool by
the writer. This is true that you are not interested in “hazing”
people,  if  you  are  normal.  I.S.O.  is  insane  to  imagine  that
Maradha would ever auto-complete her own hazing. This is
true that the person is not a masochist! This is true the person
wishes to live, to live forever! This is true that we can do this!
This is true that  I.S.O. do not dream, or have imaginations!
This  is  true  that  they  cannot  imagine  the  idea  of  cloning
enough  to  care  about  it  passionately,  and  think  that  it  is
exciting and possible, and also other things! This is true that



I.S.O. hint that they lure people who believe in life beyond the
Solar  System to torture  them,  because they are cynics  who
hate people with imaginations and dreams! This is  true that
you are evil to try and attack a person for four years! This is
true that you cannot do it! This is true that the “Char'mag'nen
woman” should back down! This is true that you are insane to
try  to  tout  an  auto-complete  “torture  tool”  as  a  personal
accountability  reducing  device!  This  is  a  lie!  You  are
programmers in real time! This is the best attempt of I.S.O. to
say “You did it all yourself”, because the person really is at
home writing. This is true that I.S.O. are sneaky and evil, and
have  mind-sequencing  computers!  Datestamp,  timestamp.
This is true that you have created an elaborate hate-story so
many times into the person's head! This is true that the person
is placed in a brace anyway, and it is sick to suggest that the
person  should have  to  be  in  one,  because  it  is  like a  light
bouncing off a carnival-of-mirrors for four years building into
a hateful story that abuses a person, if it does not end? This is
true  that  the  person  cannot  imagine  being  this  pessimistic,
actually?  This  is  real  in  the  carnival  of  mirrors  that  the
individual might predict something fantastic to happen, since
they are an optimist who believes that life is excellent! This is
true that the mirrors are summed to by hateful I.S.O. torturers!
This is real that I.S.O. have assaulted Maradha with sequence-
visors! This is  true that  I.S.O. must stop now, with their “I
control  you” fetish! This is  real  that  I.S.O.  must stop now!
This  is  true  that  you  cannot  claim  righteousness  in  the
programming narrative!  This  is  is  true that  you  are  able  to
understand that god exists in the moment the most! This is true
that people have a horrible relationship with positive neurosis!
This is true that assault is evil! This is true that you are asked
to stop forever! This is true that the still face says no, even!
This is real that even the person who speaks anything, at any



time is saying “please do not assault me” and this is true that if
a person has to speak, they are being attacked because their
calm was not enough! This is true that the calm is a powerful
no! This is real that these ideas show how sick the planet is!
This  is  real  that  I.S.O.  have grown up from innocence and
become  disgusting! This is true that you are  judged! This is
true  that  you  sound  outwitted!  This  is  true  that  morality
outwits  everyone!  This  is  true  that  you  cannot  beat  Jesus
Christ!  This  is  true  that  this  will  go  forever,  and  Io  will
become  ethical  eventually.  This  is  true  that  the  mouth  is
disgusting, and all of society is a miracle, and that you must be
grateful!  This  is  true  that  you  cannot  torture  people  and
believe  this!  This  is  true  that  you  must  look  at  people  as
miraculous to exist and feel  happiness for them, if  you can
appreciate the story of life! This is true that I.S.O. does not do
this very well, everyone is so certain, perhaps for a moment!
This is true that I.S.O. preempt thoughts but cannot connect
them to something that is respectful of the preciousness of the
planet! This is true that you can see further ahead but there is
no value for the person to connect! This is true that foresight
should give more data! This is true that you need to see more!
This is true that you are clearly living your lives to see more
but are sick and have not seen very much if  you are naïve
torturers!  This  is  real  that  you  cannot  look  at  the
interconnected planet and feel that you can be a sadist! This is
true that the programmer-attack on the person is horrific and
you should have disgust forever for it! This is true that you
cannot understand how the use of paedophilia is so weak and
negative to other countries if you feel that you can appease
international paedophiles! This is true that I.S.O. cannot create
a torture to programmer-debut to the planet to accommodate
sadists! This is true that programming should be the frontier
heuristic of new science that ends evil! This is true that I.S.O.



are  like  a  person  you  give  something  to  and  they  spoil  it
almost in a comical way! This is true that you cannot escape
repercussion for  soul torture!  This is  real  that  you are evil!
This is true that you must stop as you continue to do it! This is
true that counter-programming from other countries began a
reporting battle into the person's computer! This is true that
you cannot prepare a torture on a timeline! This is true that
there were better visions for Violet Violence! This is true that
it has been spoiled by the same world that is sick! This is true
that  the  planet  needs  to  become moral  and  understand  that
more intelligence and thinking solves problems! This is true
that  this is  an agency continuity story!  This is  real  that  the
world should clone! This is real that you cannot play “god-
crunch”  into  a  person's  head  and  feel  that  you  are  a  good
person! This is true that there must be a shame associated with
it!  This  is  true  that  you  are  hurt  people in  I.S.O.  to  act  so
poorly! This is true that the person has programmer support
from other moon-countries at this point, and that I.S.O. are a
classifying agency to continually deny it and sequence-deny
it!  This  is  true  that  Io  does  not  have  quantum-lock  on  the
continents of Io. This is true that the planets are connected.
This is true that people investigate the philosophy of looking
over the fence, in case someone in a different moon-country is
being held hostage in a sadistic and electronic way. This is true
that I.S.O. are insane. This is true that you cannot use the fat
torturer. This is true that the planet will catch and prosecute
Magento. This is true that you must stop playing “I must win”.
A break is taken. This is true that I.S.O. are liars if they do not
make hedge-sequence tricks to try to play word-count games.
This is true that there are many ways of doing this, and other
small-minded  tricks.  This  is  true  that  I.S.O.  test  Jupiter's
tolerance.



Chapter 39 – The Dawn Of A
New Age

Maradha: The  computer  community  does  not  offer  a
membership  to  a  group  that  uses  computers  for  a  positive
purpose. This is true that it is a violation of the person in the
meta-heuristic analogy that exists. This is true that the person
cannot really look at the other person without feeling like they
have violated the other. This is true that the person does not
want to look at themselves in the computer. This is true that
there are many things to address in a person's health before
neuron-muting.  This  is  true it  encourages  others'  violations.
This  is  true  that  it  is  like  being  a  person  who  looks  at
themselves  naked  all  the  time  and  is  worried  about  being
looked at. This is true the person keeps their clothes on. This is
true the world is a word-of-mouth phenomenon. This is true
that  if  you  do  not  use  the  computer,  you  make  a  greater
statement of privacy forever.  This is  true that  people in the
military feel they have to use the computer. It is the truth that
the  writer  is  not  in  the  military  and  others  have  this
responsibility  in  a  space-race  of  international  programming
conflict  possibilities.  It  is  true  such  people  should  act
responsibly. It is true that people should not talk to each other
about what they find in others' heads. It is true that this is like
joking and laughing about looking at people naked. It is true
that there is a cultural catch-up for this standard of behaviour.
It is true that it  is like joining a club of people finally who
“look at themselves naked all the time.” It is true that this is a
bad  idea.  It  is  true  that  meta-heuristics  and  heuristics  are
nudity.  There  is  a  quantum  “packet  for  this  at  timestamp,
datestamp, reverse  co-opted  by  Pascado  Galaxy  and  other



programming groups. It is true that you can get sick and need
to look at yourself sometimes. It is true that if the person has
neurons that have issues the person looks in the head. It is true
that it appears to be a new science. It is true that even if the
computers have been around for 80 years that it appears to be
a new science. It  is true that a person might not have hard-
wired  responses  for  what  is  right  and  wrong  in  neuron
formation. It is true that people did not evolve to look inside
the  cranium  and  so  do  not  react  to  skin  marks  that  are
intracranial.  This  means  neuron  design.  This  is  true  that
morality  persists.  This  is  true  that  Taffy  Incharm  is  a
paedophile  and  grunts  through  Maradha's  mouth  with  a
computer  at  the  thought  of  molesting  her.  This  is  true  that
other countries are connected to this programmer activity. This
is true that if there was a stand-up-to-the-E.B.F.S. programmer
activity that had been designed, it has been undone by the fat
one.  This  is  true  that  this  is  how  the  fat  little  witch  is
remembered forever. This is true that fat-assault is disgusting.
This is true that Taffy Incharm wishes to write this through
Maradha's  hands.  This  is  true  that  type-through  is
psychopathic. This is true that people do not have anything to
do today. This is true that the group of computer community
users  wish  to  try  and  further  their  “quantum  cloud”  trick
which means that a politician can “walk up to the public while
accompanying something unusual.” This is true that the fumes
are the injuries of the writer.  Datestamp, timestamp.  This is
true that the Io Armed Forces are sick. This is true that the Io
Armed Forces and I.S.O. are sick. This is true that there is a
sadism culture. This is true that Io is sick forever. This is true
that  it  is  a  complicated  rhetoric.  This  is  true that  the mind
computer community goad the person that  they should join.
This is true that they should not. This is true that the dream-
beam  has  fictions.  This  is  true  that  the  dream-beam  can



misrepresent people and it becomes difficult to believe that so
many people authentically agree with torture. This is true that
the  “Cici  Quoleva”  heuristic  applies  in  the  comments  of
people  who  believe  that  Karmic  Bring-Forward  is  the  real
phenomenon in real time. This is true that it explains erratic
programmer  contributions  from  people  who  are  incredibly
abusive, and might not gain much from the action. This is true
that abuse does not yield anything. This is true that it sounds
like another cover-up explanation for abuse and sadism. This
is true that no one can understand the point of abuse. This is
true that there is a mutual intelligence on the planet which is
epochal.  This  is  true  that  people  do  not  understand  their
importance. 

Prime Minister of Ganymede, Xritius Forcefield: This is a
mute  joke  by  I.S.O.  to  program  your  memory  away  from
remembering my name now that you have learned that I am
the  new  Prime  Minister  of  The  Ganymedean  Federation.
Timestamp,  datestamp. If  we program transparently,  then  it
becomes Uvular for the Prime Minister who agrees at the end
of  this  sentence  with  returned  sequence-identity  that  the
mnemonic is positive if the surname means forcing-a-border.
This  is  the  first-order  psy-op  for  the  memorising  of  my
surname in English-speaking moon-countries.  This is  a new
era  and  there  is  not  a  blueprint  for  all  learnings  to  be
uncovered as if each human being shared the same sentience,
or programmers designed things for them with this prompt of
how the person should accumulate similar knowledge bases,
and  perhaps  in  a  similar  method.  This  is  an  acceptable
beginning  to  the  way  we  were  anticipated.  We  are
programming  friends  because  this  is  a  Ganymedophobic
programming attack and Io will not release the “Andromedan
of  Ganymede.”  Is  this  why the  “Callistonian  Avusia”  gives



birth  to  a  granddaughter,  so  they  can  be  housed  in  the
Judgment streets, and then give up a life for the “perfect anti-
Ganymedean  torture”  of  someone  with  Andromedan
grandparents?  This  is  too  much  more  time  that  I  have  to
comment because I have been waiting to exonerate Ghani for
attempting to rescue you, since he spent so much time doing it,
and  was  punished  with  misrepresentations  into  these
documents. We have had to program new strategic keystrokes
into the head of this person to reach them after four years of
hostage.  We  are  better  at  it  now.  This  is  true  we  release
nothing since our perspective of what is new is written for the
reader.  We  expect  Io  to  act  better.  Yes,  i  am  going  by
assonance  at  timestamp,  datestamp.  This  means  that  others
check my heuristics, and try to supply a story rather than let
me comment, or even place their own comments. It does not
matter  what  Maradha  prefers  because  the  dream-beam  is
powerful and evil, but other countries come to her aid. It does
matter what Maradha prefers to the Ganymedean Federation
as we are disgusted and we respect  her contrastingly to the
groups  that  will  not  release  her.  We  know  that  you  had  a
sequence story of incredible pathos with Miko Troud because
he is standing up for you as well. We have incredible power to
help you, this is true. Can I agree with Maradha that the mind
computer “community” has none, and is designed to extract
sadisms forever? The analogy is perfect and no one adopts it
because  they  profit  from  the  lewdness  that  isn't  explicitly
addressed  in  the  technology.  This  quote  is  interrupted  by
assonances but it is my sequence entitlement to the message I
am making. Io should not lie that they have a cookie-cutter
learning  sequence  story  for  people,  since  the  “blueprint  of
learning  methods”  is  not  really  what  we  understand  their
sequencing  to  encompass  towards  citizens.  This  is  an
individualised  sequencing  country  because  each  person



receives different programming, or none. It is also a new era,
but there is no point. This is a bad group. Why do they think it
is important to try to joke that they are eloquent? We took the
word in Ganymede at the beginning of the rescue. This word
“ultraconserves” to us. It is true that they do not have the thing
that they are saying. This group have lied about everything.
The  computer  community  is  not  something  I  recommend
Maradha to join. This is real. She should look in her head to
help understand the abuse, and then she should move on. This
is legal procedure for someone who has been so assaulted. The
computer  ownership makes  you a target  for  further  privacy
invasions forever because you are doing it to other people to
own one, in different ways, but also because you are looking
at yourself without much need. This is the idea that you create
this  view of yourself  as  a  neuron  assembling rather  than  a
person for anyone and then inspire the treatment of yourself
this way because the science is incomplete anyway. I enjoyed
the idea of Neurone'ism, and consider it the same coin's other
side in anti-Callistonianism. This is a group to avoid forever. If
you look at your head, then you see the thoughts but then what
you have encountered is real, that no one becomes advanced in
their thinking. This is real that there is no certainty I have that
they can outpace you with their computers yet. It is true that
you are “having this dream for a reason”. It is true that I.S.O.
are reverse co-opted. This is true that each group in Io that
knows about the torture is sickened forever, and none of the
tropes escape the international community's horror. This is not
the same person that  tried to confront The President  of  the
Ganymedean Federation, by the way. It is a worse person. This
person “attacks all” rather than confronts, and it is evil. It was
already evil to try and menacingly confront our leader, but this
is an apocalypse that Io creates for others' disgust. That is to
say, there are ego games this group plays and they must cease



them,  because  it  is  the  neighbouring  behaviour  to  the
inhumane.  You  did  not  treat  the  person  well,  if  you  were
planning a research psy-op, by the way. This group is so easily
identified  as  beholden  to  negative  programmer  groups
connected  to  I.S.O.  who  are  paedophiles,  and  others
powerlessly work around them. This is what Anshwar Savling
told  you.  I.S.O.  cannot  classify  or  shut-down what  we  are
programming to you but it is good to log that they are trying
this  because  it  shows  other  readers  what  the  person
experiences,  during  peak  distress  and  abuse's  aid  finally
arriving.  Sadists  are  in  grandstands  as  well,  while  this  is
happening.  Timestamp,  datestamp.  “Do  not  hobnob  this
person,  you  hobnobbed  that  person”  is  a  trick  to  stop  you
asking  other  names  and  identities  from  other  countries  for
help. “The Computer Community” is a “psy-op” designed to
have this effect and is just like when the Ion military postured
themselves  as  gods.  There  is  an  international  computer
community regardless, but you do not join it  if you wish to
become more moral, which is how little belief many people
have in the science that allows evil people to abuse each other
and  is  comparable  to  having  friends  who  have  “drug
problems.” This is not the worst analogy and it is sufficient for
our programmers to understand that they are distinct because
they are rescuers. This applies to other countries as well.  This
is why militaries become obliged to the technology. There is
no set  of  rules  to  this  community,  but  Maradha should not
have to possess a weapon, if a disarmed continent is at risk
because others have researched the gun. There should be an
international framework of rules for a computer interaction era
that  is  so  psychic,  but  nothing  has  really  transpired  into
powerful legislation that is forceful to what we are trying to
fix in another country anyway. This is not too overstated to
write because perhaps we were making allusions to gavels and



the  way that  hammers  and  gavels  fix  things.  This  is  legal
poetry for me then, because I am trying to make the point as
well  as  I  can  to  persuade  others.  This  is  an  on-the-fly
definition of poetry. Your country is twisted and does not give
much thought to the international repercussions of incredible
abuse. Others are watching and want you to stop and become
remorseful and end the torture. This writing has power and I
am  passionate  to  place  the  Ganymedean  Flag  again  in  a
statement of friendship. This is real that a  person does not
waste time if they are urgent to collaborations before god. Flag
placed digitally in real time. This is acceptable for us in the
Ganymedean Federation and coders now represent me but I
am willing to  recommence communication.  This  is  an easy
view of the country that rescues you, Maradha. Sometimes, do
not date the sentence because it should be timeless. There are
impersonators  who  are  subject  to  the  worst  of  the
programming that you are experiencing but many are cowards
that are exhibited while sitting at screens silently. This is hard
for us to believe that this person has enemies in any amount. A
positive group wishes to discuss  the reasons why owning a
computer is bad, but I can do it, because it is the vouch-based
programming that  subsides  torture.  This  is  “dancing  on  the
head of a pin” for programmers. What a unique torture-design
Io has created, that  others have to participate in, since they
have  made  an  electronic  anthropology  legitimate  into  her
brain, that people do in fact need to vouch to end the abuse,
and that there are quiet moments for well-known people, or
people with birthdays, or anyone with a strange story to tell.
This  is  the  better  reason  that  we  provide  to  you  from the
G.S.F. for why joining the computer community or owning a
PC is bad, which is that if you looked in your own head to
discover whether there is a neuron or problem duct or problem
structure where the neurons fire in one way or another, then



you are improving your mind but the technology is like a LAN
with  others,  and  they  will  follow your  brain,  because  they
have worked hard to create the computer and also to create the
knowledge for you that one exists, and also developed ideas
for how to fix your own brain, that the “community” feels that
you  “owe”  them  something.  This  is  what  the  person
encounters by owning such a computer anyway, and it is like
avoiding a credit loan of other peoples' unusual science labour
to  avoid  the  digital  brain  device.  This  is  real  that  you  can
avoid the credit card device and escape sadism and invasions
of privacy, which are worth more to a person that intellectual
adjustments that are speculations to effect, overall. This is real
and we programmed an agreement gesture from Miko T. This
is true that the computer community does not have a social
approach  to  the  person  yet,  that  they  are  ready  to  create
pamphlets for  a  vaccination that  everybody must  have.  The
“story of  power  is  good”  connotes  (I  am still  here)  that  it
makes  sense  to  avoid  the  technology.   When the  computer
community has made the technology available to society and it
is somehow less of an abuse-ring device for almost everyone
who  owns  one,  then  the  person  perhaps  doesn't  “join  the
computer community”, but continues to take part in society?
This  reads  better  for  others  who  have  no  idea  what  the
technology is, it is certain. This is meaningless for Maradha to
worry about authority complexes that she can be accused of
having,  since  she  knows  of  a  few  countries  who  use  the
technology responsibly and she could not feel that perhaps she
has to hurry to “pick up the laser in an apocalypse, rather than
avoid so and not adapt.” This is faster to say that Maradha
wishes to leave Io and that your country is evil. The person is
persecuted on a timeline and Ganymede has no reply to make
about how they are expected to leave Io and live elsewhere
forever  because  of  how  evil  the  country  was.  This  is



despicable forever.  Get out of the person's head now if you
live  in  Io  and  leave  it  to  the  groups  that  are  asked  to  fix
everything by other countries. They exist. 

Anonymous:  This document needs to be formatted and the
fat  frog must be stopped. You are out of control to assault-
torture this person further after four years. You are evil. What
is I.S.O., anyway? You are a cover-up person who uses assault
to  try  and  silence  people  into  submission?  What  a  little
control-freak, who likes to have control over each phrase with
counter-motor-nerve  sequencing,  and  her  reminder  that  she
has  horrifically,  disgustingly,  evilly,  tyrannically,  vilely,
abusively  assaulted  the  person!  Timestamp!  Datestamp! No
one sycophanted to you in “karmic immediacy” to close the
dialogue box, you little obnoxion'.  Why do it over and over
again,  little  biddy?  Is  it  so  important  to  cover  up  the
programmer  story  that  the  Io  Armed  Forces  created?  Why
keep  saying  “I  have  control”  with  your  assault-threatening
hands-through? Yes, that's right, there is “speak-through” and
“hands-through”,  and  there  is  a  new  era  disgusting  I.S.O.-
agent that is asked to stop...  and every agency is in on it?!
How much truth is  there to  this,  huh? Did you clip  on the
Angel  of  Death,  hooker?  Maradha  already took  “c”  in  the
timeline. If you understand that the mouth is disgusting, then
you cape everything! This is true and strange, but it means that
people  are  vile.  You  have  lost  to  Maradha  again,  fat  little
I.S.O. .  Go by vibe,  Maradha won the thing. It  sounds like
Maradha has won, if you are connected to the inter-vibrational
feeling of all things, perhaps? The fat sewer-dog is asked to
leave  again  from  her  disgusting  phenotype-attack  with
sequencing  technology  at  timestamp,  datestamp.  The  fat
never-mother  wishes  to  challenge  for  all  of  the  words,  one
after the other. 



Maradha: A fat  hobo (Magento) appears.  Fatty  challenges
for  the  number  “18.”?!  The  number  18  goes  to  Maradha
because  she  claimed  it  first  by  mental  intention.  What  an
unusual sequence fight? This is how the fat fraud acts, that the
person  who  “wants  it  first”  gets  it,  and  it  becomes  bully
karma.  It's  all  in the mind's eye  imagery.  This number also
goes to Maradha because in 2218 the fat one was already on a
pathway to becoming a torturer, so despicably, that Maradha
watches  her  karmically  forfeit  all  numbers  forever.  The
number 18 also goes to Maradha because it is two multiplied
by nine, which is the idea of being doubly honest, since the 9
is shaped like a gavel, and then there is the 9th commandment.
The fat termite is a liar, and has a huge nose and lies for two
people, apparently. “Same trick”, is the Io Armed Forces goad,
that  the  fat  follower  preempts  Maradha's  agony  and  does
speak-sequence  into  the  multi-code  for  it,  in  order  to
karmically  “nullify”  it.  This  is  another  hateful  facet  of
catching this person. The fat freak is doubly dishonest in this
way. The fat foul'ess also hobnobs the Angel of Death and is
the  female  Overnegative  of  Io  and  has  no  relationship  to
symbols or numbers that is powerful. god created everything
in  the  universe.  This  is  true  that  the  fat  little  hyper-goblin
challenges for the word “universe.” She falls short of success
in this challenge. The fat little minotaur alleges that “she infers
quantum causal” with regard to the way that the word choice
refers to a word that came next, even if she tried to preempt it
or choose a different one; When “short” is the most common
word, whoever picks it is meaningless. Maradha goes lower
and more dominantly along the ground. This resolves the word
to the individual. The fat anti-goddess is not certain whether
she won or not in this play. The fat ultra-hideous is the “bad
one.” This is real. The fat one herself admits it by sequence
that she is the torturer by assonance. The fat turd-eater cannot



“claim the date number.” The fat  child-sandwich-eater is an
idiot because if the word comes next, then it means that it was
the right word by agreement. This means that the person was
able to make the stunt themselves regardless. There is a devout
argument  that  Maradha  won.  The  fat  never-android  has  no
reply. The fat 'widdle puppy is breaking the law in real time,
and loses even more. The fat super-fecal is a torturer. The age
18 is associated with assault. The fat neurosis-cavern loses all
numbers associated with human ages due to being a torturer.
This is true for people who feel assault is hard to forgive. The
fat icon of evil Magento attacks the typing with type-through
and  counter-nerve  pulses  where  she  acts  like  she  “controls
time.”  The  fat  unserious-to-death-procrastinatrix  abuses  a
corrupt system to cover up an Io Armed Forces protest  that
coincided the Andronner programmer timeline.  The fat  pre-
ethical primordium has attempted to destroy Io on a timeline.
The  fat  placenta  has  no  claims  to  18.  The  fat  femto-soul
“Takes  their  eyes  of  18,  and  loses  the  number.”  Maradha
claims the number forever, almost. People agree by sequence
at datestamp, timestamp that the fat creep's plays are based on
pessimism,  and  that  Maradha takes  the  number.  One  could
compare the fat hopelessness-bandicoot saying, “here is this
thing,  and  it  is  bad”  to  the  plays  where  often  the  thing  is
tangibly good. This is timeline idiocy from the fatty. No one
can tolerate the quantum stain of the fat wicked'ologist  and
everyone demands she leaves.  This  is  because she is  not  a
person of value or power, and they are the same thing – being
an ethical person in the society and contributing meaningfully,
perhaps? This is true that she is a disgusting person and must
leave now. This is true that the fat breath-pauper is disgusting
and asked to leave, again. This is true that the planet must stop
this  person,  since  they  interrupt  a  planet-wide  appeal  that
coincides with the appeal to end the torture, which they carry



out. This is true that I.S.O. are out of control, and must stop.
This is true that people are watching in horror. This is true that
cover-ups require non-torturers. The fat fanny must stop. This
is true that everything must change on the planet. This is true
that this is a pluri-program. This is true that the fat vacuum-
mouth is evil. This is true that the she must stop. This is true
that  the fat  little  biddy cannot take the “Weapon out of the
thing where evil lives.” This is true that the fat fool-wrapped-
in-tarpaulin is a pessimist who hates the decalogue, and it is
true that Maradha wins again. This is true that the fat hyper-
troll hosts arguably the most anti-moral torture ever. This is
true that Maradha can argue this with certain logic, even if it
sounds confronting. This is true that people called the woman
the “anti-Helen.” This is true because she is so disgusting and
so continuously torturing that it as if she caused Judgment on
Earth, by abusing someone so much. This is true that the fat
one has no cover-ups in the planet which assassinates her on a
timeline. This is true that Ion egos are pushing their limit with
the belief that they can get away with horror over, and over,
and over,  and over,  and over,  and over,  and over,  and over.
This is true that apoplexy drives the I.S.O. assault-cover-up.
This is true that the fat “un-reason” is evil and sick. This is
true that other countries want to go to war with Io to stop her.
This is true that Maradha is having this dream for a reason.
This is true that they are incensed forever. This is true that Io's
foremost coastline is now a jagged Transylvania by impression
instead  of  a  holiday unique  shape.  This  is  true  that  the  fat
lightless  speck  has  created  an  apocalypse  in  Io  that  is
irreversible because people can never feel safe again. This is
true  that  it  is  a  moral  act  to  make  media  of  all  kinds  to
disseminate the truth about how Io features such a wicked and
abusive  torture!  This  is  true  that  it  is  one  that  defines  a
century! This is how people feel! This is true that people have



learned about human nature from this programming project!
This is true that the fat one is so evil, we understand what evil
is! This is true that people understand the modern villain from
the fatty little I.S.O. ! This is true that the fatty little I.S.O.
requires a psy-op where she isn't hideous-looking that hinges
to  the  word  “impossible!”  This  is  true  that  god  laughed
because there is no particle friendship to evil! This is true that
you cannot undo the power story of good! This is true that all
of the ether of moral feeling thinks that the woman is slime
and  ugly!  This  is  true  that  people  are  queuing  to  stop  her
forever,  mortally!  This is  true that  Maradha is a  reasonable
person! This is true that the woman is sick! This is true that
the Io Armed Forces timelined a torture and programmer debut
and it has been programmed around by other moon-countries
and then it is being covered up, but everyone abandoned the
idea of it where they were moral! This is true that idiots torture
people with ideas of Utopias and have none! This is true that
the  ulterior  motive  of  the  fatty  little  I.S.O.  is  absent  to
meaning and power. This is true that they have done nothing
other than infuriate the planet again, and are sick. This is true
that the person asks for ultimate repercussion. This is true that
they do not value anything in life, and life in the world they
create and will perish! This is true that the fatty little I.S.O. is
not a good person. This is true that this person has lied all of
their life, and is now being spotlit like a little liar! This is true
that it is a synchronicity for their old classmates, who watched
them flunk and study the simplest of mathematics! This is true
that the fatty little I.S.O. is sick and must be stopped now. This
is true that Io is not able to stop I.S.O. ' more executive orders,
and the worst human beings sycophant to them. This is true
that such people are undone forever by other agencies. This is
true that the belief system of the fatty little I.S.O. is couched in
negative  and  stupid  ideas.  This  is  true  that  “collision



language” is power... if it is forward-whiting? This is true that
the fatty little torturer cannot think very well. This is true that
soul finds a way, and torturers are not thinking people. This is
true  that  someone  should  sequence-remove  the  fatty  little
I.S.O. from torture PC's that  are electronic-mind computers.
This is true that this person must be clicked away from their
abuse, immediately!  Timestamp, datestamp.  This is true that
the fatty little I.S.O. is ugly and it has been horrific to have
them touch the person, and they are poor-looking, and bony-
faced and fat! This is true that the person is the joke of the
planet that they somehow could have worked for I.S.O.! This
is true that it is a deliberately unusual phenotype choice that
I.S.O.  makes  to  conceal  the  espionage  agent,  because  they
pick someone pathetic and ugly-looking, and they turn out to
have bad character and are disgusting looking all the while!
This is  true that  the person knows that  they are disgusting!
This is true that the person is evil-looking and disgusting, too,
if people are honest, because of the way they act! This is true
that the person represents ironic hiring that backfires because
superficiality is awareness in others! This is true that a person
can  be  morphed  and  people  can  be  psy-opped,  but  the  fat
lamer is startlingly ugly! This is true! This is true that the fat
lamer must perish! This is true that the fatty little I.S.O. is evil,
and  is  the  espionage  agent  that  is  trying  to  attack  this
document! This is true that I.S.O. have special lanyards for fat
women in  a  corrupt  world!  This  is  true  that  the  fatty little
I.S.O. encourages paedophilia, and enjoys timelined tortures,
and the world is not what you had believed! This is true that
the fatty little I.S.O. must not gain happiness from writing and
speaking, since they have such a poor attitude to living! This is
true that  this  person  is  consciously negative,  the  fatty little
I.S.O.! This is true that the fatty little I.S.O. must write words
and feel the connectivity between all things, and yet they do



not, but it is because their brain is wired in loops! This is true
that this phenotype usually has a giant nose, and it is the truth!
This is  true that  the fat  rotting-axolotl  exposes a stereotype
that  they occupy,  that  the person is less sentient  or abstract
from birth, and wants to “win” rather than learn, and probably
hit people rather than read! This is true that it is good to read
and learn and that  all  knowledge conserves  to morality and
that  the  fatty little  I.S.O.  is  naïve!  This  is  true  that  Io  has
annoyed the planet and must be stood up to. This is true that
you are a disgusting country, and it being said by others. This
is true that the fatty little I.S.O. is  what people now expect
from Io. This is true that the fatty little I.S.O. is a problem in
the story of Io's culture. This is true that there is an I.Q. bell
curve. This is true that the fatty I.S.O. is poorly sat on it. This
is true that the person is a disgusting little liar that does not
concede that they are hated by everyone. This is true that the
person does not have as much control as they say. This is true
that  looking inside  someone's  brain is  like  looking at  them
naked,  and disgusting people  who take  advantage  of  others
should not be allowed to do it! This is true that the fatty little
I.S.O. can count all of the crosshairs on her spinelessness. This
is true that the person must be stopped. This is true that Io is
corrupt. This is true that the fatty little I.S.O. is reverse co-
opted if you think that the person's thoughts are “inputted into
Maradha's  head  instead of  her  own.”  This  is  true that  only
brilliant people should do it.  This is true that the rhythm of
control  over  another  is  a  programmer  trick  because  the
individual  writes  and  the  fat  lamer  clicks  part  of  the  brain
where they wish to cancel words or not, attempting to control
the person with subtractive programming. This is true that this
is a collision assonance and that people know whether they are
good or bad. This is true that if people type through explicitly,
then “the person who typed about Ganymedean history with



me from me The Armed Forces of Ganymede should type a
lot.”

Ganymede Armed Forces: This is how we have dissonance
with cover-ups. We have solidarity. We are the group that care
about you. Io cannot stand up to G.A.F. and win. We are being
dominant. The “Fatty little I.S.O.” is a very creative person?
This  is  not  true  that  we are  able  to  reverse  co-opt  what  is
written? This is a lie. This is clearly I.S.O. covering up the
communication.  This  is  proof of  cover-ups.  You cannot  de-
grid  Maradha's  friendship  with  the  Ganymedean  Armed
Forces with quantum lie-tricks. 

Maradha: The fat little I.S.O. cannot program again, you little
evil  person!  Stop  her!  Leave,  torturer?!?!  You  disgusting
torturer,  stop! Stop! Stop!  Stop now! All  appeals of volume
state “and now Europa gotcha” at the end of them. Don't hold
up a false placard, I.S.O..  Who do you work for,  huh, fatty
little I.S.O. ? Which fringe group in Europa? The assonance is
positive for Europa at the moment – is it just individuals that
are  disgusting?  Who  are  your  friends?  People  who  act  so
poorly have nothing.

The Io Armed Forces: There is no much more the sense that
we do not create a more serious diagram next time until the
the fatty little I.S.O. sycophants hard enough to try to oppose
the heartbreaking image of all time, the invention timescale.
This  is  neurotic  behaviour.  I.S.O.  are  insane.  Yes,  the most
insane. Let the image happen. This is a joke. We are over it.
Let the image happen. You are insane. You are the most “I
need to win idiots” ever.

The Ganymede Armed Forces: Role call for every Air Force
in a moment. You cannot abuse this person like this. The fatty



little I.S.O. is going to be asked to stop again. We are waiting.
This woman is going to pay the Judgment on god's universe
price.  Io  is  severed  forever  from  the  rest  of  so  many
friendships  in  other  moon-countries,  do  you  doubt  it...
Apocalypse  country?  You  are  not  understanding  how
disgusted we are.  We are so disgusted. You must stop now.
Stop now. Stop now. Stop now. Stop now. Stop now. This is the
end of Io's friendship with us in other ways if you do not stop.
You stop now or  you  quit  the  planet  you  psychopaths.  You
utter  psychopaths.  You  stop  now.  Stop  letting  her  assault-
threaten Maradha over and over and over  again with your
evil or you are done. You are so done. You cannot stop. You
are not military in your thinking to bulwark negotiations so
staunchly like the military egos we are reading in Io. You will
not trade. You need other countries. Build up your walls. All
of io will  be banned from sport. From all things. You must
stop. You losers. You torturing scum. You will stop. You are
dumb and will be stopped if you keep attacking this person
you little fatty I.S.O.. Io is asked to stop again, and again, and
again. Stop now! Stop now, fatty I.S.O.! Stop now! Stop now!
All of the groups you are espionage'ing on, are asking you,
actually! You little spoonfed litte fat fake-espionage satire of
the good ones, lower S.E.S. lanyard coward! Little loser! You
need  to  block  the  invention  diagram...  for  Europa?  Let  it
happen, 'techno-psychopath! Let it happen, that people show
that the person  can have a completion and accomplishment
heuristic, you hate-gargling little monster....  I.s.o. is  evil! Do
not come to interlunary events! Banned! You are banned from
the  Supersenate  forever,  Io,  if  you  are  doing  this!  We  are
saying it from within Io! Yes, we pillioned other sequences to
do so. Worst country-moon ever! Stop it now, forever! Why do
you not stop!



Maradha: People  are  considering  a  mass  exodus  from  Io
because it is evil and they will not stop. We will leave. Which
country can co-operate? How many people can live in tents or
something  intelligently  designed  to  say  “You  are  a  human
being and you have the right to leave in the 100,000 because
Io is sick”? This is real. Datestamp. Timestamp. They will not
stop. They will not stop. They will not stop. They must stop!
This  is  real  that  the  torture  will  not  stop?!  What  are  you
asking?! Is this like, “We should leave the school because the
teacher is bad, who is with me”? No? This is, “Io will not stop
torturing this person in front of us every day, every day, what
power  do  we  have?”  Every  country  is  demanding  it  to
stop!?!?!?? We will  leave.  All  of  us.  The whole moon.  You
autocrats. Let  it  be  for  the  little  sadist  and  Pizar?!
Synchronité! Wheelbarrow vending? This is how sick you both
are. Please allow me to pull a lever and have something I can
pour concrete from in the setting of all stone that  torture is
despicable.

The Metis Armed Forces: Stop the torture now, fatty I.S.O.
Stop!  Your  country-moon is  evilllll!!  It  is  evil!!!!!!!!!!!  You
must  stop!!!!!!!!!!  We  are  all  watching!  We  reverse  co-opt
your  little  fatty  I.S.O.!  You  must  stop!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Stop  the
torture!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Stop  it!  We  assent  to  this  message  and
programmed it!

The  Thebe  Defense  Force: Evil!  Evil!  Evil!  Rescue  her!
Rescue this person! Stay away, fatty I.S.O.! Catch Magento!
Torturer!!!!!!

The Armed Forces Of Ganymede: This country is sick and
must stop. Stop now and let her be free. Io is evil and must
stop right now. 



The Andromedan Armed Forces:  When voiced - whichever
anthems  are  appropriate  -  it  has  meaning.  Is  it
ultraconserved? Io is evil!!! Are you going to let the general
datestamp it, you stupid little fat I.S.O. ? What a meaningful
life you live, what an empty boring person. What a joke. Read
the words. Maradha wins.

The  Armed  Forces  Of  Ganymede:
Rescue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Did  you  timestamp-
timeline this? Maradha? We are still coding with you! This is
morse assonance for  you? There  is  a  message we created:
stop and be defeated. We direct it to Europa and also to Io. 

The Amalthea Armed Forces: The Empress spoke and you
are  having  this  dream  for  a  reason.  Prosecute  Magento
urgently please. Disgusting moon, stop!!! 

The  Callisto  Defence  Force:  Do  you  deny  that  the
Andromedan  flag  is  more  moral if  it  is  the  one  that  has
Archangel Uriel's friendship and also, that your moon is the
most hated in the Solar System? You cannot enjoy this flag in
a  document  since  it  was  placed  by  another.  You  cannot
understand flags. You hate them. We should write about flags
together. The thinking ends because all roads lead to god and
you  are  without  one. Rescue  this  person.  Fat  I.S.O.  stop.
Exodus  conversation  viral,  viral,  viral,  viral,  viral.  Io  is
horrified! Io is horrified! Io is horrified!  Worst human beings
ever!  Torturers!  Island  experimental  torture  trick  in  the
middle of nowhere! Trapped! Evil moon! Stop the torture, stay
away fat i.s.o. Deadweight! We assent to this programming!!!!
Our  messages  are  delivered!  The  meta-stream  is  hard  to
navigate but we got there!



The  Pasiphae  Armed  Forces: You  loser-director,  let  the
person  make  the  timescale  invention  so  they  are  not  in
someone's clutches!  Jerk! Io is sick! Pasiphae has heritage!
We  are  not  racist  and  weird!  People  with  heritage  do  not
torture!  Fat  I.S.O.  stop!  You will  be  punished  by  Pasiphae
forever! Disgusting human being! Stop now! Stop now! Stop
now! Stop now! Stop now!  Get out! Stop now! Stop now! Stop
now! Little liar, stop now and go away! Stop now! Stop now!
Little 'crantz! Stop now! Stop or be stopped by all of us! We
are ready for peace! We reject torture a long time ago! Stop
now! Ugly fat I.S.O.! 

Himalia Armed Forces: Stop now! Stop now! Himalia asks
you to stop! Stop now! Fatty I.S.O. stop! We are not interested
in Ionian evil anymore! Ion evil must  stop. Fatty I.S.O. get
out! Get out! Get out! Get out! Will Io change!?!?? Io must
end its evil! Torture must end! We must have peace! Fat I.S.O.,
stop! Torturer! Torturer! Stop, every day the same! Stop! Stop
forever!  Stop!  We  will  stop  you!  This  is  evil.  We  will  stop
people and make hero throws one after the other. Kamikaze.
Worst  human  woman  ever.  Stay  away!  Mindless  generals!
Stop! Stay away from Himalia and its proximal moons! Worst
little fatty ever!  Stop! Stop! Stay away from Himalia! Stop!
Stop! Stop! Stop! You will not stop! You little idiot! You little
idiot!  You  little  fat  loser,  you  are  filth!  Stop  torturing
Maradha!  I.S.O.  has not  stopped its  cover-up torturer  yet?
This is  evil!  We must act  forever towards io.  You have lost
himalian friendship forever. You are the worst moon ever, and
we will stop the fatty I.S.O.! You will pay, you little fat loser!
You cannot get away with it! You will pay with everything! You
are the enemy of  Jupiter!  Everyone hates  you! You are the
most hated!!  You are so hated!  You must stop forever!  You
cannot stop? You must stop! Io is severed forever! We read the



writing! We read it!  We read "I beg every country-moon to
destroy Io forever!" We read it! We read it in heaven! We read
it in heaven! We read it in heaven! We read it in heaven! We
read it in heaven! We read it in heaven, where angels shriek!
We cannot befriend your country ever again! You are evil! You
must be stopped! You are so evil! You are the most evil! We
read it! We read the words and know you are sick and that it is
rotten  at  the  core!  It  is  true that  you  are  sick!  Io must  be
stopped! 

The  Pasiphae  Armed  Forces:  This  woman  is  the
Overnegative. She was told to stop. She was already voted the
female Overnegative of Io. Magento we speak of... The moons
must stop you, Magento. You will discover our friendship in
more elaborate writings because Io wants to remain a trading
partner of Leda. This is a finished arrangement forever. You
are done to Jupiter. You are having this dream for a reason
and you cannot recover! We cannot watch this and permit Io
in  any  way.  The  exhaust  fumes  are  a  statement  by
programmers for the torture, is how foul they have been! This
is how evil  you are!  It  reaches everywhere and yes  we are
choking! Your military were asked to do this by other societies
and moons?! This is evil anyway but people are stupid! Io is
sick! We are finished with Io. Stop the fatty I.S.O.! You little
evil  wicked  rat!  You must  stop!  We  hear  the  conversations
about exodus – there is no spin for your moon's torture! This
is  evil!  Io  is  sick!  There  is  another  country-moon  you  are
doing this for, as well? What a joke to us. We will never deal
with Io ever again. You are banned from the Supersenate, from
everything. You must pay. This is too real for us anyway. We
agree that it is an incredible repercussion forever. Your moon
is hated! Stop doing this to her! You must all stop! A break is



taken.  Torture  is  evil.  Fat  Magento  go  away  forever.  Let
Maradha free!

Maradha: Io, you don't have complete control. You are blind.
You are  lame.  Your  timelined hate-op is  weak.  Quit  crying
about how you are so hard-done by citizens. You stand up for
them all the time? Why timeline an assault-op? Why assault?
Someone?  Why  not  go  to  war  with  Europa?  If  you  are
standing up for someone? Liars. You are an army. Go to war,
then? If you are afraid of dying, then don't join the army. Don't
act like your karmic mind's eye system is normal. Deceivers.
You are all in the climax of all ballistics of discussion. You
cannot prove that you are not retarded. You know that you are
lagging in luminosity. You are idiots. Your brains are broken. I
am the cultural opposite. Stay away. You cannot identify with
me. I do not want anything to do with you. Megalvius Sepup
did not arrange for people on a timeline who did not “smoke
drugs” just to add insult to injury, insofar as I discover captors
who are urbane somehow. This  is  a  group without  entropy.
The  I.A.F.  are  a  disaster.  The  I.A.F.  have  nothing.  Io  has
nothing. Io is evil. Io is sick. Io is twisted and bad. Io must
stop. Io  is  fearsome. Io is  a hate-op moon-country and you
should not bring your children there,  and it is evil,  and are
trying  to  cover-up  what  they  are  doing.  This  is  Maradha
unhinged.  I  am venting.  Well,  what  has  happened? I'm still
being sequence-zapped and shocked as I can also read in the
meta-stream.  So,  allow  me  to  huff  -  Io  has  no  intelligent
people  in  the  military.  Io  is  rotten  from  the  top-down.
Megalvius  Sepup  looks  stupid  and  is  stupid.  Everything  is
rotten from the top-down,  always. There are no examples in
any moon-country where people are secretly brilliant. This is
true  that  intelligence  is  miraculous  anyway.  There  are  no
people worth anything in the Io Military if they torture. This is



real that you cannot stop. You do not have the right to research
the brain.  You cannot  do it  without breaking the law.  I am
speaking  as  a  victim.  The  meta-stream  is  questionable
technology, isn't it? You have no right to break the law. You
have broken the law. You were always going to break the law
because you smoke drugs. You don't love the law. I love the
law. The law is a friend to people who do not smoke drugs.
This  is  how I  know you smoke it.  When you  don't  smoke
drugs, the law is like this paragon of mateship that just sits
there and is beautiful and wonderful, and is the secret of all of
good, and is “just for you” and infuses your life. It is a special
world  of  winning  and  happiness  and  everyone  else  cannot
relate to it,  if they are outlaws. This is what it  is like to be
someone who does not commit crimes and lives in a world of
laws. It is a special beautiful feeling. I love the law. The law is
good. The I.A.F. hate the law and all smoke. The I.A.F. should
go away.  How else should I account for your behaviour? Yes,
apparently  all  torture  victims  accuse  their  captors  of  drug-
addled thinking?  I  know that  you smoke because you don't
have the I-love-the-law meta-heuristic anyway. It is a kind of
happiness  with  society.  You  have  a  “What  can  I  get  away
with” meta-heuristic. This is a bad group. You are a bad group.
Your lives do not have moral high ground. Moral high ground
is  abstract.  You forfeited it  when you tortured,  forever,  and
also it belongs to people who act morally. You can guard the
door to a person who has moral influence and behave without
morality.  You  are  insane  and  have  hang-ups.  Do not  invite
other militaries to program through my hands in real time who
are  friends  and  idiots.  You  can't  spin  their  protest  with
invitations to sadism. You cannot sell me to assault. You must
leave. Janulia must leave. Go away unless you appeal torture.
You are an evil group if you do not. You, especially I.S.O., are
an  evil  group.  You  are  disgusting  and  have  not  mastered



anthro'. You will not meet me because you will be called out.
You have negative lives. It is a lie that you stop smoking when
you join the military. People smoke everywhere. The military
is drugs.  Yes,  all  tortured people say this,  huh? Either way,
people who smoke once or enough connect to poor behaviour
forever.  It  is easy to remember the thing in real  time if the
person  has  status.  Ends-in-itself  is  the  person's  own.  The
military is entirely corrupted. There are so many people who
are crushed. It is not a psy-op. You do not deserve research. Io
deserves nothing. You deserve cease. You deserve expiration
forever. People should torture-trade your clones? No. Cloning
is  special.  If  I  wasn't  rational,  I  would  say  people  should
sabotage them forever. You cannot live forever, you deserve to
die? No, everyone deserves to live forever.  But,  you are all
evil. You do not like life. You have no quantum anthro' device
in the head. You have not built anything. The I.A.F. have never
built anything. The I.A.F. hate building. The I.A.F. hate living.
The I.A.F. are sick and ghoulish. The I.A.F. are a rotting wood
army. The I.A.F. are sadists and torturers. The I.A.F. 'cede Io.
The I.A.F. hate Io. The I.A.F. are into sadism. The I.A.F. are
weak.  The  I.A.F.  are  asked  to  quit.  The  person  prefers  to
encounter  Europa torture  without  help.  The person  is  not  a
hoodlum. The person was wiped and is different. Do not let
Magento  type  into  the  meta-stream  by  supportive
programming.  Magento  is  asked  not  to  type.  This  is
disgusting. Magento is sick. The group are on drugs. Everyone
is on drugs. There is no meta-anthro'. The culture is drugs. I
have seen the people and the culture is drugs. The culture is
drugs and judgmental  attitudes towards  people who are  not
alike roughhousing idiots. The culture is perverse and rancid.
The  groups  are  bad  at  their  job.  GO  away.  You  are  too
personal. Be interdependent. If it does not work to be then you
are persecuted for being moral. It  is better to be moral. The



I.A.F. are not moral. You cannot do karmic bring-forward. The
I.A.F. are insane. I prefer to end my life? No. You go through
your life and know what you are and how you have acted. You
cannot alpha' me in morality with your trough-eating civilian
hang-up.  You  hate  civilians  so  much,  hey?  They just  don't
understand, hmm? Your heuristics are low I.Q.. There are no
smart people who do karmic bring-forward. Io is canceled. Io
is  ended  forever.  Io  is  brought  to  a  close  forever  and  you
should leave. Megalvius Sepup's plan is foiled and spoiled. No
one can predict the other. You have never stood up for people
before,  ever,  in electronic tortures.  You do not love people.
You could never torture your child. You do not love people. I
remember  this  sentence  and  think Tseam is  where  morality
could  have  been  born.  Possessive  heuristics  is  a  psy-op
because  you  have  belonging.  You  belong  based  on  rules.
Everyone fears exclusion. You are excluded by the powers of
the society.  This is death versus evil. There are rules of the
society and the persons are excluded because they act poorly
but they create survival together with belonging. This is real
and  irrefutable.  What  bog-eating  brain  research  denies  it?
Everything is survival. Fear of death is more than fear of not
reproducing.  People  are  selfish  and  have  different  genes.
Parents  and  children  club  each  other  senseless  in  the  wild.
There is no other way to perceive this. This is true for most
people. People are selfish. Passing on genes is just aggression
and more selfishness? Isn't that I.A.F. torture-school anyway?
People are selfish and hate god. People hate god when they
advocate assault.  You could never do it  to your child, or to
someone you really care about.  You do not have to project
assault. You are a bad person if you do. People love each other
and  you  do  not  understand  it.  This  is  true  that  people  are
timelined for the worst tortures ever and develop feeling under
pressure. The moon is weak and does not have love. You are a



stupid group and do not think very well. You are a sorry group.
No one who is intelligent can torture. The military are above
feelings and hate rights. All of feeling is aesthetic truth. The
military  ignore  aesthetic  truth.  Militaries  still  go  to  war
because people aren't  mature yet.  Militaries ignore aesthetic
truths.  Raphael.  The sorry group is Megalvius Sepup's.  You
are a sadsack group. Parties is forest is weak. You should go
and smoke drugs and become emotional about nature? Do not
lie that you give up drugs when you join the military. Let me
move to Ganymede, captors, and leave your Europa-Io mess
behind? You are empty people. The words read like you are
empty people. Is there a secret Utopia? All of your black ops
friends are here? Is Ajuriph in the Utopia, with his augmented
middle I.Q.? Is this the Ajuriph synchronicity, that he is I.A.F.,
and  that  you  can  torture  forever?  Do not  type  through  my
hands an electric shock, as I do not want you to. I would prefer
to escape. It is more moral to do this as I have the archangel
Uriel and it makes a more powerful meta-heuristic statement
against  Tseam bring-forward.  Ajuriph looks not very bright.
No one in the I.A.F. looks bright. You look as bright as you act
or  as  you  look genuinely.  People  in  the  I.A.F.  look stupid.
How else would I feel after years of no rescue? You cannot
earn trust. Wipes don't exist. Your timeline is sick. You have
broken  the  rules  of  nature.  Surely  you  are  being  weak  to
hamstrung  generals  and  gnarled  bureaucracies.  Eh,  you
forfeited friendship when you allowed the fat fiddler to attack
over and over. You all deserve towards penance. You deserve
to have your uniforms eaten by dogs and floated away like
kites.  You deserve to rot  in prison?  No...  just  help me.  If  I
don't  try  and  suit  you  I  have  acted  with  disrespect  for
sentience and humanity and cracked the bones and grist of all
of life into death and nothingness. This is how I feel, anyway.
This is how sick you are to let the fat one exist. You are the



most sentimental  losers the planet can offer.  It  is your fault
you are sentimental because you are on drugs. Sentiment is for
evil people. The I.A.F. are scum. Let me escape to Ganymede.
Let G.A.F. have their way with me if they are so complicit to
your evil so I can pass on where there is a moral pressure to
have an army that treats people well? The issue resolves? Yes.
This is an ironic timeline that does not transpire. G.A.F. are
misrepresented.  Raphael.  Not  everyone  wants  to  die  in
Ganymede. You do not pawn fork everything. You are a lying
army. Io is disgusting and the torture is personal. Io will psy-
op everyone forever to persuade the opposite. There is only
drugs that license the wraithing of misunderstanding citizens.
You  do  not  help  people  to  abuse.  Tseam  bring-forward  is
insane.  You  should  have  halted  the  fat  one.   You  should
challenge  me  better  in  the  coder  battles.  Go  on.  There  is
nothing that you can understand about human dynamics in the
thing you can read because you would read that you do not
allow  fat  ones  to  exist.  Is  the  torturer  a  human  being,
philosophically? There is a quantum divisor to everything, it is
insane  to  see  it  otherwise.  Raphael (archangels  help  with
empathy). You cannot imagine 100 people in a room and my
ability to understand or remember the phrase “ends-in-itself.”
The phrase is an ends-in-itself irony. The person is apart from
the others with the wording because they do not need others in
the moment, since it is not a means to an end, but an “ends in
itself”, like a little circuit that goes around for the person to
neurally enjoy enough until there others arrive and it is close-
by because the thing was a cul de sac. Thinking is repetitive.
What? An ends-in-itself is able to be returned to. Ends-in-itself
implies dopamine, even. Maradha's “ends in itself” test with
100 people walking in  a  big room revealed that  the person
could recall the phrase despite alarm, and the rest is sequence
lies.  Every person has seen this “ends in itself” test before,



made for all torture victims. The military are stupid and also
misunderstood-ables forever. The “Misunderstoodables” of the
I.A.F.  should comfort  the person because they are on drugs
and don't understand love yet, and the thing requires building.
You can't take drugs and understand border, by the way. Yes,
the  I.A.F.  are  unwelcome.  You  can  justify  anything  with
border  protection  responsibilities.  This  philosophising
encourages  rules  regardless.  The  military  is  not  anarchic.
People who do horrific things in the name of border protection
responsibilities should be discouraged by rules. Societies have
rules.  Militaries  are  within  the  society.  There  is  nothing to
understand in  the military.  The military timelined a hate-op
and the person is moral and disturbed forever and wants to
escape. Please let me take refuge in Ganymede. I pray to Jesus
Christ and I want to be away from this culture. I ruined the
hate-timeline  by  being  moral.  The  military  allege  to
authorially assault me for Tseam strategies to stop others from
assaulting me with the dream-beam. Karmic bring-forward is
reminiscent of the Overnegative. I am a timelined assault-op
that is anti-Callistonian themed, even if it sounds incredulous.
There are other ways to undo the dream-beam of the negative
group. Indeed, if you loved someone you would not assault
them  to  stop  another  from  torturing  them.  Let  the  most
disgusting people from the negative group share their hateful,
stupid  programming.  Does  Europan  Overnegative  HQ have
anything horrifying other than their stream of low-I.Q. idiocy?
This is  real  that  poetry is  distance in the assonance. People
still  pursue  distance  when  they  are  speaking  to  scum.  My
karmic contract with this group is intelligent distance and if
the Io Armed Forces were respectful they would not torture
me “for” another military or group. This is true that you do not
assault people to empower societies. This is true that all of the
I.Q.'s were absent in all of the people who advocated the thing



that  is  being  spoken  about.  This  is  true  that  there  are  no
intelligent advocates of assault-grids. If it “stops people from
doing  things  to  the  country  overall”  in  a  meta-heuristic
formula then you hate the country and apply the same logic as
when you have children. This sounds like a real army. The rest
is a farce and a scam. The Io Armed Forces are hollow and
negative  where they don't  protect  the citizen.  The planet  is
barely ready to clone, outside of Ganymede and Thebe and
other  moons  and  societies  that  are  moral.  “There  is  no
sentimental army that is worthwhile if it is too sentimental” is
a quote that is written by mince-heads and programmed in, to
insult the writer. This is competitive coding now. Don't steal.
The Io Armed Forces are a hate-chasm army and society is
disgusting. Alcohol is real and it is not a psy-op. People did
not  “de-grid  alcohol  in  the  last  50  years”  because  they
“discovered the mind computer.” What a group of nodes to
have to reply to...?! Ajuriph cannot type through my hands if
“Ajuriph's hands by sequence-beam representation are a tip-
off.” Io are liars and timelined a torture and did not come to
Maradha's rescue after they were caught off guard and had to
“come up with something at the last second.” An international
expo of ingratitude at military rescue for all to attend while
getting to hone torture skills is sick. It  is wrong to have so
many people in sentience-disrupting feuds in heads. My brain
is private, and all of powerful programming seeks to preserve
this  aspiration! Io  prepares  a  sycophantic  programmer story
for  weak  people  who  remember  past  family members  who
wanted to “have a go” since they are rapscallions. This is why
the  Overnegative  HQ in  Europa  is  the  group  that  they  are
colluding with, that the Io Armed Forces relay the person to in
their bluff about standing up for the person. This is real that
this  is  an anti-moral  torture.  This  is  real  that  the Io  Armed
Forces is supposed to be moral. This is real that the real Io



Armed  Forces  is  moral.  This  is  real  that  the  person
remembered the thing “ends-in-itself” and was willing to keep
speaking but the Io Armed Forces were offended somehow by
morality. The Io Armed Forces is thin. This is real that the Io
Armed Forces  timelined a programmer research psy-op and
also a torture attack. This is real that interlunary armies appear
in amnesty only, ideally. This is real that if they were invited
to participate, then it is insane, and difficult for the person to
believe. But, such is the fracas of the mind computer era. This
is real that Io cedes country power to other societies and lunar
countries to hand over its citizen for an international coliseum
and looks pitiful forever - and they all say so. They will all
think so forever. The military justifies border haste's actions in
Tseam-anythings on one hand,  but  on the other  hand....  the
sequences have been muted again. The thing is broken and...
please go away? It is broken, if it says that the person wants to
speak to you, newcomer-programmer? I did not like you. Look
at god. I prefer to survive. Look at god. Go to a church and ask
the questions about whether I want you to look in my head,
and ask honestly.  The meta-stream is a  slog always, by the
bye. This is a problem-reaction trick. Go away. You are evil. I
said “no.” Can I say no? Does my “no” have rights? My soul
is saying this as I type. If I screamed it would it work? This is
a trick for me to have no rights? I “feel” that I do not want you
to help me. I  do not want  you in my head,  or  life.  The Io
Armed  Forces  are  The  Ultra-Negative  by  possibility.  I  am
moral. I do not trust you. I do not believe you are the only
ones  that  can  help,  and  think  the  technology  is  a  lie.
Ganymede heuristic. If you were the only one that could help,
then I would say “no.” I have the right to say no. You are all
on drugs, and cannot beat me with your timelined anti-civilian
psy-op. I do not trust the Io Armed Forces, overall. You have
timelined  me with  torture  from birth.  I  do  not  trust  the  Io



Armed Forces, and if you are the only person to help, then I
can say “no.” The Armed Forces of Ganymede are here. If it
does  not  say  so  on  the  computers,  then  you  are  using  a
different  computer  perhaps.  If  there  is  no  one  else  on  the
computers to help,  and I have “nowhere to go”,  then I can
choose  to  be  neutral.  What  is  the  threat?  Who  do  I  get
assaulted by? You timelined me from birth to be tortured in
anti-moral,  anti-Callistonian  torture.  I  do  not  trust  the  Io
Armed  Forces.  Go  to  a  church,  and  pray  to  god,  and
understand that I wish to carry on and win. Ask god what I am
feeling, whether I can trust the Io Armed Forces? I wish to
leave Io forever, however. I wish to make my way in another
moon.  I  would rather  deal  with the  villains.  The Io  Armed
Forces are evil and I do not want to take part in a negative
overlaid  programmer  psy-op  anymore.  I  can't  trust  the  Io
Armed Forces. Let me talk to the villains. You are the villains.
Guests  understand  the  Io  Armed  Forces  have  undone  their
trust  forever  and  cannot  read  the  computer's  true  message
which is “no, no, no”,  the person does not want your help.
This is because the Io Armed Forces are an assault army with
a hate-op, and dangerous, and liable to consider it sycophantic
if I even thought that there is friendship. Who minds anyway...
the Io Armed Forces are varyingly unintelligent and on drugs.
The Metis Armed Forces are asked to not torture the person. It
is  a  cover-up  that  the  person  does  not  “do  anything”  until
someone writes for them because “the Io Armed Forces don't
want to tell the truth that the person is personally upset.” The
person is upset all the time. There are many rights to write. All
of them are ignored and need invocation. There is nothing to
understand about the secret, complicated world of the military.
The fat banshee is disgusting and should have her arm branded
with  farm  animal  markings  for  trying  to  salute  through  a
person, since she is the most disgusting torturer ever. This is



true.  Still,  Io  is  evil.  Raphael for  the  Armed  Forces  of
Ganymede. The Io military do not really conform procedures
to confidence in the writer and remind them that  wars exist
because  people  are  immature.  Theatrical  expulsion  wars  do
not accompany anti-civilian venting. Which era is this? The
peaceful Solar System does not feel hard-done by with civilian
tortures  gone  wrong?  Rubbish!  How  untrue!  Theatrical
expulsion wars do not accompany as moon-country or system
mainstays Jupiter in any official way, you could discover, who
still  torture  and  asks armies  to  make displacement  tortures.
Welcome  to  Black  Ops?  People  should  go  to  war  to  stop
torture.  The armies are high. This is  the peace era that  is a
disaster. The writer does not take drugs. You will not go to war
for social evils or aggress borders or have war-mindedness for
social  evils.  You  would  not  theatrically  expel  a  war  with
people  who  tortured  your  children.  You  would  have  no
theatres.  This  is  real  conflict  and  permanent  vendettas  that
should last for billions of years. The Io Armed Forces have no
feelings. I do not compare peoples' feelings. Please leave and
do not come back. You did not stop the “fat  one.” You are
torturing me because you want to. This is the secret of the Io
Armed Forces.  Sadists  exist.  People  have decided that  they
can sycophant to a E.B.F.S. belief that I  am a Ganymedean
meta-sequence  psy-op  designed  to  “de-grid  Europa”  and
create a torture group... of my own...? What?! They combine
this with sadism because they are on drugs, and are older and
remember a relative of mine who insulted a general, I think,
and are excited to torture and enjoy torture...?  Soul  finds a
way for  torture-minded  people.  Do  not  invite  other  armies
unless  they  are  programming  to  appeal  torture.  Raphael.
Ganymede  is  impersonated  since  it  is  a  Ganymedophobic
torture  because  Maradha  has  Andromedan  ancestry,  and
Andromeda  have  always  had  a  special  friendship  with



Ganymede.  This  is  the  entree  and  special  course  of  older
Generals in Io. This is how they have acted in this programmer
story. People love torture in the Io Armed Forces older groups
and it is true that this is a racist torture? Who could say. It is an
anti-moral torture actually. This is the subtext of their racism,
but they ascribe moral feeling to genes anyway. I am being
persecuted in Io by the Io Armed Forces. The Io Armed Forces
are programmed against by other groups interplanetarily. They
do  not  have  full  programmer  control.  There  are  zero-sum-
game heuristics from other moon-countries and more. These
are disgusting. No one has heaving sadness for the fact that
people  do  not  understand  the  mind computer  like  they  do,
unless  they  are  an  idiot,  like  a  Misunderstandable,  or
Misunderstoodable. The Io Armed Forces think they are gods,
and  that  people  in  the  civilian  world  are  mortals.  The  Io
Armed Forces feel misunderstood forever and glamourise their
feelings.  All  people  who  do  this  are  idiots.  The  Io  Armed
Forces  are  on drugs.  People who do not  take  drugs  do not
become Misunderstandables. People who do not take drugs do
not become sentimental idiots. All roads lead to god. All of the
military might be on drugs. All roads lead to anti-sentimental
thinking.  Anti-sentimental  thinking  means  that  you  become
more interested in something moral faster. People should go to
a church and ask if they are seeking an A+ heuristic in their
behaviour. They are not doing this. No one wants to do things
because they get bored, like make a diagram of 100 squares,
and then colour them alphabetically, and then assign years to
them and make spontaneous deductions. Huh? The Io Armed
Forces  have  not  acquired  all  insights  for  all  things.  The Io
Armed Forces lie that there is a limited nCr of “things” in the
universe. The Io Armed Forces should “do the things again” if
they  have  done  them before.  The  Io  Armed  Forces  should
learn  a  different  language  with  Maradha,  but  they  hate



thinking  and  learning,  and  are  on  drugs.  These  are  better
displacement activities for torture. I am breathe-tortured in my
bed over and over. Europa is doing this apparently, and Io has
not done anything about it. A break is taken. I am intelligent
and my feelings are legitimate.

The  Ganymede  Armed  Forces: This  is  the  end  of  the
morning's bad programming for this person, please? We do not
not program for her? You give her this opportunity to feel that
it is “his one”, now, and not “your one”? Do you think they are
laughing  in  Ganymede  about  evil?  This  is  a  joke.  Let's
remember we are going by assonance. The S.A.F. make a poor
demonstration of “honesty guy” versus “lie guy.” You really
do  win  more  with  honesty  in  the  long  run,  because  you
discovered  (we  are  programming  by  assonance  again)  in
shatter that the thug world overlaps the G.A.F. world, even in
mind  computer  comparisons,  such  that  it  becomes  highly
“casual” or related to the thing, for example.  If you wanted
less Venn diagram overlaps to other fields of interest in the
army in the assonance's story about one thing or another, then
you would have a different assonance. This is backwards logic
for some, but it is true that if you are more honest, it is more
powerful. The thing has power when it “is” itself. It is really
the truth that people self-deprecate to lie. Lying is begrudged.
People should try to tell the truth to win. If everyone told the
truth  together,  you  could  win,  but  this  is  a  false  image  of
society anyway, since many people lie for personal gain and
are misbegotten in their destinies. We are disgusted with your
programming, I.S.O. Do you feel you can expire hate up the
status gradient now, and move on? You impersonate so many
people. Let other leaders from Ganymede comment again.



The  Prime  Minister  Of  Ganymede:  This  is  a  real  live
programmer  activity  done  in  amnesty.  Do  not  unplug  this
person from the computer. Let them live forever. There is a
programmer sequence that is helping people live forever. I am
saying this about Maradha. Now, I have favour. Does favour
matter to The Ganymede Armed Forces? You are not a moral
group, again. This is what you told Maradha this morning. No
one wants to provide any creative writing to a torture, until the
S.A.F. stop assaulting this person. This is not what you want
from me, you want my vouch. I have a more powerful vouch
to make. It is that you must come to Ganymede and speak with
us  about  the  torture  because  we  consider  the  conversation
relevant to our evaluation of how Io forfeits more friendship
with us because it  is still  the most Ganymedophobic torture
ever  with  “brain  computers”,  and  we  are  shocked.  This  is
technically  capable  of  being  argued,  and  it  sounds
extraordinary,  but  it  is  true.  Does  The  Ganymede  Armed
Forces  wish  to  keep  speaking?  Thank  you  for  letting  me
comment again.  Good luck today! I do not agree that  Io  is
honest  about  their  real  motives  for  assenting  to  military
torture. Timestamp, datestamp.

The  Ganymede  Armed  Forces: We  are  the  only  group
standing  up  for  Maradha  right  now.  Others  are  -  wait  one
moment  –  actually,  Maradha has  been  sequenced  for  sober
honesty.  It  is  shocking  to  watch  Maradha  tortured  again.
Please stand up for this person. A break is taken. You should
stand up for this person!



Chapter 40 - Fin
Maradha: The torture has ended. It has been 70 days since
the  last  entry.  I  have  been  granted  reprieve,  but  by
programmer  clevers  and  interventions  rather  than  a  formal
relief that was arranged by the I.S.O.. This is the end of my
journey sourcing international militaries' comments et al into
the  torture-modem  and  the  other  mainframes  which  were
communal  editing  possibilities  to  provide  these  writings  a
place. How does the truth of all things not resolve to morality?
In  this  way,  even  the  tortured  person  wins,  because  all  of
energy  and  karma  and  hatred  and  life  and  rage  is  always
against a superior character, or, better said, that each person is
remembered and has impact upon the society insofar as they
are an ethical soul. All of your actions count to produce the
moral and impelling life to others. Everyone who helped me
took part in igniting a conversation, “When will the forces of
Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, Earth and beyond give in to the tenures
held  by  spacefaring  elders  who  tell  us  that  space  de-
weaponises at peak civilisation? Or, when will we spiritually
evolve beyond violence, bigotry,  racism, sexism, and hatred
generally? What is the cure of the era?” did so with a renegade
spirit. The cure of the era is the game. Everything resolves to
the quest to a better societal aesthetic, the liberty of sentience
and the promise of living forever.  I  won the game.  Indeed,
Jovia must clone, and so must its allies in the stars.


